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From the bulletin : 

Ruffed Grouse in New York State 

by 

A. M. Stoddart. 

Lg 

Common Cats a Menace 

With regard to the house cat, as a factor in the decrease of the 

grouse, the result of the Commission's inquiry indicates that it is a very 

serious menace, cats being given fourth place of importance by both 

protectors and sportsmen, One sportsman remarks that tracks in the snow 

are the best proof of the incredible number of cats im the woods. Several 

game protectors complain of the depredations of cats left in deserted 

lumber camps, which have reverted practically to a wild state. Mew York 

8 tate's new "cat law" passed in April, 1918, should prove of creat value 

in the elimination of hunting house cats. By the terms of this law, gam 

. protectors are required, and all holders of hunting licenses are encouraged 

“mae cats at large found hunting birds. 
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Housecat ~ 
Red Fox 

St. John, Harold. "Sable Island, with a Catalogue of Its Vascular Plants." 
Proc, Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist., Vol. 36, No. 1, p. 28: 

"In 1882 rabbits were again introduced and the story is almost parallel 

with the foregoing. They multiplied and became such a misance that in 1889, 

seven cats were brought from Halifax and in 1890, thirty more, While the 

cats were wintering and fattening on the rabbits, seven red foxes were 

brought from the mainland and in a single season they made an end of all the 

rabbits and the cats."
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Feral House Cats in Relation to Wildlife eyarae 

During November, Paul V. Jones, graduate student in wild game, 
traveled 2,555 miles on the highways in southern Texas. In this distance 

he saw 41 cats (one to 62.3 miles), 9 of which were taken, 

The contents of 13 stomachs were analyzed during the month. 

Garbage and carrion, and small rodents such as cottonrets (Sigmodon 

hispidus texianus), hispid pocket mice (Perognathus hispidus hispidus), and 
cominon house mice (ius musculus) made up the bulk of the food eaten. 
Three stomachs contained remains of birds. One, from e male cat killed 
in Colorado County, Texas,by Valgene Lehmann, contained the remains of an 

attwater prairie chicken (Tympanuchus cupido attwateri). The others 
contained remains of a meadowlark (Sturnella mazna) and a mourning dove 

. (Zeneidura macroura), 
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Cat folder 

Note from "Progress Report of the New England Ruffed Grouse 
Investigation Committee," by Alfred 0. Gross, Bowdoin 
College, Brunswick, Me., Sept.1, 1920. 

Kitten found in stomach of a goshawk during 1926-27, 
New England Flight.



Housecats 

H. B. Marshall, 1178 University Farm, St. Paul, saw a wild 

female housecat with two kittens 1 1/2 months old in the northeast 

corner of Wadena County, Minn., in November, 1925. His dogs 

treed these cats. The kittens were very thin. Marshall knew 

: all the people in the neighborhood and was certain that none of 

i them had missed a cat. He therefore concludes that this represents 

a case of young reared by wild housecats in the open. im 

where : 

Marshall saw/ a horned owl gaxrryxaff had eaten a kitten which 

: had been missing from his house. He remembers half a dozen other 

kittens lost, possibly from horned owls. 

ee ous



Cat Folder 

Excerpt from "The Heath Hen," by A. 0. Gross, page 523. 

"The average weight of twenty-five adult cats secured on the island 

was nine pounds but some of the largest specimens weighed more than twelve 

pounds and one unusually large one trapped August 4, 1925, weighed eighteen 

pounds. The majority of the cats killed are in good condition indicating 

that they are able to secure an abundance of food."
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4 
: Extract from the book "Propagation of Wild Birds" 

by Herbert K, Job. 

(From Chapter VIII, Control of Vermin, page 108) 

Stray Cats. The domestic cat is one of the worst kinds of "vermin" 

with which one has to deal in ienehavas birds. The various devices suit- 

able for such ehinale will usually reap a harvest of felines. It is : 

‘ astonishing how many cats have taken to the woods, and are running wild 

; and pebble wild offspring. On the Howell preserve, in a very remote 

and giountainous section of Connecticut, eleven miles from the nearest large 

* town, Winsted, the keeper, William Whisker, told me he had killed nearly : 

200 of these semi-wild cats. Many people would be asfonished if they knew 

how many miles their pussy, so quiet and demure in the daytime, had roamed 

; by night, and how much game it had killed in a year",
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5. Dakota 

Cats. Most of the cats away from houses are toms. Usually head- 

quarter at abandoned farms but sometimes in brushes on river banks, 

sometimes in muskrat runs. 

Hartley Jackson 

; Feral Cats. Many tracks in Lawrence County, 9.W. Missouri, also in 

Oneida Co., Wisconsin. 2 miles from occupied dwellings. Never found 3 

litters. In S. Wisc. ran cats into den (hole in ground, Rock County) 

which looked as if it were a cat den. 

In southwest Wissouri hunting with coon dogs would tree about 

6 cats to 1 coon and about as many possums as cats. 

‘ Major Goldman 

Cats, Never heard of wildeats preying on house cat but would think it 

not unlikely. ¢ 

Bobcat. Has instance of their killing grown deer.
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(Housecat Folder) 

From THE SURVEY - March, 1924. 

One of ovr hunters in the Colorado District has written the 
x following, which is of interest as showing how rabies may be spread from 

coyotes to bobcats: "To-day while riding from the Dietz ranch to the head : 
of Cottonwood Creek to follow a poison line down the Creek and back to the 
ranch, about six miles from camp I was attracted by a barking noise that 

sounded like a dog going into a hard fight. In some tall timber which had 

a thick undergrowth I was led by the noise to a point where I got a glimpse 
of a large coyote and large bobcat having a real battle. I could not shoot 
either of the animals from the horse I was riding as it was very scary. I 
dismounted, all the time watching the fight, and then I tied the lines of 
the bridle to the foreleg of the horse. The bobcat and coyote discovered 
me by this time and as they ran I shot at the bobcat through the thick 

timber but did not stop it. In a near-by tree I noticed another bobcat 

which was not taking part in the fight, but evidently was looking on; -I 
succeeded in shooting this cat, killing it. From all I saw the coyote 
seemed to be pushing the fight but the cat refused to take a tree. The 
snow was gone from the ground where the fight occurred and was only to be 
found in patches. I could tell from the snow that the coyote and bobcat 
had moved as they fought. This particular coyote had the nerve to take 

\ hold of this very large bobcat four or five different times. I could see 
from the signs that the fight had been on for some little time. One place 
in the snow showed the full print of the bobcat's body stretched out on its 
side and from the way the snow was torn up it looked as if the coyote had . 

thrown him. There was plenty of fur ffom both the bobcat and coyote to be 
plainly seen." ' 

OO ies ie 
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From THE SURVEY - February, 1925. 

Follows Lion Track Four Bays.-- G. B. Holman, leader of predatory- 
animal control inithe Utah district, reports that Hunter Taft struck a lion 

track on January 23 and followed it for four days. The dogs finally treed 
the animal near the place where they first strick its track just after it : 
had Rilled and eaten a bobcat caught in one of Mr. Tatt's traps.
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421 Chemistry Building \ 

Pi October 8, 1928. 

Mr. Jean Linsdale, 

Musem of Vertebrate Zoology, 
University of California, 
Berkeley, California. \ 

Dear Mr. Linsdale: \ 

Thanks very much for your letter of October 31 on the 

house cat question. Your conjectures fit very well with my own 

and I am obliged to you for your excellent summary of the edition. 

I did not know that you were associated with Dr. Grinnel 

for whom I have a very high regard. ) 

I wish somebody could make a special study of the house 

cat supplementing the work already done in Massachusetts. With 

best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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421 Chemistry Building 

October 17, 1928. 

Dr. T. CG. Stevens, _ 
ane College, 
Sioux City, Iowa. 

Dear Dr. Stevens: 

I was very much interested in the article 
vy Jean M. Linsdale in the September "Wilson Bulletin". 
On page 170, Mr. Linedale speaks of the cat as 
eer many birds. I wonder, in his intensive 
study of this area, whether he observed any cats / 
which seemed to be truly wild in the sense of not 
making their headquarters at eny human habitation? 
Evidently there ic a zone terminating somewhere in 
Iowa where the cats can stay outdoors the year long, 
and a zone north of that where they ordinarily do 
not winter outdoors. 

The Game Survey is naturally concerned in 
locating the eer between these two zones since 
control measures would have to be governed accordingly. 
If you think Mr. Linsdale could give any light on this 
question, I wold eceee your forwarding to him 
the extra ee of this letter. It might be that the 
members of Wilson Club would have evidence pro 
and con which might be published in the "Bulletin". 
With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. |



Che Wilson Ornithological Club 
FOUNDED, FALL RIVER, MASS., DECEMBER 38. y 

aie euemt tose inet 
THE KENTUCKY ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

THE TENNESSEE ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

rHowae H. WHITNEY Che Wilson Bulletin eee ATLANTIC . 1oWA MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE 
OFFICIAL ORGAN E. LANSING, MICH. 

HOWARD K, GLOYD PRESIDENT, LYNDS JONES, 352 W. COLLEGE ST., OBERLIN, OHIO SORE neat 
KANSAS STATE COLLEGE, MANHATTAN, KANSAS T. C. STEPHENS 

COUNCILLORS ALBERT F. GANIER, NASHVILLE, TENN. MORNINGSIDE COLLEGE, SIOUX CITY, IOWA 

P. B. COFFIN, CHICAGO, ILL. 

DR. ALFRED LEWY, CHICAGO, ILL 

CHRESWELL J. HUNT, CHICAGO, ILL. 

CLARENCE BRETSCH, GARY, INDIANA 

Sioux City, Iowa, 

October 20, 1928. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wisc., 

Dear Mr. Leopold:. I am very glad to 

forwardy ar letter of the 17th to Dr. 

Linsdale. This is an interesting 
problem. 

T have just received a very interesting 
article on the habits and distribution of 
the Hungarian Partridge in Iowa, which will 
probably be published about March. 

Sincerely yours, 

a 

l 7, ug A prev,



Feb. 1,1929. 

Mir. Edwin Forbush, 
State Ornithologist, 
ae State Dept. of Agriculture, 
Boston, Massachusetts. 

Dear Mr. Forbush: 

I remember you published the gesults 

of a rather thorough study of house cats and 

I am anxious to obtain a copy of this publication 

since I am encountering some interesting house- 
cat problems in my Game Survey. 

Could you send me a copy of it or tell 
me where I can get one? If there is any charge, 

. please bill me. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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DR. ARTHUR W. GILBERT Sale Houses Mraton, February 7, 1929, 
COMMISSIONER 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, : 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter to Mr. Forbush has been 
referred to me. 

His pamphlet on the house cat has 
been out of print for a number of years. You 
can possibly secure a copy by writing the 
Boston Bird Book Company, 162 Boylston Street, 
Boston, Massachusetts. 

Yours t 

ee ; 

é jirector 
BIVISION OF OQRNITHOLOG 

JBM: EMN 

: 2/13/29. Wrote to publisher 
asking for copy, or information 

as to where it can be gotten.



Feb. 1, 1929. 

Mr. T. A. Coulson, 
Moss Point, Mississipp?. 

Dear Mr. Coulson: 

Possibly you remember our discussion 
as to a possible reason for the scarcity of 
wild house cats in the coastal flatwoods? 

Since then Mr. H. L. Stoddard has told 
me that he has encountered a widespread belief 
among old woodsmen that the bobcat preys on 
house cats,and also a somewhat less prevalent 
belief that the grey fox does. 

Have you ever encountered any evidence 

or even any rumor to this effect? 

Ria With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
; In Charge, Game Survey.



421 Chemistry Buklding : 

February 15, 1929. 

Mr, Russell Leffler, 
c/o Game Commission, 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 

Dear Mr. Leffler: : 

Some of my recent work on the Game Survey has confronted 
i me with some questions on the housecat which I am entirely unable 

to witengle. The principah question is: Under what conditions does 
tue hamwehah 000d bo ETUMMIG ela Or fuses condition in the sense i 
of having dens and raising young away from buildings, whether 
occupied or unoccupied? 

Seth Gordon tells me that it is his recollection that the 
. Pield Officers of the Pennsylvania Commission sometimes reported 

cats denning and having young in the open during his inoumbency there. 
If you could conveniently verify this and give me an idea where, when 
and to what extent it occurs in Pennsylvania, I would greatly 
appreciate it. 

Seth Gordon aleo told me that at about 1924 in Perry County, 
Pennsylvania, a weasel was shot carrying a housecat kitten sbout f 
inches long. I thought I would just mention this as e matter of 
interest. 

Seth thinks that coon hunters tree and kill a good many cats. 
This obviously occurs to some extent, but any evidence bearing on 
whether it is a real control of cat population would be very welcome. 

Have you ever heard of any wild animals, prey on housecats 
or théir young? 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. :
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

Board of Game Commissioners 

; Harrisburg, Pa. 

: February 19, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., ; 
Madison, Wksconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

Your letter of February 15th addressed to Mr. Ross Leffler 

has been referred to me. 

I am sorry that I can give you no personally collected data on 
reversion of the house cat to conditions sufficiently feral to induce the 

animals to rear their young in dens away from buildings. I do kmow, how. 
ever, that in Pennsylvania and West Virginia house cats are to be found in 
some numbers in wild timber so far away from villages or occupied dwellings 
as to lead us to believe that they are, in virtually every sense of_the 

word, wild, 

These animals are frequently chased, treed and killed by 'coon 
hunters. As I recall my own experience in this field we killed from one to 
five such cats on every night trip. Incidentally, we also ran into a good 
many skunks, 

I could not without special inquiry determine how many house ets! 
dens have been found in the wilds by our men but I mow that a good many have 

been found, 

In your third paragraph you refer to a weasel which was shot carrying 
a house cat kitten four inches long. I do not kmow of this particular case 

and the record was not placed in our mammal notes apparently. I do kmow, how 
ever, that at the farm of Mr. Quincy W. Hershey located near York Springs, 
Adams County, Penn., a weasel killed one night a house cat kitten‘at least 11 
inches long (measuring tip of nose to tip of tail). The kitten was caught on 
the back porch and its would-be rescuers came to late to keep the weasel from 
killing it though they did catch the weasel, 

I do not know that either the fox or bob-cat ever preys upon the 
house cat; but I do kmow that both Great Horned Owls and Barred Owls which 

5 I have had in captivity killed cats upon occasion. A Great Horned Owl which 

I kept tethered in our back yard caught two half-grown kittens on one night. 

I am sorry that this data is of fragmentary nature and if you do not 
need the material for some time I can, no doubt, get more definite material for 
you within the coming few weeks. 

Very truly yours, 

George Miksch Sutton, Chief, 
Research and Information.
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Moss Point, Miss., 

Feb. 24, 2929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

| Dear Mr. Leopold; 

i have just returned from trapping grounds and did not get 

your letter until yesterday; consequently my delay in answering. I 

am reasonably sure that the bobcat does not prey on house cats, and 

am positive that the grey fox does not. In my experience as a woods- 

man I have never seen any thing that would lead me to believe that 

the bob cat or grey fox were enemies of the house cat. 

Yours sincerely, 

; T. A. Coulson.
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Feb. 13, 1929. k 

Mr. A. M. Stoddart, ; 
Rod and Gun Editor, 
New York Sun, 
New York, N. Y. 

i Dear Mr. Stoddart: 

I have been reading with interest your 
bulletin published in 1913, "Ruffed Grouse in New 
York State", particularly the extract enclosed on 
housecats. If it is not too much trouble for you 
to look it up, would you kindly let me know whether ; 

any of the answers to your questionnaire indicated 
instances in which cats had wverted to an entirely 
wild state, that is instances where they were found 
denning or having young away from any buildings? 

If there were such instances, I would appreciate ; 
your putting me on the track of them. 

Yours truly, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
wit In Charge, Game Survey. : 

we
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CARLOS AVERY, PRESIDENT GEORGE SHIRAS 3D, VICE-PRESIDENT AUGUSTUS S. HOUGHTON, SEC'Y-TREASURER 

American Game Protective Association 

iy volivarth Balding, O82 Broadway i yyy 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS New York City \v 

JOHN B. BURNHAM RI 

WILLIAM B. GREELEY 

GEO. BIRD GRINNELL 

ae Besex, Now York | \o* 
AuGusTUS 5. HOUGHTON March 5, 1929 Ww 
WILLIAM B. MERSHON 

GEORGE SHIRAS 3D 

FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 

CARLOS AVERY 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE Mre Aldo Leopold 

Soave coir AND SPORTSMAN 421 Chemistry Bldg. 

HENRY FoRD Madison, Wisconsin 
BIRD CONSERVATIONIST 

HENRY L. STIMSON 
PBC age Sete Dear Aldo; 

FORMER U. S. CHIEF FORESTER 

eee Alexander Stoddart haé forwarded me 
C. HART MERRIAM your recent letter to him relative to his 
meter ne rs bulletin of 1918, “Riffed grouse in New York 
bos ror alana State." I got Stoddart to handle this question. 

U. S&S. BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

ee as tec ier I am very sure that there were no 
SIR CLIFFORD SIFTON instances given in the reports to the questionnaire 
EER Ce where cats were found having their young in dens, 
eee one ese though of course this is entirely possible. Once 

Sony AUTHOR Weexe-mcLeanzaw LM late Winter I killed two very large and heavily 
TugoporE Roosevert = === =| furred male cats on a mountain a considerable dis- 
C. B. YANDELL tance from human habitation, and judged that both 
eee eae were living in an absolutely wild state and hunting 

CANADIAN CONSERVATIONIST in company. It was as much of a job to kill these 
HON Mint Came promotions | O@b8 OS 1% would have been to bag lynx, and if my 
oer hound had not treed them, I would not have gotten 
Sinciasn Veece them. One was killed several hours after the other. 
ue ea cre eee I never saw more thickly furred wild animals. 

MASTER NATIONAL GRANGE 

Very sincerely yours,
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| ° MONTANA BEAVER 

Transplant Elk With Tractor WORTH roRTUNE 
les =e eee ee Bd pee et) EP gt FFICIAL records of the State 

ee ht Sh or ee == O Department showing the num- 
e ber of beaver trapping permits 

ONTANA sportsmen who have re- on bare ground. ‘he cow that had eae sana eect eee 
M quested cooperation of the State the hair off her left side was in the damaging irrigation ditches or flood- 

Fish and Game Department in creek dead. We pulled her out of the Teton eames Ate 
defraying half the expense in securing creek and out of the way. Then we sued, the Commission insists that 
carloads of elk from the National Bison put some hay where this other cow the Rea Be papect oe gale 
Range at Moiese for distribution in could eat it. Another cow in the first eee sods ee 

suitable areas, have been extending load looked as though she had the Be Meat ieca es Seer nen dtanG 
every assistance to make “the plant” distemper. 1919-1920 ‘the fee was waived by law. 

successfully. While many states are “When we came back to the sleigh mits, 641, was ‘issued. During 192 
crying for Montana elk for transplant- one bull was still there, so we threw the total reached 582. The follow- 

ing, many of these monarchs of the out the hay in the bottom of the sleigh. Ine Sie duceatisietia Ty cers 
forest have been sold to be butchered He started to eat some of the hay and ee ae : 2 

for meat and sold to eastern corpora- was standing there when we went out ee sng cia oe 
tions or given to Indians. Those which of sight. Outside of the three I have ASA injectate tee) 548 
have been requested by state clubs of mentioned I think the others will make 1918... Sa 
sportsmen have been moved in the it all right, after a few days of sun- ta SA REE 
dead of one of the hardest winters in shine and a little rest. They will get JOR) saat ch aes? 242 
the history of the state. Sportsmen over their soreness and excitement from 19220 soseeeene 244 
have demonstrated their sportsmanship. being penned up. The elk did well for eee aiecaa fa Caen 

ee ae Reet wild animals not used to being handled 1905 (ck Ge deere ars 1BBD 
One of the most interesting incidents by man, penned up and shipped by rai ee 607 

of the transfer of a shipment of these th ionsoa ¢ th int te TOR ce 
elk is explained in the weekly report ee oe ee e 1928 tt, 618 

si on a sleigh, and hauled and one- 9929 nc eecsacss ae ty BBD: 
of Allen T. Holmes, deputy state game Hale miles ay oe é 4 mee 

5 eras y a cater r tractor over Ne 
warden stationed at Billings, who as-  . oiow road one ix feet deep.” 
sisted in unloading and liberating the i 
consignment for the Red Lodge club, —————— — a 
They constructed a huge sled, hauled it eee ere A 
into the hills with the aid of a cater- ea a Seer sti 0 ne ee oe 
pillar engine and only three elk were | 

i Sport Ww Cat \| 
But let Deputy Holmes tell the story por sSmen ar on a S | 

in-his own words: —— a inant same tion eet teeee mememmtemamaeianliian 

“John L. Corey furnished the sled 
and caterpillar to haul the elk. The EMBERS of the Lewis and Clark It is the unwanted, homeless, hungry 
crate was built on a sled, and was‘ M County Rod and Gun Club, gath- cat that is the menace of bird life in 
made of poles about eight inches at ered in annual session, have de- Montana as well as New York. What p 
butt, about six inches at top, and clared war on cats. Alley cats, field is true in the environs of Greater New 
eighteen feet long. It was six feet cats, farm wanderers, deserted tabbies York is equally true in every part of 
wide and about seven feet deep, with in town and all other varieties of bird the inhabited United States. The num- 
poles beveled off for the floor. Then devouring felines are in for a tough ber of birds devoured by the stray and 
they had about a foot and one-half of time if plans of the Helena organiza- homeless cat is beyond computation. 
hay in the bottom. The upright pieces tion are worked out. President Cecil The house cat gone wild and foraging 
were pine and about twelve to fifteen V. Wilson has named a committee made in the country for its own living is by 
inches through. There were four of up of Shirley Ashby, one of the most no means a helpless puny animal. Its 
these. The poles were spiked at ends enthusiastic sportsmen of the state, as extraordinary growth and strength in- 
and to the upright pieces and the rear chairman; Dr. Thomas L. Hawkins, and dicate an abundant food supply, a great 
end was fixed so that poles could go 4. B. Tipling, to call on the Helena part of which is birds. 
through when the elk were loaded. city council with a view to drawing up One who is keenly interested in the 
We used one-by-twelve-inch boards, an ordinance opening the season on conservation of useful wild life writes 
eighteen feet long, and nailed them to city cats. They will later see the the American Game Protective Associa- 
the poles on the inside so that the elk county commissioners and take care of tion urging that cats should be licensed 
could not get their feet through the’ the country cats. This action is in line as dogs usually are and the money so 
cracks between the poles, four feet with national condemnation of the fe- obtained should go into the conserva- 
high. One cow elk was down in the line enemies of song birds, ground- tion funds for the maintenance of game 
car when we opened it and she had nesting birds on farms and in the farms, fish hatcheries and game patrol. 
been tramped quite a bit. The hair on woods, the club merits the com- He also discounts the claim that a 
her left side was about half off, and mendati f Montana sportsmen. large cat population is necessary to 
left her skin bare. They showed fight The York City division of the control the increase of rats and mice 
from the start. American Society for the Prevention and he urges atin ie iE on eat 

“ of Cruelty to Animals reports the elim- storing of foods which are attractive to 

at was on ants oneshals eueg arom ination of 322,279 cats in a period of rodents and the avoidance of scattering 
@reck where we tnined ihe elk loose eighteen months. It would appear that loose food around stock or poultry will 
and the Red Lodge Rod and Gun Club this society is alive to the importance do more to discourage the breeding of 
fad 15 bales: ofatupiee hay-ccattered of radically reducing the number of undesirable rodents than can be ac- 

th ee y domestic cats in the interest of increas- complished by any number of cats. 
ere but thevelk did “aot stop (0 100k) ine thesbird vopulutl Systematic and persistent cat elimi- 

at the hay. They went up on the side Oe ee ne a fs y rn = 
f th tai ren 4 and locked James Sheldon, writing in this report, nation campaigns might well be a part 

G © MOURA BBS Pe vnes aoe ose says that along the beaches near New of the program of every sportsmen’s 
around. Then some of them started to York fast Ititud f ti nical 
brouse and didn’t seem to be afraid seas ule Ob ee 

“ were left behind by vacationists. joe Ma Die SSA 
“When we got up with the last load became ravenous and actually fought 

two stood around close to the back end with the fishermen for the fish they OH, SAY. CAN YOU SEE—? 

of the sleigh. Then we went up the brought ashore. They climbed porches She: “So you kissed that painted 
creek to where one cow was in the at night and entered homes in search creature?” © 

snow up to her belly. We got her out of food. He: “Yes, I saluted the colors.” 

2 

3



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE : 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 5 

ADDRESS REPLY TO x : ye 

HIEF, BUREAU OF LOGICAL SURVEY th , y 4 ’ 

ao epee eh July 19, 1929. Ye 

1 oie NY gh” GP - : oes x 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

In Charge, Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of July 12 and I want 
to assure you that I enjoyed reading your report very much indeed and 
am in a position to understand the tremendous amount of effort which 
must have gone into its preparation. 

Perhaps in my comments relative to bobcats killings house cats 

I should have explained that I had never witnessed evidence of such 
an attack personally but I have heard of such instances sufficiently 
often and from sources sufficiently reliable so that I feel assured 
of the facts, In my 01d home in Vermont when I was a youngster bob- 
cats were fairly numerous and I used to hear the woodsmen tell of 
losing their house cats in this manner. I have often heard of 
similar instances occurring in sections of Canada where bobcats and 
bay lynxes are fairly abundant. I think perhaps that an inquiry 
directed in regions where these animals are reasonably abundant will 
furnish fresh facts on the subject. In my boyhood I heard these 
stories quite frequently and came to accept them as facts without 
having an opportunity to view any evidence personally. I may say that 
I have no doubt as to this tendency. There is some proof to substantiate 

the matter in the know fact that many of the half-wild male house cats 
\\ will attack and kill kittens at sight. 

You are quite welcome to make any use of this statement that you 
wish and I am sorry that I cannot give you definite details. 

With best personal wishes, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

H. P. Sheldon, 
U. S. Game Conservation Officer.



Quotation from "The Arctic Prairies" by Ernest Thompson Seton, page 13. 
€ 

"As I walked down the crooked trail along which straggle the 

cabins, I saw something white in a tree at the far end. Supposing it to be 

a White-rabbit in a snare, I went near and found, to my surprise, first that 

it was a dead house-cat, a rare species here; second, under it, eyeing it 

and me alternstely, was a hungry-looking Lynx." 

(Passage has reference to the Indian village of Pelican. Portage, 

which is 60 miles north of Athabaska Landing.) 

.



: . The Winter Status of the Feral Housecat 
in Bast Central South Dakota 

Paul L. Errington o 

My generalizations deal with the Sioux River and the Oakwood 

Lakes of Brookings County, South Dakota, roughly, from 1917 to 1928. 

Cat tracks were to be seen along wooded lake shores and stream 

courses at practically any time throughout the winter months. The cats : 

responsible for these tracks were,almost without exception, old Toms which 

often frequented brushy tracts as far as three-quarters of a mile from the 

nearest inhabited human dwellings. Since the community referred to was © 

yell settled, three quarters of a mile represented the approximate maximum 

distance that an animal would be liable to wander from an occupied building. 

It was rarely that a Feral Cat shunned human society to the ex- 

-tent that he would not enter a farmyard, although he might be wild enough 

to whisk under a shed or go bounding through the woods at the first appear- 

ance of a man. 

Deserted buildings on a river bank usually harbored a variable 

fauna, among which could be listed Mice, Rats, Squirrels, Cottontails, and 

‘ Pheasants (in rank surrounding weed patches of Marsh Elder, Ragweeds, Nettles, 

and Sweet Clover) in addition to transient or resident predators such as 

Weasels, Skunks, and vagrant House Cats. Sometimes a Red Fox scouted the en- 

virons. : : 

Under an old hog house on an untenanted river farm, I caught in 

three seasons out of four, a total of 6 House Cats, all Toms, 30 Skunks 

(Mephitis), 1 Weasel, 2 Barn Rats, 1 Fox Squirrel, 20?Cottontails (no count 

kept), and numerous Mice (Mus and Microtus). From the foregoing it can be 

readily seen that * vacant farm affords food and shelter to a host of wild



life, not the least of which is the House Cat. 

In the hardwood river brush, I have tracked Cats to refuges 

which include holes in the ground (Rabbit and Skunk dens), cavities behind 

overhanging root-tangles, hollow trees, and roadside culverts. Sumner cot- 

tages along a lakeshore, provided that they have holes underneath, prove very 

acceptable from thé standpoint of stray cats. As a whole it might be said 

that a Feral Cat will prefer a group of ruinous farm buildings, if relatively 

undisturbed and grown up-to weeds, to the more primal native timber environ- 

ment. I presume that this is true because of retention of semi-domestic 

feline habits and the great availability of mtenbie food about places of this 

description. : - : 

I have waas it a practice to shoot Cats whenever I could, unless 

they were virtually in somebody's yard. Examination of their stomachs dis- 

closed that very few are mousers to any appreciable degree. The average 

(if an "average" can be taken) stomach content ran something like this: 

1 mouse, part of a Cottontail, part of a Pheasant. i 

It isn't certain that every Pheasant or game bird eaten by these 

Cats was necessarily killed by them; however the general unfavorable evidence 

against the hunting House Cat is sufficiently complete so that there seems to 

A ve little chance of unjust accusations in the majority of post-mortem cases. 

As to effect of cold upon House Cats, I cannot recall having seen 

fresh Cat tracks at temperatures lower than ----20° F. In South Dakota ---20 F 

is cold; ----30 F to ---4o°F, extremely cold. At the former temperature 

_ the activity of most wild creatures will show a decrease; at the latter, minks 

cease running and, consequently, one would expect to find no Cats abroad. i 

Some Cats.are out at - 20° F. During a cold snap in the last of 

December, 1927, when the weather was seldom warmer than - 20° F, I remarked



on consecutive days the track of a large Tom on open lake shore. 

This individual had a regular den under the roots of a shore- 

Line Cottonwood tree, though he spent time about a group of gaoopled farm 

buildings more than a mile away. I suspect that he visited another farm a 

half mile in the opposite direction from the Cottonwood, but I didn't inves- 

tigate. While I had a trap set for his especial reception--which trap, in- 

: -cidentally, was put out of order by drifting snow--I noted that he once stay- 

ed in the den for two days without trying to leave. 

From childhood on, I have encountered Cats, mainly in town, which 

were suffering from frogen feet. As nearly as I recollect, these Cats were 

either kittens or sickly, scrawny, under-sized animals in poor physical con- 

aition,withetand exposure. I doubt very much if a healthy, mature Tom-cat, 

in ordinary game hountey, would succumb to Eastern South Dakota cold. He 

might be compelled to go hungry once in a while or to lay up a few successive 

days under a shed or in a hole somewhere, but he is quite able to take what 

punishment he would need to. The periods of extreme cold are of relatively 

short duration in the locality discussed, and there is always to be found a 

limited amount of food and wholly adequate shelter, netural or artificial, 

according to the taste or requirements of is Cat. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

September 11, 1929 5
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x September 10, 1929 

Professor H. W. Wight : 

School of Forestry & Conservation 

j Ann Arbor, Michigan 3 

Dear Wight: 

Last spring Stoll of the Detroit News asked 

us to loan him Sabin to break in the keeper of a private 

estate near Detroit. We did this and Stoll brought in to 

_ mé a list of "vermin" which he stated had been taken from 

less than 2500 acres during the two months ending August 15th. 

: I know very little as to the location or character of these 

lands but Stoll thought the list was authentic and, if so, 

it would certainly seem that some manner of vermin control ; 

was in order on these premises. : 

‘ 1 fox (red) 75 crows . 

— 49 cats 629 Eng. sparrow 
139 skunk 18 starling 

30 red sq. 2 great horned owl eg 

22 weasel 1 sharp shinned hawk 

1l house rat 2 yellow belly woodpecker 

10 dogs 41 snapping turtle 
2 badgers 34 gar pike 

6 mink 56 wood chuck holes gassed : 

Yours very truly, j F 

‘ 

f P. S. Lovejoy 
Game Division 

S Ho ppl PSP® juneet 
So OtrAL/



Housecat folder 

Excerpt from "Fins, Feathers, and Fur," No. 77, Sept. 1929 

"The greatest destroyers of birds are our housecats. They 

q destroy our most valuable birds, those that were created for our benefit 

to destroy noxious weed seeds and ali kinds of harmful insects that are a 

menace to livestock and necessary vegetation." 

. Warden Klet's reference to the house cat's destruction of game 

birds recalls an instance related by Warden Sheridan Greig, of Pine County. 

His children being pleased with a large black cat that strayed into his 

place one winter's day several years ago, he let it remain, against his 

better judgment. Several mornings later the cat was missing and seeing the 

trail led in the direction which he intended to patrol that day, he followed . 

it to see what the cat would do. Within the first mile that cat had caught 

and partially eaten two grown partridges. Needless to say, Warden Greig 

snowshoed that trail until the cat was eliminated; and the trail wes seven 

miles long before the demise took place. : 

.
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Ostober 12, 1929 

Mr, Aldo Leopold ; 
421 Chemistry Building 
University of Yisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

liy dear Leopold: 

From "Science" of the issue of October 4, 1929, 
I quote the following for your information: 

*Pularemiea, newly discovered disease of rabbits, rodents, 
- and men, may also affect cats, muskrate, pigeons, ring-necked 

pheasants, grouse and quail, it a, from studies reported to 
the American Public Health A:sociation by Dr. R. G. Green and 
BM, Wade, of the University of Minnesota and the State Depart. 
ment of Health. This new diseaee which has caused much concern 
in public health circles, is acquired by men who handle infected 
animale. The fact that many more kinds of animals may have the 
disease greatly increases the danger to human beings by increas 
ing the possible sources of infection." 

; Le We Te WALIZR JR,
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF GENETICS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE Sa 

L. J. COLE MADISON C 

ae eae H. L, RUSSELL, DEAN AND DIRECTOR Du ho 

23 April, 1930 (Se 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Survey, 421 Chemistry Bldg. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I just got back a day or two ago from my western 
trip and am trying to get caught up on accumulated corres- 
pondence. 

I am returning your slip asking for information 
on the gestation period and breeding of the domestic cat. 
Marshall, in his "Physiology of Reproduction® gives the 
gestation period as nine weeks but I do not know the mini- 
mum breeding age and 46 Mot’seem to have anything here in 
the office that gives it. I am under the impression, how- 
ever, that it is, as you suggest, a year. When I have time 
to get up to Agricultural Library, I will look in some of 
the cat books and shall see whether I can find a state- 
ment on this point, or if you are in a hurry, I would sug- 
gest that you might look it up if you happen to be in Ag- 
picultural Hall. 

Many thanks for the reference to Bergtold's 
paper. I think I have a copy of this but have not yet 
had time to look it up. I knew of this paper but did not 
appreciate that it was the one to which you were making 
reference. 

I have got to go to Washington the last of 
this week and expect to be back about the 3rd of May. I 
hope then we may have time to get together occasionally and 
discuss some things of mutual interest. 

L. J. Cole 
\ LJC*n Professor of Genetics



A. TWELVE POUND HOUSH cal | Co hhetadt cok 

- ame Neuro, ire on ee | 
en 1930 One of the largest half-wild domestic cats ever killed in the history of 

? ~ the Game Commission was received ot their offices recently, It weighed 12 

pounds end measured three feet from tip of head to tip of tail, In coloration 

the cat is 2 confused mixture of blacks, browns, grays and whites, somewhat 

tigerish in appearance, It was shot from a large hemlock tree in Bald Eagle 

Township, Clinton County, by Mr. Robert Farwell and taken to Division Game ; 

Supervisor John B, Ross of Lock Haven, who in turn forwarded it to the Game 

Commission. The specimen will be mounted,
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HOUSE CATS AND BIRDS OF PREY 

The following extract is from an article by Jack Miner of Kingsville, 

Ontario, and is quoted as a matter of interest: a 
: S 

"The house cat is the natural mouse hunter, but takes birds if 3 . 
he can get them; but these Hawks and Owls are natural bird hunters EBS 

but will take mice if they cannot get birds. All men that are ac— PS Co 

quainted with the above mentioned creatures know that this is true. ee 

Now don’t be led to believe that I am in favor of the house cat. I 9 

have not kept one on my premises for over thirty years and I destroy . 

every one that comes on the premises; but the Great Horned Owl is ~ 

five times more destructive on birds than the cat ever was. Never ea. 
in my life have I known a cat to climb over fifteen feet high in a <a 

tree for the sole purpose of getting a bird’s nest, nor have I seen J 5 

his claw marks around an empty nest that high in a tree; but there a 

is not a bird that can build high enough or low enough to be out . = 

of reach of the Great Horned Owl. Yes, it is true the Great Horned 

Owl will kill Crows now and then and that is the reason the Crows 

are fighting him and trying to drive him out of the country before 
he goes to roost; but remember, the Great Horned Owl also kills 

the Red-tailed Hawk, and a Red-tailed Hawk kills fully five times 

as many Crows as an Owl does, for the crow is one of the easiest 
birds for an awkward Red-tailed Hawk to catch. When we are catch- 

ing Crows here, one of our handicaps is the Red-tailed Hawk coming 

and disturbing them. I have seen this great favorite of mine dart 

right under my Crow net after Crows and you can well believe I 

didn’t catch many Crows that morning."
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TWELVE POUND HOUSE CAT MARAUDER DESTROYED ANN 
eee ee ( 

"The Service Bulletin of the California Fish & Game Depart- 

ment discloses a report from Pennsylvania of a twelve pound semi- 

wild domestic cat being shot down from a large tree. The cat 
measured three feet from tip to tip and was tigerish in appear- 

ance, showing how rapid reversion to the wild state takes place, 

increasing weight and size. 

The Missouri Game Department reports that every time a 
hunter kills a semi-wild domestic cat he saves his daily quail bag 

wa limit. 1600 persons, receiving pheasant eggs in the state cooper— 

oO ative pheasant egg hatch, report that domestic cats caused more / 

/ pe deaths of young pheasants than died from natural causes. Sports- 

? me men are urged to do their part in curbing the depredations caused 

»& by house cats running wild. 
2 < Farmers who permit cats to roam about their places are keep- 

os ing away birds which aid materially in destroying insect pests. 

a City dwellers cannot attract birds with bird houses, bird baths 

\ = and feed pans so long as their greatest natural enemy, the cat, is 

Se sneaking, sleeking around, ready to pounce." 

Sa 
SS . This is all very true, as our men at the du Pont Experimental Game Farm 

at Carney's Point, New Jersey, can well attest. We recently began to suffer 

losses in our pheasant pen. One or more birds were found dead in our winter 

pen every day for several days, Fresh tracks of a cat in and about the pen 

offered the only clue to the reasons for this mortality. Considerable ef- 

fort was made to trap the cat, but to no avail, until the entire pen was made 

a trap by slanting a piece of two foot wire from the top of the fence inward, 

so that a cat getting into the pen would be unable to get out. 

It meant the sacrifice of at least one bird more, but it worked. Two 
cats were trapped in this manner on consecutive days, less than fifteen days 

after our first loss, having accounted up to that time for nine full grown 

pheasant breeders.



oe 4 | 
Refuge Keeper L. D. Rearick killed a ieree house cat that had 2 Lp | rabbit ears, the tail of a chipmunk, and the wii & of a grouse in its stomach, Neuscef~ The cat weighed 10 pounds. 

| 

p 2 Vol, , tes (t, aly (2) 193)
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A TWELVE-POUND HOUSE CA’ 

A recent repert from an Eastern state revdals that a 12-pound 
semiwild domestic cat was shot from the top of a large hemlock tree. 
The cat measured three feet from tip of head to tip of tail. In colora- 
tion it is a confused mixture of blacks, browns, “grays and whites and 
the animal was somewhat tigerish in appearance. The specimen will 
be mounted. This is believed to be a record. : 

Missouri Game and Fish Department reports that every time a 
hunter kills a semiwild cat he can easily figure that he has saved his 
daily bag limit of bobwhite quail. A checkup of the results of the | 
cooperative pheasant egg hatch shows that after the 26,000 eggs had 
hatched, cats caused more deaths of young pheasants than died of 
natural causes. The toll taken by predatory animals and hawks was 
very meager in comparison to the toll taken by cats, the report filed 
by the 1600 persons who received eggs revealed. Sportsmen are urged 
to do their part in curbing the depredations caused by the common 
house eats permitted to run wild. 

Farmers who permit cats to roam on their places are keeping 
away birds which aid materially in destroying insect pests. City 
dwellers must be content with only empty bird houses if they keep cats, 
bird authorities point out, as feeding places, houses and baths are not 
sufficient incentive for birds when their greatest natural enemy, the 
cat, is about. i | 

More than 300 semiwild house cats have been killed in Southern 
Butte County by an expert hunter for the Feather River Rod and Gun 
Club in California, according to reports coming to this office. Stomachs 
of 100 of these cats were opened and in 99 of them was found bird meat, | 
principally duck and quail. Only one cat was found to have fed on 
mice. 

This gives some idea of the importance of elminating these clever 
creatures from our game lands. 

Pep, if Fi fot G Rn 2 
Cat Ldp CNL. ~ 
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File: Cat 
Hawks & Owls 
Maryland 
Predator chapter, text 

Extract from "Bird-Banding," Vol. III, No. 1, January, 1932. 
General Notes, page 33. 

AN INTERESTING GREAT HORNED OWL CAPTURE--While returning from tending 

a duck trap on the Walter P. Chrysler estate at Horn's Point on the 

Choptank River, Maryland, just after dark on the evening of October 7, 

1931, I flushed a Great Horned Owl, which fluttered up in front of my 

car and flew laboriously down the road. The headlights showed it to 

be carrying something heavy, something which it could not lift two feet 

off the ground. I gave chase, and the bird dropped clumsily a hundred 

yards farther on, to crouch defensively atop the prey it seemed so loath 

to leave. I stopped the car twenty feet away and turned on my strong 

spotlight. ‘The owl's attention was riveted by the dazzling beam, and 

wtie it stood motionless staring into the glare, I crept up cautiously 

on the dark side, threw my jacket over it, and pinioned it down. After 

wrapping the claws in my handkerchief to prevent accidents, and folding 

the bird safely in my jacket, I stopped to pick up its prey, which, to 

my surprise (and delight) proved to be a half-grown house cat! ‘The kill 

evidently had just been made, for the limp body was still warmand quivering. 

The owl weighed forty ounces, and from its small size I judged it to 

be amale. The cat weighed nineteen ounces, almost half as mach as its 

captor. 

O. Le Mastim,Jr., Bureau of Biological Survey, Cambridge, Maryland.
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/ THE MARAUDING HOUSE CAT over Europe generally. And some- like other things, must either kill Vs den 

/ The house cat was not known to where along the line it was crossed or starve, a cat most emphatically 

/ the ancient Hebrews, Assyrians more or less with the European has no place in small game terri- 

[ and Babylonians, and the “ail- wildeat (Felis catus), a cat having, tory, and must be killed if we are 

ourus” of the earlier Greeks and in contrast to our own wildcat, a to maintain our stock of small 

Romans, originally translated striped body and a long ringed tail game. At present the house. cat, 

“cat,” is now known to have been —so that the present house cat is in the aggregate, undoubtedly de- 

a marten cat, a very different ani- partly European wildcat, and the stroys more small game than any 

mal. present European wildcat partly other predator in Pennsylvania. 

It seems to have been ona ne Cat. . ; ‘ 

a wild species from north or north- ut somewhere along the way— ; z 

east central Africa, first domesti- due to changed conditions and _With all these billboards and 

cated by the Egyptians, and later man’s mismanagement—the house cigarette ads the great out of 
crossed with a decidedly different cat has degenerated from a bless- doors is gettin’ to look like a 

species originally from China. It ing to a very serious predatory beauty contest. 
proved so valuable in clearing the pest,—when it is allowed (or 

fields of mice and other grain-de- forced) to roam at large and sup- 

stroying vermin that) the Egyp- port itself in a small game country. The main difference between 

tians came to defy it and developed A cat kept at home, day and | a sport and a sportsman is the 

an extensive cat religion, and the night, is one thing; a cat roaming | man part of it 
bodies of cats were mummified and _ the woods and fields at night—and 
ee on - in a cases i. out” and 

er the conquest of Egypt this forced to go wild and live on small Tae 7 

cat was imported into Greece and game—is a very different thing. | , 2 ae ak ni cat oc ce 

Rome, replacing their marten cat, And whatever one’s sympathy with sus erat SUSU OL 
and from there gradually spread the victim of circumstances, that, aso 

Yo 2 che : I)
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E. E. Lee will put in some winter hunting for mountain 

lions in the Chiricahuvas where lions are damaging game and live- 

stock quite heavily. 

We are pleased to state that all of our hunters are 
now operating at lower elevations where severe storms are not 

likely to damage their catch. Last year we had several men 
snow-bound and considerable time was lost thereby. 

We notice that the skins coming in are being very well 
taken care of and the new stretchers that Mr. Gilchrist designed 
for us are greatly improving the appearance of the furs as a 
whole. 

We note from the reports received from Denver that you 

are continuing to turn in stomachs in good shape. Please con- 

tinue to do this. 

Domestic stock and game listed below represent depreda- 

tions by various predators that were actually found by hunters 
during the month. No effort is made to show similar reports 
reaching this office from other sources, 

Killed by Lion: if deer, 6 calves, 5 sheep. 
Killed by Coyote: 4 lambs, 9 sheep, 107 chickens, 

8 turkeys, 6 calves, 8 goat kids, 
10 goats, S deer. 

. Killed by Bobeats: 4 quail, 70 chickens, $3 turkeys, 

1 sheép, & lambs. 
Killed by Bear: 6 hogs and 1 steer. 
Killed by Fox: i house cats. 
Killed by Bagles: 1 turkey. 
Killed by house cats: 1 lamb. 

Rodent News: 

November finds all of our rodent work getting under good 

way for the winter. The following report from the various coun- 
ties has been taken in part from reports submitted by the several 
assistants in their respective districts. 

Yuma County - P. M. Mercer, 4ssistant in Charge 

Gopher control operations were carried on in Yuma, 

South Gila, North Gila and Mohawk Valleys, poisoned sweet potato 
bait being used for the most part. Traps were used in the South 

Gila Valley on some land that had been treated with poison and 
resulted in almost complete eradication. The acreage that was 
trapped is fairly isolated from any infested area and should be 
free from infestation for some time. 

@ Gate “Yard | Rew. 17 eu 
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The Problem of the Vagrant Cat 
By T. GILBERT PEARSON 

Tue Nationa Association or AupUBON SocrETIES 

Circular No. 18 

T is a widely recognized fact that domestic cats are great destroyers of 
wild bird-life. Particularly is this true during the spring months when 
the young birds are leaving the nest. Many people do not observe the 

destruction which these animals inflict upon the bird population about 
every town and in the countryside, because the killing is done largely dur- 
ing the hours of darkness and in the early morning. Drivers of motor cars 
at night frequently see the eyes of marauding cats by the roadside. 

Control should be exercised over the cat population and arrangements 
made for destroying humanely vagrant and unwanted cats, the numbers of 
which are exceedingly great. 

Cats are known to be carriers of disease, their cries at night disturb the 
slumbers of men and women everywhere, and thousands of sick people are 
rendered nervous and irritable by Grimalkin’s nocturnal serenades. 

State Laws ror KiLiine Cats 

Legislation has been enacted in the following states to encourage the 
destruction of bird-hunting cats: 

California Fish and Game Laws. “All cats found within the limits of any 
fish and game refuge shall be considered and classed as predatory animals 
and subject to all provisions of law relating to the destruction or killing of 
such animals, and the Board of Fish and Game Commissioners, their depu- 

ties and employees are hereby empowered, authorized, and directed to kill 
all such cats so found within the limits of such fish and game districts; 
provided, however, that the provisions of this section are not applicable to 
any cat while it is in or at the residence of its owner or upon the grounds 
of the owner adjacent to such resident.” 

Conservation Laws of Maryland. “Any person may and it shall be the 
duty of any deputy game warden or other officer of this state to humanely 
destroy any cat found hunting or killing any bird or animal protected by 
law and no action for damages shall be maintained for such killing.” 

New Jersey Fish and Game Laws. “Any person holding a valid hunting 
and fishing license may, and it shall be the duty of any Fish and Game 
Warden or peace officer, to humanely destroy any cat found hunting or 
killing any bird or animal protected by law or with a dead bird or animal 
of any species protected by law in its possession; and no action for dam- 
ages shall be maintained for such killing.” 

New York Conservation Law. “Any person over the age of twenty-one 
years, who is the holder of a valid hunting, trapping and fishing license, 
may, and it shall be the duty of a game protector or other peace officer, to



humanely destroy a cat at large found hunting or killing any bird protected “Section III—Tags to Be Issued: A metal tag or tags marked with a 
by law or with a dead bird of any species protected by law in its possession; number, to correspond with the number of the license, shall be issued with 
and no action for damages shall be maintained for such killing.” said license and shall be attached to a collar and shall, at all times, be 

worn by the cat so licensed when at large. 

LicENsING oF Cats By Municipal AUTHORITIES “Section IV—Unlicensed Cats at Large: Any person over the age of 
twenty-one years may, and it shall be the duty of every police officer, to 

The National Association of Audubon Societies has on numerous occa- destroy humanely an unlicensed cat at large, and no action for damages 
sions called attention to the perfectly natural bird-catching habits of these shall be maintained for such killing. 
animals. It financed the publication and distribution of the most complete aoe . eee a : : 
treatise on the subject that has ever been issued, viz., “The Domestic Cat,” Section V—Penalties: Any person violating the Drovieione of this ordi- 
by Edward Howe Forbush. For many years we have urged the passage of nance shall, upon conviction of such violation, be subject to a fine in an 

state laws and municipal ordinances intended to reduce the surplus cat amount not to exceed Ten ($10.00) Dollars: 

population. The Garden Club of America and many other organizations “Note: Where objection is made Section V may be omitted. Also, cost of 
also have sought to have the stray cat evil mitigated. license may be made optional, to suit the requirements of your municipality.” 

The International Cat Society of New York City, formed in 1931, has a 
tried to induce municipal authorities to enact cat license ordinances, and in This would seem to be an excellent ordinance if it could be adopted 
two years has been successful in three instances. The Audubon Association generally and enforced. 
recently wrote the mayors of four thousand cities and towns on the subject. 
One hundred and fifty-six answers have been received, about half of which A Succestep Non-LicENnse Cat-REpuCTION ORDINANCE 
ask for further information. We know of only ten towns in the United States 0 eee Rash wi 
which have adopted cat ordinances. These are: Harrison, Larchmont, and Most of the cats disposed of by municipal authorities or Societies 
the Village of Roslyn Harbor, New York; Milburn, Montclair, and Pomp- for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals are those which people deliver to 
ton Lakes, New Jersey; Seattle, Washington; Grand Rapids, Michigan; them. With this knowledge in mind, the Directors of the National Associa- 

Massillon, Ohio; and Maywood, Illinois. Communicating with the authori- tion of Audubon Societies have prepared a suggested ordinance which 
ties of these towns, we found that there has been extremely little observ- avoids the “tax” or license” feature that has been found objectionable to 
ance of the cat license features. People do not want to pay a license on cats, ey people, and which many mayors, therefore, hesitate to recommend, 
and public sentiment in most places is preventing the enforcement of these It provides for the town assuming the responsibility of disposing humanely 
eheaairea, of cats of which people desire to be relieved. Many individuals, who shrink 

from the unpleasant experience of killing a cat, will gladly deliver their 
Ghee none Gm inaGnee Taha surplus animals to some humane agent for disposition if such an agency is 

u ED See eae NE aU eae easily accessible. We believe, therefore, that adoption of the following 

The Cat-License Ordinance prepared and promulgated by the Interna- ordinance by any community would result in an appreciable reduction of 
tional Cat Society of 101 Park Avenue, New York City, is as follows: the vagrant cat population of the coun: The American Game Association 

and the Izaak Walton League of America join the Audubon Association in 

“Section I—Cats to Be Licensed: It shall be unlawful to own, harbor or recommending the following: 
maintain a cat of more than six months of age unless the owner thereof or 
the person harboring or maintaining the same shall have a valid and sub- Proposep ORDINANCE FoR Conrrox or Vacrant, DiseAsED 
sisting license for such cat. AND UNWANTED Cats 

“Section Il—License Fees: The annual license fees for cats over six “An Ordinance to Prevent Vagrant or Unidentified Cats from running at 
months of age shall be as follows: 1. Each male cat, $1.00; 2. Each female large in the Streets or Public Places of the Town of —————————,, in 
cat, $2.00; provided, that if, accompanying the application for licensing a the County of —-_________, State of ——_—___—__—_, and for the 
spayed female ee there shall be a certificate from a licensed veterinary impounding, or disposition of such cats. 
surgeon that said female cat has been properly spayed, the annual license “ - 
fee shall be $1.00, Provided, further, that ay heen keeping or having in cn aca aa oe oe eS ihe Tome : : : : y of —_______—_, as follows: 
his possession cats for breeding purposes, and the selling and exchange of eee: : i 
such cats, may obtain a kennel license for the kennelling of cats of five or Section I. No person being the owner or harboring a cat shall permit it 
more in number, and shall pay for such kennel license the sum of $5.00. to run at large in any of the streets or public places of the Town of 
No license shall be granted for a period exceeding one year, and all licenses Fy esa ny tim the County of ———_—__, at any time, un- 
shall expire on the day of ——__——— in each year. less identified as hereinafter provided.



humanely destroy a cat at large found hunting or killing any bird protected “Section Hl—Tags to Be Issued: A metal tag or tags marked with a 
by law or with a dead bird of any species protected by law in its possession; number, to correspond with the number of the license, shall be issued with 
and no action for damages shall be maintained for such killing.” said license and shall be attached to a collar and shall, at all times, be 

worn by the cat so licensed when at large. 

Licenstnc or Cats py MunicrpaL AUTHORITIES “Section IV—Unlicensed Cats at Large: Any person over the age of 
twenty-one years may, and it shall be the duty of every police officer, to 

The National Association of Audubon Societies has on numerous occa- destroy humanely an unlicensed cat at large, and no action for damages 
sions called attention to the perfectly natural bird-catching habits of these shall be maintained for such killing. 

animals. It financed the publication and distribution of the most complete 2 : s Lae a : : 
treatise on the subject that has ever been issued, viz., “The Domestic Cat,” Section V—Penalties: Any person violating the Rove of this ordi- 
by Edward Howe Forbush. For many years we have urged the passage of nance shall, upon conviction of such violation, be subject to a fine in an 

state laws and municipal ordinances intended to reduce the surplus cat amount not to exceed Ten ($10.00) Dollars: 

population. The Garden Club of America and many other organizations “Note: Where objection is made Section V may be omitted. Also, cost of 
also have sought to have the stray cat evil mitigated. license may be made optional, to suit the requirements of your municipality.” 

The International Cat Society of New York City, formed in 1931, has ee 

tried to induce municipal authorities to enact cat license ordinances, and in This would seem to be an excellent ordinance if it could be adopted 
two years has been successful in three instances. The Audubon Association generally and enforced. 
recently wrote the mayors of four thousand cities and towns on the subject. 
One hundred and fifty-six answers have been received, about half of which A Succestep Non-LicENse Cat-Repuction ORDINANCE 
ask for further information. We know of only ten towns in the United States i ae za pe 
which have adopted cat ordinances. These are: Harrison, Larchmont, and Most of the. cats disposed of by municipal authorities on Societies 
the Village of Roslyn Harbor, New York; Milburn, Montclair, and Pomp- for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals are those which people deliver to 
ton Lakes, New Jersey; Seattle, Washington; Grand Rapids, Michigan; them. With this knowledge in mind, the Directors of the National Associa- 

Massillon, Ohio; and Maywood, Illinois. Communicating with the authori- tion of Audubon Societies shave prepared a suggested ordinance which 
ties of these towns, we found that there has been extremely little observ- avoids the “tax” or license feature that has been found objectionable to 
ance of the cat license features. People do not want to pay a license on cats, so many people, and which many mayors, therefore, hesitate to recommend, 

and public sentiment in most places is preventing the enforcement of these It provides for the town assuming the responsibility of disposing humanely 
eration of cats of which people desire to be relieved. Many individuals, who shrink 

from the unpleasant experience of killing a cat, will gladly deliver their 
: : surplus animals to some humane agent for disposition if such an agency is 

A Succestep ORDINANCE FoR THE LICENSING Or Cars easily accessible. We believe, therefore, that adoption of the following 

The CaLiense Orinnce prepared and promulgated bythe Items ee oe as 
Renee eet of POUT pk Aves Dew bork Cali amas tol ows: and the Izaak Walton League of America join the Audubon Association in 

“Section I—Cats to Be Licensed: It shall be unlawful to own, harbor or recommending the following: 
maintain a cat of more than six months of age unless the owner thereof or 
the person harboring or maintaining the same shall have a valid and sub- Propose ORDINANCE FoR ContROL or VAGRANT, DisEAsED 
sisting license for such cat. AND Unwantep Cats 

“Section I1I1—License Fees: The annual license fees for cats over six “An Ordinance to Prevent Vagrant or Unidentified Cats from running at 
months of age shall be as follows: 1. Each male cat, $1.00; 2. Each female large in the Streets or Public Places of the Town of ——————__—., in 
cat, $2.00; provided, that if, accompanying the application for licensing a the County of ——_________,, State of ——_—____—, and for the 
spayed female cat, there shall be a certificate from a licensed veterinary impounding, or disposition of such cats. 
surgeon that said female cat has been properly spayed, the annual license “BE IMMORDAINED by the Town Councilor the Town ot 
fee shall be $1.00. Provided, further, that any person keeping or having in in the County of 2 na tallower i 
his possession cats for breeding purposes, and the selling and exchange of a “ ; ‘ Bias 
such cats, may obtain a kennel license for the kennelling of cats of five or Section I. No person being the owner or harboring a cat shall permit it 
more in number, and shall pay for such kennel license the sum of $5.00. to run at large in any of the streets or public places of the Town of 
No license shall be granted for a period exceeding one year, and all licenses Papeete snort 2 ut te County iol = g atany time, uns 
shall expire on the day of ——————— in each year. less identified as hereinafter provided.



“Section II. Any cat shall be deemed to be a vagrant or unidentified cat 
unless it wears a collar or tag bearing either the owner’s name and address, 
or a registered identification number. 

“Section III. Numbered identification tags will be furnished by the 
Town Clerk at cost.* 

“Section IV. Any vagrant or unidentified cat running at large in any of 
the streets or public places of the Town of ———————_—_,, in the 
County of ——_________,, shall be taken and impounded by any dog- 
catcher of said town (or other duly authorized officer), and shall be de- 
stroyed or otherwise disposed of humanely at any time not less than forty- 
eight hours after it has been impounded, unless the owner shall, before its 
destruction or other disposal, satisfy the Town Clerk of his or her owner- 
ship, and shall redeem the same by the payment to the Town Clerk for the 
use of said town of the sum of one dollar. 

“Section V. Any cat wearing a collar or tag bearing either the owner’s 
name and address or a registered identification number, that may be cap- 
tured by the dog-catcher, or other officer of the town in the discharge of 
his duty, shall be released or returned to the owner.” 

We favor the trial of various methods of cat control by the different 
states and municipalities, believing that to be the most effective way of 
working out a practical solution of this troublesome problem. 

Comments or suggestions on the control of vagrant cats will be welcomed 
by the National Association of Audubon Societies, 1775 Broadway, New 
York City. 

Orricers AND Directors 

T. Gitgert Pearson, LL.D., President 

Frank M. Cuapman, Sc. D., Chairman, Frank R. Oastter, M.D., 2nd Vice-Pres, 

Board of Directors Witiiam P, Warton, Secretary 

Tueopore S. Parmer, M.D., Rosert Cusuman Murpny, D.Sc., 
Ist Vice-Pres. Treasurer 

Mrs. Carut Tucker 

Miss Hetoise Meyer 

ALEXANDER WeTMORE, Pu.D. 

Georce Biro Grinnect, Pu.D. 

Dryven Kuser 

August 1, 1933 

*Montclair, New Jersey, furnishes such tags for 5 cents each.
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: ; *Closed season on brant 

ANNUAL TAKE REPORTED IN NEW JERSEY (Rounded to nearest 1000) . lanest Ge ous 

; Yea: 

Species 193 | 1933 | 1932 | 1931 | 1930 | 1929 | 1928 | 1927 | 1926 | 1925 | 192% 

natnite ooo} ss5.0001550,000}512,000 64,000 
ee sess ie a ee | | 
sesaiicn __Uneaeilile coo sencton| ot.ooa| vosees pune: deatil cao! 160i cis 1a.c08 
gat ooo! 72.0001 5,000} 7.000| 68.090] 77.000] 6s,o001 1.0001 52,000 
oils seta socio! .n60| a.oce|. x.6oole=z.cto| 4.d00| a0,tnol 12,000) 29,001 32,900 | 

Deer = oo ere 1,500 an 4 ie) 1,700} 1,200! 1,100 

Ducks 000 000} 51,000} 6' sel seek 64,000} 64,000} 63,000} 81,000] 95,000!  waterrowl 
i a sce) el cae koe po se a ga | 

PREDATORS ((Rounded off to nearest 100) 

Cats 10 se iol 11,000/10,0007} 9,900] 10,200} 9,300! 11,600] 11 ot i aael 13,200 
enh cae ne ea aR ON Nr asenaneussiomanal f saiee career RIAA - 
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(Rounded otf to nearest 100) 
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den DI Pas GATS AND MORE CATS c ott den 

// Mr. Walt Jamison, Glenwood, Iowa, has found out how many cats roam 
over his orchard. Early in the winter he put out five box traps to 
catch rabbits that were girdling his fruit trees. He says, "In the last 
two months I have caught and killed 36 cats and there is no question 
about them not eating the wild birds, as one of them ate too much fat 
meat (the bait in the trap) and became sick and threw it up together 
with a cardinal it had just eaten. We had a fine covey of quail that 

were raised on the place and I have been feeding since they were the 

size of a sparrow but they have all disappeared. I believe the cats 
cleaned them up. I know they catch the young squirrels. I never see 

these cats in the daytime, wouldn't know there was one in the country, 
but they work all night and take an awful toll of the wildlife". 

Think of it, 36 cats caught in this orchard, and Mr. Jamison did 

not know until he put out the traps that there were any cats around. He 

recommends a license for cats. eee
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/ HOUSE CAT KILLS GREAI 

haat Seca peek: Cured ticity erect 6k 
he farm home of Zach Lawhead in Law- 

motion outside the house and upon investi- 

gating discovered the owl, mortally wounded, 

Peete “ oma ‘th ai eile 51 it ite 

hunger, attacked the cat. Great Horned 
Owls 1 rey often on skunks a nd the cat par-
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| 
‘ HOUSE CATS TURN WILD; PREY | 

ON DESERT RODENTS K | L | | 
Tame cats gone wild have become a prob- 

lem in Death Valley. These animals, once 

pets at the Furnace Creek Ranch, multiplied + AY ( AT 
as is the way of cats and spread out into 

the mesquite thickets adjoining the ranch. 

Reverting to the primitive, they have be- ‘ 
come quite wild and to some extent have 

‘ replaced the native meat-eating animals, 

particularly the little desert kit fox. , 

The especial problem involved in these 

eats gone wild is their liking for native ro- 

dents, which, because of abundance of shel- 

ter, food, and water, live largely in the 

mesquite thicket. Cottontail rabbits, wood 

rats, antelope ground squirrels, and kanga- | 

roo rats, as well as Gambel quail, all fall * 

: prey to these feral house cats. | 

i “Control of the wild cats” now is being 

} planned by the National Park Service of the 

. Department of the Interior, which has au- 

thority over the Death Valley National 

- Monument.



COUNTY FORESTS 

County forests of Wisconsin now total more than 1,500,000 

acres with the addition of 303,346.72 acres accepted for 

entry by the conservation commission at its recent meeting. ’ 

New entries are: Ashland 3,753,35; Bayfield, 10,612.02; 

Burnett, 28,007,22; Clark, 9,052.97; Douglas, 25,440; Eau 

Claize, 1y293; Florence, 10,685.17; Iron, 41,052.59; 

Jackson, 57,733.97; Juneau, 3,160; Langlade, 400; Lincoln, 

3,720; Marinette, 37,552.33; Monroe, 5,360; Oneida, 25,339.57; 

Polk, 2480; Rusk, 7,800.20; Sawyer, 86,783; Vilas, B195 
Washburn, 3,817.83; Wood, 2,704..; 

} 1 eae : \ 

a eee : i ne bya Comnere whi ul 

Fali an \ 0,193 
Btn M BIRD KILLS CAT \ OA 

Members of the field force often compJain about cats 

killing birds but Forest Ranger Raymond ak, Boulder 

Junction, has a real complaint about a bird killing a cat. 

The station cat was near the front porch when a great # 

horned owl swooped down and the cat disappeared over the 

tree tops and has not been heard from since. 

EAGLES 

The March Bulletin carried a story of a deer killed 

py eagles in Vilas county. Dr. HE, F. Graves, department 

veterinarian, recalls seeing an attack on a fawn by an ; 

eagle in Alaska,
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a. £6 ge er eet on ee = THE COMMONCAT 
See i a, By CHAS. F. STAMBAUGH 

“See ee Like a beast of the jungle 
“ee MOS a a the cat stalks its prey. 

"Tes cat has absolutely no protection in leopard, puma and other nocturnal feeding less, thrown out of automobiles and farm- 
Pennsylvania. Many individuals who relatives. Regardless of how en fed he houses to shift for themselves. 
are more or less interested in the may be, this inherent desire to kill is ever 

house cat are somewhat perturbed that an present, and the cat me constantly seek THE CAT ON THE FARM 
animal so apparently harmless and compan- an opportunity to satisfy it, 
ionable steal be dene the smallest Ls Maybe we shoal not blame the cat itself en Bene at a Se 
ure of protection. too severely; one cannot be responsible for See Eye) the see hundreds 

The fact is, that practically. all of our, his “heritage. But we cam face the facts’ (+77 17s. that might have been killed) tad forty-eight states today refuse to recognize and try to control the situation accord- ot he. cat taker iol ecea ltolaon nee. 

eee ong ee Tens ee N y wel e aseless battle eee ene i peore Bg ashe rari a St ae ee . . Early this summer a friend of ours had are helping every day in this fight by con- 
at the hands of some intentional destroyer. 4, hi ir of song sparrows tantly feeding upon these pests. It be- It is virtually “an animal without a country” eB) NA CRUE Gonatt e § aut S Be UR 2 hi : ee evict nest in a hedge fence at her home. She saw hooves him, therefore, to give his bird ‘a legal ou . the four mottled eggs, then later observed friends every encouragement by either abol- 

ORIGIN the mother bird feeding the four young ishing or controlling their arch-enemy, the 
in the nest. One day she came, practically cat. He cannot have cats and birds; one 

The present domesticated cat apparently in tears, and reported that a neighborhood class must be eliminated if the other is to 
originated in ancient Egypt, where its exist- cat had completely torn down the nest and progress. Surely he cannot afford to elimi- 
ence is evident in the very earliest records. killed all four young birds. nate the birds, so he must do something 
It must have been much admired by the an- Now, the diet of the song sparrow in about the cats. 
cients, as elaborate mummy cases in which the summertime consists of more than fifty 

it was entombed have been found. However, percent insects, including various beetles, SELECTION 
there is nothing in the records to indicate ants, caterpillars and grasshoppers. The . 5 “ 
that it was anything but an habitual killer balance of the food is made up of the . Is it poe possible to select, by es aa 
of other forms of animal life—a carnivorous . seeds of noxious weeds. ing out”. process, the more desirable and 
animal. In India we find it mentioned in Any one of these four young song spar- attractive breeds of cats, ee the stand- 
manuscripts dated at least 2,000 years Before rows killed by the cat would have been ste of beauty and charm? And then, with 
Christ. From Egypt the cat was brought to much more valuable economically to man- equal vigor, discard in some humane aaa 
Europe, whence America received its pres- kind than the cat. Insects offer an increas- the Or ers: pra a cue Ore 
ent stock. ing menace to human existence, and sci- O7€S Temaining! Tf this or done, ioe Forapproximately 4 000fyeare: then, mianeia entietsvadsn my esane saehunewailosney bat: selected could be owned with sufficient es- 

kind has endeavored to domesticate and civ- tle against their growing hordes. It be- peepee ccm ee Ses cones 
ilize the cat; and how have we succeeded? hooves us, therefore, to give every possible ‘° that the menace to wildlife would be 
Well, as educators of this feline animal, we encouragement to birds and other creatures "¢Sligible. , : Fi 
humans are hopeless failures! that feed on insects, for without birds, in- The cat will always be a killer; he is 

sects would make human life impossible. 0 more civilized nor better mannered now 
INSTINCT One of the best ways to encourage birds than he was for the enerent Egyptians. And 

Not long ago the writer watched an ab- iS to control the cat. ee a oe 
normally large pet cat sneak noiselessly up- this ou must keep a cat, please keep him on an adult robin, seize the bird in its mouth, PoC Ue ESEEDO® on vot own grounds, ndee constant con- 
and proudly carry the limp form to the door It is increasingly apparent that if we trol, 
of its mistress. That this cat was well fed are to encourage wild creatures of more 
was clearly indicated by its excellent phy- aesthetic and economic value, something a 
sical appearance. Many similar cases of gen- must be done in the not too distant fu- _ @ ‘ 
erously fed cats killing birds and rabbits ture to definitely prevent the house cat I —— ™ 
have been reported to the Game Commis- from continuing to enjoy the freedom of _ to . 

sion. the entire neighborhood in which he lives. ——. lS 
Practical experience and observation He may have some value in destroying ro- F = * 

have proven that the old theory that a well dents, but if given absolute freedom, this : | « - o* 
fed cat will not destroy wildlife must be value is far offset by the harm done in fe a 
discarded. The ancient, irresistible instinct destroying birdlife. No one wants to see any nd PY 
to kill is there, even though the need for species of animal life exterminated, and og ‘ Co | 
food is lacking, and in the thousands of such drastic action is certainly not advocated > ‘ See 
years the cat has associated with civiliza- in the case of the cat. But, in all fairness, ’ is ‘ at : 
tion, this urge has not been dispelled. He it does seem that something should be done RE ame — 
is a prowling, predatory animal, of the to reduce the excessive number of felines oe Ss Gctarchbthes ubusemepes will 
same family (Felidae) as the lion, tiger, now in existence. Many of them are home- as Sesasioualie react 40, the ward.



FOX NOT GUILTY OF THIS KILLING Sarai 

During the month of December, Frank S. Johnson, living two miles 
northeast of Ida Grove, noticed evidence of the killing of hen pheas- 

ants on three different occasions. The killings had taken place near a 

pheasant feeding station near his farm. In each case the tracks of the 
predator and the trail of the pheasant as it was dragged led to a den, 
supposedly that of a fox, located on the banks of the Maple River. The 

birds were evidently devoured within the den. Johnson set a fox trap 
inside the entrance to the den and on December 27th the killer was 
trapped. It proved to be a very large and fierce white male house cat. 
It appearently had gone wild as many cats have been known to do. The 
Killer was killed and no more pheasants have been found destroyed in 
that vicinity. 
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: House Cat 

Extract from "The Life History of the Rufescent Woodchuck" by W. J. Hamilton, Jr, 
Ann, Carnegie Museum, Vol. XXIII, July 5, 1934, p. 132: 

House Cat 

Inside a large woodcmmck hole I placed a trap on April 9, 1932. ‘he hole 
had been somewhat enlarged, but without a noticeable mound at the entrance. ‘The 

S following morning the trap held a large house cat. The animal was a female, 
carrying three embryos of approximately half time development, and stomach 
crammed with the remains of a rabbit. Apparently the cat had made this burrow ‘ 
her home for some time, as old rabbit fur was strewn about, She may even have 

planned for the arrival of the kittens in this burrow, 

It is not unlikely that mink, muskrats (near water), squirrels, and other 

mammals frequently resort to vacated woodchuck burrows. The wirter, however, 
has no positivedata concerning these formse



: House Cat 

Extract from "A Life History Study of the California Quail, with Recommendations 

for Conservation and Management," by E. Lowell Sumner. Part II, Calif. Fish & 

Game, Vol. 21, No. 4, October, 1935, p. 328: 

‘ o House Cats 

Control. Wandering house cats are universally regarded as destructive to , 

pird life, including quail; they can be most effectively controlled by box traps. 

Numerous reports received by the writer indicate that bobcats and coyotes are 

important enemies of house cats, as are horned owls, and at least occasionally 

even eagles. Although the relative importance of these enemies is not yet 

known, it is evident that some factor is working to prevent the increase of 

house cats, for otherwise our wild lands would be much more heavily populated 

with them than is the case.
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CAT CATCHES TROUT 

Fish Warden Sam Henderson of West- | 
moreland County reports that while patrol- 
ling a stream recently he saw a large 
house cat adroitly catch a large trout, /
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based on facts carefully gathered and | Labrador to study the distribution of the 
developed. At this time there is no| vertebrate fauna of the region. On his 
other organization in the country in| Labrador trips he did notable work in 
possession of as much information re-| bird banding, particularly with Arctic 
lating to wild-fowl conditions in North | terms, in cooperation with the Biological 
America as the Biological Survey. The | Survey. Two of the terns that were re- 
opponents of the present regulations and | covered, one in France and another in 

others who are urging still more drastic | South Africa, established remarkable 
restrictions can be in possession of only | flight records, the latter flying the longest 
limited information by comparison. The] distance of any banded bird ever re- 
Biological Survey, however, must be | captured, as far as any known records 
acquainted with all phases of the prob- | show. 
lem—phases that concern the food re- 

sources of wild fowl their migratory| NEW LEAFLET TELLS HOW TO 2 
habits, and their abundance, and other MAKE A CAT TRAP 
information that can be developed only Vagrant, unowned house cats are 
from reports of agents of the bureau and |a serious menace to song birds, insec- 

other reliable observers widely distributed | tiverous birds, and game birds, to rab- 
throughout North America. bits, squirrels, and other small forms of 

“We need sound public sentiment in | beneficial wild life, and to poultry, and 
favor of the observance of the law, and | therefore they should be destroyed, says a 
willingness on the part of sportsmen and | leaflet just issued by the U. 8S. Depart- 
conservationists to adopt all the restric- | ment of Agriculture on how to make a 
tions that are necessary to the preserva- | cat trap. 

tion of the wild fowl,” said Mr. Hender- Stray cats—usually hungry, mangy, 
son. and diseased—abound in every city, town, 

and rural community, and are the most 

BIOLOGISTS TO STUDY WILD LIFE|¢ommon carnivorous mammals in many 
IN FORESTS places far removed from human habita- 

Two research specialists have been ap- | tion, says the leaflet. Usually they have 
pointed to positions in the Bureau of | been left unfed by their owners and are 
Biological Survey, U. S. Department of | forced to get a precarious living by hunt- 
Agriculture, effective at the beginning | ing and scavenging. As they are abroad 
of the year, in accordance with cooper- | mainly at night they are seldom seen and 
ative plans to place qualified biologists at | it is not generally realized that they are 
various experiment stations of the Forest | as numerous as they actually are. The 
Service. These scientists will study the | leaflet says that in 18 months more than 
relation of wild life to the forests, as|50 stray cats were caught in one trap 
authorized by the recently enacted Mc-|set in only two locations in a city, and 
Sweeney-McNary Forestry Research Act. | that in one city a humane society put to 

Thomas D. Burleigh, for the last nine | death nearly a million vagrant cats in 
years head of the division of forestry of | four years. 
the Georgia State College of Agriculture Stray cats can be caught in any well- 
and one of the appointees, has been ap-| constructed and baited trap. The one 
pointed to the position of associate biol-| described in the new leaflet, devised by 
ogist and will be stationed at the Appala-| the Bureau of Biological Survey, has 
chian Forest Experiment Station, Ashe- | proved satisfactory and is easily made. 
ville, N. C. He is a graduate of Pennsyl- | It is merely a box with a drop door that 
yania State College and the University | is held up by a projecting wire, one end 
of Washington. He has devoted consider- | of which is attached to a false floor or 
able time to the study of the bird life of | treadle. The weight of the cat on the 
Georgia. treadle beyond the fulerum pulls back 

Oliver L. Austin, Jr., of New York, a|the wire and releases the door. The 
graduate of Wesleyan University and | leaflet shows, by picture and text, how 
who has done three years’ graduation | to make the trap, and it also tells how to 
work in Harvard University, has been | bait the trap and how to dispose of the 
appointed assistant biologist to carry on | captured cats. 
studies of wild-life and forest relation- The Leaflet, No. 50-L, “How to Make 
ships at the Lake State Forest Experi-|a Cat Trap,” can be obtained free from 
ment Station, St. Paul, Minn, He spent | the Office of Information, Department of 
the summer of 1925 studying jungle | Agriculture, Washington, D. C., as long 
ecology in British Guiana, South Amer-|as copies are available for free dis- 
ica, and has made three trips to | tribution.
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ABANDONED CATS SHOULD BE HUMANELY AND QUICKLY DESTROYED— 
THEY KILL MANY MILLION OF THE INSECT DESTROYERS EACH YEAR > 

SENTIMENTALISTS and other well-intentioned persons say that kittens and purring tabbies can do no harm. Farmers, sportsmen and consetva- ie A 
tionists know better! The cat is a killer by instinct! the roving stray cats take a tremendous toll of quail, partridge, pheasants and song birds! 8 
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= Fish and Wildlife Service 

Merchandise Mart 
Chicago 54, Illinois 

Mr. Roberts Mann 
Cook County Forest Preserve District 
536 North Harlem Avenue 
River Forest, Illinois 

Dear Bob: 

Your letter in regard to weights of mammals killed three 
years ago on the Forest Preserve Districts was forwarded to me from 

Urbana. Fortunately I have with me a copy of these weights, as 
follows: f 

#1, 3-2-42 
Cat, domestic -- weight, 11.3 lbs; castrated male., very fat, 

ae face broad and heavy; black and white, with heavy coat. 

#2, 3-2-42 : 
Dog, mongrel plus cross?? weight 42 lbs. male; fat; brown. 

#3, 3-2-42 
Dog, police; weight 614 lbs; male; sleek and in good condi- 

tion but not fat; darl, typically colored. 

tthy 3-2-42 
GVoyote (identification positive, by Goldman, U.S.Nat.Mus.) 

weight, 304 lbs; males; good condition. 

#5, 3-2-42 
Dog, police plus ?? weight, 34 lbs. good condition; 

dark, obviously crossed with other dog breed (partly 

decomposed, stomach not saved). 

4 hope this will provide the information desired by Prof. ; 
Leopold. I have copied it directly from our notes. The cat was huge; 

we talked about it at the time; it seems that free ranging cats reach 
very large size, since I have run into it on one ortwo other occasions. 

Looking forward to seeing you Friday forenoon, I am 

Sincerely yours 

LEE E. YEAGER 
Biologist 

LEY
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By A fresh snow had fallen, and in it our q ee c a 
quarry had Eee doe ae half_a mile an 

ss + from the ranch. ressing his meat care- ] , \ 
Elliott S. Barker \fully as a mountain lion will, he had laid , fe eo : : 4 

F s aside the entrails, eaten a meal of inside eee r “ oS ba sog sD) 5, 
HE Pecos River heads in New ¥fat and then covered the carcass with 4 ae on ee 
Mexico in a great mountainous sicks and snow. Some fifty yards up || da eae gale, Cee os 
horseshoe basin about fifty miles the hill he had bedded on a ledge of | 4% so ey 

_ long and perhaps thirty across. rock where, concealed from sight, he could | "ifeer=segiied Fs ae 
Massive ranges of timber-clad mountains watch his meat through the day. We | @ ss.'—ih ae 
9,000 to 13,000 feet in elevation surround crossed the track of his drag and it was | | ]uemeaMees > : 
the basin, and these, with the innumerable easy pickings for the dogs to tree him. eee : 
rough canyons that wriggle down from “T took the kill back to Lloyd’s to leave | | Wieae ; se 
them, constitute some of the best deer for the day. Talk about a surprised lime- | So WS rr S 
country, and therefore the best mountain jyicer! Thirty minutes, and I was back | SN evn > s ee 
lion country in the Rockies. with a lion—a big male at that! The [| | img a ets 

One February not many years ago ru- old man toddled back and forth around ||). le a 
mors came to the ears of my old moun- my horse and his burden, bulging with py guusne=eE ERED fl 
taineer friend Fisher and myself that the admiration and alternately _ snorting, 
lions were literally ae the eee chuckling and swearing as he felt the ~ = 
in the Pecos country, and so, each riding animal’s soft fur. His first and oft- 4: . 5 * 

some forty miles in deep snow to get to- repeated remark was: “Where in ’ell did Hon, winds bt re enlarge be Foun 
gether, we met, and on a Monday morn- you get it?” So enthused was he that, Mt ee °C ae ee id 
ing as clear as a bell and cold as—North jp spite of his excess of abdomen that Ba 
Palos, started an eventful week after prought his weight well over 250 pounds, WE irade oun way iio tre mainicanyon 

the big cats. E 5 he got out his horse and went with us below where we thought the lion 
Sturdy mountain horses, Jake, an Aire- the rest of the day. Naturally a hunter ; ‘Y- 'y €r would cross it, then followed up the bot- dale, and three veteran hounds made up docs not expect such luck to repeat in t € th i iy d 

f assistants. By nicht of the om of the canyon where there was deep 
oe eos e one day, and so, unless you could call a snow, until between two cliffs we again 
first day we had one lion skin hung up, jynx cat luck, we were luckless for the picked up his track. We went up the 
ate au ae and Gade cae ehegls rest of the day, and the old boy was canyon a couple of miles to be sure he 
hea chines ee under ‘Aim ‘where’ keenly disappointed. had not crossed back and then circled - 

8 southward into the next fork of the 
: O® course we spent the night with him, canyon and crossed his track still headed 
ee ARNOLD, a ranchman who and either because we were tired out south, but apparently not more than three 

had contributed a dozen or more or because our host and Fisher swapped days old, for it now showed to have been 
colts to the stomachs of these marauders, stories and drank friendly old Scotch un- made after the light snowfall of Thurs- 
joined us Tuesday. Wednesday we til midnight, we got a late start the next day night. The dogs were able to follow 
brought in another big fellow, and when, morning. It was Sunday, though, and we the scent very slowly on the north slopes 
two days later, Mr. Lloyd, a fat English did not object to a little rest. but on the southern exposures where the 
ranchman, finally persuaded us to come We rode south to Indian Creek and up snow had melted off they would lose it al- 
down his way and save the rest of his it to near the head, where we.found an together. Progress was slow and at sun- 
colts from the “blarsted brutes,” not even old deer carcass abandoned by a huge lion down it was evident we would get no lion 
the stiffness of horses, dogs 7a men held a week or so before. This track was so that day, so we gave up the chase. 
us back. Lloyd warmed ouf hearts with large that we resolved to get him at all In our excitement over this mammoth 
hospitality and Scotch rye, dnd in return costs. The track was dimmed with new track we had paid little attention to how 
we brought him in a dead lion not thirty snow and we could not follow it far. but far we had traveled and how late it really 
minutes after we left his house. did succeed in getting the general direc- was. When we at last looked around to 

\



A Mountain Lion Hunt in New Mexico 1029 

see where we were and what the chances and ate our potatoes, which, in spite of excitement of the moment I put spurs to 

were to get back to Lloyd’s that night natural hunger, were not very appetizing. him and he leaped the log and. luckily 

we decided it could never be done. It was It was now two o'clock and we realized caught footing, and after scrambling pre- 

now dark and there was no other ranch that our chances as well as our stomachs cariously along for a few dangerously slip- 

in reach. There we were in a rough, trail- were slim, but as we started to catch up pery rods was on safe footing once more. 

less country, fifteen miles from the near- with Fannie, now a quarter of a mile Before I could warn him Fisher had 

est ranch house, nothing to eat for either ahead of us, Fisher remarked: foilowed me, and as his horse leaped the 

surselves, our dogs or our horses, and “Tl stay as long as ol’ Fan works like log his upper. feet slipped and he fell to 

the air getting biting cold as the night that, if I starve!” his side. Quick as a flash and as only a 

came on. Emery Arnold knew ae old S05 will 5 Feplies “but we won't vetera eae ats Fisher spoped Hom 

French miner’s cabin a couple of miles starve as long as Malluchet’s potatoes the saddle as the horse went down, but 

down the canyon where we might find last. Besides, we'll kill a grouse or two held to the bridle reins, and as his horse 

horse-feed and possibly some grub, al- before night—or else have lion steak for caught for a second against a bush he 

though old Fortunat Malluchet, the pros- supper!” wrapped the reins around a small fir tree 

pector, never stayed there in winter. He “We haven’t seen a grouse all day, and and held him from slipping over the cliff. 

did, however, usually raise a patch of ain't likely to in this here Godforsaken I ran back to help him, and with a rope 

Doe and a some oats for hay for country,” Fisher eemunded ae t a BS 2 es we soe get the pore to 

his burros in the spring. As there was no “Then it’s lion steak!” said with a his feet and around the hill to safety. 

Stet ee we vat there 2s quickly as show of confidence I hardly felt. The very came oe limping iy ee 

: possible, finding plenty of oat hay for our was obliged to tal e. it somewhat slower, - 3 
horses. BY the, time we Senet Fan- pee aie ee to “Stay with the dogs! 

nie she had come to the top of the “te | ri 

HERE were several log cabins and a Tidge and was bellowing off over the cliff 2 eee els 

T root-cellar which all looked good to us into the canyon below, as the lion had <teep-sided draw, and as I stopped for a 

from the outside. With considerable dif- 807° down over some cliffs she could not Second to locate the dogs I saw three of 

ficulty we broke ‘into one after another of a We puzzled - while what _ them on the steep slope opposite me. Poor 

them looking for grub and bedding. All do, while Fannie found a way around. fannie had fallen a hundred yards behind 

we found was salt, pepper, a little lard We made a bigger detour and soon and was striving painfully to keep up, 

and a cellar half full of small Irish pota- dropped down into a sort of cave below yelping pitifully and leaving a red trail 

oes. So we boiled, fried, baked and the, Cui age a5 GScouEHE ER eet ne from Heh sore and bleeding feet. Before 
. : r 

oe aa ered ee anal oe end ee er tack ae a no 
eID . bi 

Uae, for varius sake, ate four Kinds othe coure ofthe Hep tack by rack Noe, waco, ffor, T have ever Bear 
ig fried and baked spuds for our noon We had waited here for about fifteen My horse was all winded and about all 

wach, vised ic uc aug Re es in otherwise, so I left him in the draw 

The horses had fared well and were 2 "patch of timber toward which Fannie Soa" ciimbed afoot up the eae 
a For the bi ee lion in the hills. WS working. Jake was not interested slope. Fisher stopped on the ridge back 

ecald had gotten oP auch lion hunt (also BE nee ODES ee ee ee of oa and called wie he_would—watch 

___ fotatoes!) so he left us. and rode pore, ashamed to while faithful old Fannie, still eT et as the 
frozen snow and aoa promised to ruin said she would get him. tree and just as I saw the lion for the 

our hunt. The dogs could do peters = eo pele and oe am ne a realized or big He es 

all. e gave it up and circled for fresher ane 2 isher called to me to shoot, for the lion 

yee Bae then presently, repcated at a higher tone Was ahout to jump. I shot, too quickly as 

‘About nine o’clock Fannie told us she by both, and some “I-a-comin’” howls sual, but broke a shoulder. The big cat 

had it on a barren ridge, but the track from Fannie, with Jake jumping off like se1) a few feet, then caught. I shot again 

did not prove to be very fresh. he dogs pete told us that they had jumped —through the neck but not pres ae 

worked well, however, and in half an e : ( Again he fell and caught on some of the 

hour brought up at the carcass of a 900- | We leaped to, ee Soe diel Sun Geet lower branches. I shot again, hitting him 
pound horse killed by Mr. Lion not more ut . We a ae A eS patie ae in the flank and ranging forward. He 4 

than forty-eight hours before. Evidently long- sen eee AW na aa ae 4 Guivered ord screamed, a blood-curdling 

only one meal had been eaten by the lion, ale a ead COREE i mele a er squall it was, and turned loose all holds 

which had then headed northwest _back at the ft pytOKe Ue 28 hed y asians “a as I shot again—this time straight through 

into the roughest part of Nee ere oul Cea caer Bo ere the shoulders. 

The scent was fresh enough for the dogs 
to make fair headway, and without los- tightened as we rode recklessly and as fast HE d tled ‘aiid Bit hi ee: 

; 4 as we could after the dogs. They led ‘ ogs pulled and bit him as 11 ta 

fine ewe of on Win holed 3 TH Tecate comes for LE a on yt a 
a while. en, as they pressed him closer ¥ i 

. . 7 was by far the largest mountain lion 

= i the: hig Felloayctouk: to) Oe rougher riders either of us had ever killed and was in 

Ove ridge after pee and ee which evidently was made while we had ao Be Besides bi : ae ae ae 

canyon after canyon he led us, always Worked up the dry slope and eaten our short and thick. Besides being badly sho’ 

hoosing the roughest course, under and _ up, the skin showed the scars of many 

¢ 1g is: 2 potatoes, he had left the roughest coun: s ‘ z 

over cliffs where it was impossible for the try and could not get back to it, so we battles. We skinned him there in the draw 

dogs to follow without circling and wie were able to ride on his trail, following and fed the dogs great hunks of the meat, 

it ae often nh ee in the general direction of the dogs. which they devoured ravenously. 

a mile aroun 0 1 s 

headway. Worst of all, as the sun warmed "T House it was sundown we set out 

up the south slopes the track seemed to N we went for an hour, expecting for Arnold’s Ranch and, believe me, we 

joe its scent ee and the hounds O every minute to a ae ao) such ie cre sweet ae getting (iere out of 

could hardly progress at all, and were fast luck. He dodged and doubled and ran that wilderness. But tl ough the memories 

becoming doused: Then when they and jumped from rock to rock, trying to of. that night’s trip are too painful to re- 

would get into the snow on the north throw the dogs off. We had over-exerted late suffice to say that we got in before 

slopes they would give tongue freely and ourselves in the past thirty hours and midnight and had something besides po- 

their hopes and ours would be revived. were unduly excited. We galloped over tatoes to eat for our midnight lunch. And 

At last we started up a long, steep and rocks and logs and ice and brush that at while admitting that we had had enough 

rocky slope facing directly to the south another time we would have hesitated even lion hunting for a while—four big ones 

and well dried out. Here all the dogs quit to lead our horses over. Once I rounded in one week was not bad—we promised 

entirely except Fannie, Fisher’s veteran, a point at a gallop, not being able to see each other to go again sometime. 

whose patience and perseverance, in spite far ahead, to find myself on a steep icy Now when I look at this fine specimen 

of her bleeding feet and the failing scent, slope with a large log lying up and down of a mountain lion, made into a rug with 

were almost incredible. We led our horses the hill right ahead and a twenty-foot full head mounted and measuring over 

and tried to help her, but it was a mat- cliff below. I could not stop my horse eleven feet from tip to tip, I would be | 

ter for noses only. As she was making quickly, nor turn him lest he slip on the willing to start out tomorrow with only a \\ 

little progress—perhaps half a mile an frozen ground and fall, slipping help- boiled potato in my pocket if I could have \ 

hour—we let her go on while we stopped lessly over the ledge below. In the that experience over again.



8 SERVICE BULLETIN 

handle sent in came from one of the old tun- with bound, the big cat went over a bank 

nels. All the relics found are in an excel— gi. ha, Toga ai into the brush. 

lent state of preservation. -— District 3.f } {} , nd did man with whom the boys were 

De bayi ja a 22 rifle and an old hound which 
-_ Fp sofie time in its career had lost a leg in 

a bear trap. so when the lion disappeared 

AND THE BLIND GQRDESS SMILED : they went back for these reinforcements. 

) mf There were only two .22 short cartridges for 

] R the rifle, so the boys cut some stout clubs 

"I called on he pomwisor of the and hurrying back, put the hound on the trail 

Kaibab Nationgl Foregitt.,—- As I recall it where the lion had left the road. The dog | 

now, I bgat h 0 te} araw and stopped fir~ gave tongue and soon treed the lion. The j 

ing gnly oth of “hy guns - or was it all fi-st of the two precious bullets glazed on 

fourR-— © empty. I rolled the body under the sternum and the lion jumped, only to be 

a de lked out." treed again after a short run, when a more 

The aBove is from the pen of a fiction carefully placed shot found its heart. 

write§. - District 4. Sanford has the skin of the beast. 

"The playfullness displayed by this 

fully grown cougar was certainly very un- 

LOOKOUT TOWER usual and something I have never seen in any 

writings about the animal." —W. S. 

Sometime ago, in a review of ompson 

Seton's "Lives of Game Animals," mentiign was 

made of the playfulness of the cougar Now A CATTLE SLUMP 

comes Paul Fair,of D-5, with a good ya on 

this little-known characteristic of the big President Pyeatt of the D. & R.GW., 

cat: in checking over the cattle stipments over 

"A very interesting instance of this his lines became very much concerned recently 

came to my notice not long ago and I thought in the showing of reduced business and began 

you might use it. to ask questions among his organization on 

"Burnett Sanford, now forester for ways and means of rehabilitating the live 

the Sugar Pine Lumber Company, and another stock industry, especially the cattle industry. 

man whose name I have forgotten were working Representatives of the system have been 

several years ago on a timber sale on the gathering data to show the trends, and a meet— 

Shasta and living with an old mountaineer in ing has been called by the Chairman of the 

his cabin near the sale area. Agricultural Livestock Development Committee ) 

"One morning in going to their work of the Denver Chamber of Commerce to discuss 

they noticed the fresh tracks of a cougar in the question: Questions that are being asked 

the dust of the road. Coming around a bend are, 

in the road they met the lion walking leisure- 1. Now that the upturn seems to have 

ly along.. Neither man carried a gun and°as begun, how should it be encouraged and direct- 

the lion stopped, seemingly not alarmed by ed . : 

their appearance, they picked up some rocks 2. What steps shall be taken toward 

and began to throw them at the beast. Much restocking the range. We have been invited 

to their surprise this procedure aroused to attend the conference and as the subject 

neither fear nor anger, but seemed to awaken relates to the National Forests, we expect to 

aspirit of play. When a rock whizzed by, the show that the great part of the reduction in 

lion, instead of dodging, would strike out cattle has been absorbed by increases in sheep. 

at it with a spread forepaw, just as a domes— There seems to be a general impression that 

tic cat will with a ball tossed to it. large areas of National Forest land are being 

"This happened several times until the unutilized because of the reduction in cattle 

boys managed to register a direct hit, when as shown by railroad shipments.
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ALBUQUERQUE GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION 
MEMBERSHIP $1.00 PER YEAR 

(REPORT VIOLATIONS OF THE GAME LAW TO THE SECRETARY) 

We GA hath (RM pasate ae 

{ED Ketel: LOD Wl tied 
<A / 

having paid $1.00 Membership Dues for 192....., 
< is hereby certified to be a member in good 

ww w) standing of this Dr 

SECRETARY.



é 
MR. SPORTSMAN: ‘ 

The Game Protective Association needs you as a member. $ 
Here are the reasons why you should join: § 

1, You want law enforcement. The way to get it is to join us and work for expert, ° 
well paid wardens who mean business. 2 

2. You want more ducks. The way to get them is to join us and work for well- ° 
policed refuges, planting of duck feeds and improvement of breeding grounds. 2 

3. You want more quail. Help us study the unsolved problem of how to bring them § 
back. 3 

4. You want more deer and turkey. Help us work for better predatory animal con- ¢ 
trol. Help us decide whether we need more refuges, better refuge enforcement, or <¢ 
a totally closed season. r 

5. You want better fishing. Help us work for more hatcheries and better rearing ponds, ¢ 
6. You want a place to shoot and fish. Help us solve the “posted land” problem by 

keeping the streams open and establishing public shooting grounds. é 
7. You want good game laws. The only way to get them is to join the G. P. A. and : 

increase the strength of our influence. $ 
8. You want to keep posted as a sportsman. Attend our smokers, give us your ideas, § 

and learn the other fellow’s! 4 

YOURS FORMOREGAMEFOREVERYBODYFORALLTIME } 

ALBUQUERQUE GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION $ 
(TURN THIS CARD OVER AND SIGN UP NOW) ‘ 

»



: H_ = JAGUAR é 

I have a very good set of records ss to where and when and by 
whom jaguars were seen or killed. I seem to be short, however, of 
definite information as to whether or no they ever occurred in any 
part of scutheastern New Mexicoe I have only one record for tte 
cesert country of southwestern Arizona and would be interested to 
hear of any additioal records there. 

There has lately arisen a further very interesting question of | 
whether all the animals commonly reported as "jaguars" may not in 

‘ part be ocelote This spec jes, as I wmderstand it, is smaller, 
Slimmer, and@ has sclid black spots instead of large clouded black 
Spots. Any information to differentiate ocelot records woulc te 
extremely valuable. 

I am alsc ‘particularly interested in the killing habits of 
these cats - that is, just what size ané kind of animals they tackle 
and just what method they use in killing then. 

- It is not know whether the Jaguars of Arizcna anc New Mexico 
are all "strays" from Mexico or whether they breed here, Does anys 
body know? es 
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Digest of ov] 
Mather, W. W. Geological Survey of the State of Ohio. Second Annual 

Report, Columbus, 1838. 286 pp. (Copy owned by J. A. Lapham) 

p- 23. Water Cycle in Lake e "fhe rise...was mentioned in the ist 
rt « The effects are disastrous...fine farms are 

completely inundated...the coast is washing...necessary to make the 
wharves higher...to raise the streets of towns. A tradition exists that 
there is a periodical rise and fall of the water through a certain period 
of years. ...the present rise is higher than has occurred for many years 
before, for extensive tracts of forest are now said to be overflowed". 

pp. 50-52. fob of Hater Levels, 1796-1838. Max. fluctuation 6' below 1838 level 
in 1819. 

pp- 157-200. Report on Zoology of Ohio by J. P. Kirtland, Nov.1,1838 

p- 176. Aes "undoubtedly inhabited the northern parts of Ohio in former 
times, but has long been extinct" 
aoe 2 specimens taken in Ashtabula Co. in 1837, where a few probably 

still exist. 
_terten "Dr. Ward...has taken it in the vicinity of Chillicothe" 

-~ Gougar "F. concolor and F. montane. The mountain tiger and the mountain 
\ cat. The pioneer hurters blended both these species under the common 

| mame of of Reno. They both formerly inhabited this state but have 
now disappeared. Mr. Dorfeuille has in his museum at Cincinnati well 

_ prepared specimens of each species that were taken in Ohio". 
a lynx. “A lynx was killed in Trumbull County about 10 yrs. since". 

yp LT. enh hare. Rare; sometimes seen in N. E. parts 
Elk killed Ashtabula Ca., Oct. 1833 
Buffalo 2 killed in Sandy Fork Symme's Gr. in 1800. ‘These were last. 

p- 180. Raven "sometimes spends the winter as far north as Lake Erie". Thinks 
of it as a southern species? Or misprint? 

p- 184. Canada e. Reported on shores of Erie. Not authenticated. 
Weil or catenins crane" 2 killed Coshocton Co. 1837 

p- 185. "Bartram's Tatler" "I am informed by Dr. Ward that it is sometimes 
seen in the Scioto Valley". 

p- 208. Canvasback "I know of no reason why it might not be advantageously 
domesticated."
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The ayes Have 1p QP a 1 
By Will C. Barnes 

ily own experience covers but one instance in which a mountain lion ut- 
tered some of the most piercing, awe-inspiring screams that I have ever lis~ 
tened to, except from some of our alley cats here in Washington. ‘The moun- 
tain lion is, of course, the puma, known officially as "felis concolor" or 

"felis covear." He is nothing but a great big cat, and why any man who has 
ever listened to the screams, howls and wails of the ordinary alloy cat, es- 

becially of tho Thomas variety, showld doubt that his older and larger rela- 

tive, the puma or mountain lion, does not indulge in the same sort of vocal 

Steosities, I am urable to state. In other words, I am thoroughly convinced 
“oat the mountain lion does emit screams or cries or howls, or whatever you 
thoose to call then, aractly as does tha alley cat and for probably the same 
general causes. In locking for authority on this subject, I went at once to 
the Berson whose observations as to the habits of wild animals in America are 

Brobably tha most widely respected of any of our present authorities. This is 

Ur, E. W. Nelson, present chief of the Biclogical Survey. (Nelson, by the 

Way, WAS once a cowman on the same Arizona ranges with myself and Fotter.) 
Y tu his wonderfully interesting discussion of "The Larger North American Mam- 

tals," published originally in the National Geographic Magezine for November, 
1916, I find under the head of "mountain lion (Felis cougar), the following 
Statement; "It has a wild screaming cry Which is thrillingly impressive. ***** 

in the aountains of Arizona one swmer a mountain lion rapidly passed along 2 

Seriss of ridegs high above my cabin at dusk, uttering this loud wierd cry poP- 
ularly supposed ta resemble the screams of a terrified woman." As far as I am 
Goncerned, this is enough for me. ‘The mountein lions do howl. (This ends the 
mountain lion controversy.--Ed, ) : 
eee
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Silent "Kats" of the Kaibab: Mountain lions may scream, again they may not, 

put it would appear that if they do they would make the Kaibab ring since, 

opinions of experts notwiths tanding, there are numerous Lions on the Kaibab, 

and, so far as is of record, no one who is reliable has ever heard one scream, 

although a captured kitten was heard to make a noise similar to that made by J 

a house cat. This, of course, is not conclusive evidence that mountain lions 

ao not screaia, but I have spent most of the past twenty years on the Kaibab 

and other areas on which lions occur and have never yet heard one scream. 

It might also be remarked that ‘Uncle Jim" Owens never has heard a lion 

scream, and he probakly has killed more lions than any other man in the United 

States.--Benjamin Swapp. : i 

They Scream on Ole Kaniksu; While I havo not had the forty years of foothill 

and mountain life experience that our worthy friend Loring of the San Juan 

speaks of, yet I have other endownents which may qualify me as an expert wit- 

ness, one of which is, I am 4 "Missourian! by birth and a Montanan by natural- 

ization, ani with twenty-three years residence therein, 1 still retain that 

Missouri instinct of "Show Me." I have been shown to my entire satisfaction 

that at least one mountain lion aid scream. It was the summer of 1907 on the 

Kanikeu Forest in northern Idaho, while following an old and therefore dim 

section line through a heavy stand of matured white pine an@ cedar, with an 

understory of hemlock, that I was suddenly halted (all except my heart and 

hair) by the most wmearthly scream I had ever heard. This was followed by a 

dead silence of a few moments duration, in which it seemed that the trees of 

the forest quivered. ‘This silence was quickly broken by the second scream, 

which inticated it came from a point just ahead and on the section line I was 

following. ‘The underbrush obstructing 2 clear view ahead, I dropped to my 

knees to detect if possible the "Whirring Wimpers;" but lo, it was a she lion 

’ with two kittens and a fresh killed deer. During the few seconds I was hesi- 

tating to offset two an@ a half chains to the west, I actually saw the old 

mother lion open her mouth and actually hearé 2 third unearthly scream, and 

thus my "Missouri" "Show me" ins tinct was satisfied.--Glen ASmith, D-l. 

i ca aa alarm ncn



Apache Inspection - 1921 

Cleve Miller killed 30 lions since 
October between Hagle and Blue, Cospers 

to Grey's Peak, Biological Survey now 
hunting jaguar,
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Prescott Inspection - 1922 

Killing Habits. Van Dickson saw a lion kill 

a big colt. Jumped at him from front, grab- 

bing high on the side of the throat ana 

raking the neck and chest with the hina 

claws, tearing the jugular vein. Dragged 

him 60 yards and later returned to fond, 

eating the heart. 

Oldham says alleged leopard in Matazals 

kills cows by pulling the head down and break- 

ing the neck, Feeds on lungs and never ree 

turns for second feed, 

Hardy Schell says the one in Matazals 

invariably tears out a shoulder blade - 

probably to get at the lights.



Sitgreaves Inspection - 1922 

Hoyt says no lions on Sevier or Kaibab 

until about 1890-95. Then became abundant.



Tonto Inspection - 1923 

Wt. of Lions 

One xtra large one killed by Murphey 

weighed 140# after entrails removed.



Prescott Inspection - 1922 

Jaguar killed by W. H. Smith near Willow 

Springs, Smith Canyoh, about 1895, Oldham 

got this record,
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Prescott Inspection - 1922 

Jaguar. Wyatt says one killed 12 miles Ny 

of Wickenburg by Leonard White in 1905, on 

the Hassayampea, and another 3% miles N. 

Crown King on head of Bear Cr. by Jno. Dickie 

in about 1900.
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Prescott Inspection -1922 

Jaguar killed by Haskell in Greenback 

. country on Ponto 20 years ago. Schell 

— says John Kline told him this.
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Prescott Inspection - 1922 

Jaguar, & killed by W. R. Morley near 

Datil P.O. around 25 or 30 years ago, 

(Oldham). Qocan [Re har aan us ds 

ia ta Ce cr A dived he l, Cube Bs



Prescott Inspection ~ 1922 

Jaguar seen by R. Martin, a fire guard, in 

head of Little Dry on Gila in 1912, according 

to Munro,
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Prescott Inspection - 1922 

Jaguar killed on Sycamore Cr. 5 miles west 

of Skull Valley by Pete White about 1900, 

according to Van Dickson and Grant Carter 

of Skull Valley and Kirkland respectively. 

Hide seen by Dickson.
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Fish & Game : December 8, 1922 

" MEMORANDUM FOR FILES: 

Additional Records of the Northern TZimit of : : 
Jaguar Occurrence. 

During the past field season I have picked up the 
following records where these big cats have been killed in ; 

*' recent years: 

TONTO FOREST: 

George Kline and his brothers, who live on Tonto 
Creek above Roosevelt, killed one in 1917 or 1918 in the 
region between Tonto Creek and Four Peaks. Former Ranger 
Sherman is quite sure that they killed more than one although 
I failed to ask them personally about this. : 

Earl Bacon told me in October that he and his brother, 
Grant Bacon, killed one in 1907 or 1908 near the box of the 
Salt River. They were trapping for coon along the river and 

: a jaguar was treed by their hounds. 

CROOK FOREST: ie ' 
Ranger Chipman tells me that one was killed in 1918 . 

in Harrison Canyon in the south end of the Geliuro Mountains 
by a Mexican. The name of this man he did not know but it 
could probably be dug up Since it is thought that he resides 

, in the region and several parties saw the pelt which is still 
believed to be in the region. a 

Grazing Examiner.
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THE WHY AND HOW OF MOUNTAIN LION HUNTING IN 

CALIFORNIA. 

By Jay Bruce, State Mountain Lion Hunter. , 

The importance of the control of the mountain lion (Felis concolor) 
as an aid in game-conservation can be appreciated when it is realized ' 
that the present lion population of California is scientifically estimated : 
to be about 600 lions, and their annual kill of deer 30,000 head. This 
is over twice the number known to be killed by human hunters. Since 
does are probably about five times as numerous as bucks, a lion has five | 
chances to kill a doe for one chance to kill a buck. So, naturally, most 
of the deer killed by lions are the breeding stock of females. 

Although deer form their principal food, lions also kill thousands of 
dollars worth of domestic stock every year, even including full grown ‘ 
cattle. In fact, no animal in California is entirely exempt from the 
bloodthirsty instincts of these animals. I know definitely of lions hay- | 
ing killed and eaten foxes, skunks, coons, poreupines and bobeats. 
I also have reliable information of several instances where lions have ; 
killed and eaten domestic dogs, while two lions now in captivity in the 
Yosemite Valley killed and ate a cub bear which managed to get into J 
the lions’ cage from his own adjoining cage. 

The lion problem has been intensified by the establishment of a chain 
of game refuges where no public hunting is allowed. The breeding 
stock of deer and other game is fast increasing in these areas, and nat- 
urally the lions accumulate there. Since the lion’s instinct is to kill 
at every opportunity, the most damage will be done where deer are most } 
numerous. t 

In order to meet this condition a high state bounty was advocated. 1 
It seemed doubtful, however, whether a $100 bounty would attract ‘ 
enough hunters to confer a benefit anywhere in proportion to the addi- 
tional cost, as will be shown later. Another method of control consid- { 
ered was the employment of experienced lion hunters on a regular sal- 
ary, plus the present bounty. As an experiment along this line the 
writer was employed by the California Fish and Game Commission, on 
January 1, 1919. This system costs only about $2000 per year, as 
against the $15,000 by the increased bounty, and lions are killed where | 
there is the most need of killing them. The main object of the plan 
adopted was to control the lions in game refuges, and then to answer , 
any calls where lions were doing unusual damage. During the last 
three years I have accounted for ninety lions, as follows: 1919, twenty- | 
six lions; 1920, thirty lions; 1921, thirty-four lions. Most of these 
were taken in and around game refuges. Since October, 1908, the ‘ 
California Fish and Game Commission has been paying a bounty of 
$20 for each mountain lion killed. Claims for such bounty are made 
on blanks furnished by the commission, and every claimant has been 
requested to furnish the commission with a written statement showing | 
where the lion was killed, why it was killed, the damage done by the . 

Notr.—There have been few articles appearing in CALIFORNIA FisH AND GAME of more general interest than the one offered here, written by a man who probably knows 
more about the habits of the mountain lion than any other Westerner. In bagging 
121 lions, Mr. Bruce has traveled on foot over 10,000 miles, hunting, trailing, and studying their habits.—Eprror, !
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lion, methods used in taking him, and the sex of the animal. In July, 

1917, the bounty on female lions was raised to $30 per head. 
The information sent in by claimants for bounty indicates that nearly 

. all of these lions were killed either accidentally or because they were 

doing damage to stock, and not on account of the bounty. Now if the 

bounty were raised to $100 per lion, the state would be paying $75 more 

on an average for each lion now killed under the present bounty, and 

this would amount to about $15,000 annually. 
From the foregoing it might be argued that the present bounty is 

useless and should be abolished, so let us examine and see what benefit 
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1 Fic. 51. One hundred and fifty pound male lion treed near Lynchburg ranger’s 
, station, Placer County, November 1, 1921, 

js derived from this expenditure. It is evident that no situation can 

be handled intelligently or with efficiency without accurate data as a 

basis for action. Now on account of the bounty of $20 paid since 1908, 

the commission has been furnished with the following data: 

The number of lions killed during the last thirteen years; 

The proportionate number of these killed from year to year under 

a, given condition, which should indicate the comparative lion popu- 

lation ; 
The damage known to have been done by each lion; 
The methods used in taking the animal; 
The percentage of each sex killed since 1917. 
These data are of immense value in any effort to control the lion, and 

are now being used to advantage for that purpose by the commission. 
Fox instance, we find from an examination of these data that the range 
of the lion on the western slope of the Sierra Nevada Mountains 
between Siskiyou County and Kern County, is confined to a straight 
belt about fifteen miles wide by section lines, and at an elevation 
between 3000 and 5000 feet above sea level and averaging 4000 feet. 
The same elevation will apply to the range of the lion in the Coast
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Range Mountains. All the country above or below this belt can be 
eliminated as lion country for all practical hunting purposes. 

The lion does not habitually follow some of the deer to the higher 
mountains in summer and other deer to the foothills in winter, as many 

people suppose. This lion belt is so well defined in the Sierra that we 
can draw a straight line through the center of the belt, from a point 
in Siskiyou County to a point in Kern County, and it would be pos- 
sible for a hunter to camp along this line and kill approximately every 
lion on the western slope of the Sierra. Of course a lion will ocea- 
sionally stray out of this belt temporarily, but he soon returns, for his 
natural home is there. The lion probably selects this belt because it is 
the natural home of the deer. The variety of ceanothus, commonly 
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Fic. 52. A large 160-pound male lion which measured 7 feet 34 inches. Killed near 
‘Avery, Calaveras County, in March, 1921. Photograph by L. V. Peterson, 

called deer brush, which is the principal food for deer, grows in abun- 
dance in this belt between 3000 and 5000 feet elevation. The deer that 
summer higher winter here, and those that winter below summer here. 
Most of the deer stay here all the year, so this area is the best all-year 
range for them. In other words, the maximum deer population is’ to 
be found in this area. For this reason the lioness selects some place 

W in this belt when her young are to be born. She usually has two or 
] three kittens, although sometimes only one, and occasionally four, are 

born in a litter. On account of many females not mating every year, 
the yearly increase probably averages one kitten for each adult female. 
The lair is usually located around some bluff or pile of rocks, which 
furnishes places for shelter and concealment of the kittens when small. 

In my experience, the kittens are born in either February, April, 
August or November. The mother nurses them for about two months, 

«and probably brings them some food in her stomach during that time,
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After they are weaned she makes a kill and moves the kittens to it, 

leaving them to eat it while she goes away hunting. She continues 

moving the kittens from kill to kill until they are about six months old 
and weigh about 35 pounds for females and 50 pounds for males, by 
actual scale weight. They now hunt part of the time with their mother 
until they are about a year old and weigh about 65 pounds for females 
and 80 pounds for males. The mother then abandons them. The 
kittens sometimes continue to hunt together for a few months longer, 
when they finally separate, selecting different beats, but still in the 
same belt where conditions are the same as where they were raised. 

When fully matured the male weighs from 140 to 160 pounds and 
measures from 6} feet to 7$ feet from tip of nose to tip of tail. The 
female weighs from 90 to 105 pounds and measures from 6 feet to 7 feet 

from tip to tip. These are actual scale weights end tape measurements. 

The adult male accompanies the female only during the mating period 

and does not help to feed and care for the young. Lions do not make 

their kills by lying in wait on the limbs of trees and springing from 

there. In fact, I have never known of a lion climbing a tree except to 

avoid the dogs. They tirelessly hunt and stalk their quarry on the 

ground, taking advantage of every cover, and finally rushing from a 

distance of 40 or 50 feet. This distance is covered in about a second. 

A 100-pound lion moving at a velocity of 40 feet per second will strike 
a blow sufficient to prostrate a yearling steer. The heavy muscles of 
the lion’s neck, shoulder and forepaws are tense for the blow, and easily 
absorb the shock that prostrates his unsuspecting victim, which is then 
killed by being disemboweled. The liver is eaten first, and then the 
loins and hams. An examination of probably 100 deer killed by lions 
showed no evidence of the lion having touched the throat of any of 

_ these kills. 
T have found the lion to be normally a solitary and invariably a silent 

animal. I have never heard that hair-raising scream the lion is sup- 
posed to utter, and I do not believe it makes any loud sounds, but that 
the noises usually attributed to it are made by owls and coyotes. On 
one occasion of which I know, about fifty guests at a mountain resort 
were listening one evening to the braying of a mule colt, and were told 
in good faith that they were hearing a mountain lion scream. Every 
one of these people, including their informant, probably believes to this 
day that they were hearing a lion. 

Some writers have condemned the mountain lion as being cowardly 

and unwilling to attack in the open, but they lose sight of the fact that 
the cat family is short-winded and unable to capture its prey by running 
it down as the dog family does. If the lion should openly approach 
his prey and challenge it to combat, his intended victim would imme- 
diately take to flight, leaving the lion to go hungry. His only means 
of making a living is to surprise his quarry. In a fight to the death, 
the mountain lion is more game than the black bear. He will fight with 
his last breath, when the black bear will quit and cover his head with 
his paws and bawl like a calf. 

The most reliable method of taking lions is trailing with dogs, and 
the best dogs for this purpose are fox hounds. A hunter. requires at 
least four dogs, which must be highly trained on lions and thoroughly 
proof on deer and other game, as there are probably a thousand head
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of deer and other game combined, for each lion. The dogs are used in 
pairs, allowing each pair to rest every second day, as a dog uses so much 
energy in running, baying and wagging his tail during ten or twelve 
hours of trailing that he needs one day’s rest for each day of work. 
Furthermore, a dog’s feet will not stand continuous hunting. 

To be successful, lion hunting must be done intensively. Since a lion 
does most of his prowling at night, the hunter must leave camp early 
and travel fast, in order to find a fresh trail and have the most hours 
of daylight to trail the lion down, as a person can neither travel to 
advantage in the mountains after dark, nor see tracks when necessary 
to help the dogs. A lion travels a regular beat over about 100 square 

‘ miles, usually making his round about every four or five days, so as 
soon as some part of this beat is learned, the hunter has a clue to 
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Fic. 53. Mountain lion scratches. 

work by. Since the dogs can smell only a reasonably fresh track, the 
hunter can not depend entirely upon their sense of smell to find the 
trail, but must always watch the ground carefully for any old signs 
which would indicate the places where a lion had been traveling. 

The signs left by lions are fresh or old kills, dung and tracks, and if 
a male is traveling a beat the plainest sign will be marks about a quar- 
ter to a half mile apart along the beat and apparently made by the 
lion digging with his forepaws in the dead leaves near the base of a 
tree or in the rotten wood near an old log (see figure 53). These marks 
are all alike and can not be mistaken for anything else when once 
learned; they are made only by the male and are a sure indication to
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| the hunter of the sex of the animal he is trailing. After some part of 
the lion’s beat has been learned, that part must be hunted first every 
day, continuing the hunt then from there. If one day is missed and 
the lion passes, the track may be too old for the dogs when it is found 
the next day, and this may mean four or five days before the trail is 
again found fresh enough for the dogs to follow. A dog can not follow 
any but a very fresh trail on hot and dry ground or in dust, so the 
hunter must use his eyes to help the dogs past such places. In the 
cool, damp weather of winter a twenty-four hour trail can usually be 
successfully followed, while in the hot, dry weather of summer a six- 
hour trail is found difficult. When snow is on the ground, trailing is 
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Fic. 54. Doe and fawn killed by mountain lion near Bear River on north fork 
of Mokelumne River. 

easy and a four or five-day-old track should be followed, as a lion may 
make a kill at any point on his beat and may have returned for a feed, 
allowing the hunter to get a fresh track at the kill. I estimate that 
while killing 120 lions I advanced an average of about fifteen miles 
the day the lion was killed. This distance does not take into account 
many loops made in looking for tracks when it was necessary to help 
the dogs. Many times I have trailed a lion this distance each day for 
three or four days before bagging him. Several times I have advanced 
twenty-five miles, and once thirty miles, the day I got the lion. Gen- 
erally the hunter travels on foot over 100 miles for each lion killed. 
I estimate that on the average trail my dogs will travel about five times - 
the distance advanced. To me it is very interesting to watch a hound 
on the trail. He rushes along with nose close to the ground, head 
sweeping from side to side and tail wagging furiously, stopping sud- 
denly as he catches the scent, smelling intensely for a moment to make 
sure, then throwing up his head and baying loudly as he rushes ahead 
for a hundred feet or so, then trying again for the scent, and circling 
‘until the trail is located. Now another rush ahead, and so on for 
twelve or fourteen hours, or until the constant baying indicates that
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the lion has been routed out of his bed and is making away, with the 
dogs in close pursuit. The hunter knows when the lion is finally treed, 
by the changed note in the baying of the dogs and by the fact that the 
baying comes continually from one place. On arriving at the tree, he 
can see anywhere from 100 to 160 pounds of cat, standing among the 
branches, usually about 30 feet above the ground. The lion may be 
just watching the dogs with interest, or he may be very angry, which 
is indicated by his constant growling. 

At the crack of the gun, out he goes, and even though shot through 
the heart he may still be able to seriously injure a dog. For this 
reason it is best to tie the dogs before shooting. 

It is quite an exciting experience to see a wounded adult lion on the 
ground, trying to hold at bay from two to four frantic dogs. Every 
moment will be full of action, as the dogs attack from different direc- 
tions and the lion continually turns to meet each attack. All the while 
he is growling and spitting savagely, his ears flat back, mouth wide 
open, claws unsheathed and hair and tail standing up. If the dogs 
crowd him too closely he turns over on his back and fights with his 
mouth and all four feet at the same time. Now is the time for the 
hunter to rush into the fray, shove his gun between the frantie dogs 
and get in a fatal shot. 

BLACK BASS SHIPMENT TO MEXICO. 

By Grorce Neate, Executive Officer, California Fish and Game Commission. 

In 1909, at the request of the Mexican government, Mr. Chas. A. 
Vogelsang, at that time chief deputy of the California Fish and Game 
Commission, made arrangements for the shipment of black bass to Lake 
Chapala, Mexico. 

The California Fish and Game Commission’s distribution car No. 1, 
in charge of the writer, left Fresno early in December, 1909, with 
ninety-two cans containing about 1800 adult black bass. Some weighed 
as much as three pounds. After many delays, Ocotlan, on the shore of 
Lake Chapala in the Mexican state of Jalisco, was reached. Here the 
first planting was made. Seventy-two cans were transferred to lighters, 
which were towed by launches to the south end of the lake, where the 
fish were liberated. Some of them immediately began feeding on the 
minnows. 

‘We were then taken to the governor’s palace on the shore of Lake 
Chapala, and were lavishly entertained by Governor Landa. Accom- 
panied by the governor’s quartette of guitarists, we returned to Ocotlan 
after midnight in a terrific blow. 

- Lake Chapala is a magnificent body of water, larger but not so beau- 
tiful as our own Lake Tahoe. It contains a food fish known as the 
whitefish, which differs from our whitefish in that it is transparent. 
But it furnishes a fine food for the black bass, which food is most neces- 
sary to insure increase. Lake Chapala is also said to contain carp, but 
we did not see any. This lake should now (eleven years after the plant- 
ing of these black bass) be an anglers’ paradise for those who know 
how to lure the fish, which are, as Dr. Henshall states, ‘‘inch for inch, 

pound for pound, the gamiest fish that swims.’’
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| RABIES IN A MOUNTAIN LION. 

By Tracy I. Srorer. 

| (Contribution from the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology of the University of 
California. ) 

It is a general belief among naturalists and well informed laymen 

that the California Mountain Lion (Melis oregonensis) does not ordi- 

narily attack human beings. This belief is strengthened by the experi- 

ence of many thousands of people who have camped and lived in the 

range of the mountain lion in this state without being harmed in any 

way by the species. In fact there is, for California, so far as the 

writer is aware, only one recorded instance in which a mountain lion 

has without obvious provocation attacked a human being. This occurred 

in Quartz Valley, Siskiyou County, on June 19, 1890, when a seven year 

old boy was set upon and killed by two lions while he was playing 

among the foothill oaks at some distance from his home.* Children 

are believed to be slightly more subject to attack by lions than grown 

persons. Captive mountain lions in Yosemite Valley some years ago 

were observed to watch children intently even when the latter were at 

some distance, whereas adult people under similar circumstances 

aroused little or no interest on the part of the lions. The mountain 

*Outdoor Life (Denver, Colorado), vol. xxxvi, no. 2, August, 1915, pp. 162-163. 

25963
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lion, instead of seeking out people, usually carefully avoids them. Very 
few people even so much as catch sight of one of the animals. 

The above general remarks are given to indicate the ordinary relations 
between mountain lions and human beings. There is, however, at least 
one instance in California where a mountain lion, evidently infected 
with rabies, voluntarily attacked and was responsible for the death 
of two persons, including one adult. This occurred near Morgan Hill, 
Santa Clara County, in 1909. So far as known, this case has never 
been made a matter of record save in the local newspaper. It has 
seemed desirable to ascertain and record the facts as fully as possible, 
and for that purpose, the writer, acting in the capacity of compiler, 
has gathered the available information and herewith presents it to the 
readers of CaLirornia Fis AND GAME. 

The first account of this attack appeared in the Morgan Hill Times 
for July 9, 1909 (Vol. XI, No. 8), and the article is reproduced here 
verbatim with the exception of a final paragraph which was only of 
local interest. 

“The people of Morgan Hill were greatly shocked about four o'clock ‘Tuesday 
afternoon, [July 5, 1909] when the news reached town that Miss Isola Kennedy had 
been attacked by a mountain lion on Coyote creek and seriously injured. Dr. J. T. 
Higgins was summoned and hastened with all speed in his automobile to her assist- 
ance. He dressed her wounds as well as was possible with the appliances at hand, and 
she was brought to her home in town on a cot on a wagon by her father who had also 
been summoned. It was nearly eight o'clock before they reached home with her 
as they had to drive very slowly on account of her serious injuries. She was made 
as comfortable as possible for the night. 

“Barly Wednesday morning Dr. Higgins assisted by Dr. F. W. Watt, made a 
thorough examination of the wounds and dressed them. One ear was completely 
eaten off, the other ear badly lacerated, and a three-cornered cut by the right eye 
laid the bone bare but left the eye ball uninjured. Her left arm was fearfully 
mangled from bites and scratches, there being about fifteen deep gashes extending 
from the shoulder to the wrist and nearly a hundred lacerations from the teeth. 
The right arm, leg and back were also badly torn. While she is very weak from 
loss of blood and has suffered great pain, the doctors think she will recover unless 
blood-poisoning sets in. 

“Miss Kennedy had gone out for a drive and picnic on the creek about four 
miles east of Morgan Hill with Henry Merkle, a ten-year-old boy from Fruitvale, 
who is visiting the family and Curtis Lane, who is about the same age. ‘These 
boys with another lad, Earl Willson, were bathing a short distance above the bridge 
when a lioness attacked the latter boy, striking him with her claws and tearing 
an ugly wound in the scalp and ear. Miss Kennedy ran to his assistance, when the 
animal jumped upon her, knocking her down. It then tried to bite her neck, but 
Miss Kennedy protected her neck as well as she could with her left arm and fought 
heroically by jabbing the lioness with a hat pin. 

“The boys ran to the tents of the Bay Cities Water Company, which are a few 
» yards below the bridge and called Jack Conlan. He grabbed a shot-gun and ran 

to the relief. He fired two shots into the beast but the shot were too fine to do 
much injury and the animal clung to Miss Kennedy, gnawing at her arm. Conlan 
then ran and secured a rifle and shot the animal through the body near the heart, 
but not until he shot it through the head would it let go its hold. It measured 
eight feet in length, 

“The attack seemed particularly strange as there were a number of persons in the 
vicinity and several houses are not far distant. It has long been a favorite picnic 

' and camping ground and such a danger was undreamed of.” 

A request for details in the case sent to Dr. J. T. Higgins, M.D. (now 
residing in Watsonville), brought the following reply under date of 
December 20, 1921: 

“It is a pleasure for me to endeavor to give you an accurate account of the Isola 
Kennedy case; inasmuch, as I haye read a great deal concerning the attacks of 
mountain lions on human beings and find that in such cases the animal is generally 
not in a normal condition, as was verified by this particular case. In talking with
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old mountaineers and cattlemen I haye learned that dogs and horses bitten or qd 

scratched by mountain lions usually die. * 

“In this particular case Miss Kennedy was walking along the bank of the 
Coyote Creek, near Morganhill, when she saw the lion leap from the bank and 
attack some boys bathing in the water. Two of the boys escaped, but the third one 
was knocked down into the water by the lion and scratched on the scalp. Owing, 
probably, to the boy being knocked into the water the lion abandoned him and 

jumped.to the bank and attacked her, she having come at this time to where the 

boys were. 
“The lion held one of her arms in its mouth during the entire attack, the severe 

lacerations of her scalp and face being done by its front claws and those of her legs 

by the rear feet of the animal. She was knocked to the ground and laid in this . 

position endeavoring to kill the animal by sticking a hatpin into its heart, which 

she was unable to do on account of the toughness of its skin. After considerable 

time help came to her and the animal was killed. 
“Bxamination showed the lion to be a female, but the report that she had young 

was probably erroneous as there was no active mammary gland development and 

no young were seen in the vicinity.* 
“Miss Kennedy through loss of blood was very much weakened, but made an 

apparently uneventful recovery, the lacerations being nearly healed. She was 

considered convalescent and had been out riding up to about seven weeks from the 

time of the injury when she developed hydrophobia and died, being sick about one 

week. The case was seen by three other competent physicians, who pronounced it 

hydrophobia. 
“An autopsy performed upon Miss Kennedy's remains failed to show pus in any 

part of the body, even the original wounds being healed and there was at no time 

= during her illness any reason to believe that it was septicemia or tetanus. 

“Regarding the boy [Earl Wilson], who was scratched while in the water, wish 

to say that I made only a temporary dressing, when he returned to his home in 

Santa Cruz. The cause of his death was pronounced by the attending physician in 

Santa Cruz as tetanus, but judging from the character of the wound and the treat- 

ment it received in my office and the period of incubation I do not believe that it 

was tetanus, but am thorougly convinced that it was also hydrophobia. 

“I believe I am in a better position to have a knowledge of this case than any 

one else as I was in constant attendance and gave it the closest attention and will 

be glad to give you any further details you may desire. 

“Yours very truly, 
(Signed) “J. 'T. Hieerns, M.D.” 

A similar inquiry to Dr. D. A. Beattie brought a letter in which he 

referred to Dr. Higgins as being able to give the fullest account of 

the case. The following paragraph from Dr. Beattie’s letter is 

important: 
“J will say that as a consultant I saw her more than once, and I also performed 

the postmortem upon her. But, through the very great negligence of the doctor 

who took charge of the brain it was not sent to the laboratory until it had become 

useless. There isn’t any question but this was a case of hydrophobia, There were 

perfectly typical symptoms, and the whole case was a picture of hydrophobia.” 

It may be said in explanation of Dr. Beattie’s closing statement 
that the early symptoms of rabies (hydrophobia) and tetanus (lock- 
jaw) are somewhat alike, and physicians sometimes have difficulty in 
distinguishing between the two. There is, however, one difference 

which marks the courses of the two diseases. A fatal case of tetanus 

usually terminates soon after the infection is acquired, Rabies, on 

the other hand, may be very slow in claiming its victim, The rabies 

infection travels slowly from the point of the bite along the nerves to 
’ the brain and then (in the absence of preventive treatment during the 

intervening time) terminates fatally. 
Aceording to the descriptions of the attack furnished above, Miss 

Kennedy’s scalp and facial wounds were caused by the claws of the 

*Mr. Conlan also states that the lioness had no kittens.
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y mountain lion. The lion attempted to bite her neck but she put up 
*her arm and this the lion seized in its mouth. The infection, in a 
rabid animal, is carried in the saliva and on the teeth, and Miss 
Kennedy’s infection was therefore received in her arm, probably her 
forearm. The head wounds were harmless from the standpoint of 
rabies. Had the lion bitten her anywhere on the head she would in 
all probability have died within a month. As it was, the infection 
was about seven weeks in travelling along the nerves of her arm and 
reaching the brain. With our present knowledge of rabies and our 
facilities for giving the Pasteur anti-rabie treatment, such a case, 
with early treatment, would stand every chance of escaping a fatal 

- issue. 
Rabies was first reported in California in 1898 when there was a 

~~ {small outbreak among the dogs of Los Angeles County. Another 
small epidemic is on record as occurring at the Soldiers’ Home near 
Los Angeles in 1906. In 1909, the year of the mountain lion attack 
here described, there was a severe outbreak in several of the counties 
of southern California, and in the years immediately following there 
were epidemics in several counties in the San Joaquin Valley, but 
none in the coast counties so far as can be ascertained. The question 
of the source of the infection in the mountain lion remains a mystery. 

According to the records of the California State Board of Health 
rabies has been detected in the following animals in California: 
Horses, mules, cattle, sheep, goats, hogs, domestic cats, dogs, bobcats 
and coyotes, and once each in the ground squirrel and gray fox. No 
skunks have been found positive for rabies in California. 

The account given above indicates that to the species of animals 
now known to carry the rabies infection must be added the mountain 
lion through the occurrence of but one authenticated case would sug- 
gest that in this species the infection is rather uncommon. The point 
to be made here is that any person attacked by a mountain lion in 
any way should take steps to consult a physician who can determine 
whether there is any danger of rabies and whether preventive treat- 
ment should be started. As first aid treatment wounds made by the 
teeth of a lion should be cauterized with nitric acid. If the lion 
is killed its entire head should be packed in ice and sent at once to 
a county or state health officer with a request that an examination 
for rabies be made. 

In conclusion, then, let it be emphasized that there is extremely 
little danger of attack from a mountain lion in California. The ease 
here presented is only the second attack, and the first due to rabies, 
that has come to our attention. With the various epidemics of rabies 
in different counties of the state, and with the extensive epidemic 
of this disease among the coyotes of northeastern California, no inti- 
mation of rabies infection in mountain lions was obtained. The 
danger then from mountain lions in California is negligible as com- 
pared, for example, with that from the domestic dogs which roam 
our city streets and country roads. 

Berkeley, California, January 29, 1923.
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Tonto Inspection - 1923 

Jaguar Walter Lazear says was killing calves 

and ye-rlings in Cold Sprgs. country, bury- 

ing the kill like a lion ana coming back to 

it. Set 5 traps around om of these kills 

but he got the calf out without disturbing 

one of them. Calf had been pulled down by 

the jaw, not ridden. Then took after him 

with dogs but cat would not tree at all and 

mauled the dogs very badly. Ran him up over 

the rim. Now using on head of Duke Cr. on 

Rim - 2 Biol. Survey men and 14 dogs after 

him. Has heard of others B. of Pleasant 

Valley but doesn't know where this one came 

from
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September 22, 1923, 

Ure O. Be Hulbert, 

Pines Altos, New Mexico, 

Doar Hulbert: 

Thanks very much for — complete reply of September 
17. I also received exclenatory notes from Mre Winne 

The hydrophobis theo of eourse, puts a different 
light en Sn end the ohne banee which you mentions At 
the first sry I am going to find ont from Dr. Peters 
whether Mrs. Campbell was treated for hydrophebia. some 
time that you get around to it, I would like very much to 
know whether the two cases mentioned by 7. Re Wood had amy 
evidence to inéi¢ate hydrophobia. 

with kindest regards to yourself and femily, 

Very sincerely yours, 

: Afae Leopold.
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Copy sent Mr. Winn 

albuquerque, New Mexico, 
September ll, 1923, 

Mr. C. &, Hulbert, 
Porest Ranger, 

Pines Altos, New Mexico. 

Dear Hulbert: . 

Dre Le 8. Peters, who was formerly @ yreosietng 

physician at Fort Beyard, has told me the following story 

which I quote from my notes: 

"Dr, Le Se Poters says 70-yre old woman was 

washing dishes at her csbin 4 miles from Pinos 

Altes in 1908. Her husband was amoking nearby. 

A she-lion jumped into the cabin and mangled her 

padly. ‘The husband doused the lion with a bucket 

of water, ——- the lion to duck under the bed, 

where the husband shot it. Dr. Peters was immed- 

jately called to treat the case, and saw the skin 

of the lion, which was 40 old onnnhang female. His 

theory, ts she was starved for food and this impelled 
the attack." 

This is an exceedingly exceptional and interesting 

ease and I would like very mach to learn more about it. 

I would — : it very much if you could ascertain 

by local inauiry the answers tr the follawing additional 

questions; 

, (1) What was the name of the woman who was attacked? 

(2) What time of year was it? %



\ 

Mr. C.B.H. 

(3) Was the lion poor or fat and is there any other 

evidence as to oxtreme hunger? 

Thanking you very much for helping me get this infor- 

mation, 

Very sincerely yours, 

(> Leopot
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i ’ ‘ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

; BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Ww panes REFER TO oy Cx OR 

P.O. BOX 765 
PHOENIX. ARIZONA 

May 15, 1924. 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Service, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

Referring to your letter of May 12th regarding 
‘ the jaguar caught by Jack Funk. 

Jack Fund is a private trapper and hunter who 
has worked on the Indian Reservation for the past eight 
or ten years. From the letter he wrote m I take it that 
he caught the jaguar on Cibecue Creek, However, I am not 
sure whether it was above the station of Cibecue or below. 
Therefore, I am uncble to give you the location by town- 
shipse ; 

I presume you have the records of the two jaguars 
: taken fby our men, one in 1918 and one in 1920. The om 
' in 19¥8 was @ mle and he was taken on top of the bridge : 

west of Greaferville in the Santa Rita mountains. ‘The 
taken in 19480 was a female and was taken within o: dred 

. yards of where the male wag taken two years be ° 

Last year there wd@re two jaguar: m in the Santa 
Catalina mountains and thfs spring Mr. Cary, of Benson, : 

J killed either a small ja@mar or an ocelg@@@timt was in the 
Rincon Mountains, or rather in the foot hills of the Rincons 
at the east ende 

Hoping this information will be satisfactory and 
assuring you that I will be glad to furnish any additional 
information, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

UU Wliccyro 
« Ee MUSGRAVE 

Predatory Animal Inspector. 

M:K 

} i
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May 12, 1924, 

Mr. M. E. Musgrave, 
Box 765, : 

Phoenix, Arizona. 

Dear Mr. Musgrave; 

I note a recent article in one of the Arizona news- 
papers announcing the capture of a jaguar by Jack Punk 
"near Black River on the Apache Indian Reservation", 

I have been collecting jaguar records for many years 
and would eppreciate your giving me the approximate locality 
by township and range. I would also like to know whether 
Funk is a Biological Survey employee. 

Incidentally, if it is not too much trouble, 1 would 
appreciate hearing of any future records or any other re- 

cent information which you have stating where, when and by 
whom jaguars were seen or killed. : ‘ 

With kindest personal regards, ‘i 

Very sincerely yours, 

A Ay
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May 26, 1924, 

Mr. W. R. Morley, 

Datil, New Mexico, 

Dear Mr, Morley; 

In collecting material for my book on ; Southwestern same I find I have two records of ; Jaguars killed near Datil but I rather suspect te that they might both refer to the same animal, 
Fred Winn tells me thet @ ranchman of his gcquaintanee killed a jaguar 10 or 15 miles north of Datil in 1904 or 1905 ana he believes Oscar Reddemann hes the skin, From another source (which I can not now recall) I have a record of your killing one about 1895 near Datil, 
Can you pléase indicate on the bottom of this letter whether these are both correct or if not, which one ig correct and return in the en- Closed addressed enbelope, 

Thenking you, 
‘ 

Very Sincerely yours, 

Enclosure. 

° Ny,
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‘ | i Springerville, Arizona 

G May 31, 1917. 

Fish & Game-Apache. 

District Forester, ; 

. Albuquerque, Ne M. ; 

Dear Sir: 

Reference is mde to the item in the Bulletin 

of May 26. 
: 

During the winter of 1904 or 1905 a Mexican 

Jaguar was killed in the Datil Mountains about ten or 

: fifteen miles north of Datil, N. M. by a ranchman of 

my acquaintance. I believe the skin was purchased by 

Mr. Oscar Redeman of Magdalena, N. M. 

Very truly yours, 

Frederic Winn Z 

Forest Supervisor.
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(yt of reindeer meat to the United States. Five artificial ice plants 
: have been established on the Seward Peninsula to take care of reindeer 

meat products. The packing plants have a.total capacity of 7 »500 head a 

year." i 

ie "Reports show that the deer feeding operations saved many animals. 

: Warden W. H. Terhune states that during the feeding 300°deer were seen in 
the vicinity of Sitka on one day, February 12; a total of 287 in Tenakee 
Inlet on two days, February 13 and 14; and 64 in Gambier Bay, February 27. 

, ' ‘Many other animals were seen scattered along the beaches singly and in 
groups. Mr. Terhune reports the snow about three and one-half feet deep 

in places on the beach, but that the deer were doing fairly well when the 

weather moderated February 27 and rain began. Feeding was discontinued 
February 28, as the snow was rapidly settling and the deer could again get 

about and obtain food. : 

, ECONOMIC INVESTIGATIONS 

; Dr. W. B. Bell left Washington March 5 to visit field offices 

through the west and will be absent for several months. : 

; Hunter Dave Crouch killed a female. lion on the San Isabel. National 

Forest, Colorado, on February 10, and in tracking her mate was led by his 
AG dogs to a cave containing the remains of two lion kittens which had prob- 

ably been eaten by the old male. ; 
bP ae 

Albert L. Jones, employed as a hunter in the Apache Game Preserve 
district, Arizona, in February captured 9 lions and 12 bobcats, though he 
did not have the equipment of most lion hunters, and his dogs were not 

; well trained for the work. Hunter Cleve Miller caught four lions just 

south of this range. ‘ 

February is usually the most favorable month for lion hunting in 

Arizona, and last year's record of 21 lions was broken this year by a 

catch of 22. el 

At a rat control demonstration in King County, Washington, Leo K. 

Couch, leader in rodent control, showed the method of applying calcium 

dust to rat burrows under poultry plants. On the ranch used for this pur- 
pose, 3,500 hens were housed in four buildings - two of them 200 and two 
120 feet long - all with concrete foundations and floors. The owner had 

“used every precaution to rat-proof his buildings, but the rodents burrowed 
under the cement foundations and worked holes in the cement floors and 
through the dust boxes. Traps and poisons had been used with little suc- 
cess, as the rats had access to grain, mash, eggs, and young and sick 

poultry, and were causing a loss of $1,000 per year. After the cyanide 
dust was pumped under the buildings, 163 dead rats were picked up, and 

doubtless many more were killed. Experimerital work will be done with 

: small dusters to apply the cyanide to smaller poultry plants. Where con- 
‘ F ditions are right to confine the gas, and where trapping and poisoning 

fail, the cyanide can be used to good account. A few days after the
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demonstrations, the owner made the following-report to the cooperating 

County Agent: "By the looks of the rat situation, I hardly think it war- 

~ rants me in getting an outfit, but I intend to be prepared for future 

trouble. JI have seen only two or three rats since the grand execution 

although I've been snooping around constantly at night with the flash 

light. Formerly I saw hundreds. You must have exterminated two or three 
thousand rats." is ee ; i 

By using the rat trapping methods recommended last fall by H.R: ; 

é Wells, leader in rodent control in South Dakota, one large concern in 

Sioux Falls dealing in foodstuffs and unable to.use poison took 6,400 rats 

in 90 days. At the present: time, the man employed for this work states 
that rats are very scarce and that very little work is necessary to keep 

them in check. é ? ey 

‘The first_attempt at organized pocket-gopher control east of the 

Missouri River.was started in February when Mr. Wells began the organiza- 
tion of a cooperative pocket-gopher campaign in Minnehaha County, South 

Dakota. This project will be started in April-with one township and oper- 

ations will be compulsory on all lands. ‘ 

Hundreds of letters have been received from cooperators telling of 

the benefits derived by killing rodent pests in Arizona. The following 
excerpts, are typical: TT ate ; 
-.."Qhe value of killing rodent pests means the difference between 

' success and failure om our ranch. We-would have lost at least $5,000 

last year if we had not used the poison you sent us." 
‘We probably. saved $500 by poisoning pocket gophers on 146 acres. 

It is rather hard to estimate but the truth of the matter is that farming 

without some pocket-gopher control is impossible in the. Yuma Valley." 
"It is estimated that we saved several thousand dollars worth of 

crops and vines by using the pocket-gapher poison on our 80 acres." 

at . Good results were obtained in Idaho in poisoning jack rabbits dur- 

ing the winter, especially during the month of January. .At the end of 

February, a total of 20,760 pounds of bait. had been used. ~ 

- _ Arrangements have been madé in Idaho to conduct.a ground-squirrel 

campaign in’29 counties, and 72,00 pounds.of poisoned bait have been 

provided for. use on privately owned lands. Provision has also been made 
' for the purchase of 110,000 additional pounds as the season advances, mak- 

ing available a ‘total of 182,000 pounds of poisoned bait for which funds 

have been provided-in the various counties, ‘ : 

: ‘ ‘James Silver and Morris A. Stewart, of. the Eastern District, have 

recently returned from a trip through New Jersey, New York, western Massa- 

chusetts, Connecticut, and Vermont, where a series of conferences with 
extension officials and others interested in rodent control were held. 

Interesting information also was obtained:relative to the present distri- 
bution and economic status of the European hare. ~ ei
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The Hunters’ News Letter is issued in the interest of efficiency in 

predatory animal control and as a medium for conveying news of interest 

to the field forces and interested co-operators. The News Letter will be 

send free to those who are interested in the subject it represents. 

The excellent work that was accomplished by Government and State 

hunters in June is a credit to the Service. The work is all the more | 

commendable, considering the fact that the month was extremely hot 

and dry. 

Government and State Hunters are at liberty to conduct their official 

work in State Game Preserves without permits from the State Game | 

Department. This is a courtesy much appreciated and must be fully 

respected by all hunters and field men. Such confidence on the part of | 

the State Game Department is a credit to our Service; at the same time, | 

our hunters must have full freedom of their movements in order to 

accomplish the most efficient work. However, hunters should, so far 

as possible, keep Forest Rangers and Deputy Game Wardens advised 

regarding their movements and unnecessary disturbances should be 

avoided in the Preserves. 

PERSONAL MENTION. 

Hunter 0. E. Royal is to be commended on the efficient way in which 

he is doing his wolf hunting in the northern part of the state, He trapped | 

five wolves on the Tierra Amarilla Grant during June. | 

Hunter W. CG. Echols struck the wolves of Skeleton Canyon, Hidalgo 

county, a hard blow by taking three. This is the last of the wolves in the | 

Peloncillo mountains for the present at least. One of the wolves trapped
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by Hunter Echols was really three-legged. One of its hind legs was torn 

off at the hock joint and the stub stuck straight out sideways. 

Hunter ©. C. Wood is making a good run on the lions of the Animas 

mountains, Hidalgo county. This is an important point to be guarded on 

account of the drift coming in from southern ranges. 

Hunter J. T. Bowman is still getting better than a coyote a day in 

the sand country of Chaves and Eddy counties. 

Hunter H. L. Leisering of Cliff, N. M., who is a new man in the ser- 

vice, captured one wolf, six coyotes and two cats. f 

Hunter C. S. Hightower of Mule Creek took a lion this month that 

\ was carrying foug unborn young. 

Early in the month, Hunter Pickens left his old range and moved 

up to Colfax county, where he has already taken one lion. This is a 

good start on a difficult assignment, to rid the Sangre de Christo Range 

of mountain lions. 

The lion taken by Hunter Ritchie was trapped. The fact that dogs 

are sometimes out of condition for the chase does not stop some of our 

wily old hunters from continuing after the varmints. 

Hunters Jim and Sam Young are having their round of difficulties 

hunting wolves. Sam lately learned that there are no more on his 

district and the only one Jim has left at present is ranging among the 

sheep where he can’t keep a trap in shape, but we are sure that when 

Jim’s wolf leaves the sheep trails it will be ‘‘goodbye Mr. Lobo.’’ 

SUGGESTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS. 

The Inspectors are planning to prepare a good supply of foetid scent 

bait for use during the next fall and winter poisoning campaign. A good 

quantity of oil will be needed to mix with the scent. For this purpose 

skunk oil is best, but lion oil can be used. If each hunter will prepare 

as much as a quart or half gallon of the oil we will be able to prepare 

all the scent that will be needed. Tin cans with serew tops are best as 
oil containers. The oil may be kept until the Inspectors have an oppor- 

tunity to get it or instructions are given for shipping it to the office. 

It is suggested that any hunters who desire to take leave should do 

so in July or August, as these are usually dull months and we want 

to all be groomed and in good shape, with ample funds for conducting 

our big drive on predatory animals next fall and winter. 

Hunters are requested to use the space on itinerary sheets under



**vemarks’’ for listing livestock damages and the number of predatory 
and fur bearing animals taken during each week. In order to simplify 

our office work we are attaching a sample itinerary which illustrates 

the method of reporting the information required. This is intended 

also to simplify the report work of hunters. 

During the summer months no part need be saved of fur bearers, 

such as fox, skunk or fur badger. No part of poreupine is necessary at 

any time. When such animals are taken in summer, mention of the fact 

on your itinerary report is sufficient. : 

"JUNE REPORT. 
During the month 17 Federal and State hunters worked a total of 

439 days, taking 88 predatory animals, which were 10 wolves, 6 moun- 

tain lions, 12 bobeats and 60 coyotes. In addition to the above, 4 em- 

bryo lions were also destroyed. 

TONOR ROLL. 

(A) O. E. Royal, Tusas, 30 days; 5 wolves. 

(B) W. C. Echols, Animas, 30 days; 3 wolves, 3 bobeats. 

(C) ©. C. Wood, Animas, 30 days; 2 lions, 3 coyotes. 

(D) J. T. Bowman, Dexter, 30 days; 32 coyotes. 

(BE) H. L. Leisering, Cliff, 30 days; 1 wolf, 6 coyotes, 2 bobeats. 

(F) Albert Pickens, Cimarron, 30 days; 1 lion, 1 cat. 

(G) W. W. Glaze, Fierro, 30 days; 1 wolf, 1 coyote. 

(H) J. J. Taylor, Governador, 7 days; 1 lion. 

(1) ©. 8. Hightower, Mule Creek, 30 days; 1 lion—4 embryo lions. . 

(J) 1. L. Ritchie, Rosedale, 30 days; 1 lion. 

Very truly yours, 

J. STOKLEY LIGON, Inspector, 
By E. L. PINEAU, Inspector Assisting. 

DR. H. L. KENT, President, 

State College of Agriculture. :
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THE PROBLEM OF MOUNTAIN LION CONTROL IN 

CALIFORNIA. 

(With five photographs.) 

By Jay Bruce, State Lion Hunter. 

The mountain lion, also called puma, panther, and cougar, is the only 
predatory animal in California which is apparently of no economic 
benefit to the human race. Even the wildcat and coyote generally do 
more good than harm by preying principally upon rats, mice, gophers, 
ground squirrels and jackrabbits, thus helping to keep these pests under 
control. Although both wildcats and coyotes, especially the latter, 
cause considerable losses among sheep on the ranges and also occa- 

35981
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sionally kill deer under favorable conditions, only a comparatively small 
number of these animals develop into confirmed killers of stock or deer. 
Furthermore, both wildcats and coyotes produce furs which are a souree 
of revenue to a considerable number of people who live in the mountains 
and depend upon trapping as a means of income during the winter 
months. 

On the other hand, the mountain lion is of practically no value as a 
fur bearer, game animal, or source of food, but is simply a liability 
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Fie. 1. A 160-pound lion hanging from a 
digger pine, out of which the lion was shot. 

which probably costs the state a thousand dollars a year in deer meat 

alone to support each member of its lion population, or at the rate of 
$15,000 to maintain each lion during its natural existence. 

INFORMATION SECURED BY PAYMENT OF BOUNTIES. 

Practically nothing was definitely known about the lion situation in 
California prior to October, 1907, when the Fish and Game Commission 
began paying a bounty of $20 each for the killing of lions. Until then 
there was no reliable way of securing information. While the bounties
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paid on 4350 lions during the last sixteen years have cost the state 

approximately $96,000, the information secured through this expendi- 

ture has alone been worth all it has cost, and the only way such informa- 

tion could have been secured was by the payment of bounties sufficient 

to encourage persons who killed lions to furnish the information neces- 

sary to secure such bounties. 

DISTRIBUTION OF LIONS IN CALIFORNIA. 

Much can be learned about the lion situation in California by an 

examination and study of these claims for bounties. For instance, we 

learn from this source of information that lions do not habitually range 

from the lower foothills to the crest of the highest mountain ranges, 

but that their normal range is confined to the areas which pr the Ru 

varieties of ceanothus commonl sf brush,’’ in which deer 
nd stock feed principally. On the western slope of the Sierra Nevada 

from Fresno County north to Mount Shasta, this area can be described dusn 
as that lying between 3000 feet and 5000 feet elevation, as measured on 
the divides between streams. The same elevations will apply to the lion 
country in the northern Coast Range from Mount St. Helena north to 
the Oregon line. In the Mount Hamilton range, the Gabilan range, 
Santa Cruz Mountains and San Lucia range, lions are found where the 

ridges are at least 3000 feet above sea level, while in the southern Sierra 

Nevada and mountains south of the Tehachapi the higher edge of the 

lion’s normal range extends in places up to 7500 feet, at which elevation 

we find the same vegetation as at 5000 feet elevation farther north. A 
very small percentage of the 4350 lions taken during the last sixteen 
years have been taken outside of the above described area. 

ESTIMATED LION POPULATION OF THE STATE. 

By the application of this data it is not only possible to determine 
the exact areas inhabited by lions, but it is also possible to make a 
reasonably accurate estimate of the lion population of the state and to 
determine whether lions are increasing or decreasing from year to year. 
Mr. J. S. Hunter, assistant executive officer of the Fish and Game 
Commission, did make such an estimate, based on conditions existing in 
1919, when the writer was employed by the Commission to hunt lions. 
About the same time the writer made an entirely separate and inde- 
pendent estimate, based upon density of population, and allowed an 
average of one lion to each township in the actual area of distribution. 
This was in accord with observations made while traveling for some 
12,000 miles over the mountains of California hunting and trailing - 

lions, and bagging, up to that time, about 125 lions. According to 
Mr. Hunter’s estimate, the lion population in 1919 was 5 lions, 
while that made by the writer was 600 lions. It is ee Cmave 
that these two estimates practically agreed, although determined by 
different methods. 

THE INDICATED REDUCTION IN THE LION POPULATION. 

In the interval between January 1, 1919, and June 30, 1924, the 
writer has taken 165 lions, or an average of 30 lions a year. In addi-
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tion, a considerable number of lions have been taken by stockmen and 
others in the mountains, who started their dogs with the writer’s | 
trained lion hounds. While hunting for the Commission, it has always: 
been my practice to encourage the killing of lions by these men who are 
continually riding the ranges in the lion country, and thus, in the 

: course of their regular duties, often have unusual opportunities to take 
lions, if provided with a trained dog. 

Because of this increase in kill, the lion population should have been 
reduced by at least 100 lions since the last estimate was made. This 
would bring the population down to about 475 lions at the present time, 
which, according to area of normal range, should be distributed about 
as follows: Sierra Nevada ranges, confined to a comparatively straight 

at belt averaging about fifteen miles wide between Tehachapi Mountains 
; and Mount Shasta, 160 lions; northern Coast Range from Mount St. 

Helena north to the Oregon line, an area lying between elevations of 3000 
and 5000 feet, and most numerous in the pine-timbered area between the 
Sacramento Valley and the Redwood belt, 125 lions; Mount Hamilton 
and Gabilan range from Mount Hamilton south to northern San Luis 
Obispo County highest area, 40 lions; Santa Cruz Mountain highest area, 
10 lions; San Lucia range from Carmel River south to the northern 
San Luis Obispo County line, elevations above 3000 feet, 40 lions; 
southern California from Santa Maria River southerly through San 
Rafael, Tehachapi, Sierra Madre, San Bernardino and San Jacinto 
mountains, elevations between 3000 feet and 7500 feet, 100 lions; 

total, 475 lions. : 

LIONS IN RELATION TO GAME REFUGES. 

Eighteen state game refuges and part of three national parks are 
situated within the area inhabited by lions. Since the principal object 
in establishing game refuges is to furnish a harbor of safety during the 
open season for a sufficient breeding stock of male deer, no hunting, 
except for predatory animals, is allowed in these areas at any time. 
Most of these refuges are ideally situated for the purpose intended, 
but they will never be entirely effective until the U. S. Forest Service 
ean be persuaded to prohibit stock grazing. Deer will accumulate to 
the limit of food supply in these refuges where they are not harassed 
at any time of the year, and, as the deer increase, lions are attracted. 
Because the lion’s instinct is to kill at_every opportunity, even though 

Gee sutly fea, tie tet GREER WHT be dane GEC Leak ee Gt eae 
5 “Consequently, lions must be eliminated from these refuges if they are 

x to be of any benefit. 
~ Although in the actual area of distribution we find an average of 
about one lion for each township, and the average game refuge com- 
prises about two or three townships and may harbor only two or three 

lions continuously, still nine or ten lions may be making most of their 
kills within the refuge where deer are most numerous. Although lions 
do not roam at random for great distances while in search of prey, each 
one does travel a definite beat, which is usually in the form of a loop 
oe around and encompasses about 100 square miles. There- 
fore, lions which range part of the time in the areas which adjoin a 
game refuge, may be passing through the refuge on every trip around
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their beat, which is usually_every four or five days, and make most of 

their kills within the rete WHFS Geer are Inca?’ numerous, Conse- 
quently, in order to eliminate the lions from refuges, it is necessary to 

hunt these adjoining areas as well as the territory within the boundaries 
of the refuge. 

HOW LIONS CAPTURE DEER. 

The lion is a persistent hunter, often traveling 25 or 30 miles over 

rough country in 10 or 12 hours. When a deer is discovered by 

the prowling lion, the big cat approaches the quarry by stealthily 

moving from cover to cover, sometimes waiting for several minutes 
behind a tree, bush or rock until the deer moves behind another object. 

The deer is often thus stalked for several hundred feet before the lion 
approaches within striking distance. Usually when within 40 or 50 Nuthiel 
feet of his prospective victim, the lion makes a final charge and strikes vf Keto. 

it down by sheer force of onslaught, then kills it by disembowelment. ( } 
Every action of a hunting lion is recorded by the tracks made in soft 
snow, consequently an observing person can accurately read the life 
history of these animals by trailing them when snow is on the ground. 
I, myself, have trailed lions for probably a thousand miles under such 
conditions, but I have never found any evidence that lions lie in wait 
on the limbs of trees in order to capture prey. However, a lion, while 
resting after a long trip, will occasionally scent a passing deer and 

sneak from its bedding place in search of the quarry, but they do not 

habitually lie in wait, except for a few minutes while making a stalk. 
Even then, while waiting behind the cover of tree or rock until the 

deer moves behind some other cover, the lion exhibits its impatience by 

continually changing the position of its front paws, as is evidenced by 

the number of tracks made in such-places. There is no evidence that 

it lashes its tail. 
By nature, the lion is restless rather than patient. It is not uncommon 

for a male lion to leave a fresh kill after one feed and make a 25- or 

30-mile trip around its beat in search of another victim. Evidence of 

wanton killing by a lion was discovered when, in March, 1922, while | 

hunting in company with Ed Garrett and Deputy James Poe near the 

junction of Panther Creek and the North Fork of the Mokelumne River, 

we found the carcasses of twelve deer that had been killed in as many 

days by one male lion. Nearly all of these kills were within sight of an 

old water ditch which the lion had been following for about two miles. 

This lion’s tracks were first discovered by us about eight miles west of 

Panther Creek and followed to the place where the twelve kills were 
found. Our camp was then moved to this place and the next day, 
while trailing this lion twelve miles farther east, we discovered another 
kill which the lion had also abandoned after taking one feed, as I killed 
him that evening five miles farther on. 

THE LION IN NATURAL HABITAT IS A SILENT ANIMAL, 

Although I have several times heard lions in captivity utter sounds 
which resemble a hoarse whistle, I have never heard this sound uttered 
by wild lions in their natural habitat. The sound uttered by captive 
lions resembles more nearly that uttered by a-red-tailed hawk and by
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no stretch of the imagination could it be described as a ‘‘hair-raising, 
blood-curdling scream.’’ This would more accurately deseribe the 
wails of the coyote. While spending more than thirty years in the lion 
country, hunting lions almost continuously during the last five years in 

Ke nearly every part of California, trailing down and bagging 196 lions, T 
Bei) have never heard one seream uttered by alion In the nature of this 

big cat, whose very existence depends upon his ability to surprise the 
wariest animals, silence and stealth are developed to the highest degree. 

BREEDING HABITS. 

The adult mountain lion is normally a solitary animal and does not 

Woking Mette in bands or even in pairs except during the mating period, which 
Dot» 9" may occur at any time of the year. Unlike most other wild animals, 

7 lions do not all breed at the same season. Therefore, the lioness seeks 
age ‘ > 

see : . 
— —— .* 
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Fig. 2. A 155-pound lion where picked up at the base of a bluff over which he 
rolled when shot from a tree. 

the mate and when doing so she instinctively follows the prominent 
ridges which are used principally by the male lion, who, in order to dis- 

_ close his beat to the lioness, leaves at intervals along his beat, marks i 
hon? made by digging with his forepaws in the leaves near the base of a tree 

ow or in rotten wood near an old log. These marks are all alike and, when 
once learned, can not be mistaken for anything else. When the seeking 
lioness discovers one of these marks she lingers near, leaving only long 
enough to make a kill and feed. When the male lion comes by on his 
next trip, which may be from one to three days later, he discovers by 
his sense of smell that a mate is near and in turn seeks her. Several 
times I have trailed a lioness onto a high ridge traveled by the lion and 
found a maze of tracks there indicating that both lions had spent con- 
siderable time searching for each other. Tracks were so numerous that 
the dogs were confused and it was necessary to cirele at a distance of 
half a mile to find the outgoing trail, which showed that the lion and 

lioness had left the place together.
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Occasionally two adult male lions are using the same beat, in which 

case there may be a battle between the two over a lioness. Conclusive 

evidence that two male lions battled to the death for the favor of a 

lioness was discovered by Joseph Dixon, of the California Museum of 

Vertebrate Zoology, and myself while hunting in Sequoia National 

Park, January 25, 1924. On that date we bagged a 145-pound male 

lion which showed evidence of having engaged in a desperate battle a 

few days previously. (See Fig. 4.) Two toes were missing from the 

lion’s left forepaw and his head, neck and shoulders had been severely 

bitten and clawed. While we were proceeding along the road from 

Marble Fork bridge to Colony Mill, later the same day, we found the 

three-day-old tracks of the wounded lion which were identified by the 

missing toe marks. We back-tracked this lion for about a mile and a 

half where we discovered the two-day-old tracks of a smaller male lion. 
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Fic. 3. Examining tracks of mountain lion in road, Often this proves a useful 
way of locating lions. 

After tracking the latter about one-half mile down the mountain side, 

we found his dead carcass. Though the dead lion bore severe wounds 

on his head, neck and one hip, he had apparently died from infection 

of the terrible lacerations in both front legs. The larger lion had prob- 

ably intruded after the lioness had accepted the attentions of the 

smaller one and the latter, although mortally wounded, had apparently 

been the victor as the larger lion had left the scene of the combat and 

failed to return, while the lioness had faithfully lingered for two days 

near her mate’s dead body, deserting it only when she heard the hounds 

approaching. 

NUMBER OF KITTENS BORN AT ONE TIME. c 

The lioness usually gives birth to_two or three kittens at a time, Laz, 

although sometimes only one and, occasionally, four are born in a litter. 

However, because of many females not finding a mate at every period,
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the annual increase probably averages about one kitten to each adult 
female. 

LOCATION OF LAIR FOR YOUNG. 

Lions have no lair except in the case of the female when the young 
are to be born. ‘Then it is merely a bed usually at the base of some bluff 
of rocks or in thick brush which furnishes a hiding place for the kittens 
while they are small. But the lioness herself seldom enters a den or 
cave even though such places ae a Ta ae 

We wt” 4 February, 1924, I captured a litter of four kittens not more than ten 
Gower days old, They were in a bed which the lioness had established between 
pet" the base of a leaning rock and a laurel bush. The bed was within 100 

feet of the entrance of Clough’s Cave, which extends for several hun- 
dred feet into a limestone dike. There were also a dozen or more 
smaller caves within a hundred feet, but still the lioness refused to 
seek the shelter of these caves. When discovered, she stood over the 
kittens and held three dogs at bay until I approached to within thirty : 
feet. Then she deserted the kittens, fled to a tree and was shot. If 
these kittens had been older they would surely have sought refuge in 
some of the numerous caves as was done by three kittens which I 
captured in Placer County in August, 1923. In the latter instance, the 
three kittens, upon hearing the hounds, fled to a hiding place in a erack 
which extended for eight or ten feet back into the face of the bluff of 
rocks. It was necessary to watch this place for three days before they 
left their refuge and were cut off from retreat. 

DEVELOPMENT AND SIZE OF LIONS. 
When lion kittens are about five or six weeks old they weigh from 

six to eight pounds each and are able to follow the mother for short 
distances. When aright wecks old they begin to eat meat and from 
that time on the mother leads them from one kill to ano Tér, leaving 
the kittens to devour one kill while she hunts for another victim, for 
the liones ust accept the entire burden of caring for the young. 
Usndlty, the Mitten eecorivany the mutter wEET Tice are about one 
year old, at which time the male kitten will be as large as its mother. 

When fully matured, the male lion weighs from 120 pounds to 160 
pounds, the average weight being about 140 pounds, and measures from 

Y 64 feet to 74 feet from tip of nose to tip of tail. The female weighs 
San from 80 pounds to 105 pounds and measures from 6 feet to 6 feet 8 
rtf inches from tip to tip. The skin from a 7-foot lion will measure 9 feet 

when stretched and that is why we occasionally read of a 9-foot lion. 
The largest lion of 196 which I, myself, have taken, measured 7 feet, 34 
inches and weighed 160 pounds, but I will concede a possible 7 feet, 6 
inches as the maximum length for the California lion. 

POSSIBILITY OF ATTACK BY LIONS ON HUMANS. 
oT Although the lion preys upon every other animal in California, so | 

x far as I can find, there is no authentic record of a normal mountain lion | 
having voluntarily attacked a human being. I do not believe there is 
any danger of an attack on an adult human. In the case of the lioness 
which attacked the school teacher and child near Morgan Hill several 

|
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years ago, the lioness was undoubtedy infected with rabies as both of 
the victims died from that disease. However, I believe there is a possi- 
bility of the lion attacking a small child when it is unprotected. All 
stories of lions having trailed human beings are, in my opinion, mis- 
leading. Some of these stories are probably manufactured by persons 
who wish to give the impression that they have had a narrow escape 
from some dangerous animal. Other such stories are told in good faith 
by timid people who believe that as soon as darkness falls in the moun- 
tains dangerous wild animals are lurking behind every bush. When 

. such persons are obliged to travel a mountain trail after dark they 
recall every lion story that they have ever heard; then as some small 
animal or bird moves in a nearby bush they become panic stricken, 
imagine they are being followed by mountain lions and are in great 
danger of being attacked. ane 

Again, such stories are sometimes told by veteran mountaineers, who 
should know better but are actually ignorant of the habits of the moun- 
tain lion. They usually base these stories on the fact that they have 
found fresh tracks of lions in the morning on trails that they themselves 
had traveled after darkness on the night before. Upon such discovery, 
they immediately assume that the lion was following them, watching 
for an opportunity to attack. In all such instances the lion is merely 
following his beat. : i 

ACTUAL DANGERS OF LION HUNTING. 

While there is some danger connected with lion hunting operations, 
there is not much chance of being actually injured by the lion, although 
on one occasion a large male lion which had been twice shot with a small 
calibre revolver actually did spring out of the tree at me and very 
nearly landed on my head. Also, I have several times had narrow 
escapes from injury while defending my dogs when they were fighting 
a wounded lion. A wounded lion, forced to defend, will fight desper- 
ately to the last. In such eases he usually turns over on his back, seizes 
his enemy with his forepaws, and while holding thus, rakes with his hind 
feet and bites with his powerful teeth. However, practically all such 
risks to hunter and dogs can usually be avoided by first tying the dogs 
and then making a careful shot. Consequently, so far as the lion itself 

| is concerned, there usually need be no danger to the hunter. In fact, 
| there is much greater danger of falling and breaking one’s leg while 

rushing after the dogs over rough brush-covered country. I have been 
much more impressed with the danger of losing the sight of both eyes 
from having them pierced by sharp limbs while hurriedly making my 
way through dense thickets of brush. This danger has been brought 
home to me by the experience of having injured both eyes in this way 
and being compelled to stop for several minutes before I could see well 
enough to continue the chase. Being alone and blinded in rough, 
unknown country, miles from traveled roads or trails, especially in 
stormy weather, is not a pleasant situation to contemplate. However, 
the hunter learns to anticipate and avoid many of these dangers. The 
danger of accidentally shooting oneself during the chase may be 
eliminated by not loading the gun until actually ready to shoot the 
game. 

2—35981 

|
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METHODS OF TAKING LIONS. 

Although a lion is occasionally seen and shot by deer hunters or 
stockmen, stalking or still hunting is very seldom successful because 
the lion himself is a still hunter, and being endowed by nature with the 
keenest senses of sight, smell and hearing, with paws cushioned to allow 
him to pass noiselessly over rocks, leaves and earth, the instinct and 
ability to conceal himself behind the slightest possible cover or to remain 
motionless to avoid detection and always on the alert to surprise his 
quarry, it is not surprising that he is seldom seen by humans. In fact, 
many mountaineers spend a lifetime in lion country and never even get - 
a glimpse of a lion. In all my own hunting experience, I have seen only 
one lion walking around in the woods, and that one was a 30-pound | 
kitten 300 yards away, and the 149th lion that I had killed. Further- 
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Fig. 4. After the battle. At the left, a 145-pound survivor; a 104-pound male, 
killed by the lion at the left, and the 80-pound lioness over whom the males fought. 
Sequoia National Park, January 25, 1924. Photograph by Joseph Dixon. | 

more, in every instance that I have investigated when lions were reported . 
seen, I have found that some other animal was mistaken for a lion. | 

Poisoning. Poison is sometimes used by stockmen and ranchers to 
rid the range of a stock-killing lion. The usual method is to place 
strychnine in the flesh of the kills made by the lion. Poisoning is only 
occasionally successful, as many stock-killing lions will not take a second 
feed from any kill, and, in the meantime, many valuable fur-bearing 
animals are destroyed; also valuable stock dogs or hunting dogs are 
often killed by eating of the poisoned carcass. In my opinion the 
poisoning method is wholly objectionable from every point of view, 
and is unnecessary, as, in every case where poisoning is effective in 
taking a lion, traps can be used with equal success and with less hazard
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to other animals. When the traps are removed, the danger to other 
animals ceases, while it is almost impossible to remove every trace of 
poison, as was demonstrated in one case by Alonzo A. Davis of Sisquoc, 
California, who put poison in the careass of a calf which had been 
killed by a lion. After securing the lion, Mr. Davis gathered up every 
piece that he could find of the poisoned bait and thoroughly burned it 
all. Nevertheless, more than a year later, near the place where the 
poison was used, he lost two valuable stock dogs which apparently died 
from eating some fragment of the poisoned bait that had been carried 
into the brush by rats or mice. 

While practically every fur-bearing animal in California will feed 
| on eareasses of dead animals whenever possible, still most of the carcasses 

of stock killed on the mountain ranges by lions and coyotes are devoured 
| by bear, which fact often causes the bear to be wrongfully accused of 

killing the stock. 
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Fic. 5. Loading the dogs preparatory to a trip. Transportation and housing is f 

furnished by a well equipped automobile. t 

; 
While I was hunting lions in El Dorado County in.1922, in company 

with Mr, Frank Newbert, we were informed two lions had killed 100 
sheep within twenty-five days, at the head of Alder Creek. Mr. Newbert 
and I arrived at this range about two days after the sheep had been 
moved out, but a cattle man by the name of Johnson took us to where. 
one lion had killed a sheep about three days before. We could plainly 
see by the tracks that the lion had killed the sheep and dragged it-for 

| about a half mile and hidden it in a thicket of fir saplings. We found 
| the remains of several sheep near this thicket and all of them had been 

devoured by bears, only the hide and bones remaining. We trailed this 
| lion, which was a very large male, for about a mile and then found the 
| fresh track of a lioness, which we followed until 2 o’clock in the after- ¢ 

noon, when we found where the carcass of a sheep had been dragged 
across the flat; we then followed the drag for about 200 feet and found 
the kill in a thicket of fir trees. This sheep had apparently been killed
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about 9 o’clock the evening before and two bears had already found the | 
carcass, devoured part of it and then bedded down near by, leaving only | 
when they heard the hound baying on the lion trial. The bears had 
destroyed the lion tracks and scent around the carcass, and it was | 
necessary to circle at a distance of a hundred feet to again find the lion 
tracks, which we followed unsuccessfully until dark. Harly the next 
morning we returned to the kill in order to get her fresh tracks, if the 
lioness had returned to the kill. The lioness had not returned, but two 
bears had been there and devoured the remains of the sheep. I called 
Mr. Newbert’s attention to the fact that all the evidence around the 
kill had indicated that the bear had killed the sheep. We then back- 
tracked the drag for about three hundred feet to the place where the { 
sheep was killed. Then we could plainly see the tracks made by the | 
lioness when she rushed over and struck down the sheep, thus proving 
the lioness the slayer. This lioness had apparently killed this strong 
sheep about 9 o’clock in the evening, dragged it to cover, taken a feed, . 
and then left the place with no intention of returning for another feed, 
for I tracked her for three days and killed her twenty-five miles from | 
this place. During the next few days I tracked the male lion around 
his beat, which at one place was twenty-five miles from the sheep range. 
When I killed him he had almost reached the sheep range again. 

Trapping. The use of bait or scent to attract lions to traps is usually 
not effective. While such lures will attract most other animals, the lion 
usually pays no attention to them but prefers to kill his own food. 
Finding the lion’s own kills and setting traps around them is the 
better method and that most often used by trappers. However, the 
most effective method of trapping lions is setting traps on their regular 

* beat. A narrow place in the trail used by the lion should be selected 
and several traps set at intervals along the trail. A limb or trunk of 
a sapling should be placed across the trail, about two feet above each 
trap, to prevent deer from stepping into them. Deer will spring over 
such an obstruction while lions will pass underneath them. William 
Mayers of Paskenta, California, trapped eleven lions in this way during 
two winters. Ten of them were females and one was a half-grown female 
that was still following its mother. The fact that these eleven lions 

+ were all traveling the same beat and were all caught in the same place 
can be understood by anyone who has studied the habits of animals, for 
every animal, whether wild or domestic, will follow a known beat or 
way when traveling over country where they have been before. All 
these lions were evidently descendants of some lioness that had used 
this beat regularly and who probably led two or three litters of kittens 
around this beat while they were growing up. The young lions when 
grown probably selected their regular beat twelve or fifteen miles away, 
but every few weeks made a trip back to the range where they were 
raised, and in doing so traveled over the route which they already 
knew, Naturally several of these kittens were females, and in turn 
each led several kittens over the same beat when visiting their old range. 
Thus in six or seven years three or four generations could be making 

} occasional trips over exactly the same beat. These lions were all caught 
in the bottom of a canyon, which explains why no adult males were
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taken, for the adult_male lion habitually travels the tops of the main 

ridges and well defined spurs. sie 

Trailing with dogs. By far the most reliable method of taking lions 

is by trailing and treeing them by the aid of trained dogs. Success by 

this method depends upon the ability of the hunter and dogs to follow 

the lion’s old tracks for many miles. Therefore, the first-class lion dog 

must be a determined trailer and also a natural treeing dog. Not every 

dog has these qualifications, for many hounds, while good trailers, never 

learn to locate a treed lion, but will come back to the hunter when the 

scent is missed where the lion springs into the tree. Other dogs will 

locate the treed lion but fail to bark ‘‘treed,’’ being content to sit for 
hours at the base of the tree without making a sound. Consequently 

: the hunter is unable to locate the dog or lion unless conditions are such 
that he can trail them to the tree. The type of dog required by the 
professional lion hunter is one that will find tracks two days old and 
will never quit any lion trail of his own accord until he is completely 
prostrated. He will work a day-old trail for twenty-five miles over all 
kinds of country in the summer when the temperature is 95 degrees in 
the shade or swim swollen stream in the coldest winter weather; then 
with bruised and bleeding feet run down and tree the lion and hold it 
-treed, or, if the cat jumps out, continue to tree it for twelve or fifteen 
hours, if necessary, until the hunter arrives. . All of these qualifications 
of a first-class lion dog are combined in many foxhounds or a cross of # 
foxhound and bloodhound, but in no other breed of dogs in existence. 

EFFECTIVENESS OF HUNTING WITH DOGS COMPARED TO USE OF TRAPS 
AND POISON. 

As an illustration of the effectiveness of hunting lions with dogs 
compared to use of traps and poison, I will state a few examples. Dur- 
ing January, February, and part of March, 1917, a number of hogs and 
goats were killed by a large male lion on two ranches a few miles east 
of Mariposa. On one occasion, nine hogs were killed during one night 
by this lion, which had consistently avoided traps and poison by refus- 
ing to feed twice on any kill. However, I bagged this lion within two 
hours with the aid of one dog. In August, 1919, near Kinsley, Mari- 
posa County, with four days of hunting, I bagged two stock-killing 
lions that had evaded traps and poison for two months. A third 
example was when, in one hour of hunting with the aid of two dogs, I 

bagged a large male lion which had killed 300 goats for Charles Ralph 
of Tuolumne. This lion, living continuously on the goat range, had 
evaded traps, poison and still hunting for a year, and Ralph had 
appealed for aid. Still another example was in Tulare County where 
Britton and Loverin of Three Rivers had lost a number of calves and 
several larger cattle by the depredations of a large male lion. Most of 

these kills were found but it was noted that the lion had taken only one 

feed from each. As valuable stock dogs were being used continually on 
the range, it was deemed inadvisable to use trap or poison. With the 

aid of three dogs, I bagged this lion and three others within two weeks 

of hunting.
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TRAINING DOGS FOR LION HUNTING. 
i Most dogs will not pay any attention to the odor of a lion or have any 

inclination to trail them until after having been present at the killing 
of one or more lions, for lions are not the natural quarry of the dog 
family. Indeed, very few dogs will eat the flesh of lions until after 
they become interested in hunting them. On the other hand, every dog 
is eager to run deer and rabbits, which are their natural prey. 

A dog that will chase deer and other animals is of no use to a lion 
hunter, for the dog’s energy must be entirely conserved for the lion 
chase. Also, a deer-chasing dog causes the hunter loss of time and 
energy. Consequently, the first consideration in training the young 
dog is to prevent him from running deer or other animals than lions. 
This can be best accomplished by leading the pup with a leash until 
the trained dogs tree a lion and then turning him loose at the tree when 
the quarry is shot, thus allowing the dog his first hunting experience 
on the game which the hunter desires him to trail. 

After one or two such experiences, the pup can be turned loose with 
the trained dogs when a lion’s fresh tracks are found. In the meantime, 
the young dog should be severely punished whenever he pays any 
attention to the tracks of other game. Under no circumstances should 
a deer ever be killed when the lion dogs are present or deer meat he had 

| incamp or fed to the dogs. It is not difficult to interest a pup or start 
a young dog when the hunter uses trained dogs to trail and tree 
the lions. However, dogs may be trained to hunt lions without the 
aid of experienced dogs by working when there is several inches of 
snow on the ground, thus allowing the hunter to trail the lion until 
it is frightened from its bedding place. Then the young dogs should 
be turned loose on the lion’s fresh tracks and urged to chase the lion 
until it is treed. 

’ HUNTING REQUIRES FOUR DOGS. 

The questing hound, while working out the average lion trail, which 
is from 18 to 30 hours old when found, will travel about 75 miles in 
12 or 14 hours in order to advance 15 miles, the distance traveled by 
the lion. The feet of the lion-hunting dog are always subject to severe 
damage from sharp rocks and gravel. Therefore, he requires at least 

§ one day of complete rest for each day of work. Consequently, a lion 
hunter, in order to keep busy, requires at least four hounds, which 
should be used in pairs, each pair being allowed to rest on alternate 
days. Two hounds work out the average lion trail more efficiently than 
a larger number because there is less chance of them following a back 
trail through crowding or interference with each other. 

CARE AND FEEDING OF DOGS. 

In order to maintain hunting dogs in the best physical condition, it 
is necessary to feed and care for them systematically and scientifically. 
The only way that this can be accomplished is by having the dogs under 
control at all times by keeping them tied in temporary camp, or in a 
roomy pen when resting at headquarters, for a hound running loose is 

* continually on the hunt for food and it is impossible for the hunter 
to properly feed his dog unless he knows just what they have been
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eating. My dogs are fed every evening. Fresh raw meat is by far the 

best food for a working dog and my dogs are fed the lion carcass when- 

ever practicable. But many times lions are killed long distances from 

camp and it is not practicable to carry the carcass for miles over rough, 

brushy country. In such eases, the dogs are given one feed from the 

freshly killed carcass. The hunter must always have plenty of scientifi- 

cally prepared commercial food for use when meat can not be procured. 

After each hunting trip, which is usually from fifteen to twenty days 

duration, the dogs should be bathed or sprayed with a solution of water 

and sheep dip to eliminate woodticks and fleas. 

TRANSPORTATION AND EQUIPMENT. 

In order to carry on the lion hunting operations efficiently and to be 

| able to respond quickly to reports from places where lions were doing 

damage, it was necessary to have a means of transportation which would 

be always available at a few minutes notice. This problem was solved 

by mounting a specially built camping body on a durable automobile 

chassis. The body was constructed so as to provide a reasonably com- 

fortable shelter for hunter and dogs when on the road or in camp. A 

gasoline stove is used for cooking and food and utensils are packed in 

two boxes having special compartments which hold rations for one 

person for two weeks. These boxes can be slung on to a pack saddle 

when it is necessary to pack by horse into the lion country. They pro- 

vide closet and table in camp and are always packed for transportation, 

which eliminates work and confusion of hurriedly gathering scattered 

equipment or of transferring articles of food piecemeal from auto to 

horse or vice versa. 

EQUIPMENT FOR THE HUNT. 

While on the actual hunt, it is advantageous to travel light, so all 

necessary equipment has been reduced to a minimum of weight. In 

place of the usual rifle or carbine to shoot the lion, I usera 38-40 4 

revolver with a six-inch barrel, carried in a shoulder holster, which 

permits the use of both hands to protect the face from brush and to 

assist in climbing over rocks. Instead of the cumbersome skinning 

, knife, I use a medium sized pocketknife with one skinning blade and one 

long, narrow blade for skinning feet and toes of lion. This knife, a 

| small round whetstone, light scale, a five-foot steel tape, a compass, 

| and extra cartridges are packed in a waterproof canvas bag. In an 

- army bacon tin are packed a vest pocket camera, extra roll of films, a 

) small vial of iodine, permanganate of potash, waterproof match box, 

sharp penknife, one yard of adhesive tape, also notebook and pencil for 

recording data. A lunch is always carried and, jn some cases, rations 

sufficient for two days are carried in the event that it may be necessary 

to spend one night away from camp. All the above equipment, except 

revolver, is carried in a leather knapsack and, exclusive of food, weighs 

ten pounds. 
COOPERATION. 

After the first two years of hunting operations, which resulted in the 

taking of fifty-six lions, thereby demonstrating that this work could be 

done effectively when properly supported, the United States Forest
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Service, game protective associations, stockmen, and mountain people 
generally began to take an interest in the work. Forest rangers and 
stockmen especially, on account of their riding often over trails in the 
lion country, are in a particularly favorable position to render assist- 
ance by watching for lion tracks and reporting same, and many lions 
have been taken as a result of following up such reports; also consider- 
able time and expense has been saved through the willingness of stock- 
men to furnish accommodations for the hunter in their mountain camps, 
and to furnish, free of charge, their services and the use of their horses 
to pack equipment for hunting operations. 

THE HUNT. 
When commencing the actual hunt, I usually establish a base camp 

near some ranger station or mountain ranch which has telephone com- 
munication, then call up every forest ranger and stockman for miles 
around and inquire whether lion tracks have been noticed and, if so, 
at what places. I also request that they watch carefully for lion signs 
and report to me every day. By the use of a map and the information 
thus secured, it is often possible for me to determine a lion’s beat while 
I am camped miles away and, on the first day of hunting in a country 
unknown to me, to bag the only lion within an area of 100 square miles, 
I start from camp at 4 a.m. in summer and 6 a.m. in winter, and quite 
often I have returned to camp from a twelve- or fifteen-mile hunt 
during the forenoon, found a telephone message awaiting me, packed 
up equipment, driven fifteen or twenty miles to the source of the report 
and bagged one or more lions before nightfall. When I hear of lion 
tracks being seen several times at certain places, I assume that that 
particular place is part of the lion’s regular beat, and I start the hunt 
from there each morning until the lion’s fresh tracks are found, which 

4 is usually within three days—quite often the first day—depending upon 
when the lion last passed, for a lion usually covers its beat every four 
or five days. 

Because lions usually hunt during the night, it is not desirable for 
the hunter to follow the same route twice in one day, when it is neces- | 
sary to return to the home camp each night. Instead, a loop should be | 
followed, as this allows the hunter to cross the lion’s beat at two or | 
more places during one day, thus providing several chances to find the \ 
lion’s fresh tracks. However, the best plan is to hunt across country | 
for a distance of twelve to twenty miles, stopping on alternate nights 
at the opposite ends of the trip. Thus the beats of several lions may be 
crossed each day and the hunter can return to the camp nearest when 
the lion is bagged. Usually, the hunter can secure accommodations at a 
ranch or stockmen’s camp, which eliminates the discomfort of lying out 
by a campfire. When driving through lion country, I always watch the 
road carefully and have several times noticed lion tracks in the dusty 
road, parked the auto, started the dogs on the tracks, and bagged one or 
more lions, sometimes trailing ten or twelve miles and not returning to 
the auto until the next day. 

After a lion’s tracks are found and the chase is on, the hunter must 
keep as close as possible to the dogs. At all times during the chase he 
should watch the ground carefully for any sign which would explain 
the difficulty if the dogs should become confused, for often the lion
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will scent a deer and turn off his beat for several hundred feet; then, 
if the deer escapes, the lion will double back on his own trail and 
continue his regular route. In such cases, considerable time will be 
saved by calling the dogs back to where the lion’s back track was first 
noticed and then following a loop until the forward trail is again found. : 
On the average trail followed it is necessary for the hunter to assist the 
dogs about a dozen times during ten or twelve hours of trailing. Often 
the lion tracks and scent are obliterated by cattle stampeding over 
them. Then the dogs are helpless and, if left to their own resources, 
they will work at such a place for several hours without making any 
progress. In such eases, the hunter should immediately call off the 
dogs, take them away for a half mile, if necessary, then follow a loop 
with a radius of a half mile or so around the place where the lion’s . 
tracks were destroyed until the tracks are again found. 

Quite often a wise old cat, when hard pressed by the dogs, will run d 
for several hundred feet past the tree he intends to climb, then double rile 
back over his own track and spring high into the tree and hide among Anforg 
the branches. This ruse confuses the dogs, who, following the fresh 
scent on the ground, rush past the treed lion only to come to a bewilder- 
ing lapse where the lion doubled back. Then the hunter must find the 
treed lion, and I have twice hunted for three hours before the lion was 
discovered. 

It is usually not difficult to shoot a treed lion, this most often being 
done at close range. However, it is advisable to tie the dogs whenever 
practicable, thus preventing them from being struck by the dying lion 
when it falls fromthe tree, or from attacking a wounded lion and being 
killed or injured in the struggle. However, it is not always practicable 
to tie the dogs as in a case where the dogs are tired and footsore and the 
lion is treed in a situation such as rough, brushy mountainside or river 
rim, which would render ‘it difficult to tree the lion again if it should 
jump out of the tree while the hunter is tying the dogs. Then the hunter 
should cautiously approach the tree, make a careful shot, and be pre- 
pared to defend the dogs in an emergency. 

A BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOGRAPHIC SURVEY OF 
CALIFORNIA LAKES AND STREAMS. 

Its Purpose, Scope and Significance in Relation to Their Stocking 
With Native or Introduced Species of Trout and Other Game 
Fishes. 

(With four photographs by the author.) 

By Guo. A. COLEMAN. 

The Department of Fish Culture of the California Fish and Game 
Commission, realizing the importance of accurate information concern- 
ing the conditions of existence of the trout and other game fishes in our 
mountain lakes and streams, has inaugurated a survey for the purpose 
of obtaining first-hand information concerning these conditions. While 
the investigations will be conducted in a thoroughly scientific manner, 
the main object is not to make a great collection of the species of aquatic 
plants, animals and insects occurring in these lakes and streams, many 

3—35981
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wiyeS, and oysters, shrimp, and lobstefs. Neyer have we read over pages of a 
“In Japan, the marine fisheries occupy | handbook that seemed to so satisfactorily 

a place of importance comparable to that} cover the ground expressed by its title— 
of no other large nation.” HT. C. Bryant. 

" eit 
, . LIFE HISTORY NOTES. 

THE OPOSSUM REACHES SEQUOIA | peared the following spring. From 1901 
NATIONAL PARK. to 1909 a lone antelope was sometimes 

According to a report by, Judge Walter |seen, then a pair, or sometimes a half 
Fry of Sequoia National Park, the opos- | dozen. By 1916 bands of 10 to 15 were 
sum (Didelphys virginiana) is now invad-|not uncommon. In the fall of 1918 a 
ing the southern Sierra. Opossums first | herd of 75 appeared and in the fall of 
made their appearance in the Three | 1921 several bands of from 20 to 75 could 

. Rivers District along the Kaweah River|be found in a day's ride. During the 
in September, 1924. By the twenty-fifth | winter of 1924 the writer saw one band 
of the month they had extended their! of 125 and believes there were 500 or 
range, following the south fork, to the|more on this range. During the summer 

Alles Brothers’ ranch some three miles|of 1924 the animals became more tame 
up the south fork, and by the first of Octo- | than ever before, scarcely running from 

; ber they had moyed up the east fork and |an automobile, and could be found in most 
middle fork of the river to the J. P. God-|any of the fields of the large stock 
bey ranch, only a mile from the western | ranches, They travel over a wide range, 
boundary of the park. and with the splendid protection given 

Supposedly, the animals are the product | them by Nevada and the interest taken in 
| of stock brought from Missouri and|them, the writer anticipates secing their 

liberated in the district east of Visalia.| former haunts in northeastern California 
The invasion may have been augmented | restocked. With a little help the antelope 
by the dry season. One man at Three | should again become common on the west 

Rivers killed 26 opossums, of which 3] side of the San Joaquin Valley—Will R. 
were adult ale adult ee and 21| Horne, Ravendale, California. 
were young. e two emales were . 

carrying in their pouches 9 and 12 young | we Yall to understand now the inerease of 
, respectively. The larger male opossum | antelope occurred by the splendid protec- 

weighed over ten pounds. tion of Nevada without any sort of an 

inclined {6 bllove that the Ierease of 
aoe eR oN COUNTY LOPE IN | these animals was from the fact that a 

California warden was appointed to prac- 

The writer has spent most of his time ce eee ee er ncet 

in Lassen County since 1890 and has | actual count 13 antelope. So well did the 
| closely watched its game. One of the| California warden of these animals do his 

most interesting things observed has been | duty that ney ae are eae a DEE 

the ability of the pronghorn antelope to | Of, 187 bands of them. | These animals 
survive under adverse conditions. the year, hence e the wrong con- 

During the nineties several bands, num- | structi, iC reason 

bering from 20 to 50, were scattered oy rote a se tecrsases : 
the Madeline plains and nearby tablelan: MOUNTAIN LION KILLS BOY IN 
in eastern Lassen County. During th WASHINGTON. 
period, the last band seen_by the writ C In Carmona Biss ann Gow for 
was a group of about 15 head in e o = 2 ey 

spring of 1897, With the coming of the | APTI, 1923, (Vol. 9 pp. 45-48) a com- 
homesteader and the advance of the shgep plete explanation was given of one of the 

industry, antelope almost entirely flis- | only instances where a mountain lion 
appeared, Although I rode the ramge|has been known to attack a human being 

continuously, no more were seen until late|in California. It was shown that this 
in the fall of 1900, when quite a large |lion was afflicted with the dread disease, 
band appeared on the range near my |rabies, as both of his victims apparently 
ranch. However, within a few days|died with that disease. With this back- 
hunters from Susanville and other places| ground attention is now called to an 

were after them and I knew of about ten| apparently authentic case of the killing 
being killed. ‘The band broke and seat-|of a boy by a mountain lion in the state 
tered: three spent the entire winter of ]of Washington near the Canadian line. 
1901 in sight of my house, but disap-| From two written statements, one by R.
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L. Nash, and another by P. Harris, a|hair and small bones of the hand and 
forest supervisor, sent us by W. L. Finley | wrist. The hair resembled closely that 
of Jennings Lodge, Oregon, the following | of the boy’s. The stomach contained 
has been gleaned: other kinds of hair and meat and the 

James Fehlhaber, 13 years old, of small | human remains were wadded up sepa- 
stature, an orphan, who was living with| rately and easily distinguished. Mr. 
Mr. R. L. Nash at Okanogan, Washing- | Clifford, however, substantiates his state- 
ton, left Robert Nash’s house at 11.80 a.m.,| ments with a number of witnesses. For- 
Wednesday, December 17, 1924. When|est Supervisor Harris of the Chelan 
the boy did not return R. L. Nash and a| National Forests states that there is no 
Mr. Kelly started out about 10 o’clock| reason to doubt his account. 
that evening to search for him. The Those seeking dependable information 
boy was found about 75 feet from the| have sought authentic instances of the 
main trail at the base of a cliff. A study | killing of human beings by mountain 
of tracks in the snow seemed to show that | lions with largely negative results. This 
a mountain lion had come down a steep |is apparently one of the first instances to 
hillside quartering behind the boy. Abe recorded, of an attack of this kind. 
leap of about 10 feet from the cover of This report should not lead people to 

brush appeared to have been made in| pelieye that the mountain lion is a dan- 
striking the boy down. here was blood | gerous animal. It should be remembered 
where he fell. Five feet away more blood | that the common domestic dog claims 

was found. Apparently the lion had| many more victims annually than moun- 
dragged the body from this point to the| tain’ lions, and one of the safest places 
base of the cliff, The body was partially to live is in mountain districts where 
eaten and disemboweled. A spot as big/ mountain lions are abundant—H. CO. 
as one’s hand had been eaten from one Bryant, Berkeley, California. 
thigh, both hands were gone, apparently 
eaten to the wrists, bones and all. Skin} ¢qqe BANDED BIRDS TAKEN LAST 
and flesh were eaten clean from the skull, SEASON. 
face and neck so that no trace of hair ss 
remained. From the position of the boy’s _Dr. P. AL ‘Webber of See 
gloves his hands were probably bare, so killed 2 cackling Boe ee. aay, 
that except for the thigh the lion had| With band No. 308,502. On forwarding 

a ; band to the Bureau of Biological Sur- eaten only parts not covered by clothing. the Betis : muna eat thi 
When the boy’s body was first found the | V°Y at Washington ae ae ea Z re 

coat, which had been pulled from the Beene had been banded By, of ape m 
body, was placed over the head. When|Jaska during the summer of 1924. 
the body was removed an hour later the Met. oe Pilea RENO SI ay ¢ back duck at El Verano, on November 20, 
coat was not seen. The next morning 1924. The bi baa FORD banded 
it was found in a lair the lion had been| 1924 The bird proved to be one bande 

: = by Mr. O. H. Jorundson, Stony Hill, 
using, about 200 feet from where the Manitoba, Canada. The bird was caught 
body was found. The coat, which was}, Mr. Jorundson in a muskrat trap and 
covered with blood, had been torn to|panded by him about April 25, 1923— 
shreds. This would indicate that the| 7, Bryant, Berkeley, California. 
lion returned to his kill during the 
absence of Mr. Nash. This was also 
indicated by the tracks which were super- FeO Or recone hae 
imposed upon those of Mr. Nash. Although it is known that a remnant 

At first it was thought that a lion | of the vast herds of Roosevelt elk which 
killed on January 9th, eight miles east | formerly inhabited the northwest coast of 
of Winthrop and some twenty miles| California remains in Del Norte County, 
northwest of the place where the boy|yet a report as to their present status 
was killed, was probably responsible. In| is seldom seen. Mr. Thomas Kring of 
view of later evidence, this was appar-|Orick recently reported that there are 
ently another lion. Later in January a|in the neighborhood of 100 individuals 

lion was killed by Mr. Charles Garratt,|in the herd. The country where they 

a ranger living 10 miles west of Okano-| range is very brushy and heavily timbered 
gan, who had set a trap for coyotes. This |and it is very difficult to obtain reliable 
was a young lion in good condition, Mr.|information as to the exact numbers. 
F. G. Clifford of Brewster, bought the | Residents of the vicinity believe that the 
animal and examined its stomach. Here | herd is slightly on the increase.—Harl P. 
he found a considerable wad of human | Barnes, Eureka, California.
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: 4-30-25. 

Dear Stokely: 

This article of Bruce's furnishes such an ex- 

cellent outline for the kind of life history I have had in 

mind for our book thet I would suggest that @ very good way 

to freme a beginning for our chapter on lions would be for 

you to take up his points one by one and write out how they 

compare with your own observations in New Mexico, adding such 

information as you may have on points which he does not cover. 

Both you and Pettit know so much more about lions than I do 

that this particular chapter could, it seems to me, be worked 

out without any necessity of conferring with me. 

The bulletin on antelope from the Roosevelt Wild 

Life Experiment Station is almost but not quite in the same 

cless and might similarly be made a starting point for our own 

chapter on antelope.
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/cuntain Lions and Their Allies " 

The three large predatory mammals, coyotes, wolves, and 
lions, offer considerable resistance to that natural tendency 
of deer and elk to increase rapidly in numbers where given full 
protection from hunters. 

With the violent overthrow of the balance of nature on the 
North American continent since settlement by the whites first 
began, a new readjustment has been necessar> in both the plant 
and animal kingdoms. 

The coyotes adapted themselves rapidly to these new en-~ 
vironmental conditions by staying in either settled or unset- 
tled areas, and living mainly on carzion, rodents, game, and 
Stock. Wolves and mountain lions have a greeter ability to 
kill, and have followed the fast diminishing big game into the 
more remote localities. Wolves still offer considerable trouble 
to stockmen -in the western states; they live mainly in the more 
inaccessible timbered areas, and when demands for food are not 
satisfied locally, they raid near or @istant Settlements, kill- 
ing stock of most all sizes and with little regerd for amount of 
meat required for sustenance. The mountain lion has stayed with 

‘the’ big game in its retreat (it only occasionally bothers stock) 
and now. forms ene of our biggest negative factors in game 
protection, % : ne 1 : 

Observations in the South Fork country of the Flathead 
River by a party killing eleven lions during the winter 1923-24 
Showed that lion were killing both deer and elk. They traveled 
consistently, and as opportunity afforded, killed far in excess 
of food requirements and leaving from one to several deer or 
elk in the killing areas which were soon visited by coyotes 
that followed the lions to feast on their kills, and by bear 

-which go to lion-kill areas as soon as they come out of their 
dens in the spring. 

The ability of a medium-sized lion to kill a large, and in 
excellent oondition, six-point bull elk was well demonstrated. 
Tracks showed that the lion, when possible, maneuvered to an 
uphill position before jumping the game, vhich it prefers to 
chase downhill, in order that he may the more easily secure his 
position on the back of the animal. The animals were killed 
by bites on the back of the neck, which in the case of one elk, 
showed a full set of teeth marks piercing the neck bone on both 
Sides a few inches below the ears. In most cases the lion had 
torn, with his claws, large strips of hide and meat on either ! 
sice of the animel, vhich alone would have meant death to the 

| animal. On one small area of about an acre, a lion had killed 
" five elk by staying on a rock ledge above an elk trail and 

; ~14-
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TWO NEW OCELOTS FROM MEXICO 

By E. A. GoupMan 

In “Notes on the Synonymy and Nomenclature of the Smaller 

Spotted Cats of Tropical America,’’! Dr. J. A. Allen fixed the type 

region of [Felis] pardalis Linneus as the state of Vera Cruz, Mexico. 

To Felis griffithii Fischer, regarded as a member of the same group, 

he assigned an indefinite range in northern Mexico. This name, how- 

ever, was based on a specimen in the Bullock collection which more 
probably came from ‘southeastern Mexico, and seems therefore to 
belong in the synonymy of F. pardalis pardalis. Brass,? in 1911, pub- 
lished with color descriptions the names Felis buffoni and Felis mexi- 
cana for spotted Mexican cats, presumably ocelots. The name Felis 
mexicana is preoccupied by Felis mexicana Desmarest (1820) and 

Felis mexicana Saussure (1860). His descriptions are evidently based 
on individual color variations of which there are often many in the same 
locality. Felis buffoni Brass and Felis mexicana Brass are therefore 

unidentifiable. 

The general range of Felis pardalis, transcontinental in tropical 

Central America, is split in southern Mexico by the great wedge formed 

by the Mexican highlands. From this point diverging branches extend 

northward along the Gulf slope to southern Texas, and along the 

Pacific coast to Sonora. Examination of accumulated material in- 
dicates that western and northwestern Mexico are inhabited by the 

hitherto unrecognized subspecies described below. i 

Felis pardalis nelsoni subsp. nov. 

Nelson’s Ocelot. 

i : : 32642 : 
Type from Manzanillo, Colima, Mexico. No. 74568° od old, U. S. National 

Museum (Biological Survey collection), collected by E. W. Nelson, February 
11, 1892. Original number, 1862. 3 

General characters.—Similar in general to Felis pardalis pardalis, but smaller; 

color averaging much the same, but black bar across underside of neck usually 
narrower; skull smaller and differing in details. 

Color (type).—Ground color of upper parts (spaces between stripes and spots 
or within circular black markings) varying from near cinnamon buff to light 
pinkish buff (Ridgway, 1912), the former tone richest on head and neck, becom- 

ing lighter over dorsum and within black circular markings or rosettes on sides, 

1 Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. 41, pp. 341-419, October 3, 1919. 

2 Aus dem Reiche der Pelze, p. 412, April, 1911. 

)
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while the latter tone appears mainly in irregular lines between circular black 
markings mentioned; upper surface striped and spotted with black as usual in r 

the group; lighter element of upper parts passing gradually through pale buff 

to white, spotted with black, on fore and hind legs, and feet; under parts white, 
heavily spotted with black mainly across abdomen, the usual broad black bar 

across throat, and a narrower bar across neck; ears deep black, except usual 
white spots; tail irregularly spotted or ringed with black, the interspaces pale 

buffy above, becoming still lighter toward the tip, and dull whitish below. 
Skull.—Compared with that of F. p. pardalis the skull is considerably smaller 

throughout; zygomata more squarely spreading, the sides more nearly parallel; 

teeth decidedly smaller. 
Measurements (type).—Total length, 1140, tail vertebra, 362; hind foot, 166. 

Average and extremes of 3 adult male topotypes, including type: 1067 (1002- 

1140); 341 (310-362); 155 (143-166). Skull (type): Greatest length (median 

projection of occiput to front of incisors), 144.1; condylobasal length, 141.4; 
zygomatic breadth, 96; breadth at constriction behind zygomata, 51.4; inter- 

orbital breadth, 25.3; length of nasals (median line), 29.7; greatest breadth of 
nasals, 18.7; alveolar length of upper incisive toothrow, 13.4; alveolar length 

(outer side) of upper carnassial, 12.1. 
Remarks.—The ocelots of North America diminish progressively in size from 

south to north, especially along the Pacific coast; Felis p. mearnsi of Panama 

and Costa Rica is strikingly larger than the northern races. Examination of a 
considerable number of skins from various localities from Panama to northern 

Mexico reveals a remarkable range of individual variation in general color tone 
of the lighter elements, and in the size and arrangement of black markings in the 

pelage. Average geographic differences may be perceptible, but specimens 
from the same locality may vary from deep tawny to pale gray. Felis p. nelsoni 

includes within its range a long section of the narrow tropical belt between the 
Sierra Madre and the Pacific coast. 

Specimens examined.—19, from localities as follows: 
Colima: Armeria, 1; Manzanillo (type locality), 4. 

Guerrero: Acapulco, 5 (skins only); Coyuca, 6 (skins only); Omilteme, 1; 
Papayo, 1. i 

Oaxaca: Puerto Angel, 1. : 

Felis pardalis sonoriensis subsp. nov. 

Sonora Ocelot 

Type from Camoa, Rio Mayo, Sonora, Mexico. No. 96216, @ adult, skin 
and skull, U. S. National Museum (Biological Survey collection), collected by 

E. A. Goldman, December 3, 1898. Original number, 13268. 
General characters.—Most closely allied to Felis pardalis nelsoni, but averag- 

ing still smaller; general color somewhat paler, the black dorsal markings more 
widely separated by lighter areas; black cervical stripes usually narrower; skull 

shorter, more rounded. 
Color (type).—General coloration essentially as in the type of F. p. nelsoni, 

but tone of lighter areas above slightly paler, the black markings over dorsum 
more widely spaced; facial black stripes present in nelsoni broken to form chains
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of spots; black spots on legs and feet smaller; under side of neck with a narrow 

black bar as in nelsoni. 
Skull.—Similar to that of F. p. nelsoni, but still smaller, the braincase rel- 

atively shorter, more rounded; nasals noticeably narrower; zygomata squarely 
spreading and teeth small, much as in nelsoni. 

Measurements (type).—Total length, 980, tail vertebra, 320; hind foot, 148. 

An adult male topotype: 1040; 351; 149. Skull (type): Greatest length (median 

projection of occiput to front of incisors), 125.8; condylobasal length, 115.6; 
zygomatic breadth, 85.8; breadth at constriction behind zygomata, 48.3; inter- 

orbital breadth, 24.2; length of nasals (median line), 27.2; greatest breadth of 
nasals, 17.1; alveolar length of upper incisive toothrow, 13.4; alveolar length 

(outer side) of upper carnassial, 12.1. 
Remarks.—The range of Felis p. sonoriensis marks the northern limit, on the 

west side of the continent, of an apparently intergrading chain of forms ex- 

tending from South America. The species as a whole, mainly tropical in distri- 
bution, here enters the Lower Sonoran life zone, individuals perhaps still reach- 

ing sporadically to extreme southern Arizona (recorded from Arizona). 
Specimens examined.4, all from the type locality. 

While the North American forms of Felis pardalis are imperfectly 
known those recognizable should apparently stand as follows: 

Felis pardalis pardalis Linneus . . . Mexico (type region, 

state of Vera Cruz). 
Felis pardalis mearnst Allen . . . . Talamanca, Costa Rica. 

Felis pardalis albescens Pucheran . . . . . . . Arkansas. 

Felis pardalis nelsoni Goldman . . . . Manzanillo, Colima, 

Mexico. 
Felis pardalis sonoriensis Goldman . . . Camoa, Sonora, 

Mexico. 

Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.
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ro > U. S. Forest Service December 28, 1926 

Cw Southncstera District 

Mo. 2 Cormon Loads In Volune Production: -.ccording to the Gulf Coast Lum- 

berman, Douglas fir manufacturers saw nar.1lel to the bark, contributing 

to straicht-crain in boards and to the quantity of uppers, salting the V 

loss in the cheaper (more Imotty) mwetcrial at the heart. Of ali softwood 

lumber produced, 37% grades into No. 2 cormon, and nearly 20% into the se- 
lect frades. 

Recent Personnel Chances: Recent chances in District personnel include, 

from the Coconino, tho resignation of F, W. Buster, rangor in charge of the 

Bly District, and of R, F. Howell ani i. J. W. Kuppe, assistants on project 

timber sales. One of tho sales positions is being filled by the transfer 

of Ran‘tcr Tionichan from the Apacho. 
Jther resi;mations that have been submitted 

within the past fow weeks include thoso of: Ranger, H. 2, Julian, in charge 

of the Mangas District, Apache; Principal Cloriz Albers of the Sitsreavess 
and liss largaret Blank, assistant Cleriz: on the Apachc. ‘The resismetion of 

lrs. C. A. Morkor, Junior Olor on the Sitgreaves, was incident to her mar- 

riage to the Assistant Supcrvisor of the Sitrcaves. Her position has becn 

talcen by irse iargarct Love land. 

While this list of people who have loft the Ser- 

vico for other ficlds of activity lools rather formidable, the total Dis- 
trict turnever for the past two ycars remains at @ relatively low figurc. 

ne Nee Of Lions Loss On The Datil: ‘The Lvans Brothers of Beavorhoad 

vere vecontly called on for help in catchin; a lion on Dlk Mountain, snout 

80 miles southvest of 7apdalona, Thay found the trail of the lion about a 

mile south of 0 Bar O Rancer Station just agter a fresh fall of snow. Tho 

talo of tho hunt is intcrestincly told in a recont Datil Bulletin. Their 
hounds were put on the trail and were able to follow it with little difficul- 

ty. Tho lion was ovcrtakcn at the carcass of a freshly killed degre The 

“) doss soon put the varmint up a tree and it was shot. About 50 yards distant 

was anothcr dccr which the lion had icillcd at about the same time, Both the 

» deer were whitetail bucks. The lion vis a Paale ana 1t was socn that she 
had a family of youns ones so the hunters took the back trail and followed 

it to a don ina cliff of rocks, wacre they found threo lion kittens, about 

tho size of srown house cats, They caotured the kittens alive, The little 
fellows quickly learned domestic habits and they cagerly take milk from a 

d nipple on a bottle just as any other biby creature, Lion kittens taken at 

that size make most cumning pets and arc playful and gentle up until they 
ayproach maturity at about two-thirds crovm, then they become rough and arc 

casily angered, It is estimated that cach lion ills an average of fifty 

dcer per year and they are cqually disastrous to cattle and sheep, They 
like fresh, warm moat and seldom'take mayy ncals from a single kill. It 
seems to be their naturo, oven when not huncry to kill for the sake of de- 
stroying; and thay have beem Imowm to kill as many as ao dozen sheep fron a 

flock in a single nisht, probably catin; from only one carcass. ‘The Lvans 

Brothers arc ovmers of the well Imown Slash Ranch at Beaverhcad. In addi- 

tion to looking aftcr thcir extensive cattle interests, they keep a pack of 
well trained hunting dogs; and spend a part of their leisure time each year 

at the cxciting but fascinating sport of lion and boar hunting. 

Leave: Pooler, tulien, Loveridge, Herms, Wales (lbuquerqae); Lang (Cam- 
den, S.C.}: Hussey (Lom Beach, Calif.}; Kerr (1 Pasg Tox} 

Visitor: Roberts (Sitgrcaves) DO 
s Jeuing:. Randles
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- Mr. Aldo Leopold, regen’ 
Forest Products Laboratory, 2 ve 
Madison, Wisconsin. oh Mp 

Dear Leo: 

Reference is made to your letter of October 6: 

On my return from a field trip I wrote to Supervisor Shelley 
on October 18 and he has since that time been endeavoring to get 
in touch with the parties concerned in the cougar attack to which 
you refer, I_am enclosing copy of a letter from Supervisor Shelley, 
under date of December 21, and also a letter to Supervisor Shelley, 
dated December 22, which I trust will give you the information you 
were seeking, 

Personally I have been in the mountains all my life and have 
never had any particular fear of cougar, being under the impression 
always that they were very cowardly animals as a species and I do 
not recall ever hearing of any attacks by cougar in the Rockies on 
adults or even children for that matter. However I could imagine 
a cougar attacking a small child, more because of its size than be- 
cause it belonged to the genus homo. Since coming to the Northwest, 
however, there have been numerous stories of cougar attacks and some 
of them are fully substantiated. The killing of the small boy in 
the Okanogan country two years ago is an example beyond question. 

We are still milling around with the wilderness area question, 
Some work having been accomplished and the situation is Slowly but 
surely clarifying itself. There is a disposition in some parts of 
the Northwest and in some of our most accessible wilderness areas to 
develop winter sports of the European variety. Particularly is this 
true this past year. In some places there is a disposition to wel- 
come the wilderness area as such while in others there is a very 
decided opposition to any such areas. A bad fire season, such as 
1926, when some of our best believed policies went by-the-board, in 
the matter of whether timber would or would not burn and at what time 
of day fires ran the worst, has caused us to revamp to a certain 
degree our ideas as to where trails and roads should be constructed.



Mr. Leopold. 

we are likewise facing here in the Cascades a continued agita- 
tion for the exclusion of sheep grazing, even though the areas which 
now attract so much attention because of the flora have been so used 
for from 20 to 40 years for grazing purposes. The agitators do not 
seem to realize that if their contention3were well founded that sheep 
entirely destroy the flora of the region, that surely the flora on 
these particular areas would have disappeared long ago. We have 

been restricting use at certain seasons of the year on some sreas, 

have been gradually reducing the numbers and otherwise attempting to 
meet the justifiable criticisms made by the recreation interests. 

However the extremists are still not satisfied and would apparently 
welcome the day when there was no grazing on any of the Forests in 

the Cascades. They overlook the fact entirely that the annual re- 

moval of vegetation is a natural aid in the prevention and suppression 

of rire, This past year was a splendid example in point since due to 

the lack of water many areas were partially or wholly ungrazed and 

it was on such areas that our fires reached the largest volume and were 

most difficult to control. 

Personally I delight in getting far away from the telephone and 

the automobile but am finding it more and more difficult as the years 

go by to either get the equipment or, having the equipment, find such 

an area. 

With kindest personal regards and best wishes for a happy and 

prosperous New Year, 

Very sincerely yours, 

ey KK) 

E.N. KAVANAGH : 
Encls. Assistant pitts f orester. 

Soe



Copy for Information 

G Eugene, Oregon 
Suoervision - Siuslaw 

December 21, 1926. 

District Forester, 

Portland, Oregon, 

Dear Sir: 

Reference is made to your letter of October 18. 

Upon receipt of your letter we at once wrote to the 

ranger requesting any information he might be able to give, 

‘or, if possible, the man's name and addresse, that we might 

write him direct for firsthand information. To date we have 

received no information of any kind and I had overlooked the 

fact that your letter had not been answered until it was called , 

to my mind by the last page of the Forest Service Bulletin, Vol. 

10, No.47. : 

So far as I recall, the gossip which goes with such things, 

there was good reason to believe that the attack occurred. I 

have spent a good many years in the woods and have never heen 

attacked by a cougar but the stories regarding such attacks are 

not infrequent and I believe have a real foundation in fact, al- 

though T have never verified any of them. If I am able to secure 

any more information in regard to this, at a later date, I will 

advise you. ‘ 

Very truly yours, 

(s) RB. Shelley 

Forest Supervisor. 

cc to D-1



G Hebo, Oregon. 

Supervision - Siuslaw 
December 22, 1926. 

Forest Supervisor, 

Eugene, Oregon. 

Dear Sir: 

Reference is made to your requist for imformation regarding 

the story of a cougar attacting a man last summer in Tillamook 

County. 

The mans name is Alvin French and was located at Pitner on the 

01a Salmon River road in Lincoln County last summer. I understand 

that he acted as Fire Warden for the Miami people part of the tine. 

This cougar attact occured near Pitner in Tillamook County. 7 

recently learned that his daughter was located at Grande Ronde, ¢ 

Oregon and was attending the High School at this place. I met this 

Miss Margaret French who by the way, is small and looks anything but 

the part she played, being about 14 years old and the following is 

the story as she told it. 

At about 8 A.M. my father and I left the Pitner ranch for a 

trip through the woods and as we often did in such cases, we took our 

fifles along. About 4 of a mile below the Pitner place, along the 

old road, we came upon some milk cows and noticed that they seemed 

to be worried about something and were sort of milling around. This 

was in the dense timber and our trail led us past a bank of dirt, 

some 8 or 10 feet high. I was walking close behind my father and ‘ 

as we came abrest this bank, the top of which was located some 10 

feet to our left, I suddenly saw a large form coming through the air 

from off this bank and down on top of us. I jumped back, and just 

in time, as the cat landed: right where I had been standing and so 

close to my father that he couldnot seem to get his gun up to shoot 

but was punching the cat off with the barrel of the gun. T then 

shot the cat, through the heart just back of his shoulder, from a 

aistance of about 6 feet and killed him with the one shot. The cat 

was about 8 feet long from tip to tip. 

The young lady does not seem to care about talking a great 

deal about the affair and the information was gotten mostly from 

short direct answers to my questions. Tt seems that this cat had 

been laying in wait on the edge of this bank in hopes of getting a 

chance to jump onto some of the young cattle with the bunch she 

speaks of. According to her discription of the top of this bank



Supervisor Shelley. 

and surrounding country, the cat was in no way cornered by these 
people and could have remained undiscovered by simply lying still . 
where he was and had he wished to get away could have doneso by 
going any direction hut the one he took. Just what caused him 
to jump down upon these people, whom he seen long before they 
reached his location, I can not say unless he intended to attact 
them. 

Very truly yours, 

(s) L.E. Garwood 

Forest Ranger, 

-2page -
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A Week With a Government Hunter 
W. A. Mullins 

juz blossoms of dandelions, wild vent the animal from being treed is for a 
strawberries and other varieties of Archery as applied to mountain lions rain to fall on the trail. This kind of pro- 

flowers were present in the foothills near ~ in New Mezxico, in which the long bow gram often makes it necessary for the 
the Palisades of the Cimarron in northern — and feathered shaft prove effective on hunter to camp one or two nights on the 
New Mexico on the morning of April 27. aie i ‘ trail before the quarry is overtaken. : ‘ those sly yellow killers of appaling , 3 é : 
The next morning they were covered with niwmbers of deer and live stock On one occasion Pickens rode off into 
snow, which began to melt away early in that little-known wilderness called the Mo- 
the day as the sun shone out. The writer gollon Range, which lies along the Mexican 
was camped at the time on South Uracca Creek with J.A.Pickens, border, and ‘didn’t return to camp until the twelfth day, but he 
a professional mountain lion hunter in the service of the United brought back the lion that he went after! This old horse thief 
States Bureau of Biological Survey. Pickens had been sent here was called the Flying-T lion, so named because at times it made 
to kill some lions, the tracks of which had been seen by a range its home on the Flying-T ranch. Somebody set a trap at a colt 
rider during the winter. It was my intention to test out the effec- that it had killed, which pinched off some toes from one foot, 
tiveness of a bow on any of the big cats (Felis concolor) that we thus making it easy to distinguish its track at varying intervals 
might happen to tree with my companion’s dogs. It may be said in widely separated localities. Twice Pickens struck its trail and 
in the beginning that he uses only three dogs, hounds of unknown had to give it up because of falling rain, once after having spent 
lineage, but of unusual qualifications, perhaps because of their two nights away from camp. Determined to have this lion’s scalp, 
owner’s unceasing efforts in their training. and there being no other way to obtain it, he tied two flour sacks 

The presence of the snow meant that we had not arrived here full of provisions on his saddle and began systematically to ride 
too late, but the blossoms indicated that the time was near when the unnumbered and unnamed ridges and canyons, sleeping on his 
one might search for weeks without finding a lion’s track, because saddle blankets where night overtook him, until at last a fresh 
the deer, which had drifted down into these low foothills to get trail was found. After that it was easy. 
away from the deep snows of the higher ranges in winter, would An old male lion spends a lot of its time cruising about over 
soon be drifting back to the green slopes of the Sangre de Cristo the mountains in search of adventure. As it: travels it leaves a 
Mountains. When the deer migrate the lions do likewise, for they certain sign here and there that makes it easy for a professional _ 

‘\have a fondness for venison equal to. if not rivaling, that of hunter to determine the direction his quarry is traveling. This 
x AP Robin Hood’s merry outlaws. Horse flesh is their next choice of sign is made by raking up small piles of pine or spruce needles 

\\\) a4) food, as many ranchers of the West can 
‘\ | _ testify, and veal or mutton is not despised. oh 5 Pe “1.9 . 5 . 

1) \. | It is preferred fresh, in fact is never eaten Y is she ' 
WY except while fresh, and to keep it in good bj ae PS, ease “ ‘ a se 

| condition as long as possible a lion nearly ? toh ‘ ay ot . met) 
| always drags its victim to a cool, shady reps : . =f 
| place and covers it with dirt or leaves. In <2 : a" ic: ON <e . % 
| most instances the entire intestinal tract ey. ps Sat a 

| is removed from the carcass before it is © ££ a ee, 
| covered. Should a wandering fox, bobcat OR € a ; ets 

{ er bear approach a kill thus hidden, it Ss , oo a . i \ 
does so at its peril, for the lion is apt to . Page ie” Pa 

| be watching from some ledge or bluff near af Ae Pda: %, “.% 
by and is credited with being able to de- . 7? : Lee 4 
fend itself against all comers. More than b+ yee : , — 
one rancher has awakened and found that , 0 Tag sed > : 
his saddle horse that had been hobbled or A be AO ee Ee 4 
staked out for the night had been stalked ee ee SS ey _ ® | 
and killed by one of these tawny-colored t ; i oe | é s © a Poe a | 
night prowlers. On rare occasions even : hy Ca ae, = . 
human beings have been attacked and P ns as «* 5 
slain, but nevertheless a mountain lion bs ba 4 aT) 
fears, above all things, a man. : a ‘4 - ry A 

Because the snow began to melt ea tke : ® : a 
away early, and with it would go the 3 “ 8 eo 

scent of any trail that had been made | a » 
during the night, we entertained no hopes [i , : CG a 
of success on the first day, so decided to pth ome 
walk around near camp apd be ready to ms ‘ ry . 
get down to business the next morming. + te 2 ro Gy 
Thinking that we might find a bobcat, "St os : ws pa 
with the three dogs, a kodak, a bow and a ! ree R ee Fae 
quiver of arrows we started up the little “% nt ee 7: on 
creek that was noisily rushing along its me > ‘ 
burden of melted snow and cold spring oa i, i BeOS 
water. As we strolled along and silently : ee: . x 1 
admired the ever-changing scene, or | 5 ‘ 3 iA. x 
paused to note the tracks of deer that had 4 kee ba co ; ey 
passed in the night, or to comment on the : + ° . J a 
size of a turkey’s track that had passed ee ms ? 
within the hour, my companion was in- ae ed : fe ats : 
duced to relate some of his lion-hunting +s . ; ; 5 on 
experiences. - Pe Ee & x 

Judging from what he had to say, this tte, y < ¥ FRc . ss ‘ 
kind of sport is second to none, but in igaam bat -— es : ; r Pens 
order to be successful one must at times os) a ae ; eae ‘ : 
forego some of the modern conveniences, Ws * ye he Ag MS - wn 
such as shelter, for a longer time than we, Ft 3 (os . ® ie . 
would be enjoyed by most men. It is the 8 ay ; Mey” 5 Teal 
custom of this hunter never to abandon cn a. 09 ‘| 5 5 r EY 
the trail of a lion as long as it can be fol- _—* : poe ‘ % Lane 
lowed. His dogs have treed lions by find- +3 . —_ ~ -_ 
ing a track that had been made for forty ne Do 465 . : - 
hours, and one has never escaped after be-, be > ie ro Ge Le ee & 4 4 
ing treed by them. When once a trail has had... a ff Fe ud ‘a - . at nage cle ae: 
been found that can be followed, about She ae Sg re m aie = = 
the only thing that ever happens to pre- As the lion looked when we reached the second tree 

: 13
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TRO SEO Re cs SS ARATE Aad of a deer. Then we saw the fresh track of the lion that Pickens 
ee ce SC a RL pe said was that of a big male. 

Poe ae aa eee pak gr ths ot as) It seemed a long time before we reached the top of the ridge, 
oe a PAS Pee and then our hearts pounded so that at first we could not hear 

PS at etd te a le — *. the dogs. Then they were located not far away. They were bay- 
Pek Vee tee Sk ee eo on ae ee ing now, and we approached cautiously, for Pickens had warned 

.? ie as + ae Cee te 2 yee that the big cat might leap out and lead us another merry chase 
ie pod eee RS ar ae if too much noise were made. 

| ve rs = fee ee : 

ty goin ee ae Sea % 7% WV HEN we arrived quite near the tree it seemed as if a 
{ery eS SS eal ae aS tragedy would occur before our eyes. The lion had taken 

se) EY Ph cea. a bbe %, refuge in a big cedar that grew on the edge of a cliff, and was 

ray Od vy e CUS ne bl a cl crouched on some limbs that extended out over the edge. One 

f a é a ee | oe Fi of the dogs in its eagerness had climbed into the tree and was 
be 8 Mr ° rs + Fee ae + baying in the very teeth of the snarling beast. Had the lion 

i Magi * a i} b Say = 4 leaped out at our approach or struck the dog, as it might easily 

oa rey ® Pa lie 8 ree Eas the dog would have fallen 30 or 40 feet into a pile of 
Pe Pe ee fe boulders. 

ne ET Ef i = as Ss a tt Pegi oe After a while, finding it difficult to stand on those limbs, the 
~~" f ae fost Oe sh ‘ 4 SY dog backed down out of the tree and we drew near. When within 

ee te ee ~ se ae a Rats: e ? 25 feet I put an arrow on the string ready for a shot if the animal . 
ar pa pee Fete ae am 5 oe =% leaped out, and Pickens made some exposures with the kodak. 

“ oe ras « < Be sar ERS en They proved to be of no value, however, for there were so many 
~ <] a As or ae oe poe ae P oS egies 2 Hoe sould not be distinguished from 
“Tada ee geek Nae. asl oe) : any 0! ie dark §] 8 of shade. 

as ee | pat a ie YA rie vee *) = f . While Pickens stood on the edge of the bluff at the foot of the 
4 De Y Pu eke Seve oe > tree, peering into the finder of his kodak ready to make an ex- 

" Oe iF he ed ae ae pis al hk “ posure should the object of our chase expose himself to full view, 

ee: OP ak agile 1 eae Die eS “=< and apparently as little concerned as if we had treed a jack rab- 

wo ey iti 3 Ff a Fk it eae 2 bit instead of a big lion, I prepared to play the part of execu- 
" + ae ges ange Baca: OS eds tioner. A small opening thru the limbs had been found thru which 

A *: i Pig Hee Be a 5g a could be seen the shoulder of the lion, and it was decided to 
ORT oe he ee a eae CY i chance a shot at this part of his body. An extra arrow was stuck 
ae Vere eo Tee = into the ground to be in readiness if needed, the one on the string 

: . ag orgs | P= roti ante drawn its full length and loosed. 
; f Bee bn bof de ied Never was a bow so easily drawn nor had a shaft of mine been 

oA rian ied Be A tae Pee vias] = aimed at a mark like this. It would be untrue to state that I had 
3 Rey ee Cx sae Vi : x Ba not experienced certain misgivings as to whether it was safe to 

- fe ee ee r shoot this animal with a bow, but I felt a thrill of pleasure as the 

F < Re at peae re ae | " shaft sped thru the opening and struck, making a sound similar to 

. ‘ 5 aes ee hy Lod that made by allowing the hand to fall on a feather pillow. In- 

a i) te ee ee <i : stantly there was a great commotion; a limb broke off and the 
if a) pe a eee, §=©6 wounded animal hung for a few seconds by his front feet, then 

a Be ne wt rf [m= dropped to the boulders below. Hanging there, a fleeting glance 

bs was had of a bleeding wound in the shoulder, and the arrow was 
Lion No. 2 as she looked when we reached the tree nowhere to be seen. As it fell I rushed up and peered over the 

, under the trees that it passes. A lioness tries to keep her kittens Oe +g ae PS TL 
| hidden from the male parent, for if found by him they will be i 53 Ness gees ear M, , 

| killed. The number of kittens in a litter ranges from two to five, Pak Athy dmere a 7 : oe x 

and, unlike most wild animals, they may be born in any month a Ay Tee he e ‘oy ¢ = 
of the year. They are usually raised on some brushy hillside where 6s Bee nS Lape peg > ee ‘ Bs 
deer are plentiful. F ew He Lian Bt. ee ij wer fd Pca ss » , i 

WE WERE picking our way thru the thick oak brush on a iy Fir uy ee e 3 ese al eee 

steep hillside about 3 miles from camp when one of the igh cae ass” aa ae | ; ae te ; i 7 * 
dogs took a noticeable interest in a limb that hung out over an ae Poet eA Ps 
opening. I looked at my companion to learn if possible what this — iJgv - Fe y ak “ie. - «- ¥ 
might indicate, and saw him examining a bare spot on the ground gg (Mg de 8 | x 4. ~ + ~ 

that to me looked as any one of the thousands that were begin- [veh y ” ig ee 4 ee 
ning to appear as the snow disappeared. tae Peay . Pe fe Cie 

“This looks like a track,” he said, and then added in exactly . ak CU RAs oO 4 ea ad “ 
the same tone that one would use in speaking to a companion, tie,2 ERG Re Sam oe 
“Come here, Sam.” The dog came as directed, stuck its nose er he id eS a ate, oy Cn 
into the spot indicated, and held it there for several seconds be- ie wi Ry ey ee ee ie 
fore moving to another bare spot about 18 inches away. By this j i a f le ee Ie oe ee eee 
time the two other dogs had appeared and all were taking an in- cet, Mgt oe me ss 
terest, but it was a full minute before either gave voice. A a cd Ui iy ee, 7 a y ; ‘ 
glance at Pickens revealed a pleased expression on his face, then if rh Fi) eke He ef 
for the first time that morning one of the dogs let out a scream ee fs et. tod , 
that left me guessing as to whether it had stepped on a cactus, ee ee ME ae fee i 3 
until the others joined in and began to make their way slowly 4 f 1A ee re Bee Koko ee Oo, 
around the hill. It was a lion’s track and more than an inch of . of ee ae c). es et ee oe 
snow had fallen on it. iO a aye 4 ee a P iam ae 4 

Would the dogs be able to follow the track after the snow —%% 7] et ow Te Re ey aR 
melted? Right then and there one member of the party began [i “gar 7 7 ay ne ee RRR eas ott ages 
to see visions of camping that night where dark overtook us and j Hs a if i ME ee > Feed 

to wonder why we had failed to bring with us some reserve ra- {Roya as 4 ae Re 3 ae Ps 
tions. But the manner in which those dogs worked made even =) ey i ee A eo) Ge ae 
the prospect of sleeping in a snowbank pleasing. Their excitement (A jam sf Be. toe da Sad ie. ee 
was contagious. For the first five minutes the going was slow for a ea 4 oe ee Ra) oe ree 
the eager dogs, and once or twice they were silent long enough | Seguiae (gee 7 ) eek feo «(ae 
to make me wonder if they would be able to follow the trail. PMMA gai - fae a ACG en an 
Suddenly a new note crept into their mouthing and they made off Pee eo omh Bet SN | a ae Ms 
up the hill at such a speed that they were beyond our hearing in ao Nh PP ee 3 e& ee eee 7 
an incredibly short time. They had found a kill, and near by Ni GS tase 4 at | x 
the lion had lain down to digest its supper and keep an eye on its es WS ie” = a ys 
stock of groceries. It had run off when the dogs began to bark. f 4 oat 
As we followed along, a big pile of spruce needles and snow was 
observed in a thicket, from under which protruded the hind feet We swung the lion to a limb and backed the horse under him 
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bluff and had the surprise of my life to see, instead of a dead lion "2 a oe < I SIE | 5 
lying on the rocks, a very live one speeding away in great bound- Sen op y +A “s Sey pre ; 
ing leaps. A sinking sensation came over me and my fingers “* a a a Re Ae er a QS “ie an! 
trembled while fitting another arrow on the string. Was a bow, ~ i> ees My ‘a <a ie 
then, not an adequate weapon for this kind of game? ~~ ig gl on) rf “a: oS sal 

A part of the arrow was seen lodged in the limbs and by the é t "ee res oe pera = sale 
time it was retrieved and examined the dogs were baying “treed” «* ian Po et see : ae i 
again. The point of the arrow, a steel blade 1 inch wide by 2% ~~ See ee etc we —— 
inches long, and about 6 inches of the shaft, made of birch % _ 2 ae dh hie ee een ee 
of an inch in diameter, were gone. It was found later that the SNGEE ac Ot P| om es 22 & 
lion had carried this with him crosswise thru his shoulders. Most eee a CA Py eas 
animals would have found it difficult to make any progress with chr a | ae Ba 
such an impediment, and few of that size but would have been . & re Sar Rj oe tS a 
killed in the fall. Nevertheless, it was standing on the first limbs 4 dail 3 re pA) vl peritong 
of a big pine some 30 feet from the ground when we arrived at LD Semarang Sas 3 i A: eat 
the second tree. It looked as a rookie is supposed to look while es ers oe ~ oS 
doing bayonet practice—not exactly amiable. Its shoulder was gti hs ee TE ed 
bleeding badly and it constantly shifted its weight from one front he ane Mm ae « e) <p RO ae 
foot to the other. a ot Big RP ee ae 

: 0 eee, a Oe ony a . 
Mo exposures were quickly made and all was ready for ais fi 5 > <4 + Peta e 

another shot. This time there were no limbs in the way, ss ie 2 Se, % a = hie ee Mat i, 
and every inch of the lion’s sleek body was visible. At this dis- * -# ie gals pee ag setae i 
tance there was no excuse for missing a vital spot. Straight to its mm = at Be he ee ey = : heey 
ribs flew the shaft, and as it struck the cat leaped to the ground “Ste ie c pts < a 8 ee le 
with a snarling growl. A part of the arrow that protruded from |.” > aan ee Sm phe oe 
its side was broken off as it brushed against a sapling; then a “"" oo Bg a ca Bel ee ah. tee 
few yards farther the animal went up another big pine. Its tor- 2, > spe area 6 PM nee ee 
mentors followed closely, but it was useless to shoot again. It “* — pie Gk \ Fite te Poa! ae 
was dying when we arrived and was unconscious of the fact that et ae ae er at. Sy 
when it fell out with a loud crash old Sam’s teeth were buried _ ee BA his ak Sas eee. nt 
deep into the throat of his seventy-sixth lion since Pickens has > ° je “-g <1 gh PLY ee 
been using him in the service of the Government. 1. “eeraees (% 2 ee i 

It was found that the second arrow had penetrated both lungs, Jg.gie>a. SURE aed f : es 
and that the point, being improperly tempered, had turned when “Bggee stent a | i e 
it struck the tough skin on the far side. We undertook to reach Pei) eRe Wi ‘ ; aN i sah - 
camp with our trophy by tying the feet to a pole, which was be aie a. ey Be 4 + bie 
slung on our shoulders, but before going far this kind of trans- jig : co ae aegumee 
portation was voted impracticable. A horse was brought and after —=s—m Rcd a Sees ee 
being blindfolded was induced to accept the burden. To satisty 1 Poa=ieerete ay . a Ce oe 
our curiosity the animal was taken to the nearest ranch and ™@ ia 3g agi ee ‘® . ees 

\ y.q)-%y Weighed. It was rather disappointing to learn that it weighed Sa - telat ei 
}YA4M) only 130 pounds. It is marvelous how they shrink after being ies i ae Be 

“fl killed. i : a 
The next day pictures were made of the slain-deer, a big doe, 7 : - and on the days that followed search was made for other deer ion No. 2 after being shot thru the body with an arrow, the end of which 

slayers. The remains of three more deer were found, all three big HERP DS: SS PCH RIES Sion spymiale Curse 
bucks, before more excitement was had. One morning Pickens : 3 
rode alone to look over some country to the northwest. He re- gain started on the trail where we had stopped them, and they 
turned late that night with the skin of a lion kitten, the size of a seemed to make as good time as on the previous day. About 9 
large dog, tied on his saddle. The next morning we returned to _¢lock, finding where the lioness had crossed the trail they were the canyon where it was killed, knowing that there should be a following, the dogs quit the old trail and turned southeast after 
lioness and probably some more kittens in the vicinity. her. After a run of 3 or 4 miles she was treed. 

It was 4 o’clock in the afternoon when we found the track of - 
another kitten. As the track was made in mud, and a shower W E RODE near the tree and tied our horses behind a little 
had fallen soon after noon the previous day, it must have been hill, and with kodak, bow, arrows, and this time a rifle, 
more than twenty-four hours old when found. The dogs were approached on foot. I had been reading some safety-first adver- 
able to follow it, however, altho slowly, and at dark we called tisements and insisted on the rifle being carried as a precaution 
them off, spread our saddle blankets at the foot of a big spruce against getting one of the dogs killed, if the lioness should only 
tree, and spent the night. At dawn the next day the dogs were be wounded with an arrow. It may be said that unless one is 

wounded ‘there is little danger of 
Fe getting a dog killed, for a lion will 

* run as long as able to do so. If 
eae +544 - montided too badly to sin a bed 

; aie ia tee. 1 and a dog once gets within reac! 
7 ies, Wi " ae of those sharp claws, it would re- 

; F set en vi ee : quire something with more shock. 
be eR ee : a a 2 ss ing power than an arrow to save 

se ee Se ay gee Bake , the unfortunate dog. Their method 
i Me Se, a ea of defense is to grasp an enemy 

2 ne ied Ea 4 . with front feet and teeth, draw the 
or ae —, " 1 a hind feet up near the fore feet, set 

" aM he —— 3 ; the sharp claws into the skin, and 
ied . F Be , je, suddenly straighten out. About one 

PS 5 , ae * a5 rake is sufficient to start a casualty 
Pas. ; * pee ere ys! | so: on ae whether the victim be man or 
ve OO es aes, og. 

si ie aude 6 Py we & oo ’ & The lioness was photographed in : ‘ i k= pact eee t a spruce tree where she posed 
4 ' ; . a cin i SO , gracefully, but when all was ready 

: in eee pa Ne 4 to start the barrage she leaped 
" “ 7 pe es es yee Pe down and ran to a taller tree. She 

yA ao, inn : was about 60 feet from the ground 
wp he OR rh fot ae Pn : when the shooting started, and the 

ema s. ay Cava wind As ee ie - first arrow whistled safely over her 
- 3 Me a ae a es i hae , Se back and buried itself deep into 
pote slag « SZ a Bh ape ig eR ee f . the trunk of the tree, where it will 

aa i = hee te ae a remain for years to come. The sec- 
i eon ond shot was a hit, but not a fatal 

s A ‘mute.appeal for. extermination of the mountain lion (Concluded-on Page 76) . 
15
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opment. The foremost and largest of the auxiliary - iis star new woe aimee test | Ae Pe ave ae 
fangs before the old fangs are shed, so you fre- ce ie Cn Fl | ao TD i, f PH ul i I 1 I fT 
quensiyghigs Shakes washi chee ot wont talus Ube en eee development of new fangs is not dependent upon 
the extraction of the old; it is a change which is | Advertisements under this head are inserted at the rate of TEN CENTS A WORD PER INSER- 
constantly taking place naturally. Rattlesnakes | TION FOR READERS. DISPLAY RATES ON APPLICATION. No advertisement inserted 
get several new rattles every year. Where the | for less than ONE DOLLAR, and CASH MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER, as we cannot afford 
Summer is long they may get four or more and | t© Keep an endless number of ‘small accounts in this department. Each number and initial counts 
: e y Bi as a separate word. Copy should be received by the first of each preceding month. For the pro- 
in the north may not get more than two. Some | tection of both advertisers and readers we require that you submit as references the names of two 
snakes will get more new rattles than others in | reputable persons with your advertisement. OUTDOOR LIFE is read monthly by thousands of 
thé same locality. You seldom find a rattler | sportsmen—men in all walks of life, distributed all over America—and you will find this classified 
several years old with a tapered rattle terminat- | advertising the cheapest and most effective you can buy. 

ing in the original birth button. Rattles become 

brittle, break up and are lost so the rattle is a Foxes Foxes 
very poor indication of a snake's age. 

I am constantly hearing or reading of people 
killing rattlers with so many rattles ‘‘and a but- ‘ 
ton.” There is always a “button.” The button is Tarnedge Foxe Ss 
on the rattler when it is born but it is seldom on B 
the snake when it is a few years old and when REEDING Silver Foxes ESTABLISHED 1910 
ve Bee, ee several rattles probably went pays big dividends both in THE PRIZE WINNING RANCH 

eee eee ee eee money returns and in the joy 35 Pairs of Breeders 
A Week With a Government of fascinating employment— Bae eee yr 

Hunter when Borestone is the foun- Grand Show Champions 

‘ (Concluded from Page 15) dation strain. Borestone holds Sweepstakes Winners 

one; then while she was trying to make up more national championships Blue Ribbon Winners 

her mind to leap out, two more arrows than any other breed. It is The Oldest Ranch in the U.S. 
sailed harmlessly by into the blue. The healthy and prolific. Its pelts 
fifth shot was better. It struck behind the DASH ‘ feed TARNEDGE FOXES 
ribs, ranged thru the body and emerged be- Fer oc, Cane at ae CATALOGUE SABATTIS, N. Y. 
hind the opposite shoulder, piercing a lung. Borestones are almost as easy 
It was useless to shoot again, for she would and inexpensive to raise as - 
have fallen out dead in a short time, but dogs, “Write for. iinterostin ¥ . g ° 
after we had taken a snapshot, which shows ean th ilver 
her about to fall out of the tree with an i 
arrow buried to the feathers in her side, Foxes 
another arrow was loosed that narrowly 
missed piercing the heart. At this she 
crashed to the ground, made a few leaps to : ; 
get away, and collapsed. uality means bieser y it 
‘The kitten that we had followed was BORESTONE MT. FOX CO. yy SSE (a) 

killed two days later, and thus in a few Robert T. Moore, Pres. & SoleOwner Wy 
days four lions were removed from the 621 Pac. S-W_ Bank Bldg. acne ite ere ne cn ually of fi tare ee 
country mentioned. The old ones were Pasadena, California Watren Rayner Siivers will bring success anda hand- OU y . ; r 
killed with arrows, the kittens with bullets. Breet aati nice taste roanl ea ter tae ey, 
Bias one anes ones in. Synod n uilcanatein aNSaGtne Waren RAVREPORa: . will average killing two deer each week the ity Foxes now. 

\ B vear ound if the deer last. Tt there are || BOIRESTONE FOXES | | 5, 022se algae PON n 
; i 0 as anches at Warren, Pa , end Vancouver, Wes 

must take their place. This being true, it Sn og al mee gig gw 
seems probable that the number of deer QUALITY DARK BLUE F OXES eS eo Tae Ba Moe 

that will drift down from the highlands Silver Foxes, Interior Mink , MRT) Raising 
next fall when the snow flies will be greater | Ten years breeder. Free booklet and credit plan 4 >. oo RS nace 5 
by far than as if their enemies had been | giving purchaser 1 year to pay after delivery. Rep- | | > kn iver 
Towed ti their d dations resentatives wanted. I have sold more Blue Foxes iS i Si | 

allowea to continue their depredations. for breeding purposes than anyone in the world.| |\ —_——— eee 
Seen sa ea The reason: QUALITY at Reasonable Prices.| || 7M) ul >| Foxes 

How the Ring-Neck Broods GROVER CLEARY FOX FARMS : a al cays 
(Concluded from Page 80) 1927 Smith Building _Seattle, US. A.) (ag 2 a geey-= rae and 

and secrecy. In the gunning season the A FEW CHOICE ke mer no merneees| “PO 
ring-neck cocks flush readily enough, but SILV ER F O X E S live stock. Write for free particulars and prices. 
during the nesting time it is next to im- MAPLEWOOD SILVER FOX RANCH 
possible to put one of them to flight. They | for sale. Pups or adults. Mated pairs or | Dept. 0. L. Conover, Wisconsin 
may be heard in the fields on all sides, | lone females. Registered clack only. ye 
uttering their odd double crow, but save at | Prices in accordance with pelt values. of @ 
feeding time in the ernie and evening, THE FORTUNATE FOX FARM Year Book the Silver Fox Industry 

when they stroll out into the open IN COM~ | Rene F. Galle St. Stephen, New Brunswick, Canada 1926-1927 Edition 
pany with the hens, nothing is seen of them Si ESSE La TARE - 
until the nesting season is finished and the The Year Book will be sent free to those contem- 

. e plating purchase of foxes. The aim of the American chicks well developed. Nati ae ere ee 2 2 ational Fox. Breeders Association, in presenting 
The latter leave the nest almost as soon this book, is to give prospective breeders accurate 

as they are hatched, the mother leading information about the industry and about fox 
the entire brood away immediately into Alaskan Blues, and Silvers; high auality 5 low | raising. 

a 5 ;i ices; six bank references; over twenty-five-year e : ete the shelter of the grass, where she is better | Duca’ ‘many satisfied customers. Booklet free, American National Fox Breeders Association 
able to hide and protect them than as if | tells ali, Breeder-agents wanted. 424 McKnight Bldg. Minneapolis 
they remained huddled together in the | cLEARY BROS., Fox Farms, L. Empire Building, SEATTLE, WASH. | _ Official Registration Organization of the Fox Industry 
nest...In this: way they. can accompany Der} sg a 
while she hunts for food, and within two or MAKI SILVER FOXES BEAUTIFUL SILVER BLACK oe 
three days they are faring for themselves. Now is the time to contract for Spring 
A week sees them capable of flight, on tiny ESTABLISHED 1914 cubs. Don’t wait. JOHN HUSSON, Route 

wings. For Sale—Choice, standard-bred, registered Silver | 3, Box 777, Portland, Oregon. 
Once away from the nest they never re- | Foxes at reasonable prices. Can ranch them at $150 | FOR SALE—Silver foxes, Canadian government regis- 

turn, the mother hovering them wherever | @ year per pair, with guarantee of life and increase. pan Baal Nee nies Cloorencis Eacrensenreona: 
night happens to overtake them, after the Terms Arranged to Suit Buyer oo ee Fesistered no 
fashion of domestic hens. ‘The young | MAKI SILVER FOX FARM, Zim, Minn. Round pups, $50 each. Write Charles, Reasbeck. Van 

pheasants develop rapidly, but in spite of | srGp FOXES from the yards of the tamest foxes in | FOR SALE—Silver foxes, The progeny of the Tamous 
this the family stays together until just peAmerica,, where breeding and feeding problems have | Brunswick strain of Canadian silver foxes. Noted 
before the advent of the gunning season in | (Sinchilia rabbits, 425 for a trio from pedigreed stock. | Siiver'Fox Co ine, Divioiss bare VS DUBO 
cay eon By that pune the birds are os Fox Farm, 5072 7th Ave., N. E. Sentties I CATCH. from 45 fo E FaBES, in from four to five 

‘ull grown, the young cocks even possess- | ——=———————________________ weeks’ time. Can teach any reader of this magazine 
* % ; d. hem. f lars. W. A. Had- ing the gaudy plumage of their elders. | "WiPyerts sis 7 St. SE. Rochesters Minn, "™* | 18" Stanpteads Quebec. © 0" Parheulats. W. Av Bigs 
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Southvestern District 

Coronado Needs Branding Iron: If you t..ve in stock a branding iron U. 8. 

for animals it would be appreciated if it was transferred to the Coronado. 

A New Officer: It is interesting to notc that the Hon. Carl Hayden, Sana- 

tor clect from Arizona has recently been electcd a Vicc-President of the 

American Forestry Association. (Coronado Bulletin) 1 

Datil Has Antelope: The Datil has some antelope too, states the Datil 
Bulletin. While riding near South Water, on the V Cross T Range, January 
19, 79 antelove were counted in One bunch, 10 in another and 6 in another, . 
211 of which could have been counted from one point and I didn't get to 

sec the large bunch of about 200 which run around Morth Water. The Coco- 

nino needn't think thoy have all of the antelope in District 3. 

Sale By Estimto: Ona sale by tree messurcrients to the Lakeside Sawmill 
Company, on the Lakeside District of “31 li fect, the cost of administration, 

exclusive of a cheek scale on all logs cut, was 15.1/ per M fect. The aver- 

age cost of administration on sales to the same company, in which the logs 
were scalcd, was 25.8¢ por iM, fect, which would indicate a saving in cost of 
administration of 10.74 per M fect, The check scale on this sale shoved the 
estimto by the measuroments to be low by 10 M.fect, or a loss in stumpage 

at $2.25 per Me, of $22.50. The saving in cost of administration however, 
would amount to $24.72, It is assured of course, that the check scale is 

correct. With more experience in estimmting, sales by trce measurcnents 

should reduce the cost of aduinistration of ranger sdles by at least 8¢ 

per lH, } Sitgreaves Elkhorn, 

Ridding The Rance of Lions: There hive becn two government hunters on the 

Sierra Ancha district since Christms, states the Tonto Tullectin. Lon 
Wefther1in has caught throe grown lions in a radius of three miles of 

Hells Hole and is camping on another's trail atthe present time. The 

Swede who has been trapping on the Apache Indian Reservation has bagged a 

grown lion in the Cherry Creck and winter range country of the Flying H 

Cattle Company since Christmas, Shortly before coming to the Flying H he 
bagsed five lions on the Wlying V vange of the Picasant Valley District. 

I also know of two more lion catchos that only date back to November. 

These were bagged by Mr. Whitlay:on Roker Mountain, making a total of fours 
teen grown lions killed in these parts during the past three months. Mow 

SONS OF you lion mmthoraticrane finds. out the saving this means to the stock 
men and in game jugt for one year, pleases 

Field: Kerr, Hussey (Tonto) 
Visitor: Simmons (Santa Fe) DO 
Acting: Jones wm 

ae ty Lv. populate 
(vasabte uo avdig le a popela ef
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taken by some strange cipgasest 4) ah lanes segere pie pose tals eee 
i Kod ori ing famous for the superb bird life breed- 

cause of which has not Pedn agderMibhe. | 8° in it, has gradually decreased, until 
The disease, in some ingtapces RhAKfWeen | in October, 1926, it had only about one- 
termed alkali pe csoning ain gamy there | tenth ene water ae eneune the Heevious 

i i a year and was only one twenty-fift its 

+ much evs pele ee ‘ by in some | original size. With another dry year it 
places APhere large nundPeR¥ of ducks| may disappear completely. i 

have @f some oth ca¥sq was more anere : eeanen to believe thot vat the 
return of rainy years many basins now 

ee i Ba oe x pune dry may fill again, A remarkable indica- 

NOUS ARS 7: js Was evident from the) tion of this was in the discovery, when 
reports \thaff ry. investigator so far|Goose Lake went dry, of an old well- 

has mad ye real extent of the inroad ae Sen ooae pres ie ped aoe 
east to west. s reported that the be 

on the A¥ck supply and the fact that) of the lake is of hard clay, which held 
the ded toll appears to be increasing, ee STIS Ee realy, paul hey avers 

has no&\Jeen apparent to most sports- led with a finer. s! e material. Local 
Heaiinpi cia tradition and old records tell that this 

men, That it is time to act and to|jake bed was dry and wagon trains of 

make some effort to save a larger breed-| gold seekers and other emigrants crossed 

ing stock of ducks has been made ap- ip are ee oeae te ae eupeeauent 
3 “] . sae lant rains must ave le e basin 

parent by poor hunting conditions of! and maintained the lake until the recent 
recent years and has again drawn at-|dry period which has revealed what might 
tention to the problem of the control of | be called. a_ fossil oe road about 

$ ; $ seventy-five years old. 
thet foe ones which causes} ey" turn of wet seasons ‘cannot be 

such great mortality, _ expected to restore the former conditions 
In the Saturday Evening Post for Feb-| completely, for this region is being in- 

ruary 19, 1927, Dr. E. W. Nelson, chief ene occupied pe ne Bod any 
% MA en 

of the United States Biological Survey, |taking place, affecting its surface waters. 
reviews the whole situation and pictures The general decrease in water areas in 

the devastation around the alkali states | the Par West has | Eee Seren 
of the west. The astonishing statement ing. At the same time, through evapora- 

is made that losses in the Bear River] tion, a concentration of alkaline contents 

marshes of Utah have run from 30,000 to im very many oF Bueno otees Beene 
Fs « a he water poisonous to e birds drink- 

more than 100,000 and that in worse] ing jt. ‘This, possibly aided by some yet 

years they have amounted to from one] undiscovered disease resulting from over- 
million to two million ducks in addition to crow dine pes puieuent on ne EER 

ay $ . mortality, not nly among all w lucks 
numerous birds of other species, and aad but to ® lesser’ extent among geese. In 

the total loss in the west since 1902] addition, it has caused a great death rate 
has probably reached 15,000,000 ducks. emee oe the species Or pencnlper saiee 

lati iti .) an other waders, an erons, gulls, 
Relative to western conditions he says: blackbirds, and practically all birds that 

‘The most imminent of all dangers now| frequent marshes. ‘This so-called duck 
confronting our migratory wild fowl has disease occurs in varying intensity during 

developed in the states west of the Missis-|the summer or fall months every year, 
sippi Valley. In this mainly arid region | causing heavy losses each season and 
the water has disappeared from number- | ®very few years becoming especially viru- 

less lakes, ponds and marshes, covering | lent and producing a frigh Wiediiebidlo 
thousands of Square miles, through drain- | 1 the bi dabddl 
age, the diversion of water from streams 
for irrigation and a rapid evaporation, JACIENTIFIC DATA SECURED BY LION 
amounting to séveral feet a year in somy HUNTER BRUCE, 

Feige, Cotandine’ vey Seapen nan Meg eC Oo etal aon Maniee nace 
years. performing great service to conservation 
we peuenes ee ee vary oe by reducing the number of mountain 

small ponds and. marshes to such large | }j, i i - 

open waters as Goose Lake, lying Aes lions, and thus Mp EOy Oe the deer ght 

the border between Northeastern Cali- ply, but he is at the same time increasing 
fornia ene Ope as a ol scientific knowledge regarding this large 

years 1s e, abou een or i 

miles in extent, covered an area of about predatory animal, For several years, 

600 square miles, with its greatest depth he has been taking careful measurements 

about twenty-five feet. In October, 1926,]of every animal killed making careful 
Be ee ee ee of foes dust, | weights, and thus making it possible for 

Cieimerclonas- Tilare Taker ene ey those interested in accuracy to discount 

Joaquin Valley of central California, once | the usual stories regarding the ten and 

nee more then 200 equate es of Saba twelve foot length of a mountain lion. 
- S. s bed is now i 

Praca wisaih yrunelice. aillitiarerthee | sertee feos ann amae a Gta, Can be 
south, Buena Vista Lake, somewhat stretched very readily to give a length 
oe but of similar character, also has|of nine or ten feet, but actual measure- 
a a ewiOreeoh ai Jareeunumber ot ments of recently killed animals bring the 

Jakes are known to have disappeared ur-| actual average length Ppp EE, 
ing the past few years. Malheur Lake,|feet. Furthermore, Mr, Bruce has fur- 

eeonss
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nished the Museum of Vertebrate Zoro Beétye® Greek also withstood the high 
at the University of California with as | weifey§ with no loss of material. 
fine a series of skins as is to be found| ‘MMe repair of the racks and traps will 
anywhere in the world. As a conse-| take “wom ‘The demaee will hamper 
quence, the scientists will always have | spawning oogmarons and pfobably reduce 
useful scientific material on which to base} the take of#@ggs for the season. 
judgments as to the characteristics of this 
largest member of the cat family found|AN INDIAN {BRYBHADAM FOR THE 
in the west. oe EW ISH. fe 

The accompanying pli 7 ply is of a 

STORM DAMAGE. dam built by the Hato lag Pot- 
The storms of February not only over-| ter Valley across the main River. 

flowed levees, inundated farms and caused This dam is built entirely of brush across 
thousands of dolars damage to agricultural} a riffle. On the side where the-fish are 
interests, but it swept away and severely | taken a portion extends up stream some 

damaged various racks used by the De-| few feet forming a sort of pocket, the 
partment of Fish Culture in trapping| bottom of which is covered with white 

fish for spawning. rocks so that a fish swimming over them 

Saco Ve Bote 

PS een oe 
Seca ae 

Pee SO ee ee a ee 
Ra ne: 9 of NAR os ea eg 
Ree ee A. 8 hi AONE ae 
ae y Vo BRS SERS Beer ee 
he Ne genes c OO a a cs ee 
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MET ce at a Phe > 
te oe i 
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eo Se ie e, x 
a ae ET C 
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f Fic. 28. Indian brush dam in Potter Valley. Typical of the old Indian method 
i of securing winter food supply and also typical of an illegal method at the 

- present time. Photograph by J. H. Hellard. 

At Shackleford Creek, Hornbrook, Bo-|is easily seen. A platform of logs is then 
gus Creek, Camp Creek and other places! built over the water to stand on and a 
contiguous to Mount Shasta Hatchery,|stake driven into the ground on which is 
a great deal of damage was caused by] fastened a light. Usually this light is a 
the heavy rains. At Hornbrook Station] pine torch in a wire basket or “torch 
the cabin and personal effects of the} jack.” 
man in charge were washed away. On In years past the Indians would take 

the Klamath the water is said to have] their families, go out to the river, build 
been higher than at any time since 1889-|a dam, stay by it for several days and 
90. While the man at Shackleford Creek| catch large numbers of steelhead when 
was reporting conditions over long dis-|they were running in the spring. This 

tance phone to Captain G. H. Lambson,| particular dam was across the river about 
superintendent at Mount Shasta Hatch-| two weeks before it was discovered. There 
ery, the waters carried away all bridges| has not been one like it built for several 

} and he was forced to take a horse on his| years as the practice is becoming obsolete. 
fo PNM All Creek suffered little,|'The construction was so good that no fish 
; although the water ran over the tanks.|of any kind could get through and the 
| ad
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Bs. L. #§cNelly, Missoula. 

Le? S\o0 
During the two years spent on the 

West Fork District of the Missoula Forest, I 
have at different times heard stories about 
a certain young man on this district by the 
name of Harold Wyman. These stories were 
always about mountain lion, were very inter-— 

esting, and were exceptional in that they 
varied considerably in the telling. Wyman 

is about 25 years of age, stands about 6 
feet 2 inches in his goat hairs, and is 

built in proper proportion to his height. 
He is quite modest, and it is difficult to 
get him to tell of his lion hunts. : 

Last fall, while on range inspection 

in that part of the district, I stayed over- 

night at the Wyman Ranch, and bunked with 
Harold. On going to his room I noticed a 
very large lion rug and mentioned to him 
that it was an unusually large one. He ad- 

mitted as much. After a careful roundabout 

approach I asked him to tell me the story. 

Here it is. = 

Wyman has two fine Russian wolf- — 

and bloodhounds, crossed. One day, while 

running coyotes on Upper Stony Creek, the 

dogs suddenly stopped and gave several short 

barks or yips which told Wyman that some- 

thing other than the ordinary coyote trail 

had been found. The scent was evidently 

fresh so it was with difficulty that he kept 

within hearing distance of the hounds. Aft- 

er a strenuous run to the Bitterroot Divide, 

across Little Stony Creek and to an open 

ridge on Williams Gulch, a distance of about 

8 miles, he heard the dogs give the baying 

signal which indicated that the chase was 

over. By this time Wyman was sure that it 

was a lion and that the dogs had it treed. 

After reaching the dogs he found that it was 

a lion, a big fellow, on a large limb about 

40 feet up. 

Instead of shooting the lion at once 

he decided to catch up on his wind, and eat 

his lunch. He sat down a few feet from the’ 

" tree where he could keep an eye on the lion. 

His rifle was laid on the ground at his 

right hand in a position for a quick grab in 

case the lion decided to leave. The dogs 

were on opposite sides of the tree, watching 

for the least hostile move. Mr. Lion was 

switching his tail in the usual manner of 

indicating his disapproval at being placed 

in such a situation. 

Wyman was well along on the second 

course when one dog whined and stood up. 

Wyman, who had taken his eyes from the lion 

for a moment, glanced up just in time to see 

the lion spring toward him. He grabbed his 

rifle, shot from a sitting position, and 

fell backward just as the lion landed at 

his side. Using the end of the rifle barrel 

he pushed the lion away from him as it went 

through its death struggles. Upon examina~ 

tion a few minutes later, he found that the 

bullet had gone through the neck in just the 

right place to put an end to the hunt.
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pedleilcsian os oS J eee chen ee Eee 

fy Nj NS LESS IN MINERAL | seceusgesse epee eg 
COUNTY ieee 2 ee 

So ge RE Lf aa ee 
Ben Vogler, a cooperative hunter |—__—~@tw i. Ga 4 eed i > — J ae 

and trapper working for the Fish and ---~—___ Be P sg: ing Ty NO eS, 8 
Game Department and the Bureau of [~~ J a’ 4 ec ee ae 

Biological Survey, and Raymond Al- |—— Fa = aa 0 dg ee eS tee + 

len, of the U. S. Forest Service, hunt- — 7: aa 4 ay eh eh 

ing in Mineral county in February, ‘. Sess. ~ hae | en SY je 3 

March and April, shot nine mountain Pthitt, -2 a) ey =~ : 

lions that had apparently been feeding - oat cont Se yt es aa8 

on the game and furbearing animals in ~~ ot Dt: 4 ge 4 . SY ee = e 

that locality for some time. a ee) , iy el Se ee 

The fund from which Mr. Vogler’s (2g @)= ee 4 x jon 7.) St P 
salary is paid is known as the bio- ee, ee a ® Pw sy 
logical fund of the Fish and Game De- "=~ = = 2 a Mai: jm & 
partment and is created by the setting ———____ ———— a, i—] * i/o 

aside of 25¢ from each hunting and ~—=——__._ eg aie ee 
fishing license sold. This fund is [o-=>-7--———__ae @  —_ eq ae = = 
used for the extermination of preda- ‘ alia ke ‘oe “mi = 
tory animals and birds that prey on Soe Ceca / Wh a ld a es cy = 
game, domestic stock, poultry and [ai sev ee 7ee3: - 5 re sa Pe ine, ae 

Sone and insectivorous eS syne goo ete eae ese “gtd: ee: ies 
the sportsmen are paying Mr. Vogler’s ¥ ‘ 

salary they are not the only ones to Ben Vogler, Government Trapper, and Raymond Allen, forestry worker, the skulls and pelts 
benefit by his good work, as the big of eight mountain lion killed in Mineral County. Also “Spot” and “Lead.” 

ee pee an poe Sa fale The first kill was made February as it was making a breakfast on the 
considerable toll of sheep, calves and 17th on Trout creek. The second hunt carcass of a beaver it had captured at 

colts. t started on March 12th and a lion was one of the many beaver dams on the 
These men were ably assisted in taken that day on Fish creek; another creek. It had eaten the head and a 

their good work of destroying preda- Was taken on the 14th, one on the portion of the shoulders when killed, 
tory animals by the two dogs shown 16th, one on the 18th and three on the as seen in the picture. 

in the pictures, which pictures are 19th of March. One of the lions taken It has not been generally known 
here reproduced by the courtesy of had been shot a number of times with that lions fed on beaver except rare- 
Mr. G. §. Childers of Superior. The 2 Tevolver and dropped from the tree 1" Lut evidence in the Tocalit in gu 

darker dog is Lead, a fullblooded coon im which it had taken refuge. Lead hich these avece taken Fee net 
hound owned by Mr. Vogler. The throwing caution to the winds, sailed ee eee have bean destroyed B 

other dog is an American fox hound in to finish the lion, but was himself |), ‘ na hich andoubtedl a 
owned by Harry Byrd of Missoula and being badly clawed when Mr. Vogler + . the disappearance of rasan of 
is named Spot. Both are trained lion Struck the lion a heavy blow on the ste in Enieedigtatet disappearances 
dogs. back parte clap renderings anelns Sor were explained by ie gener- 

ess except WI its ron eet al 

prams eee jaws. But for the fact that two of ay accepied theory that the beaver 

ee _——~—™Ss the lion’s tusks had been shot away, AaB UR VeGs 
ae eww Lead’s chances of escape would have The remains of nine deer killed by 

ee ee TY a been very slim. mountain lions were found by these 

Cee Ek The first three lions killed in March hunters along the creeks in Mineral 

Pe _ -—_—s Were secured within half a mile of the county. It has been suggested that 

Loe ee Se CSCS: foot-log on Fish creek. Others the mountain lions, which were 

See XG SN 1 were taken along Fish creek. One, a thought to be very scarce in Mineral 

— Es Sw OF . big tom, measured 9 feet 6 inches; county during the last few years, ow- 
ee SS i | | another of the lions measured 8 feet ing to the good work of other coop- 

eo SN, ' > 8 inches. Two of the lions killed erative hunters, had taken refuge in 

= SS ? > =F | were kittens under a year old. The the Little St. Joe game preserve where 
a SN oo LK lion taken on Trout creek was shot they have multiplied unmolested. 

So at Fo Niger Ps fren i oie Se Nt ee PO 

Sa a. = = BIG TIMBER CLUB PLEASED with more favorable conditions for 
' aa = = WITH PROGRESS BEING MADE good fishing than many other com- 
a — 1 5s as munities, having ten separate and dis- 

' . — 4 ee Under date of March 29th, E. L, tinct trout streams emptying into the 
Kd ‘ am A | Frang, president of the prize-winning Yellowstone river within ten miles of 

— yes) SR ied teeei Big Timber Rod and Gun club, writes Big Timber, with the Boulder at the 

—— ~ a Oe; Ee as follows, not for publication, but as head of the list, we find that keeping 
: 4 <li De Sei a matter of encouragement to the them stocked is no simple task. 

2) = Ee é state secretary; but he won’t know “When it comes to bettering bird 
ee ™ Se yr} what we are going to do with his let- hunting we find that it also takes 

eat a #2 4 ter until he discovers we have done it, uch time and energy. But we feel 

’ 72 Ras _ and so we will take a chance on “get- that other communities could, if they 
Naan Po =) ting ours” from this “cocky” president used a little effort, have much better 

er ees ae = of the club that always cops the big supply of birds than they have. We 

% he - money in the state-wide common believe that the local rod and gun 
eens enemy control contest: club, with the cooperation of nearly 

re Pm ae * ‘Dear Friend Carp: every man, woman and child in the 

oe pes Ei : “Just a few lines to let you know community, have MADE our chicken 
2 * CS ae ie we are still functioning, as far as con- hunting, by the destruction of an 

oO ae Sie, servation, propagation and protection enormous number of predatory ani- 

| of fish and game is concerned. mals each year, as your records will 
ae oF ple Ae ee “Since the organization of the state prove. We are sorry, however, that 

; association and the state fish and other clubs are not taking stronger 
Ben Vogler with “Lead” and “Spot” and the game commission we have bettered to this. We can not clean our county 

nae Hen uae tehae et oy vee both hunting and fishing in oe Hae ee our festa aan coun- 
eae ae ; 2 A ty, thanks to cooperation and helping ty, too, as the pests will overflow 

have Rely Mae Ae MeAIB see inte eae other. While we are blessed from the sidelines into our county.
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3. Find a profitable way of utilizing the | credit. Last year he bettered his average 
surplus. by taking 386, the largest number yet 

We are not so sure that it is a matter| secured in a single year. By September 
of choice of one or the other of these| 1st of this year he had secured 31. He 
projects; rather it is the inclusion of| accounts for the better record this year 
all three projects plus several others.. All| as being due to a camp helper who has 
three projects are worthwhile. It seems| enabled him to spend more time actually 
more reasonable that we should have a|on the hunt. The past spring was spent 
few big game animals saved to look at.| in San Diego and Ventura counties, In 
Visitors to national parks usually gain a| San Diego County four were secured, 
greater thrill from the sight of a wild| whereas six fell to his prowess in Ventura 
deer or bear than from the scenery that| County. All of this was accomplished 
surrounds them. At the same time there | in spite of trouble with sick and injured 
are certain areas that should be employed| dogs. At the present time his dogs are 
as propagation grounds for animals with| in fine working condition and several 
the direct view to utilizing the surplus.| younger animals are being trained. 
In attempting the third project we might Mr. Bruce is considering an enticing 
very well look to the first one, the actual | offer to try his prowess in securing man- 
restoration in certain areas of former | eating tigers and other large cats in the 
numbers. This might mean restriction} Orient. Such an expedition as is planned 
of grazing, furnishing of better food sup-| would take Mr. Bruce from his work 
ply and other useful means looking} temporarily, but would increase his knowl- 
toward an increase. edge and ability at trailing and killing 

Game management is an inclusive term.| the most noted among predatory species. 
No one yet has given us a definite outline 
of the main lines of attack to be used by SUMMER RESORT EDUCATIONAL 
anyone who might call himself a game WORK. 
manager. The term will continue to be} As in past years the Division of Fish 
rather intangible until something con-|and Game has cooperated with the 
crete is suggested. Within the next few] National Park Service in a nature edu- 
years there will be forthcoming the aims, | cational program in Yosemite National 
the methods and the means which will| Park. There are three outstanding 
make this new term, “game management,” | features of the work: Lectures are given 
more understandable. nightly at various resorts, a school 

designed to train nature guides and 
HATCHERIES TO SERVE FULL TIME. | teachers of natural history, holds a sey 

One of the plans for the coming year weeks’ session and thousands are et 

includes the continual use of a number of | *feld on field trips to study nature first 
u i . + hand. ‘The final reports show a trebl- the state’s hatcheries. The importation | * i 

of European trout and others f ing in attendance on the field trips, 
ers from the ths ; ; 

i «| which is the more unique and important eastern United States brought to Cali- i, sis Aan follows: 
fornia species which deposit their eggs feature of the work, eee Sea e ee 
in the fall rather than in the spring, a8| YOSEMITE NATURE GUIDE SERVICE, 
do the native trouts. It seems a feasible EIGHTH SEASON, 1927. 
plan, instead of closing some of the 
smaller hatcheries for several months|  ’°ctures— Humber Saaeee, 
each winter, to have shipped to them eggs Geeta agen co oe 3 itjos0 
of fall spawning trout. The resultant} Museum Campfire... 6 543 
fish will be of size sufficient to place in| Special te eer aa ee 

holding tanks by the time shipments of] Glacier Point ~~ 38 81358 
rainbow and other spring spawners are| Yosemite Hatchery__.--- 128 18,000 
obtained. Some of the hatcheries are so Total “B44 “99,911 
situated that they can not be operated BUND ieee eee nnn peat 
in midwinter, but in other instances this| Field Trips— 
plan seems feasible and will be tried out. | Camp Curry (adults)_—__ 149 3,586 
This is the plan projected for the Yo-| GU@P Guy, {enildren)—— 59 10° 
semite Hatchery and, accordingly, winter | All day--------_-___-___ 28 "837 
visitors to Yosemite will have an oppor- Glacier Point_---------- 48 1 eae 
tunity to see the hatchery in full opera- Minnie ce a 1 "994 

tion. — ——_ 
‘ Otals oo Sea 8,929 

MOUNTAIN LION CONTROL A staff of eight men was employed by 
State lion hunter, Jay Bruce, has now| the National Park Service to give aid 

a total of 315 mountain lion scalps to his | along the lines indicated, A special fea-
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Southwestcrn District 

Mountain Lion In Sandias: Road Supcrintondent Kissam's rond crev ran onto 
fresh lion tracks ncar Carlin Springs and on following them they found a 

fiv point buck freshly killcd, reports the Manzano Ranger. We haven't 
So miny dccr in this rcfuge that we can afford to fecd them to the lions. 
Now, if the Gila Forcst craves this beast to hold their deer herd in check, 
please submit a rcquisition and we'll try to do our best. In the meantime, 
the Biological Survey is going to put a trapper on the rofugee 

Christmas Tree Business Brisk: The demand for Christmas trecs is very 
active, states the Tusayan News Letter. Ranger Rice will spent today and 

tomorrow, as well as the day before Christmas, on the Williams Christmas 
tree area so the local people may secure the necessary trees to make the 
children happy on Christmas day. ‘Two trucks came up from Phomix a few 

days ago and secured fifty trecs from the Sitgreaves commercial area for 
sale in Phoenix. Snow conditions are making the securing of trees except- 

ionally difficult this year. 

Cost Of Transportation: The total charge for primary and secondary heul of 

211 domestic and imported lumber by all carriers is $408,590,000 or $12.00 
per M ft. The length of the average primary roil hatil is 700 miles accord- 
ing to Statistical Bulletin #21. Arizona and New Mexico pay $4077 per M 
ft. transportation charge for lumber produced within their boundaries and 

$15.78 and $14.26 per M ft. respectively for lumber imported. The total 
transportation costs of the two states for the year 1924 was $1,078,569.00. 
(Fd: The mch greater transportation charge for lumber shipped into the 
Southwest from other states as compared to that for the home grown product 

et Phat aa Ta ha moda her Worgyine vwour own", )



Mountain Lion folder 

"1 $ . . 
From "California Fish and Game" 

OUNTAIN LION CONTROL | 

‘Bounties have been paid on mountai 

jons by the state since 1907. The yearly 

average during these 21 years has been 

246 claims paid each year. Records from | 

the Thirtieth Biennial Report disclose | ‘ 

are during the past biennium the number | 

of lions killed bordered on this yearly 

average. The claims of lion killers over 

the entire state for 1926 amounted to 249 

lions and for 1927, 241 lions. 

It is believed that the total lion popu- 

Jation in California is not greater than 

500. This population is probably able to 

reproduce yearly not more than the num- 

per slain every year by hunters. In other 

words, control measures have been effect- 

ive in that they have kept these large 

predators from increasing. The lion popu- . 

jation has remained stationary. Further 

i aggressiveness, making possible a greater 4 

yearly toll, would soon find the death rate 
fe 

in excess of the birth rate. J



Mountain Lion Puts up Fight.--M. BE. Musgrave, leader of predatory- 
animal control in the Arizona district, states that Hunter A. L. Jones re- 
ports his first instance of a mountain lion actually putting up a fight. 
Jones had been after this lion during the entire winter, but the animal was 
apparently trap-wise and would get into the bluffs and keep away from the 

agtogs. Finally, however, Jones forced the lion out into the open, and in a 
Ts letter he says briefly: "I just got him before he got me." °
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Southwestern District 

Walnut Canyon Popular: Ranger Hackleman says, in the Coconino Bulletin, that 
the Walnut anyon visitors are swarming again, sometimes a hundred a day. 

Ranch Tool Boxes: The Coronado has installed six ranch tool boxes containing 
five man fire fighting outfits, It is understood that these are located at 
ranches of per diem guards from which fire fighters would naturally start 
for fires, Details of the ranch box design have been supplied forests, 

Gives Them A Target: Senior Forest Ranger Oldham has solved the "sign shooting" 
problem, according to the Coconino Bulletin. To accommodate the boys who have 
the killer instinct, and who like to test their skill with fire-arms on our neat 
and attractive signs, Oldham places a pasteboard target below the sign, so that 
they may have their fun and still leave the sign, with its O's and D's intact. 
Perhaps an enlargement of this idea, in the way of a more durable target would 
be worth consideration. 

New Measure of a Man's Greatness: The district has orders placed for about 
eight new Fords. Probably a number of individuals on the force likewise are 
waiting. Read this and cwrb your impatience: "J. R. Nealon (a contractor's 
superintendent on a big N. Y, Central job) is one of the busiest men in the 
State of Ohio. He has 180 men scattered over four miles and keeps every 
detail moving smoothly. His greatest achievement, however,. was when he 
obtained a new Ford car when he wanted it, a thing few men have been able to 
approach, let alone equal". — 

(The Earth Mover) 

This Lion Earned His Salt: On the morning of June 7, Maurice Jones, Biological 
Survey hunter, found the tracks of a lion at a salt log on the Peavine Grazing 
Unit of the “ldorado National Forest, states the California News Letter, He 
followed these tracks with the aid bf his canine friend and after an hour or 
so, the tracks led to a coyote den where he found the evidence of an early 
morning tragedy. The evidence showed that two nearly one-third grown coyote 
pups had been killed and eaten by the lion. 

Jones dug into the den from WATCH He extracted and killed three more of 
the same species. 

eauty Spot Ruined: During the present 10-day period only two fires have been 
reported, one in each State, Says the Apache Bulletin. We can only thank 
our lucky stars for this fact since it has been the most serious period of the 
season, if they just get started, The fire at Elderberry Spring on the ° 
Greer District last Sunday was in one of the beauty spots of the White Mountains, 
and had it not been jumped on immediately would have resulted disastrously. 
As it was, 3 acres of as pretty a picnic ground in the little pines as you 
want to see, was charred and blackened, leaving a monument to some careless 
smoker, whom all efforts to run down proved futile. 

Field: Pooler (Coconino); Jones (Gila); Hussey (Tusayan), 
Visitor: Shipp (Gila). 
Acting: Calkins,
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Follows Lion Prack Four zve.-, Dini leader of predatory- 

animal control in the Utah district, reoorts that Hunter Taft struck a 

‘ lion track on January 23 and followed it for four days, The dogs finally 

treed the animal near the place where they first struck its track just 

after it had killed and eaten a bobcat caught in one of Mr, Taft's traps. 

SRN TS NN EE z 

Making Collection of Utah Rodents.--For some time Ry §. Zimmerman, ; K 

- leader of rodent control in the Utah district, and his assistant, 4, VW, + 
Moore, have been making a collection of Utah rodents, and Mr. Zimmerman : 

reports that at the present time they.have a fine assortment, Their cata- fr 
logue indicates that 170 specimens complete with slmlls and data have been 
prepared, The collection comprises 18 genera of rodents and one of insécti- 
vores. One genus of Zapus constitutes a new record for Utah. The entire 

collection of nine specimens of Zapus-comes:from localities on the Manti 
National Forest in Sanpete County. at an-elevation of more than 8,500 feet, 

The extent of the range within the State has not been definitely determined. 

A newly recorded species for Utah is to be found in the series of pocket 

gophers that have been collected, This collecting hag been done mainly by 
Mr. Moore in about eight months! time in connection with his regular field 
work in the district, Identifications were made by the Division of Biolog- 

~ ieal Investigations, ail Fahy 

Breaks Leg,--Hunter Bradshaw, of the California district, met with 

a serious accident the last of January that resulted in the breaking of his 
leg near the hip.
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% hh THE SANTIAM ADDS: deer, started killing calves and in two weeks 

killed three calves. 

Look, the immense pulp-wood ricks, ‘i 

That is for "Six Twenty-Six". Possibly a discussion of occurrences 

of this nature may give us a better under— 

And the balm on yonder knoll standing of this question. -T.W., D.S5 News { 

That's the "Santiam Patrol". Letter. | ( 
Te Uxat? { 

On all that drainage put the ban— Cnet Suparnoer 
That is for our Working Plan! DEATH OF J. B, (JACK) CAMMANN } 

sha D6. 

: On Sunday, April 15, death removed 

p Jack Cammann from his labors as a Forest of- 

LIONS ON THE SEQUOTA ficer and left a vacancy in the organization 

and in the hearts of his fellow Forest of- 

Last fall a party of cow men with two ficers that probably never can be filled. 

dogs killed three lions a few miles above Jack lacked just eighteen days of hav— 

California Hot Springs on the Sequoia Forest. ing been in the Forest Service for a period 

Two were adults, a male and a female, and one of twenty years. He began his career on the 

was about a year old. In rounding up and Gunnison National Forest on May 5, 1908, as 

bringing these lions to tree they covered an a Guard and served there for a little over 

area of about five square miles and found the six years as Guard, Ranger, and Deputy Super— 

carcasses of 15 deer which had been killed visor. On June 16, 1914, he was transferred 

by lions during the late summer and fall. to the District Office where he has been en— 

The hunters probably covered 60 per cent of ployed ever since, largely in the capacity of 

the area; therefore probably 25 carcasses a mineral examiner, but working on many other 

would have been found if the entire area of activities. His loss will not only be felt 

five square miles had been covered in hunting in the Forest Service, but he had established 

for the lions. These lions ranged over an confidence on the part of Land Office offi- 

No area of approximately 60 square miles, all cials in his integrity and ability to an ex- 

QL rairly good deer country, and if the five tent that Jack Cammann's word in mineral 

| Square miles represent their average kill it claim hearings was accepted without question. 

y may be safe to assume that the summer and Most of all will Jack be missed by 

fall kill on the entire range covered by these those of us who were intimately associated 

ys ee would be 500 deer. The cow men who with him and had come to appreciate his very 

killed the lions are close observers of human traits, his humor, generosity, and 

tracks and signs of the woods and are fairly willingness to accept any job assigned to him 

vy certain that the lions covered the 60 square without question. He will be long remembered 

” miles of territory in making their regular as the highest type of Forest Officer.- 

rounds and were the only lions in that area District 2. 

during the past season. 

On the other hand, some hunters fol- A WIRE } 

lowed a lion for eight days along the Kern : | 

River, finally caught up and killed him, and Cleveland, Ohio, April 26, 1928. 

during that time they did not find where he Forest Week films showing in our sub- | 

had killed a single deer, although he was in urban theatres this week. Downtown theatres | 

a good deer country. Ho did, however, ac- could not arrange programs. If we can have 

cording to signs, make a run at a deer which films another week, Loews downtown theatres 

he apparently missed. He killed some smaller will show all week. Museum of Education can 

animals such as rabbits, squirrels, etc. use May 7th, 8th, and 9th in high schools. 

Another cow man reports a case where Advise immediately. 

an old lion, apparently too old to catch Cleveland Film Board of Trade.
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\n Rodent Control Supervision Popular in New Mexico.--A, E. Gray, leader 
_ of rodent and predatory-animal control in the New Mexico district, reports 

that the demands for assistance in rodent control are heavier than ever 
before, and that in nearly every instance the people are asking for super- 
vision of the work, remarking that "there must be something in the way the 
stuff is put out." More than two tons of poisoned grain were sold cooperative- 
Ay..direct from the New Mexico headquarters to 82 farmers and stockmen throughout 
the State during May. cei ; r 

Mountain Lion Caught in Texas.--C. R. Landon, leader of predatory- 
animal control in the Texas district, reports that Hunter EB, A. Norton 
caught a mountain lion in Uvalde County under rather unusual circumstances: 
while riding his trap line on May 22 he found that a trapped coyote had been 
dragged away into a clump of bushes and hidden, after being partly eaten 
by a mountain lion; making several sets around the carcass, he found the 
mountain lion in the trap the following morning,
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~ “WHAT SAY? ~ Yo Golorado Lions’: * 

Yes, tho mountain lion does scream, or to me’ this’ séream has always Sounded more like the clear glean-cut‘call of a woman. With the exception of the months December to February inclusive, 1, have heard ther, call in every month of the year, usually .in. the evening ani carly night.. This call can be heard for a distance of several milés whon atmospheric conditions are favor- able, and is particularly clear. and penetrating when heard at close rang. One who has ever heard this call -and known its source will nover tell you that & mountain lion does ‘not scroam, for it automatically quickens your pulse and advances the spark 6f alertness. -+Stephenson-. White River.'*” 

Mountain lions do not scream. For forty years: I have led an out-of- doors life in the foothills and mountains of Colorado;’ always in localities where lions were more or less plentiful. I have, hunted’ and Killed lions, have seen them captured alive and,. packed: on horses, , but. 1 have never heard a lion Scream. I have talked with famous ‘hunters, mon who -have hunted, captured, and killed lions throughout tho mountains ‘of ‘the western States, and nono of thsse men claim that they ever heard a.lion. scream. the high-pitched. snarling ° Squall, sometimes heard in the woods, ov in wild out+of-'the-way places, is made by the red fox. It is this harsh piércing "squall" of the fox, that nature-fakers and ten@erfeet hear and believe to be the scream of a lion.-- Loring- San Juan, 

~9- itis
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Game Warden J. V. Lee and a yellow killer of the Chiracahuas 

5 Habits of Ari Mountain Lion , 
By 

2 M. E. Musgrave | 

Leader of Predatory Animal Control 

Although from childhood I have been more months or more, they were~barelyevident_to_the 
or less familiar with the mountain lion, or cougar, casual eye. 
as it is known in the northwest, I did not, become Young lions remain with the mother long 

intimately acquainted with this animal until I took after they are weaned, in fact they usually stay 
up predatory-animal work in the southwest, which until run off by a male who wishes to mate with 
afforded me an excellent opportunity for a close the female. Before the coming of the male the 
study of its habits on the range. Since 1918 our family usually confines itself to a given locality 

~ force of men has killed more thin 600 mountain unless disturbed by hunters. 

lions in Arizona, and from all the data we have Except in a few cases we have known, the 
gathered concerning this large number, I believe yyother lion deserts her young when the dogs draw 
that some questions which have long puzzled us pear, though she rarely travels any great distance 
may at last be solved. : from them. After her first dash for safety she 

: Let us consider, for instance, the time of takes to a nearby tree and if chased out of that, | 
breeding. It has been the firm belief of some that circles about in the vicinity but does not approach 
the young of this tribe are born only in the spring, the lair where the kittens are hidden. 

but evidence now proves conclusively that this 1S) It is upon its wits rather than its legs that 
not necessarily the case, for we have found kittens the mountain lion must largely depend for escape, 
during every month of the calendar, and at alti- fo, despite its amazing speed for the first hundred 
tudes ranging from three thousand to seven thous- yards, it is no runner. Within that distance it can 
and feet. A favorable temperature, therefore, 180 a itran any dog I have ever seen, especially on a | 
not a factor in the birth of the lion’s young. downward slope; but after the first exertion its 

These cubs, ranging in number from one to wind fails and it runs a losing race. | 
four, are usually born in. a sort of nest under a As an artful dodger, however, it is unsur- 
projecting cliff shrouded in front by dense brush. passed. Leaping from rock to rock across deep 
Sometimes they are born in a cave, not in deep re- crevices, climbing to a treetop from which it can 
cesses nor in caves with small openings, but in a jump to an overhanging ledge, or springing from a 

, shallow, wide-mouthed cavity from which the ledge into a tree below, it is a most difficult crea- 
mother can easily scent danger and make her es- ture for dogs to follow. I have seen the lion spring 
cape Twicecwe have found them afder the ack from the earth and land twelve or fifteen feet above } 

BS 5 os - s ee € tick, in a tree; I have also seen it jump from a branch 
low-hanging branches of a tree and partly covered {4 the earth filty or sixty feet below and light on 
with leaves. With their leopard-like spots of very its feet apparently unhurt. 
dark brown which they wear for the first four Contrary to the habits of the female and the
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young ones, the old males travel great distances. quills found in the paws testify. No one knows 
On several occasions I have known an old “tom” just how it kills porcupines, but signs in the snow 
to cover more than twenty miles in a single night, seem to show that it hooks them under the chin 
traveling along the top of a high ridge and crossing with its strong claws, turns them over, bites them 
over the peaks or highest spots as it reached them. in the breast, and proceeds to eat all the meat, 
Though the distance traversed may be sixty or leaving the skin of the back, quills down, and the 
seventy miles the animal will invariably return by intestines rolled aside. 
the same route. In their wandering from one-range Though exceedingly fond of burro meat, the 
of mountains to another, these lions often cross the lion is rarely able to indulge this appetite, for al- 
desert in forty or fifty mile stretches, traveling though the supply is plentiful, numbering about 
usually by night and lying by day in the shade of a_ fifty thousand of the wild species in Arizona, and 
low mesquite or a palo verde. It is very easy to dis- although found on the same range as the lion, the 
cover the runway of a male lion, for it makes sturdy little jackass roams scot-iree. From bitter 
scratches under practically every large tree along experience the lion knows what a fiend the little 
the route, although the habit of scratching up piles creature can be in combat, fighting with terrible 
of leaves is not restricted to the males, for the teeth, damaging hoofs, and mighty kicks. 
female too does this. Perhaps the least courageous of the larger 

We have learned much about the lion’s wild animals, the mountain lion rarely shows fight 
method of securing its prey: Although it is often unless wounded.. When captured on the ground, 
accused of hiding on a rocky ledge or in a tree and if unhurt, its first impulse is to escape from the 

springing upon some unsuspecting animal below, dogs. It makes for a tree where it stays until a 
we find from careful observation of many of its hunter approaches; then it jumps to the ground 

kills that it rarely does this. The usual method and runs for another. After being run out of two 
is to stalk silently its prey until it is within a few or three trees, it is reluctant to leave, for it can 
feet of it, when the lion bounds upon its back, not do much running on account of being short- 
gripping the shoulders with the front claws and winded. Hanging on with all claws set in the bark 
often fastening the hind claws in the flanks. It of the tree, it refuses to jump even though punched 
then kills by biting the animal through the back of at with ‘a long stick. I have climbed out on a big 

the neck. So swift and sure are its movements that branch of a tree and sat within six feet of a lion 
-more than one leap is rarely necessary, although while I took a snapshot of it, yet apart from hissing 
we have found traces of two or three leaps and and growling it showed no signs of fight. 
even of its pursuing its prey for some distance; and Although the reactions of mountain lions are 
we have found a few instances where cattle, horses, generally those I have here set down, sometimes 
and large deer have succeeded in shaking the ani- they do exactly the opposite thing. By far the 
mal off their backs. This, however, is unusual. greater number will run for their lives, yet once 

Having captured its prey, the lion usually they know the dogs are after them, there have been 

drags it under a bush or tree before eating any 2 feW that showed no such inclination, but fought to 
part, displaying amazing power in handling an their death, and in one case an old male lion deli- 
animal. I have seen a horse weighing eight or nine berately lay in wait for the dogs and killed one 
hundred pounds which a mountain lion has dragged jg Mee ee eee 
twenty-five or thirty feet, as proved by tracks in hee ert Ae 
the snow. Even more surprising is the fact that |fe =) =aeeme ithe 
it sometimes carries off what is has killed. I have |@peees ees gg ae 
seen both deer and big calves some distance from |) 96st mee ee Ges 2) tae 
where the kill had been made, with no evidence of |( Wie se * (03 ce-e = Oe 
dragging. To do this the lion first turns the ani- [Bo "5 Re Gg te pete eG ee 
mal on its back, picks it up by the ‘brisket, all ° |Pe= met Sie Pre —— PN a ec st ek 
four feet sticking up in the air, and walks off with |Bige woe Se Ogee a es 
its own head held high. oo ee ee ee Ong Sa ee 

After the lion has gorged itself on the meat, |# ge ae Peres * eS eee 
it covers the carcass with leaves, sticks, and rocks, ee SP * # Se 
and retires to some nearby spot to “sleep it off.” a eo ko ee : 

We have found places where rocks weighing as | 7aige ged We saat Jee 2 ee “ 
much as fifteen pounds have been piled up against | "a = ee Meet et GPE eta 
the carcass of a lion kill, and often sticks as large |Pe eases eee Jee ee 
as a man’s arm are placed crisscross on top of it. | te Sli ite ekrnti isa Clee Racca cee a 
The lion may never return to eat a second time; on snr — _— 
the other hand, the animal may come back for a This little dog is credited with 50 lions 
second meal within a few days, or may eat from this 
carcass at various times during several weeks, some- and badly wounded another. 
times returning to the scene of its crime long after It must be conceded, therefore, that there is 
the meat fails to appeal to him. While the lion marked individuality among mountain lions. For ee 
prefers untainted meat, we have, in a few instances, ~ instance, note our observations of the young ones. 

found it eating carrion. We have taken several litters of them and raised 
7 The lion’s liking for the meat of the porcu- them by hand. There was perhaps one in a litter 

pine sometimes leads it into painful experiences, as (Continued on page 25)
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oe ee : _- 
The author looking over | ; S S 

some typical blacktail coun- | 4a - er, : ae 
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oe ee ae a a ae 
eo ha ee 

(Continued from page 4) ee) ps We ek aa 

in the season the sun is warm and the bucks will lie New Mexico; New York; North Carolina ; Oregon 

in the shade of these cacti and rub the velvet off their (protected in three counties) ; Pennsylvania; Tennes- : 

antlers. Antonio and I had just dismounted and were see; Texas; Utah; Virginia; Washington (subject to 

going to eat a bite of lunch, when I noticed the tracks regulation by county game commissions). 

of three bucks leading toward a group of pithayas, There is a long list of states, however, that give 
just a few yards away. Motioning to the Indian, we no protection to bear whatever; although some of 

: slipped off our boots and, walking up behind one of — them have at certain times in the past. These states 
the cacti, saw a buck stretched out in the shade. I include: Arizona, part of California, Colorado, Idaho, 

went back and picked up the rib of a sahuaro about 6 Kentucky, Maine, Minnesota, Montana, New Hamp- 
feet long and, crawling up behind the cacti again, shire, Oklahoma, parts of Oregon, South Carolina, 
laid the rifle down and jabbed the buck on the rump. Vermont, West Virginia, Wisconsin and Wyoming. 

He leaped straight up, and whistled shrilly as he Jt may be that some of these states do not contain any 
plunged thru the chapparral. His inquisitiveness, bear but they all should if the animal had the proper 
however, overcame his. fear, and he suddenly wheeled sort of recognition and protection. 

around and stood facing us. I had the nifle ready During the next legislative session in the com- 
and rolled him over. The Papago was: Sy much ing winter, efforts will be made ina number of states 
amused at the incident, and as he and Francisco sat now affording bear no protection to secure for them 
around the fire that night, he rehearsed the whole  cuitable recognition. The bear is not a dangerous 

performance. , _ animal to human life; it is not a predatory animal 
The sportsman that has hunted these deer except as to certain individuals and these should be 

among the tree-lined barrancas and over the lava- dealt with as outlaws. The species generally is harm- 
strewn cerros will count these golden days as they Jess and affords good sport in hunting as well as hand- 
pass over his head, and while his luck might not bring ome trophi a 

him the coveted record head, after many miles of ok ‘ 

toilsome tracking, it will broaden his thoughts and 
bring him on to the true hidden et of the SOME HABITS OF ARIZONA 1 
wilderness. ; MOUNTAIN LIONS \ 

ee ; / (Continued from page 3) 
LIST BLACK BEAR AS GAME ANIMAL that was quite amenable and even affectionate. I 

Should No Longer be Classed-as Predatory Species+ recall one that was as gentle and docile as any 
Sixteen States Should Give Bear More | house cat, even after he was grown, yet the others 

Legal Protection | of the same litter were cross, -vicious,-and never 
Colonel J. A McQuire publisher of “Outdoor trustworthy. One can never say, therefore, that a | 

Je Ae , s es : : ; ae . j 
Life” began years ago to advocate recognition of the mountain lion will do a certain thing; it is a vari- j 

bear as a game animal rather than a predatory one. able creature. : : 

: He succeeded in securing such recognition in some I have yet to see a lion that will measure 
states, although there was more or less backsliding/ more than 9 feet from tip of tail to tip of nose. The 
from time to time. It has taken a long time to secure’ largest one taken in this state actually measured 
this recognition of a fine species of game, a trophy 8 feet 714 inches. The average adult male lion, I 
worth any sportsman’s effort and there is yet much should say, would measure 7 feet, 8-inches, and the 

b de i fi he b i | | average adult female 7 feet. The heaviest li to be done before the bear is everywhere on a verag € eet. e heaviest lion 

proper footing as a recognized game animal. taken in this state weighed 276 pounds. The aver- 
The following states now recognize that the age weight of adult male lions would be about 176 

bear is entitled to some protection: Arkansas (entirely pounds, while the average weight of female lions 
closed); California (closed in certain districts); would be about 125 pounds. 
Florida; Georgia; Louisiana; Michigan; Mississippi; ~ —U. S. Biological Survey, Phoenix, Arizona.
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Dear Ay Ceradetrn: 

I am preparing a book on ‘Game Management," and also a 
report on the "Game Survey of the North Central States." 

I am lacking the information specified below and would 
appreciate your filling in the reply blank in so far as you are able, 
Please return to me in the enclosed envelope. Thanks for your cooper~ 
ation. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Subject: ererclong Agee of Ue Cong cnet yi 

Question: Meat an Us Wow sannne 26, ot wrhect. Uy 1 
g f CL, ray 

: Rina Z bea ee Oop ae WT vl ae 
U u 7 ca ( rate 
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Reply: May 69, 1930 

I em taking the liberty of replying to your inquiry 

concerning 'the brecding age of the cougar. The first 

Young may be corn the second vear, but it would wore 

; bably 1 hird se hi 14 1 

Curator of Mammals & Reptiles 

New York Zoological Park, New York
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ep Mother Mountain Lion Deserts Young.--Hunter Ed. Steele, of the New Mexico District, 

wt reports an unusual recent experience during a mountain-lion chase. He had located a female 

few lion and her two kittens under a rock ledge. One of the dogs rushed in and killed a kitten, 

ots and the mother, instead of attempting to defend her young, merely trotted up the mountain— 

4 $ side. She was killed, however, by Hunter Steele. 
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i Vaory 193) Pyare? 

Ch teristi 
By M. E. Hatcher 

zing] HE cougar when full grown has strength estimated curred, yet no pen can describe the thoughts and anguish, re Fy at fifty times that of a man. If this is true, a half- or the heart-rending screams for help by little Jimmy in that 
hae grown cougar could kill a man with the greatest lonely canyon, as the great brute, with blood-shot eyes, fe ease. Physically, the lion is man’s superior in deep-sounding growls, ripping claws, cruel fangs, and foam- strength, endurance, activity, sight, smell and hearing, yet, ing mouth, bore him to the ground. The brute dragged the a man such as Boyd Hildebrand, of the state of Washington, body back into the shelter and tore off the entire scalp and famous throughout the Northwest as a big game killer and devoured it. From here it carried the body over to the noted dead shot with revolver or rifle, makes playthings of mountain side into a darker and more secluded thicket where them. Hildebrand is a made hunter. the prized portions were eaten at leisure. 
Time takes us back to a cold, dull and dreary day in Suddenly the air grew colder. Down through the canyon December, 1924, with the thermometer hovering around came the biting storm king. The branches of the forest zero in the foothills of the Cascade Mountains of Okanogan stirred and bent their backs to the wintry blast. The sky County, when a cougar killed and devoured Jimmy Fehlhaber, — grew black and closed in on the mountain summit and the thirteen years of age. The boy had been sent on an errand sleet and snow swept down the slopes. Now and then the by his foster parent, R. B. Nash, to a neighbor’s ranch a wind, whistling through the uppermost branches of the tree mile away on a well-traveled road. A tops, swelled almost into shrieks. A trail through a dark, gloomy and dan- Na northwest blizzard was on, and in a gerous canyon cut off a quarter of a . _rr—es short time the thermometer dropped mile. But Jimmy had been warned _ ——  . to 20 below zero. Hours later, by : not to take this cut-off, owing to the = =” oe oo. lantern light, searchers over the back perpendicular wall of the west side oe. > —. trail found what was left of little 

which, when wet or snow covered, oe oe ~<_ | orphan Jimmy, 150 feet off the orig- would loosen the earth, allowing great | jet | inal trail. 
boulders to come crashing down with- oe : _ 7. 
out warning. Yet, Jimmy chose to take Zl o —_ | THat stormy night of Dec. 17, this cut-off, whistling, as was his usual ( S GE _- _ | 1924, on receiving the report that happy-go-lucky way, as he passed a ee ee o s his little friend, Jimmy Fehlhaber, along the great shadowy walls, and Wit  #f Pied had been killed by a cougar, Boyd through the thickets. He stopped now oS ee _ Hildebrand solemnly swore he would and then under some stunted pines to — ee oe kill every cougar in Okanogan County. listen, but nothing could be heard, not — 2 ee That night, he, with other hunters and even the chatter of a pine squirrel. - > - ‘caine a faithful young bloodhound, started With cap well pulled down and little Cae A = out to be gone for weeks in the wil- gloved hands inside his mackinaw, he ey : derness, over solid crusted snow. The continued to push on through the ee bitter cold twice froze the nose of the deepening shadows of the canyon. : se ; dog, rendering him helpless. 

| j Four weeks later a farmer living "TRACKS in the snow afterward s s : within 8 miles of the scene killed a disclosed the fact that the lad had ee I 7 cougar. On examination by the Smith- suddenly stopped. Ahead some 200 : - sonian Institute, at Washington, a feet on the edge of a ledge stood a . tight mass of human hair and a piece 
cougar. He had been enjoying a little of overalls were found within the warmth on the south side of a large » stomach, thereby proclaiming it the boulder. Jimmy, being used to the cougar that had killed the lad. Today habits of cougars, at first (the little this animal is mounted as a permanent tracks in the snow indicated this) had historical exhibit in the Washington swung a little to the right and then State Historical Society building at continued on his course. The cougar z LLP Tacoma, Wash. 
at the same time left his place of rest. Hildebrand brngingin alsmall cat Hildebrand, true to his oath, has Jimmy, on coming out at the mouth continued to hunt on. His fame is 
or bottom of the canyon, met the cougar unexpectedly growing continually throughout the Northwest. He is tall in a thicket, face to face. The big cat perhaps intended and muscular, and his movements are as graceful as 
to head the lad off. Be that as it may, here the lad became those of a tiger. His dogs are trained to the minute and frightened and did exactly the wrong thing—turned his back know just what is expected of them. The big cats, says and started to run. The animal immediately started after Hildebrand, don’t give you much fight; they are so big they him, bounding along the left side and a short way behind. seem to feel they don’t need to be afraid. Consequently 
Thus the tracks in the snow showed that they raced along they make no effort to get out of the way. The smaller ones, 
for 50 yards when the cougar sprang fully 15 feet, landing however, are fierce and full of fight and their capture isn’t 
on the boy’s back, with its cruel claws ripping and tearing always an easy matter, 
through the heavy mackinaw and into the tender flesh from At night the lion steals forth toward deer or other game, 
shoulder to waist. The boy, somehow, regained his feet and located during the watching hours of the day. Keeping well 
again ran on. His brown jersey gloves found pressed close to the lower ravines and thickets, he slowly creeps upon his 
together showed they had been removed, without a doubt prey. His cunning and ferocity are keener and more savage 
in order that he could get out his pocket knife, which was in proportion to the length of time he has been without food. found unopened a few feet farther on. The big cat spring- As he grows thinner, his skill and strategy will increase. A ing the second time crumpled its victim to the ground with well-fed cougar has shown that at times he may only secure 
a blow from its paw; a quick bite at the base of the skull one deer in about seven that he creeps upon. A starving 
and the unequal fight was ended. cougar is another animal. He creeps like a snake, and, 

A spray of bright blood on the right, a larger one on the noiseless as a shadow, he springs with terrific force, seldom 
left in the pure white snow, gave ample proof of what oc- failing to reach his victim. Once let those cruel claws of
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a hungry cougar come in contact with flesh for LK eg ee on 

- food, ft ep never let loose. But should he er omg ies = = 3 

misjudge his leap, he seldom continues to pur- one a pe ~ r : " Kz *. J 

sue his quarry. : A. 4 Le bs - ca 

Elk is his easiest prey. The deer are more é ~ a e. be’ aa 

fortunate, as he gets about one out of five leaped P hog .) L~\ on | f iy 

at. Once the cougar sinks his claws into his ? ts | is " a 

victim, the struggles of his prey help to sink the * be os oe - 

claws deeper and deeper. The cougar quickly ' ’ | iar : _ 

fastens his teeth in the throat with a grip that — J 4 , 

never is released until the death struggles are va on 2 >. MS 

over. After he has become gorged, the carcass i 5 

is dragged into a ravine or thicket, to be covered : 4 

with leaves, dirt, sticks, etc. If fresh game is Ce ae : 

not to be had easily, he will return usually the _ 

second night, and after that the visits all depend : —. 

on the supply of fresh meat he may capture. - s |! saa ke 

He is known to guard his cache against coyotes os <3 , a ‘ 2. P| * 

during a storm. : = ee i; oS a ee 

j* SEX among matured lions that roam the Soe pal a 2 : 

forest, there is an average of five females to ee i ve : 4 

one male. This is explained through the jeal- ae | . _ 

ousy of the older males. The old males take S 3 ae ; we oe 4 

delight in slaying the young of both sexes. The ‘ 3 | | roe . os 

members of the whole litter suffer alike up to be 4 | 3 

the weaning time; then only the males. After . : 8 eo Baas 

a litter is destroyed, mating time will come a — 8 * ~ “a, 

around regardless of the season of year. The LL a ao oo * Ratt tel . 

cunning of the old lioness is astonishing. > 3.2 a ee a 

She is wise and faithful, seldom leaving her kit- 3 i ‘ . ae 

tens. At the age of six weeks, the time of train- ‘ - A i = =—E—e—mL 

ing for life’s existence begins. She then takes Pe [| ae mrt 
them out to engage in the battles of life. These | he 2 _ I 

struggles must continue for them until death. It an ee See, Cr 

may here be said that a cougar Qe oe 

seldom dies a natural death. On Gar : — =... 

approach of night the mother and Is Pus Ss ee — — oo 

cubs stealthily stalk forth into airs rr Sop ee ee 

the night, regardless of the le OS ee 

weather. Because of the babies, g ss ee) -— — 7 fee , 

the mother takes short steps. | fa oe . : When he is stretched out like this the size of a 

When she crouches for fear or in TO Be ras ae ie 

game, each little lion crouches ce” 

also, and like little statues, they Se ae — make. Just as often I have answered, ‘I don’t 

remain until the mother makes | ee -_. know, as I have never heard them make a 

her spring—then she signals oY er ia sound or cry of any kind.’” People who find 

them to come. Again the mother ~~ ae . « themselves in the dense forest wilds at night 

displays her shrewdness of why » A ot fe g - have declared they heard hideous howls that 

those short steps were taken, by ae CU a _ set their hair on end and have attributed them 

slowly and carefully stepping in ee _ to the cougar. Wild life magazines and hunt- 

the tracks she made coming _ Ye _ _ ers have argued often over the description of 

down the mountain side, and | so p fy the cougar’s cry or call. “Last year I learned 

each little cub carefully follow- ka SS : 7 why the experience had been denied me,” says 

ing suit. This habit is practiced tt  =:.=~—srsrti—Oe—CiC Hildebrand. “In territory that for several 

to keep deadly enemies ignorant. ‘_ #3 ;=~ CCitCsCESC ssc years I had hunted, the cats were scarce. I 

The hunter that knows the habits #3 7&2 7;=SCqC never came upon over one at a time, except 

of the coyotes may easily tell — el : on one occasion when I shot a female, male 

when a cougar is near by the ss and two cubs. Yet there had been no calls 

alarm yelps given by the coyotes between them. But on getting into the British 

close by. The story of the do-  -. Columbia territory where the cats are thick, 

ing of a cougar as told in the — I had the pleasure, about 11 o’clock one night 

snow is fascinating and as easy eae Hies Mid 48 BBA Gona= in December, to hear a great ‘meow,’ that did 

to read for the experienced as mountain side not come from the throat of a common house 

if told in print—how they stalk cat or a human voice. However, this story 

their prey, crouch flat to spring, and how the kill is made. starts further back. A few days before this I had come 

Does and fawns run more in bunches. The cougars that upon the tracks of four cougars that gave me reason to 

hunt'in groups have very little difficulty in getting their prey. _ believe they were hunting together. The trail led across 

Bucks run singly to a greater extent and are not killed or a mountain, far from headquarters. After stalking the 

stalked so often. beasts for two days, without food, I returned to camp. I 

Hildebrand, a year ago, spent two months in the wilds of _ tarried only a short time, then returned on the trail and 

the Adams Lake country, 100 miles northwest of Kamloops, found a deer had been killed. Then they had crossed another 

B. C., where he found evidence of over 100 deer killed by mountain range, probably 5,000 feet high, and descended to 

the big cats. Here he bagged twelve cougars, but with better a low valley some 20 miles distant, where deer were winter- 

snow conditions he felt his kill would have totaled twenty ing. Just before dark I came onto a spot where a cougar 

or more. British Columbia game enthusiasts were greatly had been bedded down. Later I found three deer had been 

interested and started an agitation to raise the bounty from killed. I made camp in a thick clump of timber and built a 

$50 to $100. “Each year since I attempted to follow the bed of fir boughs. A noise awakened me. I sat up and 

trail-of the cougar that killed little Jimmy Fehlhaber, I have listened. An unmistakably clear ‘meow’ came to me. It was 

spent a large part of each winter hunting cougars,” says a quick, sharp and loud cry. I at once realized it was one 

Hildebrand. “Often I am asked what sort of a sound they of those big cats I had been trailing. (Continued on page 58)
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| , we the biggest brook trout of the day, none 
a = PP “= ~~ of his others exceeding 2% pounds, but 

: eG ~———.~SOsé#one of his smaller ones was the most beau- 
p — Wer - _ tifully conditioned trout we had ever seen. 

N —.r—“—C St t~—~—s—CS|COnnily'' scant 14 inches in length, it was 
Me io . S09 off as fat as any butterball and weighed 2 

J a aoe ee ounces over 2 pounds—proving still further 
TA Cc K L E Pw — i that the little water of the Vermilion is 

— | fe * capable of providing almost unlimited food 
S| 5 4 - ee resources for its finny denizens. 

EL a | at : 
(Ea is) f Ba a oe uN 4 - \ X YHILE the afternon was still young, 

- ee Ss | fe ie a CU ee Cliff and I agreed that it was right 
€ & ees) eco  - eee, §=6to_ pack up and call it a day. True, we 

me Ee) Ss; SE Sk ee Peveses| might have managed to pick up a few more 
ae CY we 1&3 " . : Bee : / p} - eee ee te, § trout had we so wished, but we had ample 

y Se! q Ai mS eric ptt See ere §=for our needs, and to keep on fishing after 
WN J. he ee wa ee —Cisti<“C;~*~sS SS eee §= such a phenomenal rise would probably 

4 eae kg) B ep ee > 8 — »  “@eeae have been a disappointing anticlimax at 
Ea f B88, le aes 4 Cec - ~ week SSCs. Wee preferred to leave the Vermilion 
co £5 — | ete ee —S*~<i*é‘“<~é gmeegg«sith the memory of the fishing as it had 

a “a as Dy eae pete ate See ~—séDeen during that hectic but enjoyable hour. 
Eeessay” = s aS” f re ‘ During the balance of that season, and oe a The auth daugh : ? 
a ; of Clif’s Tosiiiata CPient GH last season as well, Cliff and I have made 

q ‘ vw First, “Bristol” steel ford White, Banff many visits to that trout-filled little water, 
ag rods. Second, “King- bis ; ; sometimes spending a leisurely day on its 

oa hy fisher” lines, and | “lay. Twice in rapid succession he struck surface, but more often, just slipping out 
R : hird, * ik” flashing rises too forcibly and left flies for an hour or so of sport in the evening, 

§ s third, “Meek” or firmly implanted in the jaws of two hungry and occasionally in the early morning. As 
Blue Grass” reels. Three safe tips. Good | brookies who were probably as surprised yet we have not been disappointed. Not 

fishing starts with good tackle. as he was—but I doubt it—and when a always have we got fish, but never have 
‘ . miserable little 6-inch Rocky Mountain we failed to find enjoyment, and on every 

Browse through the big Bristol Catalog. | whitefish, locally misnamed “grayling,” ¢xpedition we have learned something more 
Just send a post card for your copy. Ad- | stole his fly from the very jaws ofa mighty of these transplanted easterners and _ their 
dress The Horton Manufacturing Company, | brook trout, even as he turned to strike, ways, something that some day will be of 

i -¢” | honestly, I thought Cliff would blow up! help in this or other waters. 
255 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn, Pacific | But nevertheless, tenderly and carefully, So far there does not seem to be any 
Coast agents, Phil B. Bekeart Company, he turned the silvery, sucker-mouthed noticeable decrease in the numbers of trout 
717 Market RET | creature loose with the good-natured ad- the lake holds, and there is no reason why 
Street, San ee es Poy monition not to do anything like that again the numbers should lessen or the average 

eas eer Fre OT iets ae aces oo ee Heed Bes estenee fot thy yes come 
California. f SSS lation. Probably it was justice, call it what tection during the spawning season, and 

tS you will, but on his next cast he rose, good sportsmanship on the part of those 
TACKLE hooked, and subsequently landed another who angle for them. With this, the brook 

trout as large, or larger, than the one the trout outs Vermilion should provide good 
[a a a ea |Serayling had. caused him: to miss. fishing for the wielders of the fly-rod al- 

re = most indefinitely, _—_-temne 

4 Broe, AS FOR myself? Well, I was having the At any rate,-€fiff and I sincerely” ak. 
| time of my life! Admittedly, the mor- sol \ 

AG tality rate on flies and leader points was \ 
0 ns high, for with my long and powerful rod \ 

Saw FAR inst it was all too easy to strike too severely, Cougar Characteristics \ 
eer a ct GUM Hj for the strength of fine drawn gut, and ES \ 

a T PERE! Woleg my excitement it was difficult to cone (Continued from page 31) 
=> Ww AE FLA myself well enough to hit easily; but stlll, Then for the first time in all of my ex- 
74s (72 despite my awkwardness, luck was with perience of hunting and wholesale slaughter 

(ZL : me, and before the rise was over I man- of the cougar family, could I now speak —steadies y DS 
aged to basket te Beauties: ay eieen with authority on the cougar language. 
an ounce or so of the 2-pound mark. Later I heard the sound more often. The 

nerves and betters the oie these, t ues mighty well need oe would cates for a half mile in the 
: who in this day and age wouldn + forest. As I became accustomed to finding 

cast when big fellows are | pnccenialy, an a8 ae I SEE had a tracks of the cats in bunches, I realized 
: . double on, bo 1g fellows; but as 1s that they hunt in that manner where they 

Las shy and patience trying. invariably the case, with two big trout are plentiful, and are real cronies in time 
—.T_—————— | fighting against each other, as well as of need. They may start a hunt alone or 

= 4 against the naturally over-anxious wielder as individuals and then locate each other 
SS nw of the fly-rod, the old, old story repeated py their call. 

< mz itself and “they both got away,” taking “My largest kill in one winter of coyotes, 
Eo ——S | with them a badly-used leader in two sec- with a rifle, is 111. My total kill during 
ESS ee | tions. And again, just as the number of 
a ea eee) = rises was beginning to diminish, I took a _ 
— Se eS . chance cast directly against the reedy wo “4 = } 

. S x largest cutthroat © . _ a This Remington Pocket Knife <b0%¢,, aud hooked the largest ¢ er 
has stag handle and two keen cutting blades of superior Tout I have ever seen, before or since. She oy! 
steel, so shaped that they are especially good for skinning Was a big hen fish, of at least 5 pounds . 4 a 
and cleaning fish, game birds, and fur bearing animals. weisht, but for some reason or other had : e . 
FREE . never spawned during the spring, and as a : oo p 

ATT consequence was so logy and so: full of 4 <a 7 aa a 
rae - Ore long-overripe eggs which deluged the boat (8), | : ent F bs | 
foo ie aie ee B) as Cliff lifted her in the net, that we re- 2. ee} “ 
oanraarate Gone h\ o| i leased her, as being unfit for eating or for SS ee . 
Tonthiy magazine crammed | (B% ew any other purpose. ; —— 5 
full of bunting, fishing. camp Ear NS 7 With the frantic stimulation of the | 
pictures: vacsuineimeniceien rz e height of the rise over, at last Cliff and , 
oe  . ee ne a . I started breathing normally again and 

piv fe get ch ae ee ay took stock of what Vermilion’s bounty had == ‘ g and game, tS = Peg epediten ee en oe SES brought us. One by one, Cliff lifted his Papa and mamma cougar, little Willie 
Clip! this ado. and mat today | [2 Se own trout from the creel and we checked and two sisters, bagged by Hildebrand. 

with $1.00 bill. SS . iar x or Kittens usually come in pairs, male and hi h h bal Cliff NATIONAL SPORTSMAN their weights on the spring balance. 3 female. If triplets, one male and two 
113 Transit Bldg. Boston, Mass. had landed five in all, but his first was still females. Never two males
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the years of coyote hunting, is 1,700, be- e 

» sides my annual toll of cats. The forest T he i kl B 

census of the Chelan National Forest lists 1oneer oO ac e oxes 

over 4,000 deer within its boundary. Deer 

are now on the increase, 650 being listed ‘ 5 

as killed by hunters during the three days M d fe fi d 

open season in Okanogan County in 1930.” ade jor ishermen who Deman the Best 

Hildebrand has helped the game commis- 
OR 20 years Kennedy Kits have safeguarded the lures, baits, 

B : spoons, spinners, plugs, lines and reels of fishermen who 

— | know what’s what in this greatest of outdoor sports, and kept 

: os se them all fit for service. 
ie ee 

yy During all this time, the quality of these now famous Kits has 

i oe never varied. Being made of electrically welded steel, practically 

| Fl — indestructible, their service has never been interrupted. Their su- 

ef a "a periority is evident at a glance. Their special quick-accessibility; 

. Fr their chip-proof baked enamel finish insures the long service and 

- : ] rust-resisting advantages experienced fishermen require. 

oo : : See them at any sporting goods store. The new 1400 series; > 

i... : the T-14 or KK-14 and many others. ee) 
peiderr ane and his famous blood- 

a 

ound, kneeling behind two recently : * 

Killed cougars in the hills of Okanogan Kennedy Manufacturing Company A> 

County, Wash. 202 Harrison Street Van Wert. Ohio MY ff a ) | Me 

sioners to build up the game until it is a ee 

known as the wonder country of the 
ANNAN So 

Northwest. To Hildebrand goes the credit ile ED a AS 

for his untiring efforts and vigilance over eG La <li, qe ES re a 

the great Chelan and Okanogan forests, = i ee — FAN SSS aa | fa 

because slaying the cougar means increase > i Ww : . AWA —— Loa Ap a 

b i. Oe eat ae =a —— i bo 

in the . > Fae = \ o> ON cy — 4 {|p | Ve I] 

Editorial Note:—Our correspondent’s version Ayer’ XS ee AY , 
of a cougar attack (which was described in ZI Ay PW ait a RETR 

Outdoor Life at the time it happened) brings es 2% oN Ne a a See a < \ ee 

up the subject of one trait that is almost pro- Became ny Ke \ 2 * y < we 3\\\) \\\ 

verbial in the habits of the cougar—its abject Vie ey <i A \\ AV oak 

cowardice. There are some rare instances on Sy. a ie bat = 

record to show that the cougar might attack & , 4 ay CU peste Seay 

man unprovoked—the incident of the attack Ie eae ye ve Z > 

on Jimmy Fehlhaber being one of the only two — se eee 

authentic cases we know of, and both attacks 
Fh iOS ee a 2 >> 

having been made on boys. (We never knew of i ; of . | — 

an unprovoked attack by a cougar on a man.) ea 5 CO SP i oe 

‘The other case of the attack ona boy occurred ~~  gF ee a 

in California many years ago, probably ten or Kit No. 1117D—Size 17" x 8" ~_ P ee Wy 

pele: A box wa? playing on a seeane aor a x ar Pow rays eee ac: a t—é— Pel Sig 

from his school when a cougar attacked. ile cessible with the opening of the a Pit 5 

from his schoo! Wnauling the lad the school- est yee Wain \ ee a | { 

teacher (a woman) ran to his assistance, broom- rs COS rare \ NSE gy 

stick in hand. The animal turned on her and 
iF 

killed her. Kit 618—Size 18" x 6" x 6". Single tray co 

Scott Teague, the ol colores big | game Coxe Haver bos This tray is divided to hold 4 

hunter and guide, with whom we have been on d hooks, sinkers, swivels and sma : 

many bear and lion hunts, once came upon a Ce ee er aap ore 
cougar that was eating the remains of a deer. nedy-brown baked enamel. Guaranteed vee 

Scott noticed that the cat showed an extra- water tight. orienta 

ordinary menacing attitude as he came up, and, 

being armed with only a small .22 rifle, he stood 
for awhile, undecided as to what was best to do. 

In relating the incident, Scott said this was the 

first time he was ever held at bay by a cougar. 
e 

The attitude of the animal was so bold that 
Teague decided to retreat, which he did—re- 

turning later with his dogs and treeing it. It 

proved to be an exceptionally old animal, with 

on either badly broken or worn down to the wane Some Fish to Catch Fish But the ¥ Fisherman Fishes ee 

Sea eee 

fe A NEW AND DEADLY FLY ROD LURE § 

Battles of the African Jungle Another Famous The gD + tp # 

(Continued from page 27) Fish Line by > 0 qt © 

of the brutes watching him, He made for 8 U= ‘Gite acoaalionél cow creer Bass } 

the camp, with the native’s help, but he | trout, musky or any game fish and you aa 

was confident that, but for the scare the 
pal enone out ae fh you wish to keep! iy 

ao ai 
uaranteed to get more strikes — more 

boy gave them, they would, have attacked, Gan tian platy eplaner andy: rere ij i 

and probably finished the lion’s work. He | N Vi NCl BLE patterns: white, yellow and natural, i 

said that since then he has every sympathy 
with 2s Plsted spinner Pee ae ® «os 

ri ive’ f a . : ‘i your dealer for the River-Wolf; if he 

with the native's terror of the hyena. Waterproof Silk Casting Line Kent supply you send us his name’ 
Coming to the crocodile, I doubt and a dollar bill and we'll send Ga ean 

whether the reptile has any more redeeming Se ee ea ce A general ee ee cect ia yi} rh ae 

; 3 selling waterproofed castin aii . Lyfe) 

traits than the other member of the broth- GAG Ie Uke eo The fitee eee B54. MaratHon Catatoa //7/ ha) Ree 

erhood. Yet I once saw an example of waterproofedlineever made. }, te e a of Flies, Lures and Tackle, // YH 

what may have been maternal affection, i ait casting: & GUIDE TO FLy FisHING WY Ii 

ae 2 aodntedia a Sportsmen judge all fishing within the test FREE with your order! YY AA 

cannibalistic as the species undoubtedly 1s. linesby thelnvinciblestand- limits. AIH) / 

On the banks of the Quando, one after- ard. Where quality and serv- a 5 

noon, I found under a clump of trees a ice are desired, it is the first « (a CGE oS 

crocodile’s nest. My boy assured me that and only choice. gS : See eee 

under the flattened and scale-marked sand 8 sizes. Tests 12-50 Ibs. SST | MARATHON BAIT CO. WAUSAU, WISCONSIN 

were many eggs. I asked him whether Se acreaiesn ites tir omarion Water’ 

the sun hatched them. He pointed to the 
: é 

mark: lly scales, 
ae ane a ie Dea Siow “SIX YEARS WITH THE TEXAS RANGERS’—World’s best history of those famous scouts. 

and said: ley ate = deep Cowl: 332 pages; illustrated; $4.00 delivered. Address OUTDOOR LIFE BOOK SHOP, Denver, 

can the sun hatch them? Colo.
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/ STATE GAME COMMISSION DATES OF REGULAR 

: COLIN NEBLETT, CHAIRMAN Se STATS on COMMISSION MEETING 

SANTA FE, N. M. S 3 LAST SATURDAY IN FEB. 

4. 8. MesHEE, GC) oo cai whee, 
ROSWERETN oat SS ZY LAST SATURDAY IN NOV. 

GILBERTO ESPINOSA, 

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. 

pies ta State of New Mexico 
ELLIOTT S. BARKER, A 

STATE GAME WARDEN Department of Game and Fish 
Santa Fe, N. M. a 

perl ‘ 

April 14, 1932 ene. Quem 
§ er? } 

nee 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

It is very difficult indeed to keep all news articles written for 
the New Mexico magazine confined to exact or technical facts. In the 
case of the mountain lion rangingsreferred to by you I will state 

that Mr. Shuart secured his information from me and quite a number of 
other persons, but I believe that the statement he makes is somewhat 
misleading, Probably this statement was based on information given 
out several years ago by Mr. B. V. Lily about trailing a lion over an 
excessively large area. I would not, however, want to go on record 

2s stating that a lion actually uses an area with a 100 mile radius. 
However, I personally know that a lion will travel over a route 100 i 
miles or more in length, often making wide circles, sometimes 50 hl 
miles in diameter. I have followed such trails for days without coming i 
up with the lion. While it is my belief that these animals do travel 
over a much wider area I have no actual proof of it. I have on several 
occasions hunted out rather large areas to where for months no sign 
of lion would be seen and then suddenly there would appear one or 
several lions within the area, indicating clearly a migration of these 

animals. I followéd one male lion from Tusas Mountain thru the Jarita , 
Mesa, across to Comanche Canyon and across the Black Mesa to just 

: below Embudo, where he crossed the Rio Grande. This was a distance of 
about 60 miles and he was going strong when I left the track. 

Also, I have followed a track from 10 miles north of the Colorado 
line at the head of Vermejo Creek southward thru the mountains to 
Cimarron Baldy, and he was still headed straight south and had made 
the trip without making or visiting a kill of any sort. It is my 
opinion that we get numbers of lions from Mexico which migrate far into 
the northern part of the state. The occasional finding of the thorns 
of desert cactus in the feet of lions killed in our northern mountains, 
both in New Mexico and Arizona, is indic&tive of extensive traveling, 

Mr. Musgrave, of the Forest Service, at Albuquerque, I believe has 
considerable data as to lion migration and distances that they travel, 
which probably would be of some interest or value to you in connection 
with your game management book.



me 

Mr. Aldo Leopold -2- 4] /14/32 

If I can be of further service to you in any way I shall be more than 

goad to serve you. 

With kindest personal regards to yourself and family, I am 

Sincerely 

MAhh, 
esb=p State Game Warden 

j 
f



Vhdebeece haple. txt 
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April 5, 1932 

Mr. Elliott §. Barker 
State Game Warden 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Dear Dliiott: 

In the last issue of "New Mexico" on page 9, Mr. Shuart 
states: “A mountain lion has been mow to travel over an area 
within a radius of at least 100 miles." 

If he got this information from you did he state your 
meaning correctly? If so, it would be rather an extreme case of 
mobility in a non-migratory animal. 

I am shortly going to press with my book on game manage- 
ment and would like to cite this if it comes from yous 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD f 

{
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Pursuit of the Elusive : Pie Coyote, Lion,Bobcat 

and Wily Predatory hv 3 3 Pt and Other Killers of ° : ‘pale s . a ey ae = : : 
oo fa ee Wel e -Ga Livestock, Animals, 
With a Bi PP Rea os : : 

& ge a) ee Birds not Decreasing 
for Hunters and va eS 3 : 

a 4 in Numbers——Turn 
Trappers of State y 4 ‘ Riseck Coto: 

a fa - ' ountr 
and Federal Game oy. gegen dm L.. to Roug intry 

Protection Forces © sai ie as New Habitat. 
DON COYOTE IN A TRAP 

06D (G) EB oo = 

‘By Harry E. Shuart 

(Photos by Author and Game Dept. Staff Members) 

Oe expressed by the young Chinese servant most authentic reports that can be obtained, the kill of 
in San Francisco who, after being advised each day game birds and animals and of livestock by the predatory 

for a week that ten thousand Chinese soldiers and only beasts holds to about the same figure. True, there is a 
one hundred Japanese had been killed in the conflict raging slight increase shown in the number of predators killed 
around Shanghai, remarked, “Pletty soon be no more Japa- by hunters and trappers of the U. S. Bureau of Biologi- . 
nese,” cannot be felt by game conservationists in New cal Survey and of the State Department of Game and 
Mexico, when the war that is being waged between man- Fish, but this increase is taken by some to indicate that 
kind and predatory animals is being considered. there is a greater number to be killed. Others feel that 

Despite the ever-increasing kill of predators, even the the constantly increased effort on the part of those two 
most optimistic game conservationist cannot foresee the official agencies is responsible for the increasing bag of 
time when these enemies of game birds and animals will predators. 
be under control. It is the conservative opinion of the But none there is who is willing to assert that the 
majority of those who may be classed as experts in game predatory population is on the wane. 
affairs that the predatory animal is holding his own inso- The report of the Biological Survey for New Mexico 
far as total population is concerned. shows that the total number of predatory animals killed 

Each year, it seems, the successful destruction of the in the fiscal year of 1928 was 2151. In 1929 the total bag 
predators, of which the coyote, the bobcat or wildcat and was 2250; in 1930 it dropped back to 2029, and in 1931 
the mountain lion are the most formidable, becomes in- reached the top figure of 2810. In the latter year the 
creasingly more difficult. Each year, according to the predators killed were as follows: Bobcats, 364; coyotes, 

MM) Uwe 2s —— Sd Se — 
fo (? Oy SA ee : : / os - 

| Wie S — pet | aaa! Z . ws i] thi} NATE A © ip ca e*% oa 
* 1% ae A ro AN 2 iA Hole ray. 

Pal fi ae \ *; F q ARO te 4 a ‘ - A Nas 7 I 

VA Lidia NV LD pe Oe Se ae Ae ea 
if % ‘ i Ly ¥ AL { ye ch - # be a) 4 iy 4 a] 

AY 4 , f 2 we “ ot hd he a 

Wahi WP ee pe Tee me F- 4 ae A Maye ye UT PR aa, f. on 4 Fr 3 ea i . deus" ' 

a PBT OL ay Wb d Bed eee Bay 4 
[ 1) + St mat a ete Oe ude, : 

Ae) a... | ed Oh j 2 TN 1 j uy 
( yitie ¢ OL la my { are Pen! f $ ae 4), Ab 

aig ne me | rn ale Piget iF «ame en ep iy AE 4 y met Fs yy f Pod 

STATE GAME WARDEN BARKER AND HIS SEASON'S BAG OF LIONS, COYOTES AND OTHER PREDATORS |
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2336 ; lions, 70; wolves, 4; wild dogs, 6; hybrids—a cross the chase is ended. 

between a wolf and a dog,—2, and stock-killing bears, 2. The coyote, adaptable rascal that he is, has added the 

During the four last fiscal years the total bag of predatory rough country in the hills to his original plains habitat. 

animals, according to the Biological Survey report for the Apparently he has followed civilization into the mountains 

New Mexico district, shows and has found the change to 

1290 bobcats, 7701 coyotes, [RT ” Oe eosin ye eeyee his canine liking. Don Coy- 

164 lions, 13 wolves, 33 wild EXT ‘| a ee E NeW ote, because of his appetite 

dogs, 3 hybrids, and 2 fie Ame - * PRD | ~~" for mutton has followed the 

bears, making the kill for [7g M4 We Ze Ds | | sheep bands from the plains 
the four-year period of all BB y a bs ip ee into the mountains and there 

types of predators 9240. art em J A > ©; ~=has added venison to his 

Until recently, the State A io a ‘N ’ bf diet. Especially in the win- 

Department of Game and tat 2 EN cian ter has the mountain coyote 

Fish has not engaged active- | i) je" = ag 4 f Ea heats become a pronounced deer 

ly in hunting predatory ani- wei stn + ol hie aes ilo killer. Undoubtedly the con- 

mals. At present, however, atgaenge aa. 4) me 4 tinuous pursuit and trap- 

7 men are partially engaged aie ws ~ p ping of the coyote on the 

in that work, five of whom : B. ? We plains has caused many of 

are trapping and two who : eae 4 qa! pig ee .., the wiser ones to desert that 

are hunting lions with dogs. [aS tea VA NOS tl- de. . | original habitat and to adopt 

Among the predators the yas Si Mtr OS Fe 1c Oia od apg ae the mountains as their 

coyote offers th test [Gay = age ACA) hi yote offers the greatest § : a cae: enna Cpe, home. ; 

problem for game conserva- ere en Rohe Seth Shy Waid These mountain prowlers 

tionists. This cunning cous- Agee is PNR AON sl ESS OM have become what may be 

in of Fido or Towser—our DEPUTY WARDEN BERT BACA MAKES A “TRAIL SET” termed “super - animals”. 

faithful canine friends—is They seemingly have found 

the most prolific and versatile of all of the game killers. the venison diet not only to their liking but to their benefit 

Coyotes rear large families yearly, eat anything whether for the mountain coyote has become a larger, stronger and 

fresh or carrion, whether meat or vegetable or fruit, breed more vicious animal than his cousin who remained on the 

under almost every condition and adapt themselves to any plains. In the rough country the confirmed deer-killing 

type of country, whether coyote, according to esti- 

plains or mountains, wheth- ba oyT preys oe Te «mates of game experts, will 

er wilderness or inhabited eee a eed ws account _for twenty deer a 

by man. : Fs a ei ' Saeegeee § year. Of course, the great- 

Trappers and hunters are nr | Wai De a ay: < Se MNCs er bulk of his kill consists 
3 es 4 ae aes ye he 

agreed that the coyote is the ages, ee ‘bgt wipe.) of fawns and does, although 

most difficult of all of the [@BWiWga ose Vee #5) | «many instances are known 

predators to catch or kill. ene ag ie fe aes oe os Sarai; = where bucks have been the 

His cunning has increased ae iat PN ees Ren - 5 ee ‘8, victims of an attack where 

in the same ratio that the Pu ee Ny a ah ea =.) Be NAY fh two or three coyotes have 

pursuit of him has in- § Pi las Bae St Tea Os Nau banded together for the kill. 
creased, until today human Wie MBE Mos aes +e Way - a <2 And this slaughter of deer 

ingenuity is taxed to the ut- UN Pah Nees eek hres arte mip “3 would be even greater were 

most to trap Don Coyote. a 2 ee . So ae nies eee a4 it not for the fact that the 

In the plains country agri: mompedt = SR Oa a ER @., coyote is a carrion eater and 

which has been his natural Jie “lia bate ees Pe ere gener!) ~ does not demand fresh meat 

habitat for years, the coy- [ie¥guyee - —-—oaaGat cree ee) 2% but is willing to return to 

ote isa killer of sheep, small [5 APs go Do ee ee RES: his kill until it has been 

calves, rabbits and birds. So ie ee a oe ee LO EE, Bey: - completely devoured. 

long as he confines his {gly #athrdeeats egige@inreamt ts vA Tate Besos The only successful meth- 

dietetic choice to jackrab- sy/M@p" eras cg Looe de PN apa ee alate ods of keeping down the 
bits and other rodents, no ¥ Bc eee ae eae A ee ey mountain coyote population 
objection is voiced by the WS aN ase A ee OS Ace Se?) is through trapping or pois- 
sportsmen or the conserva- [ARmagi ini nla A> genres On US oning, which latter method 
tionist, but Senor Coyote plate me Nuala A aa ANS waeGcr289N" is undesirable because it en- 
apparently seeks a diversi- THE “TRAIL SET’ COMPLETED--WHERE IS THE TRAP? dangers game animals and 

fied menu and plays havoc hunting dogs. It is no mean 
with the sheep flocks during lambing season. accomplishment on the part of man to be able to outwit 

He has been hunted with more success in the plains and trap this wily killer. Trappers for the Biological 
country than elsewhere. Poison baits have accounted for Survey and the game department are constantly on the 

| many thousands. It is on the plains that the only type of hunt for new “baits,” “scents” or “lures” that will attract 
_ coyote hunting that can be considered sport is found. With Senor Coyote into their traps. The trapper who possesses 

greyhounds and wolfhounds, those slender high-speed a “scent” which is successful guards the formula as jeal- 
members of the canine species, hunters on horseback or in ously as does Uncle Sam his military secrets. The aver- 
motor cars if the country is level, often engage in the age scent with which we have come in contact, however, 
sport of coyote coursing but it is an extremely fast-mov- may remain a secret as far as we are concerned. It ap- 
ing and fast-thinking dog that can master the coyote. It pears to be a combination of all the known malodorous 
is a hard-fighting dog, too, which can whip a coyote after substances in the world and certainly, if it is attractive
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, Pa a tors, and real- i r : 
Wy ‘dee women «=ly catches i 1 

SS a F ag them aca A 

a $i ries as _ little . 
ey equipment as ; a8 ‘ 

ee aN rn possible. The {gene AMG naam Y, = 
ao oe +s a t ag oY J es game depart- me aie) on RR a a 
aN are A ae, hee ment trapper, Sotaaces paths tics ot a ‘ 
< oe Wee aio ee ee for mie, 5 tee gh ce . BN : Le 
eek ~ Mas pees carries in his (i) i. Soe . 
oe Pie ic age | ne kit in addition Be ia jst OY a Sy CN : eet eee OM Ze oct. Fes 

oS Oe x Vie << Bes. H piece of can- i." re \ 
rer... < ea eee) vas about fee i ee es . " 

RS 4 Cenk fl i | a ne ee threefeet e om ~ 
ee LN ey em eS Pewee square, a . Ve, Seager rs 

aE ES wee Ee SOR bate Wee stout little sie ee tee AS ae Y a ee 

he San BE FN i ae EN crit shovel six or [<_< is Resign. 
5 pe eg ae eke eee ae cig ht inches aot ie Po Ss 

bi “ Pama ey ae ote = long and four a =—OE SN ae 
THIS WILDCAT “GOT HIS FOOT IN IT” inches wide, a prer Gray FOX IS NOT A HAPPY CAPTIVE 

small bottle 
to a coyote, it does not convince us that the coyote is the of the aforementioned “scent”, and some trap canvasses. 

possessor of any of the finer sensibilities. In addition to Having selected a proper place for a set—and this 
the constant companionship of this olfactory disturbance, Selection must be right or there will be no catch, regard- 
the successful trapper of a coyote must remember that ess of how well the set is made—the trapper spreads the 
he is a human being and that the slightest trace of a mis- CaMvas to the edge of the location of the trap. On this 
placed human scent will send his quarry scurrying and he stands or kneels so that no “man scent” will be left 
skulking from the vicinity of any trap no matter how well 00 the ground. Then he proceeds to dig a hole just big 

it may be con- enough to contain the trap and the “clog” or “drag”. The 
a PE cealed. drag usually consists of a double steel hook to which the 

’ al i A Rohe cove trap chain is attached and which will catch in brush or 
BOR) cade é were lis. become ine Crees 28 the trapped animal attempts to escape. The cog 
SS ae a i Sud ae escnaedne | usually a small wooden block to which the trap chain 
a 2 go Gj! aa an ie y siéss has been securely fastened. 
ES 2 = g the careless Fae s Sia ; 

4 STN % trapper has been As the trapper excavates he places all dirt removed 
oe ~~ eliminated from ©" his working canvas and disturbs the earth as little as 
+) RY Ba s the picture, so possible outide of the actual excavation. After the trap 
a Sa —_— far as successful has been spread and the trigger set so that the trap will 
ey MES wr catches are con- Pring when the animal steps on the little metal pan in 
~ eS: SS ies cerned. His op- the center, it is placed in the excavation so that it is about 
a me mi erations serve One-half inch below the natural surface of the dirt. The 

 ) La NS, only to educate Ls ate aallaneareeineaEneeemeeemee : 
rag ee} the animals to is RS i eS "aye 
Ad oe s beware of traps. 2) SS cleo : PS Py Aa 

SZ AS Rh The amateur \ { RRS i ga ye > es ra 
% xX trapper who hies Nie ( WS > , Sat 3 os 

my ‘es : himself forth in A NNSA C7 a 

le spc ste eee. of — \ a BS 
NAS ete al i predatory ani- . a uae. SS FS. 

; AER . ws eee §=6mals with an as- x 2: awe Ne ey % 9 5 
yaaa ts s hee sortment of ae > ~ ss CS af 

ee age) Soe §=6cquipment that : \ EX, Pe me ie tea es ete ae . Ne ‘ Ne ye S&S 
rs 3 ie, . ‘ el ©22> would make the “sy 7 oi a aN 

ash. Bute Bie average ear, eye, | ene a > 
2 a. eee, § nose and throat .\" il at S NY 

tee specialist ~\ lp Perse T EAN ‘ ‘es 
a ashamed of his NAC 3 De SS 7 SS 

; lack of tools, SSO ty Ko SWS, 
is finds no place in aS KAA faoX Vig 

: the present order “4\ NY \ / 4 No ps ~ eK 
+ eyN Sa rene AX ee yt K : Fa F< fips ee Ricks 
e successful f- / oS NG ey wen ——S. Vy I ~ Se 

trapper — the ~ ) oS & KGa 
\ chap who makes ‘ Sa PADS a, RW Ne Re 

THE DOGS GOT TOO CLOSE SO THIS 2 business of A YOUNG MOUNTAIN LION TREED--HE LOOKS CUTE BUT 
WILDCAT TOOK TO THE TREE catching preda- HE'S A TOUGH HOMBRE
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trap chain is placed in the hole as smoothly as possible miles in length. A portion of these he visits each day and 

/ ‘efore the trap is set in place. The clog to which the usually visits the entire line within a two-day period or 

aain is fastened has been laid flat in the bottom of a within three days at the most. In the plains country 

deeper aperture and has been worked firmly down into where travel by automobile is possible the trapper’s line 

the dirt so that will extend from 

even the most fran- BE iy an ee . ae ed oF Raps 100 to 150 miles. 
tic efforts of a trap- ee "ts hag Pay yar : ‘ we eee The “mountain 
ped animal are un- hte iN ae 5 ne wie a = Co W lion, the largest and 

SIN We eA Pe es Ki iy } baila. pit, Deere ae WE most vicious of the 

Ios) see a ie 8 Deg Sar aaa eee mY Me = predators in New 
When the trap 8 a Re oie i ts ae Pitgemsees Mexico, now that 

has been put into 2 eB BE ate oe a Ne fae the wolf has been 
the proper position : / of, BS pe ae Vi am virtually eliminated 
and dirt has been re a lea gO i" pea 5 from the state, of- 
carefully placed r ; ‘ pe oe (ayeme fers a_ different 
about it — always |i a) Mpevsancete! 1 i ee bs problem for the 
with the shovel and a a i Ns a | ra ale Way ih hunter. Lions are, 
never with the hu- § Ty ba a - a, x. 5 ON on a = 4 4 NS as a rule, not trap- 
man hands so as to [77 ed a ae Ey ene a meer §=ped successfully. 
leave a scent trace ite. teem Seen ala Leese 2 aera ss <e* True, some have 
—it is covered with a= ones hae eee eae eh cae eee se wee ce § been trapped but 
a small piece of [ReUaIneie trees Sus vo mea ee Ge ie = «the great majority 
canvas just the size" SS tees eS “Wie S32 ae oer St eae of those bagged by 
of the trap jaws | Bee Sie Se = the predatory hunt- 

when they are open. ae BO oe 2s eye eae epee Ses ae) «ers are taken by the 
A small slot has GAME DEPARTMENT HUNTERS AND THEIR DOGS IN A BACK COUNTRY CAMP use of dogs which 
been cut in one side trail the lions and 
of the canvas to permit the trigger to function properly. tree them. In New Mexico there are several packs of 
After the canvas has been spread over the trap, dirt is dogs which have been trained for this work and which 
carefully placed in the excavation to bring it up to the will disregard any other trail than that of a lion, except 
original ground level. The entire set is then covered with perhaps the trail of a bobcat. 

\ thin layer of dry dirt, twigs, or leaves so that it will The lion population is much smaller than that of the 

conform as nearly as possible to the original appearance coyote. Estimates of the number of lions in New Mexico 
of the spot before the trap was set. There should not vary but it is the consensus of game experts that there 
be and usually is not the slightest evidence that man has probably are not in excess of 300 lions in the state. This | 
been in the vicinity. giant member of the cat family maintains a habitat almost 

After this reproduction of Nature which would stir exclusively in the rough country. A mountain lion has Bu 
envy in the heart of any artist, the trapper proceeds to been known to travel over an area within a radius of at - | 
place on the ground least 100 miles. 
near his set or on [i (Rae are a4 5 ~=OThe lion differs 
nearby — shrubbery i eel ee 2 eee A | from the coyote in 
that weird clash of /(PsUee mmiine Mietgrn o F073 baa the fact that he 
odors that we have [Re OF PE A ak © Pe : usually is a lone 
characterized here- [itp seamen near ema gop oak dk ca. traveler. This is 
tofore as “scent”. ee ge a ee ee ’ especially true of 

Yet with all of [Rggeiet rcp cama ergy Coot aes : the male lion. Fol- 
these precautions, it MR Rpecae se acces ee ee e241 lowing the mating 

is an even bet that [iio” sams etscaes carn ey Ff degare Vea 232794 season the male | 
Don Coyoe will |RRERAMAGRE sessed Fotimeng er bese | PPLE oP. a em strikes out to patrol | 
not step into the [iets Resi: (:steesemey ¥ ‘ ‘Ver fuer; = his range which 
trap. Time and |) 970i leases ars ey PN co eS Wee §=6may carry him over 
again the trapper P= 7% 4, ie | |  ~ ee Teewiueenaes §«long distances 
returns to find [ee ase) i 7 » | ae an Be ian © daily. The female 
where his quarry |) ves eS BY Al are remains in one gen- | 
has circled the set [RR |) 3 ge 7 Be pe iis ME) eral locality until 
cautiously, pos- he ahh LAOS aed | G ; t py ee ae Aah %_-her young are born 
sibly two or three hit eee yt i 2 Paths LAM * and reared to the 
times and then has [27% EO a ce UE Ta self-supporting age. 
departed, seeming- DEPUTY BACA (LEFT) AND “POP” FISHER, LION HUNTER, ON A The young will 
Sia nen cays RECONNAISANCE TRIP travel with the fe- 

\ mmething was i male lion until they 
song. It may have been just the slightest trace of mis- are eight to twelve months old when she leaves them to 

placed odor or an unnatural bait, but it was a warning as shift for themselves and goes again in quest of her mate. 
loud as a fire siren so far as Senor Coyote was concerned. She may find him many miles away but that is her job. 

In the trapping of coyotes and bobcats, which are also He does not return to her, but he has made it easy to be 
known as wildcats and big lynx, the trapper who works found. 

on horseback maintains a line of traps from ten to twenty The egotistical confidence of the male of the species
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is shown by the*fact that he has left dur- 
ing all of his travels certain signs and NE > \ ' > 
marks that the female recognizes. Here pei em ae 
and there along his trail will be found fe me Sj i ~~ k 
claw marks, known as a “scrape”, left in ‘ ef YS v4 ao WY, aS x rf 
such a way that they cannot escape his  Saliy Vek ty " “ rare 
mate’s notice, and which in lion language RS Satis \" ‘ hi t o =] 
tells her not only which way he has gone ie wie) . ‘ A 5 an 
but that he will be back. And unless aad L ry Y Nat) 
either he or she has run afoul of a hunter fy IE op. \ iF a ‘hie 
she will find him or wait for him on his /ige ¢ 1, ; Con Be Ramee ge 2 — ’ 
regular patrol route no matter how far 4 ae a Sas De BH | 
he has traveled or how rough the travel- _ : P : a * Dae 7 yale. 
ing may be. z Pe 4 A’ Eh yo 

The Pete adult lion, according to mee on on ne ee ‘a P; R S — nT c. a hoy — 
estimates by game experts will account Ree an ea oa G Ph as o— & ce bee ey 
for one deer a week where the lion is ee) td —e oa SPREE : Ree se Sree eee 
ranging in a fairly well populated deer ia or bad en eo 5 eee ESE Ms rae 
country. The lion, contrary to popular HUNTER ST. JOHN FINDS “BUSINESS GOOD" 
belief, is not beef eater by choice. 
A cow, a steer or a calf tas m lish ete: purpose ee one 
one of the last victims which the ¥ , alae type of big game and _ protecting 
lion seeks. Preferred delicacies on fu ede: ae fe another by killing lions, 
the lion’s menu are venison and : ‘ a” ee | Does trained a ee are 7 
mutton, or horseflesh—with deer ia J ~ 2 to pick up a trail many hours ol 
meat preferred. The mountain lion \ i ma, 7 and ae os ae 
is one of the few animals that suc- / 2 "= tions they may be able to follow a 
cessfully kills and eats the porcu- , XA r vs % scent that has been left as much as 

pine. eae f) A oe | three or four days before, If they 
In certain areas of the state lion [ema 1] Ac as strike the trail of a male lion the 

hunters are virtually certain to strike [Ie aane — ‘ ; . hunters may travel many miles be- 
a fresh trail eventually. There are 0 // Mee 0 ,! ? ie oe ee : ‘ ns ia a " ; \ 
he ee oe ba es a A ? 5 hod ; Fr 4 lion the hunt probably will not cover 
lion hunter is reasonably certain to Wh? Pa aie ees if she 
find his quarry if he confines his [eu saubes Ua 
activities : the rough country where Poa “sea . The lion is capable of traveling at 
the deer population is comparatively “ = 4 a fairly high rate of speed for short 
pete Lion hunting, although it is a7, ok N aie i oe Pa 
a business with the predatory ani- \ , close in on the animal until it is 
mal control men Bets into the cat- NOS forced to seek refuge in a tree. Even 
agory of sport with others. There ae i FAW then the chase may not be ended. A 
are, in the state, several packs of OE aT AF lone dog, or even two, often fail to 
lion dogs which are maintained for a i oth I Sha ai hold their quarry which may decide 
the use of sportsmen who accomp- BAGA “HOLDS THE KITTY” to put up a fight. In such cases the 
i : odds are against the dog or dogs 
— ‘ aig Mama b y | but it is seldom that a lion has the temerity to 

: } f leap from its treetop shelter into a battle with 
if fa three or more pursuers, 

igi If the lion hunter is a good shot the story is 
: b = fj b ended, but if his shot fails to kill and the wounded 
2s “€ FS > lion comes toppling out of the tree he may account 

. § rte "i jj ate for one or two dogs before he finally is killed. 
ae. he = a r. There probably is no more vicious animal than 

if q peer) + ee i 4 Fel a wounded lion brought to bay. One sweep of 
a ik yt o pe ye yet the claws may mean the death of a good hunting 
a 2+ P ‘44 ns ee oe dog. The wounded lion has an attack that the 

ey 1 ae oe Oe a4 e a = «average dog cannot fathom. _ It catches the dog 
eos | ' a mero we with its claws, pulls the animal in closely and 
SA Z ef % re s Hi © breaks its neck with one bite of its powerful jaws. 

(el oy ss es. pa ak La or AA It is seldom that a dog survives in such a battl 
Ms vi | ers , A i “ ~~ A During the recent winter months the lion k’ ie i ‘ey i — 7 , : E A | A Rpt | ihe in New Mexico has been unusually heavy. Sev- 
Cale ie a ee ey eral reports of kills of four or five animals within 
spe a ih Sie ps F- i ay a period of two days having been made. In all 
ey y ase ik ~ 7 F Bn ey : ey these have been female lions accompanied CPS o Sia eee Ae ht Oe ah wer a y their young. 

MAMMA LION AND FOUR OF THE FAMILY “PASS OUT” (Continued on page 32) ns
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REVISION OF THE JAGUARS 

By E. W. Netson and E. A. GotpMan 

The jaguars, the largest of American cats, are leopard-like in general 

appearance, but the larger size, more massive head and generally more 

robust form are distinguishing features. They inhabit the warmer 

parts of North and South America. There are records from California, 

northern New Mexico and well north in Texas, but the present range is 

from Arizona, southern New Mexico, and the Rio Grande Valley south 

to about 40° south in south-central Argentina. The common name, 

jaguar, now very generally applied to the animal, is derived from the 

South American Indian name “jaguara.” The meaning of the name, 

according to Liais (Clim. Géol., Faune du Brésil, 1872, p. 450), is ‘‘car- 

nivore that overcomes its prey at a single bound.” In Brazil the 

jaguar was distinguished by the Portuguese as ‘‘onga verdadeira”’ (true 

ounce) or “onca pintada” (spotted ounce), from the puma, known as 

“onca parda” or “onga vermelha’”’ (red ounce). In much of Latin 

America, however, these animals are now referred to, respectively, as 

the ‘‘tigre’” and the “eon.” 

While the larger jaguars exceed the larger leopards in size and physi- 

cal power and are very destructive to large animal life they are completely 

lacking in the ferocious aggressiveness sometimes shown by leopards in 

their encounters with man. In fact, the jaguars, although feared by 

natives in their tropical habitat, so rarely attack man that reports of 

such occurrences are very difficult to verify. In both North and South 

r America they appear to have much the same shyness and dread of man 

as is shown by the puma or mountain lion, although they are claimed 

to be more dangerous in parts of South America. 

L It is doubtful whether any wild or domestic animal is safe from their 

onslaughts. Cattle, horses, and hogs are included in known jaguar 

depredations and many accounts indicate their special fondness for the 

flesh of peccaries. The large herds of white-lipped peccaries that roam 

tropical American forests are systematically followed and preyed upon 

by them. The great power and ferocity of their attacks are indicated 

by the fact that in 6 out of 92 skulls examined one or more of the canine 

teeth had been broken. In one instance all of the canines had been 

broken off short, and yet the animal, an adult male, had been able to 
subsist in spite of this handicap, as shown by the smoothly worn stubs. 

The broken canines suggest that these teeth, while fairly large, may be 

relatively weak for an animal with such powerful masseter muscles. In
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the puma, on the other hand, the canines are rarely broken, but nasal 
and frontal contusions exhibited by a considerable number are evidently 
the result of mishaps in bringing down their prey. } 

Since the time of Azara (Apunt. Hist. Nat. Quad. del Paragiiay, vol. 
1, pp. 89-91, 1802) the question of the number of species of jaguars has 
been discussed. Azara referred to a belief of some of the people that J 
two normally colored kinds of jaguar occur in the region. One of these 
was called the “‘yagiiareté” and the other, the “yagiiareté-popé,” was 

thought to be of heavier proportions, and to differ in general color and 
arrangement of spots. The latter was also regarded by some as a fiercer 
animal and more dangerous to man. Azara, however, with his usual 

accurate appraisal of evidence discredited this belief and recognized only 
one kind, aside from the black phase of the jaguar, or ‘“‘yagiiareté negro,” 
and his conclusions have been supported by more recent information. 
The concept of two kinds, based apparently upon individual variation, 
led to the naming of Felis onca major and Felis onca minor by Fischer. 

The present brief outline of the relationships of the jaguars is the result 

of a study of material available in the principal North American mu- 
seums, including the types of most of the described forms. Probably 

for the first time specimens of the jaguar have been assembled in suffi- 

cient series to give a clear concept of the ranges of individual, sexual, 

age and geographic variations. A total of 101 specimens have been ex- 
amined, as follows: 35 skins and skulls, 57 skulls without skins and 9 
skins without skulls. This is, however, far too small a number for an 
exhaustive revision, and some of the forms remain very imperfectly i 
known. The geographic ranges of the forms are given as definitely as 

possible, but are of course very incomplete. A remarkable uniformity 

in the more essential characters of jaguars, regardless of locality, forces 
the conclusion that all are assignable to a single species. The ground : 
color, and the size and arrangement of spots are so variable that little 

dependence can be placed upon them as characters, although slight 

average differences of subspecific value are presented in some cases. 

Changes in size and minor cranial details from region to region are 

fairly constant, however, and serve to differentiate the various closely 

allied and obviously intergrading geographic races. Regional modi- 

fications, especially in size, are more irregular than in the puma, in 

which they are quite uniformly progressive from the largest subspecies 

in the northern Rocky Mountains through small tropical representatives 

to another large subspecies in southern Argentina. In the jaguars small 

subspecies may occur in close proximity to larger ones. An example is 

/
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Felis onca goldmani of Campeche, Mexico, the smallest of jaguars, which 
is replaced in the neighboring states of Tabasco and Vera Cruz by a 

' much larger animal. 
For the loan of specimens we are greatly indebted to Mr. H. E. 

Anthony, American Museum of Natural History, New York City; 
{ Dr. W. H. Osgood, Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago, Illinois; 

Mr. F. W. Miller, Colorado Museum of Natural History, Denver, Colo- 

rado; Dr. G. M. Allen, Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, 
Mass.; Mr. J. Kenneth Doutt, Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pennsyl- 

vania; Mr. John M. Phillips of Pittsburgh, and to Mr. Charles M. B. 
Cadwalader and Mr. James A. G. Rehn, Academy of Natural Sciences, 
Philadelphia, for especially valuable material obtained by the Matto 

Grosso Expedition in Southern Brazil. 
Specimens examined, unless otherwise indicated, are in the United 

States National Museum. 

Felis onca Linné 

[References under subspecies] 

Distribution.—Nearly transcontinental; found at the lower altitudes from the 
Grand Canyon, Arizona, southern New Mexico, and central Texas south at least 

to the Parana Valley, central Argentina. Mainly tropical in dispersal; not 

usually ascending into the colder belts at high altitudes. 
General characters.—Size large—the largest of American cats. Form robust. 

Tail relatively short and tapering. Ears small, short and rounded, without 
elongated terminal tufts. Pelage short and rather bristly. Upper parts pro- 

fusely spotted at all ages. Similar in general appearance to Felis pardus of the 
r Old World, but differing notably as follows: Form more robust; skull presenting 

differential details, especially the relatively shorter canines; lower canines 

scarcely reaching plane of lower border of anterior nares (in pardus reaching well 
above this plane); canine longitudinal grooves absent or obsolescent; tail shorter 

. and tapering; large pads, especially on soles of front feet, more evenly rounded; 
black rings outlining spots or rosettes similar to those of F. pardus, those on sides 

tending to enclose one or more small black spots (usually absent in pardus). 
Color.—Ground color of upper parts varying from light ochraceous buff or 

pale straw color to light golden tawny or tan color, nearly uniform over median 
dorsal area from top of head to base of tail, becoming gradually paler to near 

cinnamon buff or light buff on checks, sides of neck, lower part of flanks and outer 

surfaces of legs; body in general heavily spotted with black; dorsum, except 

median line on posterior part of back and sides, marked by irregularly circular or 
crescentic or broken spots that tend to form rosettes or enclose smaller spots in 

a darker field than the general ground color; median line on posterior part of back 

bearing elongated, solid black spots that tend to present an irregular lateral 
paired arrangement or to become confluent; top and sides of head, neck, and feet 

marked by smaller black spots; under parts and inner surfaces of legs white,
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heavily spotted with black; throat, under side of neck and inner sides of forelegs 
marked with more or less confluent black spots that tend to form transverse bars; 

upper surface of muzzle varying from pinkish buff to clay color, unspotted; 4 

cheeks, forehead, and feet with small, rounded black spots; upper and lower 
lips white near middle, becoming abruptly black toward angles of mouth; outer 

sides of ears deep black, with small buffy median spots; inner sides of ears thinly 
clothed with whitish hairs; tail with crowded, irregular black markings, separated 

on basal half above by narrow pinkish buffy or cinnamon buffy interspaces, be- 

coming white below and toward tip, which is usually black. Some of the sub- 
species average darker than others; in some individuals the ground color is darker 

and richer than in others from the same locality. Average differences in the size 

and form of rosettes may be of subspecific value, but individual variation is ex- 

traordinary. No two animals are exactly alike and the spots may differ even 

on the right and left sides of the same individual. 
Remarks.—Felis onca is subdivisible into very closely allied subspecies or 

geographic races. The males are larger than the females but males of a small 

form may be exceeded in size by females of a large form. In addition to larger 

sizes, as compared with females, the skulls of males are usually recognizable by 

their angularity, especially the greater development of the sagittal and lambdoid 

crests. Individual variation covers a wide range and adds to the difficulty of 

making accurate identifications. The most reliable distinguishing characters 

for the various subspecies are the differing combinations of size and cranial de- 

tails as presented by average individuals. The following features are subject to 
important modifications: Form of the skull in upper outline; height and inflation 

of frontal region; width of rostrum; form of nasals; development of lambdoid 

crest; width and depth of interpterygoid fossa; form of audital bullae (with 

allowance for great individual variation) ; and size of teeth, especially the canines. 

Felis onca onca Linné 

East Brazilian Jaguar 9 

[Felis] onca Linné, Syst. Nat., ed. 10, vol. 1, 1758, p. 42. 

Type locality.—Pernambuco (now Récife), Brazil (fixed by Thomas, Proc. Zool. 

Soc. London, 1910, p. 136, Mar., 1911). 

Distribution.—Extreme eastern Brazil west and north to the lower Amazon. : 

General characters.—A large subspecies approaching paraguensis, but skull 

smaller; frontal region less elevated behind postorbital processes; temporal ridges 

tending to unite to form the sagittal crest farther anteriorly; sagittal and lamb- 

doid crests strongly developed, much as in paraguensis; audital bullae more fully 

inflated; dentition heavy. Compared with major of Surinam the skull is de- 

cidedly larger, with relatively much more prominent sagittal and lambdoid 

crests. The original description of mexianae indicates that the skull of typical 

onca differs from it in larger size and probably in other details. For cranial 

measurements see table, p. 232. 
Remarks.—F. onca was based by Linné upon early accounts of the jaguar in 

Brazil. Of the species he merely says, “Habitat in America Meridionali.”” 

Unfortunately no specimens from near the type locality of onca, as fixed by 

Thomas, are available for our study. In the absence of such material we have
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regarded skulls from the valley of the Rio Tocantins as the most likely, among 

those at hand, to represent this form, and have used them as a basis for 

comparisons. 

Measurements.—No external measurements available. Skull (see table, p. 232). 

Specimens examined.—Three, from Brazil, as follows: 

Para: Lower Amazon, 1 (skull only); Tocantins River Valley, 2 (skulls only). 

Felis onca coxi, subsp. nov. 

Espiritu Santo Jaguar 

Type.—From north of Rio Doce, Espiritu Santo, Brazil. No. 256388 [9 ad.], 

skull only, U. S. National Museum, collected by W. T. Cox, 1931. 

Distribution.—Eastern Minas Geraes and Espiritu Santo, Brazil; limits of 

range unknown. 

General characters.—A small, light buffy or straw-colored subspecies. Much 

smaller than its geographic neighbors, typical onca or the Matto Grosso animal, 

described beyond, resembling the latter in color but differing from both in cranial 

details. 
Color.—Skin from upper Rio Doce, Minas Geraes: Ground color of upper parts 

in general light ochraceous buff or yellowish straw color, slightly darker within 

the rosettes than in the interspaces, becoming still paler, less yellowish, and near 

light buff on sides of neck, flanks, and outer surfaces of legs; black spots and 

rosettes rather large and heavy, some enclosing smaller spots as in the other forms; 

i black spots large, irregular, and partly confluent along median line on posterior 

part of back; under parts and inner surfaces of legs white, heavily spotted with 

black; tail with irregular heavy black markings throughout its length, separated 

by narrow interspaces, light buffy near base above, becoming white thinly mixed 

with black toward tip and white below. ; 

Skull.—Cranium small, with a low sagittal crest and well-developed lambdoid 

crest. Compared with that of subspecies onca the skull is much smaller; frontal 

f region more constricted immediately behind postorbital processes; bullae rela- 

tively broader, somewhat flatter posteriorly near line of contact with exoccipitals. 

Very much smaller, less angular than that of F. 0, milleri, the Matto Grosso 

jaguar; frontal region much less highly arched, the sides most deeply constricted 

. immediately behind postorbital processes (sides of frontals inflated behind 

postorbital processes in Matto Grosso form); fronto-parietal suture more evenly 

transverse instead of forming a narrow V pointing forward on the median line. 

Measurements.—Flat tanned skin from upper Rio Doce, Minas Geraes: Total 

length, 2190 mm.; tail, 565. Skull (see table, p. 232). 

Remarks.—F. 0. coxi contrasts strongly in size with its much larger geo- 

graphic neighbors in the Parana and Paraguay river valleys. Two skulls re- 

ceived many years ago from Herman von Ihering, and probably taken in the 

general vicinity of Sio Paulo, were at first assigned here but seem referable to 

the form described on p. 228. This new subspecies is named for the collector 

of the type, Mr. W. T. Cox, in recognition of his extensive studies of wild life. 

Specimens examined.—Total number, 4, as follows: 
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Minas Gerazs: Near Rio Doce, near eastern part of state, 1 (skull only); 
upper Rio Doce, 1 (skin only). 

Esprriru Santo: North of Rio Doce (type locality), 2. 4 

Felis onca milleri, subsp. nov. 

Matto Grosso Jaguar 

Type.—From Descalvados, Matto Grosso, Brazil. No. 26552, 9 adult, skin i 

and skull, Field Museum of Natural History, collected by Mrs. Marshall Field, 

August 4, 1926. 
Distribution.—Upper part of Paraguay River Valley, in southwestern Brazil 

and southeastern Bolivia. 
General characters.—One of the largest of the jaguars—about equalling para- 

guensis. Ground color of upper parts pale—near light ochraceous buff. Skull 
larger than in onca, and differing in detail. Much larger than coi of southeastern 

Brazil. 
Color.—Type: Ground color of upper parts in general, including outer surfaces 

of forelegs and thighs, light ochraceous buff, slightly darker in tone within the 

rosettes than in the interspaces, paling to near light buff on sides of neck, flanks, 
and feet; black rings of rosettes large and most of them broken, enclosing one to 

four or five small black spots; black spots narrow and elongated along median 

line of back posteriorly; black spots on head and outer sides of legs large; under 
parts and inner surfaces of legs white, interrupted by large irregular black spots; 

tail with irregular heavy black markings, separated by narrow interspaces, 
ground color light ochraceous buff near base above, becoming white thinly mixed 

with black toward tip, and white below. In a very young individual from Co- 

rumbi, Brazil, the spots on the upper parts are angular and closely crowded 
leaving uniformly narrow interspaces and forming a well defined, reticulated 

pattern. 

Skull.—Closely resembling that of paraguensis in large size, massiveness and i 

angularity, but upper outline more arched, rising higher behind postorbital 

processes; frontal region broader and higher, the sides more expanded below 
temporal ridges; posterior nares and interpterygoid fossa narrower and deeper, 

the interpterygoid space more deeply concave as viewed from below; nasals 

broader, the anterior ends usually more divergent, narrowing more abruptly : 

posteriorly; parietals developed forward and encroaching farther on frontals 

along sagittal crest than in most subspecies; dentition similar to paraguensis but 

molariform teeth rather light. Compared with onca the skull is larger; frontal 

region more elevated behind postorbital processes, the sides ‘distended and 

bulging more prominently below temporal ridges; temporal ridges tending to 

unite to form the sagittal crest farther posteriorly; sagittal and lambdoid crests 

strongly developed, as in onca; audital bullae less fully inflated; dentition similar. 

Compared with that of covi, the skull is much larger; frontal region more highly 

arched, the sides constricted farther posteriorly near fronto-parietal suture. 
Measurements.—Type (tanned skin): Total length, 1880 mm.; tail, 475. Skull 

(see table, p. 232). An adult male topotype (in flesh): Total length, 2419 mm.; 

tail vertebrae, 665; hind foot, 302. Another adult male topotype: Weight (on 

platform scale), 290 Ibs. An adult female topotype (in flesh): Total length, 

2116 mm.; tail vertebrae, 604; hind foot, 255.
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Remarks.—As the geographic range of the present form closely adjoins that of 

paraguensis the cranial peculiarities noted are remarkable. This case is paral- 

; lelled, however, by similarly abrupt modification of characters along geographic 

lines elsewhere. The new subspecies is named for Mr. F. W. Miller who, in con- 

nection with his work for the Colorado Museum of Natural History, has made an 

important contribution to knowledge of the mammals of southern Matto Grosso. 

Mr. Miller referred specimens from Descalvados to F. ramsayi, which he proposed 

as a substitute name for F. paraguensis as indicated in our remarks under that 

form. 

Specimens examined.—Total number, 19, all from Matto Grosso, Brazil as 

follows: 

Corumbé, 5 (2, skulls only); *Descalvados, 13; *Lake Uberaba (on boundary 

between Brazil and Bolivia), 1 (skull only). 

Felis onca paraguensis Hollister 

Paraguay Jaguar 

Felis paraguensis Hollister, Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., vol. 48, p. 169, Dec. 16, 1914 

(1915). Type No. 4128, [*] adult, U. S. National Museum, collected by Capt. 

T. J. Page, about 1860. 

Felis notialis Hollister, Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., vol. 48, p. 170, Dec. 16, 1914 (1915). 

Type from San José, Entre Rios, Argentina, No. 4361, [9] adult, U.S. National 

Museum, collected by Capt. T. J. Page, August, 1860. 

Felis ramsayi F. W. Miller, Journ, Mamm., vol. 11, no. 1, p. 14, Feb. 11, 1930. 

Substitute name for F. paraguensis. 

Felis o[nca] paraguensis Barbour, Records North Amer. Big Game, Dec., 1932, p. 

155. 
Type locality.—Paraguay. 

Distribution —Paraguay, adjoining part of Parana River Valley, Brazil, and 

northeastern Argentina. 

i General characters.—One of the largest of the jaguars. Color undetermined 

but probably similar to milleri. Skull about like that of milleri in size and 

angularity, but frontals less elevated behind postorbital processes, the sides less 

expanded below temporal ridges; posterior nares and interpterygoid fossa wider 

. and shallower, the interpterygoid space less deeply concave; nasals narrower, 

tapering more gradually to posterior ends; dentition similar but molariform teeth 

rather heavy. 
Measurements.—No external measurements available. Skull (see table, p. 232). 

Remarks.—No skins of paraguensis have been examined by us and the color, 

therefore, has not been determined. F. notialis was based upon a skull regarded 

by the describer as that of a male, but which, with the advantage of more material 

for comparison appears to us to be that of afemale. It agrees closely in essential 

characters with the type of paraguensis. Felis ramsayi, was proposed by F. W. 

Miller as a substitute name for Felis paraguensis on the ground that the latter 
gay SRS RR a 
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was preoccupied by Panthera paragayensis. This name, however, was applied 
to an ocelot by Oken in 1816. A substitute name takes the same type specimen 
as that of the name replaced and therefore F. ramsayi has the same type as F, 
paraguensis. Oken consistently wrote ‘‘Paragay” for Paraguay and the differ- 
ently-formed derivatives from such different names are not regarded by us as 
synonymous. F, ramsay? is therefore a synonym of F. paraguensis. 

Specimens examined.—Total number, 4, as follows: 
Argentina: San José, Entre Rios, 1 (skull only—type of notialis). j 
Brazit: Campo Grande, Matto Grosso, 1 (skull only). 
Paraauay: Puerto Pinasco, 170 kilometers west of Riacho Salado (in dis- 

puted territory), 1 (skull only); without definite locality, 1 (skull only— 
type). 

Felis onca paulensis, subsp. nov. 

Southeast Brazilian Jaguar 

Type.—Sio Paulo region, southeastern Brazil (exact locality undetermined). 
No. 100123, [9] adult, skull only, U. S. National Museum (Biological Survey 
collection), received from Herman von Ihering, June, 1900. 

Distribution.—Sio Paulo region; probably widely distributed in southeastern 
Brazil. 

General characiers.—Size very large—about as in milleri and paraguensis, 
but differing in cranial details from both. Differing from coxi most notably in 
much larger size. 

Color.—Undetermined. 
Skull.—Closely approaching that of coxi in general form, but much larger, 

more massive and angular; sagittal crest much more strongly developed; tem- 
poral ridges more abruptly curved inward, uniting to form the sagittal crest 
farther forward. Similar in size and angularity to milleri and paraguensis, in- 
cluding the prominent sagittal and lambdoid crests, and dentition about the same. 
Distinguished from milleri by much narrower, less distended frontal region imme- 1 
diately behind postorbital processes; temporal ridges more abruptly curved in- 

. ward, uniting to form the sagittal crest farther forward; interpterygoid fossa 
similarly narrow, but shallower. Differing from paraguensis in broader frontal 
region behind postorbital processes; bony palate decidedly narrower in front of : 
interpterygoid fossa, interpterygoid fossa narrower, but deeper. 

Measurements.—No external measurements available. Skull (type): Greatest 
length, 266.2; condylobasal length, 235.5; zygomatic breadth, 175.4; width of 
rostrum (behind canines), 70.5; interorbital constriction, 47.7; width across 
mastoid processes, 111.5; width of interpterygoid fossa, 23.8; upper canine-pre- 
molar series (alveoli), 76.3; crown length upper carnassial, 26.6; diameter upper 
canine (antero-posterior), 20.8. 

Remarks.—Felis onca paulensis is based upon three skulls—one of an adult 
male in the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, labelled Séo Paulo, 
and received from E. D. Cope many years ago, and two adult females in the U. 8. 
National Museum, from the general region, received in June, 1900, from Herman 
von Ihering. This material is unsatisfactory, owing to the lack of more exact 
locality data, but the three skulls agree so closely among themselves, and differ
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collectively so uniformly in important details from the neighboring forms that 

subspecifie recognition seems warranted. Unfortunately no skins are available 

‘ and the color must be left for later determination. 

Felis onca boliviensis, subsp. nov. 

Bolivian Jaguar 

é Type.—From Buena Vista, Santa Cruz, Bolivia. No. 34344, [o] adult, skin 

and skull, Field Museum of Natural History, collected by J. Steinbach in 1924. 

Original number 1462. 

Distribution.—Lower eastern slopes of Andes in central Bolivia, limits of range 

unknown. 

General characters.—Similar in general to milleri but smaller and ground color 

of upper parts darker and richer in tone; cranial characters distinctive. Appar- 

ently differing from the little known form peruviana, of the coast region of Peru, 

in cranial details, especially the more oblique position of the paroccipital and 

mastoid processes. 

Color.—Type: Ground color of upper parts in general, including outer surfaces 

of forelegs and thighs, near cinnamon buff, slightly darker in tone within the 

rosettes than in the interspaces, becoming paler buff on sides of neck, flanks, and 

on feet, the ground color along sides of body fading gradually into white of under 

parts; rosettes large and forming numerous complete circles or rings, but narrowly 

outlined, most of them enclosing one to four or five smaller spots; black spots on 

head and outer sides of legs of medium size; under parts and inner surfaces of legs 

white, with the large black spots or irregular blotches usual in the group; tail with 

irregular black markings, separated by narrow interspaces, light cinnamon buff 

near base above, becoming white thinly mixed with black toward tip, and white 

below. In a topotype the ground color above is of a brighter, richer cinnamon 

buff than in the type. 

Skull.—Similar in general to that of milleri, but smaller, with upper outline 

f more evenly arched; frontal region narrower, higher, more convex in front of 

postorbital processes, less elevated and less bulging laterally as well as upward 

behind postorbital processes; postorbital constriction near postorbital processes 

instead of farther posteriorly near fronto-parietal suture as in milleri; crown of 

: carnassials, above and below, actually longer, therefore relatively decidedly 

longer, measured antero-posteriorly; canines about the same. Apparently differ- 

ing from peruviana in the flatter, less highly arched upper outline; postorbital 

constriction nearer postorbital processes; paroccipital and mastoid processes 

more oblique in relation to axis of skull (paroccipital and mastoid processes in 

more nearly the same transverse plane in peruviana as shown in Blainville’s plate 

illustration of the type); nasals broader. 

Measurements.—Type (tanned skin): Total length, 2055 mm.; tail, 610. Skull 

(see table, p. 232). 

Remarks.—In view of geographical contiguity boliviensis exhibits a surprising 

departure from milleri in cranial details and the more vivid color of the upper 

parts seems to be distinctive. No specimens of peruviana are available, and 

the exact relationship of boliviensis to that form remains to be determined. F. 

boliviensis differs, however, from Blainville’s figures of the skull of the type of
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peruviana, and the great range of geographic variation in the species would 
argue against the occurrence of the same forms east and west of the great wall of 
the Andes. 

Specimens examined.—Three* (3 skins and 2 skulls), from the type locality. 

Felis onca peruviana Blainville 

Peruvian Jaguar 

Felis onca peruviana Blainville, Ostéog. Icon. Mamm. Réc. et Foss., vol. 2, fase. 
12, genre Felis, p. 186; ibid., atlas, pl. 8, 1843. 

Type locality.—Peru (probably from the coast region). 

Distribution.—Believed to be the coastal region of Peru; limits of range 
unknown, 

General characters—Apparently a rather large subspecies with paroccipital 

and mastoid processes in more nearly the same transverse plane in relation to 

longitudinal axis of skull than in the other forms; frontal region broad, constricted 
posteriorly; nasals narrow, evenly tapering to an acute point posteriorly. 

Remarks.—Blainville (1.c.) in explanation of the plate illustrations of the skull 
of the jaguar accompanying his work used the name F, onca, without description, 

for several figures, including the profile and upper and lower views of the cranium 
of a female from Peru. Under the Peruvian figures on the plate, however, is the 

legend “‘F. onca peruviana 9 ,’’ which seems to provide a valid name for a Peruvian 
subspecies. The animal was given alive to the menagerie by Rear Admiral 

d’Urville and, therefore, probably came from the coast region. In view of the 
general principles that govern geographic distribution of species it is unlikely 

that the same subspecies occurs to the east and west of the Andes, which, rising 

like a great wall, probably bars the easy passage of these great cats from one side 

to the other. Blainville’s figures indicate cranial peculiarities, but were drawn 
from a menagerie animal and may not be entirely trustworthy. As no specimens 

of peruviana are available its exact relationship to the other subspecies remains 

to be determined. : 

Felis onca ucayalae, subsp. nov. 

Upper Amazon Valley Jaguar 

Type.—From Sarayacu, Rio Ucayali, Peru. No. 76451, @ adult, skin and ; 
skull, American Museum of Natural History; collected by the Olalla brothers, 
May 1, 1927. 

Distribution.—Ucayali and Marafion river valleys, northeastern Peru, and 
probably beyond in neighboring parts of the upper Amazon drainage. 

General characters.—Similar to boliviensis, but larger; rosettes heavily outlined 

and black spots on head, limbs, and under parts larger than usual in the species; 
skull differing from those of onca and boliviensis in detail, especially the narrowly 

spreading zygomata. Apparently differing from peruviana in cranial features. 

Color.—Type: Ground color of upper parts in general near cinnamon buff; 
rosettes large and heavy, several of those in the mid-dorsal region with unbroken 

‘ Collection Field Mus. Nat. Hist.
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outlines, enclosing one or two small black spots; black spots on head, legs and 

under parts very large. 

. Skull.—Similar to that of boliviensis, but larger, more elongated; zygomata 

relatively less widely spreading; squamosal arm of zygoma more strongly de- 

veloped; rostrum broader; temporal ridges more abruptly curved inward, and 

uniting to form a sagittal crest farther anteriorly; dentition similar. Apparently 

differing from peruviana in broader nasals, more abruptly narrowing near pos- 

y terior ends, and in more oblique mastoid and paroccipital processes in relation to 

axis of skull. Compared with that of major the skull is larger; zygomata rela- 

tively less widely spreading; frontal region narrower; lambdoid crest much 

broader, more strongly developed; dentition heavier. 

Measurements.—Type (tanned skin): Total length, 1982 mm.; tail, 523. Skull 

(see table, p. 232). 

Remarks.—F. o. ucayalae is based mainly on a fine male specimen which we 

have been unable to refer to any other form. The skull differs from Blainville’s 

plate illustration of peruviana which presumably came from west of the great wall 

of the Andes, but the exact relationship of ucayalae to that subspecies must be 

left for later determination. A skull from Moyobamba is very doubtfully in- 

cluded here, as it exhibits a departure especially in the shallow depth of the 

interpterygoid fossa, a character similar to that of the geographically distant 

form paraguensis. In askin from Rio Napo the rosettes are more broken and the 

small enclosed black spots are more numerous than in the type. 

Specimens examined.—Three, all from Peru,® as follows: 

Rio Napo (near Iquitos), 1 (skin only); Moyobamba, 1 (skull only); Sarayacu, 

Rio Ucayali, 1 (type). 

Felis onca major Fischer 

Surinam Jaguar 

[Felis onca] major Fischer, Syn. Mamm., Addenda, 1830, p. 366 (= 566). 

r Type locality.—Surinam. 

Distribution.—Northern South America from Surinam west through British 

Guiana and extreme northern Brazil to western Venezuela. 

General characters—A medium sized cinnamon buffy subspecies, with outer 

: rings of rosettes usually broken, but irregularly encircling one to four or five small 

black spots; skull with a narrow, weakly developed lambdoid crest combined with 

rather heavy dentition. Skull smaller than that of onca, with much less promi- 

nent sagittal and lambdoid crests. Ground color of upper parts about as in ucaya- 

lae, but rosettes more broken than in the type of the latter; skull smaller, with 

relatively reduced lambdoid crest and more widely spreading zygomata. Similar 

in color to centralis; skull larger with decidedly heavier dentition and less strongly 

developed lambdoid crest. 

Measurements.—An adult male from Serra da Lua, Amazonas, Brazil: Total 

length, 1775 mm. ; tail vertebrae, 583; hind foot, 240. Skull (see table, p. 232). 

Remarks.—The name major was based by Fischer on the “Jaguar, great var.” 

of Hamilton Smith (Griffith, in Cuvier’s Anim. King., vol. 2, p. 455, and colored 
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TABLE 1 

Cranial measurements of jaguars (all measurements in millimeters) 
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text fig., 1827). While in America Hamilton Smith, according to Griffith, “‘satis- 
fied himself there were two distinct varieties of the Jaguar, differing principally 

‘ in dimensions.”’ One of his two figures, drawn from an animal from Surinam, 

bears the legend ‘‘The Jaguar, Great var? F. onca L.” The other (l.c., colored 
text fig. opposite p. 456) representing a smaller, paler animal from America, but 

without definite locality, is inscribed ‘‘The Jaguar. Small or common var. F. 
onea L.”” On the latter Fischer founded [Felis onca] minor. As the name major 

; was clearly applied to Smith’s figure of an animal from Surinam it may be ac- 

cepted as valid for the form inhabiting that country. The name minor of Fischer, 

however, without locality is unidentifiable. 

Specimens examined.—Total number, 12, as follows: 
Braziu: Frechal, Rio Surumu, 1;° Serra da Lua (near Béa Vista), 3 (skulls 

only).? 
Brivisu Guiana: Georgetown, 1 (skull only);’ Kartabo, 1.° 

Surtnam: Without definite locality, 1 (skull only).® 
Venezugia: Caura Valley, 1; Maracaibo (market), 2 (1 skin only; 1 skull 

only);7 Maripa, 1;5 Rio Orinoco (mouth of Rio Ocamo), 1 (skull only).® 

Felis onca mexianae Hagmann 

Mexiana Island Jaguar 

Felis onca var. mexianae Hagmann, Archiv. Rassen- und Gesellsch.-Biologie, vol. 

5, p. 10, Jan.-Mar., 1908. Type in Strassburg Museum. 
Type locality.—Mexiana Island, estuary of Amazon River, Brazil. 

Distribution. —Known only from Mexiana Island. 
General characters.—Described as smaller than mainland animals from the 

vicinity of the Rio Tapajoz and southern Brazil. Skull measurements of largest 

adult male and female, respectively (from original description): Basilar length, 

210 and 186 mm.; zygomatic breadth, 180 and 160; width across maxillae over ca- 

nines, 70 and 64; length of upper carnassial, 28 and 25.8. 
f Remarks.—F. 0. mexianae was based upon seven skulls from Mexiana Island. 

The measurements indicate a smaller animal than that of the adjacent mainland, 

but no specimens have been examined by us and the exact relationship to the other 
forms remains to be determined. As Mexiana is one of the outer islands in the 

. estuary of the Amazon the occurrence of a small jaguar there suggests that the 
same or a similar form may inhabit other islands in the delta of the river. 

Felis onca madeirae, subsp. nov. 

Rio Madeira Jaguar 

Type.—From Auar4 Igarapé (above Borba), Rio Madeira, Amazonas, Brazil, 

No. 91702, 9 adult, skin and skull, American Museum of Natural History; col- 

lected by Olalla brothers, March 15, 1930. Original number 1991. 
Distribution.—Valley of the Rio Madeira; limits of range unknown. 

6 Coll. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. 

7 Coll. Field Mus. Nat. Hist. 

8 Coll. Mus. Comp. Zool.
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General characters.—A small, rather rich cinnamon buff subspecies; black rings 

of rosettes heavily outlined in the type, and enclosing a few small black spots. 
Similar in general to onca, but decidedly smaller. Not very unlike cori but 4 
larger, darker, and richer in general color, and cranial characters distinctive. 

Differing from major in smaller size and cranial details, especially in the rela- 
tively greater development of the lambdoid crest. 

Color.—Type: Ground color of upper parts in general near cinnamon buff, very 
slightly darker within the rosettes than in the interspaces; rosettes of medium . 
size, heavily outlined, a few near mid-dorsal area irregular in form, completely 

closed, others consisting of nearly closed rings; three or four only containing 
each a single small black central spot; black spots on head, legs, and under parts 
of medium size. 

Skull.—Similar to that of onca but decidedly smaller, less arched in upper 
outline; frontal region flatter; interpterygoid fossa very narrow; dentition light. 
Much smaller than that of major, with relatively broader, more strongly pro- 

jecting lambdoid crest; interpterygoid fossa relatively narrower; dentition 

relatively lighter. Similar in general to that of coxi, but larger; interpterygoid “ 
fossa actually as well as relatively narrower; dentition much heavier. 

Measurements.—T ype (tanned skin): Total length, 1610 mm.; tail, 465. Skull 
(see table, p. 232). 

Remarks.—The present form is based on a single specimen from near the center 
of the great valley of the Amazon. While close relationship to neighboring forms 

is indicated the characters pointed out seem to warrant subspecific recognition. 

Felis onca centralis Mearns 

Central American Jaguar 

Felis centralis Mearns, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, vol. 14, p. 139, Aug. 9, 1901. 

Type No. 14177, [#] adult, skull only, U. S. National Museum, collected by 
W. M. Gabb. 

Felis onca centralis Goldman, Smiths., Misc. Coll., vol. 69, no. 5, p. 166, 1920. ‘ 

Type locality—Talamanca, Costa Rica (probably near Sipurio, in the valley 
of the Rio Sicsola). 

Distribution.—Central America north to Salvador and along the Pacific coast 

probably to near the Isthmus of Tehuantepec; south to Guaduas, Cundinamarca, . 
Colombia. 

General characters.—A rather small form. closely resembling hernandesii but 
apparently averaging slightly darker; ground color of upper parts cinnamon buff 

instead of light ochraceous buff, the prevailing tone in the latter; black rosette 
rings considerably broken; skull very similar to that of hernandesii, but nasals 

less depressed anteriorly, more highly arched as viewed from the front. Similar 
in color to major, but skull smaller with decidedly lighter dentition and more 

strongly developed lambdoid crest. Differing from goldmani mainly in decidedly 
larger size. 

Measurements.—No external measurements in the flesh available. Skull (see 
table, p. 232). 

Remarks.—The close agreement of centralis and hernandesii in general charac- 
ters is rather remarkable, in view of their geographically widely separated ranges.
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Some specimens of both forms are practically indistinguishable but the combina- 

tion of slight characters pointed out is usually distinctive. 

. Specimens examined.—Total number, 10, as follows: 
Cotoms1a: Guaduas, Cundinamarca, 1 (skull only). 
Costa Rica: Pozo Azul, 1 (skull only); without definite locality, 1 (skull 

only). 
Nicaragua: Province of Zelaya, I (skull only); San Rafael del Norte, 1.° 

' Panama: Atlantic side, 1 (skull only) ;!° Boca de Cupe, 1;? Rio Peluca, 1 (skull 

only) ;!° Tapalisa, 1.9 
Satvapor: Conchagua Volcano, La Union, 1 (skull only). 

Felis onca goldmani Mearns 

Yucatan Peninsula Jaguar 

Felis hernandesii goldmani Mearns, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, vol. 14, p. 142, 

Aug. 9, 1901. Type No. 105930, skin only, U. 8. National Museum, collected 

by E. A. Goldman, Jan. 5, 1901. 
Felis onca goldmani Goldman, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, vol. 45, p. 144, Sept. 

9, 1932. 
Type locality.—Yohaltun, Campeche, Mexico. 

Distribution —The peninsula of Yucatan, south to northern Guatemala and 
probably British Honduras. 

General characters.—Size smallest of the jaguars. Black markings small, in 

keeping with diminutive body dimensions. Most closely resembling centralis, 
but smaller; ground color of upper parts about the same in cinnamon buffy tone, 

and rosettes similarly broken; skull smaller, less angular, the sagittal and lamb- 

doid crests less developed. 
Measurements.—No external measurements in the flesh available. Skull (see 

table, p. 232). 
Remarks.—The diminutive size of this jaguar at once distinguishes it from all 

‘ of the other subspecies. It presents a remarkable contrast with the large jaguar 

of Vera Cruz, described beyond, although there is only a short distance between 

the ranges of the two, and intergradation may confidently be assumed. 
Specimens examined.—Total number, 10, as follows: 

' Camprcun: La Tuxpefia, Champoton, 3 (2skulls only, 1 skin only); Yohaltun, 

1 (type—skin only). 
Guatemata: Laguna El Sotz, Peten, 2 (skulls only); Lake Peten, 2 (skulls 

only); La Libertad, 1; Remote, Peten, 1 (skull only). 

Felis onca hernandesii (Gray) 

West Mexican Jaguar 

Leopardus hernandesii Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1857, p. 278, pl. 58. De- 

t scribed from an individual in the Gardens of the Zoological Society of London. 

Felis hernandesti Mearns, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, vol. 14, p. 141, Aug. 9, 

1901. 

® Coll. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. 
10 Coll. Mus. Comp. Zool.
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Felis onca hernandesti Goldman, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, vol. 45, p. 144, 
Sept. 9, 1932. 

Type locality.—Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Mexico. , 

Distribution.—Western Mexico from Sinaloa south to the Isthmus of Tehuan- 
tepec. 

General characters.—A rather small subspecies, closely resembling centralis, 
but apparently averaging slightly paler, the ground color of upper parts variable 

but near light ochraceous buff, instead of cinnamon buff; black rings of rosettes ‘ 
usually rather small and considerably broken, the number of small enclosed 

spots varying to as many as nine; skull very similar to that of centralis, but nasals 

more depressed anteriorly, less highly arched as viewed from the front. Ap- 
proaching arizonensis in color and depressed condition of nasals, but smaller 

and the nasal character less extreme in development; interpterygoid fossa opening 
more widely, the lateral margins usually less strongly turned inward. Differing 

from goldmani in decidedly larger size, and in about the same cranial details as 
from centralis. 

Remarks.—The range of hernandesii is separated from that of the jaguar of 

eastern Mexico, described later, by the southward thrust of the central highlands 
that form an effective, wedge-shaped barrier broadly separating the two northern 

forms of the species. The extensively broken rings of the rosettes, described and A 
depicted by Gray and varying widely in all forms, seem to be fairly constant as an 
average character. 

Specimens examined.—Total number, 16, as follows: 

Cotima: Coast Range (below Colima City), 1 (skull only); Colima, 1 (skull 
only). 

Guerrero: Acapulco, 1 (skull only), 3 (skins only); Papayo, 1. 
Nayanir: San Blas, 1 (skull only). 

Oaxaca: Chivela, 1 (skull only); Tehuantepec, 2 (skulls only). 

Smatoa: Agua Brava, 1;!! Escuinapa (about 40 miles south of type locality 
and regarded as typical), 4.11 

Felis onca veraecrucis, subsp. nov. 

Northeastern Jaguar 

Type.—From San Andres Tuxtla, Vera Cruz, Mexico. No. 67403, o adult, rs 
skull only, U. S. National Museum (Biological Survey collection), collected by 
Nelson and Goldman, April 24, 1894. Original number 6090. 

Distribution.—Gulf slope of eastern and southeastern Mexico from the coast 
region of Tabasco north through Vera Cruz and Tamaulipas to central Texas. 

General characters.—Size largest of the North American subspecies. Color 
about as in the other North American forms but rosettes rather large; skull differ- 
ing in size and combination of details. 

Color.—Female from Perez, Vera Cruz: Ground color of upper parts in general 
pale cinnamon buff, slightly darker within the black rings of the rosettes as usual 

in the species, and paling gradually to light ochraceous buff on cheeks, sides of 

neck, flanks, and outer surfaces of legs; black spots and crescentic black rings of 

"1 Coll. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist.
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rosettes enclosing small black spots rather large and heavy; black spots irregularly 

confluent along median line on posterior part of back; under parts and inner sur- 

» face of legs white, heavily spotted with black; outer sides of ears black with 

cinnamon buff central spots; tail with large irregular black markings, separated 

by narrow, light interspaces buffy on basal half above, becoming white toward 

ip and below. A specimen from between Aldama and Soto la Marina, Tamauli- 

y pas, is similarly marked, but the ground color is slightly lighter in tone. One 

from Goldthwaite, Texas, is somewhat paler, the rosettes are larger, the black 

rings are more broken, and the posterior median dorsal spots are irregularly 

paired instead of confluent. 

Skull.—Somewhat larger and more elongated than that of F. 0. arizonensis, an- 

terior nares much higher, the nasals more highly arched, less depressed anteriorly; 

interpterygoid fossa wider, the lateral margins less strongly turned inward; 

audital bullae usually larger; dentition similar but canines usually larger. Simi- 

lar to that of hernandesii but decidedly larger, more massive; anterior nares 

higher, the nasals more highly arched anteriorly; canines larger. Differing from 

those of goldmani and centralis mainly in much larger size, the contrast greatest 

with goldmani. 

Measurements.—An adult male and female, respectively, from between Aldama 

and Soto la Marina, Tamaulipas: Total length, 1,993, 1,574 mm.; tail vertebrae, 

533, 432. Skull (see table, p. 232). 

Remarks.—The northeastern jaguar is probably more closely allied to centralis 

than to any of the other subspecies. In view of the geographic nearness of the 

small form, goldmani, which inhabits the Yucatan Peninsula, the disparity in size 

is remarkable; but intergradation of the two may safely be assumed. 

Specimens examined.—Total number, 8, as follows: 

Curapas: Palenque, 1 (skull only). 

Tasasco: Frontera, 1 (skull only). 

Tamautipas: Between Aldama and Soto la Marina, 2 (1 skull only).#8 

5 Vera Cruz: Orizaba, 1 (skull only);!* Perez, 1; San Andres Tuxtla (type 

locality), 1 (skull only). 
Texas: Goldthwaite, Mills County, 1. 

Felis onca arizonensis Goldman 

s Arizona Jaguar 

Felis onca arizonensis Goldman, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, vol. 45, p. 144, 

Sept. 9, 1932. Type No. 244507, o adult, skin and skull, U. S. National 

Museum (Biological Survey collection), collected by Jack Funk, April 12, 

1924. 

Distribution.—Mountainous parts of eastern Arizona north to the Grand 

Canyon, southern half of western New Mexico, and northeastern Sonora. 

General characters.—A large northern subspecies, distinguished from all the 

other races by the flatter, more depressed nasals. Most closely allied to hernan- 

Dale i Sen Manin tse A 

12 Collection Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. 

13 Collection Carnegie Mus. 

44 Collection Mus. Comp. Zool.
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desii, general colors and markings much the same, but size larger and cranial 
characters distinctive; skull more massive; rostrum broader; nasals much flatter, 
more depressed anteriorly; anterior nares wider but not as high; interpterygoid e 
fossa opening narrower. 

Measurements.—Type (tanned skin): Total length, 2145; tail, 660; hind foot, 
230. Skull (see table, p. 232). 

Remarks.—F. o. arizonensis reaches the extreme northern limit of the range 
of the species at the present time. Formerly it reached, according to the records, , 
to southeastern California. While not very abundant it appears to be a regular 
resident of southeastern Arizona. 

Specimens examined.—Total number, 5, as follows: 
Arizona: Cibecue (type locality), 1; Greaterville, 2; Nogales (20 miles west), 

1 (skull only). 
Sonora: West foothills of Sierra Madre, due west of Casas Grandes, Chi- 

huaha, 1 (skull only). 

INAPPLICABLE OR UNIDENTIFIABLE NAMES 

The nomenclature of the cats is much involved, many names being so vaguely 
used, or the accompanying descriptions being so inadequate that correct applica- 
tion is very uncertain if not impossible. The following list is believed to include 
the more important names requiring consideration in relation to the jaguar, but 
which for various reasons are not regarded as assignable to any particular form. 
No attempt is made to complete the synonymy which would be voluminous. 

A, NAMES PROPOSED BY NON-BINOMIAL AUTHORS 

1756, Tigris americana Brisson, Régne Anim., 1756, p. 270. 
Pre-Linnaean use of this name for the jaguar, based on the accounts of 

earlier authors. Habitat in America. 

1756. Tigris nigra Brisson, Régne Anim., 1756, p. 271. 

Applied to the black phase of the jaguar in Guiana and Brazil. 
1762. Tigris americana Brisson, Regnum Anim., 1762, p. 196. yi 

Name repeated from his Régne Animal, 1756, p. 270, for the jaguar. 
Habitat in America. 

1762. Tigris nigra Brisson, Regnum Anim., 1762, p. 196. 
Name repeated from his Régne Animal, 1756, p. 271 for the black phase of . 

the jaguar in Guiana and Brazil. 
1769. Tigris americana Fermin, Descrip. Gén., Hist., Géog. et Phys. Colon. 

de Surinam, vol. 2, p. 97, 1769. 

Vaguely used in referring to several kinds of spotted cats said to be 
widely distributed in America and found in Surinam. The jaguar probably 
was included in the general discussion, but binomial names are not consist- 
ently used by the author, and the name is regarded as unidentifiable. 
Fermin gives no references, but the name had been used by pre-Linnaean 
authors (Brisson, Régne Anim., 1756, p. 270, and others) for the jaguar 
of Brazil and the general range of the animal. 

B. NAMES PROPOSED BY BINOMIAL AUTHORS 

1775. Felis panthera Schreber, Die Siug., pl. 99, 1775; text, theil 3, p. 384, 1777. 
The name F. panthera, is somewhat involved. In Schreber’s work the 

name appears only on the plate as ‘Felis Panthera Buff” which is a repro-
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duction of the ‘“‘La Panthére Femelle” of Buffon (Hist. Nat., vol. 9, pl. 12, 

1761). Buffon’s plate is of an individual that had been kept a long time in 

: the menagerie of Versailles. Buffon, p. 151 (op. cit.) assigns the animal to 

the Old World, but the drawing, showing enclosed spots in a number of the 
rosettes, suggests a jaguar. The tail, however, is too long and like that of 

a leopard. In describing the markings on the sides of the body Buffon 

says there is a small black spot in the center of the “‘pluspart de ces an- 

4 neaux.” While enclosed spots are much more characteristic in the jaguar 

they are sometimes present in a few of the rosettes on the leopard. The 

measurements of Buffon’s ‘“‘panthére femelle” indicate a proportional 
length of tail about as in the jaguar. Buffon evidently was not familiar 

with the jaguar and his illustration of the animal (plate 18, op. cit.) almost 

certainly represents an ocelot, as shown by the nuchal stripes, body mark- 
ings and general proportions, including length of tail. His ‘Jaguar de la 

Nouvelle Espagne,’’ described 15 years later (Hist. Nat., Suppl., vol. 3, 
p. 218, pl. 39, 1776), appears also to have been an ocelot. Felis panthera 

Schreber was, therefore, based upon a confused concept. The bulk of the 

somewhat conflicting evidence seems to favor reference of the name to the 
general synonymy of Felis onca rather than to that of F. pardus of the Old 

World. 
1777. Felis nigra Erxleben, Syst. Regni Anim., 1777, p. 512. 

Based upon Tigris nigra Brisson (Régne Anim., 1756, p. 271) and the 

black jaguar of other authors. Habitat given as Brazil and Guiana. Evi- 

dently refers to the black or melanistic phase of the jaguar, although 
Erxleben remarked that he was inclined to believe it represented a dark 

variety of Felis concolor. 
1777. Felis discolor Schreber, Die Siiug., theil 3, p. 393, pl. 104 B, 1777. 

The name appears only on the plate. The text refers to the “black 
Tiger’’ of Pennant (Syn. Quad., 1771, p. 180, pl. 18, fig. 2). Comparison of 

Schreber’s plate with that of Pennant shows that the former was redrawn 

i" from the latter. Pennant assigned the animal to a habitat in Brazil and 
Guiana. This is one of the names used for the black phase of the jaguar, 

without definite locality. 
1795. Felis jaguar Link, Beytrige Zur Naturgesch., Zweytes stuck, p. 90, 1795. 

, A renaming of Felis onca. Felis jaguar was used by Temminck (Monog. 

Mamm., vol. 1, 1827, pp. 136, 256) as a common appellation in French for 

Felis onca, and was listed by Elliot (Monog. Felidae, 1883, p. unnumbered) 

in the synonymy of the species. 
1816. Planthera] americana Oken, Lehrb. der Naturgesch., theil 3, abt. 2, 1816, 

pp. 1054, 1061. 
The jaguar is here involved in the use of the name but the description and 

references are very loosely drawn. The name is antedated by Tigris 
americana Brisson, 1762, and preoccupied by Tigris americana Fermin, 

1769. 
1816. P{anthera] mexicana Oken, Lehrb. der Naturgesch., theil 3, abt. 2, 1816, p. 

1054. 

Under this name Oken listed the ‘‘Tlaco-Ozelotl, Tlal-Ocelotl, Catus- 
Pardus mexicanus, Panthera americana’’ and “F. pardalis.”” Apparently 
associated with the last mentioned he says ‘‘Die alten Kénige von Mexico
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hatten dieses Thier um den Thron liegen.”” The next paragraph under the 

same heading, however, begins with ‘Jaguar (ist Tlaco-Ocelotl).”’ 

Aside from this confused application the name is preoccupied by Felis ; 
mexicana Desmarest (Nouv. Dict., vol. 6, p. 112, 1816 edition [original date 

of publication about Feb. 4, 1803—see Osgood, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, 
vol. 27, p. 3, Feb. 2, 1914]) which was based upon the ‘‘Chat Sauvage de la 

Nouvelle Espagne” of Buffon (Hist. Nat., Suppl., vol. 3, p. 227, pl. 48, 

1776). Buffon himself (1.c. p. 228) regarded this as the same as the Serval, , 
described and figured in his earlier work (Hist. Nat., vol. 13, p. 236, pl. 
34, 1765). 

1830. [Felis onca] minor Fischer, Syn. Mamm., Addenda, 1830, p. 366 (= p. 566). 
Based on “The Jaguar. Small or common var. F. onca, L.”’ of Hamilton 

Smith (Griffith, in Cuvier’s Anim. King., vol. 2, p. 456 and colored text 

fig., 1827). No locality was given and the name is unidentifiable (See 
remarks under Felis onca major, p. 233). 

1841. Felis onca nigra Wagner, in Schreber’s Siug., Suppl., band 2, abth., 2, 1841, 

p. 475. 

Reference under Felis onca to Felis nigra Erxleben. 

1869. Panthera onca minor Fitzinger, Sitzungsber. Math.-Naturwissensch. Cl. 
Kais. Akad. Wissensch., band 59, abth. 2, p. 216, 1869. 

Obviously equal to Felis onca minor Fischer (1830) to which reference is 
made by Fitzinger. The name is here ascribed to the animal of Mexico 

and the southern part of the United States, but is inapplicable as it was 
based upon an unidentifiable form. 

1869. Panthera onca alba Fitzinger, Sitzungsber. Math.-Naturwissensch. Cl. Kais. 

Akad. Wissensch., band 59, abth. 2, p. 218, 1869. 
Applied to an apparently albinistic color phase of the jaguar in Paraguay 

and in ‘Peru oder in Venezuela.” Preoccupied by Felis alba Fischer (Syn. 
Mamm., Addenda, 1830, p. 366 [= 566]), based on the ‘‘white Tiger’ of 

Griffith (Cuvier’s Anim. King., vol. 2, p. 444 and text fig., 1827). 

1869. Felis onca poliopardus Fitzinger, Sitzungsber. Math.-Naturwissensch, , 
Cl. Kais, Akad. Wissensch., band 59, abth. 2, p. 220, 1869. 

Name first proposed as Felis poliopardus Fitzinger (op. cit. band 17, pp. 

295-297, 1 pl., 1855). Regarded by Fitzinger as a hybrid between Felis 
onca of Brazil and Felis pardus of west Africa. ‘ 

1872. Felis jaguarete Liais and Felis jaguapara Liais, Clim. Géol., Faune du 

Brésil, 1872, p. 451. 
In protest against the use of the name onga, introduced in Brazil by the 

Portuguese colonists, for an American animal, Liais proposed that Felis 

onca be transferred to the Asiatic species bearing the name Felis wncia 
which he ridiculed. Accepting the belief of some authors in the existence 

of two distinct species and having thus disposed of F. onca he proceeded to 
name the “grand jaguar’’ Felis jaguareté and the “‘petit’’ Felis jaguapara. 

By inference both of these are from Brazil, but without definite localities 

and are therefore unidentifiable. 
1872, Felis jaguatyrica Liais, Clim. Géol. Faune du Brésil, 1872, p. 459. 

Name proposed for a form of the black jaguar of Brazil. 

U. S. Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.
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‘ Deer’ #na Antelope On The Jornada Rehge Reserve: Director Campbell esti- 
~mates that there are, approximately, 700 deer and 150 antelope on! the Re- 
serves Tho total acreago of the Reserve is’ 192,000 acres. 

- ‘Bodver Por Chiricshuas: Bids are being “gotten out! by. the Coronada. Forest 
for trai ping' tvelve beavers and transplanting them in some of' the streams 
on the Chiri¢ahuas,: This is in the, Fish Stroam Improvement program under 
Nira, sown to be undertekcns "- 0s! et HE ves 

Plant: Throé Million Trout In'Year:: By the ond of the current fiscal year 
the state game department will have planted about 3,000,000" fish in the va- 
rious streams end lakes of the state, State Game Warden Elliott Barker re- 
‘ports. Du¢é tothe warm wittter; plantihg has been: goite'.on‘almost).continu- 
“ously: The stite has about’400,000 native trout in the Parkview hatchery 

. ready for'plénting. Thoy rangé from’three to five inches long. 2 

Large Jaguat Ccught: Rengor Wingo ef the Coronado reports thet of’ March 31, 193 
. the government‘‘hunbr, Frank Colcord, in the Tumaeacori Rogion succeeded in 
‘trapping a large mele! jéguar nearsthe head of Péna’Blanca Canyon. Colcord 
took the animal about'fifteen miles west of Nogelés on the Mexican border 

after a nino hour ride, This is the largest of the’ American cat family and 
sometimes weighs es mich as 300 pounds. In coloring he is the most gorgvous 

of "the Amsricancatss 9 6 ha, BE ate oa Se ivi: Mi od 
. lees a Nis. ei a ce! ¢ f Sy HS Soe 

Three ‘Wildcats Get’ Deer For Needy: ' Thrée ‘wildecats went without their'din- 
ner recently, but Prescott's needy fddsted on venison. The cats, stalking 

~ < the-forest in thé Walnut Creek dountry, ‘surprised a generel‘ lend of fice 
~sarvcy party at lunch by pouncing upon a yearling deer within‘sight“of the 
éamp., The surveyors lest no'time. Before the eats hod tested théir meal 

+thé men reséiiéd the prize and turned over a. dressed animal to Ranger Joss 
‘ “Py Féars whoin turn turned over a wéek*s ‘supply of venison’ té..the:Salva- 

Set ahaa at eo v Sheds + Jaeaiunin, ae . ent , 

' " ABéat Refuge: At-+d méeting of thé Flegsteff Game Protective Association, 
Forest Sunervisor BE G. Miller of the Coconino, recommended to the associa- 

‘.. “:t¥on) the establishment of a bear refuge t¢ bd located at the -head. of. Fos- 
sil Creek, 60 miles south of Flagstaff, the refuges to be for a five year 

‘ period. The proposed refuge is-in rough country where very few livestock 

; BLaZes It is estimated that rot over one bear in ten becomes a stock. kil- 

‘ler, If the bear refuge ‘is established by the srizona State Game .Commissi on 

it‘ would be the fitst-in the state’ and also in the southwest.:.“ . 

Hope’ To Capture Bighorn Herd Far This Area Shortly; State, gamesdepartment 

' hunters have net yet trapped any Mexican bighorn sheep for transplanting 

tothe Sandia Mountains, but hope to before long, State Warden Ellictt 

Barker ssid recently. : The sheep are frequenting the area where a trap has 

’ beensechstructed in the Big Hatchet Mountains of Hidalgo County and some 

‘ aré likely tobe caught before many weeks, Mr. Barker believes. The sheep 

"probably will be released on ‘the northwestern slope of the Sandias above 

, the site of the Juan Tabe CCC’ Camp, he! said. This is’ in the area where a 

new winter playground is being developed by the CCC. 

o tebe



Lion ~~ 

Bear 

From mimeographed news letter put out from Regional Forester's office, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 8/34 

Mountain Lion Goes in for Bear Diet: It may be the depression, but 
mountain lions have started eating bear meat. So reports Fred Winn, 
Supervisor of the Coronado Forest. Yesterday, upon returning from a trip 
in the Chiricahua Mountains, Winn reported that an eight foot mountain 
lion, killed by the Lee Brothers of Paradise, government hunters, had yielded 
@ foot from a bear cub. The contents of the big cat's stomach were examined, 
Winn said, and there was the foot. ‘The hunters and others in the community 

reported that it was an unheard-of thing for a lion to attack a bear or a 
bear cub,



File: Coyote 
Mt, Lion” 
Predation 

From General Notes, Jour, Mammalogy, Vol. 16, No. 3, August, 1935, p. 229: 

Couger and Coyote 

My friend, Pyeart Hulse, whose ranch is on Canyon Creek, Middle Fork 
of the Gila River, New Mexico, writes me about an experience of his father 
in December while on his trap line. I will tell the story in Pyeart's 
words: "My Dad had a strange experience with a lion last month. He was 
out on Canyon Creek Mountain setting some traps when he came right on to a 
lion and a kitten, and was within a few feet of them before either saw the 
other, The lion made away at once and jumped into the thick brush, pre- 
venting a shot. The lion had killed a deer and on looking it over Dad 
found a dead coyote a few feet from the kill. ‘The ground was soft from a 
rein of the previous day and the tracks easy to trace. On looking closely 
he saw where the coyote had come up to the kill, and there it was that the 
lion made for the coyote and caught it in a couple of bounds. The coyote's 
head was badly crushed and showed where the tusks had gone through the 
skull into the brain, killing the beast at once. Dad set some traps at the 
deer carcass but the lion did not return, He skinned the coyote," 

Evidently these predators were not on such friendly terms as it is 
supposed they sometimes are,~-Charles A, Gianini, Poland, New York, ;



Gestation Period - 3 and one-third months 

(C, Emerson Brown, Jour. Mammal., 1936)



Jaguar 

Gestation period - 3 and one-third months 

(C, Emerson Brown, Jour. Mammalogy, 1936)
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<ai> America’s sreat wild cat pie 

eo -\ has been the victim of 

R am” misinformation and 
eal Sy a Bh many false tales 

a ie 

’ Cougar o } ‘ 2 
By W. B. CONGER we! o- 7c 

ign. . 2 & 
NE REASON, aMONg pugs r ax ce Indian, in turn, have any = rt 

; C) several, that the oo - . ae x ie . 3 dread of it. The Gauchos A o 
cougar is feared by [ee Fd . : &. |... of the Pampas called it 

the uninformed is that it is ‘ ‘ : “_" “Amigo del cristiano” — S 
misnamed a lion. The real " ‘ rf F ee os man’s friend. It has always 

lion is a cat. The cougar is a . 2 7 : 4a lived in peace. It does not 

a cat, but the cougar is not vit a4 naturally run from mem- 

a lion. Another reason is s —_ , @ bers of the human race, but 

its size. A third cause is the is e &, ee ‘ learns to do so when con- 

effect of the yarns of those 7 Bex | tinuously persecuted. It 

who desire to give the im- , ee * 4 Ed = has learned it has no chance 

pression that this creature v 2 A 7 against the man armed 

is a four-footed fury, and b he | with a high-powered gun, 
thereby enhance their own y A Le i ae 2 who can shoot from a safe 
reputations as hunters. r jaw = distance. It hates and 
Finally, there is the mis- wa . 4 a > dreads the yap of the small 

representation of this ani- wap 4 a aa a . dog, or the uncanny wail 
mal to the public by organ- a ae of the hound, the fore- 
izations that profit by its E a : 7 runner of its doom, the 
destruction. Bee Re heralds of a band of armed 

Of the large animals of men. No protection has 
this country, the cougar is a ever been given the cougar, 
undoubtedly the most ma- , i a although its young remain 
ligned. Those who have = Gh ag Pe more or less helpless for 
istudied it tell us it is natur- Nag from six months to a year. 
ally of a mild and playful : f It is not a prolific animal, 
disposition when not goad- ™ and the years of none of 
ed by hunger, fear or dan- the members of the feline 
ger to its young. They tell us, too, that the cougar is al- tribe are many, so its survival is none too certain. 
ways at heart a kitten, and that, with the exception of A hunter, thrown from his horse early in a hunt, had 
some monkeys, it is one of the most playful animals in _ his leg broken. As he lay helpless he saw a cougar movy- 
the world. Grown cougars placed in captivity pine and ing about, in fact, the animal sat down near him, yet 
die, but the young make affectionate and playful pets, showed signs of restlessness, going and returning as if 
purring with pleasure at the approach of a human be- he feared the approach of an enemy. This man appears 
ing, stranger or friend, and begging to be caressed. Those to have been unafraid of the cougar, although he felt 
who have raised them as pets testify to this mildness of _ some concern when he heard the roar of a jaguar, and 
disposition, affection, and lack of temper. became aware that the two great cats were fighting. The 

In the early history of this country, when cougars were fight was renewed from time to time during the night; 
plentiful, children went to school through fields and in the morning both animals had disappeared. On occa- 
forests unharmed and unalarmed. Those who have come sion another hunter who had a cherished reputation be- 
in contact with this animal in its natural home, minus came, through a misadventure during a hunt, the butt 
the desire to shed its blood, have found it not ferocious of his friends’ jests. Chagrined, he went in search of 
but friendly. Through all the centuries the cougar was something to kill. He tried to knife a cougar sitting quiet- 
untroubled by the North American Indian. It had no fear ly by the wayside. The animal avoided him by a quick 
of squaw or brave; it harmed no Papoose, nor did the movement, gave his assailant one tap with his paw, then 
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looking for a few sec- ‘ +. es The following  in- 

onds at his discomfited é ey | ty fk stance, which occurred 

enemy, trotted quietly = v 5 a ; a in 1933, illustrates the 

away. It appears that the Q a , Cae al friendly instinct of this 

cougar does not attack Pdi a * he ad i’ quadruped: 

a fallen man, a chivalry in de ad Ach: ‘UG “Lydia Ann Atkins, 

never shown him in his ° Ett” " % a? A then about eight years 

extremity. hy, eee ee Ee \ ( old, had been sent to 

No form of life was " 4 . a e. % drive up the cows. Lydia 

placed here to be snuff- * ze m. Ay : ; ' a was accompanied and 

ed out through indiffer- Feet writen . a Se assisted by a big yellow 

ence, or because of any + Se —- “ay dog. The cattle were not 

whim or form of vanity, Ne tate e %S unduly frightened, and 

whether masculine or : a ue if a cow loitered, the 

feminine, or from greed. a A. ‘big dog’ trotted out 

The cougar’s natural : a pare _ toward her and she join- 

and legitimate food is ee - ed the herd in a hurry. 

the flesh of the large and 2 ; oi ‘Panther,’ shouted 

wild mammals, but it wr Father Atkins. ‘Run.’ 

eats also many small ao , The panther stopped 

creatures, even down to | * < Pe and sat down on_ his 

frogs and grasshoppers. 1 2 rae haunches, looking at 

As a pet it will eat any- BAL (es F F them benevolently. He 

thing offered it. Its fav- bs aia’ Sah Pi turned and walked slow- 

orite prey 1s souls form a ee r} ly away.” ( ; 

of the deer tribe, in fact 5™ , , According to Lydia 

the original continental A COUGAR SURVEYS THE SCENE BELOW Ann this was not the 

ranges of cougar and Bee Ae aa aie fegatd jhe cougar e:  mes! first time the “big dog” 

deer were practically had assisted her in driy- 

the same. But the beauty so apparent to the conserva- ing up the stock, always stopping when he came to the 

tionist-to-kill in the closed season becomes dull to his eyes _ bars. 

during the open, and the cougar’s natural food is be- In January, 1936, a cougar, somewhat out of his home 

grudged him. When the animal’s natural food supply boundaries, had full opportunity to kill a policeman on 

has been thinned out by that unlovely trilogy—gunners, his beat in the suburb of a western city, but true to his 

trappers and poisoners—it may attack unprotected cattle, friendly nature, the wild animal did not harm the guard- 

sheep and colts, and thereby come into collision with the ian of the peace. 

bank account. The cougar is a good sportsman, killing The last known instance occurred in September of the 

only what he needs, usually hunting alone or with his same year. A California deer hunter in camp states that 

mate, returning to his cache for a second, sometimes for his slumbers were disturbed throughout the night, the 

a third visit, What remains falls to the smaller carnivores first time by something blowing in his face. “I brushed 

of the woods. Of course, there are rogue cougars, just as _ that off. Then something nudged me as if trying to share 

there are rogue coyotes, rogue elephants, rogue sports- my blankets. I cuffed that off.” In the morning he saw 

men and rogue politicians. The rogue of any species en- _ his tent floor decorated with paw prints “as big as hams.” 

joys only slaughter and persecution of the weaker, wast- This man resigned his new position in the Forest Service 

ing large numbers by unbridled callousness and deliber- as he said he could find gentler playmates than moun- 

ately destroying what he cannot replace. tain lions. We wonder if he could. 

There are less than a dozen authentic accounts of at- It would be interesting to know the percentage of 

tacks on human beings by our great cat, and of these sev- domestic stock killed each year by the cougar, from 

eral cannot be truthfully termed attacks. These few in- freezing; from starvation. It would be interesting to know 

stances occurred in the West, from British Columbia to why American ingenuity, which has heretofore not ac- 

California. knowledged defeat, has fallen flat in the protection of 

In one instance, termed an “attack,” two young cougars domestic animals. 

asleep near a log in Idaho were seized by a cubnapper. It seems proper to suggest that the stock owner be not 

Abruptly awakened, they cried aloud. Both parents allowed to overbuy; that he should pay for the protec- 

came hurrying to the rescue. In the ensuing fight, the — tion and provision of his own livestock and not expect 

thief, although assisted by a companion, was badly hurt, the United States Government to do it for him; that he 

and both parents of the kittens were killed. The pair of should not be allowed the “‘privilege” of using poison 

cougar youngsters thus captured probably spent the re- or traps; that no animal should be killed unless it is ac- 

mainder of their unfortunate lives in captivity in a zoo. tually attacking livestock, and, thus, a known offender. 
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Cougar vs. Elk 
BY WALTER C. THORNTON Nida OUTDOORS: 

THAT cougars sometimes prey on elk is found the dead cougar was at that season ss 
a matter of common knowledge. Accord- frequented by elk cows and calves. Their or 2 

ing to popular conception, the killing of tracks were numerous. Cth iC | 7 
herbivorous animals by carnivores occurs The second observation was made in a By XZ oe! 4 a 
without retaliation. Nature did not entire- August, 1931, at a point just south of the » 7 & ... 2 _ 
ly overlook the herbivores, however, in forks of the Bogachiel River. At the time 1. ~~. > 
regard to matters of defense against their I was cruising timber with Jim Carson, | aa a LF P 
natural enemies. The flailing front hoofs now a Union Oil Company salesman of fF ¢ Be LSTA FS Al / 
of elk and other members of the deer fam- Portland, Oregon. Carson was running bE A * Slip i a = 
ily are dangerous weapons of defense. I compass for me and was the first to see | hy isis cate tis Jil piace 
have made two observations on the range the carcass of a cougar lying twenty feet [Rg fwithi mattress... Pull the covers up 
of the Roosevelt elk on the Olympic Na- from the heavily used elk trail which fol- F safiinghammag]] over you . . . Stretch out . . « 
tional Forest, in Washington, during the lows the south bank of the river at this 4  » See Be ie tights aoe 
past ten years, which indicate that under point. This cougar had the appearance ee adjustable to temperature; wa- 
some conditions the elk can effectively pro- of having been beaten to death with a club. /%™ ; paprootes iP ruly, it's a perfect 
tect itself and its young against the cou- The area surrounding the cougar’s car- "Asleshing Bog that) THE AMERICAN PAD & TEXTILE CO 

gar. cass was well cut up with tracks of adult Ng ie reser Dept. K-5, Greenfield, Ohio 
The first observation was made on a_ elk and calves. We figured the cougar “Sa ee , Write for 

ridge between Tunnel Creek and the Dose- had been dead about three weeks and that y Ae Se] tre tide asa 
wallips River in July, 1929. I was then the elk tracks were about that old. We fim. Sam et ig) 
en route to a nearby fire camp. While were unable to find definite evidence of 2 33s) Re DE iy 
passing through a small opening in the struggle of any kind. Pe Be, bea! 
timber, I was attracted by the torn-up I passed the point wltere the cougar’s odes 55.60 t0$78. ae pe 
condition of the ground which appeared to carcass was lying on several consecutive Pat. Bug Proof SRaames Deg le 
be the result of a brief elk fight. This did days and on each day made further search attachments, extra sl 
not seem reasonable, however, as it was for the scene of a struggle, but could find SLEEP IN Tapatco Hy TEN 
not the elk rutting season. Then, enter- nothing which gave conclusive proof of eS, MA Rae 
ing a thicket at the far edge of the open- the cause of the cougar’s death. Fimally © ©3— WW 
ing, I came upon the carcass of a cougar. my curiosity overcame my dislike for han- 
A cursory examination disclosed that it dling such an editevons! subject, and I F I G iH T F I R E S 
was a young animal, perhaps two years dragged the cougar’s carcass out on the 
old, and that apparently it had been in gravel bar and made a quick examination. A T N ] G H T 
good health up to the time of its death. Apparently no bones were broken, and I 
Its carcass and teeth were in good condi- could see no evidence of any injury seri- we 
tion, and the pelt was perfect. The cougar ous enough to have caused death. I no- ty Vin cugis “FORESTER” 
looked as if it had been dead about three ticed what appeared to be a head injury a "Twin-Cireui 
days. I first thought that someone must so I removed the cougar’s scalp and found er ire 
have wounded the animal and it had trav- a badly fractured skull. The fracture was (¥ Electric Headlamp 
eled to that point, crawled into the thick- just above the cougar’s eye and had the a Complies with U. S. 
et, and died. However, I abandoned that appearance of having been made with an al Forest Service Spec. 
idea when I failed to find a bullet wound. instrument similar to that which caused MSF—178 

Time did not permit further examina- the death of the first cougar observed. F . 
tion of the carcass, but two days later I The finding of two cougar carcasses, Prices f ouienen 
returned to the scene to satisfy my curios- both of which had received fractured Increased relative humidity after sunset re- 
ity. On this occasion I dragged the car- skulls in an area frequented by cow elk Se aera aa cavores operon ohare: 
cass out into a small opening and in the and calves, leads me to believe the cou- each man with a FORESTER Headlamp and 
bright sunlight made a very careful ex- gars’ deaths resulted from an encounter sep iub Tie? at Aiebt 
amination. No evidence of violence was with the elk. I have seen cow elk go after Western Fire Equipment Co. 
found other than what had the outward dogs in defense of their calves. They are Manufacturers and Distributors 
appearance of being a slight bruise on lightning fast with their front feet and 6 Ron Sc pa EG Lif 
the head just over the eye, and slightly strike a terrific blow. I do not know that Det Be reece o> aE 
towards the center of the forehead. I elk ever kill cougars, but after watching §—==—==—===—=——asananasa— SOS 
sealped the cougar and found he had suf- them use their front feet in battle I be- Wildlife Stamps 
fered a fractured skull. The wound had lieve such an incident entirely probable. BEAUTIFUL, NEW, 13 x 2 inch fourcolor 
the appearance of having been made with It is reasonable to assume that a well Wildlife Stamps, each picturing a Wie Apewen 
a sharp semi-hard instrument. directed blow would cause a skull fracture animal, 25¢ per 100, POSTPAID. Regular price, 

The area adjacent to the point where I in the relatively fragile skull of a cougar. ls 200, Paine yeliee Ay Snerlenon 
ee ee Rs Se | ee 

i 
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Bull Dog Forged Steel yi 
Grabs Srivels ! ~A 

Single and Double-Bit Axes—all patterns and weights. \ 

Buy from your dealer, but if he cannot supply you, write us. \ 
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File Cougar folder 
(January x 1942) 

Roy Komarek tells me that the cougars in southern Florida prey heavily 

on feral hogs and on raccoons. This may enable them to persist despite 

the elimination of deer for tiek control.
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aa UNITED STATES 9‘ COuQap. Se0 
a DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR eg) 

( wv FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

201 New Post Office Bldg. 
: Phoenix, Arizona 

August 8, 1942 

: Library 
Dr. Charles T. Vorhies, Department of Wild!fe Management 
University of Arizona, University of Wiscovsin 
Tucson, Arizona. 

Dear Dr. Vorhies: 

About two years ago we purchased a few scales to be used by 
some of our personnel engaged in predatory animal control so that 
aco@rate weights on mountain lions could be secured. Prior to that 
time some of our fieldmen who had been engaged in mountain lion control 
for as long as 20 or 25 years felt sure that the average big tom 
mountain lion weighed from 150 to as much as 200 or 220 lbs. 

Frank Colcord, formerly employed by this Service, was of 
this impression, and was instructed several years ago to weigh some 
of the lions he was taking, He caught a very large tom lion near 
Lakeside, Arizona, weighed the animal and found it weighed 120 lbs. 
instead of 175 lbs. he had estimated that it would weigh. A few months 
later he took an unusually large tom lion in the Rimcon mountains, out 
of Tucson, Arizona. Since this specimen was to be sent to the National 
Museum in Washington, he skinned the lion, cut away the flank meat, and 
took out everything except the bare carcass. The carcass was placed in 
cold storage in Tucson, but was brought to Phoenix ten days later. We 
expressed ourselves to Frank, believing this was the largest mountain 
lion we had ever seen, and we weighed the carcass without the skin or 
without the flank meat or viscera, and it weighed 136 lbs. 

You will find enclosed herewith weights and measurements on 
25 mountain lions. A few of the weights are estimated, and where this 
is the case, we have so indicated. On occasions where the lions were 
actually weighed, following the weight, we have inserted the Keg 
"actual". Of the 23 mountain lions weighed of both sexes it be 
noted that the hind foot measurment is fairly uniform for the sexes. I+ 
appears that the average measurement of the hind foot for adult females 
is 10ins. and no female lion taken to date has weighed more than 78 lbs. 
The average weight is around 72 to 74 lbs. for females. The largest adult 
male lion taken and actually weighed, weighed 143 lbs. It is readily 
determined that this was an unusually large lion as the hind foot measured 
13 ins. while measurements for all the adult male lions taken probably 
average 11 ins. for the hind foot. There is considereble variation in 
the measurements of lions tails. We do not know whether this variation 
actually occurs or whether errors were made in taking the tail measurement.
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I George Carpenter indicated that the tail measurement of a 1s oe 
female mountain lion taken in the Baboquivari Mountains was eatens a 
while Giles Goswick indicates that on one occasion the tail of a fully 
adult male lion measured 35 ins. The hind foot measurements of the 
sexes are fairly uniform, and we thought that perhaps that you would be 
interested in such information as we have been able to obtain to date. 

Very truly yours, 

ke 
& VA Lia 

, E. M. Mercer, 
District Agent, Division of 

Predator and Rodent Control 

EMM/o



23 ™ } -~ Lees, 

) Specie: Mountain Lion 

Date Taken: August 10, 1940 

Location: 2 miles fast of Lookout Le Kaibab National Forest 

North of the Grand Can Arizona. 

Sex: Male ¢ 

Weight: 80 lbs, (actual) 

Length: 76 inches 

fails 28 inches 

Hindfoot: 11 inches , eee 

Estimated Ages 2 years f 

Collector: Chas. %. Blanchard : 

Specie: Mountain Lien 

Date Taken: August 13, 1941 

Locations Kaibab National Forest, East Rim, Bast of V. T. Park, Ariz. 

Sex: Male 

Weight: 75 lbs. (Actual) 

Length: 67 inches 

Til: 27 inches 

Hindfoots 10} inches 

Shoulder: 27 inches (Height) 

Betimated Age: Less than 2 years 

Collector: Chas S. Blanchard 

Specie: Mountain Lion 

Date Taken: August 25, 1941 

Location: Onk Canyon, West side of Kaibab National Forest, near Ryan, 

Arigona,.
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Sex: Female 

' Weight: 78 lbs, (Actual) 

Length: 68 inches 

Tails 27 inches ; 

Hindfoot: 10 inches 

Shoulder: 27 inches (Height) 

Bstimated Age: two or three years 

Collector: Chas, 5, Blanchard 

Specie: Mountain Lion . 

Date Taken: Nov. 5, 1941 i 

Location: 3 miles North of Rugged Mesa, West side of Bloody Basin, 
Yavapai County, Arigena. 

Sex: Female 

Weight: 70 lbs. (Actual) 

Length: 73 inches 

Tail: 25 inches 

Hindfeet: 10 inches 

Shoulder: 24 inches (Height) j 

Estimated Age: 3 years 

Collector: Giles Goswick 

Specie: Mountain Lion. 

Dates February 17, 1942 

Location: Granite Basin, Northwest of Skull Valley in Yavapai County, 

Arizona 

Sex: Mele 

Weights 46 lbs, (Actual)
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Length: 59 inches 

Teil: 24 inches 

Hindfoot: 6} inches 

Ker: 23/4 inches 

Shoulder: 22 inches (Height) 

Estimated Aces 6 months 

Collector: Giles Goswick (Weight and measurements by Buehler) 

Specie: Mountain Lion 

Date Taken: February 20, 1942 

Location: Granite Basin, Northwest of Skull Valley, in Yavapai County. 

Sex: Female 

Weight: 70 lbs, (Actual) 

Length: 67} inches 

Tail: 26 inches 

Hindfoot: 9% inches 

Shoulder: 25 inches 

Estimated Age: Very old, 10 years. 

Collector: Giles Goswick, weight and measurements taken by Milten.H. 
Buchler Jr. 

Specie: Mountain Lion 

Date Taken: February 24, 1942. 

Location: Granite Basin, Northwest of Skull Valley, Yavapai County, Ariz. 

Sex: Femile 

‘Weights 76 lbs. (Actual) 

Length: 72 inches 

Tail: 27 inches
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Hindfoot: 10 inches — 

Shoulder: 23 inches (Height) 

Batimated Age: 2 to 3 years. Had never raised young. 

Collecter: Giles Goswick. (Weight and measurements by Buehler.) 

Specie: Mountain Lion 

Date: February 26, 1942 

Location: Granite Basin, Northwest of Skull Valley, Yavapai County, 
Arigona. 

Sex: Male i 

Weights 103 lbs. (Actual) 

Length: 76 inches 

Tails 29 inches 

Bindfeot: 11 inches 

Shoulder: 27 inches (Height) 

Estimated Age: 6 years 

Collector: Giles Goswick, Weight and measurements by Buehler, 

Specie: Mountain Lion 

Date Taken: March 5, 1942 

Location: Bloedy Basin, Yavapai County Arizona, 

Sex: Male 

Weight: 65 lbs. (fetimated) 

Length: 60 inches 

Tails 22 inches 

Hindfoot: 6 inches ; 

Shoulder: 21 inches (Height) 

Betimated Ace: 1 year
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Collector: Everett ¢, West 

Specie: Mountain Lien ; 

Date Taken: March 12, 1942 

Lecation: Scotch Basin, 45 miles Northwest of Hillside, Arizona. 

Sex: Female ; 

Weights 77 lbs. (Actual) 

Length: 74 inches 

Tails 29 inches 

Hindfoots 10 inches 

Shoulder: 50 inches (Height) 

Estimated Age: 4 years 

Collector: Giles Goswick 

Specie: Mountain Lion 

Date Taken: March 21, 1942 

Locations EE cree, Pete Bartmus Rance, 25 miles Northeast of 
Wiekieup, Arizona, Mohave County, Arizona. 

Sex: Male 

Weight: 106 lbs. (Actual) 

Length: 75 inches 

Tail: 29 inches 

Hindfoot: 11 inches 

Shoulder: 27 inshes 

Betimated Age: 3 or 4 years 

Collector: WMilten H. Buehler Jr, 

\ 

Specie: Mountain Lion
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Date Taken: March 25, 1942 

Location: Blecdy Basin, Yavapai County, Arizona, 

Sex: Male 

Weight: 145 lbs. (Sstimated) Very large lion 

Length: 80 inches 

Tail: 27 inches 

Hindfoot: 11} inches 

Shoulder: 28 inches (Height) 

Estimated Age: 6 years 

Collector: Everett C. West ; 

Species Mountain Lion 

Date Taken: March 26, 1942 

Location: Hide Mountains near Camp Wood, Yavapai County, Arizona 

Sex: Male f 

Weight: 116 lbs. (Actual) 

Length: 76 inches 

Teil: 35 inches 

Hindfoot: 11 inches 

Shoulder: 51 inches (Height) 

Estimated Age: 10 years 

Collector: Giles Goswick 

Specie: Mountain Lion 

Date Taken: April 15, 1942 

Lecation: Gee Creek, Pete Bartaus Range, 25 miles Northeast of 
Wiekieup, Arizona, Mohave County.
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Sext Male ; 

Weight: 116 lbs. (Bstimated) 

Length: 76 inches 

Tails 29 inches 

Hindfoot: (%) 

Shoulder: 23§ inches (Height) 

Estimnted Age: 4 to & years 

Collecter: Richard Brock in trap set by Milten H. Buehler Jr. 

Specie: Mountain Lion 

Date Taken: April 20, 1942 

Location: Horse Mountain in Bradshaw Mountains, Yavapai County, Aris. 

Sex: Male 

Weight: 115 lbs. (Bstimated) 

Length: 74 inches 

Tails 27 inches 

Hindfoot: 10 inches 

Shoulder: 30 inches (Height) 

Betimated Age: 4 years 

Gollector: Giles Goswick 

Species: Mountain Lion ‘ 

Date Taken: Maynl9, 1942 ; 

Location: Pine Mountain, Southeast of Mayer, Arizona, Yavapai Comty, 
Arizona 

Sex: Male 

Weight: 681 lbs. (Actual) 

Length: 73 inches
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Tails 28 inches 

Rindfoot: § inches 

Shoulder: 26 inches (Height) 

Betimated Age: 2 years 

Collector: Giles Goswick 

Specie: Mountain Lion 

Date Taken: May 20, 1942 

Location: Pine Mountain, Southeast of Mayer, Arizona, Yavapai County, 
Arizona 

Sex: Female 

; Weights 70 Ibs. (Actual) . 

Length: 74 inches 

Tail: 28 inches 

Hindfoot: 8 inches 

Shoulder: 26 inches (Height) 

Estimated Ages 2 years (Young lion) 

Gollector: Giles Goswick 

Specie: Mountain Lion 

Date Taken: May 22, 1942 

Location: Pine Mountain, Southeast of Mayer, Arizona, Yavapai County. 

Sexs Female 

Weight: 69 lbs, (Actual) 

Length: 72 inches 

Tails 27 inches 

Hindfeots § inches 

Shoulder: 26 inches (Height)
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Betimated Age: 2 years (Young Lion) 

Collector: Giles Goswick 

Species Mountain Lion 

Date Takens May 10, 1942 

Location: Cabin draw, 30 miles Southwest of Winslow, Arizona, Coconino 
Sounty. 

Sex: Male 

Weight: 140 lbs. (Estimated) Very large lion. 

Length: 84 inches 

Teil: 30 inches ; 

Hinéfoot: 114 inches 

Shoulder: 27} inches 

Eetimated Age: 4 years 

Collector: Everett ¢. West 

Specie: Mountain Lion 

Date Taken: June 1¢, 1942 

Location: East Clear Creek, 10 miles Northwest of vhevelon Butte in 
Cocenine County, Arizona 

Sex: Female 

Weight: 73 lbs. (Actual) 

Length: 78 inches i 

Tails 29 inches 

Hindfeot: 9} inches ! 

Shoulder: 24} inches (Height) 

Estimated Age: 2 years 

Collector: Everett ¢, West
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Specie: Mountain Lion 

Date Taken: July 9, 1942 

Location: Cabin Draw, 30 miles Southwest of Winslow, Arizona, in 
Ceconine County. 

Sex: Female 

Weight: 73 Ube. (Actual) 

Lengths: 78 inches 

Teails29 inches 

Hindfoot: 9} inches 

Shoulder: 24} inches (lieight) 
Betimated Age: 2 years 

Collector: Everett ¢. Wost 

Specie: Mountain Lion 

Date Taken: duly 10, 1942 

Location: Sast Clear Creek, 10 miles Northwest of Chevelon Butte, in 
Ceconinoe County, Arigona, 

Sex: Male 

Weights 143 lbs. (Actual) 

Length: 85 inches 

Tail: 34 inches 

Hindfeots 11} inches 

Shoulder: 27 inches (Height) 

Betimated Ager 6 years 

Gollector: Bverett C. West 

Species Mountain Lion 

Date Taken: June 19, 1942 

Location: Baboquivari Mountains, Pima County, Arizona.
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5 Sex: Female 

Weight: 74 lbs. (Actual) 

Length: 72 inches 

Tail: 21} inches 

Hindfoot: Not taken 

Shoulders 26 inches (Height) : 

Estimated Aget 4 years 

Collector: George Carpenter 

8 ‘
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Wisconsin Conservatior Department U 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

All Papers 

wll 

Madison, Wis,---Somewhere in northwestern Wisconsin near the 

junction of St. Croix, Dunn, Polk and Barron counties there may 

be one or more cougar or "mountain lions" feecing on deer and the 

remains of butchered animals, the conservation department said 

today. 

At least six peovle from the towns of Clear Lake, Bowning 

and Prairie Farm have reported seeing such animals recently. 

Norman H, Johnson, Clear Lake, says that he observed such an 

animal cross a road 100 feet aread of him in the town of New 

Haven, Dunn county, on June 4. More recently, a farmer, William 

Krug, Downing, revorted he saw two such animals feeding on the 

remains of butchered cattle in his pasture, The animal is de~- 

scribed as being about five feet long, not counting a long tail, 

and weighing from 125 to 150 pounds. 

There are no authentic records of the cougar or mountain 

lion in Wisconsin since before 1880, but there have been reports 

from 1909 and ever more recently which never have been proved, 

PHF 
12-19-46



THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK 

FREDERICTON, N.B. ov 

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY (uss tor4 pi je 

eb we | ) 

| 4S ler 

April 17, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin ow 
Madison, Wisconsin 
i A on" 

Dear Professor: chy 

Thank you for your letter of April jh and 
. your confirmation of my identification of the tracks. I 
have not yet heard from Gus Swanson or Stanley Young, but 
I consider their concurrance a foregone conclusion nowe 
However it will be interesting to see what they have to 
say, as they do not know the background of this study as 
you do, and will probably think I have just found this by ‘ 
accident. 

The thesis illustrations are about ready to 
go on to you, and you should have them next week. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

Bruce 8. Wright 

BSW/JGW



FOREST ENEMIES 

THE PORCUPINE 
Walter J. Perry 

The accompanying illustrations are from photographs 
taken on the Carson National Forest in northern New Mexico. 

This animal is quite common in the forests of New Mexico 
from the Pinon stands of the lower country up through the Yellow 
Pine belt and into the Alpine type at 10,000 feet elevation and 
above, and the damage to growing timber from this souree is, in 
the aggregate, very great. None of our conifers are safe from 
his attacks for he is a gross feeder and has little if any choice 
of species, and though the pines and firs suffer probably the 
heaviest damage he will, on oceasion, even strip the bark from 
oak saplings. 

The chief damage by the porcupine consists in his eating 
the bark from the branches and upper stem of the tree, though 
some defoliation is also to be charged to him. When this gnawing 
occurs on large trees which have already attained their height 
growth the damage is not usually great, the work being usually 
confined to the branches, but when, as is more frequently the 
case, he chooses saplings on account of their more tender bark, 
he is very destructive. In this case he frequently removes enough 
bark to effectually girdle the young tree somewhere on the upper 
Stem, following which the tree dies in from two to four years from 
that point upward. 

Were it not for a strange provision of nature whereby 
when a thrifty young pine is so girdled and loses its leader one 
of the next lower branches may turn from it's horizontal position 
and grow perpendicularly, assuming 411 the functions of the true 
tree stem, the damage would be immensely greater than it is. 
(Illustration #1). However, this does not always occur, and many 
young trees are ruined outright, never making further upward growth. 
(Illustration #2). Hven with this power of recovery from injury 
there is no inconsiderable damage from the fact that even if the 
tree does produce a second leader the bayonet, as the dead spike is 
is called, remains for a great many years, constituting a menace 
to the tree as being a lodging place for spores of heart-rotting 
fungi, and is at last in part enveloped by the new growth which 
causes a faulty place in the tree. Also, of course, there must 
be more or less crook in the bole at that point. Again, such trees 
frequently put up not one but several such leaders, nature appear- 
ing to overdo the matter of trying to repair the damage. In this 
case the tree is frequently rendered of little or no value for 
lumber owing to the shortness of the undivided trunk, while the 
separate leaders may not attain individually to merchantable size 
and form. (Illustration #3). It is then known as a “wolf tree", 
taking up @ great deal of room in the forest with it's abnormally 

\ large crown and producing no lumber.



Fortunately for the forest, while the porcupines have but 
few enemies capable of doing them serious injury, when men and 
mountain lions are excepted, neither are they very prolific. Mrs. 
Porcupine brings forth but once a year and but one at a birth. 

' In taking these pictures great difficulty was had in per- 
suading Porky to face the camera and look pleasant (Illustration 
#4). Though it was easy enough to obtain @ rear view. (Illustra- 
tion #5). This was because Porky's tail is his "business end" which 
he always presents to his enemies. When cornered he will if pos- 
sible stick his head into a bunch of brush, or against a log or 
rock, with his nose well down between his front feet. Then, with 
his formidable armament of barbed quills all erected and his eyqual- © 
ly armed and powerful tail free for action, he can defy anything 
but an armed man. 

Though possessed of enormous gnawing teeth capable of in- 
flicting a serious bite, he is so very slow in all his movements, 
except indeed his tail, that he does not depend upon them at all 
as &@ weapon, and only when thrown upon his back, and held there, 
will he even attempt to use them. These great teeth are four in 
number, two above and two below, and the latter may be as much 
as three inches long when removed from the jawbone. Also, these 
great gouge chisels are salf-sharpening, so that the older the 
animal the sharper his teeth. He has an excellent set of 16 
deeply corrugated grinders, eight below and eight above. These 
grinders are so constructed that, while they have no roots proper, 
they cannot be removed without fracturing the bone, as that part 
of the tooth imbedded in the bone, and to which it appears to 
actually grow, rather than to merely occupy a socket as in most 
other animals, is larger than the portion that protrudes. 

There is no foundation whatever for the once popular 
notion that a porcupine can "shoot" his quills, or that they are 
poisonous, though the quickness and range of action of his tail 
enables him to plant quills in an enemy so as to almost make it 
appear to the victim that they were "shot" there} When well im- 
bedded in the flesh it is both difficult and painful to remove 
the quills from the fact that they are minutely barbed and lacerate 
the flesh as they are withdraw. If broken off and left in the 
flesh, as usually happens with animals, the point works rapidly 
forward and may show up shortly at the opposite side of the leg or 
jaw, but I have never known of a case of "poisoning" or infection 
to follow. 

The illustrations show Porky in his proverbial fretful 
mood, which, in his wild state, is the only mood he is ever in 
when &@ man is close enough to photograph him! When not on the 
war-path, and with his "bristles" laid down, he presents quite 
a different appearance. With all his apparent "fretfulness" 
however, if taken when young he tames very easily and makes an 
extremely affectionate and interesting pet, never raising his 
terrible quills except perhaps in the presence of a strange dog.



At first glance the porcupine would appear not adapted to 
climbing large trees. Although not furnished with sharp climbing 
claws like a squirrel, he has four powerful hooks on his thumb- 
less hand, and aided by the stiff bristles on the lower side of 
his strong tail he has not much difficulty in ascending even a 
smooth-boled pine. However, this is too slow and serious a matter 
with him to be practiced for mere pastime, and having climbed such 
a tree he may remain in it for a week or even several weeks if in 
winter, and the snow is deep. His short legs and slow and clumsy i 
waddling gait make it very difficult for him to get about in the 
SnOWe Ke 

Of almost exclusively nocturnal habits, this animal is but 
seldom seen traveling on the ground, although he will sometimes 
venture to descend in late afternoon and vary his menu of bark with 
a feed of various herbs and grasses in season. He is also fond of 
oak acorns and will hunt for them even under the snow in early 
winter. i 

It is remarkable the facility with which this animal that 
may occasionally reach a weight of 35 to 40 pounds can conceal 
himself in the crown of a tree, especially a pine. In this matter 

_ nature aids him greatly both in his conformation and color. Humped 
up on @ pine branch and with his long back hair erected, both his 
color and shape blend so perfectly with the tufts of pine needles 
as to be not at 411 conspiéuous. i 

In designing the porcupine nature sacrificed speed to power, 
and while slow he is tremendously strong. Also, his skeleton is 
most remarkable from the strength and thickness of the bones which 
appear to be entirely out of proportion to the size of the animal, 

With the exception of some reptiles, I know of no animal 
so tenacious of life as the porcupine. When shot from 2 tree he 
may tumble 30 to 50 feet and, provided the spinal cord or the brain 

“is not shattered by the bullet, get up and walk away. I have noted 
the heart pulsating strongly full fifteen minutes after the animal 
had been killed and drawn. 

Although the porcupine was formerly, and may still be in 
some States, protected by law on the ground that he would furnish 
an easily obtainable food for an unarmed person lost in the woods, 
undoubtedly his value in this respect, and at this time, does not 
outweigh the actual damage he does in the forest. From the 
Forester's point of view there should rather be a bounty on him.
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Manzano Ingpefion - 1923 

Porcupine female, not over 67 freight, s¢en 

at Hllis corral. Had great ajfficulty/ climb- 

ing a 36" white fir with roug bark - ‘no 

sign of recent suckling. jija sunning herself.



ryice Ginhee a7 02 the Santa Fe, is applicant for a 
block of Forest Service timber. It is understood ty members of the (> Santa Fe force that Scaler Tattrie of the Hallack & Howard sale ea the 

+ a Carsin who is resigning August 1 is to be a parizer in the lumbering 
K ; \. operation, Briggs has been employed by the Ballack & Howard Company for 

the last two or three yearse The now Operation will use a Noe 25 American 
Savmill driven by a 25 horse bower Fairbanks—Morse 2soline engino.s Getting at the Porcupine Problem: Investigations by Drs Walter p, Taylor 
of the Biological Survey at the Southwestern Forest Experiment Station 
are already Producing some Interesting figeres, A Single small porcupine 
(weight 6 Pounds) in a cage gnawed off 3A Squats inches of bark in a Single 
nights Another Porcupine (weigh; 15.5 pounts} fenced into an area about 
90 feet Square, disposed or 286 squars inchos of bark in six days, an 
average of about 33 Square inches per Baye In thie time the porcupine 
Worked on two large trees ani Li swati oues, 6 cf which he gindlede A 
third porcupine (weight 12 Pourks) Feucsd int & slightly larger iuclosure, 
Was responsible for the removal of 300 Souvare inshes of bark in six days, 
an average of 50 Square luches pox Gays Ya tip Process the animal worked 
on five blackjacks and 71 Seedlings, of which latter 39, or more than 
half, were gimdled and killed. 

my, 
Field; Pooler 3 Kircher (Sitgreayes) ; tang, Long (Crook) 3 Marsh 

, (Car; + Loveridge (Tusayan) . French (Coronado) 
Visitorgé: : 6y, Washington (Sitgreaves) ; Preston, Washington (Carson). 
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er Delinguent Grazing Fee Report Due January 1: Svperviror~ ave seqnestel 
. to submit promptly after Jammary 1, their qiertecly report on grauing fue 

delinquents. 

Barnes to Speak at Livestock Convention: ‘the program for the 28th Annual 
Convention of the American National Livestosk Association which will be 

held in Albuquerque, January 74. 15 a2 1é, 7920 carries the name of 

Assistant Forester We C. Barnes. The sub,{¢:.. 97 his address is "Problems 
of the Range Cattleman- How “haiti He Veet Thun? 

No Annual Property Return Due: District G-mait iee miuntas No. 12 for Nov~ 
ember 20 mentioned the approval of the Fov-es*e: for elimination of annual 
property returns by Forests due January 1 under tna now scheme of office 

check devised by this District. This note is tc repeat the good news 
since one unit was about to prepare a retum when halted. Another job 
eliminated at a season of heavy office work helps. 

Announcing the Arrival of ------- _; ‘the newest arrival among the increas- 
ing family of manuals, among vhich clan there seems to be as yet no signs 

“of race suicide, is a ponderous volume just ushered into the district, 
Christmas week. The last page of this husky newcomer is numbered 1230 so 
he's born full grown. Actually it is merely the rebirth in a single volume 
of three old well known manuals~ the Department Fiscal, Property and Admin- 
istrative Regulations. ‘he new form will be vastly easier to amend and de- 
cidedly more usable than the little paper covered books that served so many 
years. A full supply was not received but all wnits will receive at least 
two complete copies in the first distribution. 

. Damage By Porcupines: Apparently the most serious damase by porcupines, 
_ under natural conditions, is done to two size and age classes, i. @., trees 

from 3 feet high to 4 inches diameter breast high and those from 4 inches 
to 10 inches diameter breast high.. Hach one of these large growing trees 

. Tepresents the survivor of from one to ten thousand small seedlings, ac-. 
: cording to G. A. Pearson, Silviculturist, and damage to these trees is 

doubtless more serious, from the standpoint of forest maintenance, than 
damage to smaller seedlings, where the mortality is expected to be heavy, 
or larger trees, which have more nearly made their growth. ‘the investiga- 

. ‘tions show that porcupine work on the westerm yellow pine is of relatively 
little importance in virgin timber, but tends to increase in cut-over areas. 
While this result does not appear in the figures for the smaller seedlings, 
it seems to hold forall the other classes, ani is most marked in trees from 
5 feet high to 10 inches diameter breast high. In virgin timber trees above 
20 inches in diameter are little damaged, in cut-over sections trees of this 
size are very few in number, but those present are likely to be hard hit. 
(Findines by Dr. Taylor). ve 

Aétineg: Cheney.
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iV yr’ Jmmber_ Gensus: The cooperation o” tha Merest Service on the lumbes can 
#x will continue. Tho short fox gryyeé form) will be used for #a‘heviag 
the data for 1924. Requests will ¥¢ weiled out as soon as received from 
Washington. The usual clean-up work will be dome by the special agents 
on the several Forests. 

Swedish Forestry: Cutting has been going on in the forests of Sweden 
for at least 1,000 years. The forests of Sweden wWaich consist principal 
ly Of spruce and pine, now cover 524 of the tcial land area. In 1923 the 
exports of forest products from Sweden amounted to a value of about 
183,000,000 and in the 12 months ended last June upwards of $19,000,000 
of wood pulp was shipped to paper mills in the United States. {he Iumber- 

man). 

Coumty Swinging Into Line: A short time ago, stetes the Corenado Bulletin, 
there was a fire near the new Patagonia-Nogeles rood which started in the 

grass adjacent to the forest boundary and would heve been soue blaze had 
not the state road crew put it out. The fire had 211 the earmarks of being 
incendiary but nothing turned up after an investigation. About a week la~ 
ter Ranger Kendall noticed smoke outside the foresi in the same vicinity 

and went over and found a Mexicen riding away from the area where the fire 
started. The Mexican was taken back to help on the fire and it developed 
that he had probably started it end possibly started the other fire which 
teached the forest. The Deputy Sheriff happened along and took the Mexi- 

‘ can to tow where he received 30 days in the calaboose and at the end of 
the sentence is to be deported as an undesirable alien. The action was more 
or less on the initiative of the county authorities and speaks volumes for 

wy the sentiment in that vicinity. 
yg 
\ Porcupine Menu: As s result of the experiments conducted last summer by Drs 

Taylor in northern Arizona it has been ascertained that a single porcupine, 
which was mainteined in a yard 51 days removed 1419.91 square inches of 
nm (9.86 ae feet) fron western yellow pine in the yard. The average 
nuyber, square inc £ par’ Vv Ya 52 » dumber, of seedlings yi Breathe tod pou Sette eh SOIR PH LAE HAN UUahe, MUTA Pa NR NE genie 
tacked, 31. A single porcupine maintained in another yard for 67 days re~ 
moved 3575.72 square inches of bark (24-83 square feet) from western yellow 
pinese Average number of square inches of bark being 53.36 per day. The 
nunber of seedlings and other trees worked on, 131~(practically all in 
yard). Number of seedlings seriously injured, 115 (87 per cent). Wunber 
of seedlings missing altogether, 20 (15 ver cent}. Number of branches of 
six large trees worved on, 120. Fran the economic standpoint it is of in- 
terest that the principal danage in the porcupine yard was done to two 
classes of trees, namely seedlings from 6 inches to 3 feet high and from 
3 feet high to 4 inches cianeter breast high. The bark peeling and den- 
age recorded is not altogether adequate as indicating porcupine work on 
seedlings, for, especially toward the end of the sumer, many of the small- 
er seedlings were practically cut to pieces and consumed. 

French (Apache); Scott (Carson). 
Acting: Circhere
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Qw Captain Ancona and Cavtain Janes: the Denver Post states that 
Edward P. Ancona and John D. Jones, whose addresses are given as 
Ue Se Forest Service, Albuquerque, N. Mexe, have teen coumissioned 
Captains of Engineers in the Officers’ Reserve Corpse The announce- 

ment is made by Major David P. Wood of the 103¢ Division of the 

United States Armmye 

Former Governor Lowden Will Be Chairman: A conference of organ- 
izations that propose to boost American Forest Week, April 27- 
May 3, has been held in ‘jashington and a committee of five people 
chosen for handling the affaire Ex-governor Lowden of Illinois 
has been selected as chairman with a strong corps of vice-chairmen 
and committeemen behind him. The comnittee has established head~- 
quarters and is already at work. 

Sudden Service: The Forest Service hes chafed, in some instances, 
under delays in getting service of papers by United States Mar- 
shalss Here is a case, however, that so far as D-3 knows, is a 

record beater. It shows a burst of speed that offers a challenge 
to be equaled. Late one aftemoon the United States Marshal at 
Santa Fe was given Complaint and Summons to serve involving a suit 
which was being filed for the recovery of grazing fees. Service 
was duly made upon defendant fifty miles northeast of Espanola, 

seventy five or sighty miles from Santa Fe, as shown by the Mar- 
shel's return, the following daye 

Winter Not The Season for Porcupine Control: Although it is éasy 
to locate porcupines in the winter by the damage they do, they re~ 
main continuously in trees, according to Mrs E. E. Horn of Me 
Biological Survey and, therefore, do not take poisone Mr. Horn, 
whose headquarters are in Denver has spent about three weeks this 

winter in company with Dr. Taylor in a porcupine control study 
at the Southwestern Forest Experiment Station near Flagsteff. He 
stopped for a day or two in Albuquerque on his way back to Denvore 
It was found that poisoning is not successful when the snow is 
deep because the porcupines do not often come down to the growmde 

} They sometimes remain "up a tree" from two to three weekse ‘he 

| Biological Survey men, @s @ result of their observations, recom 
} mend fall or spring for control work by poisoning because in those 

seasons the animals move about much more freely than in winters 

| It is not difficult, Mr. Horn states, tc discover where the porcu- 
| pines are in winters Looking with field glasses from any high point 
| or eminence, one can readily pick out porcupine trees by the peoled 
j places which show up prominently in the lighte Nor is it hard to 
j shoot them when once a hunter reaches a porcupine tree but shooting 
j is expensive controle About thirty animals were shot and exemined 
! during the study and some valuable things learned. All but one of 

i the denales contained young but in no case was more then one found 

i ina body. The stomachs were also examined and found to contain quan- 
| tities of pine needles and mistletoe in addition to barke Winter 
i conditions were extremely severe for studye Travel was difficult 

| attount of deep snow and work very uncomfortable. Horn had both 
} ears frosted and also suffered from snow blindness. 

! Field: Kerr (Crook) Scott (Prescott) Jones, Randles (Senta Fe) 
Acting Kircher.
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Some very interesting facts regarding porcupines were brought 

out at a meeting of the Central Rocky iountain Section of the Society 
of American Foresters, held in the District Forester's office on 

December le Since very little has been published on porcupines and 

the field men Have displayed considerable interest in the subject, a 

brief summary is given. 

A report prepared by Supervisor G. M. Hunter in 1918, while 

stationed on the Routt Forest, was read. Mr. Hunter's article empha- 

sized the damage to timber by porcupines. A twenty acre plantation 

of Engelmann spruce on Soda Creek was partially destroyed by porcupines. 

Tallies made in the lodgepole pine - spruce - fir type on Elk River and 

Mill creek show that 27% of the trees above 10" D.B.H. and 42% of the 
trees below 10" were injured by porcupines, or an average of 36% of the 

total number in the stand. The injury to the trees was classified as 

follows: slight damage 35%; bad damage, 31%; serious damage (some trees 

may die), 21%; trees dead 14%, It was also brought out that 94% of 
the injured trees were lodgepole. pine, 5% spruce, and 1G firs 

Hunter figured the loss due to porcupine injury on the basis 

of the difference in stumpage value between live and dead timber. For 

the Mill Creek area, where timber was appraised at $2.00 per M ft. BM. 

in 1918, and dead timber at $.75, the damage due to porcupines amounted 

to $1.10 an acre. Since green sawtimber is now appraised at a consid- 

erably higher rate than in 1918, the present damage would be much greater. 

All of: the ‘trees above 44 feet in height wore tallied on six 

acres in the yellow pine type near Pagosa Springs by Bates and Johnson 

in 1924. Out of 624 trees tallied, 119 or 19% were damaged. Most of 

these were saplings and young poles. 

' Hunter's article also showed the damage to livestock dué to 

porcupines. In one herd of forty head on Snake River, an average of 

| five head contracted quills each year. Only timely discovery prevent- 

ed losses. Je He Dickens of Walden reported that quills are removed 
from 1% of his cattle each season and that two 2-year old steers died 

from this cause last fall. Undoubtedly porcupine quills in the mouths 

and tongues of many cattle and sheep are responsible for their failure 

to put on weight. 

Mr. Es E. Horn of the Biological Survey then gave a summary of 

the studies that he and Dr. Taylor have made at the Southwestern Experi- 

"ment Station near Flagstaff, Arizona. The breeding season occurs during 

the fall. The young are born in May or June and there is seldom more 
than one to a litter. The young are-quite large when born and have a 
‘set oF "quills that become hard and ready for action as soon as dry. 

Mr. Horn's studies lead him to believe that the porcupine is 

a fairly intelligent animal. There are indications that he has definite 

migrations instead of wandering aimlessly around. For instance, in the 

- Page Twelve ~-



fall, the gerleral movements of the animals are from the higher altitudes | 

to the pinon-juniper type, while in the spring the reverse is true. 

When there is mch snow on the ground, they move very little 
and have been observed on the same tree from one to two months. This 
is the reason for the almost complete girdling of the upper branches and 

trunks of large pine trees. 

The control of the porcupine is difficult for he seldom pays 
any attention to poison baits. Moreover strychnine has little effect | 
on hime This, Mr. Horn believes, is due to the fact that the tannin 

in pine bark counteracts the strychnine. The tannin reacts with the 
strychnine to form a non-soluble that is passed off. However, strychnine 

salt has poisoned numerous porcupines where used adjacent to vegetable 
gardens. In the case cited the porcupines were undoubtedly living on 
a vegetable diet exclusively and the strychnine was effective. 

One effective. chemical is still in the experimental stage and 
the results are not available. 

Mr. Horn found the best method of control to be a rifle. 
During the winter in the yellow pine type from a high point, one can 
detect the girdled trees with a pair of field glasses. These are then 

located and the porcupine are shot. Also, it is fairly easy during the 

winter to locate the animals by their seent. 

Considerable discussion followed regarding the reason for the 

destruction of ax and other implement handles, saddles and other leather- 
goods, porch and kitchen floors. Theories were advanced that the 

"porkies" gnawed such things on account of the salt or oil present, altho 

one member argued that this was done merely by reason of “pure cussedness". 

Mr. Horn stated that the Biological Survey had received some 
help from the field men in District 3 in the way of observations given 
in response to a questionairre sent out to the field. This would make 

a good subject for a bulletin article for anyone who has some first 

hand knowledge of porecupines and their habits, the damage they do, the 

number on any definite area, method of control, ctc. Anything on this 

subject that is sént in for the bulletin will be transmitted to the 

Biological Survey. It is hoped that the Biological Survey will extend 
its study to the lodgepole pine type in Colorado or Wyoming. 

FRED R. JOHNSON - D.0. 

#eeee?e 

Abe Martin says, "We used to call a feller a durned crank that 
devoted all his time an' attention t' one thing, but t'day he's a 
specialist." 4 
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iN Bears On Rampage: Mr. Lee Rice ez Cliff revorts that several head cf cat- 

tle have been killed on his range ty bears in the last few days, accord- 

ing to the Gila Bulletin. He is requesting permission of the State Game 

Warden to trap for the killers. 

Joe Campbell Passes Away Suddoniy: 01d timers in the Service will be 

grieved to learn of the death of Joseph K. Campbell, brother ef formor 

Governor Thomas EB. Campbell of Arizona, on November 20 at his ranch 

house north of Proscott. Mr. Campboll was Assistant District Forostor 

in charge of tho office of Range Managoment from the timo the District 

was organized in Dodomber, 1903 to July, 1911, boing succoeded by Mr. 

Korr. Ho resignod and wont inte tho livestock business, lator becoming 

a livestock inspoctor for Arizona. During the war ho was Chiof of Gov- 

ernment Stockyards. Doath camo suddonly from heart trouble. 

Clearing The Highwayt January first has boon sot for the final removal 

of all advertising and other private signs now in sxistonce on stato 

highway rights of way. General instructinns wero issued by the Fighway 

Commission oarly in thn year for the banishing of all such signse WNo- 

tice was given all sign owners in this connection. In general the order 

has been carried but; however there are still some signs existing con- 

trary to the Commission's action. Additional notice will be given, if 

necessary, and if all such signs are not taken down or remcved to priv- 

ate vroverty by January first, the State Highway Engineer has issued in- 

structions for their complete removal at that time. 

Exterminating Porcunines: The most interesting achievemert in Forest i 

Research in D-3 during the past three years has been the successful cul- 

mination of experiments in exterminating porcupines by Mr. E. BE. Yorn 

of the Biological Survey, according to the Monthly Resort of the Branch 

of Research. Daring the past three years the Biological Survey has had 

from one to three men working intermittently on this problem at the 

Experiment Station. wo years ago poisoning appeared hopeless. Horn, 

however, has been working persistently on baits and methods of placing 

them, based on observations of the aninal's habits. Salt and strych- 

nine were found to be an effective bait, but for a long time difficulty 

was experienced in placing it where porcupines would be likely to find 

it. An important step in solving this problem was the discovery that 

the onimals move back and forth betwoen tho lowlands and prominont moun— 
fain ponks along fairly definite routes of travel. Theso routes are mide 
Sonsprcuous by the fact that nearly overy treo is damgod. Gonerous 

{} baiting in the path of migration, which is usally about a mile wido, will 

get nearly all the vorcupines in the vicinity. Last spring Horn estab- 

lished a sorios of tree stations in one of theso strips, placing an im- 

poverished wooden cup containing salt and strychnino in each marked 

tree. A recent oxaminotion revoalod a dead "porky" under more than half 

of the baited troes and in one instonce three carcasses were found un- 

dor a single tres. The present outlook is very favorable for effective 
control of this vest at a reasonable cost. 

Fields Kerr, Hussey (Tonto); Herms (Phoenix, Ariz.) 

Leave: Ghenoy (Georgetown, 111) 

Acting: Calkins
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: REPORT ON PORCUPINE STUDY, 1951 o,vor4 

Ry Ranger L. W. Rogers, Santa Fe. 

wat :. 1. The porcupines found in the foothills and at. lower elevations 

seem to prefor young alfalfa to. the exclusion of. most, other. plants during 

. the.springe.In.the late summer and fall they do not bother alfalfa. but 

want corn in the milk; they will keep on eating.corn.but most of. the -. . 
- damage is done before the corn becomes hard, The porcupines I have found 

in. the higher elevations or around 10,000 feet seem to prefer strawberry ‘ 

.° plant, Senecio, Sego Lily, June Grass and some Blue, Grass, ' 

» Data on poreupines found in the lower. elevations was secured from 
the residents of Cundiyo. . This comminity was given poison,salt and ; 

.. bloeks for tree stations, They claim they got no results from tree sta- 

-.: tions, as;,they did not find any dead but claim they. found two carcasses. 

in a den where they had poison, They claim that. the. porcupincs. vill eat 

alfalfa in the spring when it is young, most damage done during the month 
of May, They then seem to disappear, but just as soon as the.corm, begins 

to silk out they return and stick around the fields. They claim to have 

killed eight porcupines during the heavy snow storm last March but that 

» the usual number was on hand again in the latter part: of: September and 

October. : Re ie ‘ 

: Res One porcupine in the high country, at an eleyation of 11,500 feet, 

was found grazing along in an open park at the head of. Puerto Nambe, 

This porcupine was watched for a period of ten minutes, the exact spot 

~ noted, and the area, was gone over carefully.. I found that the straw- 

«berry plant was taken most. but Senecio, June Grass. and.a few leaves of. 

“Blue Grass and one plant of, Sego Lily was also eaten, This, was. during 

‘the first part of Juiy, Forcupinoes,iwill not feed when they knov. they 

are ‘being watched. The: latter part of July another porcupine was seen at 

an elevation of 7,300-feet feeding: along on yellow pea and.some Jum Grass 

and one plant. of Senecio was taken, but, the porcupine was going, up grade 

and. very stcep and. it was hard to. distinguish..just how much was taken,, 

They: no doubt ent most of the more succulent weeds and grasses, but IT do 

lmoy they cat the above species, and as, the above spec’es am: be found at 

mos}. aii elevations it is thought that the area is too extensive to try 

ground poisoning of any: sort on these, areas, but we. should stay with the 

tree method and in dens where they occur in that locelity. ‘ 

2. Poison Stations: It is thought thet October 15 to November 15 
is the best time to establish tree stations, due to the fact that after 
November 15th we usually get.a fairly heavy snow and it.is believed 

, ‘that the porcupines will. stay in trees at, least during. the first. storm, ' 

If the stations are filled with poison just prior to this time the poison 

will remein most of the winter due to the moisture which will harden the ‘ 

salt and prevent same from being blown away. In the lower foothill coun~ 
- try: ‘where: the areas are accessible in :the.early spring, say March 1 to 

March 15, stations should be ‘refilled to take.care of Lian a during 
storms ‘which we usually have in or during the latter part of March end 

April; Dens shoyld have plenty of poison at all. times of the year, at. 
least every fall and spring, as the females inhabit dens while the 

young arc being born. 

ee



i 3. Migrations: It is a known fact that the porcupines are in the 

foothills on January 1, at elevations ranging from 7000 to 8000 feet. 

This is proven by. the statement from the people of Cundiyo that ‘they see 

them, at “the Ritos and around their: fields at Cundiyo,. and: the fact that 

they, want a bounty.on them, as. they say they. can kill any number. of them 

during the winter if they could get enough. money; to buy the; ammunition, : 

During the spring the porcupines work on alfalfa from the latter part of 

April’ and during May, then it, is thought that they feed. back into the high- 

er foothills three to four miles during: June, July and: August, and during 

i the month of September return to original locality for the fall and winter, 

_.-» The .porcupines at the -higher elevations..no doubt istay.in trees long- 

er in the fall and then den up for the winter and do not migrate to the 

lower country, The reason for this coriclusion is this: The fact that 

while. the porcupines are in the alfalfa in the lower country during May i 

,one will see more poreupines. at the higher elevations: than at any other "time, 

It was during.the early part of May,;:1931, that Mr. Appleton of ‘the Aspen 

Ranch School, elevation 9,000 feety killed five porcupines ‘and at that time 

there were plenty of snowbanks jto keep them in either the high country or 

the low country. :: Vest 3 a f 

_» Lcan ‘give. one more reason for believing that the porcupines do not 

migrate from low to. high elevations. I have seen porcupines at an eleva~ 

tion of 7,300 feet and the same day killed two porcupines at an ‘elevation 

of 10,500 feet - and gone.through two feet of snow on the ways: Then again 

if seems as though the porcupines of: the higher elevations are somewhat 

larger and have a light brown color with a tinge of red,,where the porcu- 

pines, of the lower elevations are a. dark brown and do not seem as large. 

**There is, a possibility that we have two species in this mountainous -coun- 

_try,,and. this. will be, checked, for verification at the first opportunity. 

i Save i 

“alt >> My observations lead me to believe that porcupines on my district 

do not. have any definite lines of travel.or migrations but range: summer: 

and winter more or less promiscuously depending on the supply of feed and 

water. ¢ 

«+ 4 Rest Trees: During the past year I have found only one tree 

that answers the description of, the rest: trees given in Leaflet: No, 60, 

(Porcupine Control In The Western States) and this tree has not be@ used 

in the past two years. Approximately two miles south of this rest tree 

there’ is a series of so-called: winter trees, but this does not’ indicate 

any definite line of travel, There does not seem to be any. definite width 

to travel lines. ; j ' 

1 Be. Winter Trees: I have on the Tesuque District an infested area 

: in Sec. 10, Twp. 16 N. R. 10 EH, within the Arroyo Hondo watershed, This 

fh arca has possibly 15, trees in a direct north and south line for one-half 

mile which show heavy damage by porcupines, the upper branches ‘have bean 

parked; the main stem on most trees barked or girdled for two to ten feet. 

The tree most heavily damaged is a white fir, the. rest being: blackjack and 

scrubby ponderosa pine, From this area in any direction the damage is hard 

ly-noticosble, This leads me to pelieve that they stopped in this series 

of. trees for a period of one storm, then spread out and went to a lower 

elevation, or on to a higher one, lower I believe as this is only about one 

mile from the foothills, 

-3-



x I have ‘checked very carefully trees showing mistletoe and groups 

of tréés within @ mi8tletoe area and have found that they do not eat 

mistletoe or if they do I have failed to find it. I have: seen ‘trees, 

with mistlétoe inthe lower. branches and have porcupine signs on the’. 

main stém'at the top; but no sign on any bratichcs having mistletoe. 1’ 

- have talked'to natives in regard to porcupines cating mistletoe or showe 

ing a prefictence: to troes: vith mistletoe but they are of the same opinion 

as myself that théy do not ‘eat mistletoe, ~ Se iy : ' 

Note: Ranger Johnson reports noticing a proference for bark fmm mistle- 

~ <%oed trees. + probably because the cambium layer is thicker and perhaps 

more palatable, ~' © fei) ; : care 

: 6. Dens. During the past: year I have found only .two. places where 

-".* poreujpine’s den up for cortain, one with a southwest exposure on the boun- 

‘dary ‘of the Aspon Mountain’ Plantation, clevation 9,500 feet. This is a 

: bluff of quartz and granite, with a granite slide directly beneath. : This 

“@6n shows porcupine sign and poison put in den always disappears inva 

short time. The other den is along the Ritos just south. of Cundiyo and 

is of gramite and limestone formation, elevation 7,300 feet. These are 

“othe only two dens on the District. I have found that show sign -of usc. 

-Have cxamincd slides and cliffs at most signs of porcupine damage,’ but’ 

* gould not’ say they were used, ’ The’ cover on the Aspen Mountain is composed 

“mostly of @spen, white fir and some Douglas fir, The cover at the other 

den: #s' composed: of ponderosa pinc, pinon, ‘juniper, and some Douglas fir. 

, Et ‘is claimed by. the natives that tho young are. born the latter . 

~" part of April and in May, I have not.seen a real young porcupine, but ' 

I have killed four femalvs from May 18th on, Upon opening up for contents 

of stomachs, I have found no young and no young were following, which would 

go to show that: the young mst be born much carlicr: than May, possibly in 

the early ‘part of March, This will be ascertained this coming spring 

through the cooperation of the residents:of Cundiyo. ~ Abace ‘ 

7. Poisoning. During the summer season of 1929 fourteen poison 

trée stations were put up in Agua Sarca Canyon, These Stations were re- 

fillod both spring and fall for two years. No dead porcupines were ever 

‘fount’, but no new sign of porcupires have been noticed in the past year. 

: Sixteen stations were established on the.Aspen Mountain Plantation 

' the same ‘year, fourteen tree stations and two dens, Three dead were 

found the first. year after putting out poison, Poison in dens was..always 

gone, but no carcasses found. Stations were refilled three times each 

year for ‘two years, ‘The second year the blocks, were nearly eaten up in 

the spring. ‘During the year of 1931 no new sign qould be found except in \ 

dens, and ‘in these the poison continued to-:disappear. ‘The damage had., 4 

ceased, of did during the year 1931. These: stations will be refilled. 

+! twice during! the yoar 1932 with poison being put out-in dens at each, in- 

“.spéetion- trip over area, ,° | : : Ae AR ae 

; “AlV careasses were found about one hundred feet-from poison § ta- 

tions, None at stations and none of, the dead were.headed toward water. 
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F The following are some of the things I would like to verify or 

have definite opinions: On- =... eee 

1. Possibility of two spoti‘es. | Pee Dy 
2.::Definite knowledge as to when young are borne 

., 5e yA known fact as to whether or not porecupines really mi- ' 

» grate from’the low foothills to the high country in 

. + spring and return in the fell, eaeT ea : 

: + Quoted from letter ‘from Dr. Weltcr P. Taylor concerning two spe- 

cies of porcupine. on iia meee 

"The Coues’ porcupine (Erethizon epixenthum couesi) is assumed by 

the Biological Survey to be thé form present in frizona and southern , 

New Mexico, The porcupine of southern Colorado ond northerm New Mexico 

is similarly assumed to be the yellow-haired porcupine (Erethizon epix- 

anthum_ epixanthum). 

"It is quite possible’ that the porcupines in the high mountains 

of the Santa Fe Forest are the yellow-heired species and those lower : 

down are the couest porcupine. In order to to sure of this, however, 

a number of spocimens would have to be collected and studied at the Wash-. ? 

ington office of the Biological Survey where material for comparison 

is available, ; 

. "Unfortunately, there has been no world-wide monograph of this 

groupe The systemetic status is uncertein in arcas half between the reg= 

ular regions of distribution, I hope you will encourage Ranger Rogers 

to secure all the information he can om the subject." 

Porcupine Control On The Tusayen: "Approxinately 300 poison blocks were 

put out.in Jenuary, 1931, by Rengers Morse and Hulbert," states Super- 

visor Kimball in his mmual silvicultural report. "Examinations in the 

spring: showed. that many of the blocks had been chewed on, and a number 

of porcupine skeletons were found, The Biological Survey started con— 

trol work in Noverber, 1931, in charge of N. F. Gillhen on the Tusayan 

and Coconino.Forests. 700 blocks were put out between Kendrick and 

Wing Mountains, Mr. Gillham is nay working east of the San Francisco 

Peeks, but expects to return to the Tusayan in the spring. If money is 

-aveilable, he plans on working a crew of three men and covering the heav- 

ily infested areas on the Tusayen and Coconino before the spring migration. 

i Beaver Colonies: On my recent trip to the Carson I noted good colonies 

of beaver on the Cimarron below the Eagle Nest Dom, Evidences of new 

: work was noticed at several points along the stream. Beaver colonies 

are at work also on Red River between Questa and the mines, Several new 

tree cuttings were noted, A Mexican had a load of narrow leaf cotton- 

wood poles taken from a nearby hore stead nearly all of which had bem@m 

felled by beaver, Beaver soretimes have a poor "eye" for "lean" and 

the tree fails to land where wented, A number of trees had fallen par- 

allel or awey from the stream, These were of no use for dam construc- 

tion. Rent a. “2 J.D. JONES 
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Poreupine 

Pennsylvania Game News 

Vol. IV, No. 7, Oct. 1933, p. 10 

Edward Pond, of Mehoopany R. F. D., shot 
a porcupine in his corn field that weighed 
sixty-eight pounds. The animal was weighed 

on sealed scales in the presence of wit- 
nesses. ct Perwbow
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But there is a value in this tiny remnant of seedlings formed unbroken thickets between 
original growth, this one out of a thousand acres, crumbling fences. There for fifty or sixty years 
which we believe transcends all the other values pine reigned supreme. 
combined—its value of scientific study. Then a strange thing happened. Encouraged 

European foresters long ago discovered what by the thinning of the pine crowns that takes 
Americans are only now beginning to realize: place in most white pine stands at about this age, 
Sn a virgin wood is a treasure house of infor- not pine, but hardwood, seedlings began to appear 
mation as to Nature’s ways, a priceless record of here and there beneath the pines. They were not 
the slow but inexorable processes by which she only ashes and maples, light seeded species, but 
moulds every forest and its teeming fauna to fit also oaks and hickories, the heavy seed of which 
soil and climate. No system of silviculture, no were carried into the pine woods from adjacent 
manipulation of the forests in the jaws of 
forest to yield abund- gaye al Eee re squirrel, chipmunk, or 
antly some product or (3) Pe a | iH ince mouse, or in the beaks 
sere useful to man- jaa? i eH en aa 4 of jays and other large 

ind, can long run ee ee riers birds. Neither birds 
counter to a a ten. ae : : Shae ees] | nor animals, we oe 
dencies or processes. fae e 5 OY gy be sure, had anything © 
cL a ss years— ae ee : rl en ne ae ae ae se in = ae oe me 
: e perhaps, or a es ia " uh Vee. eed s s winter food supply 
undred—we may or- @& he = diem Se | Sat ee when they transported 

der the forest accord- feagd Ba) | ; , a | ae eat these nuts, and they 
ing to our own ideas, ey =| ; : : ] Be pes allowed only a small 
but eventually Nature Sg ake ie ae ee | percentage to germi- 
will have her own ea} 2 5 Sager . ie A nate. But a few seed- 
way. In our manage- peoeN Sty or Pp e ; Se Pc lings developing year 
ment of the forests of pepaeesSe] iv ae Va ys after year for the past 

: the future we must ‘paeweeeede wet ee AA eee ae decade or two now 
understand, andinthe ate Ge form an understory of 

: pees ~) “ee ron essentials follow, Na- Faas! 7 ‘ 1 eis young hardwoods be- 
ture’s way. gery aa A a iRed neath the pines, and 

I know no better feat eA will some day surely 
example of the per- [ijggaam, : = re dominate the forest. 
Proc a oe ee me a pS age Sa Oe Then va Het ae be 
orces in the face o: 2 bet x1 <j Mire CaF een many complete. enturies 

human interference am ZA fe 67 ee go re before men, red or 
than recent develop- Bete ie ee ee White, claimed this 
ments in the old-field Parga Q wri sihey cee ie ten ground, hardwoods 
stands of white pine in a erm a Ne hae en kgs ee and ae had strug eS. eat ee RSet med : central Massachusetts, fags = Pe ig Soe gled to dominate it. 
Two hundred and fifty “_gie’ “tates weg es Fe, Seas = And the hardwoods, 
years ago the early % 2 pees MS 5 somehow better able 
settlers in the Swift de acts ort oss Iouigy paveunieie 8 Withethal castaral euomiiemiiie to take advantage of 
River valley cleared cougar and bob-cat, Sarat disappearing, porcupines che comparatively 

away the virgin stands heavy soils of the val- 
of hardwoods, with here and there a white pine, leys, won the long battle with the pines. Then 
to make pastures or “mowing” for their sheep and came the Puritans. They banished both contest- 
cattle. Doggedly they grubbed out of narrow val- ants from the field for two hundred years. Seven- 
leys every vestige of the original tree growth, and ty-five years ago the losers returned. Eventually, 

year after year joined stubborn battle with the after three hundred years of exile, the oaks, hick- 
pine and grey birch seedlings that, sprung from ories, ashes, and maples will once more be victors 
wind-borne seed, skirmished from the adjacent over the pines. 
woodlots. Then came sterner warfare, and when Forces that may not be denied, equally per- 
Father Abraham called, men marched away to sistent with those which brought even heavy- 
bloodier fields. The autumn winds of the ’60’s seeded hardwoods back to the old fields in cen- 
showered their pastures with pine seed, and by tral Massachusetts, are operative in every forest 
the time they returned—some never did—pine in the world. They produced the virgin forest.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ‘ i 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY t i ng wer 

IN REPLY REFER TO Room 306 Agriculture Building ‘ow 
University of Arizona 

Tucson, Arizona 
July 15, 1935 

¥ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 

College of Agriéulture 
University of Wisconsin 

. Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Herewith are enclosed the copies of our Jack Rabbit- 

Grazing Paper which you requested. I think there is a lot in 

the ide although a good deal more work ought to be done be- 

fore ec dogmatic. ~ 

of I have just been working over the manuscript on "The 

Life History of the Porcupine" and find that this animal is 
j another example, seemingly, of increase in numbers as a result 

of disturbance of original conditions. All of us who have 

worked on the porcupine are agreed, I think, that the animals 

are more abundant in cut-over areas than they are in well 

stocked stands of for example ponderosa pine. The key to this 

situation is that the porcupine is fond of the herbaceous vege- 

tation growing on the forest floor. In closed stands or very 

well stocked stands of forest trees there is much less vegeta- 

tion on the ground. In cut-over, on the other hand, there is 

usually an abundance of herbaceous growth. It seems clear that 

the numbers of porciupines increase rather than decrease under 

these conditions. ‘That is why in some places they become an 

important problem in relation to reforestation. 

A few days ago you wrote that you were having a copy 

of the Wildlife Handbook, compiled by Region 9, sent to the 
members of your committee. I have not received mine yet but 

want to get it. 

With cordial regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Welker . Van 

Senior Biologist. 

( 

Ds P. S. Mr. P. B. Lister helped me out in digging out the reprints. (of 

‘
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Usreupine 
Library of a hens 

Hldo Leopold 
Reprinted jrom JouRNAL OF ForESTRY 

Vol. XXXIV, No. 6, June, 1936 

Ecology and Life History of the Por- their environmental adjustments, seem to 
: cupine (Erethizon epixanthum) be simpler in their composition as to 

as Related to the Forests of species than the associations which they 
Arizona and the Southwestern replace. The weed is often a member of 

United States. By Walter P. Taylor. the preexisting association, but in it oc- 
Univ. of Arizona Bull. VI-5 (Biologi- cupies a circumscribed niche. It is the 
cal Science Bull. 3) 177 pp. Illus. process of resource-exploitation which 
1935. presents weeds with the opportunity for 

dominance. It may reflect some profound 
Those who still hope for blanket yes intuitive understanding when we auto- 

or no answers to questions of pest-control matically resent the dominance of weeds. 

will be disappointed in Walter Taylor’s (These speculations are not the author’s, 
bulletin. It is, in my view, an extraordi- but my own.) 

narily complete demonstration of the fact In the Southwest overgrazing is sus- 
that such answers are usually, by their pected to be the underlying “cause” of 
very simplicity, spurious. Even to one too many porcupines. 

whose daily business deals with the un- Like all good jobs, Taylor’s work raises 
ravelling of complex ecological relation- more questions than it answers. Just how 
ships, the reading of this work leaves a_ effective is the mountain lion as a por- 

feeling of astonishment that so simvle an cupine-control? What is the role of the 
animal as the porcupine should be in. porcupine as a consumer of and at the 
volved in such a multitude of interactions same time a vector for mistletoe? To 
with his environment. what extent does the porcupine delimit 

The bulletin is more than a competent the lower edge of the timber type? Are 
life-history study; it is an elaboration of porcupine gnawings a cause. or an effect, 

the new concept of “animal weeds.” Just of bark beetle attacks? To these and 
as destructive land use seems to give a many other queries, Taylor adds new data 
competitive advantage to “worthless” and fresh interest, but not final answers. 

plants, so also does it seem to encourage No life history, however well rounded, 
abnormal abundance of troublesome ani- is devoid of weak spots. One of the weak 
mals. Both seem to be associated with spots in this one is, I think, the treatment 
a retrogression in the plant succession and of population cycles. A cyclic rise in por- 
a decline in that stored-up ecological cupines is postulated as a possible alter- 
energy which, in agriculture, we call fer- native for the weed theory, but the dis- 
tility, in forestry site-quality, and in wild- cussion does not dig very deev. Historical 
life productivity. data on past fluctuations in abundance 

The animal weed theory had its origin are naturally scarce, but it seems at least 
on the Santa Rita Range Reserve in Ari- thinkable that ring-counts of calluses on 
zona, as a possible explanation of the old gnawings might have yielded evidence 
dominance of jackrabbits and other ro-. of fluctuation. However, such counts would 

dents. admittedly be very laborious. There is 
Weed associations, however complex in no discussion of the inherent probability
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of cycles in porcupine. In my opinion none too certain that the alternate-year 

the animal’s coarse vegetable dietary and postulate in bears is correct. 

freedom from starvation losses would in- In discussing the recent reduction in 
dicate a probability of cyclic behavior. mountain lions as a possible reason for 
It is in such animals that the cycle is porcupine increase, the author consistently 

usually prominent. ascribes it to “hunting for sport . . . and 

One wishes that the study might have a8 a protection to the stock industry.” 
included some banding to check against If this implies an order of importance, | 
the interesting circumstantial evidence on Would take issue. Excessive reductions 
seasonal migration. in lions have more commonly followed 

The author seems to have tripped up Biological Survey predator-control than 

on one minor question of fact: he asserts sport-hunting. Elliott Barker, State Game 
that “the porcupine has a slower breeding Martontot NewsMexigey nae recently ne 
rate than any other mammal in North gested that the iiey alge Pus lions an mod- 
America, so far as known.” The breeding erate-density sustained-yield basis is to 
age is two years; the number of young withdraw government control entirely, and 

per year is one. The breeding index is PUt the whole job on a sport basis. Bar- 
thus 2:1. The black bear, however, is ker Boer Oy that motorized dog-packs 
slower. The breeding age, according to "0W sive the sport-hunter sufficient mobil- 

Seton, is three or four years and the litter uy J cover the lion TaNEe and that the 
one to four, average two, but litters are law of diminishing returns eperates 
born only in alternate years. The breed- ™°" promptly on sportsmen than on paid 

ing index on this basis is, at fastest: hunters. 
By and large, we may confidently add 

2 Taylor’s Porcupine to that growing list 
aga or 3:1, of first-rate ecological life-histories which 

constitute the foundations for wildlife 
a slower rate than porcupine. Grizzly management. 
bears likewise have a 3:1 index, and pos- Apo Lropotp, 
sibly elk and buffalo. It is, I suppose, University of Wisconsin.
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ah scum ES 
Whether porcupines cause more damage in the forest than park beetles te 

or fire is difficult to determine. But that they constitute a source of .. 5 

loss that is in the same general class = at least in some localities ~ is F so 

generally agreed, r3 
Advantage was taken of increased labor supplies made available a i sie 

few years ago by emergency work to provide some increased degree of control. ay 

As 4 result 4 marked decrease in damage has become evident, It is surpris- 28 

ing, however, that the number reported to be killed does not decrease cor= ea 

respondingly.« = 

i In 1933 the total kill by all agencies in Region 2 was reported as Bq 

12,616, In 1934, it was 16,258; in 1955, 22,0773 in 1936, 14,5723; in 1937; Pai 

9,987; and for 1938 the number was 9,521. Perhaps we have reached a bal- fe 

ance where the ability of the porcupine to perpetuate itself just about kaj ta 

equals the skill of man to hunt him down and kill him, a3 
a 

In the 1938 report of porcupines killéd it is interesting to note 3 

that the Harney Forest leads the list with 1,815 “pincushions" to its cred- ie 

it. The ‘thite River Forest stands second, with 1,19), porcupines killed, w 4 

The Arapaho is next, with 673, followed by the Medicine Bow with 575° and te 

the Holy Cross with 537. CCC camps are credited with’ 289 poreupines, the See 

Biological Survey exterminated 2,76, forest officers, 1665, while the larg- i 

est number was credited to local hunters, temporary laborers and probably 

stockmen, totaling 4,795. 

- H, D. COCHRAN - REGIONAL OFFICE
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 ‘Honess, B. F, and 3. M. Frost. “A Wyoming Bighorn Sheep Study. 

Wye. Game and Fish Dept., Bull. 1, July 1, 1942, p. 152 fhe carcasses 

of two bighorns were found in which the faces were full of porcupine 

quills. There can be no doubt the quills onne fatal to the ewe, as 

they protruded into her mouth in such a fashion that eating was 

impossible". (Photo p. 16) :
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j My. UW. Me Miller 

‘ Farmers and Merchants State Bank 
Stanley, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Millers 

| Your letter of February 16 addressed to the University of Wisconsin 
regarding repellents for the control of poreupines damaging cabins has 

| been referred to thie laboratory for reply. 

| We have done » limited awount of study with deterrents for por- 
@upines and in these trials have found chewicals euch as copper carbonate, 

| dry lime sulfur, pentachlorphenol, and creosote to be of value in preventing 
damage. These chemicals have been used in varnish type adhesives. Our 
work to date hae been purely experimental and therefore we can offer you 
little in the way of a finished product. Both copper cerbonate and lime 
sulfur impart a color to the surface on which it is applied. I assume 
yours is a unpainted building eo this may be objeetionable for this reason. 
For unpainted wood I would suggest that you try an application of hot 
@reosote. This can be applied with a paint brush. 

I em sorry that we can not be of more ageistance to yous At the 
moment we are contemplating a continuation of this work and hope to have 
more desirable information to offer at the completion of the work. 

Very truly yours, 

ae al Weleh 

@¢ Aldo Leopold istant Siologist 
University of Wisconsin. ip 
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ye Porcuferne 
nas Mibcrary of - 

: Bildo Leanals 

Mortality Due to Porcupine Quills 

A Mr. Pisher of the park transportation company had found a coyote 
“with more quills in his mouth than the ordinary posupine has in 
his body." He approached within 5 feet of the animal, and could 
have easily killed it with a club, for the coyote cas sore interested 

in extracting the tiny barbs than he was in the presence of the man, 

O. J. Murie tells of the experience of Ranger Jack Tevebaugh: 
In the latter part of March he shot a coyote that was extremely 
emaciated. It was found to be full of pocupine quills, in the skin, 
in the tissues under the skin, on the head, and even inside the mouth. 
On the head were two festering sores," 

Page 28 of Ado}ph Murie's "Icology of the Coyote in the Yellowstone". 
Filed Coyote box,
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_ P P giro °° ine or rorcupine: 
By W. I. Cox 

ILD animals constitute a great asset in any Minnesota he seems to give some preference to white 

W well-managed forest. Occasionally some ani- pine, though he also girdles many thrifty Norway pines, 
mals become a liability also. The charm of jack pines, highland or white spruce, and sugar maples. 

the forest is greatly enhanced by the presence of deer and The most thrifty, medium-sized trees usually are pre- 

other game and by the presence of beaver, squirrel, chip- ferred. A ring of bark will be girdled at 20 or 30 feet 

munks, birds, and a long list of useful, harmless or above the ground, and then at various points higher up 
nearly harmless creatures. Probably among the 

latter class should be rated the porcupine. This ~ P38 & Fee Pet ¢ 

widely distributed citizen of the forest, variously or a RQ ee te in “ ; 
known as “porkyhog,” ‘“‘quillpig,” “pricklecub,” r aos \ at (DS Gil . ; 

and “porcupine,” has furnished amusement for ‘ ee )  € Ne » ea 

many a visitor to forest districts. He is not noted ae i Sia AY 8 y oe : - bs a 

for his intelligence and certainly not for his speed, ie ON HPT { rad - ¥ F 

but his corpulent figure and comical ambling antics |#? h, " 4 + 8 | : ie é D 

are interesting and at least mildly entertaining. ( a? Woe ; S ee be Fs 

+ The Indian used porcupine quills for many pur- U X Ni pdf d 4 ‘“ | 

poses, such as sewing needles, baskets, war bonnets, NW ve. PTs = a 5 ae 

and other novelties. The flesh of the porcupine is ‘ at \ 4 y ea 7 y i. 

not distasteful and has saved many an unarmed po - eg = — — F/ oN y 

traveler in the woods from exceedingly great hard- |e. 7 ANS Gi lif ee eee ol N F | * Ay 

ship, if not from actual starvation. It is easy to | 7 'iliiaamguin 2 Fi 4 a 

kill one of these animals with a club, since they |M in, ae MSS < os a ’ 

are not difficult to find in the winter season [Bas ee F pan Ss Ws 

and may easily be approached within clubbing F yt ao F ; ge aw A 
distance and with safety. The old idea that the |} BE *e. > ar Lo & ' ye 

mae as i <=Tt 
2 5 aa = Ay y = = es am . _ ee a 

as ie pY. be A j . . ; 4 St a i } Ry. ‘<, ; 

he i i k Ripe sa rae er ¥ 2 fins ee oe 
‘per ef ne i 7. te Rit “¥ A 4 in a 

}; le 2 ie Pose ea ee ge ae Er « oh 3 ; Ng 

ee. ee Fie ew oa Ht ed: _ E 
J B22 jase cl pi ae % GPS : PS L % ¢ 

f i? eB ee ald eS ‘ ry 

ee 5 a? y j . 
a, rh S oo. Pip te fe 

ii 

’ Pie ee oy ce ~ ~iee Porky has eee cae in 
ae. hd Sy Sas ee eae ‘ ae miei tl or search of a particularly suceulent morsel of 

Me Bt is ey : ty e 3 = Ps ees A bark for his evening meal. 

oie 4 -~ ae ie the tree, the result, of course, being 

3 ; lies i =a 8 = the death of such trees as are com- 

eS : ad Cr. pletely girdled, unless the point at- 

% Z age - f tacked is so high up as to merely 

- : render the tree “stag-headed.” 

“PORKY” IN TWO CHARACTERISTIC POSES Tracts of virgin timber remaining 

A ee a nae a A a atoy-revion atten deittuctive tig. 
ging has wrecked the forest in all 

porcupine can throw its quills is, of course, erroneous. the surrounding territory are particularly liable to dam- 

AU RAvENGUG. APPoTIne FOR Bane age by insects, rodents, and other destructive agencies. 

This is easily accounted for from the fact that the com- 
As is well known, the porcupine feeds upon the bark paratively small area’ of remaining timber attracts the 

of a variety of trees. He is not particular, but in northern animal life which formerly found its home in the sur- 

160
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T z ATRL oF > rounding forest, now cut away. Itasca Park and Forest, 
QTr4 g 0 ASG er at the headwaters of the Mississippi River, is a good 

a on 5 e 44 #d Sar X illustration of this fact. This tract of one hundred and 
a Po 7 ~ 7 54 P34 thirty million feet, in a district which once contained 

ee | ae) s <p billions of feet of timber, seems to be the mecca for a 
i s i ; : cr ; disproportionately large wild-life population, some useful 

IK i) OS —— b and attractive, some harmful. 

p yp aay Gt XD 
‘ fe es Ag A Pg te Tur Porcupine A LumMBrrinc FELLOW 

AS y ri Pa ny § < as \F The porcupine, which ordinarily is not very abundant os Ws a * re +. and whose work is rather inconspicuous, has become so 
bs Nou shy tg Se Veet g vy, abundant at Itasca that it commands the attention of the 
e i Ay X } , +o park superintendent and other foresters engaged upon 
nN peel A cor {7 work in the forest. Recently, in marking trees for an 

ag >, a ‘5 Be \) improvement cutting, twenty-six forties were carefully 
\ <a Rh \ / b gone over. Snow lay on the ground and it was easier 

he ‘ \ | Zs ~ Ly to see porcupines than it would be in the summer-time, 
’ nt } h 7 AW and the men were able to obtain a fairly accurate count 

Y ty 3 of these animals and to determine what damage they were 
x . | . > doing. On the twenty-six forties, seventy-six porcupines. 

Eh bs were seen, or an average of three to the forty. Since 
4 i a there are five hundred and sixty forty-acre tracts in this 
eit - : ge particular State Forest, it would seem that there must be 

iy a © j in the neighborhood of sixteen hundred porcupines busily: 
ane 1) ; ey engaged in girdling trees on the reserve. 

— eZ Careful note made as to the work of these animals 
: i oe showed that each one had recently girdled and killed on. 

an average 4.9 white pine trees. ‘The trees were of an 
pi rat <: x eo average diameter of fifteen inches, representing the equiva- Betas ae é lent of 950 board feet of timber killed by each animal P = ent of 950 board feet of timber ed by each animal, 

ETE , f Sal or a total of 69,500 board feet on the twenty-six forties. 
THE E en This timber has a stumpage value of $8 per thousand 
EVENING F feet. It will be seen, therefore, that the porcupines of 
MEAL Bee \ Itasca Park and Forest are killing each year approxi- 

~ eo ‘ mately a million and a half feet of timber, worth on the 
‘ id stump $16,264, or approximately 1.2 per cent of the pres- 

; : B ent annual growth. They constitute a source of damage 
which must be reckoned with in the management of the 

: & 3 j property. 

Mute “evidenseti chat Fe i LA ie But it would not be advisable to exterminate the por- 
it was a good one. ae PY £ ¢? cupine ina forest such as Itasca, W hich is visited by tens 
This is why “Porky” y 4 Ea ye ee of thousands of people who are interested not alone in 
must be suppressed. ‘d ij ew ¢ ul the trees, but in the wild creatures also. ‘To wage re- 

re ou i“ % - slg lentless warfare upon such an inoffensive animal as the : 
Fi Fi - a, wae porcupine would seem cruel, and in fact a reasonable 

i t - his number of them should be in evidence, so that visitors 
~ dg 4p may get an occasional glimpse of them shuffling across 
4 4 y rf the trails or perched up in some lofty pine; but to allow 

. / fa - this “highland beaver” to increase beyond his present 

f tie Pay numbers would be exceedingly unwise and even danger- 
ke an ous for the welfare of the forest.



ECHOES FROM LAST ISSUES OF TRAP LINE / S99» 
J ‘ om LF 

Charles E. Walker, State Trapper, Crandon, Wisconsiy, writes: - 
/ 

: "Thanks for the Trap Line and the information/ in regards 
to scalps and skins. My luck is getting better. Last Frdday, I took 
my first timber wolf in trap, blind set. I got to him gst at sundown, 
and took him out without skinning. Some load - weighed 64 pounds. 
Skinned him Sunday morning. Had a Milwaukee Sentinel reperter over, 
who took picture of him, I took pictures of him alive. Have not got 
them developed yet. 

: Then Monday I took a coyote. Caught at deer carcass in 
State Game Refuge. Tuesday, I got my second timber wolf - a big 
fellow. Here is where I got the best of Roy Gratias. I got this 
wolf in a snare and he broke the snare and got away. While I was 
standing there feeling just too bad, I noticed some drops of blood and 
then quite a pool of blood and I doped it out that he had ruptured a 
blood vessel and was bleeding from the nose. Well, that gave me some 
hope, and I took up the trail. The brush was very thick and I lost + 
the trail many times and gave up once, and then decided to have one 
more look, and I found him dead with just enough of the snare left 
to reach around his neck. He was a dandy —- 7 ft, 8 inches from tip 
to tip and stood 35 inches high. After I had him skinned, I held a 
post mortem and found left jugular vein ruptured. Opened stomache and 
found it empty except a tuft of deer hair — nothing in the intestines. 

wie “na oirinpas soon. I am sending in the broken snare



avl Yuck Vevuelpis vo weplace stock that 1S going out on aeliveries. wwne soft= 

wood index for the week was 37.00 while last years index for the same week was 
28.03 showing the increase that has teken place, 

Determined to Keep His Bones; Coyotes refused to drop his load even at the risk 
of his life. Ranger Ben Nabours of the Gila tells an interesting swry of a coyote 

he came upon while it was gnawing a huge thigh bone of a horse. Instead of 

slunking away as is the custom of coyotes, this. one gathersd up the thigh bone 
and took it along. Nabours rod2 close but the coyote kept the bone even though it 
was so heavy he could scarcely vua. Nabours decided to try to rope him and came 
right alongside then concluded he would better shoot him. By this time coyote 
and horse were covering groméd pretty fast. Nabours shot twice with his six 
shooter but missed both times. Mr. Coyote concluded, however, that the Ranger 
had an mfair adventage. He reluctantly let go his bone and took to the brush. 
He got away but surely did hate to give up that thigh bone. 

4 Bield: Pooler, Long (Coconino); Jones (Crook); Myers, Cook (Gila); McNaught 
(Crook); Hughes (Apache). 

Visitors: E. i/. Kelley, Washington (Coconino) 
Leave: Marsh. 
Acting: Cheney.



Coyote folder 

Note from H. B. Marshall, 1178 University Farm, St. Paul i 

Coons killed by coyotes in spring after they begin to come out of 
7 e e 

' hibernation. Killed by single coyotes and eaten. Abundance of 

coons determined by couotes and corn. Coons increased in his locality 

! after coyotes killed out. \ 

; \
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COYOTE CARCASS PILE slinking ‘‘prairie wolf’’ is the livestock man’s worst enemy. 
This picture was snapped early one morning recently on the 

Sirs: high sagebrush plains of central Oregon by R. G. Johnson, pro- 

Here is the “sequel” to that picture of pelts from preda- fessor of range livestock management at Oregon State college. 

tory animals (LIFE, Jan. 31). This shows the carcass pile of is 

another predatory animal hunter, containing hundreds of skel- : JOHN ©. BURTNER 

etons of coyotes. Let no one grieve for the departed, as the Corvallis, Ore.



Fan" Lactabafe Coa v WYOMING a Ce EG. 
oo. Cw? Fash Slob Grmmer 
ae ) DEER CONDUCTS "BLITZ" ON Lee 
(we ITS OLD ENEMY — THE covore ‘Fi! + /0. 

While tending his trap line on French Creek in Johnson County, Wyo., 
last December, Predatory Animal Hunter Charles Vest, employed by the Fish and 

Wildlife Service, United States Department of Interior, stopped on the ridge 
to look around and suddenly found himself in a ringside scat viowing an un— 

usual fight. 

Just as Vest spotted two coyotes leaving the bottom of tho draw, his 
attention was attracted to a noise from another direction. This proved to be 
a big dog coyote running at top speed with a buck deer in hot pursuit. Whon 
the deer cavght up with his ancient enemy, he knocked the coyote down with his 

front feet, then jumped on him with all four feet, 

After taking a hard pounding, the coyote managed to crawl into a brush 
patch, Although the deer did not attempt to follow the coyote, he circled the 

patch until he snicd Hunter Vest and took to his heels, followed by three does 
that had been waiting at a distance. The coyote, Vest discovered, was trampled 
so badly ho could hardly crawl, so it was an easy matter for the Governmont 

hunter to finish the job the deer started. 

wae 
3432



dw ( Ruyter) 
wth Wolves. A dozen came up and fought for tossed out 

: Scraps of meat while butchering an antelope near 

Costilla. Says "From the fact that the antelope con- 

gregating in large bands, they were unable to prey on 

these animals, which are their favorite food." 

P. 211. fZurkeys in La Trinchera, 2 days No. of Costilla. 

2. 211. A wolf which came to eat the offal of the butchered 

antelope on the Costilla followed Ruxton for 

1 day Costillo - Culebra 

1 day Culebra - Trinchera 

1 day Trinchera - Sangre de Christo Cr. (Valledith ) 

(Here they passed a dead mule which evidently detain- 

. ed the wolf, as he is not afterward mentioned. The 

incident illustrates, however, how the coyotes may 

have followed the gold-rush to Alaska over the 

, MeKenzie trail.)



P.266. — wolf warming himself and dozing by a large camp- 

fire as Ruxton awoke during night. Says "these ani- 

RQ ope mals gnaw the straps of a saddle on which your head 

is reposing for a pillow."



P, 253. Wolves very hungry during the spring season. Chewed 
nl 

_ (the saddle strings of unguarded saddles and during 

( ( wl) the night ate the rawhide lariat to within a yard of Xe 

the mules throats,



P. 221. Coyotes - 6 entirely cleaned up an old buck (shot but 

too poor to dress) in 10 minutes Bones clean.
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Release = Inmediate. 

April 14, 1922. 

"OLD THREE TOES" TURNS THEM UP 

Super-Coyote of Caddo County, Okla., 
Trapped by Government Hunter. 

Old Three Toes and his co-killers were a herd-boiled lot, whelped 

in a region where tho length of a coyote's life depended a good deal 

upon the length of his legs and on the same dimension in his head. 

They belonged to a superior breed, developed by the very methods that 

had been designed for their undoing, and Old Three Toes was the strong= 

est, fleetest, and wisest of the clan. For six years he spread destruc 

tion among the herds and flocks in an iS-mile area in Caddo County,Okla., 

outwitting packs of expensive dogs that killed off his slower and 

weaker relatives. Only the fittest survived. The weaklings and 

Gullards were culled before they had the opportunity to reproduce their 

inferiority. 
: 

But if these super-coyotes could survive in the face of ordinary ; 

methods of extermination, life was a eifferent matter when they were 

called upon to face the skill and persistence of Government hunters. If 

you would know what happened 0 this band of destroyers and to the 

greatest of them all, read a few paragraphs from two reports sent in to 

the Biological Survey of the United States Department of -Agriculture by 

E. F. Pope, predatory animal inspector for the Oklahoma-Arkansas district. 

In December the inspector wrote: 

“Inasmuch as the people of the Lookaba community have sustained 

losses from coyotes amounting to many thousands of dollars, and, after 

spending $1,000 for a pack of stag hounds, have failed to bring the 

animals under control, this promises to be an excellent opportunity for 

demonstrating the proper methods. However, on account of a super= 

abundance of dogs in the locality, many of which are still referred to 

as ‘valuable dogs,' we must confine ourselves to the use of traps. 

"After looking over the largess pasture in the neighborhood, 

where coyotes were said to have committed depredations for the last
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six years or more, I concluded that coyotes were aot unusually abundant 

but their tracks were unusually large and indicated that most of them 

were large, heavy animals. In fact, the people there state that all 

the slower, weaker specimens have been caught with dogs and that the 

survivors are all barge, rangy animals and that a race of super-coyotes 

is being produced in Caddo County. We heard much of Old Three Toes, 

an extra large coyote or wolf, that has been chased with dogs for the 

past six years. We were not looking especially for his tracks, but 

the first tracts we found were rather large, even for a very large 

coyote, measuring 3-3/4 inches long and 2-1/4 inches wide, with one 

toe missing from the right fore foot. In shape they were typical 

coyote tracks. We found the same tracks in three different parts of 

the pasture, two or three miles apart. As there are some very rough, 

heavily timbered canyons there, Old Three Toes may prove to be a wolf 

or a coyote-dog hybrid. 

"At this writing there are probably 50 traps awaiting the re~ 

turn of the super-coyote, or whatever he is, and we expect to hear of 

his capture any day." 

What the coyote hunters accomplished was detailed in the January 

report, which says in part: 

"Pwenty-nine days of strenuous activity were devoted to the 

Caddo County project, which resulted in a total bag of 19 coyotes, 

practically all of them large, rangy old sinners that had outrun the 

dogs, refused to be enticed with bait, and committed depredations 

against live stock to the extent of at least $10,000. 

"In our narrative for December reference was made to Old Three 

Toes, notorious over the whole county. The following letter from 

Mr. Mullins, his captor, fully justifies the prediction of his speedy 

downfall: 

"Tt is too bad that you could not have stayed another day and 

had a good look at Old Three Toes, who hit the two traps with the short 

stakes we set together. The very last night he roamed the woods was 

the night you left. He was not a wolf or coyote-dog hybrid as had been 

rumored, but an estra large coyote, as was indicated by his tracks. 

We did not weigh him until Saturday evening, when we took him to tom 

+o give the people a chance to see him; that is, the few who had not 

heard of his capture and come to our camp. There has been 2 crowd 

here ever since he was caught, one person coming 17 miles. Five days 

after his capture Old Three Toes weighed exactly 39 pounds, which means 

that he must have weighed at least 45 pounds when caught. There is no 

doubt in the minds of the people ‘here that he is the offender they 

have been chasing all over the county for the past six years.'" 

// 177222 pe
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Lincoln Inspection - 1921 

Coyote Work. Project organized by Allman 

of Biol. Survey on east side Sacramentos and 

said to have cost only $90 (1 mo. wages) + 

$8 poison, and to have killed between 30 

| (seen} and 100 (est.) coyotes. Were working 

on calves, turkey and deer. Money put up by 

permittees on assessment based on permit 

number. Same project organized at Ruidoso 

8/26.



duid. Coyote: "The following story is furnished by Ranger MeDuffie and can be ey } 
vouched for by the five other people present ead concerned: Af 

'T heard a dog bark, and upon looking oat of a window, saw a. coyote coming [é a 
down the trail toward the open yerd space between the Santa Rita Renuge Reserve 
headquarters house and Wm, Nicholson's house. The dog, a large mongrel, was afraid 
of the coyote and retreated as it advanced. T grabbed a rifle and hurried out. By 
the time I reached the gate on the trail, the other dogs had come to the assistance 
of the first one, and Tip, a big white shepherd of Nishoisen’s, had the coyote by 
the throat and had been bitten by it on the nose just telow tho eye. I put a 
Springfield bullet through the coyote's head and stopped further combat. By this 
time everybody on the place was present. Nicholson told me that as the family sat 
at breakfast they heard a noise at one of the windows, which swing inward and are 

practically even with the ground. At the noise they all locked up and saw a coyote 
bump the window twice with its head. The window opened, the coyote stood looking 
into the room for a moment and then backed away. There were five dogs about the 
house and part of them chased the coyote. It ran but a short distance from the 
house and then turned back toward it. The fight and finish took place less than 50 
yards from the house. We are all at a loss to explain such behavior. The coyote's 
carcass was burned, and as a matter of precaution, the dog that was bitten is being 
closely watched for symptoms of rabies.! " (Coronado Bulletin. } 

Field: Kerr (Sitgreaves); Long (Camp Grant); Hussey (Tonto); Myers (Manzano); Cooperrider (Gila); Cassidy (Santa Fe). 
Visitors: Loveridge (Carson) ~ Do. d 

FRANK C. W. FOOLER, District Forester, 
By: J» CO. Kircher, Acting.



Gila Inspection —~ 1922 

Lobos attack cows on hind ena - generally 

flanks. Fall to gating before animal 

dead.
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Prescott Inspection - 1922 

Coyotes eating manzanita berries in large 

quantities, as per sign seen on road S.iW. 

Mayer. These are the brown ripe berries, 

easily gathered as they pile up on the 

ground,



Santa Fe Inspection - 1923 

Wild Plums eaten by coyotes, seeds and all, 

Barker sayse



PP er, Sarthe tener Cay . on) ee OE 

e ®@ 
Santa Fe Inspection - 1923 

Killing by Coyotes 

Barker has seen 3 cases. All were 

individual cases rather than pack. Not 

always in deep snow.
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; Wolves—Timber and Prairie 
Learn to mount all. kinds of game, : 
birds, animals, fish, game-heads — tan According to one writer there are many Find a well defined rock trail, somewhere 

furs, make rugs, robes, etc. You can varieties which vary much in size and color, on the wolf’s route of travel. Set two traps 
now dear this fascinating art in acu own yet there are perhaps only two distinct spe- close together on the trail, then go 50 yards, 
ey. MD coon niete eons coterie evereale: | cies, the timber wolf and prairie wolf. Thru- more or less, and set two more in the same 

partment of Taxidermy.. Simple, complete | out much of the West the “prairie wolf” is manner. A large bait should be placed near 

ann a a for sepeieraen ee or called a coyote. — 5 the trail and about midway between the two 

the world needs these wonderful lessons. Old In North America of the timber wolf there settings. When wolves get to feeding on the 
reliable school. 75,000 graduates. Success || are the following varieties: the small, dark bait they will travel in the trail and will not 
ements ee fae tropides Oe ts grey or black of Florida and, southeastern be expecting danger so far from the bait. If 

fishing and outdoor sports. You CAN be your | | states; the red of southern Texas; the brindle desired only one trap need be set in each 
own taxidermist. Here is your opportunity. || of Mexico; the light grey of the central Place, but two are better. It is a good idea 

: plains; dark grey of eastern Canada; white to set the traps several days before placing 
of northern Canada and Alaska; large black the bait so as to allow time for the human 

e of northwest coast region. scent to leave. This set should not be made 
There are also several varieties of the im localities where stock will be using the 

Mount Your smaller or prairie wolf found’ thruout the ‘ails. ; 
| prairie regions of the United States and Can- _ Another method which requires three or 

Own Ss ecimens! ada. During the past few years the govern- four traps is made by fastening all traps to 
@ || ment has been killing off this animal so that one stake. Find a smooth spot and scoo 

; ta Ittle hollow, drive the stake d i aay . outa i picaeree Vie “splendid trophies woe. haven | coyotes” are not as plentiful as they were. tHe € : we ey le stake down until 

bagged during the season, without paying the The common grey wolf, of the stock region, the top is below the level of the ground. 
taxidermists’ Sane charges. Many spec: | | is still fairly plentiful. It is one of the most Fasten the bait securely to the top of the 
See ae CO Nice Mount | destructive of animals to stock and game. stake so as to hide the stake and also to pre- 

Decorate your home, office or den with the Grey wolves vary considerable in size, andj Yent the animal from taking the bait away. 

eee ey, is a hobby that } }Ifull grown specimens weigh 100 pounds or Tf three traps are used, spread them out in 
ry So" n more, their fur being long and heavy. « the form of a triangle; if four are used ar- 

E earn Field The breeding season of the grey wolf varies T?™S° them in the form of a square. Set the 
| more or less. Some litters are born in the eis carelally so that when they are cov- 

T id @ summer, altho the majority are usually born ‘Tee everything will be smooth. and looking 
ax ermy e in March and April. The mating season is ae as it did before. As the bait is fastened, 

Many valuable specimens are lost because they mainly in January and February. The litters ane sual sonnns take it away, and in trying 

are not properly handled when kitled: Learn usually number five to eleven. The young i ee ee “I cle ut one of the oa 
iow to take care of skins in the field so that | | bi in the foothills and bad lands, i oner or later. In its endeavor to get out o: 

the; be stuffed and mounted perfectly | | 97@ Dorm in the tootii''s and bac ae it i : 
ney nay eed ee dmportant for every || holes in the buttes and under rim-rock and 7G UP 4138 Putty apt to step into another, 
bites tea ye aoe ae one lessons even in enlarged badger dens. The breeding and then there is little danger of its getting 

cover this subject thoroughly, as well as every z se . ~ away. 
+ i season of the coyote (prairie wolf) is gen- 4 5 2 

other feature of the taxidermist’s work. Geely Wsatitian what of they grey moll: e The practice) eye of the old timer will 
i Know — 

BIG MONEY o2.2024;,d0ting | | Nearly all states where wolves are found, sinner it might he well to add if a place ca 
specimens sell readily for high prices. You and some of the Canadian provinces, pay . found where th be place can 

can do the work for others at taxidermists’ | | bounty on these animals. Besides the state ‘ound where the traps may be set between 
regular charges. One of our students writes: ; ; iti bunches of weeds, cactus, etc, so much the 
"Phave made over $550.00 during my spare } | bounty, ranchmen generally pay an additional jeter. z 

time selling my specimens and mounting for bounty. Experienced wolf hunters and trap- 2 : 
others.” Brotessional taxidermists eam. a8 | | pers, in more than one of the Rocky: Mount Altho wolves are persistently trapped, poi- 

_ vices aa Ne : eer TERS 
Se En eo ope ca | ain states, have been able to make fair wages sined and shop they will not be exterminated 

can learn to do this work as well asthe expert. | | during past years. The inexperienced trap- a See haps never. Increased wolf fur 

per will find these animals very cunning and Y@ Ue Curing recent years has added to the 
4 wary, and until they arefable to take mink= 1°%eUe of the fur trade hundreds of thous- 

VFREE Book and: fox. theycaresnot ape to make a enccesa ands of dollars. At the October auction 

at bounty trapping. eee 36,400 wolf pelts were sold. No doubt 

“How to Mount Game.” Tells you For the large grey wolf the No. 4 trap is He tol so ae He on ee ae 
all about this fascinating sport and WJ a very good size; for the coyote the No. 2 eg ee sy eet th eo Is ch ae his 

how you can become an expert | double spring or other sizes of about similar f t = CU CER eC Ale OY ay 
taxidermist. Beautifully illustrated with strength should be used. Some trappers, as pre joe. ne quantities are sold direct 
dozens of photos of mounted specimens. ge gaye » “* from dealer to manufacturer. Perhaps as 
This book contains information vital to a means to fasten, in localities where there Hig ar Beeo dl Sacre ty An OMaann eet 

every sportsman, hunter, fisherman and are stones, use these, by wiring securely + Ene ee oe 
nature lover. Sent you absolutely free — _ around. and. te othe end. of tHecchain.«: In are sold thru the various auctions, so that 

no obligation. Don’t pass up this wonder- | ao e total for the year is well up to 200,000. Some 
ful opportunity. Send your name and ad- |other localities good hard-wood stakes are Of those sold last year were no doubt take 

dress on coupon below. Write today—now! used which are about 15 inches long, unless die eeu ach Render ee he 
Free Book Coupon mwa J the ground is very soft, when longer ones es ee DS aioets : tf ane ane 

: Free Boo! Coupon wy jare needed. Thruout much of the wolf}. heard thruout m he i Ww. ae ae 

{ Northwestern School of Taxidermy oe | | country hard-wood is scarce, in’which case 1, the dis y Ces eter 
64-N Elwood Building, Omaha, Nebr. Se * : k ti ] in the distance. 

Is, ‘a hadlitely free, your Mlastrated Le iron pins or stakes are much used. I ot. hi 

1 pond Migw to Mount Game.” Also tell fea OT Many different kinds of scents are used Ty SIALes Or, -DrpyABCes.. WAGTE the topo- 

J me how Eiuay learn to be a0 expert, tox ic | by trappers after wolf and fur bounty. The graphy varies from plains to high mountains, 

obligation, ce urine of the wolf, bottled and kept until it such as much of the Rocky and Cascade 
I EES + | ae F i : 
I “Be nce has become rancid, is a very good scent. Mountain country, the quality of this article 
an | The sexual organs of the female, taken when varies from good to poor, even when caught 

—— srearecssecstneneceraerens cesrrececeees ceceeseseeee Tin heat, added to the urine, makes it far or killed during winter months. Take the 

5 more attractive to the male. This scent i8 state of Colorado for example: The high 

[Addren0.seesvrsssrseseeesiereesseeeessnsesesecccsrses J | most successful during the mating season— : oa es : 
Se A Tanuney ands Relmnacy. mountain-caught will average with a level 

There are more or less wolf trappers who COUntTY farther north; foothills with north- 

Fo ag hil ee ae ee not use scent in connection with sets. ¢m™m Kansas and Missouri; plains with Okla- 

advertising pages of this issue. Some of their methods are: homa and similar.
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Born on October 9 to Deputy Supervisor end Mrs. J. Ws Girdner at Cliftm, 
Avizma (Apache Forest) a son. Both mother and sm are reported as doing 
nicely, 

faking Wood Without Permit Comes High: To the Datil belongs the honor for 
the first cmvistio wider the State Law for stealing wood from the Forest. 
On Saturday D. J. Joes of Magdalena was fined $25.00 and costs for s$eal- 
ing one load of wood from the Datil Natimal Forest. The fine was suspend= 
ed since this was the first case in Magdalena. 

Bulletin 1105: Since only 100 copies of UeS.D.A. Bulletin 1105 MNatural 
Reproduction of Western Yeilow Pine" have been received in the District 
Otfiee, only one-half the intended quota for each Forest is being sent. 
When our full supply is received the Forests will be supplied with the ade 
ditional number unecessary to complete their quota. 

What Turkeys Feed On: Supervisor Sizer has submitted the following very 
interesting list of the crop contents of a wild turkey killed by Mrs. Sizer 
on October 4: 258 pin nuts, 26 grasshoppers, 25 large black beetles, 6 
Small black beetles, 2 black wasps, 1/4 cup of grass seed. Other Forest 
officers who can cmtribute any data to the question of turkey feeds will 
be gladdy heard from. 

Do Coyotes Go Wild?: "Last Saturday, October 6, when I passed the old Bullock 
Rene, which is deserted, I noticed a coyote who was snapping at his sides 
and acting queer, I tied up my pack-horse and tried to rope him, as I had 
no gum, but he got into a rocky canyon where my horse could not follow. I 
camped at the Bellota Ronch that night which is also deserted, and just as 
the moon rose in the morning, about three A. M., I heard a noise in my pack 
sacks, near my bed. I s&t up and saw a coyote's head above one of the sacks, 
whére I had sane bells and other noisy things. He seemed to be strangling 
and chewing on the handlés of the sacks Picking up a handful of gravel, I 
threw it in his direction and shouted, but instead of stampeding in the direc- 
tion I expected, he came for me and the more I bucked and elbowed him the 
more determined he became to rife my bed. I had covered my head before he 
arrived, so I finally lay still, and after choking and chewing my tarp awhile 
he charged my pack-horse, who was pickeded near, A commotion ensued, in which I took part with en alamo limb, which broke the first time I landed on 
the coyote, and I was making tracks for the bed again, when Mr. Coyote changed 
his mind and ambled to the 034 saoch house, some 30 yards away, where he en- countered a hog, and they went off azross the flat, whoofing and choking. 
Now I am watching the poor park-horse for signs of hydrophobia, as he had 4 _ badly lecerated eye which has turned white, and the first time he refuses 
his drink, I will have to play executer," (Ranger Fréeborn in Cormado 

Bulletin } 

Field: Pooler, Kerr (Coconino); Lang (Tusayan}: Cook (Roswell); Talbot 
(Tonto); Hughes (Siigreaves); Long (San Antonio, Texas). 

Visitor: Rachford, Washington (Coconino). 
Acting: Leopold.
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Wild Horses ~ Supervisor Mirk's Plen: Supervisor Mink of the Lembi For- 
est. is laying plans for horse :owduys this fall. In order to get 

around some of the usual ditficuliies incident to horse roundups, he 
is taking a number of interesting precautions. On account of the dif- 
ficulty of finding purchasers for the horses after they have been taken 

and impounded, he has made arrangements with the Lemhi Woolgrowers : 
Association to purchase 100 head of the horses to be used as coyote bait. 
He has also made arrangements with a commission buyer who will ship all 
horses weighing over 1050 pounds to market at his own expense,. guar- 
anteeing the accrued charges on the horses, as well as the freight, : 
charging for his service only his regular commission. Supervisor Mink 
has also had conferences with county officials in two of the three . 

counties touched by the Lemhi Forest and these men have promised to coop~ 
»erate with him in disposing of the horses under the Idaho law, . 

Hae saemaenten, ; : 

Gray Wolf: An old male gray wolf was recently taken in eastern Lassen |, 
County by a Government trapper working under the direction of Chas, G. 

rut Poole, Predatory Animl Inspector of .the Biological Survey. This is_ 
yi {wr Ehe second scientific record of this species from California, the first Yee o "being from San Bernardino Sounty near the Colorado River. The present 

0 wl ye Specimen was 5 feet 6 inches long and 32 inches high at shoulder. It 
4\ eo) N\ ) Weighed but 56 pounds, approximately half of the weight of a. wolf of 
Qe? jw. ‘khat size.in. good. condition. One hind foot had been severed just below 
X RN {the hock,:.. Mr, Poole states that there have been stories of a big old 

Ale in wolf im southern Idaho which has done a great deal of damage to stock. 
jlo’ veo He thinks it is quite within the realm of possibility that this my be 
Gey the individual. which, harassed by Biological survey trappers, the dry~ 
qu ve 208 up of water holes, or a combination of the two, drifted across to 
Ve WYO Py California, there to meet his fate.--P.J.F, : . 

Big Things on the shasta: On the Trinity District of the Shasta the follow- 
ing measurements of big trees have recently been made: 

+, .° An Incense Cedar, circumference 26 ft. 4 in. 
"“ & Foxtail Pine, 1" 20 7" ve5 0 

: A Douglas Fir, " on CEB 
‘ A Western Yellow Pine, " Goo Reo i : 

a A Sugar Pine which measures 112 ft, to the first limb.--A.E.N, ; 

‘ cose Qe
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Predatory animals in Arizona Reduced: Predatory animal Control Leader 
Musgrave, reports in the Arizona Hunters News Letter: "This is the end 
of our fiscal year and the lion work especially has been very satis~ 
factorye We had set om average at ten lions per month for the fiscal 
year and the end of Jme finds us with two lions over. This means 2 
great saving in livestock and game to the Stcte of Arizona and ¥ feel 
that the State of Arizona has gatten valua received for the money ex- 
pended. I had hoped to see the last wolf taken from the interior of 

; the State before the end of the fiseal year but it seems that there 
are two wolves left," 

rap 

Educational ‘Wlovies" Success in Arkansas: ‘Six hundred people and a 
Congressman contributed to a successful showing of Forest Service films 
in the opening meeting of the Arkansas-Ozark Fire Prevention Campaign in 
D-7 recently, according to the District Seven Digest. District Three 
has gone deeply into intensive educational work during the last three 
years and is greatly interested in the outcome of the efforts being made 
by D7 which are presunably along similar lines of approach. It is be~ 
lieved there is no better opportumity in the whole Forest Service ter 
ritory for determining what education can accomplish than that presented 
in Arkansas where, apparently inherited prejudice linked with lack of 
general information has made the problem of forest protection one of 
extreme difficulty to the forest officers At the meeting mentioned which 
was held at a ranger station the Digest states, there were present more 
than 350 memvers of the Pope County Boys and Girls Club. The remainder 
of the crowd of about 600 was madé up of residents of the vicinity. i 
Congressman Ragon was the speakere He discussed in a creditable mamer, 
the report says, fire prevention, thé Game situation and the phases of 
Forest Service work from every angles 

Sorestry and Bankers: Many Louisiamrbankers are making fire protection 
and reforestation compulsory on mortgaged lands. or the purpose of in- suring the resale possibilities of such property they bind the mortgagor 
to make every effort to prevent forest fires on his land ané to plant 
trees on Waste and eut-over areas. This practice is being energetically 
supported by the Lovisiana Department of Conservation, and has been taken up by bankers im all varie of the State. It has spread all the more ra~ pidly since the failure of efforts to boom certain cut-over lands for - farming as opposed to timber-growing purposes. The Louisiana Bankers! Association in Avril 1925, adopted the following as the standard fores= try clause for insertion in nortgages: “The mortgagor does hereby fur~ ther bind himself to put his waste or idle lands not suitable to agricul~ ture to trees, and to protect all forest trees and tree seedlings growing on any of the above-described lands, and he further pledges that fires ox 
other destructive agencies will be prevented wherever possible.” 

Porest Vorkere. Note: The bankers of the southwest might well draft a similar measure 
and provide in mortgages on livestock, requirements for the observ~ 
ance of proper stocking, range distribution and Salting. 

Field: - ; 
De Oo: Kerr (Prescott); Calkins, Scott {Apache}; Hussey (Coconino }; Lang (Santa Fel: Cheney (Grook); Marsh (Tusayan}; Loveridge (Datil) Others: Rachford (Washington) Prescott. 
Acting: Jones
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Nearly 400 sovor Broonteils: In 2 recont horso rowéup on the Canjilon Dis-- 

trict of the Carson, 280 members of tho "savagc, umisnageablo tribe of broom 

tails” yore impounded. 

win Interrupted Travel But Not vor Lone: July 30, according to the Lincoln 
Bullotin, one of tho hoovdost rains in yoars fell on tho Ruidoso District. 

4t°1:30 pe m a culvort on tho Buidoso Highvay vas vashed out. It loft a. 
i sap in tho road seven foot vice and five foot deop. A group of neighbors 

q including tho District Ren-cor mdertook to rostoro the road ond at 3:50 yp. me 

wy travel vas rosumed. In the t.:0 hours that olapsod betiioon the going ovt cf 

7 the culvort and the complotion of tomporery ropoirs, 27 wast bound ano 24 
. east bound automobiles, avorazin: throo passenpers cach, arrived at the place 

~ and woro waiting to pess. 

3 uc Bingo Bo2t Both Ways: It's 2 fast canine that can outrun coyotos both in 
: > ~ursuit and ~hon pursuod. Tho Gile Bullotin tells 4 talo about Bingo, tho 

“ fnithful dog componion of Suporvisor Winn. Recontly vhile Mr. Wimn, Assist- 
a ont Suporvisor Putsch and Bingo wero afield, Bingo came toaring out of the 

a3 ia vrush in the load of two coyotes. Bingo's human fricnds shouted and 
BS meouraged like Shoriden did von ho yelled: “Tum, boys, turn, wo're. going 

Pie pock," and Bingo, taking now spirit, whirlod ané chased the coyotes. Ho 

ya “robably noarly caught thom but vhon the cayotos vioro out of sight of the 

ae ay ‘Loutors and out of hoaring of tho shouts, thay, too, took hoart and turnad 

vg in pursuit of Bingo. Bingo, hovover, was cntiroly too repid for any such as 

2 Loy ond ro2ched 2 position of sholter and safety behind Wim and Putsch 

VS cully tvonty yards ahoad of the panting coyotos. Bingo is all right; he 

mh boats thom coine ant coming. 

"Ghicod Versus Chomiso:* A shoopriem in tho Zuni Mountains of Now Moxieo, ; 

according to tho Monzeno Rencor, rocontdy ado tho statement that a plent 

callod Chico is 2 much bottor shoop focd than Chomiso. Whon the shoopmen 

' @oseribed Chico, uombors of the Menzano forco concluded that Chico and 

Chomiso arc the somo plant, olthowch the shoopman cleins that Chico has a 

more tondor foliaro ard novor produces bloating. Rangor Shormmen has beon 

requested by Suporvisor Kartchnor to obtain spocincns, including twigs and 

fruit, of -hat is said to bo Chico as vell as what ho knows to bo Chani so 

for idontification to dotermino tho difforence, if thero is any. While the 
Manzano Supervisor hes not reqzested outside help on tho subjoct, it is 

polioved any ideas ané information will be wolcomed. The discucsion of for- 

age plants is ccnorally profiteble in any event ond the Daily Bullotin has 

space for contributions on the Chico-Chemiso subjoct. 

S4old: Hussy (Coconino) ; Mellon, Rendlos (Lincoln); Long (Senta to); Korr 

(Pasayan) ; Marsh (fvonzoy, Ne He) 
Military Leave: Ancona, Jones, Long (te Bliss, Toxas) 
Actin;:; Calicins
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WD ] ECONOMIC INVESTIGATIONS 

Chase G. Poole, leader of predatory~animal control in California, 
ends word that no unfavorable reports have been received from the old foot~ 

and-mouth disease territory in Tuolumne Comnty and the Stanislaus Forest 
and that the danger of a recurrence of the disease among deer is practically 

eliminated, ; 

G M. Trickel, senior administrative assistant in Colorado, spent 

practically the entire month assisting new hunters in predatory-animal work, 
and in the course of his operations in May he reports practically no loss on 

the lambing ranges from coyotes or bobcatse 

Hunter W. J. Nearing, in carrying out his work on a ranch near Fruita, 
Colo., was successful in taking a 650-pound bear that had been making a series 
of raids on the rancher's herds, Its stomach contained three small lambs, 
which the bear had evidently gulped a short time before capture. 

The manager of a large livestock company of Dubois, Idaho, reports that 
coyotes are scarce on the north end of the Targhee project and that losses 
from these animals have been very light. Not long ago this company employed 
night shooters against coyotes. 

Sympathy is extended to Hunter W. EB. Cozzens, of Cokeville, Wyo., whose 
; e=year~old son died on May 31. 

Cattlemen of the Kaibab country on the Arizona strip adjacent to Utah 
have complained for several months of damage by a pair of timber wolves, and 
many unsuccessful efforts have been made to catch them. Recently, however, 

Geo. E. Holman, leader of predatory—animal control in Utah, detailed Hunters 
Willis and Rasmussen to that section, and‘’after several days the old she-wolf 

. was trapped, and "Blackie," Mr. Holman's thoroughbred foxhound, backtrailed and 
_ lead the hunters to her dene Wear it were the carcasses of oie colts, a number 
of calves, four deer, and part of a full-grown horse. Three of the wolf pups 
were killed and one was captured alive, and by automobile, train, and parcel 
post forwarded about 300 miles to Mr. Holman, 

O. E. Stephl, leader of rodent control in Montana, and S. H Piper, of 
the eradication laboratory, have been experimenting on both the Richardson and 

“Armatus ground squirrels in the vicinity of Monida, Mont, 

Albert Me Day, leader of rodent control in Wyoming, writes that an idea 
of the damage done by ground squirrels in Cokeville may be gained by noting the 
loss of water through their burrows along irrigation ditches, On one ranch 
were 15 holes, 25 feet below a small ditch, within a radius of 15 feet, and the 
water was bubbling up a foot or more high as it drained and broke out through 
the holes. Two ranch hands had been working for more than a week trying to 
stop the breaks and had thrown approximately 400 sacks of dirt in to plug the 
leaks. In one instance, the water had washed “a hole 3 feet wide, 4 feet long, 
and 5 feet deep in the bottom of the ditch. It was necessary to flume the break, 
and the superintendent of the ranch stated that the whole hillside would have to
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be flumed unless the ground squirrels were checked, He also stated that in 
three years ground squirrels have caused at least $5 ,000 damage in loss of i 
water, damage to crops, and breaks in ditches. Mrs Piper is experimenting in 
this district on various poison mixtures to be used against the ground squirrels 

: Galen C. Oderkirk, of the eastern rodent-control district, has spent two 

weeks carrying on successful rat-control demonstrations in Wisconsin. At one 

demonstration rat holes in a poultry house were dusted with crude calcium 
cyanide and twelve rats driven.out, Burrows were then excavated and 110 dead 
rats removed. An area of ‘approximately 10 by 20 feet was treated in this demon- 
stration. “ : 

FOOD HABITS RESEARCH 

C. C. Sperry went to Austin, Tex. , in the middle of June to make a sur- 

vey of a body of water used as a city reservoir and to determine in what way 

it could be made more attractive to waterfowl, 

: FUR RESOURCES 

: Mr. Ashbrook visited during the month a large fox-breeding estate at 
North East, Pas, and also attended a meeting of the Wisconsin Fox Breeders! 

Association at Milwaukee and Wausau, Wiscs 

D. Monroe Green spent several days early in the month at Saratoga 
Springs, N. Y., inspecting animals at the Experimental Fur Farm and conferring 
with Dr. Karl B, Hanson regarding the construction of a new building for 
rabbits and also plans for a number of hutches 6f en improved type. An experi- 
ment is to be started at the farm to ascertain the feasibility of raising 

rabbits in yards instead of hutches. Two large runways, to accommodate be- 
tween 25 and 50 animals, are being constructed, and the stock will be kept in 
these yards for a full year. Mr. Green stopped in New York on his return to 
confer with a veterinarian'of the Rockefeller Foundation who is conducting 

extensive experiments in rabbit diseases. Particular attention is being given 
to a disease called snuffles, with a‘view to discovering some remedy that may 
be used as a preventive and cures ea 

i Four mimeographed circulars, Bi-880, "Breeders of Fancy Rabbits," Bi-861, 

"Breeders of Utility Rabbits, "Bi-887, "Breeders and Purchasers of Guinea Pigs," 
and Bi-889, "Publications on Trapping," have been issued recently and copies 

may be had.on request.” ; , ‘ 

, GAME AND BIRD RESERVATIONS . 

Mr. Goldman left on June 12 for Hot Springs, Ark,, where he represented 
the Bureau at the Sixth National Conference on State Parks, Jue 14 to 16, » 
While in Arkansas he visited Big Lake and Walker Lake Bird Reservations and 
inspected various other areas within the. State to determine their. suitability - 
for bird refuges. i ag 

4
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sai WALTER J. PERRY 

THE CUNNING COYOTE \ yy, 192 7 
Night prowler and savage music maker. ig ze 

ROM time to time one comes upon nature stories Sherlock Holmes-like powers of deduction, and he 

F in some of our most popular publications not in- capped the climax by assuring me in dead earnest that 

frequently signed by writers of wide reputation quite a number of timber wolves had lately been dis- 

and even perhaps with a section of the alphabet tacked covered right in the heart of one of our larger cities. 

to their names. These stories, while often true to life It seems that they were enabled by their cunning to 

and of the greatest interest to people—especially young make their living undetected, prowling at night and 

people—who like to broaden their horizon in that great- hiding during the day! He said he thought it a pity 

est and most fascinating of studies, are all too frequent- to exterminate “such splendid animals.” 

ly little less than criminal in their tendency to mislead. Some time since there appeared an article on the 

In fact, some of them, while carrying the ear-marks of coyote, in one of our oldest and best periodicals. The 

scientific articles, and with the added prestige lent by author had undoubtedly drawn heavily upon hearsay 

their authors’ names, are little more worthy of credence information and had been led into some ridiculous errors. 

‘than Kipling’s “Jungle Books.” Any range man would at once see he had accumulated 

A favorite subject of these highly imaginative “natu- a vast stock of misinformation. Some examples were 

ralists” seems to be wolves. Perhaps this is because the statements: Coyotes never prowl at night. Coyotes 

peoples of all times have seemed to be particularly credu- never howl except in the neighborhood of their dens. 

lous when the subject was wolves, from the classic story Coyotes never go into the timber, being much too smart 

of the foster mother of Rome’s founder, on down to date. to allow their vision to be obstructed, etc., etc. Such 

Having had some little first-hand experience with stuff as that is all tommyrot. Most persons, if they 

wolves I have read these stories with the greatest inter- happened to know anything at all of coyotes, would 

est—I was interested to know how the authors got that simply smile and forget the article. But many people, 

way! it may be, are reading of this very interesting animal 

For example, a few years ago I met, and entertained for the first time and have no personal knowledge of 

for the night at my house, a gentleman who claimed to him. These are the ones who record this misinformation 

be a naturalist and who I am assured has written much in their minds as facts. 

-on varied subjects along that line. He is in fact con- As to the first statement that coyotes never prowl at 

sidered an authority. He discoursed largely of wolves, night: They do habitually prowl at night though not 

-and was imbued with the rather popular idea that they exclusively of nocturnal habits. To say they howl only 

were possessed of an almost supernatural cunning. In about their dens is absolutely foolish on the face of it. 

fact I gathered that he gave them credit for almost After crediting Mrs. Coyote with a cunning far in 

674
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excess of anything she really possesses, the writer would at the matter, he has it all over me in a dozen different 
apparently have us believe that she proudly sits up over ways. The only thing I can best him in is head work— 
her den and howls a notice to the wide world and all and then it, takes years to learn to think in coyote and 
her enemies that she has an extra fine litter of pups do that! 

there! Very likely indeed! I would lose all the great In the New Mexico mountains coyotes mate about 
respect I have for her tribe if I could really believe she March 1 or even a little earlier, and the two to five 
was so foolish. They do not howl in the immediate or six pups are born about 60 days later, usually in a 
vicinity of their dens. On the other hand, they do den excavated far into soft ground on some sunny point 
howl at night or in late afternoon whenever they may oor hillside. The same den may be used year after year 
be on their wide rambles. They howl alone their mating if undisturbed. 

call or gathering call; they howl in packs when hunting Coyotes, though not less fierce and bivodthirsty than 
at night, and this is the wildest, most utterly savage their big cousins the gray wolves, are not nearly so 
music—yes, music—a man may hear. bold. They frequently follow bands of the big killers 

As to their never going into the timber: it is to laugh! and fatten on the leavings of slain cattle and horses. 
The only place where they do not take advantage of the For while the big fellows insist upon absolutely fresh 
cover of tim- m at, tania 
ber is on the 7” rs . ™ me : generally get 
Staked Plains , yw i it, the coyote 
where none 7 e ne » * ye ad ws a is not so 
grows. There M. ees a =f Spe aiey choice and 
they take ad- y 4 ae re et neta wy ee lll . will return 
vantage of he, dies oY en i “ A gt nt again and 
every buffalo (i . ak + ee j “ " of “met D again until 
wallow, or A: a fa e —_ -, ' the bones are 
tuft of grass, eid ¥ ae elke he . EC ae picked clean. 
or bunch of =F ei ~ . ne ate One should 
yucca to keep m z Pr ee q y " . ee Ge oa c really chalk 
out of view. jas Set vs a f ‘ecaeas a gis up to coyotes 
They can and ean eh ate <= ae eS the loss of 
do hide behind al ‘ i rae Ye . yn 3 =omany_ new- 
a remarkably | Pane ~ ’ ’ Ora aps Pas st ae born calves 
small object, kat ae a a ep eae Poe ( now charged 
aided by their , re ' hs f , m | & & rye oda < to “lobos”— 
rather nonde- are. ee m3 Pere i Sey that, by the 
script coloring : mT, Fo a> es ee ae way, isa prop- 
which blends - —— Real Fae cd ; er name for 
with almost gall ome = hin ae re Sag wolves bor- 

- s Ss 4, pl a , Pa Se cl ~ anything. oe PR Sy Fa rowed from 
Ye rs ic y eu : Anyone who Ret ee ey rs Se ‘ : es the Spanish. 

has hunted in sarees: ss ‘ Ear Ree Coyotes will F Oourtesy Biological Survey A 
or been in THE KILLER kill, carry off 
our western Lightning swift in his attack upon his enemy, the wolf asks—and extends—no quarter. and eat young 
forests in win- lambs or 
ter must have noted the criss-cross trails of coyotes in kids, as well as all kinds of poultry. A possible 
the snow. The only time they desert the woods is when exception may be ducks. I once knew a bunch of 
the snow is too deep and too soft for them to travel. tame ducks about 15 in number killed in the course of 
When the snow crusts in late winter they return again. a few days by some animal which did not either eat or 

With all their shyness they are at times—especially at carry them away. A very careful examination con- 
night—quite bold. I have had a dog coyote come with- vinced me this was the work of a coyote. Coyotes will 
in forty yards of my camp at night, and taking advan- sometimes attack a band of sheep and slash their throats, 
tage of the darkness, spend a happy half-hour telling apparently for the pure love of slaughter. I once saw 
me his poor opinion of me and all my kind, even to 68 head of sheep that had been so killed in one night 
the seventh generation! I have lain quietly in the dark after having been scattered by a bear. Only a small 
and listened to him voice his undying hate, scorn and part of one or two had been eaten. A lobo may do 
utter defiance of me, my dogs, my guns and all my in- the same thing for the same reason. 
ventions. I allowed him the privilege of free speech, The coyote feeds upon any animal he is able to kill, 
and while next day, when our eyes were more equal, as well as upon grasshoppers and other insects when 
I might shoot him, it was not because I despised him, food is scarce. I have watched them on the Dakota 
for getting right down close to the ground and looking prairies industriously catching grasshoppers, and have
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known them to feed heavily upon a variety of small red able to gain their confidence and bring them to a 

plums along the creeks there. Also I am informed by stage of gentleness where they would willingly allow 

an eye witness, and have myself seen unmistakable evi- me to place a hand on them, though when caught they 

dence, that they feed upon juniper berries. Truly the would not bite me, and I habitually fed them raw meat 

coyote race seems to be in no danger of extermination from my hands without danger. Handling these I 

from famine! I have also been an interested spectator learned that a serious bite may be avoided by closely ob- 

of their method of killing prairie dogs, upon which they serving the eyes and mouth. Once a coyote strikes no 

depend largely for their fresh meat during the summer. man is quick enough to avoid his fangs, but before he 
I have seen.a coyote creep up on his belly to the edge strikes the pupils of his eyes invariably dilate, and an- 

of a prairie-dog town, and when any of the population other and equally sure sign is an opening of the jaws 

became suspicious and sat up to look around he would and retraction of the tongue. 

flatten out and blend with the ground and grass until As a result of my experiments to test the keenness of 

feeding was resumed. When he judged the time had their senses and their intelligence my conclusion was 

arrived the coyote would make a lightning charge with that their senses of sight, hearing, smell and touch were 

head close to ground not at the luckless dog but so extremely acute. It was interesting to note that when 

directed as to cut him off from his hole. Some few dogs soundly sleeping the slightest unfamiliar noise would 
learn this trick. I once watched for some ten minutes cause them to prick up their ears, or an odor as of food 

a coyote stalking a cottontail rabbit near some creviced would cause their nostrils to work and they would pres- 
rock where with a leap or two the rabbit could be safe ently awake. Noises to which they were accustomed, even 

in a hole. He obviously realized this and was very the shriek of a locomotive, would fail to rouse them. 

patiently waiting for bunny to get a sufficient distance Rather than credit the coyote with any particular in- 
from his hole and make a run on him worth while. I telligence, above that of the dog, such as many writers 
shot this fellow—he was poaching on my preserve. have ascribed to them, I would say that the key- 

Coyotes—lobos, too—kill sheep and such small ani- note of their whole nature and the explanation of their 
mals by an attack at the throat, by a slashing cut, and escape from extermination—with the whole world against 

not by seizing as a dog might. He seldom or never them—is an abnormally developed bump of caution. 

seizes. Fighting in the open his tactics consist in mak- They fear anything they do not entirely understand, 
ing a lightning swift leap past the enemy cr prey and a and were it not for a certain sense of curiosity they 

side snap as he goes. If his snap is successful, the exhibit, especially when their sense of smell is appealed 

momentum of his body causes his Jong and slightly-to, it would be almost impossible to trap them. 

hooked teeth to tear out and thereby inflict a terrible Wolves are not easily trapped, though any skillful 

ripping wound instead of a mere puncture. Cornered, trapper can place a trap so no man or animal could 

he does not merely bite his enemy, but with the quick- detect it by the sense of sight, and after the man scent 
ness of a rattle-snake his head is extended and brought has left the locality it only remains to induce the wolf 

back in the same motion, and the weight of his head to visit the spot and tread on the trap. There are 

and neck is thrown into a whip-cracker snap. The result various scents used to lure wolves. Some of food, oth- 

is a cut rather than a mere bite. Very few ordinary ers containing the sex lure, and still others which are 

dogs can kill a coyote at close quarters, though heavy merely a “stink bait” designed to work upon their curi- 

and swift hounds make kills by overtaking and over- osity. Any of these may be deadly under favorable 

throwing him while he is still in full flight. circumstances. 

The lobo kills larger game than the coyote and usually Approaching the lure the wolf will circle and sniff 

hunts in couples or in packs. If there is more than one from all sides, gradually drawing nearer but all his 
wolf one keeps at the animal’s head and the other will senses on the alert. The slightest scent or other sign 
make a flying leap and slash at the lower part of the of the trapper, or an unnatural softness of the ground 

ham, severing the ham string. The stricken animal sinks under a foot, and he is off not to return. So the ex- 

down helpless and is at their mercy—and a wolf knows  perienced trapper makes his set in perfectly open ground 

none. But as the wolf or coyote extends no quarter where it is likely to be sprung during this reconnoitering. 

neither does he ask any. I feel quite sure that no On the whole, wolves are absolute savages, they are 

amount of torture would serve to bring a whimper wild, wild a thousand generations before they are born, 
from a captive coyote, and that with his dying effort and this wildness, which is excess caution, has enabled 
he would endeavor to kill his captor. them to hold their own or at least escape total extinction, 

Once in order to supplement my observations on but they do not reason—not quite—only man does that. 
coyotes, either at large or trapped, I dug out a den and And, withal, I am forced to admire the coyote because 
raised two of the young to maturity from small pups. “stacked up against hell and damnation he has managed 
They were kept in semi-captivity in a good sized poultry to stay in the game.” If I kill him it is because he is 
wire pen and were never chained up. While they were my enemy, and the enemy of civilization in general, and 
extremely interesting they could hardly be called pets, makes no claims to the contrary, and not because I 
and although I have been quite successful in raising and despise him. And by the same token, if I kill him it 
gentling various naturally wild animals, I was never will be in open warfare—cleanly, with rifle or pistol.
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CONTROL OF PREDATORY ANIMALS 

(Letter from the Secretary of Agriculture, House Document No. 496. 

Published by U.S. Govt. Printing Office, 199. 

Page &. 

The individual work of wolves can scarcely be compared with the persistent 
attacks of roving bands of coyotes. In morgan County, Utch, three coyotes 

attacked and killed $500 worth of sheep in an hour. Near Antonito, Colo., 67 
ewes became separated from the rest of the herd and two days later were found 

killed by coyotes. In Oregon four coyotes in two nights killed 15 purebred sheep 

and rams. In California, near Middletown, on one ranch running #,000 sheep, 
coyotes killed 200 in one year, although the sheep were close herded. Ina r 
flock of .36,000 sheep owned by 10 men near Marysville, Calif., the loss caused 
by coyotes was 1,950 in one year; and out of 1,175 turkeys owned by three men 
the loss in one night was 187. Near Wilbur, Wash., a woolgrower reports the 
loss of 33 sheep by coyotes, 17 being killed in one week; and Near Olympia a 
poultry producer reports the loss of 80 chickens in one month's time from the 
same. source. In Montana, in one night's raid myotes killed 26 lambs owned by 
two neighboring woolgrowers, and near Sula 200 lambs were killed by coyotes 
between June and September 1, : 

Nor do ravages on livestock form the only real menace from coyotes, for it 
has been found that in California these predators have done considerable damage 
to melon end grape crops. Coyotes have frequently been mown to take practically 
every bunch of grapes in small vineyards. Wild game also suffers from the work 
of coyotes, as may be instanced by statistics compiled in the New Mexico field 
office at Albuquerque, where it was found that the stomachs of 48 coyotes taken 

during August, 1927, contained deer fleBh; also in April of that year consider~ 
‘able depredations by coyotes on young calves were noted in New Mexico—-much of 

‘ this being done in feed pastures, particularly on newly born calves. 

In Arizona, during the fiscal year 1920, 445 stockmen and farmers reported 
livestock losses from predatory species of $378,151 in one year; a nuaber of 
others reported a loss of 2 to 10 per cent of their calf, colt, and lamb crop 
each year from wolves crossing into that State from Mexico, and from other 

predators such as mountain lions, bears, coyotes, bobcats, and foxes. Since the 
bringing of the gray wolf under control in 12 of the western range States, to 
hold control it has been necessary constantly to maintain expert wolf hunters in 

p known wolf crossings on the international boundary along the Arizona-New Mexico f 
border, to destroy the wolves coming sporddically from the Province of Sonora, 
Mexico.
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The Forester Passes Thru: liajor R. Y, Stuart, Chief Porester and Assistant 
Forester C, F, Rachford passed thru Albuquerque on the Limited today enroute 
Phoenix to attend the Natiorxal Woolgrowers' Associetion convention. ‘They 
were joined here by Assistant District Forester Kerr and Inspector Shoema— 
ker. District Forester Pooler will slso éet them at Phoenix enroute from 
the Arizona Highwey Meeting at Los Angeles, The convention will last three 
days, the 29, 50 and 31, 

Stepping Out: Tucson is rapidly assuming metropoliten eirs. The big 
steem wore haspompleted excavation for the nav 10-story Consolidated Bank 
Building end is now at work excaveting for the foundation of a new 10— 
story hotel, Both are on Stone Avenue. The new court house is under con— 
struction and the new Federal Building plans are about completed which will 
provide ample quarters for cll tho Federal departments now scattered pro= 
miscuously over the city. 

Coyotes Very Numerous: G. C. Luna was in the office recently and stated 
et the Iucker Brose, had caught 90 coyotes and 16 bobcats so far this sca= 
son on thet part of Ed, Otero's range in the vicinity of Sullivan's Holo, 
reports the Datil Bulletin. Practionlly evorybody in the country is trapp- 
ing coyotes for their fur end while they are mostly em.teur trappers they 
are catching them everywhere. I wis told this evening thet every coyote 
saught up in the mountains had a stomach full of deer hnir and ment. Two 

fs boys here at Chloride, who are attending school regularly, caught four coy- 
os otes in traps in sight of town last month. | Another school boy over at 
oy ae Inman's ranch, missed no school but ceught 10 coyotes in 12 days. Gus Welty 

caught 8 coyotes lest month along the canyon cbove Fairview. John James of 
Vv the Jemes Bros., sow four coyotes chasing a big Black teil buck just south 

of Chloride last week, C. G. Yeple saw a large loarer wolr on Mineral Creck 
last weck, : 

Public Contract Measure: A bill known as the Public Contract Act introduced 
by Congressman Crampton promises, if it passes, to enshrine this man's 
name for & long time in the groteful memory of long harassed department 
heads, fiscal agents and purchase egents of the Government, The bill has a 
number of sections aimed to simplify: the purchase, contract and specifica~ 
tion business largely throwing the lest word in these matters to the depart— 
ment heads rather than the Comptroller General, The awkward fiscal year 
limitations on lenses end purchaso of seasonal commodities is to be elimi- 
noted, bids will not be required for work, materials, supplies or services 
other then personal when the amount is $500 or less= the present limit being 
the well knorvn $503; final decision on acceptance of other then low bid rests 
with the head of the departments informal contract bond requirement is raised 
from $1000 to 520003 liquidated dameges for delay in contract work sre to 
be determined and remitted by the head of the department and not the Comp— 
troller; only formal contracts (more than $2000) will be filed in the Gen— 
eral Accounting office obviating the lurge amount of record work now necess— 
ery in connection with the vast number of sm.ll1 contractss bonds requirement 
in construction work reised from 8500 to §2000,. 

Fields Pooler, Kerr, Shoemeker (Phocnix, Ariz.) 
Visitors: Pearson 
Acting: Jones
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(From the Journal of Mamualogy, February, 1929, Yol. 10, No. 1, page 83) 

(General Notes) 

On the plains and in the mountains of the western Country the eagle most 
often observed is the golden eagle. Once in a while, on the Missouri and 
possibly on other large rivers, the white-headed eagle may be seen and some- 
times breeds. 

Among the mammals that the golden eagles kill for food are jack-rabbits, 
some smaller rodents, and the young of deer, antelope, wild sheep and white 
goats. In the old days of antelope abundance, plainsmen frequently told of 
attacks by eagles on well grow antelope. I myself once saw an eagle stoop at 
two ling antelope that were running side by side. When threataned, the 
abies reared on their hind legs, struck with their feet at the eagle and 
drove it off. I quoted, years agok a similar observation by my friend, W. H. 
Reed, In old times, eagles killed many antelope, 

A hungry eagle may well enough attack any living thing it thinks it can 
kill, It requires flesh and is not critical as to what this is. ‘Two or three 
observations on this point, reported from Montana, seem worthy of record. The 
first comes from G, Monroe, son of J. B. Monroe of Blackfoot. In the spring éf 
1926 young Monroe was riding from his father's house on the St. Mary's Lakes, 
Montana, toward the home of William Gird, who lives further down the St. Mary's 
River. When he had passed just below the mouth of Hausman Creek, he saw a full- 
grom coyote trotting along on an open hillside about four hundred yards from 
him, apparently hunting ground squirrels. Young Monroe had no gon with him and 
rode on, As he watched the coyote he heard a rush through the air and saw a 
large eagle descend and strike the coyote over the kidneys with its tabons, and 
seem to try to rise with it. At all events, it vigorously fanned the air with 
ite wings, The eagle continued to hold the prey which presently ceased to 
struggle, The young Monroe rode over the place and drove the eagle away from the 
dead coyote and later he and Gird examined the animal. Its throat was torn. 

On an occasion when the wife of J. B. Monroe was returning from Two Medi~ 
cine River she saw an eagle attacking a large badger. Apparently the eagle 
would soon have killed it, but the woman drove off the bird and the badger got 
into a hole. 

A coyote and a badger are fighting animals and might be expected to try to 
defend themselves, but ne resistance to an eagle could be made by a young deer, 

: @ mountain lamb, or the kid of = white goat. - - George Bird Grinnell, 238 
Bast 15th St., New York, N. Y.
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July 3 to 15, prior to taking up his duties in Alaska. 

PREDATORY—ANIMAL AND RODENT CONTROL 

Crouch Returns from West.--W. E. Crouch returned to Washington on July 2 after com- 

pleting a successful tour through the majority of the Western States, where opportunity 

was afforded him to confer with leaders, assistants, and many individual cooperators of the 

Bureau. 

Day_ Transferred to Washington; Hamm Becomes New Leader_in Wyoming.~~Albert M. Day, 
leader of predatory-animal and rodent control in the Wyoming district, was transferred 

to Washington, effective July 1, to fill a new position in this division made possible 

by a slightly increased appropriation for 1931. He will be succeeded in Wyoming by Adolph 

S. Hamm. For some time the need for additional help in the division has been felt, in view 

of the extension of control operations throughout the country, which in turn has brought 

about increased work in the administration of and closer contact with field projects. 

‘Mr. Day entered the service of the Biological Survey under a six-months' appointment 

as field assistant on April 1, 1919, and was assigned to rodent-control work in Wyoming. 

Following this he entered college and later took the civil-service examination. As a re- 

sult, on March 16, 1920, he received a permanent appointment as Biological Assistant. On 

July 1, 1920, he was put in charge of the rodent control work in Wyoming. Between August 

28, 1920, and March 7, 1921, Mr. Day was on part-time employment with the Bureau, during 

which time he continued his studies at the University of Wyoming and received his degree. I 

He resumed full-time duties on March 16, 1921, and led the rodent-control project in a satis— 

factory manner during the following years. On July 1, 1928, he was placed in charge of both 

the predatory~animal and the rodent control work in Wyoming, and led these two projects up 

to the close of the past fiscal year. Before this later promotion, Mr. Day had advanced 

from the position of temporary field assistant, through biological assistant, junior biol- 

ogist, and assistant biologist to associate biologist. He has.succeeded in extending con- 
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This picture shows Charles Walker, one of Mr. Coleman’s predatory 
game hunters, with a timber wolf and two bobeats he killed in 1927. 
The wolf was 8 feet, 1 inch long and weighed 97 pounds, In the fall he 
would have weighed nearly 150, it is estimated. The hoheat is more 

| dangerous to men than the mountain lion, Mr. Coleman declares, he- 
| cause they will fight when molested, 

| U. S. Hunter Leads War then he moved toward the first trap | : : I had set, not over 100 yards away. | | » “Lying down on his haunches, 
on a ger im er O with his forelege extended the coy-. : ote would touch the trap lightly with | | eA ee withdraw it and look at ae 
| cde : and announce the trap. He repeated 

| $4,160 Damage Done Yearly: , “Here in the timber, the tracks/this about eight times and had the. 
iby Ge Hee * _” {don’t show. ‘ |dirt brushed away from the ‘trap. 
| 'y ay Kil er, 1S Estimate; We don’t use any poison in our! Then it snapped. It wasn’t until the 

Deer Chief Vic- war against the predatory animats| chain heeame taut that the coyote 
% here. Coyotes, wolves and bobcats) seemed to be troubled with being 

| _.. ims sob lare the animals we are after.” — \aught.” Seis 

——— el ee Bee Coyotes Bring Laugh i i 
The deer, warily picking his way|, 1” Mt. Coleman’s office here there — — - 

through brush and fallen timber,|!8 @ large array of pictures of his 
failed to notice the gray shadow that|©2"ly day catches and a black bear 
lurked beside the trail ahead of him. | hide covers one of the walls. Coyotes 

As the buck came abreast of it, ne|4used him’many a misery and a 
seemed to sense his. danger and|/@ush.- 
paused an instant before breaking| “One of them,” he says, “pleaded 
into wild flight. With a snarl the|S0 hard with his eyes, wagging his 
shadow sprang. i _ |tail and grinning like a pet dog that 

Later a trapper came upon the half ‘I just had to let him 0. But he was 

devoured carcass of the deer. It. fhe only one Lever: did tet: goc 
was the second one he had found)... Then” there-wes rough jolting 
that week. Around each were tracks |"i4@ behind a pair of racing burros, of a big timber wolf. = over a half mile of brush covered 

The wolf doesn’t kill to satisty his |™°S?- 1 was driving along slowly 
hunger alone, but will kill for the Seen Hes Maras wu celeny ts Ione aa 

sport ott eee It was to combat this ruthless, de- |. ‘ t | 
stroyer of Wisconsin’s wild life that |(Mims that would attract them or)’ 
O. L. Coleman, leader of the United Erighten them, Bepldes: Buy Snort 
States predatory animal control, was Seeree once tare don natigtng on'the 
loaned to the state game conserva- Saupeine aeons : 
tion commission early in 1930. ‘A coyote suddenly bobbed up 

Do Great Damage ahead of the burros. He swerved 
For the wolf and his smaller cou-|204 they followed so quickly that I 

|sin, the coyote, cost the state thous-|WaS nearly thrown. Finally they 
jands of dollars every year with their |"@n him down in a pile “of brush, 
| slaughter of wild. life. The timber|Teared up and brought their front 
| wolf, it is estimated, kills two deer a|feet square on his back. By the time 
week. His average life is about 15|1 Was off the wagon the coyote was 
years. Confiscated venison sells for | dead. = 
30 cents a pound and the average Curiosity Fatal 24 
deer will weigh 120 pounds. This Mr. Coleman is perhaps the only 
brings the actual value of a single|man who has ever seen a coyote 
deer to $40 and thus a wolf destroys | Spring a trap. From it arises his 
$4,160 worth of property each year.|theory that curiosity is the cause 

Since Coleman’s arrival here in-| of most coyotes getting trapped. He 
March this yedr, six trappers have | described the experience, 
been secured and territories alloted; “I was setting my trap line and 
them in the northern part of the| noticed this coyote about 400 yards 

| state: They are located-at  Pem-jaway, watching my every move. I 
bine, Goodman, Mercer, Mellen, Ca-|advanced 150 yar ser to him, 
“ble and Gordon. ‘ and still he wate Saltet 

For the first three months after | there while I set 2 . 
Mr, Coleman came here, the entire) ————$_——$—_—$—__ 7 
plan of having hunters control the 
predatory animals was on probation. 

For the next three months, from 
June 15 to Sept. 15, the number of 
pelts and scalps of coyotes and 
wolves turned in by the hunters in- 
creased 29 per cent. 

18 Years in Service , 
“The increase will be much more 

rapid from now on as the hunters be~ 
come more familiar with their coun- || 
try and the snow reyeals the haunts 
of the animals,” predicts Mr. Colle- 
man. 

Mr. Coleman has been with the 
government for 13 years. Practically 
all of this was spent in the south- | 
west, where he had started as an in- | 
dependent hunter in 1907. 

“Tt’s much harder to hunt and trap 
wolves and coyotes here than in the 
west,” Mr. Coleman declares, “There, 
the soft soil and open country permit 
trailing of the animals. ‘Trap lines’ 
can be followed and tended quickly |. 
from an automobile.
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A fur-bearing bum By S. OMAR BARKER 

HILE driving a bunch of year- While out walking a few weeks ago I describable yi-yap-yurr-rr-rr-rr-ing. He 

lings up a New Mexico moun- heard the pitiful bleat of a young deer in learns readily how to steal chickens in 

tain road one day last spring I distress. It seemed to come from the wil- broad daylight, using tall grass, hay fields, 

observed a most amusing sight. lows along the creek. I ran toward it. ditches or shrubbery for his ambush. Fail- 

From the southward, over the red cliff- Suddenly, not ten steps ahead of me, an ing at the chicken yard, he makes a 

head of Hermit’s Peak, came a passenger enormous coyote leaped from the water ripping raid on the sweet-corn field when 

plane, its motors roaring like the echo of and scurried off up the hill, So intent had night comes, grabbing a bite or two from 

doom over the timbered hills. he been on his kill that he had not sensed two or three dozen ears. 

Suddenly, from a piny slope to the left my coming. Unfortunately I carried no He is often in hopeful attendance at 

of the road, there emerged a coyote. If gun. the birth of a calf. He helps himself to 

he had been equipped with motors, they Outstretched in the shallow water, sheep anywhere, anytime. He has been a 

too would have been roaring, for he was which instinct had made her seek as a_ known to kill and eat domestic cats. In { Ch 

most assuredly on his way. He flashed refuge, lay a six months’ fawn. Though the grain field he playS~at the exciting O90 

across the road not twenty feet ahead of she was alive, her flank was badly torn, game of jumping on top of the shocks to Ke OSA 

the yearlings nor forty steps from us, but Plainly Don Coyote had already begun scare out chipmunks and field-mice. He \) 

he never gave us a look. Under a fence he his meal. dotes on tame turkeys. All kinds of fruit 

ducked and sped like a torpedo across a I should have left the deer as she was, - rank high on his diet card. 

snowy field. Far above, but still behind returned home for my rifle and come back My father buries his winter apples in 

him, came the roaring plane. to watch for the killer. His death would dirt pits out in the orchard, and never a 

Don Coyote, the devil-may-care, had at have saved the lives of a dozen fawns winter passes but that the coyotes find 

last seen something that panicked him. during the winter. But I hadn’t the heart them. And they come, sagaciously, early 

With an eagle like that swooping over his to sacrifice this poor little wounded deer. in the night, before the ground has frozen 

tail, he had no time for the impudent, half I took time to get her home to a warm too hard for digging. 

cautious, sidelong look he usually bestows shed. Then I went back with my gun. It _ It is some such weakness as this appe- 

upon humans during flight. Nor was this was too late. Don Coyote had returned. tite for apples that finally betrays even 

the usual crafty spurt to the shelter of He had even followed my own tracks for the wisest old Don in the woods and sends 

timber. It was the wild, abandoned flight a hundred yards, unwilling to sacrifice his his pelt to the furrier’s. Yet it is no un- 

of terror. dinner, but now he was gone. common thing to see tracks where coyotes 

But Don Coyote will get used to air- Nor is he only a killer of fawns. I have have circled a trap-ringed carcass at a 

planes. Adaptability is his middle name. found more than one full-grown buck safe distance night after night, too wise to 

He is one citizen of close in for a meal. 

the wild whom the en- . a 5. They can be trapped, 

croachments of civili- 7 f ie ee aie . but it takes plenty of 

zation seem to leave i] Hh Oe) lier mae 3 : skill and patience. 

unterrified. an Mai iF “aH ee 
Time was when he P74 Pie ie Bo ae a iel te bs rn ; ape Don Coyotes } 

fled thus wildly at the oe ke ee F a ie a a diet card add | 

sight of a car. Now he fra ia te % — oon es MY 3 watermelons, canta- \ 

trots along half side- [i oa : 4 —_ [ Mice, loupes, turnips, honey, | 

wise and watches 4 bina a bt 6 ; g | bs tl pifion nuts, grasshop- | 

them pass. He has ee = oe tw i 4 pers, beetles, horned 

learned that they are ee < | e $ Z toads, young pigs, 

harmless when mov- , Ss — w "uae 4 i. green peas, strawber- 

ing. If they stop, look ai ak, _ ries—the list is too 

out for fireworks. But =~ . ; a ~ long. Easier to list 

even then his noncha- aw : ‘es : : what he will not eat. 

lance does not become ae ag \ | 4 The Biological Sur- 

terror — merely cau- = . 7 ¢ eS vey hunters tell me he 

tion. He spurts for — > oar ae is becoming increas- 

cover. Once he has te i ’ - ingly wary about in- 

gained it, he stops*to f 7 . dulging in poisoned 

look back, then trots 4 . meat baits. They also 

on about his business. = say that of all the 

His business, too, The fawn I rescued from Don Coyote predators he alone is 

has changed to suit holding his own—or 

the times. Once an indolent, well-fed pulled down by a pair of coyotes. His better. Others report that he is even in- 

scavenger, Don Coyote nowadays makes method is to run them down. The old- creasing and spreading eastward again 

quite active shift for himself. Properly a time scavenger, his killers gone, has through the farm lands where long ago 

prairie wolf, he has nevertheless become adapted himself handily by learning the he followed in the wake of killer wolves 

in the Southwest a killer of the mountains, trade himself. and buffalo hunters. 

the deer’s most deadly enemy. In the old Ranchmen, government and free-lance He is a jokester, a clown, a buffoon of 

days of teeming game, there were wolves trappers all trap for him and shoot him the outdoors, a prowler, a howler from 

and panthers in plenty to do his killing for on sight. But he survives. He is trap-wise, the hilltops, a taunter of dogs, a dodger, 

him. He was content with their leavings. and getting wiser every year. a killer, a vagabond, a fur-bearing bum. 

Today game is scarcer and his meat Settlements do not disconcert him. He But he has one most precious and ever 

killers are practically gone. So he has takes a keen, clownish delight in the present knack that brings him through 

turned killer. nocturnal taunting of dogs with his in- —he is Don Coyote, the adaptable, 
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Large Wolf Taken in Arizona.--The buffalo wolf of Plains fame, which proved so de— 

structive to "white-~faced buffalo" after the bison had been exterminated on the western 

grasslands, still continues to take heavy toll of Hereford cattle in Arizona, the rugged con— 

Pp iis of Arizona's highlands furnishing the lobo with safe retreats. The common practice of 

Ww j taking these marauders in the early days was with packs of fleet wolfhounds. In the rougher 

(gli tsecesen of the West such packs of dogs were of little value, as they ran only by sight. 

Canyons, washes, bowlder piles, and heavy vegetation so obstructed their view that the wolf 

easily made its get-away. Government Hunter Carl Larsen, recently captured, near Rice, Ariz., 

the first wolf ever taken in Arizona with dogs as far as the Bureau has record. While fol- 

lowing a cold mountain-lion track with his nine hounds, Larsen crossed the wolf's trail made 

in 12 inches of snow and followed it with his pack about half a mile, when he jumped the wolf, 

This animal, having recently gorged itself with veal, led the pack about 4 miles, when, 

becoming winded, it turned to fight. While the dogs harassed it, Hunter Larsen approached 

close enough for a shot. The wolf proved to be an old male, woighing more than 150 pounds 

and measuring 6 1/2 feet from the end of its nose to the tip of its very short tail. Tt” 

is a far cry from running wolves on the plains of Texas in the early '60's to taking a record 

animal in the mountains of Arizona in 1931, but such a thing has happened. The nearly 

white skin of this wolf is now a Bureau specimen. : 
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THE SURVEY “March, 1931 

Hunter Bitten by Rabid Coyote.--Hunter Ray Williams, of the Idaho District, recently 

had an unpleasant experience with a rabid coyote that he had run down in deep snow. The 

coyote gripped his horse's leg and held on. In attempting to dislodge the animal, Williams 

was bitten. The coyote's head was sent to Boise for bacteriological examination and the 

case was diagnosed as rabies. Williams has taken the Pasteur Treatment. No further cases 

have been reported. 

"Banded" Coyote Captured.--Early this year there came to the attention of Luther J. 

Goldman, leader of predatory—animal control in Idaho, a newspaper clipping regarding the 

oapture, in the vioinity of Kooskia, of a coyote wearing a dog collar that bore 1921 Jeffer~ 

son County dog license No. 2351. The collar was very tight on the coyote's neck, and beneath 

it the skin was completely bare. Inquiry disclosed the following facts: About 10 years 

As ago this coyote, then a pup, was captured by a former resident of Rigby, who brought it 

¥ Mies and made a pet of it. It followed members of the family about and was curbed only 

when its appetite for wandering chickens became too keen. When-it grew older it was chained, 

ort but shortly broke loose and since then has apparently been wandering about. The animal 

was retaken in December, 1930, near Kooskia, which is at least 300 miles by air from Rigby, 

200 miles of which is over extremely steep mountain country. When taken, the coyote was 

in good condition, and residents in that vicinity believe it to be the animal that was seen 

there last winter and summer This furnishes an interesting instance of the extensive wan-— 

derings of coyotes under certain conditions and indicates the difficulty of their control.
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Qu (out Tews COYOTE INVASION OF ALASKA NEARS NESTING GROUNDS Coy 

Maa iS, 193] - ; () 

"A furred invasion which has been creeping steadily northward 

across Alaska, killing and scattering herds of reindeer, caribou and 

wild sheep, and plundering the catch of trappers, is expected to 

reach and overrun the great migratory waterfowl breeding grounds on 

the Bering Sea coast this summer. 

Coyotes, pursued as pests in the United States and Canada, 

spread into Alaska a comparatively few years ago in spite of a war 

declared against them in 1927 are still widening their frontiers of 

destruction, according to H. W. Terhune, executive officer at Wash- 

ington of the Alaska Game Commission. 

First entering the Territory from Canada through the White 

River section, the animals, last year were reported to be almost 

within striking distance of the northern breeding range of ducks 

and geese, where officials fear they can do enormous damage." — 

American Game Association.
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THE COYOTE AND HIS CONTROL 

By E. Raymonp HALL 

HE COYOTE, despised by some, loved by others, has both 

virtues and faults. He is really a wild dog. Inasmuch as the 

old adage ‘‘Give a dog a bad name and he will not live it down’’ 

has a measure of truth, let us mention first a few of his virtues. 

He is a health officer among game and other animals, including 

man himself. For one thing, he is a scavenger and on watersheds, 

which supply water for domestic use, he retrieves many a carcass for 

food that otherwise would decay and contaminate the water supply, or 

serve as a lure to filth-loving insects which carry the organisms of 

decay to man’s food. The services rendered in this direction are much 

greater than the casual observer would suspect. One reason for this is 

that when the service is done the evidence is largely removed. Several 

times I have noted the carcass of a deer, or one of man’s domestic 

animals, which in a few nights time was all but obliterated by coyotes. 

Only the larger bones remained. 

More important still, as a health officer, are his services in eliminat- 

ing the diseased and unfit. By taking relatively more of the weaklings 

than of the vigorous over vast periods of time, say among deer, the race 

of deer has doubtless been improved. The outstanding service, how- 

ever, is in taking the diseased. By reason of the ease with which sick 

animals can be caught—and, probably by long experience, the flesh- 

eaters seem almost instantly to recognize in their prey such actions as 

are due to illness—they tend to be eliminated before they can act for 

long as carriers and spreaders of disease. A case in point illustrating 

the value of the flesh-eaters is furnished by the willow grouse.* 

The grouse were subject to semiperiodic outbreaks of endemic 

coccidial disease. Although the grouse were present in fair numbers, 

each year there was appreciable fluctuation. This influenced shooting. 

Thinking to increase the grouse supply, well meaning sportsmen had the 

predatory birds and animals removed. True to prediction, the grouse 

increased for a time. Then the endemic disease broke out again. This 

time it spread so far and wide that the grouse were all but exterminated 

and have not recovered over a long period of years since, where before, 

a fair number of healthy birds were always to be found when the 

flesh-eaters were on guard to snap up the diseased before they could 
spread the lethal malady to so many of their fellows. 

Coming nearer home, we have some reason to suspect that when the 

flesh-eaters are removed the California quail may react like the grouse. 

Dr. Clarence O’Roke’s valuable studies of the quail? for the Fish and 

Game Commission showed the existence of a protozoan disease in that 

species. This disease, possibly brought by introduced species of game 

1 Nature (London), pp. 567-568, 1927. 
2Calif. Fish and Game, vol. 14, pp. 193-198, 1928; Univ. Calif. Publ, Zool., vol. 36, 

pp. 1-50, 1980. :
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birds, or possibly endemic, takes toll of the quail and when the flesh- 
eaters (carnivores and birds of prey) are not on guard to snap up the 
sick individuals the latter linger on to provide disease organisms for 
the ever present blood-sucking flies to transmit to healthy birds. Also 
in some places where the carnivores have been eliminated, the quail 
decreased.* There is good reason, therefore, in the interest of game 
propagation alone to use the greatest caution in reducing the carnivores. 
Among the carnivores acting, at least in part, as game protectors, the 
coyote, of course, is only one, but he is an important one; important in 
ways other than the one just cited. 

One of the other ways in which he operates to man’s advantage is by 
acting as a check (not necessarily as a control) on harmful rodents. 
Here we should digress to avoid the common misconception that all 
rodents are harmful. The grasshopper mice (Onychomys leucogaster 
and 0. torridus), for example, feed almost entirely on insects. A great 
number of these insects are of kinds which damage forage and crops, and 
prevent us from regarding the grasshopper mice as harmful. However, 
a great many kinds of rodents, among others the California ground 
squirrel, are regarded as ‘‘harmful’’ because they take heavy toll of 
forage for game and stock; they destroy cultivated crops, the eggs of 
ground-nesting birds, like quail, and act as carriers of disease. These 
rodents are subject to fluctuation in number. The fluctuation is greater 
in the polar than in the temperate latitudes and least in the tropical 
zones; but some fluctuation occurs everywhere. Here in our temperate 
latitude these fluctuations seem generally to be determined largely by 
weather conditions and abundance of food and shelter. When an 
increase goes unchecked, due to absence of the carnivorous animals, or 
for any other reason, nature often takes care of it eventually by a 
plague * which sweeps away all but a few individuals. As is well known, 
the damage done before the plague comes to the rescue usually is large, 
not to mention the sums spent in attempted artificial control. Now 
right before this happens is when the carnivores play their most impor- 
tant part as checks. When any one rodent species begins to increase in 
numbers, the flesh-eaters, naturally, by reason of the ease with which this 
kind of food can be obtained, concentrate on it and the numbers they eat 
often account for a slowing down of the increase until climatic condi- 
tions again bring the species back to the average. In this way outbreaks 
are prevented. It is readily seen, therefore, that the action of the car- 
nivores as natural checks is of deciding effect when the increase begins, 
not after an outbreak is accomplished.*® 

In checking an outbreak at its beginning, the coyote alone may 
have deciding effect, especially with ground squirrels and rabbits, which 
form his staple article of food. Furthermore, in these two species the 
plagues which often eventually act in the coyote’s absence are of kinds 
transmissible to man. These are tularemia in the rabbits and the 
dreaded bubonic plague in the California ground squirrel. In these 
eases the flesh-eater, the coyote, not only forestalls an expensive out- 

*Seton, E. T., Lives of Game Animals, vol. 1, p. 391, Doubleday Page and Co., 1925. 
«Sperry, Chas. C., Technical Bull., No. 145, U. S. Dept. Agric., pp. 15-19, 1929. 
5 Bacillus murisepticus in the Kern County mouse outbreak of 1927; B. tularense 

in the Berkeley Hills mouse outbreak of 1927; B. pestus carried by ground squirrels 
in the San Francisco Bay region of California. 

® Among the scores of cases to be cited, see, Calif. Fish and Game, vol. 9, p. 111, 
1928; and Univ. Calif. Publ. Zool., vol. 30, pp. 189-208, 1928,
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break of rodents or rabbits, but at the same time prevents an outbreak 
of disease dreaded by man himself! Suggestively enough, the two 
outbreaks mentioned above (footnote No. 5) in which plagues broke 
out, followed ill advised extermination campaigns against the carniv- 
orous animals. In wild life administration it must be recognized, as 
trained biologists long have done, that there are complex relationships 
which make it impossible in most cases to produce, say, more game, 
simply by killing the animals other than man which prey upon it. 

Similarily, neither is it usually possible to adjust things exactly to 
man’s satisfaction by eliminating some entire group. Indeed, among 
the smaller animals, like insects and rodents, it seldom is possible, 
except theoretically, to exterminate the species. If it is exterminated 
or even reduced to very low ebb, it sometimes is replaced by a still more 
objectionable species; or it turns out that in other ways the attempted 
cure is more expensive than the illness. Thus, if the California ground 
squirrel were exterminated—and it will not be with our present 
density of population—the more objectionable brown rat might very 
well take its place. Some well-informed persons think this probable. 
Then, too, it not infrequently happens that the exterminated species 
acted as a check in some unsuspected direction, and a new problem 
develops! 

Lately, investigators have expressed the belief that coyote control 
should not have been carried on in certain areas where deer damage to 
crops is increasing. The damage seems traceable largely to does. 
Unlike the sportsmen who take the big vigorous bucks, the coyote takes 
the diseased weaklings and decrepit does. With a fair number of 
coyotes might we not have avoided much of the present difficulty which 
is of growing seriousness? The case of the Kaibab deer lends support 
to this belief. 

Quite a different way in which the coyote constitutes an asset is 
through providing a considerable income in fur. In California alone 
the annual return certainly averages around $100,000 and perhaps two 
or three times that. The coyote might, under wise management, con- 
stitute an important part of our valuable, but neglected, natural 
resource, the wild fur supply. 

Now to the coyote’s faults. He takes sheep and is especially 
troublesome at lambing time. He may make inroads on poultry. 
Although the figures on such losses are much exaggerated, the losses are 
real. The fact that it is the individual coyote, one out of a great 
number, which turns ‘‘killer,’’? makes the losses no less in amount. 
Coyotes have been known to carry rabies, too. Again, although the 
damage done by rabid coyotes is greatly exaggerated and over- 
emphasized by many, and although the coyotes do not act as reservoirs 
for the disease, but get it from dogs, which, if properly muzzled all over 
the land for a given period of time, would result in elimination of the 
disease, it is a fact that coyotes have transmitted rabies to domestic 
animals and to man himself. When this state of affairs is found, it 
has to be met with appropriate control measures. 

Coyote control has been attempted by the following methods: 
(1) By use of dogs; (2) by trapping when furs are prime; (3) by 
offering bounties; (4) by hired government trappers working in the 

485369
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fur season and out; (5) by organized drives; (6) by den hunting; and 
(7) by use of poison. 

To take up these methods in reverse order it may be said that the 
use of poison, although widely practiced, is highly objectionable. It is 
to be hoped that the growing volume of protest against it will soon 
result in its discontinuance. Its use is justified only in a ease of 
absolute necessity, such as might arise in a serious outbreak of rabies. 
One objection to it is that the ‘‘killer coyote,’’ the individual sought, 
is no more apt to be taken than any other one. Indeed, because of his 
canny nature developed through experience with man, he is less apt 
to take the poison than others of his kind. The main objection, how- 
ever, is that even when most carefully distributed, either in suet pellets 
or in meat baits, poison destroys a far greater number of unquestion- 
ably beneficial animals’ than it does of coyotes. When used in a 
region for the first time, poison often has really denuded that area of 
the smaller beneficial animals. Although its subsequent use there 
against the wary coyote, some of which persist in spite of the use of 
poison, does not destroy so many smaller, beneficial animals, this is 
due to the latters having been so thoroughly killed off when poison 
first was used. Also, the wiser, adult coyotes refuse the poison baits, 
which are apt to be buried by mice, carried afar and dropped by birds, 
or otherwise distributed so that they may be picked up later by any 
animal less wary than the coyote. Many times, too, valuable dogs are 
killed by the poison. The animals killed by poison have no fur 
value unless found soon after death. A large majority so killed are 
never found. The use of poison is the most objectionable® of all the 
methods of control. 

Den hunting, practiced in the spring and summer, enables the 
coyote hunter to run up an imposing list of animals destroyed. Almost 
all the animals accounted for are young which have done no damage 
and in the vast majority of cases never would. The larger number 
would furnish valuable pelts to private trappers the following autumn 
or winter before they were old enough to develop renegades. This 
method, then, is wasteful as regards the fur and, like poison, seldom gets 
the individual causing the damage. 

The next method of control, much practiced in the Middle West is 
the ‘‘Wolf Drive.’’ It is employed under the guise of a protective 
measure, but actually is carried out more for the sport it furnishes. 
Having in times past, as a rather irresponsible sportsman, participated 
in many of these, may I proceed to a true account of a ‘‘wolf drive’s”’ 
initiation and operation. The conversation of those grouped about the 
friendly warmth of the stove in the general store having reached an 
impasse on national polities and exhausted the weather possibilities, 
present, past, and future, someone suggests a wolf (coyote) drive. 
Then and there an area is chosen; a Saturday is set; and eight captains 
are selected. On the morning of the appointed day a few men with 
shotguns have posted themselves along the roads on the four sides of 
the twelve mile square. At 9 o’clock sharp those at the corners start 
toward the center of the square and by 9.20 those at the middle of each 
side are marching too. Now we have a circle, twelve miles in diameter, 

7 Jour. Mammalogy, vol. 11, pp. 362-375, 1930. 
® Hearing before the House Commitee on Agriculture * * * on H. R. 9599, 

Serial O, p. 59. 1980.
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of widely spaced men converging on a central point. As one farm 
house after another is passed the male occupants, from five years of 
age up, fall into the line while the mounted captains by much furious 
riding along the roads, try to keep the line of hunters in circular form. 
The constant additions to the ranks together with the resultant crowd- 
ing of the men as the circle grows smaller, form a progressively more 
solid line which at the finish may be several men deep. 

Here is the thrill we have walked six miles or more to get. Luck 
being with us, one or two coyotes are in the ring, and they act for all 
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Fic. 89. Don Coyote, Sr., looking wistful. Close up view of male moun- 
tain coyote captured at foot of Yosemite Falls trail, Yosemite Valley, 
December $1, 1914. Photo by C. A. Hollinger. 

the world like my dog Jake did the time he followed the buggy to town 
and got lost on Center street. Shotguns boom; boys yell; Jim Smith’s 
tightly stretched trousers’ seat, as he stoops to retrieve a dropped shell, 
proves poor armor for misdirected No. fours from the other side of the 
ring; Sam Smith gets a stray shot in the knee; but the ‘‘wolves’’ are 
killed, or else get away, to be chased out of sight by Joe Green’s grey- 
hounds trained for jackrabbits. Anyhow, a good time is had by all 
and the ladies’ aid, at the nearby schoolhouse, serves dinner. Dinner
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over, we boys, in plain sight of the city sports, waste innumerable shells 
on empty tin cans tossed in the air for targets until one of the sophisti- 
cated urban sportsmen derisively casts doubts that we could hit the 
side of a house. With a proper rural hesitancy and injured air we 
offer wagers on our ability to hit his hat tossed in the air. The wager 
accepted, a surprising reversal of form results in the destruction of the 
hat, and another carefully laid plan of the rustic farm boy has demon- 
strated the gullibility of his object of contempt. 

But hark! The stentorian voiced county auctioneer has mounted 
the schoolhouse steps and is offering the ‘‘wolves’’ to the highest bidder. 
The proceeds, plus that from the dinner, are placed in the hands of the 
treasurer of the ladies’ aid, to apply on the pastor’s overdue salary. 
And so the drive is over. Homeward we go, the more fortunate in grain 
wagons (now replaced by cars) the women folks drove over, but many 
trudging across the snow covered fields, little realizing that the none 
too scrupulous class of gunners who participated have tested their 
marksmanship on else than coyotes and, in fact, have played havoe with 
the quail and other small game of the area. 

The method of employing paid government hunters to trap the 
year through is objectionable in that more small fur bearers than 
coyotes get in the traps; not to mention valuable dogs. The fur taken 
out of season is wasted. The rodents may increase due to removal of 
their principal natural enemies. Since the work is paid for out of the 
tax money, the farmer argues, with some justice, that if the sheepman 
is to have this ‘‘free work,’’ certainly he, too, as a taxpayer, should 
have some ‘‘free work,’’ say a government cutworm catcher in his 
cornfield. It is pointed out, too, that it costs around $25 for each 
coyote taken, which is outrageously expensive. All those who trap 
for fur in winter are more than annoyed at this waste of a valuable 
natural resource. The wise, experienced ‘‘killer’’ coyote is not always 
first to get in the trap and very often watches his less canny relatives 
and other species of harmless and beneficial animals precede himself 
in taking the fatal misstep. For these and a host of other reasons, the 
system of employing government trappers to work the year around 
is neither economical nor efficient. 

Less expensive, slightly less objectionable but no more effective, 
is the bounty system. This seems really to work only with a large 
mammal, like, say, the mountain lion, where .it pays to go after the 
individual. When the species is reduced to the point where it no 
longer pays to go after the individual, no control is accomplished and 
the net result is to redistribute some of the tax money. Once estab- 
lished, such a system is difficult to discontinue and too often the bounty 
system is extended to cover ‘‘new’’ kinds of ‘‘pests.’’ Then, as has 
happened in many counties, the treasury is depleted; the county goes 
in debt to carry through the year and the bounty has to be discontinued 
or the tax rate raised enough to take care of the burden. ‘There is the 
matter of fraud, too. Foxes, dog skins and what-not are ‘‘made 
into eoyotes’’; innumerable substitutes are palmed off as the original. 
Without a uniform bounty on coyotes those from all adjoining districts 
tend to be presented in the one paying the highest bounty. More often 
than not, bounties, established by well meaning citizens, are paid in 
areas where the animal in question is more beneficial than harmful.
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Nevertheless, we probably shall continue to have bounties so long as 
sheepmen, farmers, and hunters act as biologists; just as we shall 
continue to have untimely deaths so long as people insist on plying 
their ills with the wares of the patent medicine man, rather than 
seeking the advice of a physican. 

Private trapping for fur as a general control undoubtedly is better 
than any of the methods already mentioned. Furthermore, where 
the others have not been employed, it has given just as good results. 
Of course this was not always true, but has been over the past few 
years on account of the high prices of fur which, in effect, place a 
high bounty on the animal. The animal is used. Taxpayers’ money 
is not spent in getting him. Instead, a productive means of livelihood 
is afforded to many. 

This alone, however, is sometimes not enough. The ‘‘killer eoyote’’ 
has the knack of keeping out of the sets of private and government 
trappers alike. Here is where the dogs come into their own, especially 
in the open country—hounds that run by sight. Before the advent of 
the poisoners, which spelled the doom of certain types of good dogs 
as well as that of foolish coyotes, this method was much practiced in 
the west. No better sport is to be had either. Away after the quarry, 

and some can run. Although the average coyote can do only about 
twenty-six miles per hour, some are much faster and give the wolf 
hounds a good run and now and then a tolerable fight. Here the 
wise old killer coyote has but little better chance than any other. 
Indeed, by using one good trailing dog to start the wolf hounds—and 
a pair of wolf hounds do the work—the killer can be singled out at 
the scene of one of his misdeeds, followed, jumped, and quickly dis- 
patched. With good dogs, one man can, and has, equalled the achieve- 
ment of the full time control man using poison and traps. Also this 
method is economical of the harmless and beneficial kinds of animals. 
In the more thickly timbered sections, like the redwood belt where the 
coyote has followed man, hounds that hunt by sight are, of course, 
not so successful, but over the majority of the range of the coyote 
they are far and away the best method of ‘‘control’’ and get the 
renegade individual. 

In review: The coyote, by reason of its high rate of reproduction, 
adaptability and cunning, will persist in spite of efforts to exterminate 
it. A few will persist after other valuable species are exterminated 
by efforts directed at the coyote. Therefore, any’ method of control 
used should not be destructive of valuable fur bearers, game, and other 
beneficial wild life. The coyote has virtues which make it worth 
encouraging in certain areas. Outstanding of these are its services as 
a disease eliminator among game, as a preventive of bubonic and 
other plagues dreaded by man, as a check on harmful rodents, as an 
eliminator of decrepit game which may damage crops, and as a valuable 
fur bearer. The coyote has faults of which the following are note- 
worthy: It contracts and sometimes spreads rabies. Renegade indi- 
viduals destroy sheep and sometimes poultry. Where this occurs eon- 
trol must be resorted to. Any effective method of control must permit 
singling out the individual which does the damage. The poorest 
methods of control are, first, poisoning, and second, trapping out of’ 
season. The best methods of control are winter trapping, supplemented,
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where necessary, by the year round use of hounds against individual 
culprits—Musewm of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California, 

December 19, 1930. 

GOVERNOR ROLPH—CONSERVATIONIST 

AND SPORTSMAN 

[The following data and ancedote on the Governor was divulged by his son, James 
Rolph, III.] 

OVERNOR JAMES ROLPH, Jr., is a conservationist and 
sportsman of the first order. A large landowner and rancher in 
the State, he has spent years in study and development of fish 

and game resources. It is the first time in many years that California 

has had a Governor who is so keenly interested in this phase of the 

work. 
On his ranch in San Mateo County, he maintains an excellent ken- 

nel of trained dogs. Much experimental work on various breeds has 
been done here and some astonishing results are noted. 
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Fic. 90. Governor James Rolph, Jr., starting on the trail of the wary buck. 

Photograph submitted by James Rolph, III, May 1, 1931. 

In his quest for superior hunting stock, he has even imported the 
wild dog from Australia. This breed was crossed with the American 
shepherd dog and an excellent jumping dog for brushy country was the 

result, 
The Governor spends as much time as possible riding over his prop- 

erty and making personal investigation of the game life. Game 

nuisances are abated to a reasonable degree. One day during the deer
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( Sperry, CHas C."Autumn Food Habits of Coyotes,A Report of Progress, 

1932" Journal of Memmalogy Vol I4 No 3 (aug 1933) 
pp 216-220 } 

Chart snows Carrion 29% Birds 3% 
Rodents 17% Deer 2% 
Rabbits 29% Skunk and Badger 26 
Sheep and Goats Ii@ Insects 1% 

; j Vegetable 34 

Game birds founf in ug of stomachs included I9 grouse,7 quail,9 ducks. 

Wild fruits included cactus, thornapples,mesquite. 

Based on 3042 stomachs, IOI9 empty,570 debris, 1453 with contents. |



Wolf Folder \ 

From Journal of Mammalogy, General Notes, Vol. 15, No. 2, May, 1934, p. 158 

Mother Wolf Carries Food Twelve Miles to Her Young 

"The following observation of Ranger Lee Swisher in the Toklet region 
of Mount McKinley National Park affords valuable data on the range and 
home life of the Mount McKinley timber wolf (Canis pambasileus Elliot) 
and is here given in essentially his own language in letter of October 16 
and November 21, 1933. 

"Last spring (1933) I found several mountain sheep killed in 
Polychrome Pass and with my binoculars saw an old wolf carrying meat from 
there, going north down the Toklat River. I spent over a week trying to 
follow her trail and at last found her den and pups on a small island in 
the Toklat River, about three miles below the last hills of the north 
range. I judged the distance that she carried the meat to her pups 
was more than twelve miles, 

"In locating their dens I find that a pair of wolves cover from 
100 to 150 square miles of territory while foraging for their young... 
The largest pack that I have seen here was eleven, but their usual 
number is from five to eight during the winter . . . It seems that they 
take their intended kill by surprise. Last winter I compared the 
distance, in feet, of bounds made by an old ram and the wolf that caught 
him, For a short distance their leaps were approximately the same 
(about sixteen feet). When the old ram struck a patch of ice he lost 
out in a few jumps . . . I have not yet seen where wolves chased their 
victims more than two hundred yards."--Joseph S. Dixon, Wild Life 
Division, U., S. Office of National Parks, Buildings and Reservations, 
Berkeley, California. 

7
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Deer brought down and half eaten by wolves near Lake Traverse 

FULL moon shone brightly on the steel-white, snow- then with the remaining he ranges the back country, starts covered lake. It was forty below, and a heavy silence his quarry and carefully drives it to its hidden doom. Does hung over the lake and over the low hills behind its this plan come from instinct or is it a carefully thought out shores. Suddenly a chorus of wild shrieks and yells plan of action, executed by an animal that knows how to and long-drawn howls broke into the night. The clamor came _ think clearly? As in man, so in wolves, or in fact any kind from far up a little valley that opened on the shore. A dark of animals, the degree of intelligence varies widely accord- form plunged from the thicket and rushed madly cut on the ing to the individual. Some wolf leaders are startlingly frozen surface. A hundred feet behind, four long gray astute and others quite dumb. All are cowardly treacherous. shadows broke from cover on its trail and streaked after it. Now let us explode a bubble. Everyone has read and The yelps grew louder and more excited. heard stories of humans being attacked by wolves. There The light of the moon showed the hunters to be the great is no authentic record of the American brush or timber wolf gray timber wolves of northern Canada, attacking a human being either singly or and their quarry a fine big buck. In the 5 in packs. The “Sault Ste. Marie (Ontario) forest, and across the deep snows in the Is It Instinct or Intel- Star” has had for years a standing offer of : clearings, the deer was faster than any of ligence That Makes $100 to anyone who could prove a single : the pack; but through careful generalship story of that kind. So far the money has the leader of the wolves had forced the Them the Fearful Men- not been claimed. chase to the shallow snow on the lake. ace They Are? The Canadian government had a com- Here the pack formed a moon-shaped . mission that for several years investigated crescent and herded the deer toward a point all such stories and could not find one in- of land half a mile down the lake. Although the wolves stance where anyone had actually been attacked. That were excited and were raising a terrific din, they seemed to wolves will follow a human being, dog team or team of lag and gained no ground on their prey. The buck had al- horses, is a well-known fact. For the past fifteen years the most reached the point, and apparent safety, when from the writer has lived in wolf country. During most of those falls tip of the woods a fresh wolf hurled himself into the path and winters he has amused himself in the pursuit of these of the doomed animal. There was a quick flash of snapping, animals, both in northwestern Ontario and in Algonquin tearing jaws and the buck was down to be fought over and Park (in north Ontario). A great many times he has been torn to pieces while still alive. followed by wolves, both day and night, but at no time was With glasses I had watched the whole drama, powerless in any danger of attack. In fact, except on the trap line or to help. I had been awakened from a sound sleep and during fall hunting season, he never carried a gun while crawled out of my sleeping bag in time to watch the whole in the bush. 
show. The chase had passed right in front of me and at one 
time was only several hundred yards away. I rekindled my "THERE is a story of a young mail carrier, out of Sudbury fire, quieted my dogs and crawled back in the eiderdown, I believe, who was traced when several days overdue at A number of times previous to this night I had read the _ the end of his 300 mile run, The searching party found his same story in the snow and have seen it repeated once since. sled, the bones of his dogs, and bones of the young man. The Just as the guide places his huntsmen on the deer trail and snow around the sled was packed down by wolf tracks show- then with his dogs drives the deer to the slaughter, so does ing that there had been a good-sized pack. When the party the wolf leader place one of his pack on this point of the  back-tracked his trail they found where his moccasined feet lake, one on the next and usually one on the third point and had dragged in the snow for several miles. The man was
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either unconscious or dead before eRe er eeeand all I got was disappointment. 

the wolves had come. a —rr—™ONCONC - _._—s«xHe_—had come along at a fast trot 

Most animals are cruel but few =” ~~. ~~ + tight up to the log and stopped, 

can touch the fiendishness of the : ~~ ~~~ stood for several minutes without 

wat He dels a prea Tart ot phe i  —=—tesi‘“ sSs<‘i<CsCsis:i‘(<‘<;:S ee ond then singer weld 

time for the sport of killing, When § | 99 4/9 99 8 8 8 2 2 | around the end of the log to the 
on the chase under those circum- fy 9) | 0 2 side the set was on and up to with- 

stances the pack range along beside (ye fs  — i i fee feet ? Ee ey 

a spent deer that would be easy to - wl | we There he had stopped and looke 

pull down, keep him running and a « a fangs over pee pom nee - 

tear great pieces out of his flanks e - | iberately turne: his back an 

and hams, slowly destroying him on \ , % ’ at scratched gravel at the trap until it 

his feet. On the ice at the foot of | - > sprue: ae his poe en gs an 

a high cliff on the Petewawa River , added insult and trotted off. He 

I saw thirteen deer that had taken A oe never used that trail again. 

the 500-foot leap rather than fall : rr I have talked to a great many 

prey to the pack. Not one of them oe > ___._tangers and wolf trappers about 

had been touched after it had landed o* @ this instance. Some of them have 

on the river ice, but many of them || Fe = ™ Ae - had similar experiences. All agree 

were ripped, slashed and had great |} = ™ | . _..— ___that these wolves have been pre- 

chunks of skin and muscle torn out}} = we? — viously trapped and are’wise. Cer- 

during the chase. ip OF tainly instinct warned him of danger 

Co - but pure cussed brain work made 

ONE big wolf ned put 3 ee ee | | him spring the trap and insult the 

over on me. Every four days _—=Sssétrapper. 

he traveled a certain deer trail. He | | - 
would make the trip east one day : - "THE most generally used method 

and four days later he would pass 7 ‘ eS of trapping wolves today is by 

heading west. Just what the idea j= Py oe oo | snaring them. Poison is prohibited 

was I never found out but I wanted 5 ~~ | te ~__ by law* and a good law it is, sav- 
his hide. Let one place a rotten Pee | o - ee moa ing ihe lives - hee of small 

log across the trail. Here he al- i .. _. animals and_ birds. he snare is 

ways placed his front foot on the ce > — og usually a we steel cable set either 

same spot while stepping over it. Se . * spring pole or snub. The set is 
rr ie % ~~ placed on a deer trail or old 

——_ = ~___ abandoned. road. The spring-pole 
: 6 hL-—”ti—“—C~™CSCSC_CCCSst is as follows. First a pole six- 

oe le Oe teen or eighteen feet long is cut and 
y ie — lashed about five feet from the 

—r”~—~—“—r—C—CiCiCOCisCizsKSsts | ground to a tree close to the path. 

rs . ————————————— + bheysmallsend.of.the:pole.extends 
| The author with a wolf on his shoulder, a little better than half way cross 

4 7 a the path. A long forked pole raises 

és . A the butt end of the spring pole high enough so that the small 

} a Left — Tito, end will be about thirty inches from the ground. To this 

- SS oneror he small end the wire loop is fastened with hay wire. The loop 
= _ author's dog is then set cross-wise of the trail. Old branches are used to 

‘| 2 penne block both sides of the snare leaving a small gateway where 

- . / the snare is. Mr. Wolf comes along the path, his head goes 
2 A through the loop, it tightens, he plunges—throwing the forked 

pole over, the heavy butt end drops, hoisting him by the neck 
so that his hind feet just touch the ground where he hangs 

: Below = 18 until dead. Rather brutal, but very (Continued on page 68) 

_ foskion sae *Editor’s Note:—Some qualification is needed. In Manitoba, for instance, 
. ’ _ wolf-dogs an authorized officer may poison wolves in any provincial game reserve, 

‘ SS — and in Ontario expert trappers may be so authorized anywhere. 
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— es ge saa Sac e malaria—which develops into the generally” carefully explained that the fawn was mine 
O 

fatal black water fever—are both caused and that he, Jerry, was to protect it. Ina 
I 

|| | by the apparently trivial bite of mosquitoes. few minutes he understood and shortly the fe A | | Happily, no sportsman would go into the wolf dog and the deer were the best of 
Lk | | tropics without a generous supply of qui- friends. Many a grand romp they had to- 
| here _ | nine, which is both a preventive and cura- gether when the fawn became tame enough 
i ae | a home | | tive of malaria, to be allowed the freedom of the camp. 
Lp, Lf ff Modern firearms are the best the world Jerry killed two of my dogs that attempted 
Li a “a ; | has ever known, A well placed shot from to molest his pet. 
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little tots ranging in age from two to seven 

effortless stroke-stroke-stroke of a pad- The Truth About Wolves or eight years old, tant the dreamy, far 
dle unfolds the glory of all outdoors. (Continued from page 15) away expression in the idog’s: eyes; one Get an Old Town Canoe. : efficient and those in the know have very Would never think that his senses were 

1934 Old Towns cost as little as $68. little sympathy with him, fully alert but let one of those youngsters 
Send for a free catalog, showing mod- The snub set is somewhat similar except get out in the water past his little waist 
els and prices. Also sailing, sponson, that no spring-pole is used. The snare is line and in three leaps the big fellow would 
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Including big, fast seaworthy models or small tree. The snare is set in the child. In an instant he would be trans- 
for family use. Rowboats. Dinghies. same manner as the spring-pole set. formed into a hideous, snarling, ‘Snapping 
Write today. Old Town Canoe Co., Wolves caught in the spring-pole set have demon, but never touching the child. The 
575 Fourth Street, Old Town, Maine. practically no chance to show individuality pore Sletten, woud rush cee A . but such is not the case of the ones caught ae a ORE, ‘ Soon as With safe the 
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WINTER FOOD HABITS OF COYOTES: A REPORT OF 
PROGRESS, 1933 

By Carrs C. Sperry 

This progress report on food habits of coyotes is based on the examination 

of 2,584 stomachs collected in 10 western States during December, January, 

and February, 1931 to 1934. Analyses were made in the Denver Laboratory 

of the Division of Food Habits Research of the U. S. Biological Survey. 

Acknowledgment is made of the assistance of Shaler E. Aldous, Franklin H. 

May, and Cecil 8. Williams, of the Denver Laboratory staff, who made many 

of the stomach analyses and prepared the preliminary tabulations. Of the 

2,584 stomachs, 668 were empty, and 219 contained débris only. This leaves 

1,697 on which to make an appraisal of the coyote’s diet during the winter 

months. 

Examination of stomachs continues to play a most important part in our 

study of the food habits of the coyote. Since experience has shown the short- , 

comings of field analyses of stomachs, all of our examinations are made in the . 

laboratory. Some field work has been done and more is contemplated, as a 

knowledge of field conditions is necessary to a correct interpretation of labora- ' 

tory findings. 

From the 1,697 recordable stomachs that enter into the present study, 

taken during December (656), January (651), and February (390), the follow- 

ing summary has been prepared on the basis of frequency of occurrence of the 

various items. The accompanying illustration, however, gives percentages 

by bulk. The latter method of appraisal has long been standard in recording 

data on the food of numerous birds and mammals, and, since the percentages 

of all items aggregate 100, this method permits easy preparation of charts or 

graphs. It is often of greater importance, however, to determine the fre-
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quency with which the coyote indulges in certain feeding activities than to 

know the bulk of the food it consumes on such occasions. This is particularly 

| true when considering the coyote’s relation to livestock, poultry, and game. 

For this reason, the following discourse will deal in terms of the frequency with 

which items have been found, while the figure presents volumetric estimates. 
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q Winter Food of the Coyote 
« based on the examination of 1692 

3 well-filled stomachs 
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Carrion.—It is not surprising to learn that carrion heads the list of the winter foods 

of the coyote, for with the advent of cold weather the coyote can find few of the small 
forms of life that constitute part of its regular warm-weather diet. Consequently an old 

dried carcass, even an empty hide, is likely to prove acceptable as food, with the result- 
ing marked increase in the amount of carrion recorded. The greater part of this carrion 

food is derived from the remains of horses, burros, cows, coyotes, and sheep. In addi- 

tion all known station material is placed under this heading. By the term “station” is 

meant the carcass of an animal used as a decoy, to attract coyotes to the spot where traps 

or poison have been placed. The kinds of carcasses used for station material vary 
greatly, in accordance with field conditions and the trapping technic of individual
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hunters. In general, however, horses, cows, coyotes, and sheep provide the bulk of 

station material, although some trappers get excellent results by using rabbits, prairie 
dogs, marmots, or other smaller animals as a lure. Carrion was found in nearly half 

(49 per cent) of the winter coyote stomachs and made up 36 per cent of the bulk of the 

total food. The fact that very many of the winter stomachs were from coyotes secured 

through the use of a lure, in the form of a carcass, tends to accentuate the carrion item in 

those stomachs. Were it not for this contingency there is every reason to believe that ' 

‘rabbit’? would constitute the dominant food item of the winter-collected coyotes. | 

Rassit.—Rabbits closely compete with carrion for first place in the winter diet. 

Lepus is identified in stomach contents more often that Sylvilagus but nearly half the | 

time material adequate for generic identification is lacking, so that the entry must be , 

made merely as ‘‘rabbit.’? The percentage of occurrence of rabbit varies from a low of 

26 in California to a high of 64in New Mexico. In4 States, namely, Arizona, Colorado, pr 

New Mexico, and Oregon, the average is over 60 per cent, and for the 10 States repre- ' 

sented it is 47 per cent. ; 

Roprnts.—Rodents, occurring in 32 per cent of the stomachs, occupy third place in ' 

the winter food of the coyote. In this group have been recognized representatives of 6 

families, namely, Cricetidae, Heteromyidae, Geomyidae, Sciuridae, Erethizontidae, and 

Muridae—the relative importance in the food being in the order named. It is here that 
the mammal student finds especially interesting work, since readily diagnostic parts, 

such as fect and teeth, are seldom present. Consequently the microscopic characters of 

hairs must be depended upon in making determinations. It may be added that here 
lies the greatest difference in the results obtainable through field and laboratory stomach 

analyses. At best, field determinations in this group have been limited, and devoid of 

fine distinctions. In the laboratory, 9 genera of sciurids have been determined, while 

; under ‘mouse or rat,” 14 genera, representing 5 families, have been distinguished. 

Leading in the squirrel and “‘mouse or rat” groups are the prairie dog and meadow mouse, 

with 15 and 189 records, respectively. 
Domustic Stocx.—Remains of sheep or goats occur in 16 per cent of the coyote stom- 

achs. The presence of wool in the stomach of a coyote, however, is not prima facie 

evidence that the animal had killed a sheep. Often the original killer coyote may have 

satisfied its hunger and left enough sheep remains to furnish acceptable food for one or 

several other coyotes. Such could be and probably often is the case with any carcass 
too large for one coyote to devour at a single meal. On the other hand, killer coyotes 

have been known to destroy a number of individuals in a flock in a single night. Often 

fragments of an old left-over ‘“‘kill” in a coyote’s stomach are recognizable as carrion by F 

the laboratory workers and are so recorded. In the present work more than 40 per cent 

of the sheep records were listed as carrion—either because a sheep was used as a station ? 

or because the fragments under consideration were definitely from an old dried or 5 

maggot-infested carcass. It may be added, however, that field observations indicate i 

that an old, dried-up sheep carcass is unattractive to a coyote and seems to be eaten only } 

when all other sources of food fail. 
Calf, colt, or hog remains are rarely found in winter-collected stomach of coyotes, 

having been recorded but 16 times in a total of 1,697 stomachs (less than 1 per cent). 
Drrr.—The remains of deer were found in 5 per cent of the stomachs. Thisisaslight 

increase over the 4 per cent recorded for coyote stomachs collected during Spetember, 

October, and November. A similar difference is noted in the volumetric percentage of 
the deer item, which is 3 per cent for winter stomach and 2 per cent for those taken in 

fall. Each of the 10 States contributed deer to the food of the coyote, although in 6 

cases the percentage was small. The percentage of occurrence of deer in the winter 

coyote stomachs from the other 4 States was: Colorado 14, California 11, Oregon 9, and 

Washington 5.
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McLean (California Fish and Game, vol. 20 no. 1, pp. 30-36, 1934) found deer meat a 
major food item of California coyotes, but concluded (p. 34) that most of it should be 

considered carrion. In our study we have not yet sufficient information to estimate 

fairly how much of the deer item of the coyote’s food should be classed as carrion. 

One Colorado coyote stomach and another collected in New Mexico contained remains 
of antelope. 

Misce,uaNnrous Animat Foop.—Infrequent mammal items in the coyote’s winter 
food are remains of badgers, moles, shrews, and skunks. Together, however, they make 

up but a trace of the total food and only 1 per cent by occurrence. 

Lizards and snakes occurred in 1 per cent of the winter coyote stomachs. The domi- 
nant item in this class is the bull snake, with 6 records; rattlesnake takes second place, 

with 4 records; and the spiny swift (Sceloporus) third, with 3. Other reptiles less fre- 
4 quently captured by coyotes include spotted lizards (Holbrookia), sand swifts (Uta), 

whip snakes, racers, and pilot snakes. 

Insects, as would be expected, are an uncommon food of coyotes in winter. Of the 

Texas coyote stomachs, 5 per cent contained insects, but the average for the 10 States 
‘ is only 1 per cent. Final results showed twice as many records for grasshoppers as for 

all other insects combined. 

Other unusual items of coyote animal food include a fish, eaten by a Washington 

coyote, and centipedes, 9 of which were found in a coyote stomach collected in Texas. 

Birps.—Birds eaten by coyotes may be grouped in three categories, namely, poultry, 

game birds, and all other birds. Each of the three contributes 1 per cent to the volume 
of the winter food. 

Poultry is infrequent, being recorded but once in an average of 40 coyote stomachs. 
Game birds were found in 4 per cent of the stomachs collected in winter; they com- 

prised 27 grouse, 13 quail, 4 Hungarian partridges, 2 pheasants, 1 sage hen, 6 ducks, 

3 coots, and 1 goose. 
A variety of other birds are eaten by coyotes. Our laboratory analyses show that 

nongame birds enter the diet of the coyote once in each 16 meals. Most of these are . 
magpies, robins, meadowlarks, blackbirds, and sparrows. Other species occurring two 

or more times in the 1,697 stomachs include: Road-runner, hairy woodpecker, horned 

lark, chickadee, nuthatch, thrasher, and bluebird. Some magpies may be picked up dead 

about poison stations, while an occasional ground-feeding bird may easily become a 
coyote victim. 

More complicated, however, are some of the problems of interpretation that arise in 
a connection with the avian food of the coyote. For instance, there was the Montana 

; coyote that devoured a meadowlark, a wren, and a sparrow along with a meadow mouse 
*) and 3 deer mice, although half the contents of the well-filled stomach consisted of carrion 

5 (horse), and an additional 30 per cent was made up of rabbit. The most successful bird- 

i eating coyote was a December animal taken in New Mexico. Examination of its stom- 
‘ ach disclosed a robin, a bluebird, a meadowlark, and a blackbird as well as 2 deer mice 

and 55 juniper berries; carrion (horse) comprised 60 per cent of the total contents. 

VeaETaBLE Foop.—Wild fruits, berries, and seeds contribute 1 per cent, both by 
occurrence and by volume, to the coyote’s winter food and occasionally they comprise 

the total meal of an individual. Important items among wild fruits are mesquite, with 
9 records; and cactus and juniper, with 5each. The last meals of two Arizona and two 

New Mexico coyotes were composed entirely of mesquite beans and juniper berries, 

respectively. A Washington coyote made nine-tenths of its last meal on chokecherries. 

1It is altogether probable that much of the bird food of the coyote consists of individ- 

uals killed by automobiles on the highways. See article on page 320 of this issue.—Ed.
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Cultivated fruit was present in about 1 per cent of the stomachs, the 17 records being 

made by California and Washington coyotes. Apples were eaten by 10 coyotes and | 

pears by 5. One California coyote made a full meal on figs, and another from the same 
State was responsible for the lone grape record. 

Grass is a rare food item of the coyote. 

The Denver Food Habits Research Laboratory continues to receive regular shipments 
of stomachs of predatory mammals from members of the Biological Survey’s predatory- | 
animal control force in practically all the Western States, and the examination of con- 

tents is progressing at the rate of approximately 500a month. The next progress report 
will cover the food habits of the coyote during the spring and summer months. In the 

meantime, stomachs, not only of coyotes, but of other predatory mammals as well, 

collected at any time and obtained in any part of the country, including Alaska, will be 
gratefully received. ¢ 

Denver Laboratory, Division of Food Habits Research, U. S. Bureau of 

Biological Survey. 
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By LEE J. SMITS adm la 
Nerermtey, 1934 

@ There is no recent record of a wolf attacking a man, yet unproved 

reports keep alive a legend which had its origin in the dark ages @ 

VERY winter there arrive in news- In the bartender version, the most re- years. He captured the notorious Custer 
paper offices, by wire and by mail, cent attack had occurred the winter be- wolf of the Black Hills, the bane of cat- 
the stories of wolves attacking hu- fore at no great distance from the place tlemen, and is acknowledged to be as 

man beings. Often these accounts are where the story was being told. One wolf-wise as any man living. It is his 
thoroughly circumstantial, giving the standard form related to two brothers, belief that the wolf legend itself is re- 
place, time, and names of the victim or Scandinavians, who worked in lumber sponsible for the stories of wolf attacks 
victims. camps separated by a few miles of woods. which are given circulation by well- 

As nearly as it is possible to form a On a Thanksgiving—or Christmas—one meaning witnesses. . 
conclusion from investigation of a stead- brother set out to visit the other, and One day a deputy United States mar- 
ily growing series of reports, none of did not return. It was supposed that he shal in Alaska returned from a deer 
these stories is true. had taken a job in the camp with his hunting trip to report that he had been 

That is, the intent to attack is not DProther, and his acquaintances . were treed by wolves at the edge of a small 
present ae enisicerolves do follow narian astonished when the brother appeared, muskeg. Williams listened attentively to 

: Rees i iri for him. A search was then the story, took down the location of the 
beings—which may happen. cree ne x * * ( made, and the bones of the young man muskeg and, journeying to the spot, sur- 
Move slowly through the woods, still- were found scattered about the base of prised a pack—or family—of wolves; an 

hunting. deer, and you will sometimes 4 tree against which he had made his adult pair and their half-grown offspring, 
have a bluejay or a red squirrel follow futile stand before the onslaught of a no doubt. Before they could get out of 
you, cussing you out as a dangerous in- pack of wolves. In some versions he had range, Williams’ rifle had brought down 
truder. killed a wolf with a knife or club. half a dozen of the animals. 
Through inquisitiveness, it is possible Similar stories appear regularly in _ What happened to the marshal, Wil- 

that wolves may tag along in human Northern newspapers, and are generally liams is convinced, was that he startled 
tracks. (Although much more frequent-  pelieved by their readers. Chase S. Os- the sleeping wolves, who, not having 
ly they will cross an old snowshoe trail porn, former governor of Michigan, has Caught the scent of man, ran at the 
only after careful scouting.) been for a half century a newspaper pub- iy o his footsteps, and made the mis- 

8 ; ‘ : ; ; take of running toward him. When a For many years the United States Bu- lisher in northern Wisconsin and Mich- : g : 
reau of Bislogical Survey made inquiry igan, and has personally investigated frightened deer tuns directly toward the 
into every report of a wild animal at- scores of such wolf tales, all of which panic is never assumed that it has 
tacking man in the United States. It were fakes. There may have been the me th eat, ee ays enimal with 
was demonstrated that men were at- death of a wayfarer in the woods from oe vets er ee 
tacked, without seeming provocation, by Cold, alcoholism, or accident, as a foun- 2. wolf's may blunder in a time of ex- Pai Raa edGhi aS bE never by dation, citement much as a man may blunder in 
various kinds of a 9 evi dy : parallel circumstances. A  cool-headed 
wolves. Vilhjalmur Stefansson, Arctic In 1927, many papers carried the story (Canadian tra per, in the Algoma district 
explorer, who lived for a decade in a_ of a wolf charging into the home of a once sad = ae Ee Reior aaa 
region where wolves are found in their settler in Mackinac County, Michigan. + neon 38 4 ; r : 3 < ens e wolves with his rifle. He sighted them 
wildest state, took pains to investigate The animal was attacking a child when eating a deer on a frozen lake. The da 
and to inquire, and became convinced the mother seized a gun and dispatched \,4. very still, and after he beean Ahace 
that wolves never have, in modern times, it. A few days later I visited the scene ing te eased were ECCe eeninaey b 
attacked man. In addition to his actual of this thrilling adventure, and viewed he’ echoes boundin Sok the Sean 
field experience, he has for twenty years the body of the “wolf’—a scrawny collie rocky shores, and a touandeten a 
or more followed reported instances of dog, with a white blaze on its chest. confasian mu nile he picked them off. Each 

attacks by wolves on human beings, and J. W. Curran, editor of the Sault Ste. time they neared the shore, a resounding 
each ae has proved to be pure inven- Marie, Ontario, Daily Star, has for many echo turned them back. 

won, Sutanssog_ for, some, Year com; years offered one hundred dollars for any "Did woes attack, human beings, i AS 2 . authenticated case of wolf attacking man, merica prior to white civilization? In- 
rel devouring panier Deineesin pss in the Algoma district of Canada, a te- dian lore does not list the wolf as a man- 
ante pie ene saa Wendetiee gion where timber wolves are fairly killer. The Jesuit Relations contain ac- 

k g ge eee one a plentiful. Many claims to the reward counts of bold depredations on livestock 
paces; he eee eee es - have been made, invariably backed by by wolves, but do not refer to them as 
ence with scientists and fur traders has second-hand reports, but it_has never dangerous to human life. One Jesuit 
served ouly ate dae her Russian walt been collected, and Editor Curran now chronicle describes a half-breed hauling 
menace eH er towar ne region of expresses his willingness to extend his moose-meat into a fort on a sleigh and 
pure mythology. offer to the whole North American con- fighting off, with his whip, a pair of 

Prohibition had a certain effect on the tinent. This he has hitherto hesitated to wolves that ran after the sleigh, snatch- 

dissemination of wolf yarns. When open, 40 only because of the difficulty of mak- jing at the meat. 
public saloons flourished in the logging ing personal and accurate investigation The Lewis and Clark expedition en- 
towns of the northern parts of Minne- of all wolf stories, although usually noth- countered vast numbers of wolves prey- 
sota, Michigan, and Wisconsin, it was img more than a letter to the nearest ing on the buffalo herds of the Missouri 
from bartenders that travelers derived Postmaster or Hudson Bay post is re- valley. These wolves were unacquainted 
their information as to the ferocious wired to spoil even the most detailed with man, in many places, and were ex- 
fauna of the woods. Almost every bar- and impressive of these yarns. ceedingly bold. One soldier of the ex- 
tender had a wolf story, and most of Harry P. Williams, assigned by the pedition rushed a wolf, gorged and 
them believed their own tales. In fact, _ United States Bureau of Biological Sur- sleeping apparently, and killed it with a 
a great many lumberjacks can give, with vey to supervise state trappers of preda- sword. On another occasion a soldier 
the utmost sincerity, plausible accounts tors in Michigan, has hunted wolves in asleep at night, with his arm extended 
of wolves preying on mankind. . the United States and Alaska for many outside the wall of the tent, was bitten
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by a wolf. As the man started up, the their own food resources were exhausted, ing persons, appearing every winter in 
wolf dashed off. It may have innocently so the inducement for wolves to eat In- our newspapers, have their remote origin 
assumed that the arm was all there was dians may never have existed. in the tales, truthful at first, told around 
of the man. It is said that great horned Throughout the wildest portions of the fireside in the dark ages. A some- 
owls have been led into similar mis- Canada, where wolves may sometimes go what parallel legend is that concerning 
takes by woodsmen wearing fur caps on hungry, and where men are sometimes snakes in regions where there are no 
cloudy nights. present, wolves have never displayed any poisonous species. Where dangerous ser- 

Lewis and Clark were thoroughly de- inclination to resort to human flesh as _ pents are most numerous, snakes in gen- 
pendable reporters, and they do not men- an emergency ration. Many perfectly eral are much less feared than at the 
tion feeling the slightest fear of wolves. honest Canadians believe that wolves, if edge of the northern limit of serpent dis- 
Grizzly, or “white” bears, as they called hungry enough, will gobble a trapper, tribution in North America. Dangers 
them, were a real menace to hunters of but old trappers and fur post factors— chronicled are more blood-chilling than 
the expedition. if they have any reputation at all for dangers experienced. 

It is recorded, and is entirely believ- truthfulness—say that they never knew Wolves are extremely intelligent and 
able, that in October, 1831, Louis Pasteur, of wolf attacking man. adaptable. Williams reports instances of 
then nine years old, witnessed the death The largest North American wolves at- wolves adopting and rearing litters of 
of a man from rabies caused by the bite tain a weight of 125 pounds. They are unweaned cubs, orphaned by a trapper. 
of wolf in the mountains of eastern exceedingly powerful and sagacious, and In the buffalo days the poisoning and 
France. A rabid animal is insane and a_ exhibit excellent team work in their trapping of wolves was a simple matter. 
rabid kitten would tackle a Great Dane. hunting. It would be perfectly. easy for Now even immature specimens are crafty, 

Similar to these accidents are the re- one wolf to drag down and kill an un- whereas an old one, like the Custer wolf, 
ports received by Editor Curran, of the armed man. Yet wolves in the woods of displays a degree of sagacity that is posi- 
Canadian Sault, of wolves in captivity North America are so man-shy that they tively uncanny. 
that have bitten persons. Such reports, will not approach a deer carcass that has Indirectly, wolves—or rather wolf 
of course, have no bearing on the dictum _ been dressed. stories—actually are a factor in bringing 
that wolves, in the wild state, do not at- But, in Europe, before the use of fire- about a considerable number of deaths 
tack human beings. arms, when settlement had interfered annually in this country. No hunting 

seriously with the natural food supply of | season passes without lost men perishing. 
How. then, did the wolf legend arise? wolves, is it not possible that they did They die, not from cold or hunger, in 

Were wild wolves ever a peril to prey on humanity? Medieval chronicles the great majority of instances, but from 
mankind? indicate that this is the case. An eleventh panic and exhaustion. Once he realizes 

It is well known that the predators century document says of famine condi- that he is lost, the man who has all his 
readily alter their feeding habits under tions in Central Europe, “Wolves, find- life heard of wolves devouring persons— 
changed conditions. Buffalo wolves ing so many bodies on the road, began and Little Red Riding Hood made an im- 
learned to kill stock. An occasional lion to grow bold and to attack living men.” pression on most of us in infancy—be- 
or tiger develops into a systematic man- A few such attacks would be sufficient gins to quake. When darkness comes, he 
killer. That wolves never attacked hu- to start the legend of man-killing. sees wolves in every shadow, he hears 
man beings in America, before the com- Wolves, with their great cunning, their them in every rustle of the leaves. All 
ing of the white man, might be explained terrifying howls, and their ferocious too often the tenderfoot’s last shred of 
on the grounds that Indians tried to keep _ aspect, have always played an important common sense vanishes, and he begins a 
in regions well-supplied with game, and réle in folk tales. It is highly logical to frenzied scramble ending in death unless 
wolves had no reason to linger where believe that the stories of wolves attack- | rescue arrives. 
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Minnesota’s Largest Recent Timber Wolf
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File: dovetelt 
Mt. Lion 
Predation 

From General Notes, Jour. Mammalogy, Vol. 16, No. 3, August, 1935, p. 229: 

Cougar and Coyote 

My friend, Pyeart Hulse, whose ranch is on Canyon Creek, Middle Fork 

of the Gila River, New Mexico, writes me about an experience of his father 

in December while on his trap line. I will tell the story in Pyeart's 
words: "My Dad had a strange experience with a lion last month. He was 
out on Canyon Creek Mountain setting some traps when he came right on to a 
lion and a kitten, and was within a few feet of them before either saw the 
other, The lion made away at once and jumped into the thick brush, pre- 
venting a shot. The lion had killed a deer and on looking it over Dad 

i found a dead coyote a few feet from the kill. The ground was soft from a 
rain of the previous day and the tracks easy to trace. On looking closely 
he saw where the coyote had come up to the kill, and there it was that the 

i lion made for the coyote and caught it in a couple of bounds. ‘The coyote's 
head was badly crushed and showed where the tusks had gone through the 

skull into the brain, killing the beast at once. Dad set some traps at the 
deer carcass but the lion did not return. He skinned the coyote," 

Evidently these predators were not on such friendly terms as it is 

supposed they sometimes are.--Charles A, Gianini, Poland, New York, 
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WOLF & COYOTE 
Gray 

Gestation period,/Wolf - 9 weeks 

4 " Coyote - 64 days 

(C. Emerson Brown, Jour. Mammal., 1936)
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LANSING, July 12, - Frank J. ‘laters of Poth 

the State Administrative Board has found in the files 

of his office an original duplicato of a wolf bounty 

cortificate issued in Clinton county, south central 

Michigan, nearly 100 years ago. 

The cortificate is dated Dec, 14, 1841, and 

was made out in long-hand in the office of the Clinton 

county clerk, It reads as follows: 

"Goo Cosh, an Indian inhabitant of 
said county being duly sworn by an interpreter 
deposoth and saith that on tho 6th day of 
November, 1841, I did take and kill in the 
township of Bongalo in said Clinton county a 
full-grown wolf..." 

The certificate was signed by the county clerk 

and the justico of the poaco. The bounty allowed for 

the wolf was $4. 

soveral other original bounty certificates, 

somo of which aro from VanBuren county, havo been found 

by Watorse
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LANSING, July 15 P. Me -- Four male wolves were Cee in 

among the 149 predatory animals killed by bounty hunters in 

Michigan during June, the heavicst take of wolves since hn atte $ 

January when bounty hunters reported killing four wolves, ‘G Vie 

The June kill of predators by bounty hunters cost i 

the Department of Conservation $1,280. “the catch consisted 

of the following: Coyotes, 118; bobcats, 27, and wolves, ie 

four. : Ff 

‘. budget allotment of $40,000 has been sct aside 

by the State Conservation commission for the fiscal year 

which began July 1 to operate the bounty system and pay | 

bounties. " |
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Release May 15, 1937 

UNFAIR ODDS 

"Montana Fish and Game Notes" publishes the report of eye witnesses of a 

hold-up and murder on a Montana ranch recently. The victim was a coyote - the 

assailants, three black crows, according to a recent bulletin of the American 
———————— 

Wildlife Institute. 

The ranchers who witnessed the affair declared that the coyote didn't have 

a chance - the odds were too great. Swooping in turn, the crows picked and clawed 

viciously as the animal ran in circles for about half an hour. Finally, completely ") 

exhausted, the coyote dropped and the crows tore him to pieces. ' 

And from Sylvia, Kansas, Grace T. Bigelow, Deputy State Game Warden, sends 

word that crows killed a litter of nine young pigs belonging to Reno County Commis- | 

sioner, Charles Hornbaker. "What's to be done?" asks Warden Bigelow. A suggestion 

might be that we develop a taste for crow meat. Properly prepared it's really not 

bad eating as to our surprise we learned recently. "Bish" Crawford, president of 

the Missouri Crow Shooters Association, slipped up on our blind side and before we 

knew it, we had literally "eaten crow". 

ts Release May 15, 1937



; : Wolf 

Extract from Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, December-Jamary, 1937-38, p. 47: 

: OPEN SHASON FOR WOLVES 

This year for the first time since March, 1935, hunters and trappers 
will be allowed to traverse the national forest areas of Wisconsin on 
their lawful business. Wolves have increased to such an extent during the 
period of absolute protection for fur bearers that control measures in the 
form of an open season were deemed advisable. The season for taking brush 
and timber wolves was open during the 1937 deer season, and also will extend 
from Jan. 1 to March 15 in 1938. Trappers will be regulated by the same 
provisions which apply throughout the rest of the state.
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Extract from Notes and Observations, Canadian Field-Naturalist, Vol. LII, 
February, 1938, p. 29: 

"On Saturday, 13th November, 1937, a large wolf was killed at Dacotah, 

Manitoba, twenty miles south-west of Winnipeg, Manitoba, by W. & J. Rasmussen. 

The animal was an extremely large male, weighing $23 pounds and measuring 

68 inches."



Department of Conservation 
nae Michigan 

March 17th, 192 

Professor W, J, Hamilton Jr. ¢ yond 
Cornell University X 
Tthaca, New York 

' Dear Bills: 

T have the copy of your letter of March 13th to Mr, Feeney 
of the Wisconsin Conservation Department in regard to wolf 
administration. 

As you no doubt know, the official policy of all public 
a, ies in North America seems to be against any kind of rer ec= 
tien of this species. This holds true at least for all political 
units in which this species occurs, So far as the middle west 
and east are concerned, Michigen is one of the few states which 
still boasts of the occurrence of the timber wolf, 

So fer as official policy 1s concerned, wolf control 1s still 
practiced, Ags you know a oe system prevails in this state 
whieh provides for the destruction of coyotes, wolves and recently 
bobcats in the Upper Peninsula only. Actually, so far as wild 
dogs are concerned, the bounty 1s really almed at coyotes and is 

tes toe by both sporteamen and farmers with vigor. The number of 
wolves destroyed as the result of the operation of this system 
amounts to about thirty individuals per year, which 1s small, com- 
paratively speaking, and it also is erereee about a& much sup-« 
creo resaure as the species will tolerate. Very few of these 

irty ealmals possibly are trapped intentionally by the trappers. 
They set thelr ae out for coyotes and when working in wolf coun- 
try oceagionally they will catch a wolf. Most trappers consider 
the wolf too scarce to ot the expenditure of any considerable 
amount of time and effort om their part. So far aa our state is 
concerned, I believe that we are going ahead on this matter of 
predator control just as sbout as ae, as we dare and with very 
few exceptions we are constantly faced with rather determined 

ret bight en toward our ideas, Judging from our own experiences 
it is going to be some time before the public at a really 
understands predators and their role in the scheme o vabags. 
There are many more points which I could eS Et here, but per= 

9 pe could be discussed better at the Mammal Seetings at Chicago 
this spring which I note you are planning to attend, and which I 
also plen to attend, For once the meetings are going to be near 
home. 

If there is any further information which you may desire for 
your report at the meetings, pase don't hesitate to call, We 
shall do our best toward fete ing the probleme satisfactorily. 

Sincerely yours 

(Signed) A, M, Stebler 
Cusino Wildlife Rxeperiment Station 

AMS srnib Shingleton, Michi cen



March 21, 19). 

Febins SLLRLite Rapewinédh shade on 
Shingleton, Michigan 

Dear Stebs 

X om mi, glad to heave your letter re the 
wolf control Seite Tt am matling a copy to reer 
and Alde Leopeld. We do not want to be antagonistic 
on this matter; on the eet we would like the 
official poliey of the states whieh wolves occur 
outlined at the Mammal Meetings im Chicago, Won't 
you plan to be in attendance and give a rrrrcr om the 
wolf situation in Michigan? I know it will contribute 
much to the ee end that your unblased re nee ee 
will do much eeeenene, © mene’ 39 ey for the 
memeal society, With every good wish, 

wIEE acute Ire 

Millen 3 Peoney 
Aldo Leopold 
Pranciea Harper



March 5, 1942 

File Marinatte Co. folder 
Fox folder 
Wolves folder ——— 

Wolves, Foxes, Coyotes in 
Marinette County 

Byrl Sotzen of Athelstane, Wis., moved to a farm in Silver Cliff Twp. 

in 1921. He was then 3 years old. 

He remembersh hearing wolves howl. They had deep voices and were probably 

timber wolves. 

He thinks wolves disappeared about 1925. 

About 1926 his brother trapped red foxes, caught one. About 1931 

form-hunters from Marinette came out with dogs. Thinks they got some. Deg 

some dens. 

Has the impression no foxes during wolf days; will try to verify from 

old timers. 

About 1933 began to hear coyotes, which were working a neighbor's sheep. 

Thinks there are still some foxes, but not numerous. Coyotes numerous. Chased 

one with car in 1941. 

Conclusion: This looks as if foxes came in when wolves removed, 

possibly because they were removed. Also looks as if at present coyotes might 

be holding the foxes down.



Right me eae hoe OS Bie ae EP are rigs ON eAR Ee PIE MEL Re igor eye 
this way the sweetest tasting that you ever 
ate.”—C. P. F. 

Coyote Doings 
The following interesting sidelight on the 

family affiliations of coyotes was taken from 
a report published by the United States De- 
partment of Agriculture, Bureau of Bio- 
logical Survey, Colorado-Kansas District, 
which works in co-operation with the Colo- 
rado State Board of Stock Inspection Com- 
missioners for the extermination of preda- 
tory animals: 

Assistant George M. Trickel, working in the 
Montrose section, accomplished a very commend- 
able piece of work on May 8rd. Near the 
William Moore ranch, about seven miles north- 
west of Montrose, Colo., he discovered a coyote 
den on the east side of Spring Creek Mesa in a 
hillside covered with thick greasewood. Approxi- 
mately thirty feet from this den he discovered 
another den. A short distance from den No, 1 
he shot and killed the adult female. In digging 
out the second den he killed the second adult 
female. Then, in digging out both the dens 
with a shovel, he got two litters of pups, ten 
in number. In the first den there were four 
large pups and three very small pups. In the 
other den he succeeded in getting three large 
pups. Evidence thus showed that the pups in 
these two dens had intermingled, and that neither 
female adult coyote was particular whether or 
not she nursed her own puppies. After killing 
the two females and getting the sum total of ten 
pups, he took scent from one of the females, 
and the following day trapped an old male coy. 
ote near these dens. As far as has been ascer- 
tained, this male coyote is the “daddy” of the 
two litters, which is rather unusual, as is also 
the fact that coyote pups of two females will 
intermingle from one den to another. 

“Are they unhappily married?” 
eee I hardly think they’re rich enough for 
that-”
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Radisson, Wisconsin 

April 7, 1944 

Mr, Ernest Swift 
Assistant Director 
Wisconsin Conservation Dept. 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Ernie: 

The following is a report of my activities for the past few 
days on the wolf check up. 

The first part of the week I was in the Flambeau Forest area, 
and in the northern end I contacted Louis Johnson, trapper and 
resort owner, and he informs me that there has been 3 timbers in 
there most all winter. Sam was with me and he also informs me that 
there has been 5 and probably 5 timbers in there most of the winter, 
but we found no sign on this new snow. Saw several coyote and fox 
tracks thru out this territory. Medium deer concentration in 
the logging operations around Lake of the Pines and Evergreen Lake. 
Deer sign scarce in the rest of the ground covered. Rabbit very 
scarce, no grouse seen (ruffed). Saw several coyote: and fox tracks 
on way from Radisson to this territory. 

Checked wolf sign in my old territory in sections 4,5,6 & 7 
T58, R6. Found large mature buck deer in Sec. 7 that had been shot 
with a .22 rifle 10 days to two weeks ago and was in a very weakened 
condition. Was too weak to run, so killed it. There were several 
coyote tracks around this deer but they had not attacked it, There 
were many coyote and fox tracks in this vicinity and also 2 bob- 
cats. Also dogs running deer, but found no déer killed by either, 
Coyote droppings show that they are feeding on deer, Deer population 
very light, rabbit very scarce, this is a very good snow-shoe rabbit 
country., also a good partridge country but found no sign at all. 
Flushed! 15 to 20 birds here last year on this same trip. 

George Edberg accompanied me on a trip up in the East Fork and 
Moose Lake territory. Contacted Mr, Robert Robertson and he 
advised me to go to Moose Lake fur farm and across to Camp Sawyer 
and across to Black Lake and return to Winter. He informed me that 
he had seen the tracks of one bunch of timbers, five in number and 
one bunch of two in this vicinity off and on all winter. We were 
able to see tracks up until about 1:00 P.M. when it started to 
thaw. We found 51 coyote tracks, 10 fox and one timber wolf track 
crossing the fire lanes, Rabbits very scarce. Deer scarce except 
in the vicinity of Venison creek where there was a medium heavy 
concentration working out of the spruce and cedar swamps along 
the creek. Found no sign of coyotes or wolves killing deer,
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Mr, Dan Holzem of Ojibwa told me that he had seen timber 
wolves north of Ojibwa on the old Hines Grade in the vicinity 
of the head waters of Crazy Horse creek, chasing deer, Henning 
Pearson accompanied me up in this territory to see what we 
could find. 

Found no timber wolf sign, but saw several coyote and fox 

tracks. We actually saw a very large bob cat eating on a fresh 
killed doe, The deer was still warm and we were within 150 feet 
of the cat before he saw us. It was plain to see how the cat ~ 
killed the deer. The cat must have jumped to the doe's shoulders, 
piting the deer in the neck and throat, riding it until it went 

down with holes in the wind pipe and from loss of blood. The deer 
was killed in section 17~39-6, in a new slash area. This is the first 
and only deer that I have ever seen killed by cats. Also found 

where one more had been killed about two weeks ago. There were 

several cat tracks in this vicinity. No coyote had been to this 
or the other carcass. I opened the fresh killed doe and she had 

two doe fawns. There is about a medium concentration of deer in 

the logging operations, 75 to 100 deer in this vicinity. Rabbits 

none and ruffed grouse none. Covered about 4 or 5 sections in 
this vicinity. 

Due to the spring break up I will have to give up this work, 

unless otherwise informed. It is my honest opinion that there are 
more coyotes and fox in the northern counties than I can remember. 

During the past few years they have been slowly increasing, last 

winter you could find a couple or three tracks of coyotes and fox 

almost anywhere and with the increase last year from them one or 

two females in each vicinity there are now a lot of coyotes and 
fox. I believe that the increase this year is going to be very 

large and you no doubt will get lots of claims for damage to sheep. 

I do not believe that the damage to deer by coyotes anything to 

worry about, We found several deer killed by coyotes in Iron 

county but do not believe it to be the practice of coyotes in 

general. The timber wolf is also on the increase and spreading 

out to territory that has not had timbers in for some time. Bob 

cats are quite common again. Snow-shoe rabbit is going down hill 

fast and so are the ruffed grouse. I believe 50% less than last 

winter. 

Trusting that this report is to your satisfaction, I remain 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ Geo, Ruegger 

George Ruegger. 

Copied 

4-8-44 
gms



UNITED STATES | wilh 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR \ 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS - 
ADDRESS ONLY 54 

THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE September 13; 19440 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We have received your two letters of August 24 and 30 and greatly 
appreciate your comments and advice concerning the possible introduc 
tion of wolves to Isle Royale National Park. 

One of the cardinal points of national park wildlife policy is the 
protection and perpetuation of vanishing species. Also, as you have 
pointed out, there can be no question about the value of the national 
parks for research on wildlife species and problems and the obligation 
of the National Park Service to preserve those areas so that their 
value as outdoor research laboratories will continue unimpaired, 

Frankly, a question uppermost in our minds in connection with 
returning wolves to Isle Royale is the possibility of an adverse 
public reaction that might do harm to the conservation of an adequate 
stock of wolves in the lake states region. Apparently the Wisconsin 

. Conservation Commission is subject to considerable pressure even now 
to reduce the numbers of wolves. Thus far, Michigan has been able to 
carry on a mere token control with full knowledge that more, not less, 
wolves would be desirable in order to keep down the over-population 
of deer in the Upper Peninsula. In addition to preserving our own 
good relations, we should like to avoid doing anything that would bring 
the present protection policies of Wisconsin and Michigan into a possible 
line of fire. 

Es We have seen almost countless instances of opposition to steps 
designed to correct intrusions on the wilderness parks. Once a condition 
is established, a management measure undertaken, or a road or building 
constructed, it is very difficult to get rid of it. Opposition to its 
elimination is often out of all proportion to the demand for establish- 
ment of the artificiality. The corrective step of bringing back wolves 
to Isle Royale might be another such instance. 

We shall consider this matter further and let you know when a 
ICTORY| decision has been reached. In the meanwhile, please be assured 

BUY | that we appreciate your advice and information regarding possible 
Lie sources for securing suitable animals, 

STAMPS Sincerély yours, 

y Eee te Jucten BoC Yous 
Newton B, Dr | 

edetor,
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Fle ve olf? 

Clipping from the Louisville Times, August 14, 1944. 

WOLVES NEEDED? 

oo 
Wisconsin's Department of Conservation publishes a pamphlet which leaves 

the impression that without wolves, cougars, and wildcats, maintaining deer 
herds in health, for hunting, will prove impractical. 

The Wisconsin report, based upon ee investigation, brings out 
the fact, or cee far fact, that not elsewhere than where predators have 
been controlle severely, or exterminated, have problems of health of deer 
arisen; that where such control or extermination has been accomplished star- 

vation and malnutrition occur, and artificial feeding is a failure. 

At the same time the Federal Government goes ahead promoting deer con- et 

servation and eyes to exterminate cougars and wolves, and the American M7 
Wildlife Institute Pere eee a book, THE WOLVES OF NORTH AMERICA, which says 
their total conquest has been necessary to final settlement oi any country 
they inhabit; a book which, the advertising indicates, advocates extermination. 

It is not, apparently, true--although it is unimportant in this dis- 
CGussion=-that wolves are untameable and it is not true that their total con- 
quest has been easy to final settlement of any country. If deer hunting 
is to be stabilized maybe we shall need wolves, cougars and bobcats in appro= 
priate situations. Wisconsin is rich in experience. oS 

rf
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Dr. Stanley P. Young oe 
U. &. Fish & Wildlife Service : 
Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, Ill. ; 

Dear Dr. Young: : 

For the past two years there has been a decided increase 

in kills of sheep, hogs, and cattle by predatory animals in the | 

northern counties of Wisconsin. While some of these can be traced | 

to agtivities of dogs, the majority are owing to predation by 

wolves, coyotes and "killer" bears. The local residents are de- 

manding that the state government meliorate the problem because 

great Sonne hardships are being incurred.to such an extent that 

many farmers are going out of the sheep business. This has made 

the problem more acute because sheep farming had been encouraged 

in this section to help diversify livestock interests of the farm 

in this grassland type of agriculture. 

The Governor has asked the University to submit recom- ( 

mendations for the best approach to the problem. It is the de- 

sire of the advisory committee to not only meet the problem, but 

in doing so to assemble as much information as possible saben will 

aid in the future management of pradatory animals. 

Because you have assembled a mass of information in 

your recent book and are intimately familiar with the problem 

in North America, we are calling on you for suggestions and 

further information. Would you please comment on the following 

points: 

: 1. Does the Service enter into cooperative projects with the 

states on control of predatory animals and, if so, under what terms
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is such help available? We understand that your methods do not 2 

involve poisoning, but rely chiefly on the effectiveness of pro- : 

fessional wolfers. ‘ 

2. Because a few of the problem counties border the state of 

Michigan there appears a joint problem. What do you suggest as 

a method for attaining ag oon with Michigan? A 

Se If joie “Sagamaeee re fot available, could you suggest 3 

men who could help the Conservation department's trappers in ; 

bringing the problem under control? 

4. What @xperience have you had with organizing local groups 

to trap and shoot wolves and coyotes in such e way that the work 

can. be directed and controlled? We do not believe a project smuld i 

be initiated which cannot be brought to a stop. The extinction 

: of the wolf may cause more distortion in the present overly papeieee 

ed deer herds. : 

’
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UNITED STATES et BUY 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR an 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE suiltes 

CHICAGO 54, ILL. 

MST Seay ca eee December 28, 19ldie 

Dre We He Burt, 

Curator of Mammals, 

University of Michigan, : 

Ann Arbor, Michigans 

Dear Burt: 

Thank you for your letter of December 26 and the statement by Conger regarding 

the wolf on Isle Royale. The bare statement is certainly open to question. Howe 

ever, I certainly agree with your opinion that the wolf should have been able to 

eross to the island. 

I appreciate very much the trouble you have taken in this regard. 

a Sincerely yours, 

ce: Prof. Aldo Leopold, with copies of Mr. BED) Kos, 20 and Dr. 

Burt's letter of December 26 Victor H. Cahalane, 
[ : Biologist.
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STATE OF MICHIGAN 
DEPARMENT OF CONSERVATION 

LANSING 13 

; December 20, 19). 

Mr. Victor Cahalane 
U. Se Dept. of the Interior 
National Park Service 
Chicago 54, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Cahalane: 

Your letter of December 12, regarding the presence of wolves on 

Isle Royale is at hand. 

We can find no evidence that wolves were ever on the island. As 
you know, Paul Hickie did a lot of investigating on and about Isle Royale, 
and a search through his notes reveals no evidence of wolves. Hickie 
seems to have concluded that while wolves may once have inhabited the 

island, there is no actual record available. 

Hickie states that coyotes are frequently called "brush wolves" 

in Isle Royale, which may account for some of the confusion in trapper's 

and hunter's conversation. 

After looking over Hickiets notes we doubt very much that wolves 

were found on Isle Royale since the coming of the white man, if, indeed 

they were ever there. 

Very truly yours, ; 

He D. Ruhl 
In Charge, Game Division 

, (sGD) G. W. Bradt 
By Ge We Bradt 

Game Management 

GWB: PO
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 

December 26, 19). 

Mr. Victor He Cahalane, 
National Park Service, 
Chicazo 5, Illinois. 

Dear Cahalane: 

The only published record of the wolf on Isle Royale, of 
which I am aware, is that by Conger (A Key to Michigan Vertebrates 
except Birds, by Allen C. Conger, Michigan Agriculture College, 1920). 
On page 60 he states "The Timber Wolf is not uncommon on Isle Royale 
and in many parts of the Upper Peninsula." I don't know where he 
got his information, but I am inclined to take it a bit cautiously. 
Some of his statements are obviously based on something other than 
facts, However, I see no reason why the wolf should not have crossed 
the ice to the island. My guess would be that they were there, but 
we have no definite records. 

“ Sincerely yours, 

(SGD) We He Burt 
We Be Burt 
Curator of Mammals
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IMMEDIATE AND LONG TIME MEASURES 4 if 

RECOMMENDED FOR PREDATORY ANIMAL CONTROL ie" 
IN NORTHERN WISCONSIN. 

This report summarizes the collective opinion of a special 

committee of staff members of the University of Wisconsin, 

appointed by Dean &, B. Fred, at the request of Mr, Frank Graass, 

secretary to Acting Governor Goodland. ‘The cowmittee had at ite 

disposal, during the progrese of the etudy: (1) the testimony 

of farmers in northern Wisconsin who have sustained losses from 

predatory and game animale including coyotes, wolves and bear; 

(2) the historical and statistical data on bounties for the past 

76 years in Wisconsin as compiled by the Wisconsin Conservation 

Department; (3) the sdvice of Dr, Stanley Young of the U. 8, Fish 

and Wildlife Service, who has recently published a very complete 

treatise, “The Wolves of North America;" (4) the advice and testi- 

mony of a highly skilled trapper, Mr, Sam Ruegrer, of Sawyer County, 

Wisconsin, 

An Ares Problem For whieh 

Extermination Of Predators le Undesirable 

The committee wishes to emphasise at the outset that extermi- 

nation of predators in the region is neither recommended nor 

sought. ‘The enactment of rural zoning ordinances by counties to 

regulate the use of land for forestry, recreation and agriculture,
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the establishment of nearly five million of acres of public 

forests, the active promotion of recreational uses of land by 

hunters and tourlete through state end privately financed adver- 

tising, the removal of isolated settlers efter the purchase of 

their properties at public expense, all bear testimony to a 

pattern of land uee in northern Wisconsin that does not admit of 

the complete extermination of any native species of animal, 

They are essential, in limited numbers, to a proper balance of 

wild life within the region, and to afford maximum use of the 

forest and recreation area by eportamen and naturalists, 

On the other hand the general adoption of a system of live- 

stock farming (dairy cattle and sheep production) encouraged and 

promoted by the University in sulteble sections in northern 

Wiseonsin, bring with it a more inmedinte task, the protection 

of domestic steek from predatory animale. However, even the ex- 

tension of such livestock operations does not require total extermi- 

nation of predatory animals thet maintain balance which reflects 

to advantage in egricultural as well as recreational spheres. ‘ 

The problem, therefore, is one of establishing and main- 

taining reasonable controls on numbers of wild animals permitted 

to remain in the area, and of selecting the measures to be followed 

in exercising these controle most effoetively. Sueh procedure 

must keep in mind the most competent use of public funds, as 

well as fact-supported data on wild animal population and con~ 

G@itions that are now in the possession of the Conservation 

Department or that may be obtained by that Department in the 

course of ite work, i
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Game _end Non-Game Animals Are predators 

I¢ 1s the opinion of the committee that the responsibility 

must be divided for damage by wild animale to agricultural crops ‘ 

and livestock, When any animal is placed under protection by | 

the State, end particularly when such an animal is declared te be 

game, the taking of which will be limited to speeific seasons and 

places, it clearly becomes the duty of the State to pay, out of 

its game hunting license income, sums to compenaate private indi- | 

viduals for losses sustained te erepe or livestock by wild 

animals, Bears, deer end foxes, particularly where foxes ore . 

protected by a closed season, represent this clase of animal, 

On the other hand, coyotes, wolves and wildests are not so pre- | 

teeted, hence they are not the obligation of any public agency 

charged with the duty of promoting the propagation ané protection 

of game for the benefit of sportsmen who finance the work through 

hunting licenses, ‘hey become, if an obligation st all, an obli- | 

gation of the general oublic which benefits as its citizens 

prosper in the pursuite of commeree and agriculture. The silt | 

that blocks a harbor is in a sense a predetor that makes water- | 

borne commerce at least hazardous if not impossible, and the 

public has for a century or more recognized ite obligation by | 

removing the hazard at public cost, “he main issue in the ease 

of coyotes and wolves is whether the hazard is contrelled by 

full-time paid employees, or by oveasional "laborers" who get | 
paid for their labor strictly on the basie of their accomplish- 

mente, ‘here ean be no valid argument against the thesis that 

the cost is » publie one, chargeable to the general fund of the 

State, not the conservation fund,
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RUSK COUNTY LOSSES BY PREDATORY ANIMALS 

140 Farsere Solicited - Sheep Breeders and Others. Cards Still Coming In, Up fo Get. 16, "hh 

Be. and Kind Hen who have gone out of gheep 

& B. Clifford  Gien Flora 2 Sheep Unknown 
Lester Lele * * 36 Sheep * 
Kenneth Clifford * ° 8-10 Sheep * 
Richard Peterson * * 3 Sheep * 
Henry Ducemmemn  iLedyemith 26 Lands Wolves Sold out--Yolves 

Elmer Srickson Glen Flora Seld ont on sccount of wolves. 

Albert Fendel Ledyeith 9% Sheep 3~bear—~6-unknowm 
Claude Piser * Seid out. 

Rebert Neilson * 25-30 Sheep Wolves 
Fiunker bres. * 38 Sheep Unkewown 
Berl Hasicins Glen Flere 4 Sheep volves 
Wa. Howard * ® eld out on ancount of wolves and 

Shem = Weyerhouser Degs 
isndor Lessor Ingram 31 Sheep 18-olf--h~ be ar--3-doge-—6-unknown 
We He Mack Glen Flore 31 theep 25-wolf-~6-dege 

Glen Mattison Brace 16 Sheep 13-dege-—ti-unknown 
c. BR. Mayon Ledjyemith 4 cheep Unknown. 
& &. Hesse Osseo 2 Gslves Wolf or bear 
H. RB, Parker Ledyeaith 20 Sheep volves 

Gersld Prilemen Sxeland 7 re, tee © Se tee. Dee 
s 

Geo. A. Ratheack Glen Flore 21 Sheep Sowol fs 35-bear—j-doge—— 7-vnknown: 

Robt. Rethesek * ° % Sheep Q-welf-~l-bear--1 dog Sold before lowing too 

; HEN. 

John C. Sogert Winter 2 Sheep Unknown (Yount too late to tell) 
Walter Sanger Winter & Sheep Bear 
Irwin Schroeder ew Unknown. 
Le Sather Spooner Conrath Sheep Unknown Seld sheep in September 

Geo. Vanderlesp Latyesith 11 Sheep ndoga--7~unknown 

a, H. Wilson 12 Sheep Jnwolf-~2=beer--3-doge-—heunknown 

Bw. F. Wileon Heleombe 20 theep Unknown 
Leslie Tencey Ledyemith 1 Gow Rear 
Walter 2esoba @len Flers 4 Sheep wolves 
Albert Taylor Superior Sold eat on account of bear. 

Vent to start in sgsin os soon as 
situation lupreves. 3 

Mrs. Jos. Christman ‘Tony Sold out a year age (sheep). 
Qswald Johason Glen Flora & Sheep--5 iombs Boer (5 iembe, unknown) 
Survey mode by County Agent Erle Barber, Rusk County, Ladysmith, in cooperation with Wis. Cans. Dept. Werden.
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Partial Survey Reveals barge Losses 

That there is need for fast moving control measures, the 

committee offers aa evidence the report of livestock losses 

gueteined in Rusk County. ‘This report, based on partial returns 

from 4 questionnaire submitted by County Agent Erle Barber, indi- 

eates the extent of Livestock damages ewtrined as a result of 

predatory enimsl depredations, 

Recommendations For Legislative 

And Control Action 

The committee feele that recommendations for effective 

regulation and restraint in both game and non-game animale will 

involve two procedures! (1) legislative action that will permit 

immediate reimbursement for losses incurred through predeelous 

ereatures with concurrent incentives for the reduetion of such 

creatures which have recehed destructive numbers; (2) legies- 

lative action that will permit longer time studies end research 

investigations for the purpose of establishing permanent balance 

between Wiseonein agricultural and recreational resources in the 

northern area, 

I, Immediate 
Non=Gane Animals 

TimberYolg (Canis lupus lyeaon) It is recommended that since 

testimony presented by wolf trappers and Conservation Department 

personnel indleste clearly that timber wolves, unlike eoyetes or 

brush wolves, shun civilization, and do little damage to domestica 

animals, no immediate steps be taken to reduce nor exterminate
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this species. The timber wolf is an important agent in the 

ecological oyele ami is on the verge of extinction in “iseongin, 

therefore in the best interests of wild life conservation extermi~ 

nation of thie species should be prevented, 

Hildeat (Lynx rufus) It is recommended that since few losses 

from wildeats have been suctained by farmers in northern Wisconsin, 

and since experienced trappers have pointed out that these animals 

inhabit the swamp areas and feed on rabbite and do only occasional 

damage to domestic fowl and livestock no remedial measures be taken 

at this time, 

Coyote (Brush Wolf) (Canis letrane) 144 is recommended that the 

bounty be immediately restored on the coyote to bring it under 

control and therefore reduce the losses due to these predators. 

the restoration of the bounty system will permit many individuals 

to participate in the control of thie predator and will distribute 

the benefits (payments for kills) over a wide area, 

éivocates of the bounty system ere to be found emong farmera 

and sheep producers who have sustained losses, It ie significant 

to note that in many cases these are not the men who would eolleet 

bounty payment, 

Payments of bounty on coyotes should be made out of the 

general fund of the State and the amounte paid for individual : 

animale killed or trapped should be kept in line with gimiler 

payments made by the etates of Minnesota and Michigan, This is 

an important precaution in order to prevent exeessive payments 

being made by the Stete of Wisconsin for coyotes trapped or killed 

in these adjoining states,
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Game Animals 
Fox (Vulves fulva urocyon) Damage by this species has little 

direct effect on agriculture in northern Viseonsin, Much damage 

hee been done te eggs of ground nesting birde (partridge) and to 

rabbits, but this predation while extensive, ie « problem involving 

the general conservation progreme of the Stete rather than an in- 

mediate agricultural problem. 

Bear (Tuarctos americanus) The "iseonsin Conservation Commission 

has this year (1944) inatituted three separate measures for the 

control of bear in Yiseensin. These were: (1) the establishment 

of a special bear season in Setober; (2) the concurrent besr and 

deer sesson in Yoveuber; (3) the provision that any land owner be 

permitted to kill or trap bear on his oremises at any time. 

The oowuilttee recommenda that there be a specific appropri- 

ation out of the conservation fund of the State to pay 211 bear 

damage claims. The amount of this appropriation would be based 

on the experience of the past several years in sdministering such 

damage ¢laima. 

The committee feels that the present procedure for payment 

of these loases with the Cireuit Judge acting as arbiter between 

the Conservation Department and the farmer, in ease of dispute, 

is entirely satisfactory. 

The committee does not wish to recomeen@ any precedure that 

would in any way Limit the powers of the Yiseongin Conservation 

Commission in either extending the open season (particularly in the 

spring months of Mareh--April or Mey), or closing sexsons on bear.
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Bear should be trested as a game animal and ite nusbers kept in 

harmony with ite environment, this can beat be done by ressonable 

and carefully timed regulation. The Gommigsion should be in a 

position at all times to determine bear population trends and to 

institute immediate action when necessary. The Commisaion should 

be permitted to use its diseretion in determining when the number 

of bear have been sufficiently reduced so that no additional open 

season is needed. 

Under no conditions do we favor bounty on bear. The State 

has the means at hand to get rid of ite killer bear through its 

special trapper syetem, and thus to remove the cause fer a large 

damage fund. 

Tl. Long Term Measures 

The following long term measures are proposed: 

(1) Thet these two agencies, the Wisconsin Conservation 

Department and the University of Wiseensin, establish a special 

study of « minimum of & years duration to determine essential 

factors having an influence upon the sudden inereases or decreases 

in population, migration movements, food habite and any other 

cheracterigtics that in the opinion of the cooperating agencies 

meke these animale a hasard te agriculture. 

(2) If the present bounty law on ooyotes and foxes is to 

be continued, we reconnend that carcasses or prescribed parte of 

bountied animals be made available upon request to the Conservation 

Department or the University of Yieeonsin for examination and study.



_ (3) We favor cooperative eontrel on a county unit basis 

invelving the use of volundmry man power under direction of a 

qualified leader to regulate numbers ef predators when they be- 

geome suddenly destructive and a menace to farm livestock. 

Many suthorities are skeptical as to the effeetivenese of the 

bounty system. Therefore, we recommend that experiments should 

be initiated to test the suitability of other control measures 

to Wisconsin's predator problem. 

Respectfully submitted, 

University Comuittee 

/e/ Acthur D. Hesler, Zoologist 

/a/ Pred B. Trenk, Sxtension Forester 

/¢/ James J. Lacey, Extension Animal Husbandman — 

/a/ Chairman Yslter A. Rowlands, Extension Supervisor 
of Gounty Agente 

Madisen, Wisconein 
December 18, 1944 

a 
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Aldo Leopold 

(A discussion following the film "Wildlife of Denali" by Adolph Murie.) 

Adolph Murie was sent to Denali (Mt. McKinley) to answer the question: 

"Are wolves destroying the mountain sheep herd?" He found that in 1940 

wolves were getting only a few lambs and old broken-toothed sheep, whereas 

a decade previous, when sheep had overgrazed their range and overflowed 

into smooth topography, mech heavier mortality from wolves had prevailed. 

In short, he found wolf predation on sheep to be automatically adjusted to 

the sheep herd: when sheep became too wenneeal Uiliten indeed Whee ia" — 

when sheep became scarce they inhabited only the "roughs" and hence were 

secure. 

Similar compensatory mechanisms are being discovered in many other 

predator-prey relationships. Failure to appreciate this fact may lead to 

serious errors in conservation policy. 

For example: Wisconsin has now re-enacted a wolf bounty, despite the 

fact that there are probably less than 50 solves left in the state. A 

recent increase in coyotes, with heavy loss in sheep and other livestock, 

practically forced this action. Yet the continuance of the bounty might 

extirpate thé wolt. This, in turng might injure the ultimate welfare of the © 

deer herd, which in 1942 had outstripped its supply of winter food, and 

had to be reduced by an open seagon on females. 

In the wolf-deer relationship, the wolf tends not only to trim down 

excess numbers, but also to improve distribution by breaking up congestions. | 

Deer herds subjected to normal predation never overtaxed their food supply, 

and deer "irruptions" are still unknown in Mexico and Canada. Irruptive
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behavior began with federal extirpation of wolves and cougars in 1915. 

In Burope deer troubles likewise followed the removal of predators, 

Artificial feeding is no remedy for excess deer, because deer do not 

stop eating natural browse when fed on hay and ggain. On the contrary, 

the drain on natural foods is increased by artificial feeding. The end 

result of prolonged artificial feeding of deer is to pauperize the herd and 

to eliminate those woody plants which yield mtritious browse. These good 

food plants are then replaced by worthless ones. Meanwhile the deer | 

deteriorate through malmtrition; it has been proved by experimental tests | 

that deer do not maintain their weight on any:“fation devoid of good browse. | 

These prey-predator-food relationships are not understood by the public. 

Many conscientious citizens are indignant over the reduction of the Wisconsin 

deer herd, and now claim that "the wimiaas is being fed to the wolves". They 

: do not realize that wolves occur in only 8 of 35aeer counties, and that there 

is only one wolf for each 2,000 deer hunters, They assume that good deer 

hunting cannot exist on the same terrain with wolves, whereas history shows 

the contrary: in fact, Seton estimates that in Pennsylvania a wolf ~— 

2 square miles existed ae the time of the best deer hunting. rt 

For these reasons, the publication of authoritative prey-predator studies, 

like that now given us by Murie, is of great importance to sound conservation. 

ec Dean Russell 
Mr. Swift 
Mr. Feeney
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UNITED STATES (ey iff 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR De 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
ADDRESS ONLY 

THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE (54) 

September 23, 1916. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison 5, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

You will be interested to know that on July 13 a temporary 
employee found fresh wolf tracks in the mud near Slough Creek in 
Yellowstone National Park. A good plaster cast was made and filed 
in the Mammoth Museum. 

This is the third substantial record of a wolf in Yellowstone 
in recent years. During the winter of 190-/1 an animal was seen 
near the hotel at Canyon, and a cast was made of a track. I have ‘ 
seen this cast in the park museum at Mammoth, and without doubt the 
track was made by a wolf and not a coyote. About two years ago last 
summer, a park ranger who is an exceptionally good observer and ac- 
curate reporter saw a wolf near Dunraven Pass. 

I believe that the best interests of the species will be served 
if no publicity is given to these observations. 

Sincerely yours, . 

Lua . 

Victor H. Cahalane, 
Biologist. 

ICTORY 
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Oatober 5, 1946 

Mr, Victor H, OGahalane 
Wational Park Service 
Chicago 54, Illinois 

Dear Vict 

I am much pleased to hear about the Yellowstone wolf, 
and I appreciate your taking the pains to let me know about 
it. There should of course be no wublicity; let's just hope 

for a second one, TI assume this must be dwift from Canada, 

I am letting Bill Feeney and Dan Thompson see your letter, 
but they will understand that the information is confidential. 
Both of them share our views about wolves, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

1 

ec Heeney and Thompson, (po , natin ' 

in 
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E. J. VANDERWALL, DIRECTOR ERNEST SWIFT--ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

FORESTS & PARKS--C. L, HARRINGTON © G Oo F Wisco, a Ye eseune: te Ere. entahenn 

Geen este in ae ® Te Sip aw micoseauen ak uainoeidesh 
gira at aceteneea to SANG p Evan cules uycin svudy 

conservation  %o) pepartment wee 
MADISON 2 J 

November 3o, 1946 FILE REFERENCE: 

Mr, Victor Markkula 
Herbster 
Wiseonsin 

Dear Mr, Markkula: 

We wish to thank you for the wolf skin which arrived 
today in good shape, You did a fine job of skinning it 
out, It will be a good addition to our study of skins for 
educational use, 

Our preliminary investigation indicates that it ies a 
timber wolf and not a brush wolf or coyote according to the 
bounty claim. Our decision ie based largely on the total 
length of the animal which is considerably more than the 
maximum for coyote. Also, someone evidently wee the 
animal, for the bounty claim listed a weight of pounds 
and that is why we believed it was not a coyote and arranged 
to purchase the skin, We understand you did not weigh it, 

For our records to go with this specimen, would you 
please answer the following questions: 

1. Where was the animal taken? Can you give us section, 
township and range or else a definite distance from a 
specified village? 

2. Was aninal trapped? 
S. Were other wolves running with it in a pack? 
4. Was it a male? We helieve it was but wish to be 

positive. 
5. What date did you take the animal? 

Thank you for this information, An envelope is enclosed 
for your convenience in replying. 

Very truly yours 
GAME MANAGEMENT DIvIsioN 

W. E, Seott, Supervisor 
Cooperative Game Management 

WES: §t 

ort Leopold 
/ be Sonn Ealen, Jt) UN



UNITED STATES woth 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR pa 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

CHICAGO 54, ILLINOIS 

December 19, 196. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 
2h University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

The two copies of Swift's publication arrived. I should have 
informed you previously. I appreciate very much the trouble you 
took to have the bulletins sent to me and hope it was not too much 

r bother. 

Undoubtedly, there will be an opportunity for you to get in 
on the Mount McKinley wolf preservation scrap. The Camp Fire Club 
people do not change their minds easily. (I could almost drop the 
word "easily".) I hope it will be possible for you to get to 
Mount McKinley sometime, and that before the wolves are all gone. | 
The opportunity which I enjoyed on several occasions in August 1940 
for watching a number of those fine animals may not occur again. 

The principal sparkplugs of the Camp Fire Club's campaign 
tried to persuade the Boone and Crockett Club to go on the record 
in favor of a wolf extermination bill. From someone who was present 
at the annual meeting two weeks ago, I hawheard that Gabrielson 
really spoke his mind (in our favor) and practically called the 
Camp Fire Club boys a bunch of ignoramuses. 

Sincerely yours, 

we 

Jhec- 
Victor H. Cahalane, 

Biologist.
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UNITED STATES cb re 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR - geo” 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE ew 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

THE binsiOR MATION Poh SERVICE (5h) R RMD e9 5 w 

ia *COm «ry August 11, 197. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
. Department of Wildlife Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 
42h University Farm Place, | 

Madison 5, Wisconsin.e | 

Dear Aldo: 

Because you have been interested in the subject of a predator for 
f the beavers of Isle Royale, you should know of a mimeographed “Report 

of Wildlife Studies in the Rocky Moutain National Parks in 1915" by 
Tan McTaggart Cowan. A copy of the report was sent to us by the 
National Parks Bureau of Cenada.e As you may not have seen it, the 
following information is quoted from a section dealing with the food 
habits of the wolves of Jasper and Banff National Parks. 

"In certain areas beavers are an important dietary item. 
For instance (25 out of 60) of the pup scats at the Buffalo 
Prairie den consisted entirely of beaver remainse Here beaver 
exceeded in importance deer and elk combined. 

"As stated above Buffalo Prairie has for a long time been. 
: noted for the size of its beaver population. The many streams 

that wind between the rugged hills and ridges are a succession 
of old beaver meadows and dams in various stages of disrepaire 
There are still several active colonies but the aspens, the 
favorite beaver food, have been killed to an extent that certain 
beaver colonies are subsisting on jack pine. Others are wandering 
meny yards from the ponds in search of food. These circumstances 
render the beavers easy prey to wolves, coyotes and bears. There 
is little doubt that wolves and other predators are effective 
in reducing a beaver population that has eaten itself oute In 

; this area the beavers have worked progressively further and further 
up small streams so that when the last food is eaten they cannot 
find safe passage to a large river or lakee The streams here are 
many of them so small that they offer little protection to migrating 
peavere 

"I have seen no evidence that predators can prevent a 
CTORY beaver population from increasing until it is so large that safely 
BUY available food becomes inadequate. i 

NDS 

STAMPS



At first reading, paragraphs two and three seemed a little 
contradictory to me. After studying them over, I infer that Cowan 
believes wolves do not catch up with the beaver population until the 
rodents must travel “too far" for foode Then the wolves find easy 
pickings and really cut down the beaver population. 

I expect that this would happen on Isle Royale if wolves were 
present. 

Coyotes are present on the island, but are comparatively few in 
number. Small prey, such as hares, are scarce, and beavers are in- 
accessible in winter. Moose would be available but rarely, except 
as carrion.s. Perhaps because of this limitation which winter imposes 
on the coyotes, they have never become sufficiently numerous to show 
up as a major enemy of the beaverse 

On the other hand, wolves would be able to subsist on moose 
during the winter. 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor He Cahalane, 
Chief, Biology Division.



Angust 135 1947 

Dr. Victor H. Cahalene 
National Park Service 
Me e Mart 
iisnae Tlidnois 

Dear Vics 

The quotation from the Cowan report is extremely 
interesting. Do you know hin personally? 1! met 
him this year and my rating of him is high. 

Tt seems very plausible to me that the length of 
the trip fof food should determine the ability 
of wolves to catch beavers. 

Fours sineerely, 

ALSPH Aldo Leopold



muskrat folder 

Bill Sarles in June 1920 at Three Lakes, Wisconsin saw a muskellonge 

hit a live muskrat swimming in the lake. The animal seemed full-grown. 

a



Extract from "The Game Birds of California" : 
by 

Grinnell - Bryant - Storer 

( ) \ yale Published by University of Cal. Press. 
Berkeley - 1918. oy jee? 

(Chapter on Natural Enemies - page 22) a 
oe 

‘The ground-foraging Roadrunner has been accused of destroying the eggs 

: and young of Valley Quail. An attempt to obtain light on this point brought 

little positive evidence. The investigation included a review of every 

published reference to the food of the Roadrunner in California, as well as 

the anelysis of eighty-three stomachs of Roadrunners taken in southern Celi- 

formia (H.C.Bryant, 1916). The investigation showed thst, although the Road- 

runner may occasionally attack small birds, its bird-eating and egg-eating 

habits have been exaggerated, and that the killing of this bird as an injurious 

species is wholly umjustified, It is only im very rere cases thet young quail 

are molested."
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Lo bnree, Or ee 
P.265. Wolverine (Carcagieu) "Although exceedingly rare, 

was occasionally met with in the mountains". 

(NOTE: Unless he means Colorado only he must mean 

New Mexico since he covered no other States. A 

¥ ) Canadian with with him, which indicates Colorado). 

Qut “ Ruxton heard "most wonderful stories" about them 

. jumping "from an overhanging rock on a deer or 

puffalo". Ruxton saw one while hunting sheep, but 

doesn't say where.
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DAILY BULTOT OI 
No. 500 Ue Se Forest Sorvice Fobruary.7, 1923, 

Southwestern District 

Beecived in the Library: Nev Mexico College of ~€riculture, Bulletin No. 56. The duty of well water and the cost ond profit on irrigated crops in the Rio : Grande Valley by Vornon, Lovett ana Scott. 

fypewriter desks: There is a esll for o stcnographers' typewritcr desk which we are umeable at present to fills If eny supcrvisor has one that can be Spared, please advisc. 

Minter Road Vork: According to the Lincoln Bulletin, the Salazar Ganyon Road which is being constructed mder the Cirection of Forest Dxaminer H. D. Burrall is nearing completion, This road is both a Forest and Comunity development project. Its major industrial usc will come from wood dolivcries to the towm of Lincoln end to the U, S. Marinc Hospital at Fort Stantm. 1% will also , facilitate the delivery of farm produce to these points and to Capitan. 

Black Spruce. Reproduction: Investigations conducted by the Cloquot Experiment Station, on the method of reproduction of Black Spruce, revonl the fact that this tree reproduces almost entirely from layering. The process ig as follows: 4 lower branch of an old tree becomes covered with sphagnum moss, which grows on the forest floor, and soon adventitious buds arc formed. Onc of the buds i sends 2 shoot above the ground and this becomes a now troo while tho remaining buds develop into roots. These roots supply the new tree with food and ultimately the branch from which they sprang will decay ond the now treo must then depend solely on its owm roots for existence. As new troes scnd out branches the cycles will be repeated end thus the Black Spruce will continuc to possess the swamme Black Spruce occurs jn dense stands in the swamps of the Lake States and Canada. 

wild Dogs: Last summer one of the boys on tho Blaek Renge Crest trail crew had his female Airdale in camp, Which mated with a Police dog. Her owncr was called on to augment tha protective force at Dianond Peak and when work was over ho returned home with the Airdale for only a short time before going to Hurley\to seck work. The Airdale evidently throught he had returncd to | Diamond Peak and she went there to find him. ‘hile thore she gave birth to } ninc puppies, according to Hugh Hodge of tho Disnond Bar ranch, although cne | cied shortly after birth as it wes found in tho den, The result was as usual. ' 4A mother with eight puppies to feed must have something to eat. She natural- | ly did whet she kmew to be wrong - calf killing-- and thus ovaded man at every j turn. Since her Puppies have become larger their range of tcrritory is widen- ing- Their tracks have been seon seven miles down on cithcr side of the Black | Renge and, unless already captured, hunter Inmon, of the Biological Survey is j having his hmds full, At last reports, Mr. Hodge said it was nearly ain- | possible to trap or to approach close enough to shoot these dogs.(Gila Monster) 

Bield: Pooler (Phocnix}; Kerr, Cooperrider (Gila) igave: Cheney. 
Acting: Marsh, E
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Tonto Inspection - 1923 

Ring-tailed cats Found at Roosevelt, Vail, 

Station, Magle Creek, Springerville, Blue 

River.
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(Game files) 

: January 11, 1924. 

Methods of attack: 

Musgrave at the Flagstaff meeting gave the ieee gene 
eral description of the methods used by predatory animals in 
attacking game. 

| Dog Tribe; attacks from behind and eats from behind after 
killing. Attack often takes the form of ham- 

4 stringing. 

Cat Bribe: attacks from the front and usually starts eating 
on the neck. 

Bear: Mauls or crushes the head. Usually do not eat ? freshly killed meat. woud fen worn ruse Birr 
pat Terra 

hue



REP 

May 22, 1924, 

Col. Re B. Twitchell, 

Senta Pe, New Mexico. 

y? Dear Col. Twitchell; 
) 

48 you know, I am collecting data for a book 
on Southwestern game end would like to get your ade vice on the two following questicns; i 

" (1) Im Cousins" book, "4 Marvellous Country", 
he assumes that Acuco was a synonym for Acoma. Can 
you tell me whether he is corrett. A very important 
buffalo reference hinges un the question, 

fel (2) Whitg,in his recent History of 81 Paso, says 
that Cibole was sn Indian word for buffalo. I had 
always supposed this was merely ea form of the Span- 
ish "eebolla" for onion, 

Your passing on these two points will be very 
greatly appreciated, i 

cud pw Very Singerely yours, 

whee) eal te Alto Leopold, 
re 

te iit Ke 

oon, ns e
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W: ae a N. Darling of Des Moines, Iowa, to the 5,500,000 gunners 

0 annually take the field against our remnant of game.
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A LETTER from W. T. HORNADAY to E. W. NELSON 

West Farms, New York City. 
Dr. E. W. Nelson, June 24, 1924. 
Chief of the Biological Survey, 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Nelson: 

I regret to see from your letter of the 19th that your attitude is 
unchanged. This is of enormous importance, because you are now the last remain- 
ing obstacle that blocks the road to a great reform. I call you "the last,* 
because, when all other opposition faded out on May 22, 23 and 24, I became very 
sure that the National Conference on Outdoor Recreation did not mean to hand me a 
Dead Sea apple. 

But you, Edward W. Nelson, the official and the chief game protector of 
the United States, for 100,000,000 people who don't shoot, and not counting those 
who do shoot, refuse to concede that there is such a thing as wickedly wasteful bag 
limits, or that anything can justify reductions from present limits, -- wasteful 
or not, -- save progressive decreases in the supply of game, and actual danger of 

extinction. And at the end of your letter you have recorded this amazing 
declaration! 

"Even if a million birds should be killed next fall more than if the 
reduction in bag limits were made now, that additional killing would in nowise have 

the slightest influence in endangering tle future existence of any species of 
wildfowl, so far as the best knowledge we possess indicates." 

Ye gods, Dr. Nelson, what an assumption! Do you wish it to go down in 
history as a parallel to the action of the Ohio State Senate in 1857, denying 
protection to the passenger pigeon because of its "millions?" 

You declare that you have started "an investigation" to obtain testimony 
by which to determine the necessity, or the lack thereof, to reduce bag limits 
because wildfowl are "decreasing." The open inference is that if the evidence 
points to no "decrease," then no reductions in bag limits are necessary. Now, 
you and I know very well that at least 100,000 of the bag-limit duck shooters of 
California, Texas, and the Carolinas are ready and willing to send you their 
written testimony that ducks and geese are not "decreasing," that they are "in- 
creasing" enormously, and that it is a public service to kill them under present . 
bag limits to keep them from becoming too numerous. I am quite willing to concede 
to you in advance the possession of 10,000 such pieces of evidence. You know very 
well that they are available in the wildfowl shambles, so why waste time in actually 
procuring them? 

You remind me of the fireman who refused to save a rich man's house, 
saying, "He's got plenty more houses. The loss of this one won't ruin him. Let 
her burn!" Refusing to change the bag limits until wildfowl are threatened with 
extinction is like permitting hide-hunters to kill 500,000 bison because another 
500,000 remained, and there would be no danger of species extinction from that act. 

In view of your position, and your obligation to the people of this nation, 
I think you are very remiss, -- first in not having taken the initiative yourself 
in this reform, and secondly in standing out in opposition to it after it has been 
put before you by Some one else. Noblesse oblige! You are not merely the protector 
of the shooting rights of the 5 per cent of sportsmen. You have a duty to the 95 
per cent of people who have vested rights in every migratory bird until it is law- 
fully killed, and who do not shoot at all. 

there is yet time for you to act in this matter. I warn you not to wait 
for any meeting of that Advisory Board, -- at a cost of 1,000,000 wildfowl waste- 
fully slaughtered, because that Board refused to act last December. I want to say 
to you that the footing of that Board is now mighty insecure; and I hope that 
a word to the wise will be sufficient. 

On July 15 you can notify the people of this nation that sound conserva- 
tion policy and the rights of the whole people in the migratory game demand that on 
August 1 the wasteful and unjustifiable bag-limits on migratory wildfowl shall be 
corrected; and by August 1 the minds of the duckhunters will be adjusted to the 
idea. As for the "conservationists," where is there one man worthy of the name 
who could object? 

Yours very truly,



LST NO EONS 30 BROAD STREET 

PERMANENT WILD LIFE PROTECTION FUND 
FOR WORLD-WIDE CAMPAIGN WORK DURING THE NEXT HUNDRED YEARS. 

West Farms, New York City, June 30, 1924. 

To Our Leaders and Allies:- 

“Our Vanishing Game” No. 3, now sent to you, will give you full information of our 

formal request to the Secretary of Agriculture, Hon. Henry C. Wallace, to take immediate 

action to reduce the present excessive bag limits on ducks and geese in 29 states. My efforts 

have thus far produced no results. Be sure to read my correspondence with Secretary 

Wallace and Dr. Nelson. 

They have started an investigation, to determine whether ducks and geese are “de- 

creasing” or increasing. From the storm centres of wasteful slaughter will come back 

an abundance of testimony declaring that waterfowl are “increasing,” very rapidly, and 

that no further protection is necessary. As to the increase in hunters and automobiles,— 
why bother about it? 

I now place the issue in YOUR hands! 

Perhaps you and your friends can persuade Secretary Wallace that by the logic of a 

bad situation it is now his duty to act as we request. If you believe that our request is 

right, and that 1,000,000 waterfowl ought to be saved next season by action now, it will ke 

entirely proper, and in order, for you to exercise your sovereign “right of petition” and say 

so, in your own way, by letter. 

I am sure that the Secretary of Agriculture maintains an open mind (and a sound heart), 

and that the moment he becomes convinced that it is right and desirable that he should act, 

he will put a stop order on the slaughter of 25 ducks and 8 geese per day, and reduce the 

number, everywhere in the United States and its dependencies to 15 and 4. 

But the taking of the action that we recommend and request would be no child’s play. 

In the putting over of any worth-while reform, “the hit bird always flutters.” But soreness 

over the loss of riotous killing privileges never is permanent! If you are interested, encour- 

age Secretary Wallace to act; and assure him that if he acts to stop the wasteful slaughter 

of our migratory game, at least twenty millions of Americans will back him up. 

The time for action is short! 

Yours very truly, 

Wiring 
Chie
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Will Cc. Barnes says that while he had a ranch 

on the Sitgreaves Forest there were otter at the mouth 

of Chevalon Canyon, that is the junction of Chevalon 

Creek with the Little Colorado. These otter were trapped 

out, however, in 1888. 
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; April 16, 1925. " 

Mr. Joseph Dixon, ‘ | 
Eeonomic Mammalozist, . & 

Univ. of Calif. we 
Berkeley, Calif. a 

Dear Sir: Vy 

I notice in the April issue of "Parks and Recreation" a 

the attached paragraph concerning the occurrence of wolverine, \ 

fisher, and marten in California. 

I am writing a book on the game of Arizona and New i ' | 

Mexico and have no record of any of these species occuring | ; | 

in those States. A rough indicetion of where they occurring in 1 

i Califoinia would be of interest for comparative purposes. Can } 

you tell me briefly their origin and present range in California? | | 

I do not need anything detailed - simply the altitudes and gener- 

al geographic regions. Anything you can give me will be very 

much appreciated. ‘ 

| Very truly yours, : \ 

ALDO LEOPOLD. ; 

4 P. 5. Kindly return the clipping. 

t 

t 
, a sil te eae
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W. W. CAMPBELL, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY BERKELEY 

pors ’ April 24, 1925 

Ener 

£ pdr 
ye" 

i Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

2222 Van Hise Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

i 
Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of April 16 relative to distribu. 
tion of wolverine, marten and fisher in California. Briefly 
all three species are found along the min Sierra Nevada poe 
from the Yosemite region south to the vicinity of Mount 
Whitney, which mrks their approximate southern distirbu- : 
tion in California. ‘ F 

The fisher is found chiefly in the boreal zone and 4 J 
has been observed in summer in the Yosemite region at an 
elevation of 11,000 feet. However, in winter time they are ; 
found lower down, being taken by trappers chiefly in the 
sugar pine belt, sometimes occurring as low as 4000 fect. 

The marten is resident in the Hudsonian zone at 
elevations of from 8000 to 11000 feet, oceasionally being 
taken in winter as low as 6000 feet. 

“Ae w The wolverine is restricted to the higher peaks; 
, , specimens have been taken at from 6500 feet in winter up 

, Wr yf to 11,500 feet in summer, and the animals probably range 
ypY \y oie" clear over the summits of the highest mountains, that 
aw is up to and over 14,000 feet. j 

pr Iam returning your clipping, also a separate of 
ule the article referred to. 

\% 
Yours truly, 

Joseph Scattergood Dixon 
Economic Mammalogist.



\ 

: 2222 Van Hise Ave. 
Madison, Wis. 

j April 23, 1925. 

Mr. HE. A. Goldman, 
C/o Biological Survey, 

Washington, D. C. f 

Desr Goldman: f : ; F 

, I notice by the March 31 Survey that you have 

deseribed "Iwo New Ocelots from Mexico." My intense interest 

in findings of this kind needs no explanation to you. Can 

you let me see a copy of your manuscript or tell me where 

it will appear so that I will not miss it? Also, can you 

tell me briefly whether you have ever suspected the occurrence | 

of ocelots in Arizons or New Mexico? I have collected a great , 

many jaguar records end heve sometimes suspected that they were 

het 022 jaguers. ; 

With kindest personal regards, 

' Very sincerely yours, % 

Cort _ AIDO TROPOLD.



i ‘ ISSUED MONTHLY FOR THE PERSONNEL OF THE BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

e eS | eat 
Vol. 6 Washington, D. C., March 31, 1925 No. 3 

GENERAL NOTES 

Papers by members of this bureau have been presented at. recent meet- 

ings of the Biological Society of Washington as follows: "White Sheep in 

the Alaska Range," by 0. J. Murie, on February 28; "The European Hare in 

North America--Is It a Menace?" by James Silver, on March 14; and "The 

Future of the Potomac Valley Below Great Falls,” by Dr. H. ©. Oberholser, 

on March 28. 

The following publication of the bureau was issued in March: 

“Spreed of the Buropean Starling in North America," vy May Thacher Cooke. 

Department Circular 336. Received March 12. 

Manuscripts have been submitted for outside publication as follows; 

Goldman, BE. A. “Two New Ocelots ee ena 

Howell, A. Brazier. “Acymmetry in the Skulls of Mammals." 

Jackson, Hartley H. 7. "Review of 'Bird Islands of Peru, ' by Robert 

Cushman Murphy. 

Malloch, J. R. "The american Species of the Genus Griphoneura Schiner 

(Diptera, Sapromyzidae)"; and " Systematic Notes on and Descriptions of 

North American Wasps of the Subfenily Brachycistinae." 

McAtee, W. L. "The Place of the Bird in the Modern World"; "The Relation 

P et Birds to Weodlots"; end "The Birds at Dinner." | 

reble; BE. A. & he Arctic Lemming"; "Bird of Paradise Flower"; "The 

Cassowary"; #A Fisherman of the Depths"; “Grasshopper Gray"; "The 

Insistent Katydid"; "The Kinkejou"; The Lover of. Nature; The 

Mud-skipper"; "Mussels of the Shore’; “ The Sea Horse"; "A Whip- 

toiled Lizard"; and "The White Cobra." 

Scheffer, Theo, H. "Fur Farming, A Survey." 

BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 

Dr. H. €. Oberholser and F. ©. Lincoln, accompanied by photographers 

from the Office of Motion Pictures and the Division of Illustrations, have 

made several trips down the Potomac River recently to observe the thousands 

of canvasbacks, scaups, black ducks, and other species of waterfowl that 

have congregated below Washington. Among the more unusual ducks observed 

were greater scaups, ring-necked ducks, goldeneyes, baldpates, gadwalls, 

and old squaws. Three Cenada geese efforded excellent opportunities for 

observation on March 9, and 21 of these birds were seen on the 12th. Ac- 

cording to reports, larger rafts of ducks have been seen this season than 

for many years.



<i THE BOUNTY SYSTRM 

wg Y For more than 50 years previous to 1920 the State of 
Montana paid bounties on predatory animels. It is reported 
thet during this period more than s million @ollars was ex- \ 
perded by the State on bounties. In addition to this huge 
Sum stock associations, round-u)d associations, and individual 
Stockmen have psid out thousands of dollats. 

I can well remerber ‘along about 1900, when the Shonxin 
Round-up Association, which covered a lerge territory on both 

| Sides of the ilissouri Biver below Fort Fenton, hung up a 
bounty of 850 on grey welves, end later this bounty was 

ms raised to $100, end again in 1909, when I was Supervisor on 
: the Custer Forest, the Otter Livestock Association offered a 

bounty of 350 on grown wolves and $10 on wolf pups. eny 
i other associutions did likewise. Of eourse, there is no way 

of knowing just how much has been paid from State and private 
funds, out ut think it is safe to séy thet one and one-helf 

million dollars would not cover the bill. 

.. While some progress may have been made under the bounty 
‘ System, it seemed slow indeed, and stockmen began to cest 

etout for other methods. The fact thet fraud in collecting 
bounty money was being perpetrated quite gererally and there Seemed to be no definite way to prevent it, helped mold . Sentiment against the bounty system. Fraud in many forms was ; practiced but the most common seemed to be for some local : _, trapper: to retin touch with trappers outside the state and , exchange hides with them. That is to sey that outside hides _. (lWere brought in the state by local trappers for bounty pur- : poses.only -- the local treppers getting bounty on local l hides end trading then for out-of-state hides. 

a ; Most of the Western States have adopted the hunter 
_ System in lieu of the bounty system, and all. seem to be Satisfied that a step in the right direction has been made. 

Iontane adopted the hunter system in 1920, but allowed the 
“turkey raiser" to write into law e bounty system in 1925. The present bounty provides the following bounties for 
"animals killed between the first day of April and the first 
day of Jaly, both dates inclusive of e6ch year. For each 

-. Srown wolf, $15; for each grown coyote or coyote pup, or ' Wolf pup, $2; for each.mountein lion $20." Just why & bounty } between April first snd July first only seems a moot question. 
Can it be that the predatory animals like their turkey -and lamb chops better during these months? 

During the coming State Legislature there is going to 
be jan effort’ to Tepsal the present -bounty system, which, from 
a c&éreful study of the attached map, seems to justify a 
change. Lote, for instence -- thirteen Border counties paid —» bounty in 1925 on 5,166 coyote pups end 235 adult coyotes,



while the remaining 43 counties in the stete paid bounties on 
‘only 2,938 pups end 174 adults. Or, in other words,/23 per 
‘cent of the counties paid 63per cent of the bounty, which 
would seem to indicate that covotes prefer to live in Border 
counties, especially along the Canadian Border, where, it is 
suggestéd, that they furnisht company for the bootlegger. 

The ratio of adults to pups shown by the bounty records 
is about one to twenty, respectively. Bounty hunters don't 
want-to destroy.the breeding ‘stock, so instead of.getting. the 

“mothers, they left ‘then to bring forthia Crop next: year. Tt 
is estimated that ‘the averaze litter is about six pups, which, 
if correct, méans thet about 1280 female coyotes were left 
for seed by thése bounty hunters. 2° a ei 

“Under ithe “present bounty law, thé funds of the. Bish end 
Game Department are assessed $7 BOO annually,.and.it as. inter- esting to: note ‘that less than 100 predétory animals.were killed 
for bounty in’ the twelve big’ game counties of the @tate. * 

Another interesting view of the matter is found in the | following example: Assunie the anount of. money paid-for preda- 
tory animal bounties in the past .has beén one and. one-half - 
million’ @ollars,;: and assume that all’ dgree-.that it would-be 
§00d. business: to spend an equél’amount.in.the future to reduce or eliminate predatory animals. ‘The question is: . How is the best way? "Bounties," you may say. But no; we tried that ana it doesn't. work... Wheat’ then! Wel}, ‘a million and a half dol- 
lars, alony With: thé’ fur’valties of predatory animals, would 
keep a trained and expert hunter in'each county for the next 25 years. "Buty" youisay, "thet would bé eduel to a pension.” 
Well, thén; why not swt three ‘or four experienced men in each 
county for the next itwo or’ threé yeers and clean up the job, 
and then a very few experts clong the Border. would keep the Stabe Preeti gouge ny avAC ers mali ty: 

CDG Stee ta ome! eye na WG.) Ae SIL bil 

N.°B.' See following map of Montene... ». 
i pier) Gees eg : ae He ar 2 ks on 

A Long-Disténce Record (So Fer AS Wé Know)... Lo 

; : During this Summer's heavy fires in the West, lerge 
quantities of &éshes, chércoal, and other fire -metericl were carried gréat distances. In’ the Bureau -of Research at 
Harrisburg is a small quantity of ashes and charcoal which was carried a distance of thirty miles, from West ..cDonald in the Glacier Netionel Park to St, Marys. A.B. Rupp, Ghief of the Bureau of Forest Management, reports that: in .1920,:-when he was District Forester at: Fort Loudon, fire material wes carried from a fire ‘burning on Sideling Eill in Pulton County to Fort d Littleton .in Franklin’ County, a ‘distance of nine Miles. Cah 
you beat it? 

From Bulletin of Penna. Dept. of Forests and Waters. 
Pata ae
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wilinyconcress FAVORED 
q BOUNTIES 
PRE, Conservation Congress held at 

Saginaw, Michigan, recently Went on record as favoring a return to the bounty system of controlling wolves, coyotes, wild- 
cats, lynxes, foxes, weasels and. certain 
predatory birds, provided proper safeguards are made against fraudulent collection of 
bounties. A uniform rate of bounties for Wisconsin, Minnesota and Michigan was recommended by the Congress, 

___ Figures covering the three years prior to | 
| 1926 were presented, which disclosed that dur- 
ing that period bounties were collected on | 
3,159 wolves, 5,448 foxes, 765 wild cats,169,904 
weasels and 99,288 hawks and owls, at an 
average cost of 92 cents per bird and ani- 
mal to the state. During the same period 
the state trappers took 1,877 wolves, 2,320 
foxes, 198 wildcats, 525 weasels and 3,922 
hawks and owls at an average net cost to 
the state of $13.35 per bird and anjmal. 
The total number of individual birds and | 
animals taken under the bounty system 
was 268,564 as against 8,842 by the paid 
trappers, but .much of this difference is 
accounted for in the figures on weasels. 
The average cost of. each wolf killed | 
under bounties was $30, and by trappers, | 
$60.07. ‘ 

The payment of bounties on crows and | 
woodchucks was not approved, the cost 
being out of proportion to the importance 
of their relation to the preservation of game 
and to agriculture, In four years that 
Michigan paid bounties on these two species, | 
it cost the state $737,590, being twice the | 
amount paid for all othér species in the same 

\ Period. t
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When to Release Pheasants usually has light spots on a dark back- Station 

ground, while the common musky (Esox a 
I. We hatched forty-five setae ring- ee ne”) ee has dark spots on a (Continued from page 22) 

neck pheasants from fifty eggs, and because light background. thers disagree with 
of oe weather and other conditions beyond this theory and say it is not a safe rule to dred pounds of feed a week. ‘These Bonds 

our control we lost twelve of them to date. follow, even claiming that in some waters Te screened off = the overflow and_ the 
They are now four weeks old and growing just the reverse seems to be true. soncen must be cleaned two or three times 
fine. When should these birds be released The United States Bureau of Fisheries daily, to keep proper drainage. he bottom 

to get the best results? W.J.S., Indiana. says that a surer way of separating the pike and sides of the pond must be thoroughly 
from the muskellunge is by the scaling on scrubbed once a day to remove all traces of 

S° far you have made an excellent show- the cheeks. In the pike the cheek is nearly fungus growth. If the edpcated policy 
ing. "The largest losses among young entirely covered with scales, while in the of holding fry over a year peters planting 

pheasants usually occur during the first muskellunge the lower half of the cheek Were Dut into practice, these fry would grow 
three weeks after hatching. is devoid of-scales in the great Majority of to need ten ponds for each one hundred 

The best time to release the birds is an indivigerls, ; thousand fry, and require 1,000 pounds of 
open question. It depends upon what your ; fone a nee Suit he Tsung: iperease of 

aims are, the usual winter conditions, the Turtle Trap Dope eer rior ce ene Wendel day 
amount of natural food and cover where : 
they are to be released, the extent to which 3. I noticed your advice to “R. K., and would not grow into the rustlers the 
you are prepared to supply feed during the/ Olio” in the August Ourvoor America arly planted fish are. 
winter months, whether you have a close of concerning snakes and turtles. I want some The ideal conditions would be for larger 
an open season this fall, whether both sexes ind of a trap for use at a pond where there eating ponds, fed by spring creeks, to be 
may be killed, etc. / is no attendant in charge all the time, say built near the larger creeks, and so con- 
Many who know pheasants thoroughly one that will work while I sleep. What can structed that they could be entirely drained 

prefer to turn the young birds loose when ow recommend? E. B. J., Michigan. to remove all fish before restocking. This 
they are nine or ten weeks old, because in- would enable the holding of the fry for a 
sect life is then still plentiful and the birds yo we can recommend two traps that year in natural conditions. Proper choos- 
quickly learn to rustle for themselves. “work while you sleep.” Both of ing of places to plant comes next. Small 
Others prefer to hold them until from them were recently illustrated in the tributary streams with plenty of feed and 
twelve to fourteen weeks old; still others monthly bulletin issued to all Kansas Wal- screened off so that large trout cannot get 
recommend holding the birds over the ton League chapters by the Kansas Divi- at the fry would be best. 
winter and releasing them in the springtime. sion of the League. Both are here illus- In planting, the maximum temperatures 

Usually young pheasants run about 55% trated by rough sketches. The first one of the creek water and the water in the 

to 60% cocks, and in states where only shown was designed by Prof. L. L. Dyche. fish cans should be slowly equalized to avoid 
cocks may be killed it will not retard the The size recommended is 4 feet long, 2 feet sudden chill to the fingerlings. _ 
future increase of your birds if fully half high and 2 feet wide. It is built by cover- The Fish and Game Commission of Mon- 
the cocks are killed by hunters, because ing a framework of lumber with wire net- tana have had two large tank trucks con- 
pheasants are polygamous and one male will ting, counterbalanced treadle boards on structed to hold about a barrel and a half 
mate with from three to six hens. hinges or rods at each end, and a 6 inch of water each. These automatically cool 

My own judgment is that under reason- strip of tin tacked on the inside and bent and aerate the water and will safely carry 
ably favorable conditions best results will down to prevent Mr. Turtle from crawling 80,000 fish at one load. The air is brought 
be obtained by releasing the birds before out. Runway boards from the top of the through a box of ice and forced into dis- 
winter sets in, then arrange to place feed water to the trap should be firm so the tributing rods at the bottom, keeping the 
for them when the ground is covered with turtles don’t get “cold feet” and go right on water in proper condition for any length 
snow and ice. Few individuals or clubs over the top. of time. These tank cars are loaded at the 
have ideal conditions under which to hold : hatcheries and the fry are not handled again ; 
game birds over the winter. If you want Ree Nees until they reach the place of planting. 
to try it I will gladly advise you concerning bBo SS /ak These cars soon ru out to the head waters The) 7 pens, feed, etc. eae , == of any stream and unless the distances are 

SSS Se great, they can make several trips a day, 
Distinguishing Musky and Pike ee taking pelea eae ae ship- 

= ee ae {— ment at one load instead of the ten or 
2. How can I tell the difference between ; twelve automobiles usually used in distribu- 
muskellinge and the northern pike? My The other is a barrel trap recommended ting. Best of all, the fry reach the planting 
friends don’t seem to agree concerning post- by Claude J. Meredith, Superintendent of grounds without long delays, without any 
tive identification marks or characteristics, Wardens of Kentucky, the details of which intermediate handling and in water of con- 
ALL. S., Wisconsin. are easily obtained from this rough sketch. stant temperature and well aerated. There 

is very little loss. 
M* dear fellow, you are in no worse toe ead The area of the state is so large and the 

trouble than most anglers and many Rit hee 97 Panwa wet conditions of the streams vary so greatly 
of the fish experts themselves. You cer- aan g Le 3 in east and west Montana that nearly all 
tainly can’t go by the size, because many ec Lo varieties of game fish can be successfully 
great northern pike weigh as much as the ai LL ve aise and matured. In the eee ne 
average muskellunge. SSS BS ee southeastern mountain streams abound Na- 

The most generally “known form of ihe tive, Rainbow, Dolly Varden and Eastern 
musky is the spotted musky. It is native to == SS Brook Trout and Grayling. Whitefish are 
all the Great Lakes and lakes and streams SIE hae ———~___ in the lower streams bordering the warmer 
tributary thereto, a few lakes in the Upper —— ES waters. Salmon and Lake Superior White- 
Mississippi Valley, also in Canada north of | Fill battone with Stones fish in several lakes and in the eastern riv- 
the Great Lakes. The barred musky is best B ers where the water is too warm for trout 
known in Chautauqua_Lake, New York, This is easily constructed and should do the come the Pike, Channel Cat and Carp. In 
and adjacent waters. In some waters the work while you sleep, All you need todo some streams Bass have been planted, but 
musky runs solid dark on the back and does is remove the turtles. How's that? these are not as plentiful as others. 
not have either spots or bars. | ie And now, with 35,000,000 little trout 
The’ great northern pike is still more placed in her mountain streams annually, 

widely debated Pern eee ite way and soon a like number of warm water fish 
across the continent from wrador to : supplied the eastern rivers from a recentl, 
Alaska and south to the Great Lakes Basin, Seth Gordon, Conservation established hatchery at Miles City, Mont ae 

may i cet Director of the Izaak Walt * ge at a vies ity Noman northern New York, the Upper Mississippi s ‘ ee is making for her people and offers to the 
and its tributaries. ae ague, will gladly answer que- visitor some of the choicest fishing streams 
: ane ay aos to een dif- copies ngemeaininic we in the Nortiwest ae her ever-increas- 
erent waters. Some well-known fish ex- Consult hi Py ing resources of wild life to bring interest 

perts distinguish the musky from the pike Bervation ooh ue in the beauties of her mountains, she invites 
by his spots and the background, claiming Pp - the visitor, tourist and traveler to share 
that great northern pike (Esox lucius) her outdoor glories, 
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

' Board of Geme Commissioners 

Harrisburg, Pe. 

February 19, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
42 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of February 15th addressed to Mr. Ross Leffler 
has been referred to me. 

I am sorry that I can give you no personally collected data on 
reversion of the house cat to conditions sufficiently feral to induce the 
animals to rear their young in dens away from buildings. I do kmow, how- 
ever, that in Pennsylvania and West Virginia house cats are to be found in 
some numbers in wild timber so far away from villages or occupied dwellings 
as to lead us to believe that they are, in virtually every sense of the 
word, wild. 

These animals are frequently chased, treed and killed by ‘coon 
hunters. As I recall my own experience in this field we killed from one to 
five such cats on every night trip. Incidentally, we also ram into a good 

many skunks. 

et Pe ee ee ee Gast ae a 
dens have been found in the wilds by our men but I know that a good many have 
‘been found. 

ee Gale tot sae ot ae ak oe eee 
@ house cat kitten four inches . < a not know of this particular case 
and the record was not placed in our mammal notes apparently. I do know, how~ 
ever, that at the farm of Mr. Quincy W. Hershey located near York Springs, 
Adams County, Penn., a weasel killed one night a house cat kitten at least 11 
inches long (measuring tip of nose to tip of tail). The kitten was caught on 
the back porch and its would-be rescuers came to late to keep the weasel from 
killing it though they did catch the weasel, 

I do not kmow that either the fox or bob-cat ever preys upon the 
house cat; but I do mow that both Great Horned Owls and Barred Owls which 

I have had in captivity killed cate upon occasion. A Great Horned Owl which 
I kept tethered in our back yard caught two half-grown kittens on one night. 

I em sorry that this data is of fragmentary nature and if you do not 
need the material for some time I can, no doubt, get more definite material for 
you within the coming few weeks. 

Very truly yours, 

George Miksch Sutton, Chief, 
Research and Information.



DAILY BULLFTIN 
No. 29-60 U. S. Forest Service March 13, 1929 

: Scuthwestern District 

Coronado Veterans: Here is the Coronado list of '0ld Timers! according to 
the Toronado Bulletin: Bob Thompson from July 18, 1906, 23 years; Fred 
Winn from March 7, 1907, 22 yearss Carl Scholefield from June 15, 1908, 
about 21 years; L. W. Hess, September 1, 1909, abcut 20 years; William 
Jchn Anderson, May 7, 1909, about 20 years. A feirly gcod record as. any~ 
one will admit. We doubt if any other forest in the Southwestern District 
can show a better one, 

Attendance Record: In the U. S. Civil Service vormissicn, one appointee 
tock no annual or sick leave in 1928, and performed 250 hours of overtime 
work, A total of 104 took no sick leave; 66 worked more than 100 hows 
each overtime; and a member of the disbursing office rendered 850 hours 
of cvertime service. If he took no annual or sick leave, he put in an 
average of 2 hours, 48 minutes, 52 and forty-five one hundredths seconds 
of overtime on every one of the 302 werking days, after deducting the 53 
Sundays and 11 holidays. 

Kansas Has Broomies: A Kansas City, Mo., dispatch February 24 says: 
“Wild horses in western Kansas have become so much of a nuisance the leg- 
islature has been asked to come to the aid of the wheat farmers. Martin 
F. Trued of Greeley Jounty has a bill which will give the farmers who take 
up stray horses the right to claim possession of the animals at the end of 
two months, According to Trued, Greeley County farmers have corralled 
wild horses for more than a year to protect their wheat. The animals 
are strays from eastern ‘oloraco," 

Wink In Arizona and New Mexico: Noting the mention of mink on the Peces 
by Ranger Johnson of the Santa Fe in the Daily Bulletin of February 25, 
Dr. Taylor wrote Mr. Musgrave concerning Arizona and received the following 
reply: "My first observation of mink in Arizona was back in 1918 or 1919 
when I was catching fish out on Flakes lake near Snowflake, Arizona, a mink 
came up and deliberately walked off with one of my fish. I sat there and 
waited for perhaps ten minutes and he returned and did the same +! ing. La- 
ter I saw. one on Silver Creek south and east of Colorado. I have also seen 
sign of mink along the little Colorado near Springerville., M. E. Musgrave, 
Biological Survey." 

Gascline Purchases In New Mexico: Contract No, X8Ac-3, dated 12/27/28, 
with the Magnolia Petroleum Companyy under which gasoline purchases are 
to be made up to June 30, 1929, provides for a deduction of 5¢ per gallon ; 
under the existing service station pump cr tank wagen price, but does not 
allow for an additional 1g per gallon deduction as did the contract for 
the period ended December 31, 1928, The present contract provides for a 
2% discount on gasoline purchases for payment within ten deys, and on bulk 
oil purchases a 10% discount from the regular retail pricé is allowed. 
Purchasing officers should see that purchases from the Magnolia Company are 
made and vouchered in accordance with the exi sting contract. 

Field: Calkins (Crook); Burall (Santa Fe); cheney (Tonto); Mullen (Lincoln) 
Acting: Jones
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Proves Most Effective for Catching Common Turtles, So Menacing 

to Fish Life of Our Ponds 

Saas are in Louisiana today turtle traps “But”, you may ask “How can a few tur- 

and more turtle traps. In fact, there are tles more or less in a pond make any dif- 

all kinds of turtle traps. First there is the ference?” 

drop trap, for catching logger heads and Since turtles are largely vegetarian in 

snapping turtles; then there is the game _ their habits, a few will not prove particu- 

trap made by placing fish hooks on logs larly destructive. But once they become 

where the turtles sun themselves. There is sufficiently numerous to destroy all of the 

the net trap, the most effective type of vegetation found in the pond, the real trou- 

which is made by attaching a net, under a © ble begins. Having consumed all the avail- 

slanting log, so that when the turtles drop able food of one type, they must of neces- 

overboard, they fall into the net. sity turn to another source of supply. And 

But none of these have proved as effec- so they begin foooune pnycne SEEe and yous 
% of the fish. And if they are still hungry, 

tive for catching the common pond turtles the crayfish and other forms of fish food are 
as the new trap recently invented by Percy Pay i 

Viosca, Jr., head of the fisheries division a eee 

of the Department of Conservation. With mney So ererere eonsu inte eure oe 
s s 2 é so that the trap invented by Mr. Viosca, 

this trap more common turtles are caught iy inion h x 
éhun ever potore not only increases the plates of turtle soup, 

> but it helps protect the fish, by preventing 

No matter how common a turtle may be, an over-supply of turtles. 

however, if properly prepared as a turtle And the nicest thing about this trap that 
soup or stew, it can be made into one of never misses our plebian “shellbacks,” is 
the most delectable dishes in the state’s that anybody can make one. Just take a 

menu of aquatic foods. look at the drawings, read the directions, 

But that’s not the only reason for catching then drag out the tool chest and get to 
pond turtles. Even more important than Work. 
the soup, is the fact that if they are al- A floating wire cage is attached to a frame 
lowed to become too numerous, they be- supporting a slanting board. The lower end 

come a menace to the fish life of the pond. of the board extends below the surface of 
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PLAN SHOWING OPEN TOP TURTLE TRAP 

SHELT ACL 
TURTLE TRAP AS SEEN FROM ABOVE 

the water, and the upper end over the cen- time, those turtles which are on the end of 

ter of the cage. The cage is usually made the Beare will oree into the cage. As en 
Hi . oa as two dozen and sometimes more are taken 

of pou ny netting which covers ue bottom in a’ single trap during the day, Aud they 

and sides completely, and there is an over- can’t get out. The wire overhang prevents 

hang made of the same wire which extends their escape. 

inward about six inches all around the top. In communities where the pond turtle is 
It is best to slant this overhang slightly - becoming an increasing menace to the fish 
downward. The whole arrangement is _ life, it might prove profitable for all of the 
floated by means of logs or beams and is neighboring families to “get together,” and 

placed out in the center of a pond or bayou somewhat in the manner of the quilting 

where turtles are plentiful. The turtles will “pee,” of old, work towards the construction 

soon find the slanting board and climb upon of a sufficient number of turtle traps. With 
it to sun themselves. When the sun sets such cooperation, the traps could be con- 
they will drop into the open top of the cage, structed in a very short while, and by com- 
and may be collected at dusk, or if some- mon agreement could be placed at the most 
one approaches the trap during the day strategic points, 
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CLAY SURVEY IN CENTRAL ket, as these factors have a decided bearing 
on the value of the clay apart from its ce- 

AREA COMPLETE ramic properties. In estimating the value of 

a ee clay deposits, only exceptional quality .coun- 

The Minerals Division of the Department terbalances cheap fuel and labor and ready 
of Conservation with the cooperation of the market. Samples were taken where feasible 
Louisiana State University Experiment Sta- in cuts on highways and railroads and from 
tion, is conducting a survey of the clay re- Tavines. In cases where these topographi- 
sources in the State of Louisiana. The first cal features were missing, sampling was 
report on this project covered the Shreve- done by boring with a two-inch auger. Pros- 
port area, including Caddo, Bossier, Webs- pecting was carried on by W. G. Cole, R. W. 
ter, DeSoto and Red River parishes. The Harris and J. W. Whittemore, Tests of the 

second report covered the Monroe-Ruston samples were made in the ceramic engineer- 
area, including Claiborne, Union, Morehouse, ing laboratory at L. S. U., Baton Rouge, by 
Bienville, Lincoln, Jackson, Ouachita and Mr. Whittemore and his assistants, C. A. 
Richland parishes. This bulletin, the third Hitzman, J. H. Roberson and C. E. Patter- 
of the series on Louisiana clays, deals with son. 

the central portion of the State, including The bulletin describes the field work and 

Sabine, Vernon, Beauregard, Natchitoches, laboratory testing of clay samples. The 

Rapides, Winn, Grant, Caldwell and LaSalle economic use of each deposit is indicated 

parishes. with the results of the tests. The tests of 

Samples were taken from carefully se- only those samples which have some value 

lected locations with due consideration of for the manufacture of ceramic products are 
relative distances from fuel, labor and mar- given.
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Shier for army 
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: September 10, 1929 

Professor H. W. Wight : 

School of Forestry & Conservation ‘ 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Wights 

Last spring Stoll of the Detroit News asked 

us to loan him Sabin to break in the keeper of a private 

estate near Detroit. We did this and Stoll brought in to 

me a list of "vermin" which he stated had been taken from 

less than 2500 acres during the two months ending August 15th. 

I know very little as to the location or character of these 

lands but Stoll thought the list was authentic and, if so, 

. 4% would certainly seem that some manner of vernin control 

was in order on these premises. : 

1 fox (red) 75 crows 

49 cats 629 Eng. sparrow 

—139 skunk 18 starling 
30 red sq. : 2 great horned owl 

22 weasel 1 sharp shinned hawk 

: 11 house rat 2 yellow belly woodpecker ‘ 

10 dogs Yl snapping turtle - 

; 2 badgers 34 gar pike . 

6 mink 56 wood chuck holes gassed 

; Yours very truly, 

P. S. Lovejoy 
Game Division i hee 
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Muskrats : 

jf Setober 12, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
University of Wisconsin : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Leopold: i 

From "Seience® of the issue of October 4, 1929, 
I quote the following for your information: 

"fylarenia, newly discovered disease of rabbits, rodents, 

and men, may also affect cats, muskrats, pigeons, ring-necked 

pheassnts, grouse and quail, it appears from studies reported to 

: the American Public Health A:sociation by Dr. R. G. Green and 
BR. Me Wade, of the University of Minnesote end the State Departe 
ment of Health. This new disease which has caused much concern | 
in public health circles, is acquired by men who handle infected 

animals. The fact thet many more kinds of animale may have the 

disease greatly increases the danger to hunen beings by increns- 

ing the possible sources of infection," 

Le WoT. HALLER: JR,



. File: Wolverine — 

New Mexico 

Extract from Journ. of Mammalogy, May, 1931, p. 166. 

"On the evening of the same day, an Acoma Indian named Flaming Arrow was 
visiting me. He told me his people had a hunting song in which they extolleii 
the three great hunters--first, the Mountain Lion; second, the Eagle; and 
third, the Ho-Ho-an or Ko-Ko-an. He did not know the white man's name for - 
the last; but said it was as big as a dog, somewhat like a small bear, but it 
had a bushy tail. Its coat was rough, its feet black, and its back nearly 
white. It was terribly fierce. : 

“Then from his medicine bag, he produced a carving, a small effigy of the 
creature's head. It was an excellent likeness, and there can be no doubt 

e that the KO-Ko-an is the Wolverine. The Indian said it was formerly found 
in ali these mountains, but had disappeared. None of the present generation 
had seén one. i 

"This extends the Primitive range of the species considerably to the 
southward." 

\ Ernest Thompson Seton, Santa Fe, N. N.



Muskrat folder’ 
Fur Farming Box 

Cross Reference 

See "“Anmal Report of Muskrat Investigation laboratory, Church Creek, Md., 

p. 96 of 11th Anmal Report of the Conservation Department of the State of 

Maryland, 1933. (Filed Maryland Box)



Pile Sex Ratio folder 
Weasel folder:~ 

Extract from "The Weasels of New York" by W. J. Hamilton, Jr. The American 
Midland Naturalist, Vol. XIV, No. 4, July, 1933, p. 300. 

In large mmbers of M, as raw pelts and carcasses, the males 
outnumber the females approximately : to 1, In the smaller cicognanii, the 
males outnumber the females 2 to 1. It mst be remembered, however, that about 
95 per cent of the weasels taken by trappers are caught in steel traps set for 
skunk, and the diminutive female of the Bonaparte seldom brings enough pressure 
on the pan of the trap to spring it. ‘the small animals, when caught, are 
usually taken about the middle, and not by the foot, indicating it was the 
weight of the entire body that sprung the trap. If the animals are caught in 
box traps, the sexes are more nearly equalized, Indeed, Mr. C. J, Rulison, at 
Clay, N. Y, camght six weasels in two weeks trapping with box traps, One was 
amale noveboracensis, while five were the little females of Sicognanii.



File Grit folder 
$ a Weasel folder, ~ 

Extract from "The Weasels of New York" by W. J. Hamilton, Jr. The American 
Midland Naturalist, Vol. XIV, No. 4, July, 1933, pp. 329-330. 

"In a number of weasels, the hind gat was found to be crammed with hard- 
packed sand, This was not found only in trapped animals, so cannot be 
explained as having been ingested in the animals! frantic efforts to escape. 
A large male noveboracensis that was shot by a mnter late in November 
and presented to me in an unskinned condition, had the rectum and part of the f 
intestine distended with mech sand. I am unable to account for this inorganic 
matter in a mumber of weasels."



File Opossum 

. An opossum was killed at Mt. Vernon, Co., by Judd Kempton, 

Nov. 15, 1933.



From Iowa News Release File Muskrat 
March 29, 1934 

(Wskrar bartuzs CATFISH TO DEATH 
A muskrat becanie victor in a battle with a 10 inch catfish ac | 

cording to C.0. Lille and L.F, Kiner, deputy game wardens, who witnessed 
the battle while patrolling the Iowa River. The muskrat swam to the 
bank with the fish in its mouth. The wnusual thing in this story is 
that the muskrat is called a vegetarian. |



; Mink folder 

; CROSS-REFERENCE 

; See "Nutritional Anaemia in Mink" by Ronald G. Law and Arnold H. 

Kennedy, Can. Field-Nat, Vol. XLVIII, March, 1934, pp. 47-9.



Shipping Point, Express and Telegraph Station, Hokah, Minn, Reference, Hokah State ae = ? , , 

Hill Crest Fur Rarming Company, "4 
Not Incorporated 

B. esmk Operator 
Breeders of Purebred Poultry, Holstein Cattle, Fur-Bearing Animals, 

Game Birds and Ferrets, Purebred Seed Grains, and Ginseng 

A Square Deal Foreign Office 

Our Motto Leipzig, Germany 

Hokah, Minnesota 4/7/34, , 
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Otter he 
4 Swan : 

Extract from "The Primitive Persists in Bird Life of Yellowstone Park, " Sige 

by George M, Wright. The Condor, Vol. XXXVI, No. 4, July-August, 1934, p. 151, -. 

"We walked up the crest of the hill on the west side of Tern Lake ee 
where we could get a good, though somewhat distant, view of the Trumpeter Swan 
nest that we had been studying. Both parent birds were out of sight, so we s : 

started on. At the last opening in the trees we hesitated for the fateful last > : 
look, ; 

"A black object loomed by the swan nest. With field glasses glued 
to oureyes, we saw that it was an otter stretching its full length upward to 

- peer down into the next, From one side it reached out toward the center and 
pushed aside the material covering the eges. Then the commotion started. With z 

rept interest, the otter rooted eround in the dry nest material, heaving up % 
here and digging in there, until it was more haystack than nest. Then the otter € 

: started to roll, around and around, over and over. This went on for a number of % 

minutes. At frequent intervals its long neck was craned upward, and the serpent- FY 

like head rotated around to discover (we supposed) if the Swans were teturning, % 
At last the otter seemed to weary of this play. It climbed from the nest to 

the outer edge, then slid off into the water, Swimming off along the edge of the 

marsh grass, it wes the undulating silver demon of the water wrld. Once it dove 

and several times detoured into channels through the grass, only to come right é 
out again and contime on, It never turned back, and was finally lost to sight. : 

"Where were the Swans all the-while we had been praying for their 
return? We well remembered that time two years ego when they came flying in 
‘from a far corner of the lake to drive off a Raven which had already broken one 

egg. Careful seerch with the glasses revealed the parents, all that we could 

see being the water-steined heads and black bills protruding from the marsh grass, 
One was about six hundred feet from the nest, the other not more than two hundred : 
end forty feet. Yet both birds gave no evidence of concern. Seeing-that the 
damage was already done, and another year's potential Swan crop for the Mirror 

. Plateau lost irrevocably, we saw no further reason for caution. So we stripped 

2 off our clothes and waded out across the shellows. We were amazed to find all 
‘five eggs intact. There they were, all together, rolled to one side but perfectly 
whole, So much for circumstantial evidence. Had we gone on, Mr. Otter would 
have had one order of scrambled Trumpeter Swan eggs charged on his bill," 

4s



Muskrat folder 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See "Swimming of the Muskrat" by John D. Mizelle. Journal of Manmalogy, 

Vol. 16, No. 1, February 1935, pp. 22-25.



3/ 22/35 

Muskrat Freezing to Ice 

Lake Superior Muskrat & Mink Farm (Clarence Palm, Superior, Wisconsin) 
operate a fur farm in Superior, Feed rats within an enclosure. Use carrots 
and greens, He told J, F, Wilder, 2217 Ogden Avenue, Superior, that in late 
winter when he is feeding on the ice he has to chop out many rats with tails 

frozen to the ice, after they have come out to feed. 

These rats live in both banks and houses, ‘he rats maintain their own 
openings in the ice. 

Thinks they carry 75 pairs on 80 acres, but this may be off, 

Aslie 

Muskrat “ 
Accidents ; 
Douglas Co.



4/15/34 File: Fisher 

Jacobek caught 2 cab(?) fisher in Price Co. in winter of 1907. 

This was in Town of Emory 3 miles W. of Oneida Co, line. 

ALB,



4/15/34 File Fisher 

Paul B, Riis figures that it takes 16,000 acres to support a 

fisher in the Superior N. F.. This was the actual population 

where undisturbed except by illegal trapping. 

AL



— From New Worlds, by ae 
Taale: vant ; Muskrat 
Jack Van Coevering 
Summer, 1935 

. 

~4YE are equally valuable fur bearers in Europe, but theit 
nuisance-value exceed sir fur-value. Five muskrats 

brought from Alaska in 1905 and released in Bohemia by 
k. Waschatke, Forest and Domain Director, were esti ated 
in 1914 to have increased to 2,000,000, ‘Today, all central 
Europe is fighting the muskrats. Reaso the rats under 
mine dykes and roads. |



500 Deutfdhe Fagd Nr, 27 

famen Habicht wieder auflebt. Wer einmal nach Falfnerart mit einem vom Marder iiberfallen und mit diefem auf die anjtofende Wieje 
Habicht Langere Jahre gufammen lebte, wird ihn ebenjowenig ver-  geflattert, um Hier vollends abgerwiirgt und twohl auch teilweife an- 
gefjen wie jeinen beften Gebraudjshund. gelchnitten gu werden. Der Fuch3 hatte fie dann als gute Beute 

Dab Raubvigel in der Nahe ihres Horftes rauben, fonnte auc) in Sicherheit gebracht. mterefjant ijt, bak der Marder die ftart 
ich jahrelang beobadjten. Hatte ich doc) das Gliic, in einem Revier — riecjenden -Rampfer-Cier verfchleppt hat, denn dab er fich dieje cin- 
jagen gu fonnen, in bem ber Wanderjalfe an fteiler Felswand feinen verleibt hatte, ijt wohl faum angunehmen. us dem Umftand, daf 
Horft hatte. Dieje 100 Meter hohe Felswand ftieh mit ifrem Fuh  e3 fich um recht frajtige Buten und einen verhialtni3mapig fahwmacden 
an einen Streifen Stangenholz, das ftets von Cichelhahern belebt war. Marder handelte, fann man ermeffen, bag der Gdelmarder unferem 
Doch webe dem Haher, der die fehiibenden Kronen der Stangen verlich!  Wuerwild recht gefahrlich werden fann. Rudloff. 
Unfeblbar jaujte ifm von einer der Felstlippen ein Falte in den Nacken, 
und webe der Taube, die, jremd in der Gegend, dem Felfen 3u nahe Vom Fudshs im Shwarswald. Gn den umliegenden Revieren 
fam. Miége un diejer Horjt noch recht lange erhalten bleiben, denn  (Wimt Freiburg, Villingen) hort man von feiten der Fagdbehirbden, dah 
allgu viele find jchon hier am Mittelrhein veriwaift. fich die Fiichje Heuer jtarfer als fonjt vermehrt haben. Bebdauerlicher- 

H. Groebel, Metternich. iveije muften einige Bauern auf einjamen Gehdften dariiber Plage 
fiihren, bah die Fahen twahrend der Beit ber Jungenaufzucht bon den 

Gine erjdjiitternde Nadjude. Am 10. Februar b. Y. feo ih  Gehsften 10 bis 20 Hihner, einige Enten und jogar Ganje tvegholten. 
in einem medlenburgifden Revier nachmittags ein Stic Rotwil.  Seitdem Heumahd und. Kornernte vorbet find, Hirt man weniger 
Sh hatte mich enticdlojjen, diejem Stitc die Kugel angutragen, weil von folchen Raubereien. Qn vielen diefer Reviere tar in anderen 
es unter den adjt Stiiden Wild, bei denen 3 ftand, dadurch aujfiel,  Qahren dagegen feine Such3jpur gu finden. Heinrich Wehrle. 
daB e8 Hell und fteuppig im Haar war. Nach langem Beobachten, 
bejonders fpit von hinten, glaubte ic) e$ als Schmaltier anjprecjen Sit Hentsutage jo etwas nod) miglid?! Die ,Torgauer Zeitung” 
gu fonnen. Jd mufite recht weit fehiefen, ba mix zablreich dazwijcen- (Kreisblatt) bringt unter dem 7. Suni 1935 in Nr. 131 folgende Notiz: 
itehendes Rehwild ein Naherpiirjehen unmiglich machte. Unglitdlicher- ,,Fifdhzug auf einen Bod. Cine fehwierige Bolljrage ergab fich 
weije machte bas Stic im Schug eine Berwegung, fo day es die Nugel unlingit in der Nahe von Bajel an der deutidh-jhiveizerijden Grenze. 
etivas fpif von hinten befam. Mach Beicnen und Ubfommen jak Fijdjer, die am Rhein angelten, bemerften pliplich einen Rehbod, 
die Kugel gu tiet und hatte einen Vorderlauf in Hohe des oberen der frdhlich in den grimen Sluten fhwamm, jein majeftatijdes Gerweih 
Gelents gefaft. G8 lag etwas Schnee, ich fonnte die Wundfahrte bis hoch in die Liijte ftvectend. Der Boek fchien gu iiberlegen, welchem Ufer 
gur naben Dicung halten. Schweif lag in der Mitte der Fahrte, das er fich gutvenden follte. Endlich entjdhlop er fich fiir dad jhiweizerijde, 
Sti {conte den rechten Borderlauj. Die Nachjuche febte ich fiir den nicht3ahnend, dab Hier ber Tob auf ifm lauerte. Denn die Fijdher 
nachften Morgen an, nadjdent ic) beim Umjchlagen des Jagens fejt- benusten fofort die gute Gelegenheit, um den faftigen Braten 3u 
Geftellt hatte, bak das franfe Stiid in diefem geblicben war. erlegen. Noch nie Hatten fie jo einen herrlicjen ,,Fijch3zug” aus dem 

Sn der Nacht fdneite e3, am Morgen wurde dann das Jagen Rhein getan. Schon war der ReHboc zerlegt, jchon war der faftige 
bon einigen Schiiben umftellt und ein ficer auf Schiveif arbeitender Niiden gebraten und bereits gum Teil in ben Fifdjermagen ver- 
Teel gur Wundfahrte gelegt. Mit vielen Widergdngen fiihrte die fchrounden, al3 fich pldGlich die BZollbehirde einmijdte, die irgendiie 
Nachjuche durch bas Fagen in da3 nachfte und itbernachite. Der Sahweif von dem feltenen Fang Wind betommen hatte. Diejer Bod, jagte die 
Hatte vollfommen anjgehirt. 1s die Fahrte durch lichte Kiefern ftand,  Bollbehirde der Schweiz, war ganz gewif ein beutidher Boe, bejtimmt 
jehien der Hund, der bis dabin fejt am Riemen gelegen hatte, gu fajeln. ijt er nach der Schweiz Hiniibergeredhfelt und demnad gollpflicdtig. 
Mit Hoher Nafe fuchte ex im Wind und war unjehliijjig. Dann veriwies Die Fifer Hitten gern das Gegenteil berwiejen, aber alles Strauben 
ex eine etiwas erhigte Stelle im Schnee und fdjartte. Da lag ein frifeh Half nichts. Sie muften noch nachtraglic) den Boll erlegen fiir den 
gefebtes Notiwildfalb. Ohne Biveijel hatte da3 bedauernsiwerte frante  Rehbod, den fie fogufagen aus dem Ihein , geangelt” hatten....“ 9. ‘ 
Sti infolge Schmerz und Aufregung Hier vorgeitig gejest. Ich 
machte mir bittere Voriviirfe, beim Schug nicht noch vorfichtiger gu Hlugleijtung einer Mowe. Yn fiebsig Tagen von der Kurijchen 
Mette _gegangen gu fein Das Calb war jehrvicl weiter-cutwidelt, — Rehiung-bis Belgijd-Rongos- Die Bogelwarte-Ho} jitten-evijrett-biresiicy — 
cl ich e3 je bet im Februar sur Strece gefommenen Witieren jeftgeftellt aus der Gegend von Coquilhatville in Velgifd)-Wongo einen Brief habe. G8 war iiber 60 cm lang. Gin Teil bet Bauchdede war durch) mit der Mitteifung, daf am 17. Oftober 1934 am Kongo cine Mowe 
die Nabelfehnur ausgeriffen. Biel jdhweifiig-wiijerige Hlijjigteit, mit einem Fuhting ,,Bogelwarte Rojfitten 60829" erlegt wurde. 
die das Stite beim Segatt verloren hatte, war gu finden. Am Nach- Ws den Biichern der Vogelwarte Rojfitten ergab fich, dab e8 fich um 
mittag fam bas Stic dann nach tanger Hebe vor bem Hund gue Strecte. eine junge Deringsmiwe, vielleicht von einer BVrutfolonie Finnlands 
Das erjte Gejdop hatte den Gelentinocjen verlest und givei Rippen der des Cismeeres ftammend, Handelt, die am 8. Auguft 1934 an der 

. geftreift, bem Stic aljo ficer grofe Schmergen bereitet. G8 tar Kiifte der Kurifchen Nehrung von Seefijdern gefangen, und in der 
gum erjtenmal bejdhlagen, mug aber, nach der Starke de3 Kalbes  Bogelwarte beringt und freigelajjentworden war. Sie twat nach 70 Tagen ‘ gu febliefen, fehr geitig gebrunjtet haben. Die vorgejdhrittene Ent tief im Gergen Yfrifas angetroffen worden. 
wwicling bes Kalbes diixfte mit cin Grund gu dem traurigen Creignis Wie man aus Riicmelbungen anderer beringter Seringsmotven ne des vorzeitigen Sebens getvefen fein. Waltbhorn. jicher jebliefen darf, ijt diefe Mowe quer durch das europaijche Feftland 

ft von der Kurifchen Nehrung aus an3 Mittelmeer und von da den Nil 
- Bur Charatterijtit des Sdetmarders. Jm vergangenen Winter aufiwarts geflogen, um dann im Quellengebiet des Nils zum Slupe 

hatte ich reichlic) Gelegenbeit, mic) von der vielfeitigen Leiftungs- fyjtem des Kongo iiberguivedjeln. Bei einem Flug in der Lujtlinie 
; fabigteit des Cdelmarder3 gu iiberzeugen. Vorausjchicen muf ich,  Hitte diejer Vogel sirfa 6200 Kilometer in 70 Tagen, am Tage aljo 

dap tch in einem ettoa 100 m vom ndchiten Wald abliegenden Neben- — durch{chnittlic) 89 Kilometer, geleiftet. Gang gewif hat er aber mehr 
gehoft Gefliigelsucht betreibe. Hier verjchwanden gundchft Anfang oder weniger grofe Umivege bejchricben und eine bdurchjdhnittliche 
Dezember auf unertlarlidhe Weije aus den in einem offenen Schuppen  Lagesleijtung von vielleicht 110 bis 120 Kilometer entwidelt. PB. Y. 
befindliden Nejtern die Kampfer-Mefteier. GCines Morgens feblte 

, dann eine bon drei Brongeputen, die auf einem am Gehdft jtehenden Gin freer Zigeuner. Der Jager eines Nachbarbezirkes traf 
Objtbaum gu nachtigen pflegten. Wm nachjten Morgen fehlte wieder eines Morgens einen Bigeuner, der im Wald freuz und quer herum- 
eine Bute, und die auf der anjtofenden Wieje umberliegenden Federn _ftrolehte und fuchte. Wuf Aneuf blieb der Bigeuner, ein baumlanger, 
liefen erfennen, dafy die Puten dort gerifjen waren. Qn einer unter " ftarker Kerl, ftehen und ertlarte dann, er gehe fpazieren. Der Jager 
einem Bordach angebrachten Taubenhshle reijten ein Baar Sung gab ihm aber gu veritehen, dap er ihn fiir bes Wildern3 verdadhtig 
tauben al3 jeltene wwinterlicje Delitatelfe ihrer Bejtimmung ent- halte und bejahl ihm, die YArme hoc zu nehmen, damit er ifn nach 
gegen, aber als ich fie diefer zufiihren wollte, waren jie fpurlos ver- Waffen durchjuchen fdnne. Der Bigeuner dagegen meinte, das falle 
jhrounden. Aufflarung jollte jedoch bald erfolgen, denn bereits ihm gar nicht ein. LS ihm verjtandlich gemacht wurde, da ex dann 

‘ am anbdeven Tag mufte ich feftitellen, ba ein Marder in den im  abgefiihrt werden miifje, und als da3 Rommando gum BVorausfehreiten 
Hausgiebel angebrachten Taubenjdlag eingebrocen tar und hier erfolgte, blieh ber Bigeuner gelafjen ftehen und erflarte, er werbde 
das iiblicje Blutbad angerichtet hatte. Yn der nachiten Nacht war er auch nicht einen Sdhritt mitgehen. Nach einer Halben Stunde ftanden 
bom Dache aus in einem gur Zeit leerjtehenden Stall eingedrungen, beide auch noch auf demfelben Sle, und nad) einer weiteren Halben 
der aber noc) von einigen Hennen als Schlafraum berust wurde. Stunde verlie® der Sager ben Ort fener Sagdpolizeigewalt als Unter- 
Biwei_Rhodelander Hennen lagen ohne Kopf am Boden! legener. Nun twird der Gager viel deswegen gehanfelt, boc) tenn er 

Da_ic) mit der Wiederkehr des Marders rechnete, legte ich nun uns im Kreife die Frage bvorlegt, was denn jeber eingelne in feinem 
einen Schwanenhals und war fehr exjtaunt, am andern Morgen Fale getan hatte, dann jind die Wnfichten recht verjchieben. Denn 
ftatt bes vermuteten Steinmarbders einen Cdelmarbder darin vorgufinden. beim Wilbern war der Gigeuner nicht unmittelbar betroffen worden, 
G8 war eine nur mittelftarte Fahe, deven Tracht fich al3 unbefruchtet pdagegen twiderjebte er fic) der Polizeigetwalt. Geine tdrperliche 
erwies, foweit id) dies fejtitellen fonnte. WIS turz darauf Schneefall  flberlegenheit lies eine phoyfijdhe Geltendmacdung der Polizeigewalt 
cintrat, fpiirte ich, dab jebe Nacht ein Fuchs die nachfte Umgebung nicht gu, und den Ker! iiber den Haufen gu fdiesen, hatte doc) wohl 
de8 Gehdftes bejuchte, fo dab ich mix nun ein Bild vom Verlauf jeder angefichts der durchaus nicht gefahrlichen Sachlage Bedenfen 
bes Puten-Dramas machen fonnte. Die Puten twaren bes Nachts  getragen. Combe.



Skunk 

Skunk gestation period - 63 days 

(C. Emerson Brown, Jour. Mammalogy, 1936) .
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briiten fonnte. Damals gab e8 taum freigemabhte, unausgebriitete Ge- das reidlichen Trangefehmad hatte. — Die Gier ber Waffer- 

lege, auch nicht abgemabhte Laujden oder von landwirtjdaftliden hither find fehr wobljcmecend und den Méiweneiern gleichsuitellen, 

Maldhinen verlestes Gungiwild. Das Wild hatte Ruhe gur Fort- wenn fie jie nicht jogar iibertreffen. Wir haben uns die Gier jtets Hart 

pflangung und dag junge Volf eine ungeftirte Sinderjtube mit guter fodjen lajjen. Das Weie fieht wie beim Hiihmeret aus, bas Gelbe 

Decung. Wurden int Spatjommer die Schaje iiber dieje unbearbeiteten Hat eine mehr giegelrote Farbung. Die Fijcher haben die Wajferhuhn- 

Vicker gefiihrt, jo fonnte das nicht mehr jtdren und jchaden, weil die eier immer gern mitgenommen, wo fie jie fanden, ebenjo die Taucher- 

Sugend bereits herangewachjen war. Und tar der Abjfehus im Jahre  eier. Mir find die Cie immer eine willfommene Bereicherung meiner 

porher auch noch fo grof, im neuen Gagdjahr gab es doch wieder Miiche getejen. Das Riihrei von diejen Giern ijt Hervorragend. — 

geniigend neues Wild, teil das wenig iibriggebliebene eben die Sehr interejjant, wenn aud nicht gang ungefabrlich, ijt die Lieben- 

Moglichfeit, Ruhe und Gelegenheit hatte, fich reichlich fortgupflangen. jagd vom Paddelboot aus. Yeh Habe dieje Gagdart als Leutnant 

Und das hat e8 ja auch qriindlicd) bejorgt. Und wenn det Bauer reich- auf dem Woldenberger See viel ausgeiibt. Bch hatte dagu ein aug drei 

fich Stalldiinger untergepadt hatte, wenn unter den groben Sehollen  WBrettern gufammengejdlagenes Boot, wie es die Warthefliper fich 

jo viel Stroh fag, dap die dicen Strohbiilten Herausragten, dann anjertigen und am Scluh der Reije mit dem Hols guritelajfen, es 

gab dies ein practiges, marmes Winterlager fiir den Hajen und fitr — foftete Ddamals 1 ME. Cin foldes Boot lief ich an der Spibe und ant 

das Rebhuhn gute Dedung in Gefahr. Die Zeiten find aud fiir bag = Ende mit Majten verjehen, in die das ndtige Handwerkszeug tam. 

Wild anders geworden. Dem Landiwirt fteht fiinftlicer Dimger Bor dem Sibplag war ein Cijengeftell als Gewehrauflage. Das Gewehr 

3ur Verfiigung, den er fich in beliebigen Mengen anjehaffen fann. war an diejes Geftell jo fejtgebunden, ba bei Umjchlagen des Bootes 

Gx lat daher auch nicht das tleinjte Stitddhen Ucer ungeniitt liegen. das Gewehr nicht im Waijer verlorenging. Baddelboote heutiger 

Das Wild hat gum Seen, sum Briiten, sur Wujgucht feine Rube mehr,  Bauart fannte man damals noch micht. Mit diejem Boote fubr ich 

ein groper Teil de3 Gungiwildes Eommt um. Ausgemahte Gelege werden auf den See hinaus und, leife paddelnd, an den Rohrrandern entlang. 

vorzeitig verlajjen, Qungrild wird dure) landwirt}haitlide Majdinen Die Wafjerhiihner famen fajt immer dict vor dent Boot aus dem 

getitet oder jo fchtwer verlebt, da e3 leicht eine Beute de$ Maub- Sehilf Heraus und wurden dann mit mehr oder weniger Erjolg be- 

qwilde3 wird. Go hat fich der iinjtlicje Dimnger in bisher noch nicht  fehojjen. Wllerdings mufte man darauf achten, dafy man nicht feit- 

erdrterter Weife ungeheuer ndchteilig fiir den Wildbejas ausgewirtt. warts jdjoR, denn der Riiditop des Gewehres warf dad leichte Boot 

Der Wildbahn wird ja in den lebten Yahrzehnten viel mehr Wild um, wenn man nicht jehr gut balangierte. Mir ift das Boot ja nie 

entgogen als jriiher. Die vollfommeneren Wasfen machen. die Er- umygefippt, doch manchmal war e3 nahe daran. Selbjtverjtandlich 

beutung des Wildes immer leichter. Auch durch pie weit grdpere mu man fchwimmmen fonnen und jo frei im Boot jigen, dag man 

Angahl der Jager wird der Wildbejas mehr gesehntet. Nicht gu- nicht daran hangenbleibt. An den Stellen, to Wajferhiihner aus dem 

lest tragen auch die hdheren Pachtpreije gu bem jtirteren Abjehub Rohr famen, fand ich dann auch meift das Nejt und fonnte die Cier 

bei, weil viele Jager durch grdfere Jagdbeute den Betrag wenigitens  mitnehmen. Wruch den Haubentaucher habe ich mit dem Boote gejagt. 

einigermafen wieder hereinbefonmmen wollen, um den jie jich bei Sah ich auf dem freien Wajjer einen Taucher, fo_ging e3 in voller 

der Jagdverjteigerung iiber ihre Verhaltnijfe hinaus verjtiegen haben.  Fahrt an ihn heran. Das Gewehr lag grifjbereit. Sotwie der Taucher 

Schliehlich bewirten auch die fortgeichrittenen, immer gablreicder  tauchte, jubr ich mit Vollbampf in dev Richtung weiter, in dev ev 

werdenden Berkehrsmittel wie Cijenbahn, Wuto, Motorrad, welche — getaucht war, und war dann meift auf Schupiweite Heran, wenn der 

immet mehr bis in die entlegenften Gegenden vordtingen und fich  Taucher wieder aujtaudte. Dann wurde das ebenfall3 fejtgebundene 

mit ftet3 gefteigerter Gejchwindigteit bewegen, eine immer grofere  Padbelruder jehnell jortgeworjen und die Flinte ergriffen. Bevor 

Wildvernichtung. Bu diejer Vernichtung fommt nun noch die Bee der Taucher dann von neue tauchte, war der Sdu Herans. War 

Hinderung des Wildes in det Vermelrung durch die vorjtehend ge- dev Taucher aber fehneller, fo ging eben der Verjolgungstampf tweiter. 

jbilderte Hundertprogentige Bodenberixticdhaitung, jerner durch die Dieje Qagdart ijt jpannend und aujregend. von Zydlinsti. 

jchon oft verurteilte Ausrottung der Hecen, Trockenlegung von Bruch 

landern und vielem anderen. G3 fann fonach nicht verwunderlich fein, Erlebuis mit Fijdottern. Gerr Nimrod” ergiihlt in Nr. 37 der | 

wenn det Beja an Niederwild, vor allem an Rebhiihnern, dauernd —, Deutjdhen Jagd" ,,Gwet Erlebnijje mit Fijehottern. Auch ich tann , 

fiart guriidgeht. Die fortichreitende Wusdelmung der Stadte, cin Erlebnis jehildern, wonach der fonft jo fcene Burfche auc) frech | 

Giedlungen und Ynduftrieftitten dart auch nicht vergelien werden. fein fan. Daf ex aufjer Fijchen auch Enten greift, ijt mit befannt. 

Meine Winde jehmiicen brave Gehirne, die ich in fuiiher Jugend %ber dap er fich an den twebrhajten Fifdhreiher heramvagt, rar mit 

dort erbeutete, wo bereits feit Jahrzehnten ungiflige Rader jurven, neu. G3 war auf der von mir gepadhteten Wafferjagd auf der Having, 

Hammer ftampjen und viele taujend Menfdhen emfig arbeiten, dort, — einer grofen Ginbuchtung in unjere jehine Snjel Rigen. Als ich mich 

wo heute Giemensitadt jteht. Carl Rabenalt, mit meinem Boot etiva Mitte September 1935 am Rohr entlang jchob, 

fiel mir ein groper Flec jchrwimmender Federn, etiva emmen Meter vom 

Helft den Wildenten! Bum Acrtifel des Herrn von Oerben in Rohrgiictel entfernt, auj. Gie waren weifgrau, und da fie nicht 

Mr. 45. diejes Blattes erlaube ich miv 
folgended gu fagen: uj wnjeren § F z Eee 

Sagden im Warthebruch wurden viele os am 

Wajjerhithner, hier Lieven genannt, Sirs ots : z 

geidojjen, die entweder mit 20 Bjg. : a2 Rerrs Si ee ees 3, Been si | 

vertauft oder an den Fijder verfdentt sae eS eas ee Bae is aa re ae ee 

swurben, det uns feine Mabe gur Ber- ce Seg Poe eg Po eee aa | 

fiigung gejtellt hatte. Die Frau des | Sea ee ee ce eee 

Fijchers hat uns deS dHfteren auch) | ee eae Bees fe ss eee 

Wajerhiihner gebraten, und fie jeymed- ay oe 4 : - ae 

oe recht gut, penn auch nicht wie Fd ‘ * aa By ote 

ifdenten. Die Borbereitung der | Re me pee | 

Wafjerhiihner gum Braten bejtand S a eS 

nigt im Wbgiehen der Haut, wie Herr Gee eee et 

von Oergen vorjdhlagt, jondern nur int = Fis ee ‘ ‘ 3 yee ee 

Abbriihen mit tochendem Wajfer, was | preg vd ek ea RR ee ea ie 

aber griindlich gejcehen muf. Die Se ee ee ees.” Ree s = Berd 

Fijchersirau jtand auj dem GStand- [= ee Ae pees oe 

puntt, da der tranige Gejdjmad nicht = a co ; : i 

in der Haut liegt, jondern auf der- —F 3 Gees een a oo 5 a 

jelben, da das Driifenfett in die Federn SE Feo eae P 

gerieben wird und von da aus auch ee , rem ees ee 

auf die Gaut fommt. G3 wird ja aud : : oe i re “ : 

von der Wildgans behauptet, man Gee 28 See i Re. : Z 

fonne fie nur nach abgegogener Haut oo comes a RS pri pn P 

efjen. Sch habe aber jchon mance A pete nee 

Wildgans mit Genus verjpeijt, ohne ; a) Ct eee ee Ne EB 

die Haut abgugiehen. Nie aber habe R ee eae a ey, . 7 

ich e8 unterlajjen, bie Gans vor dent ss oO e JSS Sgn 

Braten abbriihen zu lajjen. Nur eine z ae eet ae 

eingige Gans ijt mix als ungenteh- | 

bar in Grinnerung, die im Marg iF: RAE ole 7 

geidojien war. Hier Handelte es Ge 3 ‘ Ret | 

jich wohl um ein uraltes Gite, nd 

Er ift wieder dal (Bhot. Setdenfttider, Berlin)
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82 Deutfdhe Fagd Nr. 4 
von unferen Enten ftammen fonnten, die Gigenten gu diejer Zeit aber Gs ift nicht gefegt, mit dem Glafe aber deutlich gu erfennen. Die Ver- nod) nicht hier find, fo ftand id) vorlaufig vor einem MRatjel. Aber die  erbung der Ricken ift ohne Zrveifel recht gut. Dies ift leicht su erfennen, Lojung follte ich bald haben. Sch fchob mich ins Rohr und decte mid) wenn fie mit ihren vorjahrigen Bodtigen gufammenftehen. Bivitter- leidlich. Nicht lange danach, bet noch jefe gutem Viidhjenlidt, hirte ih bildung habe ics nie feitftellen fonnen; ich alte bie Gehirn- ein dfteres Knaden von altem Rohr, fo da ich annahm, e8 plirfdt fich bildung besitgli& der Vererbung unbedingt fir gut und cin Menfch langfam durchs Rohr. Plsplich Hirte ich ein fHaglic&jes erflare mir bataus die iiber bem Durdh{dnitt gute Ge- Schreien, dann ein aujfgeregtes Fliigelfdlagen, und darauf ftieg ein  Hirnbilbung der Bide in meinem Revier. Boldt. Sijchreifer aus ben Binjen und fiel ettwa 15 Meter vor meinem Boot 
auf da3 offene Waffer ein. Mus feinem Gebaren tonnte id) jebt fcbliefen, Wie ftark find die Gehede unferes Raubwildes? Laut Ausieis dag er ettvas beobadhtete, denn er dugte aufgeregt in die linf3 von mit _ meines Ragdbudes fah ic) am 30. Mai 1896 im Staatswalde von ftehenden Binjen. Mich bemertte er liberhaupt nicht, obwobhl er gerade — attenhofen (Lothringen) bei ber Piirjch eine Edelmarderfahe mit bot der von mir freigelajjenen Schufoffnung ftand. Ws auch ich dieje vier Sungen. Morgens gegen 5 Whr traf ic) die Gefellfchajt auf einer Gegend beobachtete, famen aus den Binjen, ettoa 10 Meter neben  Fleinen Waldblife an. Wis die Fahe mich erdugte, baumte jie an einer meinen Boot, zwei Fifchotter Herausgefdojjen und ftrebten bireft — ftirferen Buche auf, gefolgt von den vier Sungen, torauf alle in einem auf den Sifdhreiher gu. Der Fifchreiher ftieg wieder auf, ftrich nur etiva Baumlod) verfchwanden. 3h febte mich gedect an, wartete einige 30 Meter links ab und ftellte fich wieder in bas 25 cm hohe Waffer. Die Beit und quate dann auf der blofen Hand. Neugierig ftecte die sabe Sijchotter rannen nun unter mehrmaligem Spielen wieder in da8 Rohr den Kopf aus dem Loch, baumte ab und fam auf mich gu. 113 fie mid guriic. Raum twaren aber twieder einige Minuten vergangen, als _erdugte, faudjte und fecferte fie, und id) mufte fie fclieflid) mit dem etivas abjeits beim Sijdreiher die Sagdjtuhl abwehren, da fie twii- beiden Fifdhotter wieder exjchie- tend an mit hoch wollte. Die nen und auf den Fijdjreiher gu- Mutterliebe hatte fie jedenfalls Hae Da et im Hilgers Wafer ese ge gu "Si war, fonnte er fic) aud jebt Pes x, og ee 7 A rehin fagt iiber die Gehede wieder erheben und ftrich wieder ee tas «| Ea iy : der Marder: ,,Die Jungen, deren direft bor mein Boot. Die Fifch- og rh, ne a cs F) © Babl erheblich, fo viel man weif, otter, denen e8 abermals nicht F Re ae a Fane ge 2h j  gtvifden givet und zen fcjtwantt, gelungen tar, jeiner habhaft zu eae a . $ aoe fommen blind gur Welt und miiffen werden, tannen twieder Langan Pa es ii . 4 P| lange gefdugt und gepflegt twer- ins fehiigende Rohr gurite. Mehr- Fa a e ben.“ Miefenthal fchreibt in fei- mals hirte id) nod) da3 Knaden e - 4 e nem Qagdlerifon: Der Cdel- vom Rohr, dann wurde e3 ftill Sere P| ” ? Be marbder rangt fdjon im Samuat, um mich. Der Fijchreiher ftieg ° 4 ae wobet e8 gu bifjigen Balgereien langjam gur Seite und war dann a en atwifden ben Riiden fommt. Nach Dinter einent Rohrvorjprung ree Fo P neun Woden bringt die Fahe meinen Bliden  entjdrounden. aa e - Ps bret bis vier etiva givei Wochen Sebt gedachte id) der fehrwimmen- eee. a aes 3 Hindurd) blinde Jungen, welche den Federn und wufte nun aud, Be acs ate Ps (a fie mit groper Liebe und Gorge das e3 Reiherfedern waren. Fe Po sen — a hegt und jdugt.“ — Was die Wabhrjceinlich Hatten die beiden a ae —— Ranggeit des Chdelmarder3 be- Sijchotter den Reiher fdhon ein- . 3 Se trifft, fo lejen wir ja in ber mal gegriffen. Dies war aud , SS ae “ Nr, 41/1936 vom 10. Yanuar, angunehmen, denn als gefunder egg me dab der Heffenjager am 17. Suni Reiher ware ex jedenfalls fofort es a Pe Nae ee — 1935 ein Gdelmarderpaar itber- nach dem erjten Wngriff ab- Sn Ws zs ee oe tajdhte, al ber Ride die Fahe geftriden. Go flog er aber nur as ’ pak oo | dedte. Fagdbifch of. Strecen von etwa 30 Meter. - goes a Ginen verendeten Reiher Habe ich eae b 3 weak ae Sree Gejellen. An einem fpdter vor dem Rohr nicht gefun- as ‘5 Seen tritben, nebeligen Gonntagmittag, den. Da ich in meinem Revier die cS ae ee ih furg por Weihnacdhten vorigen iwenigen Reiher jcjone, enticdhlop - a Sahres befand ich mich draufen, ich mich nicht gum Wbjehug. Whler- a too eine Ficdtendidung an ein bings ware e3 fiir mich interefjant a i Budhenalthols 5e3 Nachbarreviers getvefen, die etivaige BVerlesung oe — “ae = grengt. Gch ftand neben einer fejtguitellen. Martin Winkler, f ae ae : . se Suche, den Hund angeleint neben Baabe, Injel Rigen. Se = —— mit, alg ue ber eis uke e Sn eeGhon angehechelt tam und ein Fuchs Gehirnte Ride. tber dicjeg _ Lowentinder-Gefishe (itoreatige viegtiter Basten Deeltn) <a tes Gimetsh nebo hie oe Ahema fann id) ausfiihrlich be- fchien. Mein jech3 Monate alter ticjten, denn twit haben immer einige im Revier gehabt, fo lange id Kurghaar fuhe Laut gebend nach dem Fuchs, aber anitatt daf} diejer denfen fann, und ich Habe auch heute noch einige. Gejdjojjen habe ich {dleunigit die Flucht ergriff, febte er fic) und zeigte dem Ound jelber im gangen vier. Meine hierbet gemadhten Erjahrungen will id  feckernd das Gebif. Crft als id) mit bem Sto nach ihm fcblug, 30g gern gur Verfiigung ftellen, obgleich fie zum Teil fiiv mich fehmerglich fic) dex Fuchs noch immer fecfernd in die Dicung guriic und ver- und peinlich gewejen find, aber gerade deshalb will id fte befannt- jchtwand vor dem gefdinallten Hund in einem Bau. geben, denn dadurch diirjten viele Ziveifel sum Nugen des Rehitandes On einem Nachbarrevier jdhoh der Forjtheamte im September behoben werden. Die exjte gehirnte Rice fehofs ich als jolche im Spat- auf einem Sabljdlag einen Bod, ber nach wenigen Fluchten vor Herbjt 1912, und givar mit voller Tberlegqung, denn fie ftand allein, per Dicfung gufammenbrach. Keine gehn Schritt von dem Boe erjchien und in der Qagdliteratur wurde damals allgemein bie Wnficht vertreten,  pavauf ein Huds auf dem Schlage und dugte intereffiert nach dem dag dieje Ricen meijt gelt jeien und daher abgejdojjen werden miiften. nod) fchlegeluden Bod. Der Schiige, welder ungededt etiva hundert Veim Wujbrecen war ich jehr exftaunt, dats die Rice Mild) hatte, alfo Sdhritt an bem Sdhlage ftand, fchob eine neue Kugelpatrone in den auch gefiihrt haben mufte. Ym Mai 1913 {cho® ich meiner Meinung LauFf jeiner Viichfe und fchof den Fuchs vorbei. Diejer ergriff aber nach auf einen der fo verpinten Knopffpiefer und ftellte beim Wuf- nicht etiwa die Flucht, jondern feblich fich immer ndher an den Bod bredhen tiej bejdamt eine Hochbefdlagene gehirnte Rice mit atoet eran, bis ihn die nadhite Kugel neben dem Boe verenden liek. Wie gefunden Embryos feft. Sie ftand auf einer BWieje in fo hohem Grafe, — fich Herausftellte, war e3 nidt etiva ein Qungfuchs, fondern ein alter dak ich ihren Zuftand nicht erfennen founte und mid) nur auf da3 =‘ Mtide! 9. U. Gleitsmann. Gehérn verlies. Von nun an war ih fehr vorjidtig, und fonnte Jahr 

flix Saher gehirnte Riden mit Rig feftftellen. Gelegentlich eines Feld- Bu: ,Wie lange danert die Rehbrunjt, und welde Bide be- urlaubs jdhoR ich dann im November des Jahres 1916 eine ftarE ab- fjlagen die meijten Riden? (Nr. 43 der yDeutfhen Jagd"). Jn gefommene, gehdrnte Ride aus einem Sprung Feldrehe. Gie war meinem Sagdbuche finde ich folgende Notiz: ,,14. Oftober 1890. Heute jonft anjeheinend gefund, aber fider iiber awolf Qahre alt. Die lebte  nadhmittag 3 Whr beobadhtete ich auf den Wiejen einen Gabelboe, der gehirnte Rice jehop ich) ebenfalls in ftart abgefommenem Zujtand in dem Beitraum von 12 Minuten eine febr ftarte Rice dreimal bejdlug. im Dezember 1935. Gie war gleichjalls jehr alt und hatte augerdem Nach jedem Met 30g der Bod, ohne fich ingwijdjen niedersutun, mit einen jdjlecht vereilten, boppelten Rieferbruc, der meines Ere dem Windjang am Feuchtblatt der Ricfe hinter diefer her, bis e8 gunt achtens nur durch einen Zujammenprall mit einem Wuto entftanden —_naehften Bejchlag fam. GErjt nach bem dritten Bejchlag taten fich beibe jein fonnte. Die Ricen haben alle faft genau bas gleide Gehirn. Sticke nieder.” Landrat a. D. von Meyer, Frankfurt (Oder),
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Muskrat 

Gestation period - 21 days (T. H. Patton, 
St. Louis) 

(C, Bnerson Brown, Jour, Mammal., 1936)
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November 3, 1936 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

There is no manner of determining the number of fisher 
taken in New York annually, but rest assured they are far 
from extinct. The Annual Report of the New York Conserva- 
tion Department for 1930 list 66 fisher taken in the Adiron- 
dack region in 1928. In the 1935 report there were recorded 
31 fisher taken in the 1933-34 season. As I have pointed 
out elsewhere (Scientific Monthly, Feb. 1935, pp. 182-187) 
such returns are notoriously inaccurate, and always too low’ 

At present I am working on a manuscript of the fur re- 
sources of the state. Many of my Adirondack trapper friends 
whom I Know personally, have given me no end of valuable 
data on the fisher and marten and their present status in 
the big woods. One writes that during the past 2 years 
fisher and marten have been driven out of certain sections 
by, the use of dynamite in the hands of CCC gangs cutting 

fipe roads into the remote sections. That may be one reason 
they were caught more frequently last season in comparative- 
ly settled sections. 

Fisher are not difficult to take, and are frequently 

caught in fox sets. Others chase them into hollow trees, 

smoke them out and thus capture a few. One of my advanced 

students, while returning to his home at Axton, New York, 
during the Thanksgiving recess?”made a cubby set for fox 
or marten. He used a deer paunch for bait. The trap was 

left set, and when he returned to it a month later, held a 

fine, well furred female fisher, for which he received $40. 
It's skeleton is now in our collection. 

Current low prices of the past 5 years have taken some 

of the pressure from marten and fisher trapping, but with 

rising prices, in spite of a now closed season on marten and 

fisher in New York, a number will be taken and bootlegged 

into Quebec.



Ze 

It is difficult to essay how many fisher are annually . 

taken. It probably runs between 100 and 200. As a matter 

of fact, I really think marten are now scarcer than fisher, 

contrary to reports of the Conservation Department's Annual 

Report. 

Sincerely, i cea 

yg : 

WJH :EB a be G. tani veeyaei in i
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STATE OF WISCONSIN 

Conservation Department 

Ladysmith, Wisconsin 
March 16, 1937 

To the Director 

Wis. Conservation Dept. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Attention: F. G. Wilson 

Dear Sir: 

Frequent observations during the winter show that field mice 

have hit a new low. Last winter there were thousands of field mice 

that did damage to field and forest crops on a large scale. This 

year there are very few mice and no damage noticeable. The cause 

of this rapid decline (not figuring possible disease ravage) is due 

to the extreme mumbers of weasel this year that were not present 

last year. 

On a sample plot of young maple where there was much girdling 

damage last winter, I saw tracks of two mice and six weasel this 

winter. 

Trappers in Rusk and adjoining counties have caught hundreds 

of weasel this winter. The mice were done away with but I think 

too many weasel were taken to insure future control of the mice. 

Rabbits seem to be on the increase so maybe it is their turn 

to gnaw. 

Very truly yours, 

Kenneth Beechel 
Area Forester
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lowa’s Muskrats Are Travelers 
Some idea of the distance a muskrat A ape 

will travel is given in a report of Dr. Ww 
Paul L. Errington, Research Assistant ; 
Professor of the Lowa State College. Ap (yo ; 
tag was placed on a muskrat when 8 \ » ,990'” 
days old on July 5, 1935, and was 

released on the northwest shore of Q pM 

Round Lake in Clay County. The same ea 
animal was killed in a hog house owned 

by J. W. Zerfoss of near Superior in 
Dickinson County and near Swan Lake 

in the early part of the winter of 1936- 

1937. The distance between these points | 
is about 21 miles, Dr. Errington has 

one other report of a tagged muskrat 

which was taken 4 miles from the place 

it was tagged. 

131 & 
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Copies for Buss 
Sowls 
Skunk folder 

‘ Extract from note, "Feeding Behavior of a Skunk," by A. M. Stebler, in 
Jour. Mammalogy, Vol. 19, No. 3, August, 1938, p. 374: 

"Probably the most interesting mannerism observed concerned the 
way in which he obtained the contents of hens' eggs. First he tried to open 
an egg by biting it vogorously, but his mouth was too small to permit him to 

secure an effective purchase upon it. He then walked around the egg several 

times, cuffing it with a front foot as he encircled it. This method was 

likewise of no avail. Eventually he straddled the egg, grasping it with his 
front feet in a manner not unlike that assumed by the center of a football 
team while waiting for the signal to snap back the ball. Now he forcibly 
passed the egg between his hind legs, apparently in an attempt to strike an 
object with it. Immediately upon snapping the egg, he would look or turn 
around as if to locate the egg or to see if it was broken. After a few 
trials he broke it against a stone window sill. Then he lapped up the con- 
tents." 

{



oe THR FISHER 
r : __ ; 

\ The fisher, one of the largest members of the weasel tribe, and the & ao 

possessor of a very valuable skin, has just recently, for the first time, xo 45 

been reported as having oecurred or occurring in Region 2. Ranger Stanley S$ 

Zeger learned this fall that a trapper named Lars Scorr caught two on Beare Ser 

tooth Platéau of the Shoshone Forest in the early 1920's near the Ifontana aie 

State line, Tracks and other fisher signs have been irregularly reported 2g 

several times since up to the last two yearse ie. 
4 98 

In make-up the fisher resembles the marten very closely, but is four ie 

or five times larger and its fur is a much darker brown, It is an inhabi-~ a 

tant of the colder forested regions and is said to be the most proficient Fine 

and powerful ofthe smaller carnivores. It°is said to be the most active a 

arboreal hunter, being able to catch marten, squirrels and other mammals in- ew 

habiting the tree tops, It is just as good a hunter on the ground as in the a4 

trees, and is also said to be one of the fewmaumels which can prey on porcu]- ae 

pines with impunity. 
“A, A, MCCUTCHEN - SHOSHONE ty 
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File: Otter folder — 
Bayfield Co. 

Note in Journal of Mammalogy, Vol. 20, No. 3, August 1939, p. 371 

; Swimming Power of the Canadian Otter 

Conservation Warden Ben Waskow, Bayfield, Wisconsin, recently 
reported that on February 24, 1939, Ben Gustavson, a commercial 
fisherman, also of Bayfield, pulled up a set line from 42 feet of 
water and 500 feet from the shore of Bass Island, Apostle Islands, 
Lake Superior, to find an otter (Lutra canadensis) on one of the 

' hooks. The beit was missing from several hooks, and the otter mst 
have been caught on a hook while taking the bait or a larger fish. 
The otter had been drowned in its efforts to release itself. 

This fishing is done through holes in the ice which covers the 
island waters during this season. Although the swimming powers 
of the otter are well known, this definite record of depth and 
distance traveled under ice is unusual.--W.E.Scott, Wisconsin Con= 
servation Department, Madison, Wisconsin. 
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WA typical trappers’ village on Harvey Canal No. 2 in Jefferson Parish. 

Louisiana Furs to the Fore ouis Furs to the F B 
yi 

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM THE JEPFERSON PARISH YEARLY REVIEW. Estelle Verjie Cottman 

The season of fur coats is upon us! son. There are several distinctly new America. While the countries of the 
A royal pageant of glorious womankind features that characterize the latest Old World were jockeying for territory 
clothed in lustrous, luxurient furs will styles, but the most outstanding one is in the New, huge fur trading companies 
soon be charming the eyes of - the the “built up’’ shoulder. Collars are were formed, trading posts established, 
nation; new and vastly becoming styles, not large this season; in fact, many coats and trappers and explorers were pene- 
fashioned by experts, are now displayed are collarless. Even fur collars on cloth trating deeper and deeper into the 
in the shops, and sad, indeed, is the fate coats are small. Sleeves offer many new wilderness for pelts. 
of her who cannot afford one of these ideas such as the spiral treatment, the The Old World had nothing to com- 
beautiful- coats or jackets. comfortable width at the wrist and the pare with the abundance of wildlife in 

What a wealth of gorgeous furs to overtrim above the elbow. North America. Such a supply was 
choose from! Chinese and Persian lamb, Louisiana furs are among the most almost unbelievable, and trappers could 
Jap and Chinese mink, Russian squirrel, popular. Natural and dyed mink are not conceive of any decline in the mil- 
muskrat, kid, caracul, silver fox, Hudson featured in some of the most beautiful lions of fur animals. 
seal, pointed skunk—all are shown in coats. Muskrats. are shown in dark sil- That such a decline was possible be- 
attractive modes, chic and new. vertone, natural ombre and in silver, the came evident with the building of the 

History tells us there was a time when last with the pelts interlocking in wonder- railroads that made these wildlife havens 
animal pelts were used for utilitarian ful designs. Short coats in pointed easily accessible. Newly settled towns 
purposes only, but now milady bedecks skunk, dark with an occasional white and cities encroached upon the natural 
herself in furs both in summer and win- hair showing, are very attractive. The habitat of these wild creatures, driving 
ter, to add to her beauty and allurement. shops are also showing handsome neck- them back, depleting their numbers and 

Some student of feminine psychology pieces in silver and red fox. limiting their breeding areas. 
has said that there should be a clause in The invention of the steel trap was a 
the Constitution of the United States de- TRADING IN PELTS boon to the trapper, enabling him to in- 
claring that once in her life, at least, So common is the wearing of furs to- crease his take, and, automatically his 
every woman should own a fur coat. day that we are apt to forget the im- income, but it was a tragedy for the 
We are quite sure that most women portance that early trapping and fur furbearers. Before this invention the 
would vote for this amendment! barter had in the history of our country. trapper depended upon the uncertain 

In the shops there seems to be a fur We forget that trading in pelts was the results of nets, snares and deadfalls, but 
garment suited to every purse and per- beginning of commercial enterprise in now his catch was almost a certainty. 
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LOUISIANA CONSERVATION REVIEW 
Cee eS ba ee 
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e : . ae Seen aaa 
oe 2 2 a foes oe. With such easy trapping methods, wise 

es oa oo eS . men soon realized that there would come 
7  N\ i ee : ae i a time when fur animals would be very 

ee: ne ee oe scarce or even extinct, so steps were 

bee Ne La a taken to provide legal protection for 

- i 1 oe ae hh them during their unprime season and 

2 4 oo 8 eee to regulate and supervise methods of 

_ “ | : es ee trapping. Today Federal and state laws 
) ; — Ae ; : 

: -€ Ea ere ee insure a permanent breeding supply of 
c ee 8 i? : 

Be or  . ae furbearers, guarantying a continued oc- 
ee : ee : ee 

oe = a ee ee a cupation for trappers and an additional 
ee ae e a ee ony ‘ 

— ix _ oN ee = Home at the end source of revenue for state and nation. 

a. fe -  y —6m6r,rUrmr””C—C™C—™C SC ‘the day. The be : : : 
| firae« «> . 82. s i Louisiana occupies an important posi- 

- Pe tf — 2 day's catch may be senate i 
— > sae eer ‘ . tion in the fur industry and holds 
i (A ee seen in the bow of 5 : i 

ee , re a tie bank it chiefly because of the millions of 

| ye Pe 2 i muskrats produced each year. During 

Cas oR oe | a fo 5 the season of 1929-30 the total catch 

ee Dr tae ae a s of rats reported in the United States was 

ee. As a 8,435,583, of which Louisiana was 

: 4 om Ler - ae credited with 6,296,556. 
oe a <4 fe ee 
eee Be, § pe oo 

mk Litesy i, . LOUISIANA LEADS IN FUR TAKE 
ul a eae i ee . ‘ 

= ha aa ee — This catch is remarkable. The musk- 
Fe a ono er ee : 
il age Jk me, EO A So os Z rat area in North America spreads from 

rm to neg) a a Newfoundland to Alaska and from Louisi- 

j ee ees - ana to California, while in Louisiana their 

A - be - producing area is limited to lower Louisi- 

* ee ana; yet in a single year this State con- 

an E ce tributed 75% of the entire catch of 

2 Ne ri North America. 
s 

Ps It appears that the best fur pelts come 

from animals that weather severe winters 

and grow a heavy pelage for protection. 
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HA trapper’s cabin on the edge of the marsh. On the rack to the 
right may be seen muskrat pelts, hanging out to dry. 
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Naturally, the mild climate of Louisiana |  . 
does not necessitate such a thick hair =} rs sa Ai . a -— 
growth yet our furs are steadily gaining es > L\ “4 TT = x oe . 
a reputation for duribility and strength. ‘ es ae fh. I A -. is e. 

A typical rat skin is ‘silver’ on the F ‘ee Bee es ’ P| xa —< 4 
belly, ‘“gold’’ on the sides and brown on | Ao a . : e i. 
the back. Silver skins make the most ; i : ._ Wy s ais rae ee 
beautiful coats, with gold ranking next 4 4 ey 2 oe nar 
in value. In making a coat, several ire <4 ao yi : 
thousand pelts may be examined for color : nl abel et £1 es ‘i ; eee 

d ity Ber, fi MThe trappers os a - SS es 
oy quality before some seventy-five are children some- [em a i | , S : oo 

finally matched. = a a ay ar 
times catch and fae 4 7 = 

The natural pelts have long guard raise young tf i - Va ug 
hairs that protrude from the soft muskrats as = |) ae ok ao e ~— 
under fur. When these hairs are plucked pets. “Jacko”, bP —— & ‘% mf ae ‘ . 
out, the pelt is sold under the name of on the arm of > A ee 3 a se x 
“moleskin’’. When this plucked fur is Carl Zar, is two a. ae 3 - : A 2 ETS Mh gl 
dyed seal or black its trade name is months old. On, afl uf ae iy er Say e ee 
“Hudson seal’. The wearing quality of Be ee Pe - 28? 3 “ J 
tnis fur is excellent and garments made 4 . _e* eo” Ee ie ee 
from it are beautiful and satisfactory. : A os ” Ts es : : & “ A page, oe . 5 

The undyed muskrat pelts make hand- ee i. <= ss . ae : Xs 
some and durable coats and wear much = a ‘ " 7 
better than some more expensive furs. se ‘eae ae ‘ ee SE: 
Often the skins are blended, dyed a rich oe . Pav . = ee PS 
brown and sold as mink. The true gh ms 5 Ce. a ae a ae es . = . Louisiana mink is skillfully blended into a ne aa ee R : = 
a dark brown and compares favorably Te hee ae ace. 25 PN Rs 
with northern pelts. : +. oi y At ee ra ? 5 gre 

Modern methods have lifted the ¢ i. a Se ge eo MS 
cheaper furs into the higher priced class. a a Pdi .. es . 
By ingenious methods of plucking, dying il Wier Oo race Pa 
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™@ Fur buyers grading hides. The hides are bought at trapping 
Posts and sorted out according to species and grades. 
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™@ The regal lines and lustrous sheen of this @ This silver muskrat coat worn by Rita Mae 
muskrat coat worn by Callista Clancy, daughter Gegenheimer, of Gretna, (Miss New Orleans 
of Sheriff and Mrs. Frank J. Clancy, of Kenner, 1937), is only one of the many styles possible 
would make it a fashion favorite for well- in muskrat fur, a fur that is not only smart, 
dressed women anywhere. but remarkably serviceable. 

and trimming, cheap skins are made to effect than by simply dying the white carrying her purse in such a manner as 

resemble more costly furs. The clever hairs black as is sometimes done. to rub them shiney or wear off the hair. 

manufacturer produces what is known as The finest furbearer in Louisiana is Last but certainly not least, women 
black fox by dying the gray fox pelt. the otter, whose pelt in the palmy days should remember that if they MUST 
Even the beautiful silver fox fur is some- of the last decade brought the trapper purchase a cheap fur coat their best 

times imitated by ee the odes! the top pricetar airy ve cicllareen Our bargain will be one fashioned from Louisi- 
gray pelt black, gluing on w ae tips largest pelt is that of the raccoon and ana muskrat pelts, either the natural or 
from the skin of a badger and adding the : the moleskin! 

‘ ne the manufacturers do marvelous things : 
white tail-tip from a skunk. The pelts : ae S02 

eae to add to its beauty; but even “’as is” it 
of Louisiana’s bay lynx and opossum are : 

; is a handsome, sturdy fur and very popu- Timber wolves still occur in various 
cleverly manipulated and sold under at- - Fleiss bei 

ive teal eo. Hi fe lar, especially for collars, cuffs and parts of Louisiana, being of the black 
prec tNe. Bade ete, eye AUS Prererieel timber wolf variety. Apparently they do 
a growing demand for these skins in their : ees 5 no appreciable damage to domestic stock 

natural pelage. Bae en Gee in this State, since they keep to wild 

Fe Ne acre ee: Seen ys and remote areas, but undoubtedly the 
THE SKUNK IN POLITE SOCIETY wet, they should be brushed, hung care- destroy deer. x 

Under proper treatment the despised fully and dried—but not by artificial =5-02— 

skunk enters polite society. The natural heat. They should be kept in good re- iPeackiwe waintenance’’ is defined as 

skin is black and white and to make the pair by experts—this is not an expensive the practice of returning gas from flush 

attractive black fur so much admired, service—and should be sent to the clean- production to the oil formation for the 

the white hairs are cut out and the skin ers often enough to keep them soft and purpose of keeping oil reservoir pressure 

carefully sewed together again. The re- glossy. Of course they should be kept and energy as near initial conditions as 

sult is a fur of unusual beauty and in cold storage in summer. The wearer possible for the purpose of increasing the 

luster, which gives a more beautiful should loosen them seated and avoid ultimate oil recovery of the field. 
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April 12, 1940 

Mr. L, Butler, Biologist 
Fur Trade Commissioner's Office 
Hudson's Bay Company 
Winnipeg, Manitoba , : 

Dear Mr, Butlers 

I have your letter of April 4 and will be ps to 
pasa on to you the thoughts that come to my mind upon reading 
your recent paper on muskrat foods, The inclosure is my file i 
copy of a manuscript that I had gone over for the last time the ror 
before I received my copy of the Canadian Field-Naturalist in whic 
your paper appeared; you will observe that I have made some late 
changes to include references to your findings, Your discovery of 
Equisétum being so important as a food plant surprised me, especially 
% view of the following original(now amended) passage on page & 3 
of my MS:"Horsetail....... seems to be the only waterside growth 
of which utilisation for food has not been recorded in the Iowa 

_ field notes...." Insofar as I have known cottontails simply to 
mow down Equisetum about as your muskrate did, my guess 1s that © 
there is sone thine very attractive about the plant that causes ani~ 
mals, once they get started, to consume it selectively, but that 
ite eilica SOnESRE, hence grittiness, nj serve as a strong initial : 
barrier to utilization, One might postulate regional differences 
in silies and HCN content - which may very well exist + but ‘the ; 
fact that animels of not dissimilar feeding tendencies may rolish 
Equisetum and eat it without apparent detriment (it may, however, 

6 a source of stock peleoning ih both regions seems to point more 
to the establishment of local habits, 

Frém the published accounts of your experiments, I would say 
that your approach has potentialities far in excess of present ree# 
sults, I would like to see you try some inferior + perhaps slowly 
lethaljdiets on captive muskrats, under conditions designed to 
simulate winter food shortages, for it is certainly true thet mus- 
krate can stay alive for verying lengths of time on foods that are 
by no means in the category of bulrush and cat-tail underparts, In 
other words, there may be tremendous differences in optimum and mere- 
ly subaietence diets, and appraisals of the immediate food resources



Mr. L, Butler, Biologist Page 2 

of marshes must take into consideration the supply of a much larger 
part of the available organic matter than the most palatable or nu- 
tritious plants. With your facilities, could you carry on a series 
of experiments - using, of curse, adequate controls, ete, - to deter- 
mine Just about what a muskrat needs to squeeze through a winter? : 

i | When we try to consider the role of psychic factors in rela- 
Mt tion to food utilization and population, our interpretations of data 

become still more hazardous, and I cen better refer you to the latter 
parts of the ineclosed MS than to attempt elaboration of this subject 
by letter. It is especially baffling th try to explain how mus- 
krats react strongly to differences in food during summer, when their 
regular foods may not only be generally abundant beyond visible needs 
but also constantly replenished by new growths; without imputing too 
much in the way of intelligence or foresight to the muskrat, one may | 

: suspect that gradations in ease of living may thus be reflected 
in the behavior of local populations, 

j In the event that you plan further experiments, I would be pleased 
to help you in any way that I can. Would there be any chance of 
your spending a few days with me here in Iowa? 

I expect to submit my paper, "Versatility in feeding and popu- 
lation maintenance of the muskrat", to the Journal of Wildlife Manage- 
ment, but 1t has a number of Rands to go through, and I eannot say 
when it will be published, Yau may return my file copy at your con- | 
venience ~ no hurry. 

Sincerely yours, 

Peul L, Errington 
Research Associate Professor 

PLE: JH 
Cc: Prof. Leopold



File: Badger a 
Fox 

i Anton Novy of Manitowoc tells me that he has found evidence that 

a badger may dig out and kill a fox in an underground den. He found a : 

dug-out den with the remains of a fox and evidence that a badger had 

done the work. : 

A.L. 

5/23/40



i MUSKRAT FOLDER 
December 9, 1941 

Frederic Leopold tells me that on a 3-acre pond just west of the 

Chrystal Lake Club House in Henderson County, Illinois, 40 mskrats 

were trapped this fall bringing $2.00 each, or $80 for the year's 

crop. There were 7 houses in this pond, but a large number of 

additional rats inhabited bank burrows. The pond is bordered on ‘ 

one side by the road and on the other side by the railroad bank, 

hence opportunities for bank burrows are especially good. 

cc Errington



Investigation of Eggshell Depvsit ot Fe. Atkinson Su 
Irven 6, Suse 

Gn Getober 10, 1941, ® versonal investig:tion was mide of reported 

egg-shell deposits on Best Sherman evenue, Yort Atkinson, “igeonsin, The 

deposite were discovered in « grevel pit, which was used as carly as 1916. 

Removals since thet time have left a pit about two acres in ares end pertly 

surrounded by » 10-foot bank. At the north-central edge of the pit, under 

tein dedte 0b Séntneh ten eden stim, theee Veken” of @alhe were eapened 

by workmen removing gravel, The upper vein was about 16 inches benesth the 

clay surface of the ground, the second about two feot deeper, emi the third 

about 18 inches beneath the second, ach vein we from two to four inches 

wide and from 1/2 inch to two inches in thickness, At not lese than two 

places sleng the veins, lerger caches of shells were discovered, All shell 

fragments observed were permeated by small tree rootlets, 

rior to the tine of this investigation considerable disturbance hed 

oceurred et the site end likely renoved considersble evidence which might hve 

been used to olerify the picture, An entire chicken egg and many fragments 

were reneved during early September. Among the fragments an org membrene was 

found which preeludes an Indien deposit or a deposit over five yeurs old. 

Although the upper vein of shells wee only eb-ut 18 inches beneseth the 

ground surfeee and the box elder stump, there were no large roots crowing through 

the veins. ach vein had many sm1l rootlets grown through it showing that 

the deposit was present during the tree's lest year of growth. ‘userous shoots 

grown vp about the stump showed thet the tree had been eut three yeara ago. Since 

the shelle vere not decomposed, ond since at least one egg membrane was still 

intact, and sinee finally the devoeits were diffused only with one-year rootlete 

from the box elder tree, it seans logienl te conelude thet the deposits ere from 

three to four years old, , 

How 414 *he shells get under the crowing box elder tree from tweeto four 

yoars ego?



, ae ; 

the fermer on the Heokler farm told ¢. %. Brown that no egg shells were 

ever deposited in this place (a former orchard; by his femily. ‘there is no 

evidense on the sod of « refuse pit heving been dug neer the stump, furthermore, 

refuse pits would not show strate of deposits in narrow end shallow veins; so it 

seems that man was rot responsible for their oecurrence under the stumps 

there are no reptiles in this state thet would carry hundreds of chicken 

eggs three blocks and then deposit then in burrows that terminated five feut 

below the surface of the ground. (from three to four years ago the only nearby 

source of chicken eggs was s hatchery three blocke from the depository on the 

opposite side of a paved street). If reptiles had been interested in osching 

chicken eggs from this hetchery, it is very likely that they would have taken 

them in the opposite direction tovard water which was as near the hatchery as the 

gravel pit, 

Eliminating man end reptiles, there remain only a few meumals thet could 

x have made this esche, Striped gophers, Frenklin's ground squirrels, rats, or 

chipmunks ere too smell to carry a chicken egg without breaking or puneturing 

the shell, Of the remaining mammals who eat oggs and burrow in the ground, only 

the skunk, mink, woodchuck, ond opossua inhebite thie vicinity, 

A mink would net carry the eggs away from water, nor would he store them 

this deep, 

& woodehuck is « diurnal svecies thet would not eross the peved street in 

daylight. to get the eggs. It is wmlikely that it could carry « hundred to five 

hundred eggs this distance without being seen by some one, 

Spossums would not carry the eggs this distence ner would they burrow into 

the ground five fect to sake a deposit. 

Only the skunk remains, ond it seams there ie no evidence whieh eliminates 

this species, “mn the other hand, the skunk fits into the picture very well and 

ell evidence points toward the skunk. Being of nocturnal habits, unafreid of 

men or his structures, a good traveler, good digger, possessed of keen olfactory 

senses, and being fond of eggs, all lebel the skunk as guilty. Extensive 

investigetion within and near the pit showed that skunks still inhsbit the
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viesinity in goodly musbere ond visit the pit in quest of beetles and other 

food, Ordinarily skunks eat their eggs where found, but where there are sany 

more eggs than their stomachs will held, it is net impossible to believe thet 

they would deposit them for food during winters 

108/10-13~42 ;
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424 University Farm Place 
December 23, 1942 

Mr. George C. Moore, Leader 
Inventory of Wildlife Resources 
Department of Conservation 
Montgonery, Alabama 

Dear Mr. Moore: 

Your decline in Mobile Bay rats is intensely interesting. 

; I certainly had no impression that recessions occur within 
three years. I know the recession of pheasants in 
New England took twenty years. I can't remember how long 
the recession of pheasants in the Williamette Valley took, 
bat you could find out from Arthur Minarsea, Wildlife 
Research Unit, Corvallis, Oregon. 

I know of no case in which actual extinction followed the 
recession. In all the cases I know, a low level of . 
population persisted. 

It will, of course, be impossible to distinguish a recession 
from an ordinary cycle until time enough has elapsed to show 
whether these rats stage a recovery. It would be interesting 
to find a violent cycle so far south. 

The best thinker in this particular region on the problem : 
of mskrats is Paul Errington at the State College, Ames, 
Iowa. He might contribute something to your problem. 

Were native muskrats absent from Mobile Bay when these 
Louisiana rats were introduced? [I am not quite clear on thid 
question, 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsisn 

Dear Mr. Leopold: . 

We have a peculiar situation in the Mobile Bay Delta that 
has us "stumped." About 1928, a few pair of muskrats probably 
the Louisiana type were planted in the Mobile Bay Delta. Up un- 
til this time there had never been any report of the Louisiana 

: ‘rat being found east of the Mobile Bay or the Mobile River. 
From all available reports, there were about fifteen pair put in 
about this time. These 'rats multiplied to a point that by 1934, 
there were twenty or thirty thousand 'rats being removed. By 
1936, the peak, reports show that there was at least one-hundred 
thousand 'rats removed from this area, During the 1937 trapping 

season, these 'rats had fallen off to a point where it was found 
unprofitable to trap. The trapping season in this area was 
closed in 1938, and has been closed ever since. When the trapping 
season was closed, there’ were at least several hundred 'rats left 
on the area for breeding stock, In eaeh successive year since 
then the 'rats have tended to decrease, 

Recently the State Department of Conservation with the assis— 
tance of the Federal Aid Project has undertaken to determine the 
reason for this decline. After having made several preliminary 
surveys in company with several authorities on muskrats, we are 
still unable to definitely put our finger on any limiting factor. 

One factor that I have had in mind is the so-called "recessive 
establishment" which usually appears to become distinct within 
three years. Do you have any records or know of any instances where 
a species increased vigorously for a period of more than three years . 

before the decline started, and finally extinction came into effect? 
Before I write my final report, I wish to check all factors and try 
to eliminate those that seem most likely to have little or no effect



Mr, Aldo Leopold -2- December 14, 1941 

on a sudden decrease, Then we will try to determine what effect 
other factors might have on the 'rat population in the Mobile Bay 
Delta, I would appreciate your opinion on the possibility of this, 
that is "recessive establishment", being a factor in the sudden 
decline in the muskrat population. 

You will notice that from the time these 'rats were released 
until the peak was reached, it was a period of approximately nine 
years. During the last four years, the 'rat population has de- 
creased at least eighty per cent more. However, there are more 
'rats there now than was suppose to have been planted in the 

beginning. 

I understand from Dr. Herbert L. Dozier, of the Fish and 
Wildlife Service, and other interested persons that there has 
been a sharp decrease in 'rats in general over much of the east 
coast and the Louisiana marshes. I do not know whether this is 
the downward trend of a cycle or some other factor that has 
caused a decrease in the 'rat population. Dr. Dozier is under 
the impression that there is a possibility of a disease being the 
major factor in this decrease, It seems to me that since the 
‘rat population is so low in the Mobile Bay area, the disease 
factor should have a minor influence on any continuous decrease, 

Any suggestions that you might be able to give me will be 

appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

lee. C. weaeee 
George C. Moore, Leader 
Inventory of Wildlife Resources 
In Alabama 

GCM:al
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Morocco, Indiana 

March 10, 192 

Mre Aldo Leopold 
1532-Univer sity Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Mir. Leopold: 

It has been over four years since I left southwesterd Wisconsin to 
take a position of project bilogist with the Soil Conservation Service. 
Much has happened in that time but I always look forward to returning to 
the Badger state. I am writing to you in recard to an idea I have been 
working on for the past two years. I would like to have your opinion on 
the plan. 

At college we were taught that a diversified farm is the best pay- 
ing one. With bhat thought in mind, I have planned for what I terma 
diversified "biological farm" with honey, furs, and woodland products as 
the main products. If the bee pasture were ovmed by me, legume seeds 
could be a by-product. Professor H. F. Wilson has told me that a good 
beekeeper with 500 colonies of bees could expect a gross annual return of 
$5000. During the past year (without a fall honey flow-due to the summer 
drought and excessive fall rains) I experimented with 25 colonies of bees 
which returned an average gross receipt of $10.00 per colony. This was 
in territory where the honey flora is notnearly as sood as in most parts 
of Wisconsin. i 

As to the income from furs, I have been following Mr. Erringtons 
work and believe that a surplus of at least two muskrats per acre could 
be taken from a well mnaged mrsh. During the winter of 1938-39, while 
I was working in southeestern Ohio, I started a trapping project on a 
small pasture marsh. I had nopesfetayine at that work unit for five ; 
years, but was transfered before I could rum a second years study of the 
marsh. Enclosed is an extra copy of the report which you my keep if 
you like. It was interesting to note that the owner of the mrsh knew 
very little about trapping mrsh rats(he preferred trapping bank-rats 
which he said wes much easier work). 

Specialized woodland products such as Christmas trees, wreath mat- 
erial, fire a fence posts, pulp wood would bring in the createst re- 
turn,with timbér as a long time objective. I believe that these special- 
ized products would bring in as large a net return per acre as some of the 
crops I have seen growing on farms of southeastern Ohio and northwestern 

: Indiana. That list of forest products looks large, however with my seven 
years experience in proper land use and woodland management I am sure that 
I would still havea fine lookinz woodlot after following a proper manare- 
ment system. What's more it would sive me an opportunity to manage wild- 
life on my own land, particularly deer and ruffed grouse. 

The location of such an enterprise, I've set up temporarily as some- 
where in northeastern Wisconsin, near my home. The main factors deter- 
mining the location would be a good honey flora(naturally sweeet soils) 
near a marshbf about 500 acres. About 200 acres of spruce,balsam, aspen, 
and white cedar would mke up the woodland.
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Seasonal work on a farm of this type would be as follows: 
January to March or April- Taking fur surplus and some forest products. : 
April to November - Beekeeping : 
November to January- Woods work, Christmas trees, wreath material, etc. 

About a $5,000 to $10,000 investment would be necessary which I think ; 
I could be able to raise somewhere. 

My experience in SCS has given me an insite on so called “land values". 
Particularly here in northwestern Indiana, I have seen land sold for from 
$60 to $125. per acre, which will take the buyer(if he is lucky) a life- 
time to pay for it. Much of it is farmed in such a way that the owner might 
have some top soil left to farm after twenty or thirty years of farming, 
just when he needs to have the land workinz more for him. If low-priced 
woodland and marshland such we have in parts of Wisconsin could be put to 
some honest to goodnesssustained yield mnagement, I believe that our wood- 
land and wildlife products would show as great a net return per acre as 
some of the land now being farmed, and at the same time preserve the natural a 

beauty of the land. 
About two years ago many of the specialized technicdans in our servive 

were made over into diversified farm planners. In the past two years I have . 

been workines up famm plans for a complete soil and moisture conserwtion 
program and have been doing as good a job of it as men who have been doing 
the work for seven years. You my wonder why, with my present status of P-2 
Ass't. Soil Conservationist, I would even think of the possibility of be- 

coming what I term a bidbogical farmer. It is not that I am dissatisfied 
with my job- on the contrary I like extension work and enjoy meting and 
talking over problems of proper land use with the farmers. However, I don't Bae 
enjoy the gypsy life that we are leading, three different states and seven " 
different work units in seven years. Most of my friends in the service haze 
moved more often than that. We get nicely aguainted in a neighborhood and 
then we are on the move again. For a sinzle mn this might be all rirht, 

but I don't think a family should be on the move contiriually with no place 
they can really call home. 

Do you think that such a farm as I have described is feasible? Invest- 
ment in the land(200 acres woodland and 500 acres marshland) would be small; 

the biggest investment would be in bees and supplies. Some hired help 
would be needed during harvest time of honey and Christmas trees and possibly 
for some of the other woodland products. 

Sincerely yours, 

George Stanek }



PROGRESS ON MUSKRAT FUR INCOME PER UNIT 
OF AREA ON THO SMALL MARSHES 

Deseription of Mershes: 
These marshes are located one on each side of the Yoker Valley road 

where this road joins state highway #17 in the SW ef Section 33, Wayne 

Township, Noble county, Chie. | 

At the initiation of this project, both marshes were to be 

trapped, however, time and equipnent allowed only working of the east 

marsh, leased by James Wyscarver. Though both marshes are owned by the 

Muskingum Conservancy Distriet, the one worked was leased by a farmers 

History of the Bast Marshe 
The Wyscarver marsh has been owned by that femily more than 

fifty years. Approximately, forty-five years age, or about 169), this 

twenty acre marsh had been tile drained and cultivated. Evidently the 

tiling was not a great success as the ground reverted back to pasture 

after one or two crops of corn and wheat. One old-timer, said a crop of 

85 bushels of corn to the acre was grown from this ground and also a good 

crop of wheat. Gradually the pond inereased with water until « large 

pond of approximately twenty aerea now remains. The present farmer said 

that the marsh has been considered a marsh for the past ten yearse 

Ditehes had been dug through the pond end te Yoker ereek but these 

proved ineffective for drainage. 

Marsh Vegetation: 
A detailed vegetative survey was not taken, due to ice and high 

water. However, a survey will be taken during the spring of 1939. A 

comparison of plant species density with the density of muskrat houses 

will be made.
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In general, the marsh is woll vegetated with Sweet flag (ecorus 

ealemus), Suart week (Persicaria spe), Spike rush (Bleechoris spe)» 

Sedge (Carex sp.), Wool grass (Scirpus oyporinus), Cateteil (fyphie) 

and other grassese 

Ei._Muskrat Populations 

One hundred ana twenty (120) muskrat lodges were counted on 

the Hysearver marsh by two men,taking fifty-foot strips through 
the 

marth. Of the 120 ledges, 20 could be classified as unused. These 

twenty showed no evidense of repair, were small in size, and 
some had 

@ saggy appearance. It is believed that the main muskrat population 

lived in the marsh,es only one benk bordered the marsh about one husired 

feet from the water Lines and this showed no signs of bank-dwelling 

nuskrats + ; 

Aecording to Paul Le Errington, Research Associate Professor 

at Tow, State College, who has been doing a great deal of work in musk- 

rat research, a technique for estimating muskrat populations with any 

accurasy has not been devised. However, he states that “Superior muske 

rat marshes have yielded anmally 6 to 6 muskrets per acre over exten- 

sive ereas,except in bad years, and as a rule the saller marshes yield 

| somewhat more per unit of area". With thet in mika, our estimated cateh, 

without depleting the breeding stock, for the Wyscarver 
marsh for the 

1938-39 trapping season was to be 6 mskrate per acre, or a total of 120 

muskratse 

Due te leek of tine and materials, house population counts and 

trapping was confined to the Vysearver marsh. Por the 1939-10 trapping
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season, the east marsh or Leyman property marsh will be included in the 

stadye 

The attecshed map of the Wysearver marsh shows the distribution 

of the muskrat houses, each cirele being a houses 

Vis_Mater Level» 
The fall pond asreage was approximately fifteen acres with 

120 houses well above the water. During February 1939, due to rains, 

melting snow, and runoff from adjacent land, over twenty-five acres were 

under water, covering more than half of the muskrat lodges. 

What effect this has on the muskrat population remains to be 

geen during the fall ef 1939. With the flooding of Senasea Leke, thousands 

of acres of potential muskrat marsh will be created, Muskrat house builde 

ing nay move fron present ponds to more shallow water. 

Posting end Protection of the Marshes 

Both marshes were posted with sigue a day before the trapping 

Season opened. Close wateh against poachers was given the Wyscarver 

marsh by lr. Wyscarver, whose house is located near thet marsh. The 

project biologist of the Soil Conservation Service headquarters at 

Cambridge amd the game protector of Noble County also patrolled these 

marshes. Be evidence of poaching or trespassing was noted in the 

Wyscarver marsh but attempts were made to trap the Leynan marsh by out 

siders. These were quickly stopped by springing the traps which discour~ 

aged the wuld-be-trapperse
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Vike Trapping Muskrate. 
Forty Noe 1 steel traps were set on November 17, 1939 by the 

project biologist in the Wysearver marsh. All traps wore set at least 

ten feet fron muskrate‘ lodges in runways or near feeding beds. Although 

most of these traps, properly set, were effective, killer traps will be 

used in the futures, 

Where rumways were of auch depth to sllow muskrats to swim freee 

ly over the traps, stenes and bricks wore used to elevate the traps. 

Most of the rate were caught near feeding beds and in rummays. Most of 

the muskrats and better furs were caught when the pond was frozen. 
' Muskrats drawed quickly in sets under the jee. Only five muskrats 

escaped by showing off a lege Two were caught by their tails. 

One hour daily was spent on the trap ling beginning Nowenber 

18, 1938 through Jamary 1, 1939, emepting December 25, 28, 1938 and 

January 1 and Jamary 13, 1939. ‘The accanpanying chart shows the daily 

cateh. 

Much of the winter feed consisted of roots of the sweet flag 

(acorus oalems)« 

Tke__Skinning oni Tleshing and Stretehing. 
Preparation of the hides for market was done by the project 

biologist, who then turned the pelts over to the farmer for marketing. 

Skinning time for each muskrat was, approxinately, five minutes. 

Fleshing a skin took from a half to three-quarters of an hour. 

More about fleshing is written under fur values. Furs wore stretched 

on home«nede wire stretchers made from Noe 9 fence wire. More acration
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and faster drying furs meade for rapid sale of furs if necessary. 

Xs Disposition end Sele of Fure 
Pelte were turned over to the farmer for marketing in eight 

Lets, beginning December 6, 1958 to Jemuary 16, 1939 = as chown in chert 
Ho. 1. There were eny number of places that he could sell the furs, 

fur houses, mail order houses, local dealers and local buyers. Local 

buyers are like loce] fur dealers but, in aidition, travel from farm to 

ferm buying up rew furs. For the entire season, local buyers wore pay= 

ing fifteen ($.15) cents, or more, leas than local dealers, so that local 

buyers were checked from the list. The first three sales were sold, one 

to @ locel dealer, one to a mail order house and one to a fur house. 

The fourth sale wont to a local dealer. All of the first four sales con- 

tained pelts properly skinned, thoroughly fleshed and properly stretehed. 

Although fur houses paid more for ome particular pelt in a shipment of 

furs, their average price per fur was not as high as that paid by a local 

dealer, In addition, the losal dealer stated that fur preparation was 

‘net take ito consideration of fur that he bought. The remaining four 

lote of fur were sold to a local dealer without fleshing or stretching 

the pelts. Ninety (%.90) cents was the top price paid by the local 

dealer, however, his grading down scale as in fur house or mail order 

house fur grades was not so drastic ani af a result, he paid the best 

average fur prices. Though mail order houses and fur houses advertise 

premiwas for well prepared furs, their average fur price paid did not 

hae the Yor that reason, the last four lote of furs were sold to a 

lesal dealer very shortly after skinning the muskrats with no labor lost 

in fleshing and stretehings
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Four hours were spent on November 17, 1939 in setting the 

trap Mine, all sete being blind sets - no bait usede From that day on, 

fifty four daily visits wre made spending one hour per visit to the 

trap line. The majority of the muskrats caught wore skinned only, (no 

fleshing or stretching), about five mimutes skinning time for each muske 

rat. About five hours were spent the last day, pulling, cleaming ani 

storing the traps. 

Although the intended cateh was one hundred and twenty muske 

rats, only sixty-six were cmaght, selling for am average price of seventy- 

six (%.76) cents, or a total value of $50.20. 

Gross Income for 66 Muskrats ~« $50.20 

Hours of Work for the Season 
Setting the traps k hours 

Running trap line 5, hours 
(Average one hour daily) 

Skinning the animals 6 hours 

Total hours 6), hours 
Sennen oo ter en eee « EM $0.78 

The return per hour of work of seventy-eight cents is twice 

as much es the farmer could have earned by other work in the neighborhood 

and, also, the time was expended in a slack season of the regular farm 

operations. 

{ Sixty-six muskrats were caught on twenty acres, a catch of 3.3 

| muskrats per acres The gross income fron furs of $50.20 on twenty acres 

: showed @ return of $2.51 per acre.
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Xe Sexes ond Condition of Furs. 
The first eighteen muskrats caught were listed unprimes 

Roughly, in this section of Ohio, the trapping season for muskrate 

| enht cee cette tatiie Geilh wan iin 

Five pelts of the first two week’s catch showed damage by 

teeth marke due to fighting among rats. Though none of these flaws were 

complete holes, they appeared as weak dark spots on the pelts. 

\/ A total of thirty-six male and thirty female muskrats were cenght, 

|| oe SUS wore males end Ih wore feuales. Of the 66 muskrats caught, 

nine were classified as young, or kits, by the trapper. Only two were 

classified as kits by buyers (mail order and fur house), The other 

seven kite sold te a local dealer were not listed as kits due te good 

quality fur or easy gradings 

Two muskrats were demaged in the traps by other muskrats, one 

being slashed so badly that it was not worth marketing. These slashes 

were fron the head to the tail over the bask. 

ie Predators. 

We signs of mink or mink damage to muskrat houses wane 

noticed during the trapping season, 

3iL, Proposed future Work. 
le During the spring and summer months, approximate breeding 

dates will be ascertained by observation and the mmber of litters 

to be determined by frequent visits to the marsh. 

2s By a vegetative census in the Spring of 1939, the quantity of 

muskrat food will be estixated. By frequent ebservations throughout 

the year, the value of the vegetation will be ascertained by study~ 

ing the feeding habits of the muskrat.
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XiE._Yield to Bxpect Per sores 
After two or more years field work, we believe that a yield 

of six to eight muskrats per acre, annually can be recommended in 

trapping muskrate on small farm marshes. 

.



Chart I 

Sale of Muskrat Fure from Twenty Acres of Marshlend 

By One Farmer in the Senaca Fork Project 
Cambridge, Ohie 
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Chart II 

Musicret take on « Twenty Acre Marsh 

Sengea Fork Project, Casbridge, Ohio 195691959 
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PROGRESS REPORT ON STUDIES OF MUSKRAT POPULATION 
AND VEGETATION OF TWO SMALL MARSHES 

As mentioned in the field work of this project, a definite 

technique of estimating muskrat populations with any degree of accuracy 

has not been devised. However, a marsh with many muskrat houses, such 

as this marsh has, should yield a harvest of six to eight rate per acre 

ataually - assuming that nothing serious has happesied to reduce the 

muskrat populetion before trapping or the habitebility of the marsh for 

uuskrats. 

Sinee the field work on one marsh began, two farmers in the 

area have asked how they could handle sone of their swamp lands for the 

purpose of raising muskrats, When Senaca Leke floods to normal pool 

stages, hundreds of other farners will be interested in managing marsh- 

lends for annual wildlife erops of furse 

A thorough vegetative survey of the two marshes will be taken 

during the spring of 1939. With observational studies of muskrat feeding 

hebits, it can be determined what plants are teken in largest quantities 

and which are of little use. To enoourage proper land use on newly formed 

marshes, farners can be given information as to what species of marsh 

plants to plant and how to speed up marsh vegetation by planting. 

A study of the existing marshes, with their present population 

of muskrats, when the water level changes with the flooding of Senasa Lake, 

will throw some light on muskrat management of the aren. 

##



° Second Progress Report of 

Muskrat Fur Income Per 

Unit of Area on Two Snall Marshes 

1939 <= 10 

damary 15, 19),0 

I. Marsh Condition After first Controlled Trapping Seasons 

Two woeks after the 1950-39 season, the marsh appeared 
well stocked with mekrats. Sees chs ate abtettis cama 4c 
look forward te @ good catch of animals for the following trapping 

Sent Tee ete end ee ee ei'to ued, ws eijecont land, twenty five eceres of the marsh, covering 
more than half of the muskrat houses. Thie water, however, did not 

merch to dry up in all few small areas, The marsh was so dry 
po ats Ny wera gm Magra ey wh omen ney omyadbrary wre oad 
wetting his feete A gas Oe eee eee 
last week of Coteber, A year previous, two of water 
on the site of the gas lings 

A hack of the marth in Lebo Tevuber chewt sqwventuatety 
twelve muskrat houses in uses After discussing the situation wi’ 
the farmer, it was decided to close trapping operations for the 

1959-h0 trapping season and allow the remaining muskrats as breeding 
stock, The farmer agreed to keep all records of future trapping 
returns from the twenty-acre marsh. 

ab tes teeeee soem toe Wee week fein the obey Gus to the 
question of locality of omershipe Although a opumt of the howses 42 
this mareh wae not undertaken, it could be seen 1939) that 
many new muskrat houses hed been built on the east side of the marsh, 
the side closest to the lyscarver marsh, It is surmised that the 
mein mskrat population of the dry marsh moved the fow humired feet 
te the marsh offering more water with an ebundanse of foods 

Vegetation Survey: 

A vegetation survey of the twenty-acre marsh wae made in 

duly 1939es The map and legend show the distribution and vegetation 
typese 

* Mep and Legend attached.
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Il, Beonenie Survey. 

The econonie survey of this farm ie for the year 1938, It 

took inte account only the income value of the crep yields and 
wae Gall Geode te This farmer, being a Livestock dealer, has 

@ more turnover from stoek sales than the average farmers 
Therefore, mo Livestock has been included in the economic surveys 

The return frou fur animale increased #91936 total farm 
ineome by 6 2 percent. Table 1 shows the econenle survey as applied 
© ae er ce nel oo 0 eee feble 2 shows the 

wildlige (fur) income produced on a 19G-aere farm during the 1935<39 
trapping seasotie



TABLE 2 

Economie Survey on Land Use 

of a 196-here Farm, 

Noble County, Ohio » 

Tels ; nal 

c 1s 50 900 062 | 32.00] 558.00 | 47.38 | 510.62! 

Dai 6 | 25 | 150 | 23 | 8.50) 51.00) 52.02] 19.98 

‘ 25 | 2 tems] 50 | 9628 |18.56)46).00 | 66.00 | 398.00 

Wi ured 22 nn oo wou #50} 11.00 oo 11400 

5 on eee oe com ace eee: on 

ee 
Average income per acre from ferm (erops) <= 85.71 

Average income per acre from farm (fur) << olsT 

The values given to crops were teken from 
the average crop prices for the years 
1935, to 1938. 

e sam ottaae oO emuenet Wy Aanetns 
the average farmer expenditures the forn 
of fertiliser, seed, twine, and threshing



TABLE 2 

Ineome from Fur Animals 

om a 196=Acre Fam, 

Noble County, Ohio. 

Total 

bode tf Boo eS a eet oe aos o 

uskra’ Marsh o76 50.20 

’ Creek 260 20.40 

iin Creek 5.00 16.00 

RASC Creek 1.50 4.50 

Average income per acre of farm from furs << «47 

Increase over regular farm income by 
emhtiel fur take « «+--+ 2c ewe enews = 862 porcente :
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Oct. 1, 1942 

excerpt from the Flambeau--A Dissertation on Wild Rivers »..” fe 

werk 

Flambeau wildlife is of a character to please both tyro and expert. 

We saw 52 deer in the river during a day and a half afloat. The strong 

deer-line on all white cedars, and the heavy nipping of striped maple, 

dogwood, and pine seedlings suggests that there are too many deer for their 

own good, and that an increase in the remnant of wolves would be walatete d 

to all concerned. Many mergansers and some blackducks and woodducks hatch 

along the river. There are still ospreys and bald eagles. The most southerly 

: Wisconsin outpost of ravens is found here. Aspen is scarce, hence beavers are 

scarce, but muskrats thrive on the river's abundant mussels, and minks : 

thrive on the mskrats. 

The Fhambeaw's real thrill for the more experienced wildlifer is the. he 

possible existence of a remnant of martens in one of the blocks of vanes Ma 0 

timber. The last known marten skin came out of the Flambeau in 1900, eo on | 

and the species has been considered exterminated, not only from this region, ; 

but from the state. In 1940, however, a devel naakas jwho is also a taxi- 

dermist and naturalist reports seeing a live aba, and a reliable local 

( saappae ane tracks in the same locality during the same winter. He also 

say troein in another, locality six years ago. If martens still live on 

the Flambeau, the creation of a wild area with large blocks of uncut timber 

is justified on these grounds alone; the recreational and forestry values 

may be regarded as "velvet". \ . : 

' | Qo he Saar 
ww \ : ) aes Dy Low jolt? 

yom Ylow 5 sah “ip al: hy FE 
Yyhew 7 oe gure oh lar” ee fv 

a O Sa 
D ae quoz!



file otter folder er 

Jack Zatic of the Peshtigo Trout Club caught a 3% # trout in the Peshtigo 

in June 1925, that contained a 9 inch otter pup. Professor Bartlett of some 

Kentucky institution had both the trout and the pup skinned and mounted. 

The otter had been recently taken because the skin was in good condition. 

Aldo Leopold 

July 19, 1943



File marten folder ve 4 

Jack Zatic saw a marten in 1933 at Lake Wabikan between Laona and Crandon, 

Forest County, Wisconsin. He saw the marten climb a tree and also was 

certain it was not a mink. ' 

a Aldo Leopold 

July 19, 1943
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IN REPLY REFER TO 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 5 : 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE i al ee 
Columbus, Ohio ee ange, 
July 26, 19h) bem ibom 

Co 
g uo) 

: Prof, Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 

! 42% University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Glad to hear of your interest in our Ohio 
wolverine record. All this time I have been trying 
to get more information, Haven't seen the animal as 
yet, but as nearly as I can learn it is a wolverine, 
Undoubtedly, it is an escapfed animal - but from where 
no one knows. It is unfortunate that it was published 
without more data, as such reports are misleading. 

We've also has a number of badgersturn up 
outside their range - origin puzzling. The numerous 
coyote records we've been able to trace as to their 
source, 

Best of luck. We surely enjoy the Wisconsin 
News Letter. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence E. Hicks, Leader 
Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit 
Ohio State University 
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> (oO PS) 

cer Feb. 5 - 45 can 

Mr. W. Grimmer 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Grimmer: 

For many years # have been watching birds and animals and 
feeding them in winter and trying to find out just what they 
like to eat, but last week I found out what muskrats like 
the best, and maybe you found this out long before I did. 
But anyhow I thought I would pass it on to you. I always 
knew that muskratslike vegetables, but you just can't thase 

{ them away from bryssels—sprouts. It happened that last year 
one of my next door neighbor lanted more brussels sprouts 
than he could use, and a lot of them are still standing in 
the garden and in spite of the cold and snow they are pretty 
green. All last week our dogs that we have in a wire fence 
in the back yard were doing a lot of extra barking, and the 
other morning they almost tore the fence down so I went out 
to see what it was all about and there were three big muskrats 
eating the brussel sprouts as fast as they could. I started 
over to them and they soon disappeared in the snow. When I 
looked I found they had a regular network of tunnels under 
the snow which run all the way down to the creek which runs 
past the back end of our lots, and is about 100 feet from 
the garden. Now I find that they come up even in broad 
daylight with all the dogs in the neighborhood howling at 
them, 

I just thought this might interest some of the fellows 
that might want to feed muskrats sometime. 

Yours, 

(s) W. J. Femal 
1585 Franz Ave. 
Green Bay, Wis. 

Copied 
ab 
2-7-45
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X C4 June 19, 1945 

Badger reported at Menominee Indian Reservation, June 13, by 

Tt. F. Kouba,
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INTRA-OFFICE he 
MEMORANDUM y 

Date____Oetober 10, 1945, 

TOs Aldo Leopold 

FROM: S.: Paul Jones 

SUBJECT: Data on Muskrat House building. 

Records on muskrat house building are rather scarce here at 
Horicon marsh but the information below may be of some use to you. 

William H, Field, warden at Beaver Dam: Mr. Field states that he 
noticed definite building in 1945 about a week before the 3 
opening of the waterfowl hunting season on September 20. °7/)3) 
He also points out that the muskrats drag food up on to the 
houses all the year except when they are frozen in. 

Barney Wanie, fish division at Horicon: Mr. Wanie states that he 
observed building for a week previous to September 25 and 
that some building is done up to the freeze-up. He belives that 
the heaviest building is about October 15, 

Franklin W. Burrow, HMWA: Some building done all yegr except when the 
muskrats are frozen in. Most of the building is done Oct. 1-15 
and continues to the freeze-up. 

Harold A. Mathiak, HMWA: States there was definite house building about 
August 20, 1943. On September S, 1945, some houses were completed 

Vv 
S. Paul Jones, HMWA3On September 16, 1943, many houses were observed 

well along in construction and fresh material was observed on most 
of them. On September 1, 1945, definite evidence of building 
was noted. Vv 

Definite dates are a little difficult to establish since there 
is activity in house building over a considerable period of time. This 
is agreed to by all the observers consulted. bL 

S. Paul ok eld 

ce: Ralph ©. Conway 
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CLYDE B. TERRELL [y = %) PLACES MADE ATTRACTIVE 

WILDLIFE CONSULTANT lige ae ees Cee ee occ “AND FOLKS 

\ Meat 

OSHKOSH, WIS. 

October 30, 1945 ; Concerning: Muskrat cycles 

a oo 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

4oh University -Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: ‘ ; 

At our camp on Terrell's Island we keep a journal, or 

log book, in which anyone going there can record any informa 

tion or comments that they desire. It is of interest to note 

in this log book a quotation of November 17, 1939, recorded 

by Jack Spanbauer and Alex Gorr, who trapped the muskrats 

there that fall: 

| "“Muskrats are plentiful this year at Terrell's : 
i Island——~1,881 caught this season to date--- 

best record of any fall trapping on Terrell's 

Island marsh." ‘ 

I believe that the fall of 1939 represented the high point in 

the muskrat cycle and that the fall of 1944 represented the 

low point in the muskrat cycle and that the cycle has now 

definitely taken an ped : 

In 1944,the first four,;days, October 26, 27,28, and 29, 1944, 

a total of 196 muskrats were taken on our muskrat farm. 

This year, 1945, on the same four dates, the first four 

days that we trapped, a total of 430 muskrats and 1 coon 

were taken. The same marsh and the same number of men, 

namely, 2, sa the property in beep of 1944, and 

the fall of 1945. The coon wes caugh A he first caught in 

several years. 

We have two tracts of marsh in this area, the Spring Brook 

Marsh, of 120 acres, and the Terrell Island Marsh, of 

200 acres. It used to be that the Spring Brook Marsh would 

produce the most muskrats during early fall trapping. 

During the fall of 1943, we dredged 6,100 feet of ditch on ; 
the west half of the Terrell Island Marsh. This ditch runs 

from 4 to 6 feet deep, 16 to 18 feet wide, and a bank was 

(OVER PLEASH-SAVE PAPER) 
(aes 

PHONE 3347



Mr. Aldo Leopold--Page 2--October 31, 1945 

thrown up on one side of the ditch. This ditch and bank 
have many things to recommend it, two of the chief things 

being that it is deep enough to provide water, when the 

water is lowered at the Neenah-Menasha dam effecting 

this marsh, so that the muskrats can live through freeze- 

outs. Secondly, the banks that are thrown up make 

excellent places for dens and sites for the muskrats to 

raise their young and to keep them above water during. 

flood periods in the spring breeding season. 

It used to be that the Spring Brook Marsh produced more 

‘muskrats in the early fall trapping, aS heretofore stated, than 

the Terrell Island Marsh, This year, of the 430. muskrats 

taken on the first four days of the open season, 279 muskrats 

were taken from the Terrell Island Marsh, the majority of 

~ which came from the area improved by the ditches and banks, 

while 151 were taken from the Spring Brook Marsh. 

We observed that the muskrats from the area,where they 

live largely in dens in the banks that have been thrown 

up, run larger and are better furred, ' 
t 

3 

I am passing this on as & matter of information and record. 
1 

With best wishes. eit 

(3, Torre 
NaF 

CYXDE B. TERRELL 
CBT: jgw :



November 3, 1945 

| 

Mr. Clyde B. Terrell 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 

Dear Clydes 

The historical data and catch figures which 
you sent me have great value and I am filing 
them carefully. 

I can got the utility of a ditch andi I think 
your experience will be Pfaluable. 

May I ask you this question: up to what age 
are you able to distinguish a young muskrat 
from an old one and what criteria do you use? 

With personal regards, 

Alde Leopold 

(Signed in Mx, Leopold's absence to avoid delay.)



op) g0O Gay Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
October 23, 1945 

Mr. Glyde 8. Terrell 
24) Winnebago Street ; 
Oshkoeh, Wisconsin 

Bear Clyde: 

I have a copy of the letter you wrote to Bill 
Grimmer on Ooteber loth, concerning permission for muskrat 
farmers to harvest runner rate. I agree with you thorocughtly 
that we should utilize this resource. It is another instance 
where adherence to old established regulations produces an 
illogical result. 

"Another suggestion in your letter ie one which 
Aldo Leopold and 1 have talked about a good desl, and which 
we intend to put through, and that is employment of a capable 
fur man in the Game Department. To date, it has been 
impossible because of lack of personnel, out many of the 
good boys are coming back fromthe service, and we should be 
able to get a man in the near future. In thé past, there has 
been too much of this work done by the Enforgement Department, 
and unfortunately they sre sot trained in the needs of Game 
pyran pgp Not only that, but their entire approach is an ine 
elastic one based upon a rigid police type enforcement of the 
lew. These things #111 come with time. 

i} 

With kind regards, I am 

Sincerely youra, 

(Signed) Wm. J. P. Aberg 

31
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™ 5% PLACES MADE 
CLybE B. TERRELL Pe Fs TO FINS, FURS, FEAT RA An. FOLKS 

WILDLIFE CONSULTANT wna SINCE 1908 

A A a , a 

x OSHKOSH, WIS. 

October 27, 1945 
COPY 

Mr. Wm. J. P. Aberg, Chairman 
Wisconsin Conservation Commission 
900 Gay Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Aberg: 

Thank you for your good letter of Oct-ber 23, 1945. I am 
glad to know that you feel that the runner rate, which sre 
frozen and starved out as the water ia lowered by the mills, 
should be utilized. I am putting in an application to 
take such runner rats on top of the ice as they freeze out, 
between December 15, and Rae pe the usual limits. We 
never know just when this{lyY going to happen beceuse much 
Gepends upon how fast the lowering of the water is, how 
oold the weather is and how much snow there is in the march. 
I have tried to save our muskrats on our muskrat farm 
by dredging 6100 feet of ditch so the water will stay deep 
enough so the rats can live when these freeze-out periods 
occur. I have another ditch about 500 feet long that was 
dredged about 35 years ago. As finances permit, I intend to , 

. do more of such work to partly offset the freeze-out and 
try to put our marsh in such shape that the rate can live there 
over winter, or at least a great percentage of them, 

he I am much interested to read that you and Aldo Leopold 
favor employment of a capable fur man. It seems to me 
thet such a men should have actual experience as a trapper 
and fur wan, and if he also has some education in game 

vl management, such as being taught today by our friend, 
\ Leopold, I feel that it would make a most excellent combina- 

tion, He needs both types of education and experience juatas 
3 much as he needs two legs to stand on, 

I am hoping to gee you at the annual meeting of the Izaak 
Walton League in Milwevkee, on November 3. JI notice that 
you are on the program. 

In observing different muskrat areas, reoently I have 

observed that there are certain spots where there are @ 

great many houses and many spots where there are no signs 

of them. It seems to me that_2 state fur man should try to 

(OVER PLEASE-SAVE PAPER) ea 
iS aes ag c: 

PHONE 3347



determine the reasons why there is a good crop in some 
places when they are searce in others. On my own licensed 

. muskrat ranch, wheré we have been practising muskrat 
management, I have several times as meny muskrats per, acre 
fe,08 stgoining marsh, owned by the Batte des vorts Hand 

mpany and trapped by the Benedict's of Butte des Worts. 
The property touches our land on the north, east, and one 
tract pagers us of the southwest. Part of the abundance of 
muskrats on our marsh may be due to good hunting conditions 
and part due to cur ditches and management. Obsvo ther warah, 

at tye 3 ittle village of Hyreka, along the Fox River, (just 
J) ia full of Intakes houses more than any other spot 

that I ‘visited on a trip yesterday. fhis marsh is located at 
the west edge of the Bureka limits. At Worth Fond du Lac, 
along Lake “innebago, the marsh owned by the Supple Brothera 
which you heave propably geen on the highwey between Fond du Lae 
and Oshkosh, just as you get out of Fond du Lac, ies full of 
muskrat houses. Perhaps you have noticed another little lake 
and marsh slong the highway, abeut a mile north of Sun Prairie. 
Tt haven't been by that place this year, but there seems to 
be an unueusl number of muskrats there every fall since I 
ean remember. How is it now? 

I think that a prospective state fur man,or possibly some of 
Leopold's. students,should try to determine what makes muskrats 
abundant in these spots when they are generally scarce. 
Our State Muskrat & Reaver Farmer's Association is just as 
much interested in these things as good farmers in the state 
are interested in better methods of producing better live- 
stock. 

I am taking the liberty to enclose a copy of this letter 
in a letter to Aldo Leopold, for his information. [I hope to 
see you both in Milwaukee, on November 3. ee. 

Best wisbes. 

Sincerely yours, 

CLYDE B. TERRELL 
CBT: jew 

CG Aldo Leopold and Harry #. Kleume



Noveniber 3, 1945 

Oehicodhs Wigeonsin Wisconsin 

Deaxw Clydes 

The historical dats and eateh figures which 
you sent mo have great value and I am filing 
them carefully. 

I ean got the utility of a ditch ani I think 
your experience will be faluable. 

May 2 ask you this quection: up to what age 
are you able to distinguish a young musicrat 
from an old one and that criteria do you use? 

With personal regexda, 

Alae Leopold 

(Signed in Mr, Leopold's absence to avoid delay.) i
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ne since which time 1 bie not heard of any being 4 

a” = taken. I am told that a few are still found in Grant Co," ° t 

4 oe > taet year I helped to interview some of the res : 

es “ola timers" of this neighborhood concerning the history “ue 

of the community: the vild life, the farming methods, = 

and. the eustoms-at. the time when they vere young. About fe 

fifteen of thes declared that they bad "never heard te11 eo a 

a of any possume" around. here until the Lest tee of four ‘ 

3 ~yeare. The following ise quotation from our vrite-up Sgt 7e 

; — of the interviews: “lirs. Ben Crump remembers her father — : 

s ‘Gir. Zphrian “ilson) brought in a possum on one ogongion - eo 

ve about fifty years ago, and insisted that his wother cook” 

: “-"4t, No One.eould eat it except Mr. cilson." = 

Se 4 Yagcoon hunter who has for years hunted on : 

ike onder surrounding farms killed his first tno possums a7 

é ; _ meer here in 1930. Three years later he shot eleven on ce ee 

a our fara alone. And in 1936, the number was doubled; he o 

ae shot twenty-five neor by. Thie rapid increase in the 

ee possum population here in southern “isconsin and the ae 

: other southern Lake states must indicate that something : 
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abe ; : 

: No one knows the reason Sor this surprise ; 

visit. ‘e are trying to find the anever for these reasons: 

First, because the poesum is one of the most interesting 

animals; Second, because it is an exceptional phenomenon 

= of nature; and Third, beeause there is a very real e 

economic bearing. a 

5 . Probably no better general short description — : 

ae is given than in the references I have. used which quote 

Purchas (some say it was Captain John Smith) in 1612: 

: *The opassua hath a head like a swine, a tayle like a Rat, 

as Mig es a Cat, and hath under belly a bea, wherein 

[oa carricth per young." - 

ay 3 This slow, thick, short legged possum has a ; 

white pointed face vith large bare ears, and a scaly ‘ 

: prehensile tail. any call it a "silly, grinning idiot." 

ie ie abeaye & pacifist. Everyone knows about his “play- 

saa poiein® GetGl Widen is evenly & fainting epi. — 

He does not ednect dusty play possum. Hés body goes limp, 

the heart almost ceases to beat, and the body. temperature 

goes down. The disqusted offender gives & final shake, 

and leaves “Billy Possum" to brush himself off, and go 

‘in search of a supper of fish worms 5 heat z6a;. and apples, ‘ 

aS or anything else that happens to be in the way. The 

a possum is omnivorous, being fond of fruit, insects, live 

: meat or carrion, Pray(quoted by Seton) even dives strong 

: ‘evidence that the possum is camibalistée. It is hard to 

believe that such a mild mBinnered animal is so vicious.



foe baee ee ; oe Seton saye that the posewa seems not to have po ‘ 

a : a 2 dégevoped dery. fer “a (a sanitationist; but he quotes £ 
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& — gatlike, after  mcel, and that it takes oun beths. 

, = This and other evidence indicates that when undisturbed, a 

the possua ts not exelusively a night prowler. farly. _ a - 

c : org on an efternoon in Pavruary ; 1936. a@ possum was ‘oxught co 

i {aca woede near bere. at the same time of the day ip 

:  * ‘Deceubers 1936, another vas seen & short distance from 

. 2 me fae house, devouring bees at a hive. : 

Poe ie The nejority of possuma are gray, “ells says ; 

a Ss that “among the usual aeaye’ a small proportion of black : : 

specimens (up to 108) are to he found, while in other ‘: 
= ae _ regions ‘ oma percentage of cinamon—colored enimals 

: é ue reqularly occur. = 

: Seton says that ths possus is always solitary; 

but he quotes @ etory written to him whieh is contra- : 

3 dictory. ~ A pet possun omed by a negro manmy disappeared 

ae : during very eold gyn ther and returned a few days ister, 

: = : followed by a’ full-grown possua, Considering the brain 

3 “eapacity of the possum (as measured by Baily, in Seton) 

: ;  @hich holda about twenty-five beans, as compared with 

150 held by @ similar sized coon, it is highly improbable ; 

— that.any possun would leave 8 vere home to go out into ‘ 

= mae : ‘the ‘cold. to bring hie frgenae back to share MeN th Bec 

eg: tet one Despite the fact that the possun is an able 

foes ghénnes< hé is too legy to climb except for a meal of : : :



fruit, or to escape from dangor (when thé danger iem?t == 
aie pon hia, “in shiloh case ne Plays poacmds we pes 

hardly ever nests hieh in a tree, preferrina a hole fn ea. 

| ee _ the ground or @ hollow log. “ne nest is lined with 5 ee a ne 

aS _ Ueaves end grass, transported to the nesting site by 
Be re deatation period of from eleven to 88 8————S 

thirteen deys, the young are vera. An astonishing fact = e : 

ae is that ali newoupials ineluding Kangaroo, the Spauewe, Oe les 

“and the wouse=1ike marsupial, ane approximately: the sane oo 
size at birth, They ere so sna thet Lattringer wae 

; able to place eighteen young possums in an ‘ordinaty eee 

‘teaspoon, Naturally, if “hey abe this size, the youne 2 re 

hes must be weil] very eutpyornsad vat the front legs and 2 a —— 

“ |" . qlagn are, well aevel sped, anablina itt eliab.withomt = 

Po ‘inw stébGe Tron the moss; ap ovbe tha abdockpal wil = ss 
3 e: into the pouelts vhere it finds and attaches iteciz fee es 

ie S me a heat. There are wore produced than in te acoonedated SS : 

ick Oe fp ge pouch. che rest. perish, there may be frou fie = Ss i 

: = 28 : ge eithteen young. > The young opossum renains attached = = 

He eee Se. heres growing ‘and Jeveloping, for about four Weekes, a oe a 

<< — s Then for the first time it relaxes its hold inside the - : os oe 

pouch, end omerges occasionally in tha fifth week, In be : 

é = oe: She tk week they really venture oul’ and trovel about — - a ‘ 

? s riding on the mother's back, their ‘teilie wrapped aevoreix. ce 

around her's. acter tve:months the yiyune leave the adult) 
ae : s "although ‘they are mot entirely grow. : At in year. wae os ec 

= Fenate produces young) it is not mom whether it paira



a a Et A promi sewous. Two adults have not been observed oy eon. . 

2s 7 ee ’ together, even at uating tines = pees, ne ems en 

og oe he men and dog. The great. norned owl, eoyotes wolf, ae - : 
= gougar, bear, wild oat, and fox are its other iuportent = 

z « - enemies, Seton segs (in contradiction to anthony) of © ee 

the lest ins mentioned: “ne recodleet no instance of ie ee ee 28 
ee having heen id led by the wide Get or the fox, rrington aes a ioe 

tates deginitely that the red tox eats poseus. © aoe. 
eo =, Degpite all its enemick, the possum manaces : 

inereasing, Probably the four most important : 

foo reacons are that At is enoraously prolific, it ie genéraniy” s 

5s : = sae ni ght” prowlery “At-oen clink trees, and it Lives ina " 

cL me hole tnider ae Qos Se Se ee 
; : 2s : the opoteua is the only margupial dn North HOSS 

ee America; all other marsupials are ‘found in Souts America 

nd Australic. ‘There are wolf-like, cat-like, iole-like, 
a mak eutch-i tie ‘narsupicle; nine of them even have 

‘parachutes of skin connecting the fore and hind limbs 

Na together 0 that it oan plere through the air like a 

: e ‘flying squirrel, ’——*elle. Set fe ee 

- 2 e ee hes Bneyelopedia Aritanniea eays the family eppears a 

Ss Mth have originated in Nua. and epreat to furape end Si4,0 | 

Bae Probably ‘the uerienn| posetun 40 the aurvivor of an encient 2 

ee diveroified group whieh nen posetbly spread as far 

: Fast as Asia. This gave rige to thé Auerican mareugial 

uy SS “and Australian carnivorous marsupials, Pee 

ee 4 The possum is known to have: a limited home _ Paes



ARRAS ELST 

= range, although it sometimes moves as much as two miles 2 a he 

oe VE er ae ae 
3 = ee ‘Wy ia thie’ “pat of the woods “atenai ly moving = eS 

ee northward? It does not, and ean not move as birds do, =" om 

_ . but must take years to ever get anywhere, even if it ee 

moved steadily, which it doesn't. ee 
in December, 1935, one. ef the men working on sae 

<o this farm came upon two dead possums, in two fields ae seas 

“adjacent to the woods here. One lay in the shallow : : ae 

"now in a hay field, and the other he found ine corn 

: field, The man thought they were either diseased or had : 

frozen to death. The bodies were at least one hundred s 

yerds apart. Wag there evmething about the climate which a : 

oe the* possums “ene unatle tc combat? Perhaps-food was scares, 

when we think of the economic importance of — . 

anything, we ugually consider the food and clething ingle 

first. Possum meat, although it is eaten, especially 

: in the South, is not highly prized. wets” 

Possum fux’ie: the bocetn most valuable in the 

United States, “He is ed particularly handsome or oaratie, 2 

A good many women, although they don't know it, are ine 

: debted to the possum for their fur cogte. Cther furs See 

would be out of their reach financially. Under high ¢ 

; a sounding nawes such as Australian Chinchilla, Aussian 

he marten, and stone marten, the good old possum fur coat : 

oe makes thousands happy. Beca ise the jossun is just as : : 

: _ expensive to reise as the more valuable animals, it is



improfitable to have possum farms; so the animals must aS Be oe 

s > gow and be trapped in the wild. oe a2 a3 : . a a a 

| Honderson end Craia say, "—opossune have been 
ey found def iaitely sides ptinie bo tularemia in a f<tal- - 

‘ * form," The disease does not flourish in the south, as Sie Sa 
ms . put it does in the worth. Perhaps this 8 a good reason | Sea ee 

for beniubing it, or at least for preventing its becoming = 

; too nunerous. The best. we ean do is to watch, ‘wett. = : : : 

Se So aad eee, vale ee See ge ee a ce ee
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PLANS AND ESTTN ARES 207 GDM RH Run = eae 

et Revision 

WISCONSIN'S MUSKRAT PROBLEM: 

Wisconsin needs menagement procedures necessary for producing 

maximum yields of muskrats. However, it is futile to produce such 

maximum yields unless they are adequately harvested. ‘High muskrat 

populations not adequately harvested result in wholesale die-offs. 

It is not important whether these die-offs are the result of diseases, 

severe winters, intra-specific strife, or other known causes, It is 

important, financially speaking, if such a die-off occurs! Unless 

man reduces a dense population which he has helkpea create, nature will 

reduce it to the carrying capacity of the range and at man's expense, 

It is necessary, therefore, to know something about carrying 

capacity of Wisconsin marshes. An intensive study of carrying 

capacity of any marsh involves detailed study of reproduction, limit- 

ing factors, food requirements, territorial requirements, movements 

and wanderings, census methode, time of harvest, and competition with 

other interests. It is impossible to set down an outline that can be 

closely followed that will result in conclusive findings for all 

these intricately-involved problems, especially when one researcher 

with a shaved budget is faced with all of them. It is possible, 

however, to begin intensive study of at least the most important 

problems and work toward conclusions of the others. 

WORK PLAN: 

(A) Details of program for first and only year under this project 

statement: ‘ 

(1) The leader will headquarter at Horicon unless a more 

favorable station is known. He will cooperate and work together 

with the leader of the waterfowl project and other personnel of the 

z state department.



ine ; 

(2) Literature pertaining to muskrat studies, especially 

those that have been conducted in neighboring states, will be reviewed 

and studied. 

(3) A study of reproduction will be started. Muskrats will 

be trapped, tagged, and retrapped to determine: potential number of 

young per year per female, average number of young produced ver female 

under various conditions and population densities, survival of young 

per female under different ecological conditions and population 

densities, and the population density of breeding stock at which 

the greatest number of harvestable young are obtained. i 

(4) A census method will be developed that can be used to 

determine the harvestable “surplus” on the area before trapping starts 

and that can predict at an early date the approximate crop that will be 

available for harvesting. This census method will be based on the 

number of muskrats per house per acre. To develop such a method | 

trapping and tagging will be necessary. f é | 

(5) Winter and predation losses will be studied to give 

information on the proper time of harvest under specific and various | 

conditions. In such studies weather, water stability, topography, 

soil type, pelt primness, and market conditions will be carefully 

analyzed. 

(6) Limiting factors will be studied. This term is intended 

to include: (1) effects of a given population on plant succession and 

the survival of the better foods (recent evidence from Canada not only 

shows the importance of muskrats in affecting plant succession, but 

it shows the importance of openings created by muskrats for the, benefit 

of wildfowl), (2) which plants are required to carry a colony of 

miskrats through the winter, (3) the problems of weather that affect 

the environment rather than having a direct effect on the animal, and



— 

how many more rats should be expected on an acre of marsh in | 

southeastern Wisconsin as compared to northern Wisconsin. 

(7) Physiological studies will be a definite part of the 

program, During the trapping seasons, and at certain other seasons, 

muskrat carcasses will be salvaged for study. The most important 

endocrine glands, especially the gonads, will be fixed and preserved 

in F.A.A. (10 parts formaldehyde, 10 parts glacial acetic, 20 parts 

95% eleohol, and 60 parts water). These glande will be carefully 

examined in the laboratory when field studies permit to determine 

pos sible influences of various endocrines on reproduction and other 

population problems. In addition to the glands preserved, the leader 

will carefully examine the genital tract of all females recording 

observations on placental sites, periodic pigmentation, and miscular 

collapse of the ovidscts. In some cases these oviducts will be 

preserved for further study. , 

(8) Throughout the year the leader will study many routine | 

but pertinent problems relating to proper muskrat management, | 

especially where such problems are peculiar to Wisconsin conditions. 

COMMENT ¢ 

; It will be necessary for the man working on this project to have . 

good vhysiological training. Such training seldom goes with under 

graduate training. Physiclogical training should not be confused 

with pathological training or ability. It is not conceivable that 

aman studying reproduction could go far without introducing 

physiological work into his studies. ;



wh : 

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES ~ Period 1 July 1946 to 30 June 1947 i 

(A) Galaries and wages: 

ame : Duties t Period ; Rate t. Total 
Project leader : Supervise project : 1 year : $800.00 mo.:_ $28,400.00 

Total: (salaries and wages) $3,400. 00 

(B) Travel expenses: 

Name i Duties Period :; Rate oo: Total 
Project leader : Supervise project : 1 year : % 60.00 mo.i_ } 950.00 

Total: (travel expenses) : 960.00 

(CG) Materials and supplies: 

Item : Number : Unit cost : Total 
Vise. equipmen containers, postage,: unknown; unknown : 9 85.00 

stationary, film, printing, pi $ : : 

Contingency fund : : t + 55.00 
Total: (materials and supplies) ij ‘ 

Grand total: (salaries, travel, supplies) $3,500. 00 

Respectfully submitted, 

Irven 0. Buss 

10B/5-22-46 ;



A ae s red fox 

i i opossum . 

Sedlich (of Cook Go. Forest Preserve) says that when living on 

fhe Pallas Area in 1919 there were no opossums, Gaught first in 

1923. ABko no red fox in 1919. Gnme in during the 1920's. Q 

; Aldo Leopold 
August 27, 1946 

copy for Steve 3 

‘i / *
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IOWA STATE: COLLEGE J 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS ght 

AMES, IOWA ee ee 
w 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY January 4, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
4oh University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am sending under separate cover a half-dozen reprints of the 
fox-muskrat paper. We could spare a few more if you happen to need them. 

Concerning imprisonment of muskrats in frozen lodges, I have no 
evidence that such things occur very often at the latitude of Iowa and 
southern Wisconsin, and probably then largely during the occasional very 
severe winter when northern conditions do, in effect, prevail. I am mindful 
of Seton's (Lives of Game Animals, 1929, Vol. 4, pp. 593-594) comments and 
his quotation from’Mayne Reid; and also recall, from my own trapping 
experiences, ice about five feet thick on Upper Red Lake and nearly three 
feet of ice even on South Dakota lakes--which indeed reflects cold sufficient 
to impose great problems of survival upon the muskrats. But, of course, snow 
ordinarily confers much protection in the North; I remember once, when I spent 
an afternoon talking Saskatchewan River muskrats with Denmark and Cunningham, 
somebody made the point that with the usual amount of snow, 50 below zero 
in central Manitoba really might not be colder in the marsh than 30 below in 

South Dakota. 

From what I have seen, it would really take a lot of freezing to 

imprison muskrats, for they often cut through frozen mud or ice when conditions 

require it. In addition to the observations on this sort of thing given on 

pp. 174-182 of my paper "Reactions of Muskrat populations to drought", Ecology 

20:164-146, 1939, we have a considerable amount of unpublished data indicating 

that vigorous Iowa animals can break out about any time they may want to-- 

though getting back into a suitable retreat under the ice may be a different 

matter. Last winter, I was astounded to find clear evidence of muskrats at 

Goose Lake rehabilitating in mid-winter or very early spring several lodges 

that had been "dead" and mink-bored for weeks--with chambers exposed to view 

and ice many inches thick sealing the plunge holes. Whether they cut away all 

that plunge hole ice from above or below, I don't know for sure; but I think it 

was from below. At any rate, they did it, not only once but repeatedly and 

in widely separated parts of the marsh, thus upsetting at this late date some 

ideas I had held for thirty years! So don't expect too little of the muskrat 

as a winter engineer, as long as he gets enough to eat and keeps his extremities 

from freezing. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington 

PLE: PKT (One Research Associate Professor
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Jamuary 21, 1947 

Dr. Paul Errington 
Department of Zoology 
Iowa State College 

J Dear Pauls 

f Thanks for your explanation of the imprisonment 
/ question in masirats. 

7 
f Cyril Kabat is the best judge of anything pertaining 

Pies) to Albert Gastrow. 1 am asking him to size up the 
f / matter and if he thinks Albert should get copies of 

j the recent papers we can furnish them from here. I 
{ y doubt whether Albert would read them even if 

j furnished and I doubt whether they would bias his 
} observations even if he reaé them 

h We have had, some interesting discussions with David 
4 Lack and he told me about his talics with you. 

/ With personal regards, 

é 

Aldo Leopold



January 30, 1947 

Mr. Albert Gastrow 

798 Water Street 
Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin 

Dear Albert, 

Cyril and I thought you would like to see Paul's 
latest paper, of which he has furnished us with 
a& supply for his friends here. I enclose a copye 

This vaper is based, in part, on the Prairie du 
Sac data, It is vretty deep stuff, but in my 
opinion very important. I don't agree with all 
of it, but Paul has performed a big service in 
bringing together all this widely scattered mater- 

ial. 

I have been well aware thatyou have done a lot 
of overtime this winter, At the moment I am 
unable to compensate you for this, but I will find 
some way to even things omt eventually. I 
have been imch ace that you felt well enough 

’ to do all this aditional field work. 

With versonal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec PLE 
Irven Buss



August 26, 1947 

Dr. Charles M. Kirkpatrick 
Deoartment of Torestry and Conservation 
Purdue University 
La Tayette, Indians. 

Dear Doctor Kirkpetrick: 

Four men from the conservation department of the Cook County Forest 

Preserve District plen to attend the Ninth Midwest Wildlife Conference 
at La Fayette on December 9, 10 and 11. 

Sinse the work of our department is centered eround nature etudy and 

conservation education, we would like to see one or two lively discussions 

in these fields. I am sure thet my boss, Roberts Mann, superintendent 

of oonservation, ¢ould give a good account of himself on some euch title 

as “Leaching Outdoor Appreciation: Objectives and Accomplishments." 
Also, one of our naturalists, Rolend Hisenbeis, can give en interesting 

@iscussien of his experiences this swimmer teaching neture study, conser~ 

_ vation of naturel resovrees and outdoor manners to youngsters of the 

Chicago aretie 

Por two years, John Tedlicka, another of our naburaliste, with the 

‘ estistance of several other of our amployees, has kent records of the 

larger mammals and birds killed on the highwaye in this region. These 
veoords can be sumerized to give an interesting sidelight on the causes 

of death of wildlife in a metropolitan area, If these subjects are 
acceptable, we will send definite titles « little later. 

I may send Ur. Ricker a title on a sesond year of ereel census at Mople 
Takes 

Since I helped organize the first Midwest Conference in 1935, I might 
be pormitted to make a suggestion. It is thet special effort be made 
to drew into the conference all of the Midwest people working as 
naturalists in national parks, state parke, city parks, forest preserves, 
ete., or anyone else interested in the professional side of consergation 
education. We have recently scouted the possibilities of employment
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dn tnis field in the Chicago area and it appears within the next 

few years there will be openings for ab
out 100 people specially 

trained in wildlife, natural resources, teaching methods and socialogy.
 

x would Like to point out that the Midwest conference was org
anised with 

turee mein objectives: (1) to promote e professional seientivic view- 

point among the wildlife technicians of
 the Midwest especially for the 

younger men, (2) fo give greater time for the discussion of lidwest 

problems then was offered by 
the National meetings in order to develop 

Pretduent poiiey anf viewpoint, end (5) To drew together all of Se smmape 

interested in management of wildlife resources regardless of conflicting 

interests, ond thresh out their @ifferences on the basis of available 

facts. 

} 

It now appeare to ne that the c
onference is concentrating too much on 

fish and game management for l
icensed sportsmen. Unless the technicians 

rivking on wildlife fron othe
r viewpoints are allowed to a

ir thel® views 

at these same meetings misunderstendings and schisms 
are certain to 

develop and the original purposes of the conference will be partially 

defeatode 

Tt is easy to lose sight of these things beeause the conference has no ; 

permanent orgenization, no charter, no officers, no members, ~~ just @ 

local committee in the state selected for the meeting. 

Very truly yours, 

David H. Thompson 

Senior Naturalist. 

Cc: Dr. T. He ranayfis 

CO: Prof. Leopold 

00: Harlow B. Mills 

Oo: Dr. Williem BE. Ricker 

Gt Dre Ae S, Maszard 

Gc: Dre Paul Errington 
‘ 

CO: Mr. B. Be Speaker 

\
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“ a ‘ CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAMB. Ui 

nn? THE CALIFORNIA RING-TAILED CAT. 

~ By Water Fry, in charge Nature Guide Service, Sequoia National Park. 

The California ring-tailed cat (Bassariscus astutus raptor) is one of 

the most remarkable animals of the Sequoia National Park. Owing 

to nocturnal habits it is seldom seen by park visitors, but when once 

seen it is remembered because of its grace, varied coloring and almost 

human facial expression of kindliness. This cat belongs to the raccoon 

family; the body length is about 15 inches, and a round slim tail of 

nearly the same length is heavily furred to the tip. The body is slender ; 

legs short; height about nine inches; weight about two and one-half 

pounds; ears broad, one and one-half inches, scantily haired; eyes 

large, mild and expressive. The fur is strikingly marked with black, 

white, brown and gray. 
The ring-tailed cat ranges from Costa Rica on the south northward 

through Mexico and Texas, thence on to Colorado, southern Utah, 

Nevada, and Oregon on the north. Throughout its range it seeks the 

warmer climates, as it is not well adapted for cold weather. In places 

it is fairly abundant, while elsewhere it is very rare and in many 

places wanting. In California this mammal is not plentiful anywhere, 

but inhabits the Upper Sonoran Zone, usually below 5500 feet, along the 

western slopes of the Sierras. In other localities the zonal range differs 

greatly from that in California; in Oregon it is at sea level, while in 

Mexico it is from sea level up to 10,000 feet. 
The California ring-tailed cat is strictly nocturnal in habit and 

wanders far and near in quest of food, eating almost anything that 

comes its way. The principal food here is rats, mice, gophers, birds, 

frogs, lizards, berries, fruit and many insects. Although the animals 

can run somewhat rapidly and climb trees quickly, they seldom eateh 

their pray except by stalking. These animals hunt alone. I have 

never heard them give voice except when pursued closely or captured. 

When approached they will give a short quick bark similar to the 

California gray fox, and when captured they utter a shrill ery of fear 

and rage. 
The breeding season for this locality is April to June. The young 

are three and four in number and probably only a single litter is pro- 

duced each year. The animals den in rock crevices, under logs and 

in hollow trees. In these dens, on beds of dry grasses and leaves, the 

young are born with eyes closed. Their bodies are covered with downy 

fur, lighter in color than that of the adults, and the tail bands are 

searcely visible. When six weeks old the young come out of the den 

and at two months they go on nightly hunts with their mother. The 

mother weans them at the end of the third month and leaves them to 

shift for themselves. 
T have had many interesting personal experiences with these animals 

and find them intelligent, bold and inquisitive. They are not combative 

and they respond quickly to kind treatment, making fine pets. 

On May 25, 1906, while I was camped at Rocky Gulch, Sequoia 

National Park, I saw two beautiful specimens of these cats, an adult 

male and a female. Both were so good-natured and gentle that it was 

only necessary to feed them a few times to induce them to come into 

the cabin with me. They became so tame that they would eat from | 

4—45140
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my hands, climb into my lap, and sleep in a bed that I prepared for 
them in the cabin. A few days after my arrival the female had three 
kittens, about the size of newly born house cats. For two or three days { 
the mother would not permit the father to come near them, but later 
the family occupied the one bed. The kittens grew rapidly, and 
when three weeks old the parents began to carry food to them; at the 
age of about eight weeks they accompanied their parents on nightly 
hunts, returning to the cabin in daytime. Later I was relieved by a \ 
detachment of soldiers, who also made pets of the ring-tail family so \ 
that they became as tame as any house cats. ‘ 

Searcely any other wild animal has as many names as the ring-tailed } 
cat. In the United States it is known as ‘“‘ring-tailed cat,’’ ‘miners’ 
cat,’’ “‘coon ecat,’’? and ‘“‘band-tailed ecat.’? In Mexico it bears the 
name of ‘‘cacomixtle,’’ except in Lower California, where it is the 
“‘babisuri.’? Despite this nomenclature the animal is not related to ( 
the feline family, but is akin to the raccoons. All the common names 
in the United States are gradually giving way to that of ‘‘ring-tailed 
cat.’? While this common name is not well chosen, as the term ‘‘cat’? 
properly belongs to the feline family, it is now too firmly established 
to be dislodged. 

Will the ring-tailed cat continue to thrive and hold its own under 
existing laws? Positively, it will not. The animals have no protec- 
tion except in the national parks; but as the park areas comprise but 
a small portion of their range the protection from this source is but 
meager. Outside the parks these pretty animals are being depleted 
from year to year by the ever-increasing number of fur trappers. The 
animals in the neighborhood of the Sequoia National Park are not 
half as numerous as they were ten years ago. They are not endan- 
gered on account of their fur, as it is not high on the market; but as 
the trappers make their sets for other animals of higher fur value, the 
ring-tailed cats are constantly getting into their traps and are killed 
and taken along. While the animals are not in danger of immediate 
extinction in California, I do consider that it will soon become neces- 
sary for the state to furnish adequate protection or we shall lose this 
beautiful California mammal. 

It is not safe to upset the balance of nature and destroy the many 
species of mammals, birds and harmless snakes which prey on rats, 
mice, gophers, ground squirrels and other vermin. The ring-tailed 
cats, the badgers, the skunks, the raccoons, and even the coyotes are 
men’s best friends; while as to the hawks and snakes, they destroy 
hundreds of vermin for each domestie bird taken. Jet nature alone 
and there will be little need to spend millions to poison and to trap 
vermin. As it is now, the poison and traps put out only too often 
destroy as many friends as enemies. 

The campaign against vermin is too often foolishly and thought- 
lessly conducted; and when there is a financial reward for men to trap 
and poison, the facts of natural science are neglected. Man is but 
slowly emerging from the savage state when the lust to kill was among 
the strongest of his instincts. It is easy to appeal to this instinct by 
labeling animals as ‘‘yermin’’ to be destroyed without proper consid- 
eration of the many biological factors involved.
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iv VRefuge presented by the Russell Sage Es- liberated. In open spots, such as the burned 

tate and it is also near the large tract giv- forest offers, these seeds germinate and 

en by the Rockefeller Foundation—Amer- grow very rapidly. Lodgepole pine is not a 

ican Game Protective Association Bulletin. particularly valuable tree in itself, but as 

sarees se the savior of areas that would otherwise 

On June 6, 1924, President Coolidge turn to brush-fields or barrens, it is an ex- 

signed the bill establishing fishing reserves cellent ally of the forester. Not the least 

in Alaska and effecting other measures to of its virtues is its rapid growth averaging 

conserve the salmon fisheries of the Ter- 12 inches a year in height for the first 

ritory; also prohibiting halibut fishing in fifteen years. 

the North Pacific Ocean each year be- Carine a 

tween November 16th and February 15th, Over five million fish eggs and 160,000 

inclusive, to protect the spawning season of fry were planted in the streams of Yellow- 

this fish in the territorial waters of Can- stone National Park recently, according to 

ada aia the United States, asidesigned by. formation given owl: at the Department 
treaty. of the Interior, and extensive fish-planting 

operations will be carried on during Au- 

The disappearance of the standard game gust. These fish eggs and fry were fur- 

of the farmer and small boy has caused nished the National Park Service from the 

many a law to be placed on the statute a ove Lore renee fo 

books of eastern states. Maryland has ® erated by the Bureau of Fisheries. 

started legislation of this kind by at- eur irate 

tempting the passage of a bill prohibiting Wolverine, fisher and marten need 2 

the sale of cottontail rabbits. Although ee on ae a o 
favorable report was given by the com- aving (TeACne e danger point of exist- 

mittee the pill failed mt Ue ive ode ence, according to Joseph Dixon, economic 

jornia Fish and Game. \|mammalogist, University of California. He 

| has gone a step further and recommended 

| a three year closed season for these ani- 

When fire sweeps through the forests of mals to the legislative committee of the 

the northern Rocky Mountains, the oppor- California Fish and Game Commission. 

tunity is given for a very curious manifes- yr, Dixon contends, from investigations 

tation of nature’s reforestation work. In covering a period of years, that marten, 

such instances it often happens that the wolverine and fisher are not numerous 

fire-blackened forest areas are gradually enough to cause any appreciable damage, 

reclothed with the green of lodgepole pine either to game or domestic stock. A study 

trees. The curious feature lies in the fact by the author of food found in the stom- 

that in the original forests lodgepole pine achs of these animals has shown that they 

is outnumbered 100 to 1 by a mixture of Jive largely on rodents and hence, from an 

western white pine, western larch, west- economic standpoint, are at the most only 

ern red cedar, and Douglas fir. In the new slightly injurious. What little damage they 
forest, lodgepole is predominant and far may do in destroying game is offset many 

outstrips in growth the comparatively times by the value of the pelts they pro- 

scarce reproduction of other species. This duce. At the present rate of decrease, 

{comes about largely because of the nature of there will be no martens or fishers left in 

4p “the lodgepole pine cone, which resists all or- California within five years. 

.. dinary efforts of the elements to open it. — 

// Because of this, lodgepole pine retains tae An alligator killed on a preserve in 

' 9 cones on the trees for many years un- South Carolina last fall had five mallard 

opened. When fire goes through the forest, ducks in his stomach. Two years ago there 

the lodgepole cone is no more than thor- were on this preserve large numbers of 

oughly dried out. Later, on the ground and wood ducks, but they gradually disap- 

in the exposure to air and sunshine, the peared and the alligator is blamed. Cer- 

cones open and the seeds, locked in the tainly if he consumed five ducks for one 

cones sometimes as long as 20 years, cre meal, he would soon make a tremendous 

|



Mud Turtle Feeds on Sprouting Corn.--Mud turtles may invade cornfields and com- 

pete with ground squirrels and moles in destroying stands of corn, according to information 

that has come to the attention of Mr. Oman. A Riley County, Kans., farmer reports that 

in the spring of 1928 he noted a mud turtle moving along a listed corn row. Close inspec- 

tion and observation showed that the turtle rooted along, hog-fashion, to find the sprout— 

ing corn.
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